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Identification of thawed and frozen soil state in some Siberia
regions by multi-temporal Sentinel 1 radar data in 2017-2018
N V Rodionova1
1

Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Vvedenskiy sq.
1, Fryazino, Russia, 141190
e-mail: rnv1948123@yandex.ru

Abstract. The paper deals with the identification of thawed/frozen soils in the topsoil layer for
three stations in Siberia: Salekhard, Tiksi and Norilsk by using Sentinel 1B C-band radar data
for the period of 2017-2018. Determination of the frozen/thawed soil state is carried out in
three ways: 1) by multi-temporal radar data on the basis of a significant in 3-5 dB difference in
0
the backscatter coefficient  in the transition of freezing/thawing soil state, 2) by finding the

threshold value of  at which the temperature in the topsoil layer falls below 00C, 3) by
texture features. The first method allows determining the period of time during which the
process of freezing/thawing of the soil occurs. The second and third methods allow making
local maps of frozen/thawed soils. It is shown that for the studied areas the Spearman
0

correlation coefficient between  and air temperature for cross - polarization exceeds the
correlation coefficient for co-polarization. The graphs of the AFI (air freezing index) for the
period of 2012-2018 are constructed based on the archive data of air temperature for the study
areas.
0

1. Introduction
More than 65% of Russia territory is occupied by permafrost. The study of permafrost is more related
to ground-based measurements of the freezing/thawing soil depth. The history of permafrost ground
research in Russia from the 17th century to the middle of the 20th century is quite fully described in
[1].
Frozen soil parameters are difficult to measure directly by remote sensing (RS) because these
parameters are related to subsurface phenomena. The potential of remote sensing using optical and
microwave methods is limited to the study of the near-surface layer of permafrost, its spatial
distribution, the study of the parameters of the active soil layer [2]. So the waves of RS sensors
penetrate to a depth of several mm (visible and IR waves) or several cm (microwaves). A fairly
detailed review of the work using RS for the study of frozen soils (FS) is given in [2].
It should be noted that the use of RS tools for the study of FS is less expensive than the provision
of ground services because of their expensive logistics, short field season, time constraints, but it can
not replace ground services, and only provides additional information [2].
Remote sensing offers promising methods for monitoring the near-surface state of frozen/thawed
soils on a wide geographical scale [3], [4]. The use of radiometers is limited due to their low spatial
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resolution. In contrast to IR and microwave radiometers, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems
potentially provide information concerning soil freezing dynamics under snow cover at high resolution
regardless of cloud cover and time of day and night.
Studies of the thawed/frozen soil state by SAR have been carried out since the early 90-s last
century by ERS-1 C-band data [5], [6]. Research continued with the missions ENVISAT ASAR [7],
ALOS PALSAR L–band [8], RADARSAT-2 C-band [9] and others.
The radar signal from the surface mainly depends on the dielectric constant (DC) of soil which is
directly related to the water and ice content, also radar signal depends on surface roughness and
vegetation cover.
Active sensors discern frozen soil by detecting variations in liquid water soil content. These
variations are related to soil DC values [10]. The average DC value of dry soil is about 2-3, while that
of liquid water is 80. DC soil increases proportionally with volumetric liquid water content. Under
critical winter conditions, a greater proportion of soil water freezes which leads to a significant
decrease of the average value of soil DC; frozen water has DC of ice (3.2), which is similar to that of
dry soil [11]. The opposite process occurs in spring when the ice within soil melts, which results in an
increase in radar backscatter by several dB [12].
Soil properties (i.e., structure, texture, drainage) affect the soil water content and consequently its
freezing dynamics. Mineralized soils freeze more quickly and more deeply than organic soils because
of their lesser capacity to store water [13]. The same relation exists between sandy and clay soils.
The aim of this work is to identify the thawed/frozen soil state in topsoil layer and to construct
local maps of frozen/thawed soils in the study areas of some Siberia regions: Salekhard, Tiksi and
Norilsk, by using Sentinel 1B radar data.
2. Study area and SAR data
2.1 Salekhard
Salekhard is the only city in the country located on the Arctic circle. It is located on the territory of the
Yamal-Nenets Autonomous district. The coordinates of the Salekhard meteorological station (WMO
23330) 66031.86’N, 660 40.08’ E. The area of the city of Salekhard is a flat undulating plain on the
right Bank of the Poluy river, a major right-Bank feeder to the Ob river (figure 1(a)). It is the area of
intermittent permafrost. The depth of seasonal soil thawing/freezing varies from 0.9 m to 3 m and
depends on soil lithological composition, moisture and vegetation cover character. The forest covers
8% of the area. The grass cover is poor, the area is mostly covered with mosses and lichens. The
territory soil texture is dominated by sandy loam, loam, sand-gravel mixture, but no sand.
Mean annual temperature is -6.4°C, the absolute minimum is -54°C, the absolute maximum is + 31°C,
the maximum depth of the snow cover is 62 cm.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Salekhard satellite image, (b) air temperature in degrees Celsius for Salekhard.
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Figure 1 shows the satellite image of Salekhard and air temperature plot for the period 26.2.2017 –
9.6.2018 by the rp5.ru data.
2.2. Tiksi
Tiksi is an urban-type village, the center of Bulun district of the Republic of Sakha-Yakutia. It is
located above the Arctic circle, to the East of the Lena mouth on the shore of Tiksi Bay in the Laptev
Sea. Coordinates of Tiksi airport weather station (WMO 21824) 71041.85’ N., 1280 54.18 E (figure
2(b)).
Tiksi Bay is surrounded by low gravelly treeless hills. The sea slightly softens the frosts, the mean
January temperature is -37.30C, July and August—+7.60C and +7.70C, respectively. The absolute
minimum temperature in Tiksi is -50.50C. The highest possible snow depth is 99 cm. April in Tiksi has
the lowest average monthly temperature in Russia, which was in 2006 -27.60C. Figure 3 displays a
photograph of the village and air temperature plot for the period 7.2.2017–14.6.2018 by the rp5.ru
data. Temperatures were taken at time of site survey of the radar S1.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) the mouth of the Lena river and Ust Lena state nature reserve, (b) Tiksi Bay with the
village of Tiksi.

Figure 3. Tiksi village and air temperature in Tiksi.
2.3. Norilsk-Talnakh
Norilsk is located in the North of Krasnoyarsk region, in the South of the Taimyr Peninsula (WMO
ID=23078). Talnakh - district of Norilsk, is 25 kilometers North-East of the center of Norilsk. Talnakh
is located on the right Bank of the Norilsk river; (Norilsk-on the left Bank) at the spurs of the Putoran
plateau. Talnakh mines are the main raw material base of Norilsk Nickel. At a distance of 2.5 km on
Southeast from the Talnakh is R32 CALM ground station with coordinates 69о26’01” N, 88028’03” E.
The climate is with negative mean annual temperature -9,800C, long (8 months, from November to
May) winter with severe frosts and blizzards, short rainy, cold summer.
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Figure 4 shows a satellite image of Norilsk and Talnakh (indicated by arrows), and a plot of
changes in air temperature for the period 3.3.17-13.8.18 according to rp5.ru.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. (a) satellite image of Norilsk (lower arrow) and Talnakh (upper arrow), (b) air temperature
in degrees Celsius for Norilsk-Talnakh.
2.4. Sentinel 1B radar data
The study used free open Sentinel 1B (S1) C –band radar data IW (interferometric wide swath) mode,
VV and VH polarizations with spatial resolution 10 m. S1 images have been processed by program
S1Toolbox and later SNAP [14]. Data pre-processing includes study area fragment selection and
radiometric calibration.
Table 1 describes S1 data used: 1) number of processed images, 2) view angle, 3) radar survey
time, 4) number of profile pixels for radar backscatter average.

Place name
Salekhard
Tiksi
Norilsk

Table 1. Sentinel 1B radar data used.
Number of proсessed
View
S1 survey time
S1 images
angle
35
340
26.2.2017–09.6.2018
39
40.50 19.2.2017–14.6.2018
29
400
03.3.2017-13.8.2018

Number of
profile pixels
~20
~20
~10

Figure 5 illustrates the changes of the mean value of the backscatter coefficient for VV and VH
polarizations near the airport of Salekhard (coordinates of profile midpoint 66,5920 N, 66,6470 E) for
the period 26.2.2017–9.6.2018 and Tiksi (midpoint profile coordinates 71.70150 N and 128.92050 E)
for the period 19.2.2017–14.6.2018. For Norilsk-Talnakh plots of changes of radar backscatter
coefficient are shown in figure 6: the first profile near Valek airport in Norilsk (coordinates 69.39170
N, 88.31470 E), second profile in the area of Talnakh near the site CALM R32 (coordinates 69.43430
N, 88.46740 E) for the period 3.3.2017-13.8.2018. The profile positions are marked in radar images by
red lines (figure 7).
Spearman's correlation coefficient between air temperature and the backscatter coefficient for
Salekhard is  S =0.58 (p=10-4, N=35, where N is the number of processed images) for VV
polarization and slightly more for VH polarization  S =0.7 (p=10-6). For Tiksi  S =0.21 (p=0.1,
N=39) for VV polarization (weak correlation) and  S =0.69 (p=10-6) for VH polarization. For Norilsk

 S =0.57 (p=6*10-4, N=29) for VV polarization and for VH polarization  S =0.82 (p=0). For Talnakh
 S =0.58 (p=4*10-4) for VV polarization and for VH polarization  S =0.74 (p=10-6). For all profiles
the correlation in cross - polarization exceeds the correlation coefficient in co- polarization.
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Figure 5. The mean value of the backscatter coefficient near Salekhard and Tiksi.

Figure 6. The mean value of the backscatter coefficient for Norilsk-Talnakh.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7. The position of the profiles in radar images (highlighted by red line) near the airports of
Salekhard (a), Tiksi (b) and Norilsk-Talnakh (c).
3. Methods and results of determining frozen/thawed soil state by radar data
3.1. The determination of FS state by multi-temporal radar data
The depth penetration e/m wave into the soil is determined by the equation p 

  ( ' )1/ 2
, where
2   ''

-

the length of the wave,     i -soil dielectric permeability. For Sentinel 1 the wavelength is 5.4
'

''
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cm. In the case of frozen soil with   5.5 and 0.1    0.5 a penetration depth equals
4  p  20 cm.
Identification of thawed/frozen soil state involves knowledge of changes in soil moisture and DC
when the temperature decreases. To understand what changes occur with the soil DC, models of phase
transitions (freezing/thawing) of water from the liquid to the frozen state (and vice versa) were
created. The best known is the semi-empirical dielectric mixed model Dobson et al. [15], generalized
to negative temperatures Zhang et al. [16]. The paper [17] shows the relative DC values for three soil
types (silty clay, silt loam, sandy loam) obtained from this model depending on the soil temperature
from - 300C to 300C for frequencies from C to Ku-band. It is shown that when the soil temperature
drops below 00C, there is a sharp decrease in the values of soil DC for all types of soils and all
frequencies. Thus, for the C-band, the jump in the soil DC value is about 20 units for silty clay, 15 for
silt loam and about 10 for sandy loam. And as shown by [3], [4], the jump in backscatter coefficient is
3-5 dB, what is the basis for identification of thawed/frozen soils by radar data.
Using the time series S1, we can determine the start dates of freezing/thawing of FS by significant
changes in backscatter coefficient and then stably low/high  0 values. Figure 8 shows graphs of the
''

'

difference  0 in the absolute value in dB for the adjacent date radar imagery for Salekhard (a), Tiksi
(b) and Norilsk (c) where the maxima differences  0 (shown in the figures by arrows) determine the
start date of soil freeze/thaw.
thaw

thaw
freeze

thaw
freeze

freeze

(a)
(b)
(c)
0
Figure 8. The difference between the values  in dB for the adjacent radar imagery date.
Based on Dubois et al. [18] equation that defines the relationship between co-polarization  0 with
soil parameters (the real part of the soil DC and the surface roughness), it is possible to determine the
jump of the DC during soil thaw/freeze. The differences of the real part of the soil DC are for
Salekhard up to 14 units during thawing and up to 5 units during freezing, for Tiksi up to 8 units
during thawing and up to 4 units during soil freezing, for Norilsk up to 14 units during thawing and up
to 17 units during soil freezing.
3.2. Determining of the FS by surface state factor and  0 threshold value
Another way to determine the state of FS only by radar data, without using ground measurements, is
given in [19].
The authors [19] characterize the state of the soil surface through the surface state factor (SSF):
SSF=

0
1  0 (t )   Summer
 0
2  Summer   W0 int er

0
where  Summer
and  W0 int er - the average  0 values in dB in summer and winter,

(1)

 0 (t ) -the current

value of  0 , t–time.
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The authors [19] argue that the seasonal variation of SSF are highly correlated with seasonal
variations in soil temperatures, taking negative values when the soil temperature is below 0 0C. Then,
5-cm topsoil layer can be classified as frozen if the SSF value measured by the radar becomes
negative. Figure 9 shows the SSF graphs for Salekhard and Tiksi.

Figure 9. SSF change for Salekhard (a) and Tiksi (b).
According to the equation (1) it turns out that the intersection of the value of SSF=0 occurs for the
same value  0 (t ) , but for different times t , i.e. the value  0 is the same for both the freezing point
and the thawing point in the 5-cm upper layer. And this value can be determined for each place by
knowing the mean

0
 Summer

For Salekhard, the value
polarization the value



0
W inter

and

0
 W0 inter . Let's call this  0 value by  Threshold
.

0
 Summer

was determined for the period 2.6.2017÷18.9.2017, and for VV

0
 Summer
=-13.6

dB, and for VH polarization

0
 Summer
=-19.2

was determined for the period 30.9.2017÷28.5.2018. For VV polarization

VH polarization
polarization and





0
W inter

For Tiksi, the value
polarization

=-22.1 dB. Then, by equation (1) we obtain for

0
Threshold =-20.6

0
 Summer

polarization

=-16 dB, for

0
Threshold =-14.8

for VV

for VH polarization.
was determined for the period 19.6.2017÷11.9.2017, and for VV

0
0
0
 Summer
=-14.9 dB, and for VH polarization  Summer =-20.95 dB. The value  W inter

determined for the period 23.9.2017÷21.5.2018. For VV polarization
polarization





dB. The value

0
W inter



0
W inter =-24.6 dB. Then, by equation (1) we
0
and Threshold =-22.8 dB for VH polarization.

obtain for





0
W inter

was

=-16.3 dB, for VH

0
Threshold =-15.6

dB for VV



Using the threshold value  Threshold , let us construct local maps of thawed/frozen soils, for example,
in the area of Salekhard airport for the dates 9.5.2017 and 14.6.2017–thawing, and 18.9.2017 and
12.10.2017–freezing. The resulting images, 2.8*3 km in size, are shown in figure 10. Blue color0

values  0 <  Threshold (frozen soil), yellow color–values  0 ≥  Threshold (thawed soil). Note the
significant decrease in the area of frozen soil on the image for 14/06/2017 during thawing and,
consequently, increasing the area of frozen soil on the image for 12.10.2017 during freezing.
0

0

3.3. Determining the status of the FS by textural features
The paper [20] shows the possibility of distinguishing different types of surface in radar images by the
use of Haralick texture features [21]: ‘contrast’, ‘entropy’ and ‘inverse moment’. ‘Contrast' is a
weighted square of brightness levels and serves as a natural measure of the spread of brightness. The
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‘inverse moment’ is a measure of local similarity. ‘Entropy’ is a measure of disorder in an image. The
area with the highest value of ‘contrast’ distinguishes places with height differences (urban areas and
so on), areas with a high value of inverse moment-smooth surfaces. Having built a texture image, it
can be used the texture feature 'inverse moment’ as an indicator of frozen/thawed soil, because its
value is greater for frozen soils. Figure 11 demonstrates texture images after speckle filtering for test
site in Salekhard for dates, as in figure 10 (down), in RGB coding: red-'contrast', green-'entropy', blue'inverse moment’.

9.5.2017

18.9.2017

VV

14.6.2017
9.5.2017
Salekhard–thawing

VH

14.6.2017

VV

12.10.2017
18.9.2017
VH 12.10.2017
Salekhard–freezing
Figure 10. Local maps of thawed/frozen soils in Salekhard during soil thawing (up) and soil freezing
(down).

18/9/2017 VV 12/10/2017
18/9/2017
VH 12/10/2017
Figure 11. Textural images of place under study in Salekhard.
One of the segmentation methods on the basis of paired metrics for extracting homogeneous
objects in multi-temporal radar images is given in [22].
4. Soil freezing/thawing index
Air temperature correlates with soil temperature and soil freezing depth [23]. Accurate prediction of
soil freezing depth is an important aspect of various engineering projects. The real depth of soil
freezing is influenced by its mechanical composition, thermal properties, soil moisture, climatic
conditions (air temperature, wind speed, precipitation, solar radiation). The freezing depth can be
estimated using numerical or analytical methods, but the inputs required in the models are not always
available or expensive to obtain. If the input data are available, the results of such models could be
quite accurate. In the absence of some input data, it is necessary to estimate how much it affected the
accuracy of the result. Of the existing models for predicting the depth of soil freezing, the most wellknown is the Stefan model used today, the Berggren model and the Chisholm and Phang model. The
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paper [24] considers the accuracy of prediction of soil freezing depth for these three analytical and
semi-empirical models. Since none of the models gives accurate results, the authors [24] proposed a
modified empirical model for different types of soils that requires only daily maximum and minimum
air temperatures as input. This model is based on the measured values of the depths of frost
penetration in 2010-2011 in the state of Michigan and the calculated values of the cumulative freezing
index (CFI):
h  4.0388  (CFI )0.4896
for clay soils
with a coefficient of determination of 0.94 (the number of measured data points 29),
h  3.3787  (CFI ) 0.5423
for sandy soils
with determination coefficient of 0.91 (the number of measurements 129),
air
air
where h is the depth of soil freezing in cm, CFI   Tmin
 /2 , Tminair and Tmairax is daily minimum
 Tmax
n

i 1

and maximum air temperature.
The authors [24] obtained a generalized empirical equation for all soil types, taking into account
the measurement of the average thermal conductivity of soil samples in Michigan, noting that the use
of their empirical equations for other areas requires calibration.
The maximum depth of soil freezing/thawing for every year is determined by the difference
between the maximum and minimum values of CFI. The maximum CFI corresponds to the transition
from positive to negative temperatures, the minimum CFI corresponds to the transition from negative
to positive temperatures. In the first case, the difference between the extremes corresponds to the
assessment of the maximum depth of soil thawing, in the second–the maximum depth of soil freezing.
This value is called AFI (air freezing index). Figure 12 shows the AFI values characterizing the
maximum depth of soil freeze/thaw for Salekhard, Tiksi and Norilsk for 2012-2018. It is incorrect to
talk about the trend in linear approximation here since the coefficient of determination R2 has very
small values-from 0.001 to 0.2.

(a)
(b)
Figure 12. AFI values characterizing the maximum depth of soil thawing (a) and freezing (b) for
Salekhard, Tiksi and Norilsk.
5. Conclusion
The paper deals with the identification of thawed/frozen topsoil layer state near Salekhard, Tiksi and
Norilsk by radar Sentinel 1B C-band data VV/VH polarizations for the period 2017-2018.
Determination of frozen/thawed soil state is carried out by three ways: 1) by multi-temporal radar data
on the basis of a significant 3-5 dB difference in the values of the backscattering coefficient during the
transition to freezing/thawing soil state. The numerical values of the  0 differences are 4.6, 3.4, 5.6
dB for soil thawing for VV polarization and 2.9, 3.3, 4.4 dB for VH polarization, respectively, for
0
Salekhard, Tiksi and Norilsk; 2) by calculating the threshold  threshold at which the temperature in the
upper soil layer falls below 00C. The values  threshold allowed creating local maps of frozen and
thawed soil in the area of test sites; 3) by the Haralick texture features. It is shown that textural feature
'inverse moment' identifies areas with frozen soil.
0
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It is shown that for the test areas of Salekhard, Tiksi and Norilsk the Spearman correlation
coefficient between  0 and the air temperature for cross-polarization exceeds the correlation
coefficient for the co-polarization.
The obtained AFI values characterizing the maximum depth of soil freezing/thawing did not reveal
a significant trend for the period 2012-2018 according to the air temperature archive data for the
studied areas.
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Abstract. This research work deals with the spatial-temporal characteristics of the relationship
between drought events (Standardized Precipitation Index [SPI]), land surface temperature
(LSI) and vegetation indexes (VIs) in the spring-summer (May-August) over the European
Russia (ER) from 2000 to 2018. We use Terra- MODIS - NDVI and LST product and TRMM
for rainfall data. Statistical results indicate that year 2004, 2009 and 2015 were the most
significant changing-point in mean annual rainfall values and VIs. Results indicate that
vegetation area and VIs variate according to SPI values. Analysis results also indicate that low
NDVI values (0.2-0.4) shift in high NDVI values (0.5-0.8) with high SPI values and viceversa, also high LST values associated with low VIs values and vice-versa, with correlation
coefficients 0.90, means high-temperature show low vegetation. Correlation analysis of VIs,
SPI and LST deficit shows that vegetation is closely related to rainfall and temperature,
especially under the dry and wet conditions and indicates that this correlation can use for nearreal-time monitoring of vegetation drought dynamics. All predictions and monitoring using
satellite-derived VIs is a low cost and effective means of identifying longer-term changes as
opposed to natural inter-annual variability in vegetation growth.

1. Introduction
This is a global phenomenon that rainfall and temperature are the key parameters for vegetation
condition, health, growth and responsible for a wide range of forest ecosystem. Globally, maximum
forest areas are under mortality situation due to increasing temperature and reducing soil moisture [1,
2]. Simultaneously, we have a lot of evidence, that under future climate scenario, maximum world
forest area will suffer increasing forest mortality rate due to severe and frequent drought events [3],
especially in dry parts of the world [4]. Among the various factors, climate change is influencing
serious negative trends in forest ecosystem structure and function by expected increase drought
intensity and frequency [5]. Coping with these consequences of climate change represents in many
forest regions, such as changes in rainfall patterns, increase average temperature, increase in drought
frequency, intensity and can impede tree vulnerability [6], increase mortality rate [7] and seem to have
a significant impact on the growth and development of forest in all over the world [8, 9, 10]. As
vegetation condition, rainfall and temperature have a close relationship so any change in rainfall
pattern and temperature will have a significant impact on the growth and potentially triggering largeV International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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scale changes in the forest distribution, structure, function, and composition [11] and threatening
terrestrial net primary production [12]. Still, the relationship between vegetation, rainfall, and the
temperature is of fundamental importance [13]. Specifically, reducing rainfall and increasing
temperature are reducing soil moisture and the increasing possibility of severe drought events, which
increase evaporation rate and salinity, that directly effect on net production, growth and survival,
ultimately loss of biodiversity, ecosystem and increase forest vulnerability to other human natural
stress [14, 15, 16]. So to predict future forest ecosystem with climate change is a basic requirement to
understand the ecological mechanisms with governing vegetation droughts dynamics [17]. The
Russian climate is influenced by severing factors [18] such as southern mountains, a plain area in the
west, Indian Ocean warm-air and the Arctic and Atlantic influences in the north. Russia has extreme
dry winter or precipitation as a high snowfall in winter and hot summer with rains [19] with a semiarid climate. Around 65% Russian territory comes under permafrost with 65–75 cm (24–30in) Annual
precipitation but in the south part, its only 4-5 cm (1-2 in) annual precipitation [18] so extreme
weather condition have been badly effecting on vegetation in ER [20].
Human society and the global economy are closely linked with forest in terms of their livelihood,
providing food, water, wood products, medicines and in last supporting biodiversity [21]. ER forest
spread for 2000 km from 66°N to 53°N with 1/4 of the world's reserves wood [22]. The Russian
timber industry is one of the oldest industries which provide around 20 billion dollars per year in the
Russian economy. The main species of coniferous tree are pine, spruce, larch, cedar. Despite this
Russian forest ecosystem is endangered by harvest, fuel, grazing, farming, industrial development,
construction, mining, pollutions, forest fire, unmanaged tourism, and non-native wildlife animals
destroy seeds, trunks, and branches and put further stress on the ecosystem [23]. Tree vulnerability to
drought estimation based on the surveys, visual interpretation of canopy conditions and expert
knowledge is expensive, time-consuming, less accurate, require more manpower, difficult to
extrapolate over large, inaccessible areas and tough in regular monitoring [20]. Satellite remote
sensing, on the other hand, has several advantages due to its repetitive, synoptic coverage of large,
inaccessible areas in a quick and economical fashion [24]. Remotely sensed data has been used to
monitor the impacts of drought on canopy water loss, ecosystem carbon dynamics and water use
efficiency [25]. Other hand many regions especially inaccessible area, where the density of
meteorological stations are not sufficient or frequency of data collection are low and field work is
impossible than drought monitoring is not possible accurately based on rainfall data. But satellitebased rainfall data is continuously available for the large, inaccessible area and quickly on low cost or
free of cost with the availability of historical data. That`s why remote sensing is proved a powerful
tool for measuring and monitoring of drought conditions with temporal and spatial aspects [26]. There
is a lot of ways to monitor and mapping forest disturbance by insect and burning using satellite remote
sensing [27]. Same-date high resolution multispectral and hyperspectral imagery such as IKONOS and
Hyperion and multi-date imagery from medium resolution can easily detect insect outbreaks [28]. The
Ecosystem Disturbance and Recovery Tracker (eDaRT) system, for example, is being developed by
many countries for forest disturbance mapping and monitoring with medium resolution satellite data
[29]. These methods can detect high- and moderate-magnitude disturbances at a relatively high spatial
resolution, such as fire burns, clear-cuts or severe mortality [30]. But still, regular monitoring of tree
vulnerability on a large area is a chilling task [31].
The main cause of drought is the shortage of rainfall in terms of low water availability from the
average annual condition and it's related to increasing temperature and evaporation, which effect on
local vegetation condition. In ER long term drought occurrence and significant changes in rainfall
patterns are the most imperative factor, which affects the vegetation. The effects of drought occurrence
on vegetation in the ER have not been computed yet. Currently, various drought indicators have been
used for drought events effect on vegetation including meteorological [32], remotely sensed,
hydrological and other indicators to measure drought impacts. Other than this traditional method of
drought assessment and monitoring based on rainfall data are palmer drought severity index (PDSI)
[33], SPI [34] and Palmer hydrological drought index (PHDI) [35]. The easy-to-use SPI has been
widely employed to determine the occurrence of drought episodes and enables investigations of water
deficiencies at different spatial and temporal scales [36, 37, 38]. The main objective of this research
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work is to identify a relationship between spatial-temporal change in drought events [rainfall (SPI)]
and temperature (LST) for vegetation condition. This research work enumerates the relationship in
between vegetation with droughts intensities and trends to protection and restoration of ER vegetation
on timely and effectively. For that, we used satellite and long term rainfall data from 2000 to 2018 for
ER and figured out SPI to identify changes in rainfall patterns, which show changing-point year, that
indicate drought dynamics in last two decades. Then we correlate SPI and drought occurrence to
identify changes in the vegetation area and condition in the ER. We also quantify the changes in
vegetation condition and area separately for the intervals before and after of the changing-point years.
2. Study area
The study area of this research work is the entire European Russia (figure 1). Russia is the world`s
largest and a transcontinental country. European Russia is the western part of Russia that is a part of
Eastern Europe, with a population of 110 million people, European Russia has about 77% of Russia's
population, but covers 23% of Russia's territory; and occupies almost 40% of Europe's total area.

Figure 1. The geographic location of European Russia with 25 rainfall sampling location and DEM.
3. Materials and methods
3.1. Datasets
To obtain a sufficient spatial and temporal coverage of the study area on a yearly basis and at low
costs, multispectral data were download from united states geological survey (USGS) website such as
advance very high-resolution radiometer (ASTER), MODIS and global land data assimilation system
(GLDAS) Noah land surface model [39]. We used MODIS product MOD11A2 for LST, MOD13Q1
for VIs and MOD09Q1 for surface reflectance information. For elevation and slope information we
used ASTER-GDEM with 30m spatial resolution and for rainfall measurements or SPI, national
aeronautics and space administration (NASA) global land data assimilation system (GLDAS) and
other meteorological data were used. During fieldwork, we used high-quality handheld global
positioning system (GPS) for ground truth and to georeference satellite images. In secondary data, we
used other ancillary data and ground data from meteorology, climatology, agriculture, forest and
survey departments such as geology and geography (topographic sheets). For geographical
information system (GIS) analysis and image processing work, we used ArcGIS, ER-Mapper and
ERDAS software’s and prepare thematic maps with the help of satellite data, topographic maps, field,
and ancillary data: such as vegetation, digital elevation model (DEM), rainfall, NDVI, LST. So to take
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the dual advantage in this research work, we used both primary (satellite data) and secondary data
(field and socio-economic data). Mainly we use MODIS instrument, which is operating on both the
Terra and Aqua spacecraft. It has a viewing swath width of 2,330 km and views the entire surface of
the Earth every one to two days. Its detectors measure 36 spectral bands between 0.405 and 14.385 µm
and it acquires data at three spatial resolutions -- 250m, 500m and 1,000m. MODIS products are
available from several sources such as LAADS web, DAAC at the U. S. geological survey.
3.2 Pre-processing
This research work was benefited from ground-based information collected during fieldwork. Then
complete image pre-processing steps such as remove all radiometric, geometric distortions and
projected all datasets in world geodetic system – 1984 universal transverse Mercator coordinate
system (WGS-1984 UTM) projection with the help of ground control points (GCP) so that all noise or
sensors related errors such as droplines was removed and each pixel was geocoded as its exact location
on the globe and then used best band combination and enhancement techniques to identify specific
features in false color composite images. After it, all field data were vectorized and interpolated as
grid datasets so that it was combined with satellite data and later on easy to use in GIS format analysis,
which was a great help to derive meteorological information, phonological information and vegetation
based indices for vegetation drought dynamics.
3.3 NDVI & LST
Following the streamlines in methodology, after image processing, all satellite data was processed for
the mapping of vegetation indices - VIs (NDVI & EVI) and LST. For vegetation indices (NDVI &
EVI) a 16-day time series L3 global 250m resolution MODIS product MOD13Q1 and an 8 day L3
Global 1km average value of the composite LST MODIS product MOD11A2 were used in the study
area from 2000 to 2018. NDVI is a proxy for photosynthetic activity and primary production from
vegetation biomass and is a common index for monitoring vegetation health. Enhanced vegetation
index (EVI) is similar to NDVI but less sensitive to noise from background soil and atmospheric
conditions and less saturated in high-biomass areas. Here VIs was calculated from visible and infrared
bands combinations in ArcGIS software, whereas LST was calculated by thermal bands (ground
emissivity) combinations. VIs was helping to identify forest canopy cover mapping and vegetation
condition index (VCI), while LST can measure temperature condition index (TCI). The important
thing is that NDVI generated VCI and LST generated TCI was useful to make vegetation health index
(VHI), which show the actual vegetation health condition.
These continuous VIs and LST time series values were helpful to calculate the baseline and change
metrics of forest health for tree vulnerability detection to drought. MODIS MOD11A2 product
consists of 16-bit unsigned integer values from 7500 to 65500 and to derive actually ground
temperature in Kelvin, need to multiply it with scaling factor 0.02 [40]. In NDVI some values are zero
or less than zero, which represent water body or the cloud in the image so need filters and finally
generate maps of the study area from 2000 to 2018.
3.4 NASA Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS Noah Surface Model)
This data product is a replacement for GLDAS-1 0.25-degree monthly data product. Global land data
assimilation system version 2 (hereafter, GLDAS-2) has two components: one forced entirely with the
Princeton meteorological forcing data (hereafter, GLDAS-2.0), and the other forces with a
combination of model and observation based forcing data sets (hereafter, GLDAS-2.1). This research
work used this data for calculating the meteorological drought index (SPI). GLDAS Noah land surface
model combines remotely sensed precipitation estimation with land surface gauge analysis and was
help precipitation rates and vegetation response to rainfall over the accumulation period for each pixel
as the amount of rainfall associated with vegetation condition.
3.5 Standardized precipitation index (SPI)
Generally, rainfall directly effects on temperature and soil moisture and later on vegetation. Normally
in high rainfall regions, vegetation is very healthy and dense. A short time period of SPI values (1 to 3
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months) is related to soil moisture changes that have a greater effect on agriculture. A longer time
period (6 to 12 months) SPI values show longer time period change on precipitation, available water,
land use/cover and ecosystem. This research work used almost two-decade summer rainfall data (May
to Aug months.) from 2000 to 2018 to access the change in drought and to determine changing-point
in rainfall pattern in ER (fig. 2). Figure 1 shows the location of all 25 rainfall stations from where we
collect rainfall data and derive a relationship between drought and vegetation indices.
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Figure 2. SPI based drought identification from 25 rainfall stations in ER from 2000 to 2018. SPI
values above 2 indicate extreme wetness, between 2 and 1 severe to moderate wetness, between 1 and
-1 normal condition, between -1 and -2 moderate to severe droughts and below -2 extreme droughts.
3.6 Change point detection
To detect changes in vegetation with drought, change point or breakpoint identification in rainfall
pattern is a compulsory thing which helps to understand the whole ecosystem process. A changing
point is defining a point where frequency and distribution of variables change their direction for a time
(figure. 2). There are many methods to identify change point such as [42, 43, 44, 45] tests that enable
detection of changes in a data series. This research work defines change point in a time series of
rainfall by using Pettitt-Mann-Whitney-Test and cumulative sum method (CUSUM) in the Change
Point Analyzer (CPA) software [42]. The CUSUM method is a very simple and flexible method and
originally developed for controlling industrial process and can use in trained data in place of natural
data. Many times it used in environmental monitoring programs to identify change point in time series
of environmental and climatic variables. After identifying change point in rainfall data series, we
confirm it with t-test by comparing the mean value of rainfall data before and after the change years.
3.7 Mapping VIs area
Vegetation health or condition and total vegetation cover area are highly correlated with NDVI values
[46]. To identify changes in vegetation health over a period of time, we used [47] method that change
in NDVI values are proxy of change in vegetation condition. According to this, we classify NDVI
values in terms of very healthy to no vegetation class as in table 1. Finally, first we calculate total
vegetation and non-vegetation area and then subclass level vegetation area according to NDVI values
as table 1for over the last two decades from 2000 to 2018 for European Russia. As atmospheric
condition were different for the different years during the image capturing so field work was an
important task to increase accuracy in subclass level vegetation area calculations. For accuracy
assessment of the all yearly NDVI maps from 2000 to 2018, 250 sampling plots with 30*30m were
established in the entire study area. Other than this we also take help from Arial photos, highresolution satellite data, and ancillary data related to vegetation for accuracy assessment and derive
user accuracy, producer accuracy, and overall accuracy. Finally, calculate total area change in
vegetation as well as area change in different NDVI values for the period before and after the
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change/breakpoint year in the time series of rainfall data. Here we also did a key interview with old
peoples who live in the study area for a long time (more than 25 years).

Class
name

NDVI
range

1

0.9 to 1

2

0.5 to 0.8

3

0.2 to 0.4

4

-0.1 to 0.1

5

-0.1 to -1

Table 1. Vegetation classes according to NDVI values.
Class level
Class level I
Class level III
NDVI range
II
Dense
Very healthy
0.85 <
vegetation
vegetation
0.79 – 0.84
Open
Temperate and
0.66 – 0.78
vegetation
tropical rainforests
Vegetation
0.51 – 0.65
0.41 – 0.50
Degraded
Shrub and grassland
0.31 – 0.40
vegetation
0.20 – 0.30
Barren areas of rock,
0.00 – 0.19
Nosand, or snow
Vegetation
0.00 – -0.50
Water
-0.51 >

Subclass
name
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

4. Results
4.1. SPI patterns
Figure 2 shows the spatial and temporal pattern of SPI from 2000 to 2018 in the summer month from
25 rainfall stations in the ER. As above or positive values of normal rainfall distribution show wetness
and negative or below values of normal rainfall indicate dryness. SPI values above 2 indicate extreme
wetness, between 2 and 1 severe to moderate wetness, between 1 and -1 normal condition, between -1
and -1 moderate to severe droughts, and below -2 extreme droughts.
We find that from 2001 to 2004 all SPI values falls 0 to -1.5, which show moderate to the severe
dry situation and from the year of 2004 all values move to the positive direction so the year 2004 was
a changing point year. From 2005 to 2009 all SPI values were in a positive direction, means its show
wet weather condition. The Year of 2007 has 2.5 SPI values means it was the extreme wet condition
year. The year 2009 was again a changing point year as all values go in a negative direction till 2014,
with the extremely dry year of 2010. From 2015 SPI values again move in the above direction with the
extreme wet year 2017. In short, we find 3 changing point years as 2004, 2009 and 2015. We also find
that year 2007 and 2017 have the extreme wet condition and year 2010 had an extremely dry condition
(figure 2) so based on SPI values from 2000 to 2018, the wet and dry years patterns can be divided
into four parts.
Maximum parts of the study area were the tendency of decreasing SPI values special from 2001 to
2004 and then 2009 to 2014, which show the increasing dryness in the different parts of the study area.
The southern and southeast part of the ER was maximum affected area due to dryness and severe
droughts.
4.2 Rainfall analysis
With the help of Pettit-Mann-Whitney method, we find the maximum probability of change year was
2004, 2009 and 2015 from the period of 2000 to 2018 from all 25 rainfall stations (figure 3). In
particular these years, there was a significant change in mean summer rainfall. This was also
confirmed by the CUSUM method. Figure 3 represent maximum, minimum, mean and standard
deviation values of rainfall for spring-summer (May-August) season from 2000 to 2018 in European
Russia. Figure 3 also shows that the year 2007 and 2017 have the highest rainfall and year 2010 had
the lowest rainfall in the study area.
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Figure 3. Maximum, minimum, average and standard deviation values of rainfall (mm) for springsummer (May-August) season from 2000 to 2018.
4.3 Analyses of vegetation cover change
The satellite image analysis of vegetation cover in European Russia from 2000 to 2018 showed a
significant change in the area between vegetation and non-vegetation (figure 4). Total vegetation area
(A to G NDVI classes) was continuously increased from 2001 to 2007 and reach 3582036km2 in 2007
and it was highest as 3681070km2 in 2017. The non-vegetation area was highest as 982348 and
895479km2 in 2000 and 2010 respectively (figure 4).
4.4 Analysis of SPI and VIs relationship
Analysis results show that VIs area was increased with increased SPI values and decreased with
decreasing SPI values (reducing rainfall or more drought condition). The correlation and coefficients
of SPI and VIs have linear regression (R2) exceeded 0.90. According to SPI values, as the year 2010
was the driest year from 2000 to 2018 period and it's also represented by non-vegetation area as it was
highest in 2010 (figure 4). When compare the highest values of SPI as it was in the year 2007 and
2017, we find that total vegetation cover area was also highest in both years (figure 4). So this research
work confirms that SPI values are also associated with vegetation indices (VIs). As high SPI values
represent high VIs values and vice-versa.
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Figure 4. Vegetation and non-vegetation area in ER from 2000 to 2018.
4.5 LST and VIs
To get a relationship between LST and VIs, we used Pearson correlation coefficient during two
decades study period (figure 5) and find a clear negative correlation. The correlation coefficient of
determination of each linear regression (r2) exceeded more than 0.90 in all years [48, 49]. Extreme
temperature shows low vegetation and reducing temperature represent increasing high and healthy
vegetation condition. Here EVI has high correlation than NDIV as it's not affected by background
features effects (figure 5).
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Figure 5. LST and VIs relationship during spring-summer (May-August) season from 2000 to 2018.
Normally VIs represents the land use feature and LST symbolizes thermal condition of land surface
features [50]. Figure 4 illustrates the relationships between VIs (NDVI & EVI) for the different years’
time period in European Russia from 2000 to 2018. In general, the NDVI value increases with
enhanced vegetation coverage. It is easy to understand that higher vegetation coverage would lead to
lower LST; however, when the NDVI is below a certain value, the LST appears to increase with the
VIs [51].
5. Conclusion
This research work analysis three primary data (Rainfall, LST and VIs) and identify a relationship
between climate condition and its direct effect on vegetation. A reduction in rainfall and high LST are
increasing drought occurrence, which also indirectly influenced by human interference. The main
work was using SPI time series values from rainfall and detects changes in drought and later on its
effect on vegetation covers area and vegetation condition with LST. Especially identification of
changing point (2004, 2009, 2015) and extreme wet (2007, 2017) and extreme dry years (2002, 2010)
and effects on vegetation with LST relationship in between different time periods. The southern part of
the study area was maximum affected by severe drought with high LST and low VIs. Understanding
these relationships and the characteristics of droughts is crucial for improving our knowledge of
vegetation vulnerability to climate fluctuations and climate change for vegetation drought dynamics.
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Abstract. We propose a new adaptive multidimensional signal interpolator for differential
compression tasks. To increase the efficiency of interpolation, we optimize its parameters
space by the minimum absolute interpolation error criterion. To reduce the complexity of
interpolation optimization, we reduce the dimension of its parameter range. The
correspondence between signal samples in a local neighbourhood is parameterized. Besides,
we compare several methods for such parameterization. The developed adaptive interpolator is
embedded in the differential compression method. Computational experiments on real
multidimensional signals confirm that the use of the proposed interpolator can increase the
compression ratio

1. Introduction
There are many interpolation [1, 2] methods have been already developed, and they continue to
evolve. It is worth mentioning techniques based on context modeling [3], least mean squares [4],
Kronecker bases [5], matrix pencil method [6], compressed sensing [7], etc. However, these methods
are recourse consuming and computationally complex, therefore are not suitable for differential
compression algorithms.
Differential compression of multidimensional signals, also called DPCM (differential pulse-code
modulation [8 - 11] ), is based on interpolation (prediction) of signal samples based on already
processed samples and further interpolation error encoding (post-interpolation residues encoding). A
high correlation usually characterizes real digital signals, so a transition to a differential representation
entails a significant non-uniformity of the probability distribution of post-interpolation residues,
which, in turn, leads to a decrease [12 - 14] of compressed data entropy, and a compression ratio
increase.
In his paper, we propose a new adaptive DPCM interpolator of multidimensional signals [2, 15 –
16], for which three different ways of parameterization of already processed samples correspondence
are proposed. The complexity of optimizing the parameters of the proposed interpolator is decreased
by reducing the dimension of its parameters space. An experimental study of the proposed adaptive
interpolator on a test set of multidimensional signals of the SpecTIR spectrometer was made; its
results demonstrate that the proposed interpolation method outperforms the most common one.
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The article is structured as follows: first, a general method of DPCM is given. After which the
proposed interpolator is described: the general scheme for constructing adaptive interpolators, the
procedure for reducing the parameter space and the interpolation procedure. After that, the results of
an experimental study are presented.
2. Multidimensional signals differential compression
During differential compression of a multidimensional signal, the samples are processed in the order
of some scan, which generalizes the line-by-line scan of the two-dimensional case. Let C  x  be the
multidimensional signal and x be the vector of its arguments. Every sample of C  x  id processed in
the following way:
1. Interpolation.
The interpolated value P  x  of the current sample is calculated using the already processed
(compressed and decompressed) samples Ck  x  :





P( x )  P Сˆ k  x  ,

(1)

via interpolation function P.
2. Calculation of the differential signal f (the difference between the interpolated and the real
value):
(2)
f  x   C x   P  x  .
where f  x  - is the differential signal.
3. Quantization of differential signal:

fq  x   Q  f  x  ,

(3)

where f q ( x ) - quantized difference, Q - quantization function.
In this work, we used a uniform quantization scale:
 f ( x ) max 
f q ( x )  sign  f ( x )  
(4)
,
 2max  1 
where  max – preset maximum error (compression algorithm parameter), [..] means an integral part of
the number. This quantization scale controls the maximum error between the initial C  x  and
decompressed Ĉ  x  signals:

   .

max  max C x  Сˆ x
x

4. Reconstruction of current value:

Cˆ  x   P  x   f q  x  2max  1 .

(5)
(6)

i.e. calculation of decompressed value Ĉ  x  . This value will be used in the compression stage during
the interpolation (3) of the next samples. This feedback is necessary to ensure that the interpolators
work identically during compression and decompression.
5. Encoding of the quantized differential signal. In this work, Huffman encoder was used [8 - 10].
3. Multidimensional signals adaptive interpolation
3.1. Approach to adaptive interpolator construction
We have developed proposed interpolator according to the following general structure of adaptive
interpolation of multidimensional signals. It generalizes two-dimensional interpolation algorithms
described in [2, 8].
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Let us consider a current sample C ( x ) which is to be interpolated on the basis of neighbor ones

C  x  . Let P C  x  – be the set of simple and fast interpolation functions. Therefore, for every
i

k

k

sample a set of interpolated values can be calculated:
Pi  x   Pi Ck ( x ) .

(7)

Resulting interpolated value is chosen via the parameterized decision rule R:
P  x   Ci  x  , i  R   х  , lim ,





(8)

which uses the vector of local features   х  calculated on the basis of neighbor samples Ck  x  . The
decision rule is also dependent on the parameter lim , which is calculated during the optimization of
some criterion (for example, interpolation error). The certain form of the criterion is determined by the
method application area.
Averaging over the nearest processed samples interpolators are usually used [2] to reduce the
computational complexity in differential compression:
1 N ˆ
(9)
P x 
 Ck x ,
N i 1





where Cˆ k  x  – are the neighbor samples, N – is the number of neighbor samples.

The interpolator of this type work quite accurately on relatively smooth signal parts due to
averaging over noised samples, but it has a large error on the contours (extended brightness
differences). When interpolating contour readings, interpolators based on interpolation “along” the
contour work more accurately. An example of these interpolators for the two-dimensional case is, for
example, Graham interpolator [2, 8].
During Graham interpolation, the interpolated value is equal to the neighbor sample value which
lies in the direction of the contour. However, this interpolation is less accurate on smooth parts of the
signal.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive interpolator that combines the advantages of both described
approaches. Proposed interpolator automatically switches between averaging interpolation and
interpolation “along the contour” depending on the presence and intensity of the contour in the local
neighborhood of each signal sample.
Let us describe in more detail interpolation function (7) and decision rule (8). Let L be the number
of possible contour directions (usually, it is greater than or equal to signal dimension). Let

  x  : 0  i  L be the set of averaged difference moduli Cˆ  x   Cˆ  x 
t

i



between already processed

samples Cˆ k  x  in every direction possible (this set is computed in every signal sample). Difference



values  i x

determine the presence and intensity of the contour in the current signal sample local

neighbourhood. The least of these differences might be used to determine the direction of the contour
if one passes through the processed sample. To decide whether there is a contour in a signal and what
direction it goes in, several threshold values ilim are used. Thresholds are compared with local
features values   х  . If there are no contours detected, averaging interpolation (9) is used:

  

1 N
1
(10)
P  x   P   x    Cˆ k  x , if i  arg min i x &   х   ilim , i  0, Nc  .

N k 1
Otherwise, the neighbouring sample, located in the differences minimum direction is used as an
interpolating value (interpolation “along the contour” is performed):
2
(11)
P  x   P   x   Cˆ j  x  , if i  arg min i x &   х   ilim , i  0, Nc  .
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Therefore, to calculate the best ilim values, we have to perform the optimization in N c dimensional parameter space.
The application task determines the number of dimensions N c of parameter space  ilim . For
differential compression, the complexity of the task is determined not only by the signal dimension but
also by the number of contour directions taken into account. For example, for differential compression
of two-dimensional signals (images), N c  2 if we consider horizontal and vertical contours Nc  4 if
we consider horizontal, vertical and diagonal contours. Given the limitations on computational
complexity, even for N c  2 searching the ilim parameters can be an overly time-consuming task.
3.2. Interpolator parameter space dimension reduction
In this paper, we propose to reduce the parameter space dimension to lower the computational
complexity of finding these parameters. To do that we propose to use decision rules based on the



relationships between  i x instead of their absolute values. If there are no contours in a sample’s
neighborhood, differences  i will have close values. If there is a distinct contour, the desired  j will
be not only the least but also distant from the other ones. Figure 1 shows described situations
pictorially.

j

 ... Nc-2

j 



(а)

 ...



(b )

Figure 1. Differences distribution during the interpolation: (a) – a contour passes through the
processed sample, (b) – there are no contours in the sample’s neigbourhood.
We propose three new contour features based on described statements:





 
    
  x
1
  x 
,   x 
   x ,
N
  x
  x    x
  x 
,
1
   x    x
N 1

  

I x   r x   j x , j x  arg min i x , r x  arg min i x ,
i

II

C k 0



V

V

1

0

NC  2

C

(12)

NC 1

j

III

i: i  j

i 0

V
i 1

(13)

k

V
i

(14)

where Vi x  is the element of the difference ordered series.

During the interpolation procedure, proposed contour features are compared with a single threshold
lim
value  . Thus, by reducing the parameter space dimension, it is possible to reduce the multiparameter optimization problem to a single-parameter one, where the only parameter is  . To
calculate this parameter, an automatic optimization procedure is used, similar to one described in [16].
lim

3.3. Adaptive interpolation algorithm for differential compression
We considered a three-dimensional signal during experimental research C  x   C  x, y, z  , which is
processed “layer-wise” with line-by-line scan in each layer. We have considered the following set of
differences, each difference in accordance with a contour direction:
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1     Cˆ  x, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  2, y  1, z  



 Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  2, y  1, z 



(20)

3

 2   |  Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y  2, z   Cˆ  x  1, y, z   Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z  



(21)

 Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y, z  3





3   /  Cˆ  x, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y, z   Cˆ  x  1, y, z   Cˆ  x  2, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  2, y, z  3,



(22)



4   \  Cˆ  x, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y  2, z   Cˆ  x  1, y, z   Cˆ  x  2, y  1, z   Cˆ  x  1, y  1, z   Cˆ  x, y  2, z  3, (23)



5     Cˆ  x  1, y,z   Cˆ  x  1, y,z 1  Cˆ  x, y 1,z   Cˆ  x, y 1,z 1 



 Cˆ  x  1, y 1,z   Cˆ  x  1, y 1,z 1  Cˆ  x  1, y 1,z   Cˆ  x  1, y 1,z 1 4

(24)

Figure 2 demonstrates the discussed differences.

Figure 2. Discrete differences for five contour directions (bold lines) during sample «○» interpolation
with the use of «×» samples as reference.
As one may notice   , | ,  / ,  \ are the averaged differences of vertical, horizontal and diagonal
directions inside the current layer C  x, y, z  , and   is the “cross-layer” averaged difference, i.e., the
difference between samples from layer C  x, y, z  and layer C  x  1, y, z  .
In this case, contour features (12- 14) can be described in the following way:
I  x, y, z    r  x, y, z    j  x, y, z  ,

j  x, y, z   arg min i  x, y, z , r  x, y, z   arg min i  x, y, z , i, j  1,5
II  x, y, z  

(25)

i: i  j

i

 j  x, y, z 
  x, y, z 

III  x, y, z  

,   x, y, z  

1 5
 k  x, y, z ,
5 k 1

(26)

V1  x, y, z   V0  x, y, z 

(27)
,
1 4 V
V
 i 1  x, y, z   i  x, y, z 
4 i 1
In this work, we have compared the adaptive interpolator with proposed contour features (25 - 27)
with an averaging one (9). The averaging interpolator for this case can be described in the following
way:
1 8
(28)
P  x, y, z    Cˆ k  x, y, z  .
8 i 1
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4. Experimental study of the proposed adaptive interpolator
A set of 6 hyper-spectral Earth remote sensing signals were used during the experimental research.
The set was obtained via SpecTIR hyper-spectrometer. Signals are 160×200×356 with 16-bit color
depth. Figure 3 demonstrates several channels of test signals.

Figure 3. Several contrasted signal channels of the test set.
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Figure 4. Dependence of decompressed signal RMS on compression coefficient with the use of the
adaptive (with different contour features) and averaging interpolators.
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Figure 5. Dependence of the averaged over the test set compression ratio on the absolute error.
Experimental research was held in the following way - each test signal was compressed and then
decompressed with a different maximum error value after that root mean square error (RMS) was
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calculated for the decompressed signal. Results were averaged over all test set. Figure 4-7
demonstrates the results of the experimental study.
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Figure 6. Dependence of the relative gain in archive size from the averaging interpolator on the
absolute error.
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Figure 7. Averaged over the test set time of processing of one test image.
As one may notice, proposed adaptive interpolator significantly reduces decompressed signal RMS.
for example, it gives 11 times less RMS then averaging interpolator for compression coefficient 5. The
least RMS is obtained with the use of the contour feature that uses the difference between two
minimum values (see 25 and its general form 12). One may notice, that the use of feature I (12, 25)
results in faster image processing with the same performance (in terms of RMS and compression ratio)
as features II (13, 26) and III (14, 27).
5. Conclusions
In this paper, new adaptive interpolator for differential compression tasks was proposed. It uses the
contour features to switch between interpolation methods in every processed signal sample. The
parameter space dimension reduction procedure was performed to lower the computational complexity
of the proposed interpolator. Three methods for the contour feature calculation were proposed.
During the experimental research, every setup of the proposed interpolator outperformed the
averaging one. The least RMS is obtained with the use of contour feature that uses the difference
between two minimum values.
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the interpolation of multidimensional signals problem. We
develop adaptive interpolators that select the most appropriate interpolating function at each
signal point. Parameterized decision rule selects the interpolating function based on local
features at each signal point. We optimize the adaptive interpolator in the parameter space of
this decision rule. For solving this optimization problem, we reduce the dimension of the
parametric space of the decision rule. Dimension reduction is based on the parameterization of
the ratio between local differences at each signal point. Then we optimize the adaptive
interpolator in parametric space of reduced dimension. Computational experiments to
investigate the effectiveness of an adaptive interpolator are conducted using real-world
multidimensional signals. The proposed adaptive interpolator used as a part of the hierarchical
compression method showed a gain of up to 51% in the size of the archive file compared to the
smoothing interpolator.

1. Introduction
Currently, the need to use multidimensional digital signals is becoming more acute [1]. It is primarily
about such areas as remote sensing [2-3], processing of multispectral and hyperspectral signals [4], as
well as video processing.
Now we know a large number of interpolation and approximation algorithms for such signals [116], and the high-performance requirements often do not allow us to use trivial linear, bilinear or
bicubic interpolators [1]. In other words, there is a tendency to the more and more widespread use of
more complex interpolation methods, such as the support vector method [5], locally optimal welladapted basis functions [6], approximation by multidimensional orthogonal polynomials [7],
multidimensional approximation and interpolation [8] etc.
However, the presence of a large number of well-developed solutions did not stop research in the
development and modification of interpolation and approximation algorithms for multidimensional
signals. The approximation based on Kronecker bases [9], splines [10], and tensors [11] continues to
be improved. Artificial neural networks [7,12] are also increasingly used for interpolating signals.
Even the well-known least squares method (OLS) continues to be modified [13] in recent years. In the
foreign literature, special attention is paid to the sparse approximation method [14], which is the basis
for the “compressed sensing” approach [15–16].
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All the above algorithms have a sufficiently high accuracy in solving the corresponding applied
problems. However, these algorithms have high computational complexity. In this paper, we propose
fast interpolation algorithms for multidimensional signals that are adaptive due to automatic switching
between interpolating functions at each point of the signal. This adaptability makes it possible to
ensure high interpolation accuracy with low computational complexity, due to the simplicity of the
interpolating functions used.
The proposed interpolators are parameterized. Therefore, we can optimize them according to
various criteria, the choice of which is determined by the specifics of the applied problem being
solved. Optimization of adaptive interpolators is carried out in the space of their parameters. The
complexity of this optimization is substantial if resources are limited. In this paper, we propose an
algorithm for reducing the complexity of optimization due to the dimension reduction of the
interpolator parametric space.
2. Adaptive interpolation of multidimensional signals
Let C  x  be a multidimensional digital signal, and x be the vector of arguments. Let an arbitrary
count C ( x) be necessary to interpolate using the nearest reference samples

Cˆ

k

 x  .

Let

P  Cˆ  x  be the set of interpolation functions used. Thus, for the current sample C( x) several
i

k

interpolating values can be calculated:



 .

i
Pi  x   P  Cˆ k ( x )

(1)
The parameterized decision rule R performs the choice of the interpolating value for each signal
sample:
i
P  x   P   x  , i  R  х  , lim ,
(2)
Rule R uses a local feature vector   х  , which is calculated based on the nearest reference samples





Ck  x  . Let the decision rule be parameterized, i.e. depends on the parameter lim . The value of this
parameter is determined by optimizing a specific criterion, which depends on the applied task. This
criterion can be, for example, the criterion for minimizing the energy of post-interpolation residues:

 

 lim   f  x   min
lim
x



, f  x  C  x  P x ,

(3)

where f  x  are post-interpolation residues.
The criterion for minimizing the energy of post-interpolation residues can be used, in particular,
when solving the problem of matching [17-18] of heterogeneous signals that differ in resolution,
number of components, etc.
In this paper, we propose to use the criterion for minimizing the entropy [19] of post-interpolation
residues. This criterion is more suitable for the problem of signal compression than the criterion
considered above. When using the criterion for minimizing entropy, one should take into account that
post-interpolation residues are quantized before statistical coding in many compression methods, for
example, in differential [20-21] and hierarchical [22-23] compression methods. In this paper, the
quantizer with a uniform [19] scale is used to calculate quantized post-interpolation residues q  x  :

q  x    f  x   max   2max  1 sign  f  x  

,
(4)
is the maximum error [20] when

where .. means the selection of the integer part of the number,  max
quantizing.
Thus, when using the specified "entropy" optimization criterion for the interpolator, it is necessary
to minimize the entropy H of the quantized post-interpolation residues q  x  :
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H lim  

 

where N q lim

M 1



q  M 1

 

 

N q lim ln N q lim  min
,
lim


M  max  C  x   ,

(5)

x

is the number of quantized post-interpolation residues equal to q, and M is the

maximum value of the original signal.
3. Reduction of the parametric space dimension
With significant constraints on computational complexity, interpolation algorithms are often used
[1,4], which use “smoothing” (averaging) over some a set of nearest reference samples:
1 N ˆ
P x 
Ck x
N k 1
,
(6)
ˆ
where C x are the nearest reference samples, N is the number of these samples.



k





The specific of the interpolator application determines the arrangement of these reference samples.
This arrangement can be quite non-trivial (see below) for some tasks related, for example, to the use of
some image compression methods.
As mentioned above, the use of such simple interpolation algorithms is typical in situations where
it is necessary to minimize the computational complexity. In particular, interpolators of this type are
used in differential [20-21] and hierarchical [22-23] compression methods for multidimensional
signals.
The “smoothing” interpolation algorithm is sufficiently accurate on smoothly varying signal
regions since averaging reduces noise. However, the “smoothing” interpolator is always characterized
by an increase in the interpolation error at the boundaries of the indicated smoothly varying regions
(i.e., at the boundaries). To interpolate such boundaries, we can use algorithms that use the so-called
interpolation "along the border". For a two-dimensional signal, in particular, Graham's nonlinear
interpolation algorithm [20] works in this way.
When using this algorithm, the Interpolated value is equal to the reference signal sample to which
the local boundary is directed. However, this algorithm, for obvious reasons, has less accuracy on
smoothly varying parts of the signal.
In this article, we propose an adaptive parameterized interpolation algorithm that combines the
advantages of both the described approaches: "smoothing" approach and "boundary" approach. The
proposed interpolation algorithm is based on the approach described in Section 2. The proposed
algorithm automatically switches between “smoothing” and “boundary” interpolators, depending on
how sharp the boundary is in the local neighborhood of the processed sample.
Next, we describe the proposed adaptive interpolator. We also specify the interpolating functions
(1) and decision rule (2). Denote by Nc the number of boundary directions taken into account. Let

  x  : 0  i  N 
i

c

be the set of averaged absolute values of differences between the reference



samples Cˆ k x in each of the directions under consideration:







i x  Cˆ t x  Cˆ  x

(7)

where t and  are the indices of the reference samples.
The differences i x determine the presence and intensity of the boundary in the local



neighborhood of the current signal sample. We can use several thresholds ilim to decide on the
presence and direction of the boundary. We compare the described differences  i with these threshold
values ilim . If there is no boundary in the neighborhood of the current signal sample, then we use a
“smoothing” interpolating function of the form (6):
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1 N ˆ
Ck  x , if i  ilim , i  0, N c 
N k 1
.
(8)
If there is a boundary in the local neighborhood, then for interpolation we use the average value
C j ( x) of the two nearest reference samples located in the direction of the local boundary:
P  x   P   x  
1

2
P  x   P   x   C j  x  , if i  ilim , i  0, N c 

.
(9)
Thus, we need to solve an optimization problem in a N c -dimensional parametric space to find the
best thresholds ilim .
The application determines the dimension N c of the parameter space ilim . As we show below, in
the problem of hierarchical compression [22-23] Nc  2 for a two-dimensional signal, Nc  4 for a
three-dimensional signal (in the simplest case), and then N c grows rapidly with increasing signal
dimension. However, the search for parameters can be an overly time-consuming task during
compression even when Nc  2 .
In this paper, we propose to reduce the dimension of the parameter space ilim to reduce the
computational complexity of finding these parameters. For this, we propose to use not the absolute
values of the differences  i , but their ratio during interpolation. If there is no boundary (or the
boundary is weak) in the neighborhood of the current sample, all differences have close values. If
there is a clear boundary in this neighborhood, then the smallest difference  j corresponds to the
direction of this boundary:



   .

j x  arg min i x
i

Moreover, if there is a boundary in the neighborhood, this difference is significantly different from
all other differences, including the nearest difference  r :



   .

r x  arg min i x
i: i  j

Based on this reasoning, in this article the feature of the boundary direction is defined as the
difference between the two smallest differences  i :



   .
(10)
When interpolating each sample, the feature   x  is compared with a threshold  . If the feature
  x  is small enough (less than the threshold  ), then it is considered that there is no boundary in
 x  r x   j x

lim

lim

the neighborhood of the current sample. Therefore, a “smoothing” interpolation of the form (8) is
used:
1 N
1
P  x   P    x   Cˆ  xk , if  x   lim
N k 1
.
(11)
The difference from (8) is that now this interpolation is one-parameter. If the feature   x  is larger
than the threshold lim , then interpolation of the form (9) “along the boundary” is performed:
2
P  x   P   x   Cˆ  x  , j  arg min  , if  x   lim .
j

i

(12)
Thus, by reducing the dimension of the parameter space, we reduce the multiparameter
optimization problem to a one-parameter one, in which the only parameter is lim . An automatic
optimization procedure similar to [23] is used to calculate this parameter.
i
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4. Multidimensional adaptive interpolator in the problem of hierarchical compression
The proposed multidimensional adaptive interpolator can be used in various signal processing tasks. In
particular, in this paper, we consider the use of this interpolator in the problem of compression. As an
example of the compression method, we consider the hierarchical compression method [22-23].
This method uses a unique hierarchical non-redundant representation (see Figures 1-2) of the
original multidimensional signal C  C  x  as a set of L scale levels Cl :

C

L 1
l 0

Cl

     



, Cl  Cl x  C x : x  Il ,

(17)

where Il is the set of sample indices of the corresponding scale level Xl :



 , I   2 x \  2 x, 0  l  L .

I L1  2 L1 x

l

l 1

l

(18)
Thus, the most resampled scale level CL1 is a “grid” of signal samples with step of 2
, and all
other scale levels with the numbers l = (L-1),(L-2),..,1,0 are grids of signal samples with the step of 2l,
of which samples are removed with the step of 2l+1.
With hierarchical compression, the scale levels of the signal are compressed sequentially, from the
most resampled level CL1 to the least resampled level C0 . In this case, samples of more resampled
levels are used for interpolation of samples of less resampled levels.
(L – 1)

Figure 1. Hierarchical representation of a
two-dimensional signal by four scale levels.
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Figure 2. Level numbers in the hierarchical
representation of the signal (the level
number is zero in the empty cells).

Most often, to reduce computational complexity with hierarchical compression, a smoothing
interpolator of the form (6) is used. In the three-dimensional case, this interpolator can be written as:
1 1 1 1
Pl(1)  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1     Cl 1  m  m, n  n, k  k 
8 m0 n0 k 0
.
(19)
Differences  i (7) in this case take the form:

(0)
l  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n  1, k  1  Cl 1  m, n, k 

(1)
l

 2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  Cl 1  m, n  1, k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n, k 

(2)
l

 2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  Cl 1  m, n, k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n  1, k 

(3)
l

 2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n, k  1  Cl 1  m, n  1, k 

,

(20)

,

(21)

,

(22)

.
(23)
Thus, the adaptive three-dimensional interpolator allows us to automatically switch between
smoothing interpolation (19) and interpolation along the boundary of one of the four directions shown
in Fig. 3. In other words, at each point of the signal we can use the interpolating value (19) or one of
the following four interpolating values:
1
Vl(0)  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n  1, k  1  Cl 1  m, n, k  
2
,
(24)
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1
Cl 1  m, n  1, k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n, k  
2
,
1
Vl(2)  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1   Cl 1  m, n, k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n  1, k  
2
,
1
Vl(3)  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  Cl 1  m  1, n, k  1  Cl 1  m, n  1, k  
2
.
The “boundary” interpolating function (12) in this situation takes the form:
Pl(2)  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  Vl( j )  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1 , j  arg min i  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1
Vl(1)  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1 

i

(25)
(26)
(27)
.

(28)

Figure 3. Three-dimensional interpolating functions (24-27) of the adaptive interpolator.
Thus, in the introduced notation, the three-dimensional adaptive interpolator is described by the
expression:
(1)
lim

 Pl  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1 , if l  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  l
Pl  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  
(2)
lim

 Pl  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1 , if l  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1  l (29)
where, for each scale level, the feature l  2m  1,2n  1,2k  1 is calculated according to expressions

(8-10), and compared with threshold lim for each level.
In the two-dimensional case, the smoothing interpolator (6) can be written in the form:
1
Pl(1)  2m  1,2n  1  Cl 1  m, n   Cl 1  m  1, n   Cl 1  m, n  1  Cl 1  m  1, n  1 
4
(30)
Differences  i (7) in this case take the form:
(0)
l  2m  1,2n  1  Cl 1  m, n   Cl 1  m  1, n  1
(1)
l

 2m  1,2n  1  Cl 1  m, n  1  Cl 1  m  1, n 

,

(31)

.

(32)

The corresponding interpolating values are written as follows:
1
Vl(0)  2m  1,2n  1   Cl 1  m  1, n  1  Cl 1  m, n  
2
,
(33)
1
Vl(1)  2m  1,2n  1   Cl 1  m, n  1  Cl 1  m  1, n  
2
.
(34)
For the interpolation itself in the two-dimensional case, it is more appropriate to use a twoparameter adaptive interpolation function:
Vl(0)  2m  1,2n  1 , if l  2m  1,2n  1  llim(  )

)
Pl  2m  1,2n  1   Pl(1)  2m  1,2n  1 , if lim(
 l  2m  1,2n  1  llim(  )
l
 (1)
lim(  )
Vl  2m  1,2n  1 , if l  2m  1,2n  1  l
(35)
where l  m, n  is the feature of boundary direction.

l  m, n   l(0)  m, n   l(1)  m, n 
At each signal point, the feature l  m, n  is compared with two
optimization by these parameters can be done separately.
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5. Experimental study of the adaptive interpolator for real-world multidimensional signals
The proposed adaptive interpolator (30-36) was implemented programmatically in C++ and built into
the hierarchical compression method. This software implementation was used in this article to study
the effectiveness of the proposed interpolator. To this end, computational experiments were performed
in real-world multidimensional signals (see Figure 4-5) of two signal sets:
set no. 1 - TokyoTech hyperspectral dataset [24] (signal sizes 500x500x31 samples, 13 bits)
set no. 2 - AVIRIS hyper-spectrometer [25] (signal sizes 1086x614x224 samples, 16 bits).
A measure of the effectiveness of the proposed interpolator was the relative gain in the archive
size, which was achieved by replacing the smoothing interpolator with an adaptive interpolator in the
frame of hierarchical compression method:
  Kadapt Ksmooth  1  100%
,
(37)
where K smooth , Kadapt are the compression ratios of the hierarchical compression method when using a





smoothing and adaptive interpolator, respectively. Typical results of computational experiments are
shown in Fig. 6-7 and Table 1. The adaptive interpolator has a gain of up to 51% in the size of the
archive file compared to the smoothing interpolator.

Figure 4. Fragments of bands 10, 86 of
test multidimensional signal «Cuprite-2».
51,00

Figure 5. Bands 0, 30 of test multidimensional
signal «Fan2».

, %

41,00
31,00
21,00
11,00
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100
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150
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Figure 6. Gain in %) the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in test signals
«Color», «Character», «CD», «Fan2».
6. Conclusion
We proposed interpolation algorithms for multidimensional signals based on automatic switching
between simple interpolating functions at each point of the signal. We described the parameterized
decision rules that perform this switch. We optimized the parameters of these decision rules on the
criteria for the minimum energy of post-interpolation residues and criteria of the minimum entropy of
quantized post-interpolation residues. We proposed a method for reducing the dimension of the
parametric space of decision rules. We performed computational experiments to study the proposed
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interpolators on real-world multidimensional signals. We experimentally proved that using the
adaptive interpolator instead of a smoothing one can significantly improve the efficiency of
hierarchical signal compression.
Table 1. The gain in %) of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator depending
on maximum error max in test signals «Butterfly2», « Butterfly3», ... ,«Low Altitude», «Moffett
Field».
Signal set
0
10
50
100
150
200
250 max()
max
Butterfly2
Butterfly3
Butterfly4
Butterfly5
Butterfly6
Butterfly7
Butterfly
Butterfly8
cd
Character
Chart24
ChartRes
Cloth2
Cloth3
Cloth4
Cloth5
Cloth
colorchart
color
doll
fan2
fan3
fan
flower2
flower3
flower
party
tape2
tape
Tshirts2
Tshirts
Cuprite-1
Cuprite-2
Low Altitude
Moffett Field

set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.1
set no.2
set no.2
set no.2
set no.2

1.17
1.87
1.87
1.30
1.23
1.48
1.68
1.88
2.66
6.21
5.57
7.80
0.64
1.16
0.58
2.10
0.84
4.10
5.24
0.44
3.15
2.50
1.76
1.60
2.28
2.79
3.18
4.60
1.61
0.76
0.75
0.73
1.26
1.15
0.71

4.84
7.24
6.37
6.36
5.20
5.24
5.49
7.03
11.18
16.26
18.18
18.76
1.62
2.88
1.32
4.60
1.94
15.40
15.63
1.34
8.50
6.54
4.12
4.35
6.74
8.42
9.51
9.87
3.99
2.32
2.26
1.89
3.45
2.91
1.74

8.00
13.81
11.45
11.35
9.01
9.81
9.02
11.46
19.79
24.34
36.27
28.57
2.28
4.11
2.11
6.42
2.92
37.31
30.38
1.72
12.19
9.77
6.29
5.63
9.43
11.50
15.22
14.46
5.63
3.96
3.82
2.96
5.63
3.47
1.87

9.17
17.07
13.17
12.63
10.90
11.55
9.89
12.37
20.74
27.73
40.18
36.31
2.13
4.28
2.18
5.91
2.74
44.07
43.53
1.82
12.49
9.92
6.25
4.59
8.57
9.18
16.70
14.54
5.61
4.77
4.59
3.40
6.84
2.29
1.64
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9.57
17.74
13.81
12.47
11.58
12.16
9.49
12.36
20.64
28.19
36.60
39.30
1.92
4.18
1.51
5.66
2.40
39.92
50.40
1.83
11.51
9.41
5.51
2.75
6.85
6.54
17.03
13.07
5.22
4.65
4.88
3.44
7.11
0.79
1.34

9.19
16.74
13.51
11.00
11.28
11.55
8.64
12.14
19.25
27.02
30.42
39.49
1.48
2.98
0.66
5.11
1.81
34.67
51.00
1.87
10.68
8.82
4.70
1.24
4.97
4.00
16.46
11.37
4.64
4.48
5.11
3.41
6.92
-0.69
1.06

8.62
14.98
12.98
9.41
11.10
10.39
7.64
10.72
17.69
24.64
25.57
38.91
1.14
1.88
0.06
4.07
1.27
30.61
47.56
1.78
10.11
8.23
3.99
-0.71
3.07
2.34
16.45
9.95
4.11
4.52
5.28
2.47
5.95
-2.16
0.76

9.57
17.74
13.81
12.63
11.58
12.16
9.89
12.37
20.74
28.19
40.18
39.49
2.28
4.28
2.18
6.42
2.92
44.07
51.00
1.87
12.49
9.92
6.29
5.63
9.43
11.50
17.03
14.54
5.63
4.77
5.28
3.44
7.11
3.47
1.64
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Figure 7. Gain in %) the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in test signals
«Cuprite-1», «Cuprite-2», «Low Altitude», «Moffett Field».
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Abstract. The paper deals with the development of mathematical models of random fields to
describe and simulate images. In the wave model, a random field is the result of the influence
of perturbations (waves) that occur at random times in random places and have random shapes.
This model allows representing and simulate isotropic and anisotropic images (and their
temporal sequences) defined on arbitrary areas of multidimensional space, as well as on any
surfaces. The problems of correlation analysis and synthesis can be relatively easily solved.
However, this model allows representing only homogeneous fields. In this paper, we consider
«double stochastic» wave models, when the first wave random field (control field) sets the
parameters of the second (controlled field). As a result, the controlled field becomes nonuniform, since its parameters vary randomly. We also consider options when two fields
mutually influence each other. These models allow us to represent and simulate
multidimensional inhomogeneous images (and their temporal sequences), as well as systems of
such images with mutual correlations.

1. Introduction
A rigorous mathematical formulation of image processing tasks is required for their effective solution.
This formulation primarily includes the model of the image as an object of study. The representation
of images by random fields (RF) is generally accepted. To date, there is an extensive literature on
image models (or RF models), for example, [1-6]. Much attention is paid to the modeling and
processing of medical images for example, [7-11]. However, the vast majority of works consider twodimensional flat RF, less often their sequence. Therefore, it is rather difficult to solve the problems of
image imitation, descriptions of inhomogeneous images, correlation analysis and synthesis. A wave
model of a random field was proposed in [12-14], which makes it possible to describe homogeneous
images and their sequences defined on regions and surfaces of any dimension with small
computational costs for simulation. In this model, the RF is the result of the influence of perturbations
(waves) that occur at random times in random places and have random shapes. The generated fields
are isotropic if waves are spherical. Anisotropic RF can be obtained, for example, with ellipsoidal
waves. The main influence on the form of the correlation function of RF is exerted by only one
parameter, namely the probability distribution of the wave scale factor, therefore, the problems of
correlation analysis and synthesis are relatively easy to solve.
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However, this model describes only homogeneous RF. In [15, 16], a double stochastic
autoregressive model of RF was proposed for describing inhomogeneous images. In this model, the
first wave RF (control field) sets the parameters of the second RF (controlled field), which turns out to
be non-uniform, since its parameters randomly vary in space. So the structure of the resulting image is
significantly different in different places. This idea is used in the present paper to the wave model,
which made it possible to obtain models of a wide class of inhomogeneous images defined on regions
and surfaces of any dimensions.
2. Basic wave model of a random field
Let us consider the RF wave model [12] that generalizes a number of other models and helps to solve
the tasks of analysis and synthesis effectively. This model is simple enough and can serve as a basis
for simulating images and their sequences with given covariance function (CF) without increasing the
number of model parameters.
In the wave model, the RF is determined by the stochastic equation
(1)
xtj   f ( j , t ),(uk , k ),k 
{k : k t }

where an (n+1)-dimensional domain { ( j, t ) } may be discrete or continuous, {(uk , τ k )} is a discrete
field of random points (FRP) in an (n+1)-dimensional continuous space, t and τ k are interpreted as
time, k is a random vector of function f parameters. This field can be represented as the effect of
random disturbances or waves f ( j , t ),(uk , k ),k  appearing in random places u k at random time  k
and changing according to a given law in time and space. Selection of function f, the FRP parameters
and ω allow us to obtain a vast class of fields.
Let us consider a particular case of a wave model, for which correlation tasks of analysis and
synthesis can easily be solved:
f ( j , t ),(uk , k ),k   g( k / Rk )exp(  / t  k ) k
(2)
where the FRP is a Poisson one with constant density , k | j  uk | is a distance between j and u k ,
{ Rk } is a set of independent non-negative equally distributed random variables density w() , {  k } is
a system of independent equally distributed random variables with zero mean. Waves are motionless,
independent, have spherical sections in space and exponentially attenuate over time. System {  k }
determines a wave intensity and { Rk } is their spatial scale. If g ( y )  c exp( 2 y 2 ) then the generated
field X is stationary, homogeneous, has zero mean and its CF

c 2 n /2
(3)
V (  ,t ) 
exp  t    n exp    2 /  2  w( )d
n 1
0
2
is spatially isotropic with variance
c 2 n / 2 
(4)
 n2  n1 M [ R n ] .
2 
_

Simulation of a discrete field on an n-dimensional grid S  { j} with time quantization t can be
implemented by the following algorithm. At the initial time t0 = 0, the field values in all nodes are
equal to zero. At each subsequent moment tm = mt, a Poisson FRP with density t is formed over
continuous space or grid, which somehow overlaps S. At each generated point u k , random values k
_

and Rk are formed. After that the following transformation of all field values on grid { j } is carried
out:
xtjm  xtjm1 exp( t )  c exp( k / Rk )k ,
(5)
k

which forms a sequence of frames that are n-dimensional images defined on S.
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Note that the field values are calculated independently of each other. This makes it possible to
simulate images on the desired area S, for example, on a certain surface.
An example of image simulation with the described wave model is represented in figure 1. It is
necessary to underline that (5) actually implements time-varying images. Therefore, this figure shows
only one frame of this process.
Each field value in (5) is a sum of random numbers of the random variables. Thus, generally
speaking, the field will not be Gaussian even with Gaussian {  k }. However, when the model
parameter h  M [ R n ] /  grows, then the number of summands (5) with similar distributions
increase and the field is normalized.

Figure 1. Example of image simulation using a wave model.
Now consider the solution of correlation analysis and synthesis task. It follows (4) that the formed
field has an exponential time normalised CF (NCF) e t and space NCF.

1
(6)
r  
 n exp    2  2     d
M [ R n ] 0
Thus, solving analysis tasks, when the density ω(α) is given, the required NCF can be found
analytically or by numerical integration. Solving synthesis tasks, when the NCF r(  ) is given, it is
necessary to solve integral equation (6) with respect to unknown () . As it is not always possible to
find an analytical solution of (6), we consider a method of its approximate solution. It follows from (2)
that in the case of degenerate distribution (R==const) we obtain the NCF equal to exp( ρ 2 / α 2 ) .
Let now an arbitrary non-increasing NCF r () be given. Let us approximate it with adequate accuracy
by a sum of Gaussoids with positive coefficients r   h  i qi exp  2 i2  , where

q

i

 1 , when

i

r(0) = 1. Then, for discrete distribution P  R  i   k -1qi in , where k   qi in , the generated field
i

will have NCF equal to h(). Thus, the generated model allows us approximately to solve a synthesis
task by changing only the density of scale R.
3. Double stochastic wave models
The wave model described above only defines homogeneous images. For the formation of
inhomogeneous images, it is necessary that the model parameters vary in the domain of S. This can be
achieved by breaking S into parts, in each of which the wave model has its own set of parameters. But,
taking into account the possible uncertainty of real images, “double stochastic” models are considered
in [6, 7], in which one or several autoregressive (control) RF set the parameters of the final
(controlled) autoregressive RF. We use this idea for wave models.
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Let the control field X be given by model (2) with some values of its parameters. We use for the
controlled field Y a model of the same type but with a modified density ω(α) depending on X. For
example,
(7)
RkY  rm  x t (uk )  min X t Rk ,





where X t is the field X at the time t, u k is formed the point of FRP for Y t , x t (u k ) is field value at
this point, rm is the minimum allowable scale value RkY for Y, RkY is random scale value (when it is
distributed for the field X). Transformation (7) leads to the corresponding conversion
wX ( )  wY ( ) of the Y field scale, which should be used in (6) when calculating the CF of field Y.
Note that other doubly stochastic models are possible when other parameters of the resulting image are
also possible (c value, FRP density, and so on) are determined by one or several control images.
Figure 2 (b) shows the image Y, controlled by the top image X in figure 2 (a). It is noticeable that
the smoother areas of the image Y correspond to the brighter areas of the image X, that is, its larger
values and larger values of the wave stretch factor RkY . The sample value of the interval of absolute
correlation in a smoother region of this image is 87, and at the less smooth region is only 12.

Figure 2. An example of simulating double stochastic images: (a) is a control image, (b) is a
controlled image.
However, the boundaries between more and less smooth areas on Y are blurred, since the waves
have a considerable length and the brightness X varies smoothly. In [6], to obtain clearer boundaries
on double-stochastic autoregressive images, the quantization of the control image is applied, which
provides a stepwise change in the parameters of the controlled one. This method can also be applied to
wave models. Figure 3 (a) shows a 3-level quantized image in figure 2 (a). The image controlled by
this quantized image is shown in figure 3 (b). Here, the boundaries between areas of different
smoothness are clearer than in figure 2(b). The sample values of the correlation interval are
approximately the same as in figure 2 (b).
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Figure 3. An example of simulating double-stochastic images with quantization: (a) is a control
image, (b) is a controlled image.

Figure 4. An example of simulating double stochastic images with mutual influence.
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Two images are unequal in the described model: one controls the parameters of the other. In [8], a
model of autoregressive images defined on a cylinder was proposed, jointly controlling the parameters
of each other. We apply this approach to the considered wave models. Consider the sequence
X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ,... of images. Images X 1 and Y1 are formed in the same way as X and Y in the model
described above. Image X 2  aX 1  bY1 controls the formation of the image Y2 , and so on. Here
should be | a | 1 . This process is similar to autoregression. As a result, in the steady state, the frames
of the formed sequence mutually control the parameters of each other. The correlation weakens with
an increase in the time interval between frames. Figure 4 shows two consecutive images formed in the
manner described. Their correlation is visually noticeable (the sample correlation coefficient is 0.769).
This is significantly different from simple control (figure 2), where the correlation between the images
is almost zero.
4. Conclusions
This paper presents double stochastic wave models of random fields (images). In these models, the
control wave random field sets the parameters of the controlled random field. As a result, the structure
of the controlled image turns out to be significantly different in different places, which makes it
possible to describe inhomogeneous images with random inhomogeneities. Options are also
considered when two or more fields mutually influence each other. These models allow to represent
and simulate multidimensional inhomogeneous images (and their temporal sequences), as well as
systems of such images with mutual influences.
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the problem of recognizing human actions in videos
recorded in the optical range of wavelengths. An approach proposed in this paper consists in
the detection of a moving person on a video sequence with the subsequent size normalization,
generation of subsequences and dimensionality reduction using the principal component
analysis technique. The classification of human actions is carried out using a support vector
machine classifier. Experimental studies performed on the Weizmann dataset allowed us to
determine the best values of the method parameters. The results showed that with a small
number of action classes, high classification accuracy can be achieved.

1. Introduction
Human action recognition is actively used in various fields: in creating human-machine interfaces, in
entertainment, in ensuring public safety, etc.
Human actions recognition involves solving two problems [1]:
1. The extraction of some feature information, i.e., converting a video stream or image sequence
into a form suitable for subsequent classification.
2. Actually classification of the feature information obtained at the first stage.
To solve these problems, many approaches have been proposed, described in detail in [1]. Let us
consider some of them.
To obtain the feature information, the authors of the paper [6] proposed to extract a silhouette from
each frame, calculate images of the difference between adjacent frames and build the final image,
superimposing the obtained images on each other. The resulting image was called Motion Energy
Image (MEI). In addition, the authors introduce the concept of Motion History Image (MHI), i.e., the
image, in which the intensity of each pixel depends on the time of action occurrence at a given point.
The proposed approach has shown good results, but it has drawbacks when the angle of observation
changes [6].
To eliminate this problem, a generalizing approach related to the use of 3D motion history volume
(MHV) was proposed in [7]. MHV is based on 3D voxels obtained for various viewing angles.
Further, the Fourier transform is used to acquire features that are invariant to position and rotation.
Another approach to obtaining features is associated with the extraction of space-time interest
points (STIPs). Thus, the authors of [2,8] extended the Harris angle detector to the space-time domain.
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The Gaussian function is then used to determine changes in movement in the spatial and temporal
domains. In papers [9, 10, 11], a histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and a histogram of optical
flow (HOF) are used to obtain features. However, points of interest help to get information only for a
short period of time. The authors of paper [12] proposed to use the Kanade – Lucas – Tomasi (KLT)
feature tracker to track changes in points of interest.
In [13], simple parameters of convex figures are used as features.
For classification of the obtained features, various approaches are used, namely, the support vector
machine (SVM) [14, 15, 9], k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) [16, 17, 18], as well as Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) [19, 20, 21], etc.
In this paper, an approach based on the dimensionality reduction using the principal component
analysis and subsequent classification using the support vector machine is used to solve the problem of
human action recognition. A similar approach was successfully used by us earlier [22, 23] in solving
the problem of person recognition by gait.
The paper has the following structure. Section 2 describes the developed method for human action
recognition. Section 3 describes the results of experimental studies performed on the Weizmann
dataset. The conclusions and the list of literature is given at the end of the paper.
2. Methods
The method proposed previously [22, 23] consists of the following steps:
- detection of a moving person in the video sequence,
- normalization of the frame size of the selected video sequence fragment,
- generation of subsequences,
- dimensionality reduction of the generated subsequences,
- classification of video sequences.
2.1. Detection of a moving person on a video sequence
At the first stage of the developed method, the moving person is detected in the video sequence. When
the video sequence source is a video surveillance camera, background subtraction methods are used
most frequently. The main idea of the methods of this class is to use a certain background model and
to decide whether the particular pixel belongs to the background or a moving object, based on its
correspondence to the background model. The background model is gradually refined over time.
Although the time-averaged observation image can be used as a background model in the simplest
applications, better results to this problem are given by more complex models, for example, [24-26].
In this paper, we use the background subtraction algorithm based on the mixture of Gaussian
distributions (Gaussian mixture model, GMM) [25] to extract a moving person in a video sequence.
According to this method, each background pixel is modeled by a weighted sum (mixture) of
Gaussians. The weights of Gaussians correspond to the periods of time during which the
corresponding Gaussian color is present on the video sequence.
We note that when choosing a method based on a mixture of Gaussian distributions, both our
preliminary experiments and the experience by other researchers in solving the problem under
consideration, were taken into account [27, 28].
As a result of the first stage, the set of masks corresponding to individual frames of the video
sequence is formed. Each mask reflects the result of the segmentation of a frame into the foreground
area corresponding to a moving person and the background.
2.2. Normalization of the size of detected fragments
At the second stage of the method, obtained masks are processed as follows. First, the center of mass
for each foreground region is calculated, then the linear sizes of the region are determined, and a
framing (a truncation of the mask image) is performed. After that, the cropped image is resized
(compressed) to the specified size.
Taking into account the time coordinate, the dimensionality of the sequence of masks, which
describes the movement of a person, remains high even after the size normalization (framing and
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compression). In this regard, the fourth stage reduces the dimensionality of data describing the
movement of a person.
2.3. Generation of subsequences
For each sequence of frames containing motion, a set of subsequences of a given length is allocated.
Generation of subsequences is carried out with some specified step, starting from the beginning of the
original sequence. A detailed description of the allocation of subsequences is given in previous papers
[22, 23].
For each selected subsequence, the vector of features is formed as follows: each normalized frame
of the subsequence is expanded into a row, and the rows obtained for individual frames are
concatenated to each other.
The feature vectors of the subsequences of all sequences form the input matrix for the
dimensionality reduction stage.
2.4. Dimensionality reduction using the principal component analysis technique
Both linear and nonlinear methods are used to reduce the dimensionality of multidimensional data.
Linear methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) [29] and independent component analysis
(ICA) are most commonly used. Nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods (for example, nonlinear
mapping, ISOMAP, LLE) are used less often due to the high computational complexity of such
methods. It should be noted that recent attempts have been made to accelerate such methods [30].
In this paper, we use the principal component analysis technique, as the most often used in similar
cases and in other tasks (for example, see our previous papers [22, 23, 31]). This technique searches
for a linear projection into the subspace of a smaller dimension that maximizes the variance of data.
The PCA is often considered as a linear dimensionality reduction technique, minimizing the loss of
information.
When principal components are found, the projection of feature vectors onto the first N principal
components is taken as a feature description.
2.5. Classification of video sequences
The features obtained as a result of the principal component analysis are used to train the classifier
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [33]. In the considered case, the classes correspond to individual
actions, and feature vectors obtained for all subsequences correspond to individual observations
(examples).
Note that the description given above is valid for the training mode in which the parameters of the
dimensionality reduction and classifier are configured. In the testing mode, the data is processed in the
same way, except that the parameters of the linear transformation are fixed to the values obtained in
the training mode, and the trained SVM classifier performs the classification.
3. Experiments
The proposed method was implemented in C ++ using the OpenCV library. A PC based on the Intel
Core i5-3470 CPU 3.2 GHz was used to perform experimental studies.
For the experimental study of the proposed method, the video sequences from the open Weizmann
dataset (Figure 1) were used. This dataset contains sequences of binary images corresponding to
individual frames of the video sequence, on which moving objects have already been extracted
(foreground and background segmentation). The dataset contains video sequences for 9 people
performing 10 different actions. The total dataset contains 90 sequences. Thus, there were 9 sequences
in each class. The minimum sequence length was 28 frames.
The sequences were divided into the training and test sets containing four and five sequences
correspondingly for each class. The sequences were pre-processed using the algorithm described in
Section 2.2. Further, subsequences were generated according to Section 2.3. Then, the dimensionality
reduction using the method described in Section 2.4 and classification using the algorithm described in
section 2.5 were performed. To estimate the quality of the method, we used the classification
accuracy, defined as the proportion of correctly classified objects.
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Figure 1. Examples of sequences from the Weizmann database: running and long jumps.

Classification accuracy, %

In the first experiment, we studied the dependence of the classification accuracy on the step size
used in the generation of subsequences. The length of the subsequence was 28 frames. The output
dimension of the feature vectors formed in step 2.4 of the considered method was equal to 8.
The experimental results are shown in figure 2. It was experimentally determined that the best
classification accuracy is achieved with small step values. In further experiments, a step equal to 2 was
used.
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Figure 2. Dependence of the classification accuracy on step size.
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Figure 3. Dependence of the classification accuracy on the dimensionality.
In the second experiment, we investigated the dependence of the classification accuracy on the
output dimensionality of the feature vectors, formed in step 2.4 of the proposed method. The output
dimensionality varied from 4 to 512, while other parameters remained fixed. In particular, the step
used in the allocation of subsequences was 2 frames.
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Classification accuracy, %

The results of the experiment are shown in figure 3. As can be seen from the above results, the best
values of the classification accuracy are achieved for dimensionality 8, 16 and 64.
In the third experiment, we investigated the dependence of classification accuracy on the length of
subsequences. The length of the subsequence varied from 4 to 28 frames, while other parameters
remained fixed. Thus, the step used in the allocation of subsequences was 2 frames; the output
dimension was 64. The results of the experiment are shown in figure 4. As it can be seen from the
results, the best values of the classification accuracy are achieved with a subsequence of 28 frames.
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Figure 4. Dependence of classification accuracy on the length of subsequences.
As can be seen from the results of these experiments, with a relatively small number of classes (10
classes), a high (not less than 95%) classification accuracy can be achieved.
4. Conclusion
The proposed method for human actions recognition consists in the detection of a moving person in a
video sequence, normalization of the size, generation of subsequences, dimensionality reduction using
the principal component analysis and classification using the support vector machine.
The experiments performed on the Weizmann dataset allowed us to determine the best values of
the parameters of the developed method. It was shown that with a small number of classes (10
classes), the proposed method provides on this dataset a high (with a wide range of parameters - at
least 95%, and using the best values - up to 98%) accuracy of classification.
In the future, it is planned to expand the list of algorithms used to form a feature description and the
list of classification methods. Another possible direction of further research is the detection of
abnormal behavior (see, for example, [32]).
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Abstract. One of the important tasks facing the regional authorities is to monitor the condition
of roads and power lines. In the Ulyanovsk region more than 8 thousand km of power lines and
more than 9 thousand km of roads (including rural). A significant part of these facilities is
located outside the settlements in places with medium and low availability. In many such
places there is a problem of uncontrolled forest overgrowth. This work is devoted to solving
the problem of automated satellite monitoring of such areas. For this purpose, it is proposed to
use a modified convolutional neural network that processes time sequences of multispectral
satellite images and allows to allocate territories occupied by forest and undergrowth with high
accuracy. This approach allows us to assess the dynamics of overgrowth of the territory and
perform the appropriate forecast with sufficient accuracy for practice.

1. Introduction
One of the important tasks of the satellite image processing is its thematic mapping, i.e. division of
image into identifiable areas containing the similar visual, correlation or texture characteristics of
pixels. The use of standard segmentation algorithms [1-3] for thematic mapping of satellite images
usually leads to significant errors caused by two reasons. Firstly, these algorithms are largely
incapable of taking into account the multi-zonal nature of remote sensing (RS), so each satellite image
contains the results of the Earth's surface registration in different spectral ranges. Some works [4-6]
suggest the possibility of processing hyperspectral images. Thus, the authors based their theory on
criterion of uniformity for reception of connected areas of such hyperspectral image [4], modification
and generalization of algorithm K-means [5] and use of physical properties of a satellite data [6].
Secondly, the existing approaches unable to use data on the observed territory received at previous
points of time for image segmentation. But using such data can significantly improve the quality of
processing at the expense of a fundamentally larger amount of information, but it is fraught with
difficulties of aggregation.
It is possible to overcome the mentioned disadvantages by using neural network procedures of
segmentation and classification of multidimensional data. In work [9] the variant of the U-NET neural
network with full-connected layers (FCN) modification is presented. Herewith the input layer of the
network consisting from spectral layers of the multizonal image has been extended by three auxiliary
2d halftone images obtained from the original using NDVI, EVI, SAVI transformations and two 2d
arrays , representing the segmentation results at the previous point of time and one year ago. The use
of two such reference markings allows one's to reduce the error of classification in case of rapid
changes of the terrain due to the change of year time and in case of marking array absence at the
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previous point of time in connection, for example, with cloudiness. The quality analysis of such an
algorithm shows the processing comparable accuracy to the qualified operator results.
It should be noted that the results of the satellite images thematic processing provides information
related to the peculiarities of the Earth's surface in the previous and current moments of time.
However, the necessary element of the RS processing system is the tool that allow to forecast the state
of certain objects and form recommendations for responsible persons. For example, let's consider the
task related to the forecasting about the dangerous convergence possibility of various natural and
technogenic objects. An example of such convergence may be the gradual growth of the forest area
along roads or power lines or landslide processes leading to the destruction of various infrastructures.
2. Satellite Image Processing
Let us formulate the given problem as follows. Let there be an aggregate of segments describing a
certain extended object 𝐓𝐨 (a road, an electric power transmission line etc.). The given aggregate is
usually described by a vector object having geographical reference in absolute coordinates. Let us
separate on this extended object a set of points 𝐓𝐨𝐢 = (𝐱𝟎𝐢 , 𝐲𝐨𝐢 ) having the distance between them
equal to ∆𝐨 . Let us assume that at a certain time instant 𝐭 next to the object there lies a certain extended
domain 𝐆𝐑 𝐭 defined by a set of points each corresponding to a pixel in the original halftone image. For
each point 𝐓𝐨𝐢 let us construct a perpendicular to the segment [𝐓𝐨𝐢 , 𝐓𝐨𝐢+𝟏 ]. Let us find the point
𝐭
𝐭
, 𝐳𝐄𝐲𝐢
𝐓𝐄𝐢 𝐭 = �𝐳𝐄𝐱𝐢
� of intersection of this perpendicular and the domain 𝐆𝐑 𝐭. Obviously the set of
points {𝐓𝐄𝐢 𝐭 , 𝐢 = 𝟏, . . , 𝐍𝐨 } describe a conditional boundary of the domain 𝐆𝐑 𝐭 as viewed from the
extended object. It enables to use estimates of the points coordinates {𝐓𝐄𝐢 𝐭 , 𝐢 = 𝟏, . . , 𝐍𝐨 } obtained at
different times 𝐭 = 𝟏, . . , 𝐓 as a source of information on the domain 𝐆𝐑 𝐭 dynamics for the purpose of
forming a prediction about its boundaries at future times 𝐭 > 𝑻 as well. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Geometric interpretation of the distance estimate between the stationary object and the
movable area.
In view of errors arising at satellite images recording and processing we get the following relations
(Eq. 1), in which 𝒏𝒕𝑬𝒙𝒊 and 𝒏𝒕𝑬𝒚𝒊 – white noise samples with zero mean and variance 𝝈𝟐𝒏 .
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑧𝐸𝑥𝑖
= 𝑥𝐸𝑖
+ 𝑛𝐸𝑥𝑖
, 𝑧𝐸𝑦𝑖
= 𝑦𝐸𝑖
+ 𝑛𝐸𝑦𝑖
, 𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑁𝑜 , 𝑡 = 1, . . , 𝑇,
(1)
𝒕
𝒕
𝟐
where 𝒏𝑬𝒙𝒊 and 𝒏𝑬𝒚𝒊 – white noise samples with zero mean and variance 𝝈𝒏 .
Direct measurements based on the results of satellite material image-type related mapping show
that MSE �𝛔𝟐𝐧 is approximately equal to 𝟏. 𝟓𝐃𝐱𝐲 , where 𝐃𝐱𝐲 – resolution of the original images.
Let us suppose that the boundary of the domain 𝑮𝑹 𝒕 can move non-uniformly. Thus, for example,
the area of a precipice or a ravine can increase by tens of centimeters per each year and at a certain
moment its rate might increase exponentially. Then we will use doubly stochastic (DS) model [3,10]
to describe unknown coordinates in the following form (Eq. 2). In this case 𝐫𝐚𝐱 , 𝐫𝐚𝐲 – scalar parameters
determining change potential for the accelerations 𝐚𝐭𝐄𝐱𝐢 and 𝐚𝐭𝐄𝐲𝐢 ; 𝛏𝐭𝐚𝐱𝐢 , 𝛏𝐭𝐚𝐲𝐢 – independent normal
random variables with zero mean and variance 𝛔𝟐𝛏 :
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡−2
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡−2
= 2𝑥𝐸𝑖
− 𝑥𝐸𝑖
+ 𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑖
− 𝑥𝐸𝑖
𝑥𝐸𝑖
�𝑥𝐸𝑖
�,
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𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡−2
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡−2
𝑦𝐸𝑖
= 2𝑦𝐸𝑖
− 𝑦𝐸𝑖
+ 𝑎𝐸𝑦𝑖
− 𝑦𝐸𝑖
�𝑦𝐸𝑖
�,
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡
𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑖 = 𝑟𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑖 + 𝜉𝑎𝑥𝑖 , 𝑎𝐸𝑦𝑖 = 𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑎𝐸𝑦𝑖 + 𝜉𝑎𝑦𝑖
,
The model (2) can be rewritten in the form:
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡−1
̅𝑡 , 𝑌�𝐸𝑖
̅𝑡 ,
𝑋�𝐸𝑖
= 𝜑𝐸𝑥𝑖
(𝑋�𝐸𝑖
) + 𝜉𝑥𝑖
= 𝜑𝐸𝑦𝑖
(𝑋�𝐸𝑖
) + 𝜉𝑦𝑖
where
𝑡−1
𝑡
𝑥𝐸𝑖
𝑣𝐸𝑥𝑖
0
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡−1
𝑡
�
𝜑𝐸𝑥𝑖 �𝑋𝐸𝑖 � = � 0
0 �,
𝑣𝐸𝑥𝑖 (1 + 𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑖 )
𝑡−1
0
0
𝑎𝐸𝑥𝑖 𝑟𝑎𝑥
𝑡−1
𝑡
𝑦𝐸𝑖
𝑣𝐸𝑦𝑖
0
𝑡−1
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑣𝐸𝑦𝑖
(1 + 𝑎𝐸𝑦𝑖
)
0 �,
𝜑𝐸𝑦𝑖
�𝑌�𝐸𝑖
�=� 0

0

(2)

𝑡−1
𝑎𝐸𝑦𝑖
𝑟𝑎𝑦

0

0
0
̅𝑡 = � 0 �.
̅𝑡 = � 0 �, 𝜉𝑥𝑖
𝜉𝑥𝑖
𝑡
𝑡
𝜉𝑎𝑦𝑖
𝜉𝑎𝑥𝑖
The assigned notations enable to apply DS nonlinear filtering to observations and for construction
of predictions of behaviour of the region 𝑹𝟎 in reference to the object𝑻𝒐 . In doing so let us introduce
𝒕
� 𝒕−𝟏
�𝒕
� 𝒕−𝟏
� 𝒕Э𝑬𝒊 = 𝝋𝒕𝑬𝒙𝒊 (𝑿
𝑿
𝑬𝒊 ) and 𝒀𝑬𝒊 = 𝝋𝑬𝒚𝒊 (𝑿𝑬𝒊 )– extrapolated predictions for the point 𝐓𝐄𝐢 coordinates at
𝐭−𝟏
𝐭−𝟏
the time point 𝐭 based on the preceding observations 𝐳𝐄𝐱𝐢
and 𝐳𝐄𝐲𝐢
. Denote by 𝐏𝐱𝐢 𝐭−𝟏 , 𝐏𝐲𝐢 𝐭−𝟏 – filtering
𝐓
𝐓
error covariance matrices at the time point (𝐭 − 𝟏), 𝐕𝐱𝛏𝐢 𝐭 = 𝐌{𝛏�𝐭𝐱𝐢 𝛏�𝐭𝐱𝐢 }, 𝐕𝐲𝛏 𝐢 𝐭 = 𝐌{𝛏�𝐭𝐲𝐢 �𝛏𝐭𝐲𝐢 } – diagonal
covariance matrices for random increments𝝃�𝒕𝒙𝒊 . Then error covariance matrices for such extrapolation
have the following form:
𝑇
𝑃 𝑡 = 𝑀 ��𝑋� 𝑡 − 𝑋� 𝑡 ��𝑋� 𝑡 − 𝑋� 𝑡 � � = 𝜑𝑡 ′(𝑋� 𝑡−1 )𝑃 𝑡−1 𝜑𝑡 ′(𝑋� 𝑡−1 )𝑇 + 𝑉 𝑡 ,
Э𝑥𝑖

Э𝐸𝑖

Э𝐸𝑖

Э𝐸𝑖

Э𝐸𝑖

𝑇

𝐸𝑥𝑖

𝐸𝑖

𝑥

𝐸𝑥𝑖

𝐸𝑖

𝑥𝜉 𝑖

𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡−1
𝑡
𝑡−1 𝑇
− 𝑌�Э𝐸𝑖
��𝑌�Э𝐸𝑖
− 𝑌�Э𝐸𝑖
� � = 𝜑𝐸𝑦𝑖
′(𝑌�𝐸𝑖
)𝑃𝑦𝑖 𝑡−1 𝜑𝐸𝑦𝑖
′(𝑌�𝐸𝑖
) + 𝑉𝑦𝜉 𝑖 𝑡 ,
𝑃Э𝑦𝑖 𝑡 = 𝑀 ��𝑌�Э𝐸𝑖

� 𝒕Э𝑬𝒊 and 𝒀
� 𝒕Э𝑬𝒊 ; 𝑩𝒙𝒊 𝒕 =
�𝒕Э𝑬𝒊 - the first elements of the vectors 𝑿
If we denote by �
𝒙𝒕Э𝑬𝒊 ,𝒚
−𝟏
−𝟏
𝑷Э𝒙𝒊 𝒕 𝑪𝒙 𝑻 𝑫𝒕𝒙𝒊 ; 𝑩𝒚𝒊 𝒕 = 𝑷Э𝒚𝒊 𝒕 𝑪𝒚 𝑻 𝑫𝒕𝒚𝒊 ; 𝑫𝒕𝒙𝒊 = 𝑪𝒙 𝑷Э𝒙𝒊 𝒕 𝑪𝒙 𝑻 + 𝝈𝟐𝒏 ; 𝑫𝒕𝒚𝒊 = 𝑪𝒚 𝑷Э𝒚𝒊 𝒕 𝑪𝒚 𝑻 + 𝝈𝟐𝒏 ;
С𝒙 = С𝒚 = (𝟏 𝟎 𝟎), then we can write the following relations (Eq. 27) for DS coordinate filters:
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
(3)
= 𝑋�Э𝐸𝑖
+ 𝐵𝑥𝑖 𝑡 �𝑧𝐸𝑥𝑖
− 𝑥�Э𝐸𝑖
= 𝑌�Э𝐸𝑖
+ 𝐵𝑦𝑖 𝑡 �𝑧𝐸𝑦𝑖
− 𝑦�Э𝐸𝑖
𝑋�𝐸𝑖
�, 𝑌�𝐸𝑖
�.
𝒕
𝒕
The filtering error variance at each step is determined by the matrices 𝑷𝒙𝒊 = (𝑬 − 𝑩𝒙𝒊 )𝑷Э𝒙𝒊 𝒕 ,
𝑷𝒚𝒊 𝒕 = (𝑬 − 𝑩𝒚𝒊 𝒕 )𝑷Э𝒚𝒊 𝒕 .
Special attention must be given to the fact that due to the necessity for the distance from the
extended object 𝑻𝒐 to the domain 𝑹𝟎 to be surveyed, it is possible to simplify the boundaries
𝐭
coordinates filtering process 𝐑 𝟎 by processing only one coordinate, namely, the distance 𝐱𝐫𝐢
from the
point 𝐓𝐨𝐢 belonging to 𝐓𝐨 up to the boundary 𝐑 𝟎 at the time point 𝐭. An aggregate of similar
𝐭
observations 𝐳𝐄𝐱
can be processed by a technique identical to the above-described one.
𝐫𝐢
As an illustration of such a technique in figures below series satellite images fragments for the
forest tract in Cherdakly district of the Ulyanovsk region for the period 2001-2017 years (figure 2) and
Milanovsky opencast colliery on riverbank of the Volga in the northern part of the city of Ulyanovsk
for the period 2013-2017 years (figure 3) are presented. Here for convenience of color image
perception and its recovery overlapping of visible spectral bands and superposition of the segmented
image fragment and normals to the object to be monitored is carried out. In the first case the number of
multispectral images to be processed amounted to 42 snapshots, in the second case - 32 snapshots. The
minimal time interval for satellite information production amounts to 14 days.
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June 2011
July 2017
July 2003
Figure 2.Forest tract satellite images fragments and the results of these images processing.

August 2015
April 2016
May 2016
Figure 3. Milanovsky opencast colliery satellite images fragments and the results of these images
processing.
The above-mentioned groups of multispectral images were separated into a training and an
operating samples. The training samples were used to specify the filtering parameters, in particular, to
estimate the parameters 𝐫𝐚𝐱 and 𝛔𝟐𝛏 . The operating part of the sample was processed by three
𝐭+𝟏
basing on the preceding observations.
algorithms enabling to carry out the distance prediction 𝐱𝐫𝐢
𝐭+𝟏
𝐭
𝐭
= 𝟐𝐳𝐫𝐢
− 𝐳𝐫𝐢
wherein only the
The first algorithm (I) involves constructing a simple prediction 𝐱�𝐫𝐢
variable 𝐱�𝐫𝐢 change speed is taken into account for the time interval (𝐭 − 𝟏, 𝐭). The second algorithm
𝐭
(II) assumes linear Kalman filtering of the observations 𝐳𝐫𝐢
and construction of the extrapolated
𝐭+𝟏
�
prediction 𝐱Э𝐫𝐢 based on the results of the processing. The third algorithm (III) is in the above𝐭
described doubly stochastic filtering of an aggregate of the observations 𝐳𝐫𝐢
and construction of the
𝐭+𝟏
�
vector 𝐗 Э𝐄𝐢 . In the table 1 below the values of prediction average errors depending on the object kind
are presented.
On average the DS filter provides prediction accuracy 6% higher than in case of using Kalman
filter and 58% higher than in case of simple linear predictions. It enables to estimate coordinates and
rate change dynamics for boundaries of the domain to be monitored by using the DS filter. It is
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essential that the DS filter enables to quicker respond to abrupt rate change of the processes
determining the object behaviour. As an illustration we provide the estimates behaviour for the
� 𝒕𝒊
distance from opencast colliery to one of the points to be monitored (figure 4a) and the parameter 𝒂
estimate (figure 4b).
Table 1. Prediction average errors.
Average error Average error
for the
for the
algorithm I
algorithm II
The forest tract snapshot. October 2014
6.7 m
2.7 m
The forest tract snapshot. May 2015

Average error
for the algorithm
III
2.6 m

10.7 m

3.9 m

3.7 m

6.2 m

3.6 m

3.3 m

Milanovsky opencast colliery snapshot. May
2014

7.1 m

3.8 m

3.6 m

Milanovsky opencast colliery snapshot. May
2015

7.3 m

3.9 m

3.8 m

Milanovsky opencast colliery snapshot. May
2016

6.9 m

3.9 m

3.7 m

12.4 m

8.9 m

7.8 m

Milanovsky opencast colliery snapshot. April
2016. Continuation of the avalanche processes.

30.7 m

32.8 m

12.6 m

Milanovsky opencast colliery snapshot. May
2016. Cessation of the avalanche processes.

20.3 m

18.1 m

17.3 m

The forest tract snapshot. June 2016

Milanovsky opencast colliery snapshot. April
2016. Beginning of the avalanche processes.

Figure 4. Dependence of the filtering results versus survey time.
3. Conclusion
Direct analysis of the given results in comparison with the data of objective monitoring (solid line)
indicates superiority of the DS filter over conventional linear Kalman filter in filtering accuracy. As it
takes place, this superiority makes itself evident in the most distinct manner in case of abrupt change
of the rock collapsing process (and the corresponding reduction of the distance between the opencast
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colliery and the point to be monitored). This change corresponds to a significant change of the
parameter 𝒂𝒕𝒊 estimate which enables to register considerable changes in the opencast colliery domain
state basing only on this estimate dependence nature versus survey time.
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Abstract. The main objective of this study was to detect groundwater availability for
agriculture in the Orenburg, Russia. Remote sensing data (RS) and geographic information
system (GIS) were used to locate potential zones for groundwater in Orenburg. Diverse maps
such as a base map, geomorphological, geological structural, lithology, drainage, slope, land
use/cover and groundwater potential zone were prepared using the satellite remote sensing
data, ground truth data, and secondary data. ArcGIS software was utilized to manipulate these
data sets. The groundwater availability of the study was classified into different classes such as
very high, high, moderate, low and very low based on its hydro-geomorphological conditions.
The land use/cover map was prepared using a digital classification technique with the limited
ground truth for mapping irrigated areas in the Orenburg, Russia.

1. Introduction
Groundwater is a form of water occupying all the voids within geological layers. The occurrence of
groundwater in a geological formation and the scope for its absorption primarily depend on the
formation porosity. The conventional methods used to prepare groundwater potential zones are mainly
based on ground surveys. The groundwater conditions are significantly depending upon the slope,
surface water body, depth of weathering, canals and irrigated fields, etc. These factors can be
interpreted in remote sensing data. Minor et al. [1] developed an integrated interpretation strategic to
characterize groundwater resources for identification of well location in Orenburg using GIS.
Gustafson [2] used GIS for the analysis of lineament data received from SPOT imagery for
groundwater potential mapping. Krishnamurthy et al. [3] developed a GIS-based model to describe
groundwater potential zones. The field verification of this model established the efficacy of GIS in
demarcating the potential groundwater reserves.
A GIS framework was developed and analyzed by Das et al. [4] with rational conditions to
groundwater zones using thematic layers like geomorphology, geology, drainage, slope and land
use/cover generated by ArcGIS software. Based on the status of groundwater irrigated areas through
remote sensing artificial recharge structures such as tanks, dams can be recommended upstream of
groundwater irrigated areas to recharge wells in the downstream areas to increase groundwater
resources [5].
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Previous studies show a wide range of using remote sensing (RS) and geographical information
system (GIS) technology for groundwater potential zone (GWPZ) assessment. In that, they use
different thematic layers, give specific weight to all classes and each thematic layer based on their
sensitivity or specific importance on groundwater potentiality. In this paper, we use RS and GIS
technology, create different thematic layers, which are responsible for groundwater possibility and
then give specific weight. This research work confirms conservation of sustainable aquifer
development judicious extraction of dynamic groundwater resource available in the Orenburg of
Russia [6].
2. Study area
We choose the east part of Orenburg Oblast, Russia (figure 1) as a study area. It’s situated on the
boundary of Europe and Asia on Ural rives with Kazakhstan border. The study area latitude is 51°77´
and longitude 55°10´ with 107 meters above sea level elevation. Orenburg has a relatively dry humid
continental climate with long hot summers and long cold winters. The average January temperature is
-15.6 °C (3.9 °F) and the average July temperature is 29.0 °C (84.2 °F). The most important river of
the Oblast is the Ural River.

Figure 1. Location map of the Orenburg, Russia.
3. Materials and methods
This research work used Landsat-8/OLI (Operational land imager) images to make different thematic
layers such as agriculture, forest, geomorphology, land use, lithology, soil, land use/cover, surface
water, drainage density, flow accumulation, flow direction, and base map. Also, use Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) from ASTER satellite (ASTER-GDEM) with the 30m spatial resolution to create a
slope map for height information. We use ArcGIS and ERDAS software for all types of image
processing and GIS analysis work. For accuracy assessment and verify our results we used ancillary
data, topographic maps, field data and specific government departmental information’s.
In methodological steps after georeferenced the imagery in UTM/WGS84 projection, we remove
radiometric and geometric errors [7]. Then identify best band combination for image interpretation and
create following thematic layers (figure 2).
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Flow direction
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Figure 2. Thematic layers which used for groundwater potential zone mapping.
After creating above thematic layers, we combined all layers in ArcGIS software by using the raster
calculator module to generate the final groundwater potential zone map of Orenburg, Russia. Than all
factors in each thematic layer were given a specific weight (arithmetic value in between 1 to 9) based
on its sensitivity or strength of influence to the groundwater possibility [8, 9, 10]. In last further,
classify final groundwater potentiality map into five classes from very high to very low classes.
After giving specific weight to all factors, then calculate a normalized weight (𝑊𝑛) by geometric
mean (𝐺𝑀) and in finally get groundwater potential zone map (GWPZ) using the following equations:
𝑊𝑛 = �𝐺𝑀𝑛/ �

𝑛𝑓

𝐺𝑀𝑛�

𝑛=1

Where the geometric mean of the ith row of the judgment matrices is calculated as:
𝐺𝑀𝑛 = n�p1np2n … … pnNf
The groundwater potential zone map was mathematically calculated using ArcGIS raster analysis as
follows:
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GWPZ =∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑖,
𝐸𝑓 = 𝑊𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑖
GWPZ = ∑(𝐸𝑓 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠)
Where the meaning of equations words as follows:
• Ef = effectiveness of a factor for groundwater potentiality in the study area.
• Wi = map weight for factor i,
• Ri = rating value for i factor.
Table 1. Calculation of factors weight.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

GM

Wn

1

1.00

0.93

1.17

0.78

1.75

1.07

1.55

2.33

0.88

1.75

1.75

1.23

0.062

2

1.07

1.00

1.25

0.83

1.87

1.15

1.66

2.50

0.93

1.87

1.87

1.31

0.067

3

0.86

0.80

1.00

0.67

1.50

0.92

1.33

2.00

0.75

1.50

1.50

1.05

0.053

4

1.29

1.20

1.50

1.00

2.25

1.38

2.00

3.00

1.13

2.25

2.25

1.58

0.080

5

0.57

0.53

0.67

0.44

1.00

0.61

0.88

1.33

0.50

1.00

1.00

0.70

0.036

6

0.92

0.86

1.08

0.72

1.62

1.00

1.44

2.16

0.81

1.62

1.62

1.14

0.058

7

0.64

0.60

0.75

0.50

1.12

0.69

1.00

1.50

0.56

1.12

1.12

0.79

0.040

8

0.43

0.40

0.50

0.33

0.75

0.46

0.66

1.00

0.38

0.75

0.75

0.53

0.027

9

1.14

1.06

1.33

0.89

2.00

1.23

1.77

2.67

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.40

0.071

10

0.57

0.53

0.67

0.44

1.00

0.61

0.88

1.33

0.50

1.00

1.00

0.70

0.036

11

0.57

0.53

0.67

0.44

1.00

0.61

0.88

1.33

0.50

1.00

1.00

0.70

0.036

4. Results
The eleven factors for groundwater potentiality mapping (land use/cove, geomorphology, geology,
geological structure, elevation, slope, drainage density, surface water body, base map, flow
accumulation, flow direction) were examined separately and describe in the following paragraphs.
4.1 Land use/cover: Land use/cover is one of the most important human-induced activity affecting
the occurrence and development of groundwater. Inland use/cove, groundwater used for
irrigation, industry and daily uses, etc. LULC map was classified in the water body, settlements,
vegetation, and bare land. We assigned 0.062 weights to LULC map. As water body and
vegetation have a high possibility of water, so assigned the highest rating. While bare and dry
land area consider less significant so given lowest rating (table 1 & figure 2).
4.2 Geomorphology: To prepare a geomorphology map, we used ancillary data, satellite imagery,
lithology map, land use map, and field data. For satellite image interpretation, we used
interpretation key such as tone, texture, color, shape, and size, etc. In the final geomorphology
map, we assigned 0.053 weights and reclassify the whole map in 5 classes based on groundwater
possibility (table 1 & figure 2).
4.3 Geology: Geology layer assigned 0.067 weights. Geological structure map was derived from
ancillary data and available geological maps. The whole map was divided into 5 classes
according to their possibility of storage groundwater capacity (table 1 & figure 2).
4.4 Geological structure: Geology layer assigned 0.080 weights. In lithology fractures, joins, dikes
and porosity are influencing features to increase groundwater storage capacity. The sedimentary
aquifers with primary porosity have higher groundwater storage capacity. The lithology map was
derived from ancillary data and available geological maps. The whole map was divided into 5
classes according to their possibility of storage groundwater capacity (table 1 & figure 2).
4.5 Elevation: We prepared an elevation map from ASTER-GDEM, the elevation is directly related
to the ruggedness of the terrain, which has a major role in the identification of groundwater. A
planning area or lower elevation with steep slope has smaller runoff, less drainage, higher
infiltration rate so higher possibility of groundwater. In the study area, high elevation area has
high groundwater possibility due to a higher amount of rainfall. Kalmykia has -103m lowest and
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285m highest elevation point. The study area can be divided into 5 major classes as (1) higher
then >120, (2) 120 to 70, (3) 70 to 25, (4) 25 to -6, and less then < - 6. Elevation layer assigned
0.036 weights (table 1 & figure 2).
4.6 Slope: Slope is directly related to groundwater because, in high slope, water velocity is high so
infiltration rate is low so overall groundwater recharge possibility is low. In the other hand in
lower slop, the infiltration rate is high due to low water velocity so greater chance of groundwater
recharge. Slope map was prepared by ASTER-GDEM data in ArcGIS software and assigned
0.058 weights (table 1 & figure 2).
4.7 Drainage density: We used ASTER-GDEM data to prepare drainage map and later on create
drainage density map via “line density” commend in ArcGIS software and in last reclassify it into
5 classes from very low to very high (table 1 & figure 2). Drainage network produces a dendritic
pattern, resulting in water flow in a homogenous soil surface with the same geological conditions.
The denser the drainage has the less capacity of groundwater recharge and vice versa. We
assigned 0.40 weights to drainage density layer.
4.8 Base map: Base map also directly relevant to the possibility of groundwater as in study area
where is a higher possibility of vegetation such as agriculture, forest and plantation show green
areas. In another side, less vegetation cover area shows desert or drought areas (east-south) have
less possibility of groundwater (figure 2).
4.9 Surface water: Surface waterbody is directly related to groundwater possibility. If an area has a
higher number of surface water bodies then it might be a higher possibility of groundwater.
Surface water assigned 0.71 weights (table 1 & figure 2).
4.10 Flow accumulation: We used ASTER-GDEM data to prepare a flow accumulation map in
ArcGIS software and reclassify it into 5 classes from very low to very high (figure 2). Low
accumulation values represent ridge tops so less possibility of groundwater due to low
infiltration, steep slow, and higher water flow. Whereas higher accumulation values represent
valleys and stream channels so a higher possibility of groundwater due to high infiltration. Flow
accumulation assigned 0.036 weights (table 1 & figure 2).
4.11 Flow direction: Flow direction map gives us the flow across a surface which will always be in
the steepest down-slope direction and is used to determine the stream network. Flow direction
map created from ASTER-GDEM grid shows the direction of river flow from northeast to
southwest and finally reached in Caspian sea. We assigned 0.036 weights to flow direction map
(table 1 & figure 2).

Figure 3. Groundwater potential map of Orenburg, Russia.
Finally after combined all thematic layers, we get groundwater potential zone map of Orenburg
(figure 3) with five classes from very high to very low possibility of groundwater. Approximately 16%
of the study area in the northwest part comes under high and a very high class, means they have the
maximum possibility of groundwater. Generally, low elevations, less slop, low drainage density have
high soil porosity which increases high infiltration rate of water so its increase the groundwater
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possibility [11, 12]. Around 33% study area show the moderate possibility of groundwater. The north
part of the study area comes under low water possibility due to its higher slop, unfavorable geological
and geomorphological conditions and covers 42.50% area of the study site (figure 3).
5. Conclusion
This research work generates groundwater potential zone map of Orenburg, Russia by combined
different thematic layers, which relevant to groundwater possibility by giving them specific weight in
RS and GIS technology. Recent year's groundwater resources mapping has been increasing due to
increased demand for water for different purposes.
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Abstract. Nowadays transport systems becomes more and more complex.
Therefore, passengers have difficulty with route planning due to the variety of
possible ways to get from the starting point to the destination one. Since the travel
time often not considered as single and main criteria by passengers, it is important to
take into account their own preferences which may be very different. In this paper,
we proposed a stochastic route planning algorithm, which considers the user
individual preferences. This method is based on the modified Dijkstra’s algorithm.
The proposed algorithm is tested using real public transport dataset obtained from
the transportation network of Samara, Russia.

1. Introduction
Congestion of transport networks is growing everywhere. It is caused both by an increase
in the number of the vehicle in large metropolitan areas and by the a prior unpreparedness
of the road infrastructure created in the past to modern flows. This makes it increasingly
important to solve navigation problems associated with the problems of choosing the optimal
route on personal and public transport. There are many systems and applications for navigation
(Yandex.Navigator and others). However, they work with a simplified static transport network
graph (instead of a stochastic time-dependent graph), do not take into account predictive
information about the public transport movement when building traffic routes, and do not
consider user preferences for solving navigation problems. All this leads to the fact that decisionmaking by the user (especially on the usual traffic routes) is carried out according to subjective
criteria and, often, differs from the optimal one. The solution of these problems will reduce
the total time of transport correspondence in the network, increase user satisfaction and the
transport infrastructure efficiency as a whole.
The article is structured as follows. The first section briefly provides a literature overview on
finding the optimal route for public transport in time-dependent deterministic and stochastic
transport networks. The second section describes the transport network model. The third
section provides the proposed algorithm for calculating the optimal way for public transport
in the stochastic network, taking into account the predictive information about the vehicles
arrival time and using the individual participant preferences. The fourth section presents the
formulation and results of experimental studies. In conclusion, presents the conclusion and
possible directions for further research.
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2. Literature review
Existing navigation systems mainly work with static transport networks, i.e. suggest that the
travel time of the road segments is constant and does not depend on the time of day, weather
conditions and other factors. Because the road situation is not static, to improve the movement
time estimation accuracy, it is necessary to take into account the dynamic and stochastic traffic
flows characteristics.
A routing methods overview in time-dependent transport networks is provided in [1].
Hierarchical routing [2] and bidirectional algorithm A* [3] were used to speed up routing
algorithms.
The multicriterial algorithm for finding the shortest path in the stochastic network A* was
presented in [4]. It was assumed in the paper that the transit time values of adjacent road
segments are correlated.
Modern methods for solving the navigation problem in stochastic time-dependent transport
networks simulate the road segments transit time as a random variable with a time-dependent
distribution function [5, 6, 7].
A separate task is to combine the routeing reliability and the expected time of movement.
Most works use the average risk model [8, 9], which takes into account the average and variance
of the road segments travel time within a linear objective function that needs to be optimized.
The objective function coefficients are often chosen heuristically based on experimental studies.
The main problem in multimodal transport systems is a uniform information combination
about the various movement modes [10]. The most common approach is to build a transport
network graph, in which various traffic routes are connected by edges, meaning transplants at
stopping points.
Moreover, it is necessary to take into account the importance of user individual preferences,
when routing in multimodal transport systems. Often travel time is not the only criterion for
choosing a route. The transfers number, fare, vehicles waiting time, etc. should be taken into
account. [11]. Therefore, multi-criteria optimization algorithms should be used to improve
accuracy.
A research separate area is finding the optimal navigation strategy, which is a hierarchical
rule for deciding the further route choice based on actual passenger transport movement data.
The spatial and temporal stochastic transit time dependencies of road segments are investigated
in [12]. In the article [13] the authors included actual information on the movement of the
vehicle in the navigation strategy.
In the article [14] presented an algorithm for finding the shortest path on public transport,
taking into account dynamic and stochastic information about the movement of the vehicle.
Emphasis is placed on the practical implementation of the algorithm. The article [15] presents a
routing algorithm that simultaneously takes into account the stochastic transit time of the road
segments and the vehicles waiting time and optimizes both the routes speed and reliability.
This paper presents an algorithm for calculating the optimal way for public transport in a
stochastic network. In contrast to [14, 15], the arrival time is used to take into account waiting
times based on current and predicted information on the movement of the vehicle, instead of
the vehicles movement frequency. In addition, the algorithm takes into account user preferences
when choosing the parameters of the target optimization function.
3. Transport Network Model
The transport network will be considered as a directed graph G = (N, E), vertices ni ∈ N of
which correspond to stops, edges ei j ∈ E, i ∈ V, j ∈ V - to segments of the transport network
with length |eij |, each stop being represented by at least three vertices of the graph.
We introduce the following notation: Sk - stop from set S; Ri - passenger transport route
from the set R.
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The part of the graph representing the two routes R1 and R2 , containing the common stop
Sk , is shown in figure 1.

R1

emove

ewait

emove

eout

earr
Sk

eout
R2

emove

earr
ewait

emove

Figure 1. The route network graph structure.

The graph contains edges of several types:
• emove - represents the segment of the route between stops, characterized by the average time
µij and the dispersion σij ;
• ewait - waiting for passengers boarding/alighting at the bus stop, in the work, constant
waiting time is used as the edge weight;
• eout - alighting edge, in the work as the edge weight is used constant alighting time;
• earr - boarding edge (vehicle waiting) is determined by the vehicle arrival time of the
corresponding route to stop;
• ewalk (not shown in the figure) - walk from stops to the points of departure/arrival, the edge
weight depends on the transition distance;
The route finding task is reduced to the task of finding the shortest path in the graph. The
algorithm for solving the problem in a time-dependent stochastic transport network, taking into
account the road users individual preferences, is presented in the next section.
4. Algorithm for finding the shortest path
Dijkstra’s modified algorithm is used to find the shortest path in a time-dependent stochastic
transport network [14] (algorithm 1).
The algorithm uses the pair (ni , costi ) as the vertex label li , containing the vertex ni and
the multidimensional route price costi , which must be spent to reach the vertex ni from the
departure vertex ns . The route price is represented as a pair costi = (ci , ti ), where ci - the
generalized price, ti - the trip time.
The queue with priority pq determines the next vertex to be viewed based on the generalized
price ci . Associative arrays predM ap and costsM ap respectively are used to store the previous
vertex for the given and the trip price to the specified vertex.
In the algorithm, the getCost() and getTime() functions - getting the generalized price ci and
time ti from the price of reaching the vertex costi .
The main interest is the estimation obtaining function of the passing the graph edge price
calculateCost(). The proposed method for determining the cost of an edge depending on its
type is described in Algorithm 2. In algorithm 2, the following notation is used:
• twait = 30 (seconds) - alighting/boarding time;
• tout = 10 (seconds) - alighting time;
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for finding the shortest path
Input data: departure vertex ns , arrival vertex nd ,
departure time t
Output data: shortest path
// Initialization
PriorityQueue pq = ∅
Map predM ap = ∅
Map costsM ap = ∅
Label ls = Label(ns , costs )
pq.insert(ls )
while !pq = ∅ do
Label li = pq.pop()
ni = li .getNode()
foreach eij ∈ E do
costj = calculateCost(eij , t + li .getCost().getTime())
if costj .getCost() > costsM ap.get(ni ).getCost() then
continue;
end
costsM ap.put(nj , costj )
predM ap.put(nj , ni )
Label lj = Label(nj , costj )
pq.insert(lj )
end
end

• tarr - the vehicle arrival estimated time at the stop;
• swalk = 1 (m/s) - walking speed;
• α0 , α1 , α2 -individual preferences parameters that affect the reliable path choice, the
transfers number and walking distance.
5. Experiment
Experimental studies of the developed method were carried out for the Samara street-road
network. The road network consists of 48139 segments. The data on the passenger transport
bus routes movement were used to predict the time of arrival.
Six pairs of different departure and arrival vertices on the transport network graph were
chosen to study the algorithm quality, after which for each pair they solved the problem of
finding a way on public transport, varying the departure time.
Two standard metrics were used to compare the prediction quality: Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
MAPE =

N
1 X |ti − t̂i |
× 100%
N
ti
i=1

MAE =

N
1 X
|ti − t̂i |
N
i=1

where ti - is the actual route time value, t̂i - the predicted value, N - number of experiments.
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Algorithm 2: calculateCost
Input data: graph edge ei j, arrival time t to the vertex i
Output data: cost costj = (cj , tj )
if eij is emove then
// route segment between stops
√
return (µij + α0 σij , µij );
end
else if eij is ewait then
// alighting/boarding
return (twait , twait );
end
else if eij is eout then
// alighting
return (tout , tout );
end
else if eij is earr then
// waiting for transport
return (α1 (tarr − t), tarr − t);
end
else if eij is ewalk then
// foot transition
return (α2 |eij |/swalk , |eij |/swalk );
end

The average trip time was tavg = 2645 seconds. The following values were obtained from the
experimental analysis results: M AP E = 6.62%, M AE = 179.8 seconds. The obtained values
allow us to conclude about the good quality of the proposed algorithm..
6. Conclusion
The paper presents an algorithm for calculating the shortest path on public transport in a
stochastic time-dependent transport network that takes into account the average time and
variance of the road segment travel time when building a route. The proposed algorithm uses
real-time data and forecast data on the movement of vehicles to estimate the waiting time for
public transport at bus stops. Algorithm parameters are selected according to individual user
preferences.
Experimental analysis of the proposed algorithm showed high accuracy in estimating the time
of movement, which is close to real time along the selected route.
A further work direction includes comparing the proposed algorithm with other algorithms
for solving the navigation problem, as well as modifying the edge weight estimating function to
increase the found route reliability of motion.
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Abstract. The use of mathematical models allows to compare the theoretical expressions and
simulation results. Autoregressive random fields can be used for description of the images,
however, such models have pronounced anisotropy, and the simulated images are too sharp.
The elimination of this drawback is possible through the use of models with multiple roots of
characteristic equations. The analysis shows that using models with multiple roots in filtering
images with smoothly varying brightness provides smaller errors than the use of autoregressive
random fields. However, studies of the dependences of filtering efficiency on various model
parameters and signal-to-noise ratios for multidimensional autoregressive random fields were
almost not carried out. The article discusses the solution of the problem of optimal filtering of
images based on models with multiple roots of characteristic equations. Theoretical
dependences of the relative variance of the filtering error on the dimension of random fields are
obtained. Furthermore, it was presented some results of filtering real images by such model in
comparison with autoregressive model.

1. Introduction
Currently there are many different mathematical models of random fields (RF) using for describing
images [1-5]. The popularity of this approach is due to a number of advantages that mathematical
models provide. First of all, it is the generation of sufficiently large volumes of material for research,
and also mathematical models act as a tool for developing and testing various algorithms. The simplest
autoregressive models generate RF with pronounced anisotropy and such models are suitable for
describing only a narrow class of real multidimensional images. Doubly stochastic models [6,7]
provide a change in the probabilistic properties of the generated RF at each point, but on average the
properties of such a model depend on the model chosen for the main RF simulation. Therefore, to
obtain RFs that are close to isotropic fragments of multispectral images, it is necessary to use
autoregression with multiple roots of characteristic equations [8–10].
However, one of the main tasks of signal processing is the noise reducing or filtering. It is often
considered that the observed signal is an additive mixture of the information (useful) signal and white
noise. In this paper we analyze the efficiency of spatial Wiener filtering of multidimensional
autoregressive RFs with multiple roots of characteristic equations against additive white Gaussian
noise background. At the same time the investigation is aimed at such models of different
multiplicities, which provide equivalent correlation properties. The developed filtering algorithms can
become very useful tool in solving various applied problems of image processing, among which an
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important place is occupied by the detection and localization of various objects in the image [11,12].
Furthermore filtering and segmentation tasks are of interesting [13,14].
2. Model of a multidimensional random field and its linear filter
The following equations are commonly used to describe a multidimensional autoregressive Gaussian
RF
xi = ∑ α j xi − j + σ x β 0ξ i , i ∈ Ω ,

{x

where =
X

i

, i ∈ Ω}

( i , i , ... i ) : i=

Ω
= { i=

1

2

N

k

(1)

j ∈D

is

simulated

RF

defined

{β 0 , α j , j ∈ D}

1 M k , k= 1 N } ;

on

N-dimensional

grid

are coefficients of the model;

{ξ i , i ∈ Ω} is RF of random values with Gaussian distribution having zero mathematical expectation,

and

its

variance

is

equal

to

σ x2

one;

is

variance

of

RF

x i ; D ⊂ Ω is causal region of local states.
For such a model it is easy to find the transfer function of a linear filter. Using Z-transformation for
model (1) it is possible to get a spatial linear filter, which is described by the transfer function of the
following form

H (z) =

σ x β0
,
1 − ∑α j z − j

(2)

j∈D

−j

− j1
1

− j2
2

− jN
N

where z = z z ...z .
It should be noted that the transfer function (2) also depends on the parameters of the signal model,
as does the energy spectrum of such a RF. The relationship of the transfer function (2) and the energy
spectrum of the RF X is determined by the expression

( ).

Sx ( z ) = H ( z ) H z

−1

(3)

The analysis of probabilistic properties of the RF isN simplified if the transfer function of a
multidimensional filter can be factorized:

H (z ) = ∏ H k (z k ) .
k =1
N

N

Then the energy spectrum

S x ( z ) = ∏ S k ( z k ) and correlation function (CF) B(r ) = ∏ Bk (rk ) are also can be factorized. Simple
k =1

k =1

and very useful for applications multidimensional splittable RF xi can be represented using spatial
autoregression
N

∏ (1 − ρ
k =1

k

z k−1 ) mk x i = σ x β 0 ξ i , i ∈ Ω ,

(4)

with multiple roots ρ k of characteristic equations having multiplicities mk , k = 1, 2,..., N .
The transfer function of such a RF will be factorizable and will be written as

H (z) = σ x β0

N

∏ (1 − ρ

k

z k−1 ) mk ,

(5)

k =1

N

where β 0 = ∏ β k ;
k =1

mk −1

β k (mk )= (1 − ρ k2 ) 2 m −1 / ∑ (Cml −1ρ kl ) 2 , С ij = j! (i!( j − i )!) .
k

l =0

k

3. Filtering efficiency of multidimensional random fields with multiple roots of characteristic
equations
One of the difficult tasks of filtering image sequences on multidimensional grids is the analysis of the
effectiveness of such filtering. In this case, the necessary criterion for analysis is the dependence of the
variance of the filtering error on various model parameters and noise. Formally, spatial covariance
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matrices of estimation errors can be calculated using the recurrence relations for the Kalman filter
[6,7]. However, if it is necessary to compare the algorithms for different values of the parameters of
the stochastic equations and noise levels, the determination of even steady-state values of the elements
of the covariance matrices becomes a very laborious task.
Consider a relatively simple way to determine the effectiveness of estimating homogeneous fields
on infinite grids based on the basic principles of Wiener's filter theory [8]. Using the observations

z=
xj + nj , =
j ( j1 j2 ... j N ) ∈ Ω, which are the sum of informational (useful) RF and additive
j
T

{ } it is necessary to make the best (in the sense of the

white Gausian noise with a variance σ = M n j
2

2

minimum error variance) linear estimate xˆ 0 = ∑ h j z j

of element x 0 in informational RF. This

j∈Ω

estimation will use coefficients h j which will determine the optimal filtering. The search of minimum
error variance

σ ε = M {(xˆ 0 − x0 ) }
2

2

equations

hq σ +
2

2

 
= M  ∑ h j z j − x0   can be written as a system of linear
 
 j∈Ω

∑h

j

B=
( r − j ) B ( r ),

r ∈Ω,

(6)

j ∈Ω

which can be considered as a spatial analogue of the Wiener-Hopf equations.
Using multidimensional z − transformation it is possible to find equations system solution and
expression for the relative error variance [8]:

σ ε2
1
=
2
σ ч (2π ) N

π

π

∫ ... ∫

−π

−π

β 02

∏ (1 + ρ
N

2
k

− 2 ρ k cos λ k

)

mk

dλ .
+ qβ

(7)

2
0

k =1

where

q = σ x2 σ 2 is signal-to-noise ratio, N is the dimension of RF, mk is the model’s multiplicity

for k-th dimension, ρ k is correlation parameter in k-th dimension.

a)
b)
Figure 1. Relative variances of errors of multidimensional RF.
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Figure 1 shows the dependence of the relative error of the filter variance on the correlation interval
k0 for models of different dimensions and orders with q=0.1. Correlation interval is less than 100 in
figure 1a and less than 500 in figure 1b. This interval determines the equivalence of models of
different multiplicities. On the graphs, the dimension is indicated as N, the multiplicity as m.
The analysis of the obtained dependences shows that with sufficiently small correlation intervals
(k0 < 10) the variances of filtering errors of autoregressive RF of the 1st and 2nd orders are rather
close. An increase in the dimensions and a further increase in the correlation interval leads to the
distancing of the curves. At the same time the smallest values of relative variances of filtering errors
are obtained for the cases N=3, m=(2,2,2), N=4, m=(2,2,2,2). This is because when m=1
autoregression along the axes are quite prickly and their filtering is a more difficult task.
Using expression (7), one can obtain the following equations for models of various dimensions,
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Filtering efficiency of RFs of different dimensions.
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Figure 2. Relative variances of filtering errors for three-dimensional RF.
Figure 2 shows the dependences of the relative error of filtering variance on the signal-to-noise
ratio q for models of three-dimensional RF of different orders with k0 =50.
An analysis of the curves in the graph shows that in the case of a large dimension of the RF, for
example N = 3, the variance of the filtration error is rather small. In this connection, effective filtering
is obtained both for small signal-to-noise ratios and for large ones. At the same time, an increase in the
multiplicity of models leads to a decrease in the relative dispersion of the filtering error.
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Figure 3 shows the dependences of the relative variance of filtering errors on the dimension of the
AR for the cases k0=100, q=0.01 with multiplicities m=1 and m=2.

Figure 3. Dependence of the relative error variance on the dimension.

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 4. Filtering of satellite images.

The analysis of the curves presented in Figure 3 shows that increasing the dimension of the RF
leads to a significant increase in filtration efficiency, which is associated with a large number of
correlations in the multidimensional model. At the same time large dimensions provide variance of
filtering errors tending to 0 (~10-15) already with multiplicities m=2 along each axis. At the same time
if m=1 then the variance of the filtering error is several orders of magnitude greater.
4. Real image processing
The filtering algorithm based on a multiple-root model was tested on a multidimensional satellite
image compared to an algorithm based on autoregressive models. Figure 4 shows the filtering results
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for one of the images. Figure 4a shows the source image, figure 4b shows the noisy image, figure 4c
shows the filtering results using autoregressive model of the first order and figure 4d shows the
filtering results using autoregressions with multiple roots model.
The analysis of the presented pictures shows the model with multiple roots provides better results
in variance of filtering error, for example, the results for image on figure 4 is following: relative error
variance for figure 4c is 0.782, error variance for figure 4d is 0.358. The signal-to-noise ratio is 0.5.
5. Conclusion
Thus, in this paper, the filtration efficiency of multidimensional RF with multiple roots of
characteristic equations is investigated. At the same time, an increase in the dimensions and orders of
the models leads to a significant decrease in the relative dispersion of filtering error. Therefore, it is
advisable to use less computationally sophisticated mathematical models of RFs that provide fairly
small errors. For example, already for the dimension N=3 it is possible to achieve relative error equal
10-5 for q=0.01 and multiplicities m=(3,3,3). In addition, studies have been conducted on the
effectiveness of filtration depending on the dimension of the RF. It should be noted that in the
logarithmic axes, these dependencies are close to linear for the dimensions N=1,...,4. Such models are
also useful in processing real images having strong correlation properties.
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Abstract. When describing a real image using a mathematical model, the problem of model
parameters identification is of importance. In this case the identification itself is easier to
perform when a particular type of model is known. In other words, if there is a number of
models characterized by different properties, then if there is a correspondence with the type of
suitable images, then the model to be used can be determined in advance. Therefore, in this
paper, we do not consider the criteria for model selection, but perform the identification of
parameters for autoregressive models, including those with multiple roots of characteristic
equations. This is due to the fact that the effectiveness of identification is verified by the
images generated by this model. However, even using this approach where the model is
known, one must first determine the order of the model. In this regard, on the basis of YuleWalker equations, an algorithm for determining the order of the model is investigated, and the
optimal parameters of the model are also found. In this case the proposed algorithm can be
used when processing real images.

1. Introduction
Mathematical modeling is used in many areas of science and technology, including image processing.
In particular, methods focused on the description of images using models of random fields (RF), allow
the development of algorithms for parameter estimation, filtering, detection of anomalies in the
background of images and analyze them for a large number of simulated images.
There exist many images that are characterized by a smooth change in brightness [1,2]. Usually
such images have a slowly decreasing correlation function (CF) in a certain given neighborhood. The
first-order autoregressive (AR) image models [3,4] do not provide a strong correlation between pixels,
since its CF decreases exponentially. Meanwhile, separable RFs that can be generated by onedimensional autoregression with multiple roots of characteristic equations [5-6] are known. An
important feature of ARs with multiple roots is their considerable simplicity compared to arbitrary
high-order ARs. Also doubly stochastic models are used to describe real images [7-10]. However, if
the structure of the described image is not so complicated, then it is better to use simpler models. This
is due to the fact that the computational complexity of a double-stochastic model is much higher than,
for example, a model with multiple roots, for which the AR of any order can be described using a
single parameter.
At the same time, when describing images, for example, satellite images using mathematical
models, it is necessary to identify parameters of the model. At the same time, the model should be
selected in such a way that a compromise is found between its complexity and the similarity of the
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simulated image with the real one. The paper discusses the solution of the problem of the parameters
identification for AR models with multiple roots of characteristic equations, which, owing to the
separability of the CF, can significantly simplify this task. It should be noted that the application of the
parameter identification approach based on Yule-Walker equations to determining the order and
correlation parameters of AR models with multiple roots has a scientific novelty.
2. Brief overview of the parameters identification methods for a random processes
At present, the identification task for AR processes, the moving average (MA) and autoregression with
moving average model (ARMA) by single-channel observations without noise is the most wellstudied. Especially many methods have been developed for estimating the parameters of such
processes. The estimation methods are based either on the direct use of observations, or on the initial
calculation of the sample statistical characteristics (autocorrelations, spectral densities) from these
observations, and then using them to determine parameter estimates. The first group of methods
includes the least squares method (LSM) for the AR process [10,11], the maximum likelihood method
(ML) for the AR, MA, and ARMA processes, and various types and modifications of these methods
[12-14]. The second group is the Yule-Walker method for the AR process [13], the Box and Jenkins
correlation methods for the ARMA, MA [13] processes, the Lindberger method for the AR, MA, and
ARMA processes [15], the Durbin method for the MA process [16] , the Cleveland inverse
autocorrelation method for the ARMA process [17] and other methods [18]. In both groups, there are
methods in which parameter estimates are calculated by linear algorithms by solving a certain system
of linear equations for example, LSM and Yule-Walker method for the AR process, as well as
methods that use nonlinear methods for calculating estimates, which are reduced to numerical
minimization algorithms for a certain function of the parameters, for example, the ML method and the
Lindberger method for the APMA processes. The methods for determining the class of processes that
can be AR, MA, and ARMA are much less developed [19]. In the work of Kitler and Whitehead [20],
the problem of class determination is reduced to the problem of determining the order of the ARMA
process. Therefore, the solution of the determination order and class of the model task is of interest. In
the simplest case, such a task is reduced to a problem when it is necessary to determine its order using
the selected model of AR. So optimal identification is very important for satellite image processing
[21,22].
3. Autoregressions with multiple roots of characteristic equations
Using AR models with multiple roots of characteristic equations, it is possible to obtain realizations
of RFs that will be close in their properties to real images. In this case an important property of the
generated RF will be its quasi-isotropy. The general formula for models of different multiplicities can
be written as follows
N1

N2

xi , j = βξ i , j − ∑ ∑ α i1 , j1 xi −i1 , j − j1 ,
i1 = 0 j1 = 0

where N1 and N 2 characterize the multiplicity of the model; coefficients

(1)

α i , j (α 0,0 = 0) are the
1

1

products of the corresponding coefficients of one-dimensional AR along the axes x and y
α i1 , j1 = α xi1 α yj1 .
The coefficients of one-dimensional AR (2) can be obtained using expressions
α xi1 ( ρ x , N 1 ) = (−1) i1 +1 C Ni11 ρ xi1 , α yj1 ( ρ y , N 2 ) = (−1) j1 +1 C Nj12 ρ yj1 ,

(2)
(3)

n!
m
where С n = m!(n − m)! . Two-dimensional model's coefficient β is the normalized product of the

corresponding coefficients of one-dimensional AR along the axes x and y
σ
β = x βxβy ,
σξ
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When identifying parameters, let’s approximate the CF of the initial data by the most appropriate
model. In order to obtain the CF models of arbitrary orders, it is necessary to use expressions for onedimensional CF of AR with multiple roots of characteristic equations [22]
m −1
ρ 2( m −l −1) ,
(5)
B x (k ) = σ x2 ∑ g (m, l , k )
(1 − ρ 2 ) 2 k −l −1
l =0
(m + k − 1)!(2m − l − 2)!
where g (m, l , k ) =
. The variance of independent random values
l !(m − 1)!(m − l − 1)!(m + k − l − 1)!

ξi , i = 1,2,..., n , can be found for a given variance of simulated RF Bx (0) = σ x2

σ ξ2 =

σ x2 (1 − ρ 2 ) 2 m −1

∑ (C
m −1
l =0

l
m −1

ρ

)

.

(6)

l 2

Thus, for spatial AR equation with characteristic roots of multiplicities (m1,m2) the expression for
CF can be written as

ρ y 2( m −l −1)
ρ x 2( m −l −1) m −1
B xy (k1 , k 2 ) = σ ∑ g (m1 , l , k1 )
∑ g (m2 , l , k 2 ) (1 − ρ 2 ) 2k −l −1 .
2
(1 − ρ x ) 2 k −l −1 l =0
l =0
y
m1 −1

2
x

1

2

1

2

(7)

2

However, in the case of a model with multiple roots it is possible to separately carry out the
identification of parameters by row and column, using formula (5).
4. Identification of parameters based on theoretical values of correlation functions
To solve the problem of identification, we will use AR models of arbitrary order
(8)
xi = ρ1 xi −1 + ρ 2 xi − 2 + ... + ρ m xi − m + ξ i , i = 1,2,..., M ,
where m is order of AR model.
Choosing parameters ρ1 , ρ 2 ,..., ρ m it is possible to get a Gaussian RF {xi } , i = 1,2,..., M with a
variety of correlation properties. In this case to write values of CF you can use the following
expression
(9)
R x (k ) = ρ 1 R x (k − 1) + ρ 2 R x (k − 2) + ... + ρ m R x (k − m) , k > 0 .
CF of models with multiple roots for different roots zν , ν = 1, 2, ..., m, of characteristic equations
described by expression
(10)
z m − ρ1 z m −1 − ρ 2 z m − 2 − ... − ρ m = 0 ,
under the condition of stability zν < 1 , v = 1,2,..., m , are represented by the following sum
k
k
k
(11)
R x (k ) = A1 z1 + A2 z 2 + ... + Am z m .
Substitution in (9) values k = 1, 2, … , m leads to the well-known Yule-Walker system of
equations, which, for example, for second-order systems takes the form
ρ 1 + ρ 2 R(1) = R(1),
(12)
ρ 1 R(1) + ρ 2 = R(2).

The solution of this system allows you to find the coefficients ρ1 , ρ 2 ,..., ρ m of equation (8)
based on predetermined or estimated values of CF Rx(1), Rx(2), …, Rx(m).
We will perform parameter identification for models with multiple roots of characteristic equations
of 1-4th orders. In this case the order can be identified if we take into account only the coefficients that
make some contribution to the model. Table 1 presents the results of identification of the correlation
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parameters for the values of CF of AR with multiple roots. By rows, the actual multiplicity is
presented, by columns — estimated parameters are presented. We assume ρ = 0.8 for models of all
orders. In the left column – the values found, in the right column - the real values.

m*=1

Table 1. Identification of parameters based on the theoretical values of CF
m*=2
m*=3
m*=4

ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
m=1
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 0.976,
ρ 2 = 0,
m=2
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0

m=3

m=4

ρ1 = 0.992,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 0.995,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0

ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 1.6,
ρ 2 = −0.64,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0

ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 1.6,
ρ 2 = −0.64,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0

ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 1.6,
ρ 2 = −0.64,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0

ρ 1 = 2.4,
ρ 2 = −1.92,
ρ 3 = 0.512,
ρ4 = 0

ρ 1 = 1.92,
ρ 2 = −0.937,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ 1 = 1.969,
ρ 2 = −0.979,
ρ 3 = 0,

ρ 1 = 2.4,
ρ 2 = −1.92,
ρ 3 = 0.512,
ρ4 = 0
ρ 1 = 3.2,

ρ 1 = 3.2,
ρ 2 = −3.84,
ρ 3 = 2.048,
ρ 4 = −0.41

ρ4 = 0

ρ 2 = −3.84,
ρ 3 = 2.048,
ρ 4 = −0.41

ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ 1 = 1.6,
ρ1 = 1.6,
ρ 2 = −0.64,
ρ 2 = −0.64,
ρ 3 = 3 × 10 −14 , ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0

ρ 1 = 2.4,
ρ 2 = −1.92,
ρ 3 = 0.512,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 2.837,
ρ 2 = −2.724,
ρ3 = 0.886,
ρ4 = 0

ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0

ρ 1 = 1.6,
ρ 2 = −0.64,
ρ 3 = 3 × 10 −14 ,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 2.4,
ρ 1 = 2.4,
ρ 2 = −1.92, ρ 2 = −1.92,
ρ 3 = 0.512, ρ3 = 0.512,
ρ4 = 0
ρ 4 = −1× 10−13
ρ 1 = 3.2,
ρ 1 = 3.2,
ρ 2 = −3.84, ρ 2 = −3.84,
ρ 3 = 2.048, ρ 3 = 2.048,
ρ 4 = −0.41
ρ 4 = −0.41

ρ1 = 0.8,
ρ 2 = 0,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ1 = 1.6,
ρ 2 = −0.64,
ρ 3 = 0,
ρ4 = 0
ρ 1 = 2.4,
ρ 2 = −1.92,
ρ 3 = 0.512,
ρ4 = 0
ρ 1 = 3.2,
ρ 2 = −3.84,
ρ 3 = 2.048,
ρ 4 = −0.41

Analysis of table 1 shows that the values of the correlation coefficients are estimated the more
accurately, the higher the multiplicity is. If the estimated multiplicity exceeds the real value, then the
additional coefficients are either 0 or very close to it. Thus, the process of the model order
identification can be carried out first for some large multiplicity. If the resulting coefficients do not
have zero coefficients, then the calculation should be carried out at a higher multiplicity until we get
zero coefficients. If there are zero coefficients, the order corresponds to the number of the last
significant coefficient.
A similar relationship between correlation coefficients and CF values can also be obtained for the
two-dimensional case, i.e. images. The relation for CF values corresponding to expression (9) for the
three-point model, is written as
(13)
R(k1 , k 2 ) = ρ10 R(k1 − 1, k 2 ) + ρ 01 R(k1 , k 2 − 1) + ρ11 R(k1 − 1, k 2 − 1), k1 > 0, k 2 > 0.
It is easy to verify that solving the two-dimensional Yule-Walker system of equations (13) for the
Habibi model CF will give correlation coefficients identical to the coefficients of the first-order twodimensional AR model. To increase the order of the AR, as in the one-dimensional case it is necessary
to increase the number of correlation coefficients. In this case, the RF model can be written as follows
mj

mi

x i , j = ∑∑ ρ kl x i − k , j −l − ρ 00 x i , j + ξ i , j , i = 1, M 1 , j = 1, M 2 ,

(14)

l =0 k =0

ρ kl are correlation coefficients for elements
lagging behind each other along the axes i and j by k and l pixels respectively; { ξ i , j } is twodimensional RF of independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean M { ξ i , j } = 0 and variance

where { xi , j } is RF implementation or simulated image;

mj

mi

M { ξ i2, j } = σ ξ2 = [1 − ∑ ∑ ρ kl R(k , l ) + ρ 00 R(0,0)]σ x2 ; mi and mj are orders of the model; M1 and M2
l =0 k =0

are the image size.
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The number of components of the model, taking into account the random increment will be equal
to (mi + 1) × (m j + 1) . Using formulas (9) and (13), we can write the relation for calculating the CF
values
mj

mi

R (k1 , k 2 ) = ∑∑ ρ kl R (k1 − k , k 2 − l ) − ρ 00 R (k1 , k 2 ) , k1 > 0, k 2 > 0 .

(15)

l =0 k =0

The expression (15) can also be used for the case of non-separable CFs if the parameters of an
arbitrary AR RF are identified and the order is a priori unknown.
5. Parameter identification on the basis of real images CF
Let us identify the parameters of the model based on the proximity of the CF model and the given
data. In the first case, we will consider the AR with a separable CF and separately calculate the
coefficients for the row and column. In the second case, we use equations based on the expression
(15).
Let there be a real image represented as I (i, j ), i ∈1,..., M 1 , j ∈1,..., M 2 . Then its CF can be
expressed as follows

R I ( k1 , k 2 ) =

1

σ I2

M1

M2

∑ ∑ ( I (i, j ) − m

i = k1 +1 j = k 2 +1

I

)( I (i − k1 , j − k 2 ) − m I ) ,

(16)

where mI is average brightness over the entire image; σ I2 is brightness variance calculated over the
entire image.
Figure 1a and Figure 1b show the image to be investigated and its CF, respectively. Identification is
performed for the 4th order AR model.
for
RF
having
separable
CF
the
results
are
as
follows:
ρ10 = 1.098; ρ 20 = −0.39; ρ 30 = 0.364; ρ 40 = −0.082; ρ 01 = 0.828; ρ 02 = 0.0047; ρ 03 = 0.111; ρ 04 = 0.038 ;

ε = ( Rˆ − R) 2 = 0.387.
for
RF
having
non-separable
CF
the
results
are
as
follows:
ρ10 = 0.998; ρ 20 = −0.514; ρ 30 = 0.43; ρ 40 = −0.133; ρ 01 = 0.185; ρ11 = 0.152; ρ 21 = −0.194, ρ 31 = 0.142; ρ 41 = −0.092;
ρ 02 = −0.174; ρ12 = 0.309; ρ 22 = −0.265; ρ 32 = 0.217; ρ 42 = −0.097; ρ 03 = −0.048; ρ13 = 0.186; ρ 23 = −0.205;
ρ33 = 0.153, ρ 43 = −0.079; ρ 04 = −0.122; ρ14 = 0.267; ρ 24 = −0.242; ρ34 = 0.22; ρ 44 = −0.102; ε = ( Rˆ − R) 2 = 0.014 .

a)
b)
Figure 1. The image (a) for which the adjustment of the parameters is carried out and its CF (b).
Analysis of the obtained values of the error variances shows that the use of the model with an nonseparable CF provides a greater proximity between the modeled and the real CF. This is explained by
the fact that for this model 24 correlation parameters were calculated, while for a model with a
separable CF only 8 parameters. At the same time, a sufficient proximity of the CF is provided,
especially in the neighborhood of zero. Therefore, it is advisable to use such models to reduce
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computational costs. Figure 2 shows the CF cross sections for the original image (presented by solid
line), as well as for the RF with separable CF (presented by dash-dotted line) and the RF with nonseparable CF (presented by dashed line).

Figure 2. CF cross sections of the original image and identifiable models.
Analysis of the presented curves shows that as k increases the discrepancy between the real and
simulated CF also increases. It is possible to achieve greater proximity by increasing the order of the
AR, but this leads to higher computational costs. Similar research was conducted with a sample of 100
images. Analysis of the results shows that the use of non-separable CF models provides the proximity
of CF to 10-15 times more than the use of separable CF models in 85% of cases. However, in 15% of
cases separable models were successfully used to describe the real image, which made it possible to
significantly reduce computational costs of image processing.
6. One dimensional example of calculating parameters
However, if a model with multiple roots is used, it is sufficient to calculate only the first correlation
coefficient, then calculate the correlation parameter using the first correlation coefficient and use
correlation parameter to find the remaining correlation coefficients according to the expression (3).
For example, if ρ1 = 3.6 and N=4 then it is easy to calculate parameter of the AR with multiple
roots of characteristic equations from the following equation
3.6 = (−1)1+1 С 41 ρ 1 , → ρ = 0.9 .
(17)
After that we find the second, third and fourth correlation coefficients

ρ 2 = (−1)1+ 2 С 42 ρ 2 = −4.86,
ρ 3 = (−1)1+3 С 43 ρ 3 = 2.916,
ρ 4 = (−1)

1+ 4

(18)

С ρ = −0.6561.
4
4

4

So it is quite a simple task to perform identification of parameters in this case.
7. Conclusion
In this paper a brief overview of the methods used to identify the parameters of the AR processes is
presented. Models with multiple roots and a method for determining the order of the model based on
the Yule-Walker equations are considered. It is shown that the proposed method enables to determine
the order of the model for simulated images with sufficient accuracy. A comparative analysis of the
identification of the parameters of models with a separable and non-separable CF of the real image is
performed. The analysis shows that models with a non-separable CF require more computational costs
at the same order of a model, however, they provide greater proximity of the CF in comparison with
separable CF models. The identification results may be used to describe real satellite images and for
the processing of such images.
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Abstract. In this paper, a new real-time method for finding temporary and permanent road
marking is proposed. The method is based on the geometrized histograms method for
segmenting and describing color images. This method is able to deal with both rectilinear and
curvilinear marking, as well as with color temporary and permanent road marking. It also
makes it possible to distinguish temporary road marking from white permanent road marking.
The developed method is stable under illumination and is able to work even for partially
disappearing road marking, typical for late winter and early spring. In contrast to many other
methods, this method does not require any information about camera parameters and
calibration and is able to find road marking in images taken under unknown conditions. The
proposed method has been implemented by a program written in C++, operating under
Windows and Linux. The program operation has been tested on video records shot on typical
Russian roads during different seasons and under diverse whether and illumination conditions.
The processing speed is about 20 fps for a standard modern computer. Using parallel
computing, this speed is reduced considerably. The results of program operation are presented
and discussed. The developed program is a part of the computer vision component of the
control system of the AvtoNiva pilotless vehicle.

1. Introduction
The problem of finding road markings is very important due to applications in advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) and vision systems of autonomous vehicles. Efficient algorithms for
finding road marking implemented in ADAS can prevent many road accidents and save many lives.
The first efficient methods for real-time lane (road marking) detection were proposed and
implemented by E.D. Dickmanns and his colleagues [1, 2]. These methods were dated back to the late
1980s and employed the so-called 4D approach proposed by E.D. Dickmanns [1]. Many methods
based on Hough transform, RANSAC algorithm, and learning approaches, including deep learning of
convolutional networks, have been proposed (see [3–7] and the references in these papers) since then.
The most recent review of the results obtained in this area can be found in [6]. In spite of the serious
progress in investigations on this topic, vital problems connected with lane marking, disappearing in
early spring and late winter, wet places and occlusion still take place. It deserves special mentioning
that temporary lane markings may have extremely high curvature, which may pose additional
problems to the existing methods. Despite of the impressing results reached by application of
convolutional networks, there are certain problems that arise in using them, such as overfitting, a large
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amount of training data required, the high computational cost leading to using expensive SIMD
architectures. In addition, as it has been stressed in recent publications [6], there are problems in
finding a colored temporary lane marking in real time and distinguishing it from a permanent white
lane marking. In [7], the histograms of two components of the color coordinate system (Y, Cb, Cr) were
used for finding white and yellow road markings in real time. It was mentioned that the previous
attempts of applying color suffered from high computational complexity [8, 9]. However, the approach
proposed [7] is sensitive to color blobs caused by dirty places and other objects in the frame. It
becomes especially clear when the road marking starts rather far from the bottom of the frame on its
left or right boundary (this may occur in sharp turns). In this connection, it seems to be reasonable to
apply the real-time geometrized histograms method for segmentation and description of color images
[10–13] for finding and distinguishing road markings. This method makes it possible to find both
white road marking of arbitrary shape and colored road making (for example, temporary one) and
provides the technique for distinguishing them even under difficult illumination condition. The
geometrized histograms method is based on a method for approximate description of the value
distribution of a scalar (intensity) or vector function (color) giving the image. This description is called
a geometrized histogram. Geometrized histograms make it possible to find even very small connected
objects in the image plane (with diameter up to three pixels) and to construct from them continuous
objects like lane markings. Geometrized histograms can distinguish objects with very small local
contrasts and automatically adapt themselves to very small local differences in intensity and color of
connected objects.
In this paper, we propose an image understanding system that can find road markings based on the
real-time geometrized histograms method for complete image segmentation. This method allows us to
use only standard computational facilities and provides adequate results even for images taken by
cheap cameras like those employed in camcorders. In section 2, we remind briefly the main points of
the geometrized histograms method and explain the main ideas in order to apply them to finding road
markings. In section 3, we present the algorithms for finding road markings. Section 4 is devoted to
the comparison of the proposed method with methods proposed earlier. Several examples of finding
road markings, demonstrating the ability of the method, are presented in section 5 and discussed.
2. A brief description of the geometrized histograms method
A detailed description of the geometrized histograms method can be found in [10—13]. To construct
the geometrized histogram for a color or grayscale image, this image is divided into strips Sti, i = 1, …,
n, of the same small width W with sides parallel to the horizontal (or vertical) axis Os of the image
plane. Suppose that we deal with horizontal strips. The case of vertical strips is considered in a similar
way. To describe approximately the image in a chosen narrow image strip Sti, it is necessary to
describe approximately the distribution of values of the vector function specifying it. The vector
functions (R, G, B), (H, S, I), or (G/(G+B), G/(G+R), I), introduced by the author, can be examples of
this vector function. This approximate description will be called the geometrized histogram of the
image in Sti. Let us explain first how to construct the geometrized histogram for a scalar function f(x,
y), giving a grayscale image. The geometrized histogram describes approximately the level sets Lz of
f(x, y), i.e., the sets of points (x, y) of the strip Sti, where f(x, y) = z. Since we deal with a discrete
representation of the image, the projection of Lz onto Os is a union of intervals (segments) Ikz in this
axis Pr(Lz) = ∪k Ikz. For each segment Ikz, its cardinality is the number of the points of the level set Lz
in the strip Sti that are projected onto this interval. It is clear that the set of cardinalities of the intervals
Ikz for all possible z determines the classical histogram of f(x, y) in the strip Sti. The collection of
intervals Ikz approximately describes Lz, since the set of level z belongs to the preimage of ∪k Ikz, Lz ⊂
Pr –1(∪k Ikz), and the strip is narrow. The union of Ikz for all z determines the space of intervals on Os
with the scalar function of cardinality on them. Note that intervals Ikz for different z may have a
nonempty intersection on Os. This occurs when the intervals correspond to different objects in the
strip and one object lies over another in it. The space of intervals ∪kz Ikz is called the local geometrized
histogram (HGn) of f(x, y) in Sti.
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An example of the geometrized histogram of the grayscale component of a strip in a color image of
a road scene can be found in Fig. 1. The ox axis in the figure presents the value of the grayscale
function, which varies from 0 to 63. The oy axis presents the coordinates of pixels Os. The coordinate
on this axis varies from 0 to DimX – 1, where DimX is the horizontal dimension of the image (we
consider a horizontal strip). The geometrized histogram of this strip in the grayscale version describes
the geometry of intensity distribution in the strip. In the place of intersection of a strip with the lane
marking, one can see a local burst of intensity. This burst is selected by a red circle. This means that
the geometrized histogram of the grayscale component can be employed as a road marking detector.
However, not only white road marking is important for automatic driving vehicles. Yellow and orange
road markings are also of great interest. To detect yellow (orange) road marking, it is necessary to
segment and describe color images in real-time. For this purpose, the construction of the geometrized
histogram is generalized for vector functions representing color images. We deal with the
representation of the color image by the function (G/(G+B), G/(G+R), I) [10]. Note that the
component I means here the grayscale intensity (it is equal to Y in the (Y, Cb, Cr) coordinates [6]). Let
us introduce a characteristic function CF. If the hue of the point belongs to the yellow part of the color
triangle, then CF coincides with G/(G+B). When passing to the next range (green, blue, red), the value
of G/(G+B) is shifted by M, where M is the number of grades of the function G/(G+B). The
geometrized histogram of CF, supplemented for each interval Ikz by the classical histogram of the
other color component G/(G+R), is called the geometrized histogram of the color image in Sti.

Figure 1. A road scene and the geometrized histogram of the grayscale component of the i-th
horizontal strip.
Using this data for each of its members Ikz, we determine the localization interval Intkz = [begkz,
endkz] on Os, the range and the mean value of hue ∆Hkz = [Hminkz, Hmaxkz] and Hmean kz, the range and the
mean value of saturation ∆Skz = [Sminkz, Smaxkz] and Smeankz, and the range and the mean value of
grayscale intensity ∆Ikz = [Iminkz, Imaxkz] and Imeankz [7]. In addition, each interval of the geometrized
histogram has the cardinality Cardkz. Figure 2 presents the geometrized histogram of a strip of a color
image of a road scene. The ox axis in the figure presents the value of the characteristic function CF,
which varies within its range of values. As in Fig. 1, the oy axis presents the coordinates of pixels
along Os. The coordinate on this axis varies from 0 to DimX – 1, where DimX is the horizontal
dimension of the image (we consider a horizontal strip). The geometrized histogram in the colored
version of this strip describes the geometry of color distribution in the strip.
The red closed curve in the right part of the figure demonstrates the intervals of the geometrized
histogram corresponding to the part of the yellow marking in the chosen strip. Two yellow squares in
the upper left-hand corner of the right part of the figure show the color of this group of intervals.
Usually, there are too many intervals of the geometrized histogram of a grayscale or color image Ikz to
solve complex real problems. To reduce the number of them, a clustering procedure is introduced [10,
12], which joins intervals Intkz that are close as intervals on Os and have close intensity (for the
geometrized histogram of the grayscale image) and intensity-color characteristics (for the geometrized
histogram of a color image). The joined intervals are called grayscale or color bunches. Each strip Sti
is described by the set of grayscale or color bunches Bi. Each grayscale bunch b∈Bi is characterized by
the following parameters:
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1. the localization interval intb = [begb, endb], belonging to Os;
2. ∆Ib = [Iminb, Imaxb] and Imeanb – the range and the mean value of the grayscale intensity;
3. the cardinality Cardb (approximately, the number of points in the strip Sti whose coordinate x
belongs to the localization interval [begb, endb] that have grayscale characteristics belonging to the
range ∆Ib of the grayscale bunch).

Figure 2. A road scene and the geometrized histogram of the color image of the 7-th horizontal strip.
Each color bunch b∈Bi is characterized by the following parameters:
1. the localization interval intb = [begb, endb], belonging to Os;
2. ∆Hb = [Hminb, Hmaxb] and Hmean b – the range and the mean value of the hue of b;
3. ∆Sb = [Sminb, Smaxb] and Smeanb – the range and mean value of saturation;
4. ∆Ib = [Iminb, Imaxb] and Imeanb – the range and the mean value of the grayscale intensity;
5. the cardinality Cardb (approximately, the number of points in the strip Sti whose coordinate x
belongs to the localization interval [begb, endb] that have color characteristics belonging to the ranges
∆Hb, ∆Sb, and ∆Ib of the color bunch).
Here, the I component is equal to Y in (Y, Cb, Cr). Using the methods developed in [10—13], we
can attach to each color image the graph of color bunches STG (STructural Graph). Suppose that we
deal with horizontal strips. Each strip Sti is described by the set of color bunches Bi. B = ∪ Bi is the set
of nodes of STG. Two color (grayscale) bunches b1∈Bi and b2∈Bi+1 in the adjacent strips are connected
by an edge if their localization intervals have a nonempty intersection. A similar construction can be
produced for grayscale bunches. Color bunches b1 and b2 lying in the same strip are called adjacent if
their localization intervals intb1 and intb2 are adjacent. Color bunches lying in the adjacent strips are
called adjacent if their localization intervals have a nonempty intersection. Edges of STG join all
adjacent color bunches. Informally, each bunch describes a certain part of a real object in the strip, its
projection on Os and the description of the numerical characteristics of this part of the object. The
graph STG can be interpreted geometrically by overlaying localization intervals of its bunches ([begb,
endb]) in the vicinity of the middle lines of the corresponding strips. Figure 3 demonstrates the
representation of an image by the STG graph. Color bunches of each strip are superimposed on or near
(slightly below) the middle lines of the corresponding strips. There are two types of color or grayscale
bunches. Color or grayscale bunches of the first type are called dominating. Dominating bunches are
the bunches that in some places of their localization interval intb have the maximum density densb =
Cardb/l(intb), where l(intb) is the length of the interval intb. The second type of non-dominating
bunches is generated by color or grayscale bunches that do not have maximum density at any point of
their localization interval intb. Non-dominating bunches are also important in image understanding.
For example, as a rule, braking signal zones of distant vehicles in front on the road are non-dominating
because of their small size (parts of the vehicle body are dominating in this case). To understand
clearly the future behavior of the vehicle in front, we have to know the state of its signal zones to
determine precisely the moment when it starts to brake.
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Figure 3. A road scene and the corresponding image of color bunches of the STG graph.
Figure 3 demonstrates a set of color bunches for a road image taken by a usual cheap camcorder on
a Russian road. Color bunches corresponding to parts of the road almost always give dominating color
bunches. Color bunches corresponding to the road marking provide dominating bunches only in the
nearest strips. The same is valid for grayscale bunches corresponding to road parts and parts of the
road marking. Figure 3 clearly shows that the parts of road marking in the sequence of strips going to
the upper part of the image generate in a sense a continuous sequence of dominating and nondominating color (grayscale) bunches. As a rule, the bunches corresponding to parts of road marking
have locally a maximum intensity and are small relative to adjacent dominating color bunches. In the
visualization, the localization intervals of dominating bunches are put on the entire middle line, while
non-dominating bunches locate slightly below middle lines. The construction and numerous
experiments with images have shown that color bunches represent any connected color or grayscale
object in the real image with the size greater than three pixels. The description of a color or grayscale
image by color bunches compresses the information on images from millions of pixels to several
hundreds of bunches. However, this image description contains all important features of the image,
including a description of the geometry of objects belonging to it. It is important to note that the main
operations of the construction of STG are the same for all strips. This means that the computation of
STG can be parallelized using particular processors in multiprocessor computers. Computational
experiments on modern personal computers have shown that STG can be constructed in real time for
HD video frames.
2.1. Problem statement and facilities for its solution
The problem of finding road marking in the images of video sequences of images of road scenes is
investigated in this paper. Both temporary and permanent road markings are of interest. The aim of
this investigation is to introduce a new technique for solving this problem in real time. Moreover, the
technique will provide tools for distinguishing temporary and permanent road markings when they are
both present on the road. Since any connected real object in the image generates a corresponding
formal object in STG [10—13], we will investigate images of real road makings in this graph. For this
purpose, the geometrized histogram of the color image and the geometrized histogram of its grayscale
component will be employed.
At the first step of the algorithms, in each strip, objects that can represent a part of a road marking
in this strip are described and found. We do not employ here any information about the camera
position and calibration in order to take into account complex situations on sharp turns and to improve
the portability of the software. In this case, it can be installed even in rather cheap ADAS systems not
requiring the camera calibration. At the second stage, continuous sequences of the found local objects
located in different adjacent strips are constructed. The construction of continuous sequences of local
objects is based on a modification of the concept of left and right contrast curves (germs of left and
right global objects) introduced in [11, 12]. The main specific feature of the method is that we
construct the image of road markings in the graph STG. This makes it possible to avoid laborious
operations on the image array and to provide real-time mode of the method. In the next subsection,
the procedure for finding local objects in the strip that can represent different types of road markings is
presented. In section 3, the algorithms for constructing the continuous sequences of local objects will
be proposed.
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2.2 Local constructions
The procedure for constructing local grayscale or color bunches in a narrow strip is described in detail
in [12]. Let us recall its main steps. To start the construction, we select among intervals of the
geometrized histogram the following ones: 1. dominating intervals that have a maximum density in
some places; 2. intervals with maximum grayscale in some places (for grayscale and color
geometrized histograms); 3. intervals with maximum saturation (for the color geometrized histogram).
It is supposed that the density of the selected intervals is greater than some constant. We take these
intervals as seeds in a clustering procedure. We add to the cluster determined by a selected seed the
intervals of HGi that have a rather big intersection with the corresponding seed interval [12] and close
intensity or intensity-color characteristics to those of the seed. However, intervals with small densities
may be not included in this clustering procedure. This situation is typical for intervals corresponding
to the road marking in distant strips. Small groups of intervals of the geometrized histogram of the
grayscale component of the image, similar to those presented in Fig. 1, are called burst bunches or
simply bursts. Informally, bursts are generated by groups of rather small intervals that have close
intensities and are mutually close as intervals and have an essential difference in intensity with the
basic dominating bunches in a certain neighbourhood of their union on Os.
Let us present an algorithm for finding bursts. We label all intervals of the geometrized histogram
as free or occupied. At the initial stage of the algorithm all intervals are free. A free interval becomes
occupied (belonging to a burst), if it is chosen as a seed or belongs to the cluster of some seed. We
choose intervals Ikz with a highest local intensity z in HGi as seeds for burst bunches. For each seed,
we define on the axis Os a neighborhood [a, b] ⸧ Ikz. Let [Imin, Imax] be the interval limiting the
intensities of the dominating intervals intersecting the neighborhood [a, b]. We require that the
distance of the intensity z from the intensity interval [Imin, Imax] be more than a constant Inot making z
noticeable against the basic dominating bunches whose intervals intersect [a, b]. Starting from each
seed interval Intkz = [begkz, endkz], we grow the burst b by adding intervals Ily, y < z, [a, b] ⸧ Ily, and
Intkz∩ Intly is nonempty. For each new step, we obtain a new boundary intensity interval [imin, imax] for
the constructed burst b. The condition [Imin, Imax] ∩ [imin, imax] is empty is a necessary condition for
continuing the process. Moreover, it is required that the gap between these intervals has to be more a
certain constant. In addition, by establishing the maximum gap between intensities of the added
interval of the geometrized histogram and the boundary of the interval [Imin, Imax], we introduce a stop
condition: if the ratio of the length of the maximum gap d1 to the length of the gap to the closest
dominating bunch d2 (Fig. 4) in HGi is greater than some value (e.g. 2), we stop the growing
algorithm.

Figure 4. Burst bunches growing algorithm.
Due to relative thresholding, the stop condition is independent of the average intensity of the
marking and its vicinity. Thus, it makes it possible to adapt the construction to different types of
illumination and to efficiently find burst bunches. For a color geometrized histogram, the procedure
for finding local objects for constructing a lane marking starts from detecting rather small color
bunches whose color varies in a certain range about the yellow one. This is explained by the fact that
in real images, due to dust, wet places, illumination, the color of permanent or temporary yellow road
markings may vary from orange to slightly green. The localization intervals of the bunches
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corresponding to a yellow road marking, as well as localization intervals of bursts, have a limitation on
their lengths. In both cases (grayscale bursts and color bunches) the limitation on the length of
localization intervals are not very strong. They are selected so that we can construct candidates for
parts of road marking in strips without any information on the camera position and calibration.
Because of this, the algorithms can operate successfully with a wide range of photos. Similar to the
previous case, there are conditions on the intensity ranges of color bunches corresponding to road
markings, discriminating them from the intensity ranges of the adjacent dominating color bunches.
To formulate these conditions, we need to recall the concept of search lattice on STG [13]. As it
was proved in [13], it is possible to construct in each strip a linearly ordered sequence of adjacent
dominating bunches whose localization intervals cover the middle line of the strip. In this sense, these
bunches generate a basis in the strip. All linear ordered basic subsets of bunches, joined for all strips,
generate on the image a “search lattice” SearchLat (STG) [13]. In the constructed SearchLat (STG)
bunches are numbered with preservation of the adjacency relation. The search lattice allows one to
formulate the relations of a chosen bunch with its main neighbors. Consider a bunch b that has suitable
color characteristics. There are two possible cases: 1. b is included in SearchLat (STG); 2. b is a nondominating bunch. In the first case, we formulate a system of rules that connect the color, density, and
geometry characteristics of the bunch with those of the adjacent bunches. The rules describe the
differences and ratios of the characteristics of the bunch and its adjacent members of SearchLat (STG),
keeping in mind that one of or both adjacent bunches belong to parts of the road. In a way, they give a
system of axiomatic description of the adjacency of a road marking bunch and the adjacent road
bunches. In the second case, we find a subsequence of bunches of SearchLat (STG) covering the
localization interval intb and formulate a similar system of rules. All these conditions detect in each
strip color bunches that can represent yellow lane markings. All color bunches of such a type are
labelled by a special array for each of the strips. It is necessary to note that in close strips color
bunches corresponding to road marking may be dominating, while distant bunches are not dominating
as a rule. This can be clearly seen from Fig. 3. Figure 5 demonstrates color bunches that are candidates
for the yellow lane markings chosen by the outlined systems of rules. Yellow color bunches that may
be parts of road markings selected based on local reasoning described above are superimposed on the
grayscale components of the corresponding color images. Since the program does not have any
information about the camera calibration and position, there are some false candidates in different
parts of images. For example, false candidates are located on vehicle bodies, roadsides, and in other
places. However, real candidates generate continuous chains with decreasing sizes of candidate’s
localization intervals.

Figure 5. Candidates for parts of yellow road markings in strips.
3. Construction of continuous systems of bursts and color bunches
The problem of finding lane markings is reduced to construction of continuous systems of local
objects (bursts or color bunches) in STG. The method for constructing continuous objects in STG (the
so-called left or right germs of global objects) was developed in [11, 12]. This method was
implemented as a program operating in real-time. However, this method was aimed at constructing
global objects, such as a road, the sky [15], etc. and deals with rather big dominating bunches. This
imposed certain limitations in the systems of rules for finding the next object in the sequence. As a
rule, local objects for finding road marking are usually not dominating and rather small. The concept
and the structure of the program have to be seriously modified to produce a new system for
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constructing road marking. The following subsections are devoted to describing the main points of
these modifications.
3.1 Finding road markings based of grayscale bursts
Now we can construct chains of bursts going over strips of the image. Any chain is a sequence of
adjacent bunches bk, bk+1, …, bn, located on adjacent strips Stk, Stk+1, …, Stn respectively. The chain
can represent a real road marking line or its part, so it is worthwhile to find it.
We construct chain in the upward direction, beginning from its lowest strip, finding a
corresponding adjacent burst on the next strip for the burst in the previous one. To find the
corresponding next burst, the following two expected properties are employed: 1. a limited size and
density of next bursts, and 2. the smoothness criterion for the left and right boundary curves of the
chain. According to the first rule, we filter out long horizontal bursts, which cannot be a part of the
road marking for obvious reasons. For this purpose, approximate thresholds for the length and density
are established. For the closest strips, they are chosen to be suitable for a wide range of camera
characteristics. For the next strips, as a rule, the lengths of candidates for extension cannot increase
(in the ideal case, they depend only on the inclination of the line of the lane marking) and their
densities should decrease. The smoothness criterion means that the absolute values of the differences
of abs(endb(k+1) − endbk) (the right curves) or abs(begb(k+1) − begbk) (the left curves) for the adjacent
bursts are bounded by a constant connected with the width of the strip. Introducing these constraints,
we eliminate the effect of a sharp change in the shape of the boundary curve.
If there are no adjacent bursts in the strip to extend the chains, we terminate the process of chains
construction. At the next stages, using the geometric characteristics of the chains, we can join some of
them in order to obtain an intermittent lane marking. It is worth noting that the consideration of only
burst bunches for chains construction makes our algorithm resistant to shadows and allows us to take
into account possible jumps of intensity near the border of illuminated and shadowed places. All these
rules make our algorithm rather robust for changing situations in the road scene and significantly
improve the quality of lane marking detection.
3.2 Finding road markings based on color bunches
Temporary road markings convey very important information, and it is difficult to drive a car in the
road without clear recognition of them. It is also necessary to distinguish permanent and temporary
road markings in the case when they both present on the road. This makes it necessary to use color in
detecting and recognizing road marking. To detect a colored lane marking, we employ the technique
for constructing left and right germs of contrast global objects developed in [11, 12]. This technique is
adapted to dealing with non-dominating color bunches and with color bunches satisfying additional
conditions on their size, density, and color, similar to those formulated in the previous subsection. To
avoid false extensions and to be able to deal with curvilinear lane markings, we use conditions
imposed on the relations between the directions of the segments joining the previous bunch and a
possible next bunch D1, the first bunch of the chain and bunch constructed at the previous step D2, and
the first bunch of the chain and the possible next bunch D3 of the chain. Since the curvature of the road
marking is bounded, reasonable relations between D1, D2, and D3 allow us to avoid false extensions.
This means that we do not suppose that the line of road marking investigated is just a straight line. In
this way, we can find a lane marking of a curvilinear shape as well.
3.3 Using global image analysis for system improvement
The global image analysis developed in [13] makes it possible to solve in real-time such tasks as
detection of the boundary of the vegetational and ground roadsides, finding the road and its parts in the
case of occlusion caused by other participants of the traffic, and sky region detection. These tasks are
solved based on the analysis of STG without operations at the pixel level. All such operations are
performed in constructing STG. It was stressed in the previous papers on the subject of road marking
detection that finding road boundaries and the vanishing point is highly desirable ([7, 14]). Since in
our method the problem of finding road marking is solved together with the problems listed above and
does not practically affect the total computation time, we use the opportunity to reduce the region of
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interest, decreasing the computational effort and eliminating a lot of noisy objects (like lights on a wet
road). For example, we employ the information about the lower bound of the sky region.
4. Comparison with other methods for finding road markings
As was mentioned above, the most recent review of methods for finding road markings can be found
in [6]. In that paper, all known methods are described. The areas where they can give appropriate
results are also determined. We will also use the very useful discussion of related methods found in
[7]. In that paper, three types of methods were separated and discussed. The main drawbacks of the
methods of the selected groups were described in detail. We will not reply these arguments and refer
to [7] for necessary details. We resume only that methods of the first two classes (the first one is based
on edges and gradients, and the second one leans on the use of geometric information about the
camera and lane) suffer from different illumination conditions, from difficulties in precise definition of
geometric parameters (descends and ascends in the road), and occlusion and edges that arise due to the
presence of other vehicles. In one or another way, methods of the third class apply color information
of the image. It is clear that our method belongs to the third class, and it is reasonable to compare it
with the other methods of this class. Typical methods that use color information are described in [7-9].
It was mentioned in [7] that the existing methods that use complete color information (e.g. complete
HSI information) suffer from high computational complexity and cannot be implemented in real time
(e.g. methods of [8, 9]).
In [7] to overcome the problems connected with high computational complexity, particular
components (Y-component and Cb-component) of (Y, Cb, Cr) coordinates [6] are applied, and ordinary
histograms of them in a certain neighborhoods of road marking locations are employed. It was stressed
in [6] that Y-component is the most used component for finding white lane markings. Actually, we use
it for finding bursts. Since colored points of the yellow road marking determine a small peak of the
histogram, the decision on the color of the road marking is made if this peak exists. Note that this
decision is very sensitive to blobs of dirt that are always present on and near the road marking in
winter and early spring in northern countries (like Russia). Moreover, at this time, the color of the road
marking is seriously deteriorated by the climatic conditions. Even white lane markings may have
yellow color characteristics. To discriminate the white and yellow road marking, we need a detailed
analysis of color-intensity characteristics of the road marking and the adjacent parts of the road,
including the analysis of the color of the precise parts of the road marking. The geometrized
histograms method applied in our approach makes it possible to take into account all specific features
of the posed problem. It allows us to perform the joint analysis of complete color-intensity
characteristics of the road marking and those of the adjacent parts of the road using complete HSY
information. The necessity of this analysis is stressed by the fact that we have images (taken under
winter and early spring conditions) in which the yellow marking cannot be distinguished in grayscale
components, while in the color image it can be clearly seen. In this case, our technique is very useful.
The possibility of the local-global joint analysis of the road marking and its vicinity is provided by the
global image analysis [13], using SearchLat (STG). This allows us to design reasoning systems to
judge whether this marking is considered by human vision as a yellow one. In addition, temporary
road marking may have a very high curvature, which it makes difficult to find it, using the binary
image and the Hough transform, as in [7]. Our approach makes it possible to deal with road markings
with any curvature. We also do not use any information about the camera calibration and position,
which makes it possible to the road marking to start at any row of the image array. This is very useful
in sharp turns, crossings, on ascends, and descends of the road. This also improves the portability of
the software, not imposing requirements on the camera calibration.
5. Software implementation, demonstration of the results and discussion
The algorithms for finding lane markings have been implemented by programs written in C++ and
operating under Windows and Linux environments. These programs process video sequences in real
time on standard computers with processors I3-I7 and records the results for each frame of the video
sequence tested. For color frames of resolution 640x480, the programs solve the complex of tasks,
such as finding the sky, the road, the vegetation surrounding, the road body, and road markings with
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operation speed about 20 fps when all operations of the code are performed sequentially. The first
experiments with the use of parallel computations of the mentioned processors with four cores and
hyper-threading technology have shown that the operation speed in computing STG can be reduced a
factor of eight. This means that the program can work in real time for high resolution video. At
present we are working on simultaneous calculations of STG for divisions of the image in both
horizontal and vertical strips. This is important for finding in the image all types of road marking, as
well as other vehicles in the road, moving in the same direction, entering the road, and moving on
crossings in perpendicular directions.

Figure 6. An example of finding a road marking.
The programs have been tested on many real images taken from cars on different Russian roads
under different seasons, times of the day, under different illumination conditions. Figures 6, 7 present
two examples from records of the results.

Figure 7. An example of finding a road marking in an image from a video sequence.
In these figures, the road marking bunches are superimposed on the image and are painted red.
These results were obtained for a division of the image into horizontal strips. However, to find stop
lines and pedestrian crossings, it is necessary to divide images into vertical strips. It is clear that for
full frame analysis, we need to divide the image into both vertical and horizontal strips. It is also clear
that these processes can be used in a parallel manner, using several cores and threads for computing.
The results of the joint analysis of two types of STG (obtained for divisions of the image into vertical
and horizontal strips) in order to find different types of road marking will be the subject of our next
publication. We are also applying the developed methods to traffic sign detection. In this connection,
getting acquainted with the results of [16] motivated us to start this research.
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Abstract. We consider the compression of multidimensional signals on the aircraft board. We
describe the data of such signals as a hypercube, which is "rotated" in a special way. To
compress this hypercube, we use a hierarchical compression method. As one of the stages of
this method, we use an adaptive interpolation algorithm. The adaptive algorithm automatically
switches between different interpolating functions at each signal point. We perform
computational experiments in real-world multidimensional signals. Computational experiments
confirm that the use of proposed adaptive interpolator allows increasing (up to 31%) the
compression ratio of the “rotated” hypercube corresponding to multidimensional hyperspectral
signals.

1. Introduction
The growing interest in applied problems in the field of processing multidimensional signals [1-4]
determines the relevance of research in this area. One of the main issues is the data size corresponding
to the multi-dimensional signals. For example, data of hyperspectral remote sensing [1, 3], as one of
the types of multidimensional signal, contain up to several hundred large-sized components of high bit
depth. With airborne compression, this information needs to be transmitted through a limited
communication channel. In this situation, the use of compression [5-8] is the only possible solution.
Currently, there are many methods of compression: wavelet [9], spectral [10], fractal [11], etc.
However, all of them are very limited in airborne compression due to the high computational
complexity and complexity of error control in the spatial domain. Besides, when a hyper-spectral data
is received, a hypercube of a multidimensional signal is often “rotated” (see Figure 1-2) in a specific
way: the first component (band) contains the first lines of the source bands; the second band includes
the second lines, etc. We can see that this leads to the appearance of anisotropic correlation
peculiarities in the signal cross-sections.
In the described conditions, the method of multidimensional signal compression based on
hierarchical grid interpolation [12–13] has proven itself well. The most difficult stage of this
compression method, which largely determines the efficiency of the method as a whole, is an
interpolator of a multidimensional signal. In this paper, an adaptive interpolator based on hybrid
technology is proposed for interpolation of specifically “rotated” multidimensional signals
corresponding to hyperspectral remote sensing data. This technology combines the autoregressive
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prediction of the signal cross-sections and adaptive parameterized interpolation within the crosssections, which makes it possible to use the above-described correlation anisotropy of the
multidimensional signal effectively.

Figure 1. Cross-sections No. 10, 100, 120 of an
“un-rotated” hyperspectral cube corresponding
to the “natural” state of a multidimensional
signal that can be processed and visualized in the
data repository.

Figure 2. An example of a “rotated” crosssection of hyperspectral cube corresponding
to a multidimensional signal compressed
on board.

To study the proposed multidimensional interpolator, computational experiments are performed on
natural multidimensional signals.
2. Autoregressive prediction of cross-sections of multidimensional signal
Consider a multidimensional (D-dimensional) signal
X = {x ( d 0 , d1 ,.., d D −1 )} .

(1)

This signal can also be considered as a set of (D–1) dimensional cross-sections:
=
X t {x t=
( d1 ,.., d D −1 )} {x ( t , d1 ,.., d D −1 )}, 0 ≤ t < T .

(2)

Often these cross-sections are highly correlated (see Figures 1-2), for example, when processing
hyperspectral data of remote sensing (for a hyperspectral signal of this type D = 3, and T coincides
with the number of spectral bands). To account for the interdependency of the components, we use the
linear autoregressive model:
(3)
=
P t k1 X t −1 + k2 X t − 2 + ... + k N X t − N ,
where P is the predicted cross-section of the multidimensional signal X, ki are regression coefficients,
N is the number of reference cross-sections used for the prediction. These coefficients are found from
the condition of minimizing the quadratic error between the original and predicted components:
2
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Consider also the differential cross-section of the signal
(4)
Rt =
( d1 ,.., d D −1 ) X t ( d1 ,.., d D −1 ) − P t ( d1 ,.., d D −1 ) , 1 ≤ t < T .
t
The variance of differential cross-section R is usually much smaller than the variance of the
original cross-section Xt, and the probability distribution is much less uniform. Therefore, the
differential cross-sections (4) are much more preferable for some types of processing, for example for
compression.
3. Hierarchical compression of multidimensional signals
The difference cross-sections (4) are decorrelated, so that they can be processed independently. In this
paper, these difference components are compressed using a hierarchical compression method [12–13],

{



}

which uses a non-redundant hierarchical representation of a multidimensional signal X = x ( d ) as a
set of L scale levels X l :
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L −1

X = =
Xl , Xl
l =0

where Il is the set of sample indices for scale level X l :

{

}

{x ( d ) : d ∈ I } ,




(5)

l

{ 2l d } \ { 2l +1d }, 0 ≤ l < L .


I L −1=
= 2 L −1 d , I l





(6)
(L – 1)

The scale level number (L – 1) is the resampled “grid” of signal samples with the step of 2
along each of the coordinates, and any other level (number l) is the grid of samples with the step of 2l,
from which all samples with doubled step are excluded.
During compression, the scale levels are compressed sequentially in order of decreasing their
numbers. At the same time, more resampled levels are interpolated based on samples of less resampled
levels. Since peculiarities of post-interpolation residues are similar to peculiarities of differences (4),
their coding is much more efficient than coding sources samples.
4. Adaptive interpolation of multidimensional signals during compression
The most critical step of hierarchical compression is the interpolator. In this work, differential crosssections (4) are compressed. The dimension of these differential cross-sections is one less than the
dimension of the original signal. Thus, for three-dimensional remote sensing, the interpolator will
work with two-dimensional data. Therefore, further, to simplify the presentation, we describe a twodimensional version of the adaptive interpolator.
To ensure low computational complexity of hierarchical compression, we often use trivial
interpolation procedures, based on averaging over the nearest samples of more resampled scale levels.
Here is an example of an interpolation procedure:
1

xl(1) ( 2m + 1,2n =
+ 1)
x l +1 ( m, n ) + x l +1 ( m + 1, n ) + x l +1 ( m, n + 1) + x l +1 ( m + 1, n + 1) , (7)
4
where x l +1 ( m, n ) are samples of a more resampled scale level, which have already passed
compression and decompression.
This scheme is straightforward, but does not take into account local signal characteristics, for
example, the oblong structures of onboard remote sensing data [14-16] (see Figure 2). Therefore, in
this work, an adaptive interpolator is used to compress such remote sensing data. Besides function (7)
this adaptive interpolator, uses two more interpolating functions that increase interpolation accuracy of
oblong structures by averaging “along” them
1

(8)
xl(0) ( 2m + 1,2
=
n + 1)
x l +1 ( m, n ) + x l +1 ( m + 1, n + 1)
2
1

(9)
xl(2) ( 2m + 1,2=
n + 1)
x l +1 ( m + 1, n ) + x l +1 ( m, n + 1)
2
The choice of the interpolating function for each signal sample is carried out by the parameterized
decision rule:

(

)

(

)

(

)

0, µ l ( m, n ) < α ;

( j)
, n ) xl ( m, n =
xl ( m=
) , j 1, α ≤ µl ( m, n ) ≤ β ;
2, µ ( m, n ) > β;
l


where α, β are parameters of the decision rule (thresholds for switching between interpolating
functions). These parameters are calculated automatically based on minimization of interpolation error
or entropy of quantized post-interpolation residues; µ l ( m, n ) is a feature describing the magnitude and
direction of the elongated structure in the local neighborhood of the current signal sample:
µ l ( 2m + 1,2n + 1=
) xl +1 ( m, n ) − xl +1 ( m + 1, n + 1) − xl +1 ( m, n + 1) − xl +1 ( m + 1, n ) . (10)
The large absolute values µ l ( 2m + 1,2n + 1) of the feature (10) describe to the samples
corresponding the stable oblong structures. In these situations, interpolation (8-9) “along” these
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structures is preferred. Small values of the attribute (10) correspond to the signal samples located in
relatively uniform signal areas. In these areas, the “averaging” interpolation (7) works more precisely
by averaging a noise.
The optimization of the adaptive interpolator according to the parameters α, β is performed
separately [17] for each signal realization (more precisely, separately for each hierarchical signal
level).
5. Experimental study of the adaptive interpolator
The proposed hybrid interpolator, including an intercomponent approximator and an intracomponent
adaptive interpolator, was implemented by software and built into the hierarchical compression
method. Based on this software, we performed an experimental study of the proposed interpolator
effectiveness in nature multidimensional signal sets, “rotated” in a specific way to airborne
compression (see the example in Figure 2). We used the following signal sets:
• signals [14] of hyper-spectrometer AVIRIS (224 bands);
• signals [15] of «TokyoTech» hyperspectral dataset (31 bands);
• signals [16] of hyper-spectrometer SpecTIR (360 bands, see Figure 1).
As a measure of the proposed interpolator efficiency, we used the gain G in the archive size (in %),
which was provided by replacing the averaging interpolator (7) with the proposed hybrid interpolator
in the frame of hierarchical compression method:
G = 100% ⋅ ( Snew − Sbase ) Sbase ,
(11)
where Sbase , Snew are the archive sizes when using averaging and proposed interpolators, respectively.
We estimated the dependence of gain (11) on the quadratic error ε2 introduced during compression.
Typical results are shown in Tables 1-9. We can see that the proposed hybrid interpolator provides
a noticeable gain (up to 31%) for the averaging interpolator.
Table 1. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal
“Agriculture & Vegetation” of SpecTIR hyper-spectrometer.
2
0.00
0.67
2.00
9.80
33.74
118.02
249.83
ε
5.74
7.57
8.45
9.69
11.44
10.36
9.07
G,%
Table 2. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal
“Cuprite” of AVIRIS hyper-spectrometer.
2
ε
0.00
0.66
1.99
9.81
34.82
126.82
271.50
G,%
13.09
17.95
20.98
24.95
25.05
22.72
19.67
Table 3. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal “Cloth2” of “TokyoTech” hyperspectral dataset.
2
0.00
36.23
813.24
3068.88 6470.68
10730.59
15513.49
ε
5.22
9.94
13.96
3.43
-3.16
-6.81
-9.16
G,%
Table 4. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal “Gulf of
Mexico Wetland” of SpecTIR hyper-spectrometer.
2
0.00
0.67
1.99
9.52
31.98
111.70
232.48
ε
5.22
6.84
7.67
8.84
8.67
5.76
2.83
G,%
Table 5. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal “Doll” of
“TokyoTech” hyperspectral dataset.
2
0.00
36.20
780.62
2874.67 6064.38
10200.76
15172.86
ε
8.87
13.93
5.22
0.19
-2.49
-4.21
-5.49
G,%
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Table 6. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal “Low
Altitude” of AVIRIS hyper-spectrometer.
0.00
0.67
2.00
9.99
36.25
132.80
282.44
ε2
5.95
8.02
9.27
11.25
11.10
8.24
5.23
G,%
Table 7. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal “Tshirts” of “TokyoTech’ hyperspectral dataset.
0.00
36.21
818.07
3152.23 6664.50
11060.42
16190.09
ε2
9.49
14.41
7.23
1.70
-1.31
-3.27
-4.87
G,%
Table 8. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal “Moffett
Field” of AVIRIS hyper-spectrometer.
0.00
0.66
1.99
9.74
34.55
125.98
270.11
ε2
14.49
19.26
21.87
27.52
30.81
28.98
27.40
G,%
Table 9. The gain of the adaptive interpolator for the averaging interpolator in the test signal “Urban
and Mixed Environment” of SpecTIR hyper-spectrometer.
0.00
0.67
2.00
9.94
35.77
131.16
280.30
ε2
7.24
9.44
10.40
11.38
11.90
13.01
12.25
G,%
6. Conclusion
We considered the compression of multidimensional signals, which are described by the hypercube,
«rotated» in a manner specific for onboard processing. To compress this hypercube, we used the
hierarchical compression method. As one of the stages of this method, we used the adaptive
interpolation algorithm based on automatic switching between different interpolating functions at each
point of the signal. We confirmed computational experiments in natural multidimensional signals,
which confirmed that the use of proposed adaptive interpolator allows increasing (up to 31%)
the compression ratio of the «rotated» hypercube corresponding to multidimensional hyperspectral
signals.
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the analysis of the possibilities of using Markov chains for
analyzing the accuracy of stochastic gradient relay estimation of image geometric
deformations. One of the ways to reduce computational costs is to discretize the domain of
studied parameters. This approach allows to choose the dimension of transition probabilities
matrix a priori. However, such a matrix has a rather complicated structure. It does not
significantly reduce the number of computations. A modification of the transition probabilities
matrix is proposed, it’s dimension does not depend on the dimension of estimated parameters
vector. In this case, the obtained relations determine a recurrent algorithm for calculating the
matrix at the estimation iterations. For the one-step transitions matrix, the calculated
expressions for the probabilities of image deformation parameters estimates drift are given.

1. Introduction
At estimation of the parameters of image inter-frame geometric deformations (IID) under conditions
of a priori uncertainty the non-identification stochastic gradient procedures (SGP) [1-2] are widely
used [3-6]:
αˆ t = αˆ t −1 − Λ t βt (Q (Z (1) , Z ( 2 ) , αˆ t −1 )) ,
(1)
where Z (1) and Z ( 2 ) are images; α = (α1 , ... , α m )T is a vector of estimated parameters of geometric
deformations; Λ t is gain matrix; α̂ 0 is an initial of the parameter vector; βt is a stochastic gradient of
the cost function (CF) Q (⋅) , characterizing the estimation quality.
The most practical application have relay procedures

=
βt

(sign ( ∂Q (⋅) ∂α ) , sign (( ∂Q (⋅) ∂α )) , ...,
1

2

(

sign ( ∂Q ( ⋅) ∂α m )

))

T

[8],

when

in

(1)

. At a good accuracy of the

estimates, they have high velocity and better impulse noise resistance compared to gradient procedures
[9]. The next parameter estimate α i is determined as:

(

)

αˆ i ,t =
αˆ i ,t − λi ,t −1 sign ∂Qˆ i ( Ζ1 , Ζ 2 , αˆ t −1 ) ∂α i , αˆ i 0 ∈ Ω(α ) ,
where Ω(α ) is the domain of α . The estimates sequence
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αˆ 0 , αˆ 1 , ... , αˆ t , ... , αˆ T ,
(3)
obtained with SGP in the form of (1), is m -dimensional sequence without aftereffect and is a vector
Markov process. At the same time, the joint probability density (PD) of IID parameters at any iteration
can be expressed through the PD w(αˆ 0 ) of the initial approximation α̂ 0 and one-step conditional
PD π t (αˆ t | αˆ t −1 ) of the Markov sequence transitions from (t − 1) -th iteration to the t -th iteration,
t = 1, T [9]:
T

w(αˆ 0 , αˆ 1 , ..., αˆ T ) = w(αˆ 0 ) ∏ π t (αˆ t | αˆ t −1 ) .
t =1

The apparatus for analysis of Markov sequences makes it possible to take into account the
finiteness of the domain Ω α̂ of possible values of IID parameter estimates for different rules of PD
behavior at the boundaries of parameter domain.
If the domain Ω α̂ of α̂ t is continuous, then the sequence (3) is a simple Markov sequence; if it is
discrete, then (3) is a Markov chain [10]. The latter is true, in particular, in the relay procedure (2).
Attracting a well-developed mathematical apparatus of Markov sequences [10, 11] and chains [10, 12]
for analyzing the effectiveness of PD with a finite number of iterations allows to obtain a number of
useful results.
Let us consider the possibility of using the apparatus of the Markov chain theory for modeling the
process of stochastic gradient estimation of IID parameters.
2. The relationship of the matrix of transition probabilities with the probabilities of drift
estimates
If in (1) the gain matrix Λ t is diagonal, then the matrix of conditional probabilities

Π i (l , t ) = P{αˆ it = aik | αˆ il = aij } can be expressed in terms of estimates drift probabilities (EDP) of the

IID parameters [13, 14]. The EDP of the parameter is the probability of the estimate improvement
after the SGP iteration (taking into account possible changes in the estimates of other parameters).
Then, with a variable step λt of the increment in (2), the elements π jk (l , t ) of matrix Π(l, t ) :

 ρα+ (ε j ), if l = t − 1, k = j + ∆ t sign ε j ,
 ρ o (ε ), if l = t , k = j; ,
π jk (l , t ) =  α− j
 ρα (ε j ), if l = t − 1, k = j − ∆ t sign ε j ,
0,
other case,
where π jk (l , t ) is the probability that the estimate α̂ i will be equal to value aik , if at an earlier

iteration l < t the estimate had a value aij ; ρα+ (ε j ) is the probability of changing the parameter to α iт ;

ρα− (ε j ) is probability of estimate change from α iт ; ρα0 (ε j ) - probability of no change of the estimate;

ε ij = (α iт − aij ) ; α iт is the exact value of the parameter α i ; ∆ t is the number of possible states of

parameter α in the interval from a j to a k , including the state a k . In the future, to simplify the
recording, the index «i» will be omitted when considering one parameter.
At a constant step λt the elements π jk (l , t ) are also directly expressed through the EDP:
 ρα+i (ε j ),
 ρ o (ε ),
π jk (l , t ) =  α−i j
 ραi (ε j ),
0,

if l = t − 1, k = j + sign ε j ;
if l = t , k = j;
if l = t − 1, k = t − sign ε j ;
other case.

(4)

Under these conditions, we obtain a homogeneous Markov chain (3), for which
(5)
Π(t ) = Π t ,
where Π is the matrix of one-step transition probabilities. At t → ∞ such a chain becomes stationary.
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However, with an increasing the number of estimated parameters, the application of the classical
mathematical apparatus of Markov chains becomes problematic due to the sharp increase in the size of
the transition probability matrix.
One of the main parameters determining computing costs, when using the Makovsky chain
apparatus, is the number of possible values of IID parameter estimates. A priori, choose the size of the
matrix Π allows the discretization of the estimated parameters domain. However, the use of the
classical apparatus of the Markov chain theory remains reasonable only when estimating one
parameter, since an increase in the number m of estimated parameters by one leads to an increase in
computational costs at least by K 2 , where K is the number of possible discrete values of estimates of
the ( m + 1) -th parameter. In problems of measuring the IID parameters, the value K reaches several
orders of magnitude. In this case, the determination of PD of parameter estimates, based on the use of
a matrix of one-step transitions, becomes an obstacle for probabilistic modeling of the stochastic
gradient process of measuring the parameters of inter-frame deformations.
3. Adaptation of the Markov chains apparatus to the solved problem
To reduce computational costs, we use the fact that at the t -th iteration, regardless of the state of the
estimates of other parameters, transitions from the j -th state of parameter α i estimate are possible

only to the known k -th state, where k ∈ { j + ν it + 1, j + ν it , j, j − ν it , j − ν it − 1,} , ν it = int (λit / ∆αi ) . In
this case, the transition probabilities are determined by the state of other parameter estimates. The
integral probability of the transition of estimate α̂ i from the j -th state (αˆ = aij ) to the k -th state

(αˆ = aik ) is determined by the sum of the transition probabilities from the subdomains ωi k of the
parameter space, i = 1, m , k = 1, K i . For example, to use relay-type procedures when evaluating three
parameters α , α and α the overall probability ρ~ of deterioration of the estimate αˆ = a at the
1

2

3

ij

1

1j

t -th iteration can be written as [15]:
K1



K3



k =1



l =1



ρ~1−j = ∑  p2 k (t − 1)∑ p3l (t − 1)ρ − (ε 1 j , ε 2 k , ε 3l ),

where plk (t − 1) = P(αˆ l = alk | αˆ1 = aij ) is the probability that at the (t − 1) -th iteration for α̂ l = alk ,
k = 1, K l the value α̂1 is equal to a1 j ; ε lk = alk − α lт is deviation of the estimate α̂ l from the exact

value α lт , l = 1, 2, 3 . For m parameters we have:
K2



K3



Km

 

k =1



l =1



n =1

 

ρ~1−j = ∑  p2 k (t − 1)∑  p3l (t − 1)...∑ ( pmn (t − 1)ρ − (ε 1 j , ε 2 k ,..., ε mn ))...  .

Similarly, the expressions for probabilities ρ~1oj and ρ~1+j can be written.

(6)

With this approach, the matrices of one-step transitions are also change, which for this case we
~
denote Πi (t ) = π (jkt ) i, ρ~i*j , where i is the number of parameter; π (jkt ) (i, ρ~ij* ) is probability of transition

( )

of i -th estimate from the state a j at the (t − 1) -th iteration to the state a k to the t -th iteration:
K2



Km



ν =1



l =1



ρ~ij* = ∑  p1ν (t − 1)...∑ ( pml (t − 1)ρ i* (ε 1ν ,..., ε ij ,..., ε ml )) ,

(7)

where ρ i* (⋅) are values of probabilities ρ i+ (⋅) , ρ io (⋅) and ρ i− (⋅) at a vector of estimates mismatch

ε i = (ε1ν ,..., ε ij ,..., ε ml )T , ε ik = aik − α iт . At the same time, the size of the matrix with m parameters

compared with the traditional approach is reduced from ∑ K i × ∑ K i to K i × K i . Computational costs
m

m

i =1

i =1

are about as much reduced. This reduction occurs due to the loss of information about the probability
of belonging to the estimation of the parameter vector of each of the subdomains of the parameter
space. Only information about the projections of the distribution in this space is saved. In this case,
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this information is sufficient for calculating the PD of IID estimates for a finite number of iterations.
To calculate the PD of the estimate of the i -th parameter at the t -th iteration of the SGP, you need to
know the PD of the estimates of all parameters on the (t − 1) -th iteration:
t
~
T
T
p i (t ) = p i (0)∏ Π i ( s ) .

(8)

s =1

~
Thus, determining the matrix Π i (t ) allows only a recurrent method of calculation. Note also that,
~
when Π i (t ) is used even at λi = const the Markov chain of estimates formed by the SGP, it can no
longer be considered homogeneous. Accordingly, the expression (5) for this case is not true. To
calculate the discrete probability distribution pTi (t ) of estimates of the i -th parameter using the matrix
~
Π i (t ) , we obtain the recurrent procedure:
~
(9)
pTi (t ) = pTi (t − 1)Π i (t ), i = 1, m .
~
For a variable step λit with adopted simplifications, the matrix Π i (t ) for the parameter α i can be
determined as:
ρ~i−1 + ρ~io1
0
... ρ~i+1−1 ρ~i+1−2 ...
0
0
~
~
~
−
+
o
ρ i2
ρ i2 ... 0 ρ i2−1 ...
0
0
~
~
−
−
ρ i3−2
ρ i3−1 ... 0
0
...
0
0
~
.
(10)
Πi (t ) =
ρ~i−
0
...
0
0
...
0
0
4−2

...
0
0

...
0
0

...
...
...

...
0
0

...
0
0

...
...
... ρ~ioKi −1
...
0

...

ρ~i+Ki −1
ρ~ioKi + ρ~i+Ki

For constant λi the expression, determining the matrix element is significantly simplified:
~
~
 ρ i− + ρ io , if j = k = 1,
 ρ~ − ,
if j = k − 1,1 < j < K i ,
 ~i
o
if j = k , 1 < j < K i ,
 ρ i ,
(11)
π (jki ) t , ρ~i* =  ~ +
if j = k + 1,1 < j < K i ,
ρi ,

 ρ~io + ρ~i+ , if j = k = K i ,

another case.
0,
~
Relations (7)-(11) determine the recurrent algorithms for calculating the matrix Π i (t ) and the PD
of the parameter estimation errors for the required iteration of estimation, starting from the initial
~
approximation. The size of Π i (t ) does not depend on the dimension of the vector α and is
determined only by the discretization parameters of the domain of definition of a specific parameter
α i . Computational costs with an increase in the dimension of the vector of parameters grow in
j

j

j

( )

j

j

j

j

j

m

proportion to ∑ K i , which allows to find a compromise between the accuracy of the calculation of PD
i =1

and the requirements for computational resources. Further reduction of computational costs is possible
due to the imposition of restrictions on the range of allowable values of the estimated parameters and
the introduction of rules for taking into account probabilities beyond the boundaries of this area.
4. Conclusion
It is shown that the sequence of estimates of the parameters of IID, obtained using GSP, is a sequence
without aftereffect and is a vector Markov process. With one estimated parameter for probabilistic
modeling of the stochastic gradient estimation process, it is advisable to use the mathematical
apparatus of the Markov chain theory. The study of expressions that allow calculating the transition
probabilities of the matrix of one-step transitions through the probabilities of parameter estimation
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drift showed that for relay algorithms with one estimated parameter, the single-step transition matrix
has a five-diagonal structure and does not depend on the iteration number, determining the Markov
chain uniformity. However, for the vector of parameters, the use of the classical apparatus of the
Markov chain theory becomes problematic due to a sharp increase in the size of the transition
probability matrix. A priori, the matrix size can be chosen to discretize the domain of the parameters
to be estimated, but even with this approach, the use of the classical apparatus makes sense only when
evaluating one parameter.
In order to reduce computational costs, one-step transition matrices are proposed, the dimension of
which is determined only by discretization of the domain of the corresponding parameters and does
not depend on their number. The resulting matrix allows only a recurrent method of its calculation
from the initial approximation of the parameters to the required iteration. Moreover, the Markov chain
of estimates loses the property of homogeneity. Also, accurate information about the probability
distribution in the parameter space is lost. Only the projections of this spatial distribution are saved.
However, this is enough to solve the problem of finding the PD of parameter estimates for inter-frame
deformations with a finite number of iterations.
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Abstract. One of the effective methods of early medical diagnosis is the method of wedge
dehydration. It is based on the analysis of facies images. Facia is a thin film of dried human
biological fluids. The presence of special structures (markers) indicates various pathologies of
the organism at their earliest stages. In this article, the algorithm for detecting spherulite
marker on microscopic images of human serum facies is presented. The presence of spherulites
on facies is the norm. However, the atypical form of spherulite is a marker of precancerous
diseases: uterine fibroids, endometrial hyperplastic processes and the mammary gland. Due to
the visual analysis of the marker, its characteristic features were identified. Then algorithmic
detection methods for these features were developed. The decision on the probable presence of
a marker was made if there was a combination of features of this marker. As a result of the
application of the developed algorithm, most images of atypical spherulites were identified.

1. Introduction
Currently, early medical diagnostic methods are actively developing. Of particular interest are
methods based on the analysis of human biological fluids (BF). One such method is the wedge
dehydration method. It consists of applying a drop of BF on a specially prepared and degreased slide.
This drop is dried at room temperature in a closed cabinet and the film is formed and called the facies
(from the Lat. Faciens - appearance, shape). The scheme of interaction of the elements of BF is
recorded on the facies. After dehydration, information from the liquid phase is represented as various
structures on the film. These structures are viewable under a microscope.
D.K. Maxwell compiled the first theoretical description of the process of evaporation of a fixed
large droplet flowing in the diffusion mode. In 1877 he considered the case of evaporation of a
spherical drop in the article "Diffusion" [1]. L. Bohlen was the first to investigate dehydration in the
field of medicine in 1942. He examined the capillary blood facies with a simple optical microscope
and revealed a connection between the structures in these images and gastrointestinal tumors [2]. V.N.
Shabalin and S.N. Shatokhin gave a justification for the possibility of using this method in medical
research [3]. The development of algorithms for automated image analysis of the BF facies is of
interest. This will allow the use of non-invasive diagnostic methods for mass screening of the
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population with low costs and time. The detection algorithms for a number of markers are described in
[5-11].
In the present work, the algorithm for the detection of spherulite markers is presented. The
presence of spherulites on facies is considered normal. However, the atypical form of spherulite is a
marker of serious diseases. Among them are such as uterine fibroids, hyperplastic endometrial
processes and the mammary gland, which are among the precancerous.
2. Spherulite detection algorithm
For the development of a detection algorithm the main features of the spherulite marker were
highlighted. These features distinguish it from the basic structure of facies and other markers.
2.1. Marker description
Spherulite is a complex rounded mineral aggregate. It consists of thin needle-like crystals and found in
nature in the form of balls of radial-radiant structure [4]. The spherulite looks like a rounded
crystalline formation on the facies in normal conditions. However, it can significantly change its shape
in the presence of pathologies. Spherulites on facies of a healthy person are shown in figure 1.
Spherulites on facies with pathology are shown in figure 2. It is noticeable that spherulites have a
darker background, low variation, and a rounded shape in normal conditions. In pathology, the shape
of a spherulite is different from an ellipse.

Figure 1. Typical spherulites.

Figure 2. Atypical spherulites.
2.2. Marker detection algorithm
The algorithm was developed based on the features described above. It consists in the sequential
application of the following operations to the original image.
• Image segmentation by brightness. Spherulites are darker than the main color of the facies.
The average brightness of the image is calculated and all areas are darker than they stand out.
• Search the contours of areas with low brightness.
• Search for closed contours.
• Approximation by ellipse of the found closed contours.
• Decision-making.
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3. Description of the algorithm
This paragraph displays the results of the analysis using this algorithm using the example of the image
of the facies shown in figure 2 on the left.
3.1. Image preparation for processing
The color image is loaded into memory when you start the program. The entire image is converted to
grayscale because the marker colors do not carry important information (figure 3). A median filter is
carried out to get rid of random noise [12]. This reduces the number of false loops in the following
steps.
3.2. Image segmentation by brightness
Sections of the image with brightnesses above the average are removed. The result of the threshold
section is shown in figure 3a.
3.3. Search the contours
Outlining is implemented by the Canny algorithm [13] with thresholds T1=100 и T2=180. Where T1
and T2 are the thresholds of the minimum and maximum of the algorithm. Remove short borders with
a length of less than 50 pixels using a pixel-by-pixel loop traversal. This is necessary to exclude
random short contours. The bypass is implemented using the “Beetle” algorithm [14]. The remaining
contours form the set C. The result is shown in figure 3b.
3.4. Search for closed contours
The set of closed contours Cz is selected among the set C of the remaining contours. The definition of
closed loop is implemented using pixel bypass. The criterion of closure is the return of the bypass to
the starting point.
3.5. Approximation by ellipse
Approximating ellipse E is found for each contour from Cz. It approximates the set of its boundary
points O = {P(i) = ( x(i), y (i)), i = 1,..., N } . Consider a second-order curve equation
(1)
x 2 + Bxy + Cy 2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0,
and choose the coefficients of this equation so that the sum of squared residuals of points of the set O
N

is minimal:

∑[x

2

(i ) + Bx(i ) y (i ) + Cy 2 (i ) + Dx.(i ) + Ey (i ) + F ] 2 = min . An example of approximation of

i =1

the system of points O by an ellipse is shown in figure 3c.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 3. Processing steps: threshold section (a), selection of contours (b), approximation with an
ellipse (c).
3.6. Decision-making
The atypical spherulite marker has large deviations of the boundaries from the approximating ellipse.
In addition, the major and minor axes of the ellipse should be almost equal to the norm.
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Therefore, the evaluation form takes place in two stages.
• The axes of the approximating ellipse are compared. The value r=a/b is considered, where a
and b are the major and minor semiaxes of the ellipse. When r ∈ [1; 1,3) spherulite is
considered normal, with r ∈ [1,3; 3) - with pathology, and for r ∈ [3; ∞) - the contour is
removed from consideration.
• The maximum and minimum distance of the boundary points from the center of the ellipse is
estimated. Spherulite is considered pathological. If one of the thresholds is exceeded, a
message on the presence of a marker is displayed. The threshold is calculated adaptively based
on the size of the approximating ellipse. The minimum distance is defined as 0.8 from the
minor axis and the maximum as 1.2 from the main axis.
4. Results of experiments
The algorithm was tested on 200 images of facies of blood serum with x400 optical magnification. As
a result of the test, 86% of the atypical spherulites images were correctly identified. The algorithm
made false detections and chose several structures similar to the desired marker in 11% of the images.
This suggests that in the future it is advisable to expand the set of features of this marker for more
accurate identification. It should be noted that there were other markers among the images from the
list of false alarms. Search for other markers is also included in the tasks of the developed marker
detection software complex.
5. Conclusions
In the course of this work, an algorithm and software for the automated detection of facies with
suspicion of finding an atypical spherulite marker was created. Algorithm tests on real facies images
showed acceptable results.
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Abstract. Several approaches to the numerical description of image inter-frame geometric
deformations parameters estimates behavior at iterations of non-identification relay stochastic
gradient estimation are considered. The probability density of the Euclidean mismatch distance
of estimates vector is chosen as an argument of the characteristics forming the numerical
values. It made it possible to ensure invariance of research to the set of parameters of the used
inter-frame geometric deformations model. The mathematical expectation, the probability of
exceeding a given threshold value of the convergence rate and the confidence interval of the
Euclidean mismatch distance were investigated as characteristics. Probabilistic mathematical
modeling is applied to calculate the probability density of the Euclidean mismatch distance.

1. Introduction
The systems of information extraction with spatial apertures of signal sensors are widely spread. These
systems form dynamic arrays of spatially correlated data represented by image sequence. This
representation has the clarity, compactness, and information capacity. In this case, one of the
important tasks is to estimate the geometric deformations parameters of the image sequence [1-5]. To
solve this problem, non-identification stochastic estimation proved to be good [6], wherein the
formation of vector estimate α of deformation parameters of reference {z j(1) } and deformed {z j( 2 ) }

images (where {j = ( jx , j y )

T

[7, 8]:

} - pixel coordinates of

z j(1) and z j( 2 ) ), can be described by the procedure

αˆ t = αˆ t −1 − Λ t βt (Z t , αˆ t −1 ) ,

(1)

where β(⋅) – stochastic gradient of an objective function, which characterizes the quality of evaluation
(the mean square of the difference between the brightness of the reference and deformed images was
used as the objective function to calculate examples); Λ t – gain matrix, determining a value of the
estimates change at the t -th iteration; Z t – two-dimensional local sample of the reference and
deformed images used to determine the stochastic gradient at the t -th iteration [9, 10].
The local sample size (LSS) largely determines the nature of estimates deformation convergence
and the computational cost. The research direction is due to the fact that the problems of LSS
optimization are not investigated enough. The paper discusses the possibilities of numerical
description of vector estimates of geometric deformations parameters estimates behavior at iterations
of non-identification relay stochastic gradient estimation.
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As initial information for the numerical description of vector estimates behavior, the probability
distributions of the estimates deformation parameters are chosen. The paper investigated the
mathematical expectation, the probability of exceeding a given threshold value of convergence rate
and the confidence interval as characteristics that form numerical values. When estimating one
deformation parameter, these characteristics are directly applicable to its evaluation. If the set of
parameters is estimated, then at the same iteration for each parameter different values of the optimal
LSS can be obtained. Since one local sample is formed at each iteration, its value will be chosen
corresponding to the maximum of the optimal volumes, which will lead to unreasonable computational
costs. Therefore, in the paper, the probability distribution of the Euclidean mismatch distance (EMD)
for the vector of deformation parameter estimates is chosen as the argument of the studied
characteristics. This made possible to ensure the invariance of the study to the set of parameters of the
deformation model used.
2. Choice of argument characteristics
For definiteness, we assume that geometric deformations of the images are estimated and described by
T
the model of similarity, which include parameters of parallel shift h = (hx , h y ) , rotation angle ϕ ,
scale factor κ . In this case, we note that limitation of the parameter vector does not limit the
following consideration.
Let, after the (t − 1) -th iteration the vector of deformation parameters estimates has values

(

)

T
α t −1 = hˆx (t −1) , hˆy (t −1) , ϕˆt −1 , κˆt −1 . In addition, each estimate hˆx ( t −1) , hˆy ( t −1) , ϕˆt −1 and κˆt −1 has its own

( )

( )

probability distribution: wt −1 hˆx , wt −1 hˆy , wt −1 (ϕ̂ ) and wt −1 (κˆ ) . Then, on the t -th iteration in the
local sample the sample from resampled reference image with coordinates ( xa , yb ) will be taken for a
couple with sample from deformed image with coordinates (a, b ) :

xa = x0 + κˆt −1 ((a − x0 )cos ϕˆt −1 − (b − y0 )sin ϕˆt −1 ) + hˆx ( t −1) ,
yb = y0 + κˆt −1 ((a − x0 )sin ϕˆt −1 + (b − y0 ) cosϕˆt −1 ) + hˆy ( t −1) ,

(2)

where ( x0 , y0 ) – the coordinates of the rotation center.
The method for calculating the probability distribution of estimates of the image geometric
deformations parameters was proposed in [11] and involves the sampling of the domain of parameter
definition. Using the method it is possible to obtain discrete probability distributions (DPD) of the
parameters for the selected deformation model:
w(hx ) = plx = P hˆx = hlx , l x = 1, Lx , w(h y ) = pl y = P hˆy = hl y , l y = 1, Ly ,

{

{

(

{

)}

(

)}

(

)}

(

)

w(ϕ ) = plϕ = P ϕˆ = ϕ lϕ , lϕ = 1, Lϕ , w(κ ) = plκ = P κˆ = κ lκ , lκ = 1, Lκ ,

where

P ( z ) - the probability of z ; Lx , L y , Lϕ и Lκ – the number of intervals for splitting the

parameter space

hx ,

hy ,

ϕ

and

κ . Then the coordinates (2) with the probability

Pl x l y lϕ lκ = pl x pl y plϕ plκ take the values:

(
+ κ ((a − y )sin ϕ

)

xl x l y lϕ lκ = x0 + κ lκ (a − y0 )cos ϕ lϕ − (b − x0 )sin ϕ lϕ + hl x ,
yl x l y lϕ lκ = y0
l

lκ

0

lϕ

)

+ (b − x0 ) cosϕ lϕ + hl y .

Thus, it is possible to calculate a probability distribution of distances between a point with
coordinates (a, b ) on the deformed image and possible positions of the conjugate point on the
reference image for current estimates of the deformation parameters, i.e. get DPD of the euclidean
mismatch distance (EMD) wt (r ) at the t -th iteration.
Let consider a few examples of the results for the calculation DPD of EMD. Let the images have a
Gaussian autocorrelation function and a signal-to-noise ratio (ratio of the variances of image and
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noise) equal to 14. For parameters estimation the stochastic procedure (1) of relay type with diagonal
gain matrix
λhx 0 0 0
0 λhy 0 0
Λ=
0
0 λϕ 0
0
0
0 λκ
and constant elements: λhx = λhy = 0,05 , λϕ = 0,4 and λκ = 0,005 is used. The value of the gain matrix
coefficients is selected based on the autocorrelation function of the image (the value of the correlation
radius of this function). The same experimental conditions are used for the examples given below.
Figure 1a and 1b show an example of the calculated DPD of estimates ϕ̂ and κˆ with µ =1 and
the parameter mismatch hx = h y = 4 , ϕ = 15o and κ = 1,2 , after 60 iterations. Note that the probability
distribution of estimates of all parameters are close to the Gaussian. Figure 1c shows DPD w60 (r ) of
absolute value EMD after 60 iterations:
rl x l y lϕ lκ = ( a − xl x l y lϕ lκ ) 2 + (b − yl x l y lϕ lκ ) 2
l

l

l

In this case, the expectation value of the EMD is 1.9, and the variance is 4.0.

b)
c)
a)
Figure 1. Examples of DPD of deformation parameter estimates and EMD.
Figure 2a shows an example calculation for sample size µ = 3 .
In the general case, different points of the local sample plan correspond to different distribution of
EMD. Totality of all local sample points corresponds to the total distribution. Examples of such
distributions are shown in Figure 2. The local sample plan was formed as follows. At the t -th iteration
of estimating the coordinate ( j x1 , j y1 ) of the first count on the deformed image were chosen randomly
within a certain domain, and the other two according to the rule:
( jxi , j yi ) = (int [Ri sin φi ], int[Ri sin φi ]) ,
where

i = 2, 3 ;

int [z ]

-

integer

part

of

z;

φ2 = arctg (( j y1 − y0 ) ( jx1 − x0 )) − 120o ,

φ3 = arctg (( j y1 − y0 ) ( jx1 − x0 )) + 120o ; ( x0 , y0 ) - image center coordinates; Ri - random number.

Another example of DPD of EMD after 65 iteration that estimates mismatch parameters hx = 4 ,
h y = 4 , ϕ = 150 and κ = 1 with the volume of the local sample µ = 2 is shown in the figure 2b.

b)
a)
Figure 2. Examples DPD of EMD with µ > 1 .
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The result shows that with increasing LSS the distribution of EMD is not normalized. This is due to
that EDM has non-linear dependence on deformation parameters, with the result that different points
of the local sample plan give statistically significantly different mathematical expectations and
variances of EDM.
3. Characteristics of changes in the vector estimations
Using the probability distribution of EMD we find the expression for the numerical description of
image geometric deformations parameters estimates behavior at iterations of non-identification relay
stochastic gradient estimation. As the characteristics that form the numerical values, we consider
mathematical expectation, the probability of exceeding a given threshold value of the convergence rate
and the confidence interval EMD.
3.1 Mathematical expectation of change EMD
The mathematical expectation of EMD determines the average rate of convergence of the estimated
parameters at the t -th iteration. At LSS µ = m , this characteristic can be found through a change in
the distribution of EMD on adjacent iterations:
∞

M[∆r ] µ = m = ∫ r (wt −1 (r ) − wt (r ))dr .

(3)

0

A positive value (3) corresponds to the improvement of the parameter estimates vector α̂ , a
negative value corresponds to the deterioration.
When using DPD the value M[∆r ] is determined by the ratio:
Lr

M[∆r ] µ = m = ∑ ri ( pi ,t −1 − pi ,t ) ,
i =1

where Lr is the number of intervals splitting the domain of definition EMD. Clearly, that the

expectation value M[∆r (+ k )] of improving the vector of parameter estimates with increasing LSS by
k can be found as:
Lr

(

M[∆r (+ k )] = ∑ ri pi ,t
i =1

µ =m

− pi ,t

µ =m+k

).

For example, Figure 3a shows the dependence w60 (r ) − w61 (r ) on EMD, which calculated at µ = 1
for 61 iterations. This dependence describes parameter estimation vector changing for one iteration. In
the given example for 61 iteration. Obviously, that with small EMD the probability differences are
negative, for large ones they are positive. At the same time, the average value describes the integral
change of the vector of estimates is positive (which indicates an improvement in the estimates) and
equal to 0.017. The dependence numerically describe the improvement of the convergence estimates
with increasing sample size is shown in Figure 3b. It shows the change of DPD of EMD after 60
iterations of the estimate when µ = 2 compared to the case µ = 1 . As in Figure 3a, for small EMD, the
probability differences are negative, for large ones, they are positive.

a)

b)

Figure 3. Examples of differences in the DPD of EMD on adjacent iterations (a) and different LSS
(b).
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However, the average value was 0.02, which indicates a significantly higher rate of convergence of
estimates.
3.2. Probability of exceeding a given threshold value of EMD convergence rate
Let us consider the possibility of using the probability of exceeding the given threshold value by the
rate of convergence of the EMD to zero as a numerical characteristic of the convergence rate.
It is necessary to determine the distribution wt (ν ) of the convergence rate ν at the iterations of
estimation and then determine the probability. The probability that EMD convergence rate at the t –th
iteration will exceed a given threshold ν tv is:
Pt = 1 −

v tv

∫ wt (ν )dν .

(4)

−∞

In this case, the distribution wt (ν ) can be found as the difference DPD of EDM on adjacent
iterations:
wt (ν ) = r (wt −1 (r ) − wt (r )) ,
conditionally accepting for a unit of time a dimensionless time between iterations.
In this case, the convergence rate can be estimated as at each iteration, as after a certain number of
k iterations:
wt (ν ) = r (wt −1 (r ) − wt (r ))
Figure 4a shows an example of the DPD convergence rate of the EDM at 60 iterations at µ = 1 . At
the same time, threshold value ν tv is equal to 0.21 and the probability (4) of exceeding (shaded
domain) is equal to 0.68. Figure 4b shows the dependence of probability exceeding the convergence
rate of the EMD of the selected threshold value on LSS. Clearly, if you increase volume, then the
probability increases, and reaches at µ = 5 value 0.99.

b)
a)
Figure 4. DPD convergence rate and probability of exceeding the threshold value.
3.3. Confidence interval of the EMD
The change in the boundaries of the confidence interval at adjacent iterations is used as the numerical
value of the deformation estimates of the confidence interval of EMD for a given confidence
probability:
(5)
∆rci = rlt − rl ( t +1) + rrt − rr ( t +1) ,
where the indices “l” and “r” mean left and right limits of the confidence intervals, respectively. Ratio
(6) explains figure 5, where lt and lt +1 are confidence intervals, respectively, in the t -th and (t + 1) -th
iterations.

Figure 5. Changing the boundaries of the confidence interval.
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Similarly, through the boundaries of the confidence intervals, one can describe the change in the
vector of estimates with increasing LSS from µ = m to µ = m + k :
(6)
∆rci (+ k ) = rlt µ = m − rlt µ = m + k + rrt µ = m − rrt µ = m + k .
Note that expressions (5) and (6) are written down with taking into account that the value of EMD
cannot be non-negative. It is also necessary to take into account the mismatch signs of the current
estimate α̂ t and the exact parameter values α , when analyzing the measurement of boundaries of the
confidence intervals of individual deformation parameters (such as the angle of rotation, parallel shift,
etc.), which can be equal to positive and negative values:
∆rci = (rlt − rl ( t +1) + rrt − rr ( t +1) ) sign (αˆ t − α ) ,
∆rci (+ k ) = (rlt

µ =m

− rlt

µ =m+k

+ rrt

µ =m

− rrt

µ =m+k

) sign (αˆ

t

− α )t .

4. Conclusion
The paper presented numerical description of image geometric deformations parameters estimates
behavior at iterations of non-identification relay stochastic gradient estimation. As initial information
for solving the problem, we consider the probability distribution of parameter estimates. As an
argument of numerical characteristics that describe the convergence rate of estimates of geometric
deformation parameters of images, the distribution of EMD probabilities is used. They form numerical
values, which made it possible to ensure invariance to the set of parameters of the used inter-frame
geometric deformations model.
The mathematical expectation of EMD change, probability of exceeding the convergence rate of a
given threshold value and confidence interval of EMD at a given confidence level are investigated as
numerical characteristics. The investigated characteristics can be used to optimize the volume and plan
of the local sample according to various criteria. In particular, when using the probability of exceeding
a given threshold value of the convergence rate to optimize the LSS, and after calculating the DPD of
EMD, the task is reduced to finding the LSS which ensures that probability (4) exceeds a given
probability threshold.
Results showed that the confidence interval is a less informative parameter in comparison with
mathematical expectation of change and with probability of exceeding a given threshold value of the
convergence rate EMD. This is due to the fact that the probability distribution of EMD significantly
changes from iteration to iteration. Therefore, on adjacent iterations, the change in the limits of the
confidence interval does not always characterize the improvement of the estimates vector.
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Abstract. Breast cancer is the most common disease of the current century in the female
population of the world. The main task of the research of most scientists is the detection of this
pathology at an early stage (the tumor size is less than 7 mm) when a woman can still be
helped. An indicator of this disease is the presence of small-point microcalcifications, located
in groups within or in the immediate circle of the tumor. Microcalcification is a small-point
character at cancer, reminding grains of sand of irregular shape which sizes are from 100 to
600 microns. The probability of breast cancer increases with the increase in the number of
microcalcifications per unit area. So, the probability of cancer is 80% if more than 15
microcalcifications on 1 sq. cm. The microcalcifications are often the only sign of breast
cancer, therefore, their detection even in the absence of a tumor node could be a harbinger to
cancer. Image segmentation is one way to identify microcalcifications. The conducted research
allowed us to choose the optimal segmentation algorithms of mammograms to highlight areas
of microcalcifications for further analysis of their groups, sizes, and so on.

1. Introduction
The mammary gland is a complex, sensitive organ that requires constant monitoring due to the annual
increase in the incidence of breast cancer and its "rejuvenation" [1]. Often a symptom of serious
diseases is small-point calcification, called microcalcifications (deposits of calcium) [1]. Usually,
isolated microcalcifications or clusters are small in size, so they do not self-identify. For detection of
this pathology is required to carry out hardware diagnostics such as ultrasound and mammography.
Mammography is a noninvasive method for the detection of pathologies of mammary glands [2].
Microcalcinates differ in localization, size, shape, concentration, quantity. Examples of
microcalcifications are presented in figure 1. To assess all of these parameters will need to find and
select the picture mammography. To evaluate all the specified parameters, it is necessary to find and
highlight them in the mammography image. The process of finding homogeneous areas in an image is
called segmentation. It is the first step in image analysis. Thus, segmentation [3] plays an important
role in the processing of medical images. The main idea of the segmentation process is as follows:
each pixel of the image can be associated with some visual properties, such as brightness, color, and
texture. Within one object or one part of an object, these attributes change relatively little, whereas
when crossing the border from one object to another, there is usually a significant change in the above
attributes.
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At the moment many image segmentation algorithms are developed [4], therefore the main task of
this paper is the analysis of existing methods of segmentation and selection of an optimal algorithm for
detection of microcalcifications in mammographic images.
There is the following classification of image segmentation algorithms [5]: threshold methods,
region-based methods, edge detection methods, and clustering-based algorithms. Edge detection
methods are not used in this work, as most are used to highlight the contours of the image. This article
explores the following segmentation algorithms: algorithm FloodFill, the watersheds, MeanShift, and
k-means.
Figure 1 shows examples of mammograms with different microcalcifications, in Figure 1(c), in
addition to microcalcifications, there is also a malignant neoplasm that has fuzzy spiciform contours,
i.e. a star-shaped knot with thin strands extending from it, which are called spicules.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 1. Examples of forms, localization, and the number of microcalcifications on mammograms.
2. Overview of segmentation algorithms
2.1. Watershed method
The concept of watershed [7, 8, 9, 10] is based on the representation of the image as a threedimensional surface defined by two spatial coordinates and the level of brightness as the height of the
surface (relief). In this "topographical" interpretation, three types of points are considered: (a) points
of the local minimum; (b) points located on the slope, i.e. from which water rolls down to the same
local minimum; and (C) points located on the crest or peak, i.e. from which water is equally likely to
roll down more than one such minimum. When applied to a specific local minimum, a set of points
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that satisfy condition (b) is called a basin (or catchment area) of this minimum. The sets of points that
satisfy condition (c) form the ridge lines on the surface of the relief and are called the watershed lines.
One of the most important applications of segmentation by watersheds is the selection of objects of
uniform brightness in the background (in the form of spots). Areas characterized by small changes in
brightness have small gradient values. Therefore, in practice, there is often a situation when the
method of segmentation by watershed is applied not to the image itself, but to the gradient of this
image. Under such conditions, the local minima of the basins agree well with the small gradient
values, which usually corresponds to the objects of interest.
2.2. MeanShift segmentation
The main idea of this method [11, 12] is that the input image can be used to construct a nuclear
estimate for the probability density of data distribution in the RGBXY feature space. Next, a natural
assumption is made that the local maxima of the probability density corresponding to the cluster
centers. From the necessary condition of a local extremum, an expression is determined for the shift
vector m(p) of the feature space p ∈ RGBXY, applying which iteratively to the point p we get a
sequence of points converging to the local maximum of the probability density estimate (i.e. to the
center of the nearest cluster):
n

m( p ) =

∑p
i =1

2

⋅ gi
− p,

n

∑g
i =1

 ( p − pi )
where g i = g 

h


i

i


 , g (v) = −k ′(v) , h is smoothing parameter, K(v)=ck(v) is kernel



estimates of a density.
2.3. FloodFill algorithm
Using the FloodFill method [11, 13, 14] it is possible to select areas of uniform color. To do this,
select the starting pixel and set the interval for changing the color of neighboring pixels relative to the
original. The interval can be asymmetric. The algorithm will combine pixels into one segment (filling
them with one color) if they fall within the specified range. The output is a segment filled with a
certain color and its area in pixels.
Such an algorithm can be useful for filling an area with weak color swings with a homogeneous
background. One of the ways to use FloodFill is to detect damaged edges of the object. For example, if
the algorithm fills neighboring regions by filling homogeneous areas with a certain color, then the
integrity of the border between these areas is violated.
2.4. k-means algorithm
k-means segmentation [15, 16, 17, 18] is the most popular clustering method. The algorithm is aimed
at minimizing the total quadratic deviation of cluster points from the centers of these clusters. Thus,
this is an iterative algorithm that divides a given set of pixels into k clusters of points, which are as
close as possible to their centers, and the clustering itself occurs due to the displacement of these same
centers. It is necessary to take into account the fact that the k-means method is very sensitive to noise,
which can significantly distort the results of clustering.
3 Experimental results
As criteria for evaluation of work of algorithms of segmentation, it is possible to use quality of
background suppression and selection of objects in the form of connected areas.
Because microcalcifications are a complex object, it is impossible to demand accurate
determination of the object consisting of several parts of different brightness as a single connected
region.
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For the analysis methods were taken real pictures of microcalcifications on mammograms. Images
differ in the number and type of microcalcifications, brightness of the background and objects, and the
presence of repetitive textures.
Figures 2-4 show the results of the algorithms on the original images. Only the FloodFill algorithm
coped with the allocation of microcalcifications, all other algorithms have identified too many
connected regions. Such experimental results suggest the need for using pre-processing methods
before using segmentation.
Next to the images were applied contrasting methods, described in detail in [2].
Figures 5-7 show examples of studies of segmentation algorithms on contrasted mammograms.
The results of the experiments are as follows:
1) the watershed algorithm is not suitable for the solution of a task at all;
2) the MeanShift algorithm is able to allocate the required objects only in images without tumors
on the background of fatty involution;
3) the k-means algorithm showed results similar to the previous method.

a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 2. Examples of image segmentation shown in Figure 1(a): (a) watershed method, (b)
MeanShift algorithm, (c) FloodFill algorithm, (d) k-means segmentation.

b)
c)
d)
a)
Figure 3. Examples of image segmentation shown in Figure 1(b): (a) watershed method, (b)
MeanShift algorithm, (c) FloodFill algorithm, (d) k-means segmentation.

a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 4. Examples of image segmentation shown in Figure 1(c): (a) watershed method, (b)
MeanShift algorithm, (c) FloodFill algorithm, (d) k-means segmentation.
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b)
c)
d)
a)
Figure 5. Examples of image segmentation shown in Figure 1(a): (a) changing the brightness/contrast
of the image, (b) the watershed algorithm, (c) – the MeanShift algorithm, (d) the k-means
segmentation.

a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 6. Examples of image segmentation shown in Figure 1(b): (a) changing the brightness/contrast
of the image, (b) the watershed algorithm, (c) the MeanShift algorithm, (d) the k-means segmentation.

a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 7. Examples of image segmentation shown in Figure 1(c): (a) changing the brightness/contrast
of the image, (b) the watershed algorithm, (c) the MeanShift algorithm, (d) the k-means segmentation.
The study of the work of the algorithms was carried out on 250 mammograms from the MIAS [2]
database. Empirically managed to achieve the results presented in Table 1 and 2.
Table 1. The results of the segmentation algorithms on the original mammograms.
Algorithm
Number of correct detections
Number of false detections (%
(% of total images)
of total images)
Watershed algorithm
15 (6%)
235 (94%)
MeanShift algorithm
213 (85,2%)
37 (14,8%)
FloodFill algorithm
178 (71,2%)
72 (28,8%)
k-means segmentation
89 (35,6%)
161 (64,4%)
Table 2. The results of the segmentation algorithms on the processed mammograms.
Algorithm
Number of correct detections
Number of false detections (%
(% of total images)
of total images)
Watershed algorithm
45 (18%)
205 (82%)
MeanShift algorithm
98 (39,2%)
152 (60,8%)
k-means segmentation
107 (42,8%)
143 (57,2%)
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4. Conclusion
Comparative analysis of different methods of image segmentation applied to the problem of allocation
of microcalcifications in mammographic images. To compare segmentation methods, criteria were
used based on the expert's assessment (based on visual analysis) of the quality of background
suppression and the selection of objects as connected areas. Through experimental studies, it was
found that the method of watersheds incorrectly finds the boundaries of objects and is not acceptable
in solving the problem.
The best segmentation result was obtained using the FloodFill algorithm, which consists of the
selection of areas of uniform color. During the experiments, it was found that to improve the quality of
mammogram segmentation, it is advisable to pre-process the images. It provides a reduction in the
number of analyzed areas by combining segments and removing irrelevant fragments from the point of
view of the problem. Using the same segmentation algorithms after processing the images showed that
the MeanShift algorithms and k-means are able to highlight microcalcifications only on the images
without tumors on the background of fatty involution.
It should be noted that further research is needed to improve the methods of thematic segmentation,
taking into account the spatial properties of areas and providing the best compromise between
insufficient and excessive segmentation.
The obtained results allow us to outline the prospects of using segmentation algorithms in the
construction of automatic cancer detection systems on mammograms at an early stage.
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Abstract. In this paper, information technology has been developed for highlighting ranges of
interest in lung x-ray images, based on the calculation of textural properties and classification
of k-means. In some cases, the highlighted objects can describe not only the current patient’s
condition but also specific characteristics regarding age, gender, constitution, etc. While using
the k-means method, the relationship between the segmentation error and fragmentation
window size was revealed. Within the study, both a visual criterion for evaluating the quality
of the segmentation result and a criterion based on calculating the clustering error on a large set
of fragmented images were implemented. The study also included image pre-processing
techniques. Thus, the study showed that the technology provided key objects highlighting error
at 26%. However, the equalizing procedure has lessened this error to 14%. X-ray image
clustering errors for fragmentation windows of 12x12, 24x24 and 36x36 were presented.

1. Introduction
Lungs X-ray is commonly performed in pulmonology. As chest x-ray is relatively fast and easy, it is
particularly useful for screening respiratory diseases such as pneumonia and tuberculosis. According
to medical studies, the mass of the lungs, being unevenly distributed in the chest, and has a higher
density in the lower lobes. In addition, the lung mass increases with a fibrosis degree because of
conjunctive tissue diffusing [1]. Many diseases can be distinguished at early stages due to the lung size
screening and the ribs changes monitoring. Nowadays, there are no clinical methods to measure the
density of the lungs directly. High-resolution computed tomography as the clinical standard in
pulmonary fibrosis diagnostics, considers specific emission decreasing in lung tissue [2, 3]. These
changes can be distinguished through the lungs x-ray image analysis.
A technique based on textural features selection has been suggested for the x-ray image analysis.
Earlier, textural features had shown good results for the recognition and further diagnostics of
biomedical images [4-9]. Considering the relevance of the problem, the researchers have come up with
a number of solutions based on feature generation via discriminative analysis [10], followed by image
segmentation [11-13]. The well-known MaZda library [14, 15] was used to calculate the textural
features. The work [16] explores the detection of pathologies using blood cells images through textural
characteristics of different classes of the source images in various colour subspaces; and as recent
studies have shown, textural analysis is very well suited for highlighting the ranges of interest in
medical pictures [4-8].
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In this paper, a technology enhancing the ranges of interest, using the k-means classification
methods has been proposed. The main benefit of the method is an opportunity to highlight the regions
of interest by their textural features. The level of interaction between the signs, expressed by the value
of correlation coefficients [10], may serve as additional information, which helps to improve the
quality of the x-ray pictures of the lungs diagnosis. If the correlation between the signs is strong
enough, the question arises about the appropriateness of using these signs and the possibility to reduce
the dimension of feature space either by abandoning some of them and using only one of the
associated signs or by identifying common properties. In the first case, we reduce the number of
calculations, leaving the best feature values of any criterion. In the second case, the ability to obtain a
new, more effective feature for classification appears. This technique was used in the work [17] and
ensured high precision segmentation of fundus images. The presented results indicate that the
proposed technology seems to be the most effective for x-ray image analysis.
The prime objective of this paper is to introduce a novel approach to identifying the lungs and
background using clustering methods. In fact, as we specify it below, our approach is more than
simply clustering. It is evident from the get-go that blindly using nondeterministic clustering
algorithms, which typically produce (unmanageably) large numbers of local optima, would introduce
great variability into the result. On the other hand, deterministic algorithms such as agglomerative
hierarchical clustering typically are (substantially) slower and require essentially “guessing” the initial
clustering, which in practical applications can often turn out to be suboptimal.
2. The technique for highlighting the lungs on x-ray images based on images pre-processing and
k-means clustering
In this paper, we analyze the selection of the lungs at the chest x-ray images using automatic image
segmentation. This method is widely used in the processing of biomedical images for various
purposes, for example, for the detection of lung or liver cancer [18]. Every time we learn new about
cancer, the motivation to help patients increases. Cancer differs from other diseases. It is not caused by
any physical damage or biochemical imbalance. If we can identify all the major signs of the disease,
this can greatly facilitate progress in understanding the origin and development of cancer.
Therapeutically, if different types of cancer possess common basic structures, then the remedy for one
type of cancer may be used on others. For the study, it was necessary to form a set of features that
could provide the most accurate classification of x-ray images. There was a large number of textural
features. In the work [19], they were divided into three groups, e.g., features based on the
measurement of spatial frequencies; features based on statistical characteristics of the levels of
intensity of the elements of decomposition; and features based on the description of structural
elements.
Within this study, the “MaZda” program calculated 287 features. An approach based on the
adjacency matrix was used [15, 19] for the formation of the features introducing a mutual disposition
of pixels within the floating window. In addition, some textural properties based on the description of
structural elements were considered. From the group of features based on the series lengths the
following features were used, e.g. moment, inverse moment, distribution of gray levels, distribution of
lengths of lines of constant optical density, the relative number of lines of constant optical density. The
features mentioned above form one of the subsets out of all textural properties. Figure 1 shows the
scheme for highlighting the regions of interest using the k-means method; we will describe each point
in detail.

Figure 1. Technology for the regions of interest highlighting using the k-means method.
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To recognize the individual objects at the x-ray picture, the following steps were undertaken. The
original image was preliminary processed (Figure 2a) as follows: the flare spots with inappropriate,
informative part of the image were removed; then the image was fragmented for textural features by
12 × 12, 24 × 24, 36 × 36 windows; and a set of textural features of fragmented images and clustering
images based on the generated informative features was formed. For enhancing the lungs area, the
initial image was preliminarily equalized. After that, the threshold processing was performed at 160,
the amount of the threshold being set up experimentally. For the resulting image, see Figure 2c. An
assessment of the height and width of each lung was performed, and in accordance with the data
obtained (Figure 2b), nonilluminated images were cropped to leave only the parts with the lungs
images being in the range of interest of the physician (Figure 2d). Next, the image was fragmented and
the textural properties were calculated for every pixel by the MaZda program.

а)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 2. Image preprocessing results: (a) source image; (b) nonilluminated image; (c) equalized
image with highlighted lungs and a flare spot; (d) image with the ranges of interest.
Having performed the space of features, clustering was performed based on the k-means method. The
results of this procedure are illustrated in Figure 3.

а)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
Figure 3. Results of X-ray image segmentation according to the presented technology: (a) k = 2,
fragmentation 12 × 12; (b) k = 2, fragmentation 24 × 24; (c) k = 2, fragmentation 36 × 36; (d) k = 3,
fragmentation 12 × 12; (e) k = 3, fragmentation 24 × 24; (f) k = 3, fragmentation 36 × 36.
In the figure, the clustering of k-means on the lungs according to the textural attributes highlighted
the ranges of interest incompletely. To improve the quality of the lung highlighting on X-ray pictures,
the second technology based on morphological methods was considered. This technology is presented
in Figure 4.
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A drawback of k-means is that it is not a deterministic algorithm. Typically, there are copious local
minima; and the algorithm guarantees that it will converge to a local minimum rather than to a global
one. Being an iterative algorithm (as the initial centers are not pre-set in advance), k-means starts with
a random set of centers at the initial iteration and converges to a different local minimum in every run.
There is no magic bullet in practical applications, typically, trying to guess the location of initial
centers is not easier as guessing where, for example, the global minimum is. In fact, it is acceptable in
many applications. However, in the context of extracting of lungs signatures it might result in an
exercise in futility. We need a way to eliminate or greatly reduce indeterminism, so we propose the
second technique.

Figure 4. Technology for the selection of the ranges of interest according to the morphological
methods.
At the first step, similar to the technology based on the k-means method, the original image was
cropped to avoid processing fragments that were out of interest. This method contained the following
steps: equalization of the original image; removing the elements with the smallest areas (while two
elements, i.e. the lungs, remain); filling in holes inside the remaining elements. For the image
processing result, see Figure 5.

а)
b)
Figure 5. Results of x-ray image processing: (a) processing by morphological operations; (b) lungs
highlighted by an expert.
A comparative analysis of the results of the research methods was carried out and the
corresponding errors were calculated, i.e. the k-means clustering error and the segmentation error of
the equalization method. To analyze the obtained results, the image of the lungs highlighted by the
expert (Figure 5b) was considered a reference. The clustering errors were calculated separately for
each class, i.e. for the lungs and for the background; in case of the lungs, the error was calculated as a
ratio of the number of incorrectly classified image fragments to the total number entering the region of
the lungs. For the results of the analysis, see Table 1.
The total clustering error with the k-means method was 38.49% for 12×12 fragmentation, 30.61%
and 28.06% for fragmentation 24×24 and 36×36 respectively. For the equalization, the error was
noticeably smaller and amounted to 13.90%, and all the pixels corresponding to the segmentation error
were located at the boundaries of the range of interest; that fact simplified further improvement of the
algorithm.
3. Conclusion
The present study considers the application of the k-means method for the detection of images of
individual objects, such as the lungs and background.
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The information technology for automatic highlighting the ranges of interest on lung X-rays has
been proposed. The article presents the relationship between the segmentation error and the
fragmentation window size. The analysis of the obtained images was carried out, and the clustering
error was found. Regarding the first method of lung X-ray, the result was less effective and revealed
the objects of certain classes with an error of 28.06%, whereas technology based on the morphological
methods highlighted lungs with an error of 13.90%. The clustering error of the x-ray image for the
fragmentation windows of 12×12, 24×24 and 36×36 has also been found. The selection of the range of
interest on the lungs x-ray in accordance with the equalization was considered preferable. The high
error of the first clustering method was associated with the choice of feature space; in our case, image
processing was conducted for all features calculated using MaZda software. In the future, we are
planning to improve the results by the use of discriminant analysis for texture features.
Table 1. Clustering error.
1 class
(lungs)
Number of correct fragments 1nd method (12×12) 97 951
nd

2 class
(background)

Total error

40 321

Segmentation errors 1 method (12×12, %)
29.16
nd
Number of correct fragments 1 method (24×24) 64 119

56.70
74 153

38.49

Segmentation errors 1nd method (24×24, %)

27.83

30.61

33.2

nd

Number of correct fragments 1 method (36×36) 78 915
nd

Segmentation errors 1 method (36×36, %)
Number of correct fragments, 2nd method
(equalization)
Segmentation errors 2nd method (%)

59 357

40.93
73 582

17.69
72 176

28.06

24.26

0

13.90
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Abstract. The terahertz video surveillance opens up new unique opportunities in the field of
security in public places, as it allows to detect and thus to prevent usage of hidden weapons
and other dangerous items. Although the first generation of terahertz video surveillance
systems has already been created and is available on the security systems market, it has not
yet found wide application. The main reason for this is in that the existing methods for
analyzing terahertz images are not capable of providing hidden and fully-automatic
recognition of weapons and other dangerous objects and can only be used under the control of
a specially trained operator. As a result, the terahertz video surveillance appears to be more
expensive and less efficient in comparison with the standard approach based on the organizing
security perimeters and manual inspection of the visitors. In the paper, the problem of the
development of a method of automatic analysis of the terahertz video images is considered. As
a basis for this method, it is proposed to use the semantic fusion of video images obtained
using different physical principles, the idea of which is in that the semantic content of one
video image is used to control the processing and analysis of another video image. For
example, the information about 3D coordinates of the body, arms, and legs of a person can be
used for analysis and proper interpretation of color areas observed on a terahertz video image.
Special means of the object-oriented logic programming are developed for the implementation
of the semantic fusion of the video data, including special built-in classes of the Actor Prolog
logic language for acquisition, processing, and analysis of video data in the visible, infrared,
and terahertz ranges as well as 3D video data.

1. Introduction
Recently, the terahertz range of the electromagnetic waves attracts a strong interest of the
safety systems developers [1–9]. This interest is caused by a set of special properties of the
terahertz radiation. For instance, the terahertz radiation can penetrate dielectric materials
like plastic, wood, and ceramics. The terahertz radiation is safe for people and can be used
in public places in contrast with the X-radiation. Furthermore, the terahertz range of the
electromagnetic waves includes the resonance frequencies of complex molecules and, therefore,
the terahertz spectroscopy can be used for the distant detection of explosives, drugs, and other
dangerous substances.
The terahertz range of the electromagnetic waves is situated between the microwaves and the
infrared radiation (see figure 1). It is accepted that the frequency of the terahertz radiation is
about 3 THz – 300 GHz that corresponds to the wavelengths from 0.1 to 1 millimeter. Actually,
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the bounds of the terahertz range are conventional; they are defined differently in research
papers.

Figure 1. This is the dependence of the attenuation coefficient of the electromagnetic waves
penetrated in the atmosphere on the wavelength of the radiation [10]. The terahertz waves are
situated between the microwaves and the infrared radiation and correspond approximately to
the area of high values of the attenuation coefficient. The abscissa is the frequency [THz] and
the ordinate is the attenuation coefficient [dB/Km].
It is significant that the properties of the terahertz radiation and the principles of its usage
differ for various sub-ranges of the terahertz w aves. In particular, the 0.5-3 THz waves are used
for the implementation of the terahertz spectroscopy and detection of dangerous substances [ 11].
Detection of the weapons and other dangerous objects hidden under the clothing of people is
usually based on the usage of terahertz radiation frequencies that are less than 1 THz (so-called
sub-terahertz radiation) that correspond to the transparency windows of the clothing. Active,
passive, and combined methods of the sounding are used for the detection of the hidden objects.
There is a substantial difference b etween t he i mages o f h idden o bjects a cquired u sing the
active and passive sounding methods. Accordingly, the analysis of the terahertz images of
different k inds a lso r equires s olving d ifferent pr oblems an d ap plication of di fferent methods.
The passive terahertz video surveillance is based on the receiving the essential human body
radiation. In this case, the extrinsic objects look like dark spots against the background of the
intrinsic emission of the human body (see an example in figure 2 ). Main problems of the passive
terahertz image processing are the following ones:
(i) Typical passive terahertz images are fuzzy and unclear. The resolution of the images and
the signal-to-noise ratio are low.
(ii) The background of the typical passive terahertz image is dark in comparison with the
human body image. The shades of the hidden objects look like dark areas too. Therefore,
any mistake in the separation of the foreground and background in the terahertz images
automatically leads to the erroneous detection of hidden objects and false alarms.
The active terahertz video surveillance requires a target illumination and the registration
of the radiation reflected from the human body (see an example in figure 3). The problems of
active terahertz image processing are mostly caused by the fact that the reflection of the external
terahertz radiation sources produces flares of different kinds. These flares have often prolonged
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Figure 2. This is a human body image in the terahertz range. The image is acquired using the
THERZ-7A industrial passive terahertz video surveillance system (Astrohn Technology Ltd [ 12]).
The frequency range is 0.23–0.27 THz. The TT gun is hidden behind the belt at the back.

Figure 3. These are examples of human terahertz images taken with an active terahertz video
surveillance system [13]. In the figure, there are samples of cold weapon and fire-arms hidden
under the clothing of the persons.
shapes that can be mistakenly recognized as a cold weapon or other dangerous objects hidden
under the clothing [13].
At present, the main directions of the terahertz video surveillance development are the
combination of the active and passive methods of terahertz video acquisition and implementation
of 3D terahertz video surveillance. In particular, these problems were addressed recently in
the framework of the CONSORTIS European project [14, 15] (see an example in figure 4).
Unfortunately, there is still no evidence of the development of fully-automatic hidden objects
detection methods that are reliable enough to be used in the industrial terahertz video
surveillance systems.
2. Semantic fusion of heterogeneous video images
Fundamentally different methods are necessary for the implementation of the fully-automatic
analysis of terahertz video images and recognition of hidden objects. It is necessary to take
into account the semantics of the video images including the context of the video scene on the
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Figure 4. This is an example of 3D terahertz image of a mannequin acquired using the
Pathfinder 200 GHz terahertz radar [14].
analogy of how the human operator analyzes the terahertz images. The additional information
that is to be taken into consideration includes the coordinates of the body, arms, and legs of
the person, multi-spectral video information (video, infrared, terahertz, etc.), time variations
of these attributes, etc. The consideration of this information is especially important when the
terahertz video surveillance system has to watch the free movements of the persons in a public
place. Next, we will call the fully-automatic and semi-automatic terahertz video surveillance
systems as terahertz intelligent video surveillance systems by analogy with the conventional
intelligent video surveillance systems that operate in the video and/or infrared spectral ranges.
A typical terahertz video image looks like a set of fuzzy spots that can be monochromatic
or colored depending on the data analysis method applied. A conventional terahertz video
surveillance system displays a video in the visual and/or infrared range simultaneously with the
terahertz video. This video information enables to the specially trained operator to interpret the
terahertz image in a proper way and to detect objects hidden under the clothing of the visitors.
This work of the human operator is a kind of semantic fusion of heterogeneous video images.
The idea of the semantic fusion is in that several videos are to be united so that the semantic
content of one video image is used to control the processing and analysis of another video image.
It is the authors’ opinion that one of the most important data sources for the object
recognition in the terahertz video is the positional relationships between the body, arms, and
legs of the person and the terahertz video image. It is advisable to use a point clouds and
the images of skeletons of the persons acquired by a time-of-flight c amera f or t his p urpose. To
implement this idea, a set of special built-in classes of the Actor Prolog object-oriented logic
language [16–27] were developed: Astrohn, KinectBuffer, T EV1, etc.
The Astrohn built-in class implements the terahertz and RGB video data acquisition using
the THERZ-7A device [12]. The Astrohn class supports the data input from the device as well as
reading from and writing to the video file. The Astrohn class supports conversion of the terahertz
video data to the color video images. In particular, pseudo colors can be used for the terahertz
data representation. The Astrohn class operates also with RGB video acquired from the internal
IP-camera of the THERZ-7A device and can combine this RGB video data with the terahertz
video. The Astrohn class implements a simple synchronization of the terahertz and RGB video
streams. For this purpose, each terahertz frame is coupled with the RGB frame that is the
nearest in time. Currently, the Astrohn class supports more than 25 high resolution color maps
including a set of conventional thermal imaging color maps: Aqua, Blackhot, Blaze, BlueRed,
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Gray, Hot, HSV, Iron, Red (Jet), Medical, Parula, Purple, Reptiloid, and Green (Rainbow).
The KinectBuffer built-in class acquires 3D video data from the time-of-flight camera of the
Kinect 2 device (Microsoft Inc). The reading and recording of 3D video data files are also
supported [28]. The following essential functions are implemented in the KinectBuffer class:
(i) Creation of the 3D surface based on the 3D point cloud.
(ii) Projection of given texture to the surface using a 3D lookup table [26, 28, 29].
We have used these features of the KinectBuffer class to the fusion of 3D and terahertz video
images in our experiments. A special method of the speculative reading of the video files is
implemented in the Astrohn class that enables to synchronize recorded 3D and terahertz video
data.
An example of a 3D image that is generated by the fusion of a time-of-flight camera point
cloud and a terahertz image is demonstrated in figure 5. The terahertz video is combined with
the image of a person’s skeleton that was computed by the procedures of the standard Kinect 2
SDK. A 3D lookup table was applied to project the terahertz video to the 3D surface in the
real time. In particular, the user can rotate, zoom, and shift the 3D video by the mouse during
the demonstration. In the example, the 3D point cloud is recognized as a human body and this
information is used for the selection of terahertz image colored areas that are directly related
to the objects hidden under the clothing of the person. This is a case of semantic fusion of
heterogeneous video information that prevents false detections of background terahertz areas as
target hidden objects.

Figure 5. This is an example of 3D and terahertz video data fusion implemented using the
KinectBuffer and Astrohn built-in classes of the Actor Prolog language [24, 28].

3. An example of heterogeneous video data analysis
Let us consider an example of heterogeneous video data analysis. The goal of this experiment
is to check whether the terahertz videos contain information enough to teach a convolutional
network to distinguish the dangerous and safe objects.
A set of heterogeneous videos was prepared for the experiment (see figures 6 and 7). For that,
a special logic program was written in Actor Prolog for multichannel video data acquisition (see
figure 8). The video includes 3D point clouds and terahertz images of persons. A calibration
procedure [29] was performed to compute a 3D lookup table that establishes relations between
the video images of different kinds. Then another logic program was written to project terahertz
images to the 3D images of the persons and to generate training/test data sets in the PNG
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Figure 6. The learning set includes weapon and other dangerous objects (from left to right):
the Kalashnikov sub-machine-gun (AK), AK without the magazine, an axe, bottles, a knife, a
baton, and guns of different brands.
format. An image generated by this logic program is shown in figure 5. The difference
between the image 5 and the images demonstrated in figures 6 and 7 is in that the later
images were rotated and normalized to provide the uniform size and angle of view for all
frames. Besides, the images of skeletons and RGB video data were eliminated. The frames
with inappropriate positions of the person in the view area were automatically discarded. The
Hot standard color map was used for the terahertz data visualization.

Figure 7. The learning set includes also terahertz images of people dressed in casual clothes and
outer clothing. Some images contain ordinary objects like phones and USB disks. The number
of these images is balanced with the number of images that contain weapon and dangerous
objects.
Convolutional networks of several standard architectures were trained using the data
sets: LeNet [30], AlexNet [31], ResNet50 [32], and Darknet19 [33]. The results of the
training are reported in table 1. It is not a surprise that the oldest network LeNet yields the
worst results and the Darknet19 that is the latest of these four networks yields the best
results.
After that, an additional test data set was prepared that includes only the images of a person
that keeps the M16 automatic rifle and the images of the person without extra objects (see
figure 9). The number of images of different kinds was balanced. Then, the trained
networks were used to analyze the video images.
The results of the experiment are reported in table 2. The networks recognize successfully
the M16 automatic rifle as a dangerous object. Surprisingly, the AlexNet architecture yields
the best results in spite of the fact that this network architecture is quite old and simple. The
newest Darknet19 architecture yields unexpectedly the worst results in this test. Probably this
is because the recognition and the generalization are different problems and the development of
network architectures for the generalization of video data requires a special attention.
These results demonstrate that the neural network approach to the terahertz video data
analysis can make generalizations of the hidden object properties and successfully predict that
the hidden object is a kind of a weapon and/or dangerous object. It is a promising area for
further research to make experiments with heterogeneous video data fusion, standardizing of
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Figure 8. This is the user interface of the logic program written in Actor Prolog for the
automation of multichannel video data acquisition. The program controls the video data
acquisition simultaneously from the THERZ-7A device (the right window on top), the Kinect 2
device (the left window on top and the bottom right window), and the i3system TE V1 thermal
camera (the bottom left window). The video data is recorded in a special Actor Prolog format
developed for the multichannel video data processing.
Table 1. These are the results of the training of the convolutional networks of
various architectures. The size of the training set is 9173 video frames. The size of the
test data set is 2293 frames. The training process includes two stages: 30 epochs (that is 5520
iterations) without transformations and 30 epochs with the flip and warp transformations. The
image size is 224×224. The batch size is 50.
Network

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

LeNet
AlexNet
ResNet50
Darknet19

0.8203
0.8543
0.9930
0.9974

0.8224
0.8545
0.9931
0.9974

0.8203
0.8543
0.9930
0.9974

0.8272
0.8558
0.9930
0.9974

Figure 9. This is terahertz images of a person that keeps the M16 automatic rifle.
video data by non-linear color maps, and development of neural network architectures for the
terahertz data analysis.
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Table 2. The trained networks recognize the M16 automatic rifle as a dangerous object with
the following quality. The size of the test data set is 672 video frames.
Network

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

LeNet
AlexNet
ResNet50
Darknet19

0.8720
0.9970
0.9940
0.7589

0.8981
0.9970
0.9941
0.8373

0.8720
0.9970
0.9940
0.7589

0.8865
0.9970
0.9941
0.8058

4. Conclusion
A method of semantic fusion of heterogeneous video data is proposed as a basis for the
implementation of the terahertz intelligent video surveillance. In the framework of this method,
3D video data is used for the analysis and proper interpretation of the terahertz videos.
Special logic programming means were developed for the experimenting with the terahertz video
surveillance including a set of built-in classes of the Actor Prolog language for terahertz, infrared,
and RGB video data acquisition, writing, reading, and synchronization. It was demonstrated
that these logical means enable real-time video data acquisition and processing. In particular,
the terahertz video can be projected to the 3D human body surface acquired by a time-offlight c amera. T his h eterogeneous i nformation c an b e u sed b y v ideo d ata a nalysis algorithms
to establish the positional relationships between the body, arms, and legs of the person and the
colored areas in the terahertz video that helps to improve the detection of the objects hidden
under the clothing of the person.
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Abstract. The work deals with a method of eliminating the perspective distortion of an image
acquired from an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) camera in order to transform it to match the
parameters of the satellite image. The normalization is performed in one of the two ways. The
first variant consists in the calculation of an image transformation matrix based on the camera
position and orientation. The second variant is based on matching the current frame with the
previous one. The matching results in the shift, rotation, and scale parameters that are used to
obtain an initial set of pairs of corresponding keypoints. From this set four pairs are selected to
calculate the perspective transformation matrix. This matrix is in turn used to obtain a new set
of pairs of corresponding keypoints. The process is repeated while the number of the pairs in
the new set exceeds the number in the current one. The accumulated transformation matrix is
then multiplied by the transformation matrix obtained during the normalization of the previous
frame. The final part presents the results of the method that show that the proposed method can
improve the accuracy of the visual navigation system at low computational costs.

1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the development of a method for image normalization that is used in a
visual navigation system of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The navigation system being
developed [1] matches images acquired from an UAV onboard camera with the satellite image of the
flying area. The matching yields the shift, rotation, and scale values that can be used to transform the
input image to the corresponding part of satellite image. Knowing the coordinates of the satellite
image and the shift, rotation, and scale parameters of the current input image, it is possible to
determine the coordinates of the UAV.
During the flight the tilt of the UAV is unstable, it changes because of weather conditions or when
the UAV is making a pivot. It results in perspective distortions of images acquired from the onboard
camera, even if a stabilized platform used. The distortions interfere with the correct matching of the
images from the camera with the satellite image, which is usually represented in an orthogonal
projection. To increase the likelihood of correct matching a method of image normalization for
eliminating the perspective distortions is needed. The method should be computationally simple
because it is supposed to run on low-power U AV processors.
There are several approaches to solve this problem. The first approach is to calculate the matrix of
perspective transformation based on the external parameters of the camera obtained from the UAV
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sensors, namely pitch, yaw, roll, and altitude. In [2], the distortion is compensated by determining the
orientation of a virtual camera with its optical axis collinear to the normal vector of the shooting plane.
This virtual camera provides us with an image without perspective distortions. Therefore, to eliminate
the distortions of the input image we need to calculate the homography matrix between the images
from the real and the virtual cameras. There are two difficulties with using this approach: the moments
of shooting and of external parameters recording should be strictly synchronized, and the surface of
the flying area should be flat.
The second approach is to find and analyze the location of the known structural elements in the
input image. This approach assumes that each frame from the camera is processed independently. The
paper [3] focuses on the distortion elimination for the task of bar code recognition. Its idea is to find
four straight lines bounding the quadrilateral barcode area. These lines provide four corner points that
are used to calculate the transformation matrix. This approach is difficult to apply to the task of
normalizing the UAV images because the shapes of the objects in the images are usually unknown.
The third approach is to find the pairs of corresponding elements in the two images and use their
positions to determine the transformation matrix of one image into another. Usually the methods
search for the pairs of image points with characteristic local features known as keypoints. Depending
on the task, different methods of keypoints extraction and matching can be used [4,5].
Under ideal conditions, four pairs of the keypoints are enough to determine the transformation
matrix. However, in practice even the positions of the correctly matched points can be different
because of noise. To obtain a more accurate solution a system of equations based on all the matched
pairs is constructed. This system is usually solved by the least squares method so as to minimize the
given error function (the DLT method [6]). In [7], it is proposed to perform this method iteratively.
This method helps to increase the likelihood of image matching by means of eliminating the noise
points.
The set of the pairs of corresponding points can also contain mismatched pairs. In this case the
DLT method can yield a wrong result and one of the robust methods should be used, such as
RANSAC [8, 9]. In this method four pairs of corresponding points are randomly selected among all
the matched pairs. Using them the homography matrix is calculated, and then the algorithm checks
how many pairs fit this transform (inliers). The process is repeated, and other random pairs are
selected from the set of inliers until a solution is found that satisfies the specified number of pairs or
the maximum number of iterations is exceeded. Another similar robust method is LMS. It estimates
four current selected pairs of points not by the number of inliers but by the median distance among all
the pairs of points [6].
The described robust methods require a large number of iterations; therefore, they are not effective
on low-power processors. The RHO method [10] aims to solve this problem. Instead of randomly
electing four pairs of points at each iteration, the method preliminarily evaluates each pair, selects the
most promising ones and then corrects the estimation. This allows to obtain the result in significantly
fewer iterations.
The fourth approach is to analyze the input image using a neural network, as it is demonstrated in
[11]. It is noted that the advantage of this approach is the ability to work when there is a very small
number of the keypoints or when the input images are blurred. However, this method is
computationally complex and requires special hardware to work in real time, which makes it difficult
to apply to the task of UAV visual navigation.
input image,
previous frame
data

Is the
previous frame
successfully
matched?

Normalization based on the
external parameters of the camera
normalized
image
Normalization based on
keypoints matching

Figure 1. Simplified scheme of the proposed method.
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The proposed method of iterative image normalization for tasks of visual navigation of UAVs
combines the first and the third approaches. A simplified scheme of the method is shown in Figure 1.
Normalization based on the external parameters of the camera (pitch, yaw, roll, and flight altitude) is
used either when processing the initial camera frame or in the case where the previous frame has not
been successfully matched with the satellite image or the current frame cannot be matched with the
previous one. In other cases the iterative method of homography matrix calculation based on matching
the keypoints of the previous and the current frames is used.
2. Description of the peculiarities of the task considered
The UAV flies along the given trajectory that contains both straight sections and turns. The considered
flight altitude is 250-500m. There is a camera onboard the UAV that is directed strictly downwards.
There is no stabilized platform on the UAV. The shooting speed of the camera is enough to provide at
least 80% of overlap between the current and the previous frames. The parameters of focal length and
the dimensions of the camera's sensor are known.
The UAV is equipped with an accelerometer and a pressure sensor that provide information about
the UAV orientation (roll, pitch, and yaw) and the flight altitude. However, according to experiments
on real images, the moments of shooting and of parameters recording are not exactly the same.
Therefore, strong wind gusts cause inaccuracies in the recorded external parameters of the camera. In
addition, the pressure sensor estimates the flight altitude only above sea level. When calculating the
flight altitude above ground level the height map of the flying area should be taken into account.
The result of the normalization is the image transformed into the orthogonal projection so that later
it can be matched with the satellite image.
3. Normalization based on the external parameters of the camera
The first algorithm of the proposed normalization method is based on the information on the camera
orientation and position in space, namely the roll ρ, pitch τ, yaw γ, and flight altitude hf. In addition,
the input information includes the terrain height ha at the shooting point and the reference altitude hr at
which the shooting scale equals the satellite image scale. The output information is the coefficients of
the transformation matrix that eliminates the distortion. The algorithm consists of two stages: the
calculation of the transformation coefficients disregarding the scale and the calculation of the scaling
factor.
3.1. Calculation of the transformation coefficients disregarding the scale
The camera’s field of view can be represented as a pyramid that intersects the earth's surface plane. To
simplify the calculation, instead of rotating the pyramid, according to the camera orientation the earth's
surface plane is rotated and placed at one of the base vertices of the pyramid, as Figure 2a shows.

b)
a)
Figure 2. The pyramid of vision: (a) a view at an angle, MNK is the section with the earth's surface
plane, (b) the top view.
The purpose of the first stage is to calculate the coordinates of the points M, N, K on the top view
projection (Figure 2b). These coordinates can be used to calculate the resultant homography matrix Ta
by solving an equation system constructed with the coordinates transformation equations of the pairs
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of points: A-A, B-K, C-N, D-M. The transformation of each pair of points can be described by two
equations [12]:
𝑡 𝑥+𝑡 𝑦+𝑡
𝑡 𝑥+𝑡 𝑦+𝑡
𝑥 ′ = 𝑡11 𝑥+𝑡12 𝑦+113
𝑦 ′ = 𝑡21 𝑥+𝑡22 𝑦+123 ,
(1)
31

32

31

32

where x and y are the coordinates of the point before the transformation, x’ and y’ are the coordinates
of the point after the transformation, t11, t12, t13, t21, t22, t23, t31 и t32 are the coefficients of the
transformation matrix Ta.
The shape of the pyramid depends on the size of the photo sensor and the focal length. The viewing
angles are calculated as follows:
𝑚
𝑚
𝛼x = 2 arctg w
𝛼y = 2 arctg h ,
(2)
2𝑓L

2𝑓L

where mw and mh are the dimensions of the photo sensor, fL is the focal length. The vertex angles of the
pyramid are calculated as follows:
𝛼
𝑚
𝑚
𝛼
𝛽x = 𝑚w sin 2𝑦
𝛽y = 𝑚 h sin 2𝑥
(3)
h

w

The length of the edge of the pyramid le and the diagonal of the base of the pyramid ld are
calculated as follows:
𝑚

𝑙e = 2sin (𝛽h

y /2)

2 + 𝑚2 ,
𝑙d = �𝑚w
h

(4)

Depending on the orientation of the camera, the earth's surface plane is placed at one of the four
base vertices, as shown in Figure 3.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 3. The location of the pyramid section with the earth's surface plane depending on the
orientation of the camera: (a) τ = 0, ρ <0, (b) τ = 0, ρ> 0, (c) τ> 0, ρ = 0, (d) τ <0, ρ = 0.
The vertices are renamed according to the following rule: a vertex that coincides with a section
corner is called A’, then in anticlockwise direction: B’, C ’, D’.
The coordinates of the vertex K can be calculated with the following formula:
sin 𝜌
𝑑k = 𝑚𝑤
/2−𝜌)
Kx =

�D′x

−

𝑚
𝑑k 2𝑙w �
e

cos(𝛽x

𝑚

K y = �D′y − 𝑑k h�
2𝑙

(5)

e

The coordinates of the vertex M can be calculated with the following formula:
sin 𝜏
𝑑m = 𝑚ℎ
/2−𝜏)
Mx =

�Bx′

𝑚
− 𝑑k 2𝑙w �
e

cos(𝛽y

𝑚

My = �By′ − 𝑑k h�
2𝑙
e

(6)

The coordinates of the vertex N can be calculated with the following formula:
𝜋−𝛽y

𝑑nk = 𝑚h − 2𝑑k cos
𝑑�k = 𝑑e − 𝑑k

2

𝜋−𝛽

y
− sin
/ sin(𝜋 − 𝜏 −
2
𝑑n�b = −2𝑑�k cos 𝛽y

2
2
2
𝑑nf = (�𝑑𝑛𝑓𝑏
− 4�𝑑�k
− 𝑑nk
� − 𝑑n�b )/2

Nx = �

C′x −A′x
2

+ 𝑑nf

𝑚w
�
2𝑙e

Ny = �

C′y −A′y
2

𝜋−𝛽y

𝑚

2

)

+ 𝑑nf 2𝑙h�
e

To align the image with the northward direction, matrix multiplication can be used:
cos 𝛾 −sin 𝛾 0
𝑇𝑛 = 𝑇𝑎 � sin 𝛾 cos 𝛾 0�
0
0
1
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3.2. Calculation of the scale factor
Since the earth's surface plane was placed at one of the base vertices of the pyramid, the obtained
transformation matrix disregards the original scale of the image. To calculate the scaling factor the
following formula can be used:
𝑑nd = �(Nx − A′x )2 + (Ny − A′y )2
𝑆𝑛 =

𝑙e 𝑑nd
𝑑nf 𝑙d

(9)

To transform the image acquired from the UAV camera to the scale of the satellite image, the
transformation matrix should be adjusted using the following scale factor:
ℎ −ℎ
𝑆𝑟 = 𝑆𝑛 ℎr−ℎ a
(10)
f

a

3.3. Obtaining the result of the normalization
To obtain the final transformation matrix the following formula should be used:
𝑆𝑟 0 0
𝑇𝑟 = 𝑇𝑛 � 0 𝑆𝑟 0�
(11)
0 0 1
Figure 4 shows the result of the method of image normalization based on the external parameters of
the camera.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 4. The result of image normalization based on the external parameters of the camera: (a) the
original image, (b) the normalized image, (c) the corresponding part of the satellite image.
4. Normalization based on keypoints matching
The first algorithm of the proposed method eliminates the distortions of the image coarsely, because,
as it is mentioned above, the moment of recording the external parameters of the camera not
necessarily coincides with the moment of shooting. Moreover, it is rather difficult to accurately take
into account the elevation difference of the underlying surface. Therefore, it is used only when the
previous frame from the camera cannot be matched with the satellite image. In other cases the second
algorithm is used that is based on matching the current frame with the previous frame already
normalized.
4.1. Matching the current frame with the previous one
To reduce its complexity, the image matching algorithm analyzes not all the pixels but only the
keypoints extracted with the method described in [13].
After the keypoint sets of the both images are found, they are used to determine the shift, rotation,
and scale values between the two images using the statistical differentiation method [14]. These
parameters form the following transformation matrix [15]:
𝑠 cos 𝜙 −𝑠 sin 𝜙 𝑡x
𝐻m = � 𝑠 sin 𝜙 𝑠 cos 𝜙 𝑡y �,
(12)
0
0
1
where tx and ty are the shift values along the X axis and the Y axis respectively, φ is the rotation value,
s is the scale value.
4.2. Selecting pairs of corresponding points
After the transformation matrix is found, it is used to determine the pairs of corresponding points.
Some point A of the current frame corresponds to some point B of the previous frame when after
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applying the transformation matrix to the coordinates of the point A the distance between A and B
does not exceed the specified threshold (1-2 pixels).
From the whole set of the pairs of corresponding points four pairs are selected that will be used to
calculate the homography matrix (1). The choice is limited by the condition that no three points are
collinear. The best case occurs when a quadrilateral of maximum area with as large angles as possible
is found. However, the search for such a set of points is a computationally complex operation. The
following approaches to selecting the points were tried:
1) the four points nearest to the corners of the image;
2) the four points most distant from the center of mass of the keypoints set and located in different
quadrants relative to the center of mass;
3) the first point is the most distant from the center of mass, the second point is the most distant
from point 1, the third is the point with the greatest sum of its distances from points 1 and 2, the fourth
is the point with the greatest sum of its distances from points 1, 2 and 3;
4) a random selection of points.
If this algorithm finds less than four corresponding pairs, the normalization based on the external
parameters of the camera is applied.
4.3. Calculation of the transformation matrix
After the four pairs of the corresponding keypoints are selected, the refined transformation matrix is
calculated. This homography matrix matches the projection of the current frame with the projection of
the previous frame already normalized.
Then the search for the pairs of corresponding points is repeated using the current frame warped
according to the refined transformation matrix. From the found pairs a new set of four pairs is selected
and a new refined matrix is calculated. The process is repeated as long as the number of the pairs of
corresponding points increases. Experiments show that in most cases two iterations are enough to
obtain the solution. The final matrix of the transformation of the original image into the normalized
one is determined by the formula:
𝑇r = 𝑇𝑝 ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝐻𝑖
(13)
where Tp is the perspective transformation matrix for normalizing the previous frame, Hi are the
transformation matrices obtained at each iteration, n is the number of iterations.
Since the previous frame is used to normalize the current frame, the normalization error can
accumulate. However, this method is used as a part of the visual navigation system that implies that
the next step is to match the normalized image with the satellite image. This matching eliminates the
accumulated error.
5. Experiments
To test the proposed method, it has been integrated into the preprocessing stage of the UAV visual
navigation system that is being developed. Then a series of experiments using real images of a UAV
flight were performed. The trajectory of the UAV flight is shown in Figure 5 and consists of sections
of two types: straight sections (270 frames) and turns (70 frames).

Figure 5. The trajectory used in the experiments. The positions of the UAV at the straight sections are
marked with green dots. The positions of the UAV at the turns are marked with yellow dots. The
black lines show the boundaries between the sections. The white lines connect the coordinates of the
UAV to the corresponding centers of photographing.
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The first experiment aims to choose the best algorithm for image normalization based on keypoints
matching. The proposed iterative algorithm was tested (with the four variants of selecting the four
pairs of points described above), as well as the methods implemented in the OpenCV 3.4.5 library:
DLT, RANSCAC, LMS and RHO. To determine the speed of the methods, each input frame was
processed 100 times and the average execution time was calculated. Processing was performed on an
AMD FX-8320E 3.2 GHz processor without using a graphics accelerator.
Table 1. Comparison of the results of various methods of the homography matrix calculation.
Proposed method
variant
1
variant
2 variant 3 variant 4 DLT RAN LMS
Indicator
Section
SAC
of pair
of pair
of pair
of pair
selection selection selection selection
Average number of straight sections
156.8
pairs of
turns
123.2
corresponding points
150.0
before processing whole trajectory
Average number of straight sections 173.5
171.5
172.1
158.9 175.0 177.5 178.3
pairs of
turns
136 7
133.6
135.0
125.6 138.7 141.3 142.6
corresponding points
163.7
164.5
152
167.5 170 170.9
after processing whole trajectory 165.8
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.2
Average number of straight sections
turns
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.2
iterations of the
proposed algorithm whole trajectory
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.2
straight
sections
0.06
0.05
0.07
0.33
0.52
2.72
0.03
Average processing
turns
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.31 0.57 2.70
0.03
time per one frame
(ms)
whole trajectory
0.06
0.06
0.33 0.53 2.72
0.03
0.03

RHO

178.2
142.0
170.7

0.313
0.24
0.30

Table 1 presents the processing results. The methods were evaluated by the average number of the
pairs of corresponding points (greater values are better) and the average processing per one frame
(lower values are better). According to the first criterion, the methods implemented in the OpenCV
library were the best: RANSAC, LMS, RHO. They increased the number of the pairs of corresponding
points by ~ 20 pairs (~ 13% of the initial quantity). However, the speed of processing is critical for the
implementation of a UAV navigation system. According to this criterion, the proposed iterative
method with the variants 1-3 for the pair selection was the best. It takes ~0.03–0.06ms for processing
one frame, which is ~5–10 times faster than the best of the OpenCV methods, with that it increases the
number of the pairs of corresponding points by ~15 pairs (~10%). The high speed of the proposed
method is due to the fact that in most cases two iterations are enough to obtain the resulting
homography matrix. Thus, for the second experiment according to the both criteria the following
methods were chosen: the proposed iterative method with the first variant of the pair selection and the
RHO method.
The second experiment aims to determine the effect of the integration of the normalization method
into the UAV visual navigation system. There were three trials in the experiment: without
normalization, with normalization using the proposed method, and using the RHO method. The first
criterion was the number of the images from the UAV camera successfully matched with the satellite
image. The second criterion was the average distance between the automatically calculated positions
of the center of photographing and the manually marked ones. The results of the experiment are shown
in table 2.
After analyzing the results of the experiment, we can conclude that the preliminary normalization
of the image significantly improves the output of the UAV visual navigation system being developed.
It increases the number of the successfully matched frames as well as the accuracy of the calculated
coordinates of the UAV. The methods work well both in the straight sections of the flight trajectory
and in the sections with turns. The result of the proposed method is not worse than the one of the RHO
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method from the OpenCV library, and at that the proposed method performs much faster, which is
very important for integrating it into a UAV visual navigation system.
Table 2. The effect of normalization methods on the output of the visual navigation system.
Indicator

Number of frames

Number of successfully
matched frames
Average distance between
the found center of
photographing and the
manually marked one
(pixels)

Section
straight sections
turns
whole trajectory
straight sections
turns
whole trajectory
straight sections
turns
whole trajectory

Proposed method with
Without
RHO
normalization variant 1 of pair selection
270
70
340
226 (83.7%)
246 (91.1%)
246 (91.1%)
59 (84.3%)
62 (88%)
64 (91.4%)
285 (83.8%)
308 (90.6%)
310 (91.1%)
16.0
6.8
6.6
7.5
6.7
6.4
16.0

6.6

6.7

6. Conclusion
The proposed method of iterative image normalization successfully solves the task of image
preprocessing for developing a UAV visual navigation system. The integration of this method into the
navigation system improves the accuracy of matching the images acquired from the onboard camera
with the satellite image and reduces the probability of the UAV loss.
Due to using the two normalization approaches the proposed method can eliminate perspective
distortions resulting from both the camera orientation and the inclination of the underlying surface. At
the same time, this method is computationally simple and can be integrated into the UAV navigation
system, which should run on low-power processors.
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Abstract. Original method of reconstructing the real coordinates of moving objects from their
plane images is presented. The method uses multidimensional test objects whose parameters
are measures and which are known with high accuracy. In order to ensure the process of
measuring movements in real space a test object must be connected with a real object and
mathematical models of images of multicomponent movements of a test object must be
formed. The parameters of test objects that are used in the named mathematical models are
vectors. Such models are used in the construction of systems of measurement equations the
solution of which gives the desired components movements of a moving object in 3D space.
The method was experimentally tested on specially created stand.

1. Introduction
Problem of the impossibility of recovering the real coordinates of objects in three-dimensional space
from their plane image is one of the most serious problems in robotics. This problem was discussed in
the fundamental work of well-known experts in the field of robotics and technical vision K. Fu, R.
González and K. Li [1]. A more modern work provides a broad overview of various approaches that
are used to solve this ill-posed problem [2]. Binocular vision is traditionally used to solve this problem
in robotics and other areas. However, this solution leads to additional problems concerning the
calibration of cameras, their placement in space, special algorithms for processing the received video
information, etc. If you look at the problem more broadly, you should mention the works related to
geo-informatics [3] or architecture [4]. Currently, geographic information systems are increasingly
complemented by tools for working with spatial geometric objects, which allows solving problems of
3D modeling of objects that are spatially referenced to the surface of the Earth. The reconstruction of
3D coordinates of objects from plane projections in photogrammetry is solved by processing stereo
pairs of images [5]. To illustrate the problem consider the process of imaging a 3D object on the
surface of a video camera image. With some simplifications the imaging circuit is shown on the figure
1.
On the figure 1 the image plane coincides with the plane x, y of the video camera's coordinate
system {o, x, y, z} , and the optical axis, which is set in the center of the lens, is directed along the axis z
The center of the image plane is the origin, and the center of the lens has coordinates (0, 0, λ) .
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Denote the coordinates of a point in 3D space located at a distance in front of the lens, as ( X , Y , Z ).
For all points of controlled space: Z > λ . From consideration of the corresponding right-angled
triangles on the figure 1, we can write:

x0
X1
=
,
λ λ − Z1

y0
Y
= 1 .
λ λ − Z1

(1)

λY1
.
λ − Z1

(2)

Then the relationship between the coordinates of points M 1 ( X 1 , Y1 , Z 1 ) and m( x0 , y0 ) is
determined by the functions:

x0 =

λX 1
,
λ − Z1

y0 =

They can be used to go from the Cartesian coordinates of a point M 1 ( X 1 , Y1 , Z 1 ) to the
coordinates of a point of its image m( x0 , y0 ) .

Figure 1. Image formation scheme.
Suppose that the point specified in the image has coordinates ( x 0 , y 0 , 0 ) . In this case, the entire
image plane on the z axis has a coordinate z = 0 . The point of the image m( x0 , y0 ) corresponds to all
points lying on a line that passes through the points with coordinates ( x 0 , y 0 , 0 ) and (0, 0, λ ) . The
equations of this line in Cartesian coordinates are:

x
X 1 = 0 (λ − Z 1 ) ,
λ

y
Y1 = 0 (λ − Z1 ) .
λ

(3)

The ambiguity of this transformation is obvious. It is impossible to uniquely reconstruct a point
M 1 ( X 1 , Y1 , Z 1 ) in 3D space by the coordinates of its image m( x0 , y0 ) .
In all known methods for solving this ill-posed problem, including in the above-mentioned works,
information redundancy is organized, for example, by using an additional camera (binocular vision) or
using another method of obtaining at least two projections of a real three-dimensional object.
To solve this problem in recent years, the authors develop an original scientific direction, called:
the method of multidimensional test objects in optical measurement systems [6].
To ensure the measurement process, a test object must be connected with a real object. And test
object must have known geometrical parameters that are used as measures [7, 8]. At the same time,
mathematical models of images of multicomponent movements are formed, which contain the
parameters of test objects. These parameters are included in the models in the form of vectors and they
are called tests. This is the basis of the method. Next we look at the basics of this method in more
detail.
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2. The main points of the multidimensional test objects method
Note that the following provisions and models have a specific practical orientation and, above all,
relate to the restoration of informative movements of 3D objects in space. Therefore, it should be
borne in mind certain restrictions on the subject area, although according to the authors'
considerations, the provisions of the method can be extended to a wider range of tasks.
Since we are talking about the reconstruction of the components of the multidimensional
movement of objects in three-dimensional space, which are vector quantities, the elements of
multidimensional test objects included in the models are also vector quantities. A feature of the
method is that the parameters of a multidimensional test object reflect the multidimensionality of will
be measured movements and are functionally associated with them in the models in the process of
forming the corresponding measurement and computational algorithms:

X x (r,τ ) = F (x1x (r,τ ),...,x px (r,τ ), L1x ,...,L qx ) ; 

X y (r,τ ) = F(x1 y (r,τ ),..., x py (r,τ ), L1 y ,..., L qy ); 
X z (r,τ ) = F(x1z (r,τ ),..., x pz (r,τ ), L1z ,..., L qz ), 

(4)

where X x (r,τ ), X y (r,τ ), X z (r,τ ) are projections of multi-component movements on the axis of the
Cartesian coordinate system; r is radius-vector from the beginning of the base coordinate system to
the controlled point of the object under study; τ is time; F is components link function
x1k (r,τ ) ,..., x pk (r,τ ) and L1k ,..., L qk L1k ,..., L qk of the coordinate component L k ( k ∈ {x, y, z} )
of the multidimensional test L ; x1k (r,τ ) ,..., x pk (r,τ ) are informative components of the k
coordinate component of the multicomponent movement X(r,τ ) ; p is number of informative
components of multicomponent movement; L1k ,..., L qk are components of the k coordinate
component L k of the multidimensional test L ; p is number of components of the k coordinate
component L k of the multidimensional test L .
As already noted, the principal feature of the model (4) is the introduction of test objects
L1k , ..., L qk , which must be indicated in vector form as informative components known in it.
Figure 2 shows, as an illustration, a two-dimensional test object, which was obtained by a
combination of two one-dimensional.
The test object is located in the plane О0X 0Y0 and has the following parameters (tests), which are
known with high accuracy:
AO i = nL ABx и BOi = (1 − n ) L ABx , (n = 0,5) ;

CO i = nLCDy и DOi = (1 − n ) LCDy , (n = 0,5) ;

EB = (1 − n ) L ABx и FD = (1 − n ) LCDy , (n = 0,75) .
The test object О 0 X 0 Y0 is a two-dimensional and multicomponent, and its parameters in models (5)
are used in a vector form, for example:
AO i = nL ABx = nL ABx ⋅ i , (n = 0,5) ; BOi = (1 − n ) L ABx = (1 − n ) L ABx ⋅ i , (n = 0,5) ;

CO i = nL CDy = nLCDy ⋅ j , (n = 0,5) ; DOi = (1 − n ) L CDy = (1 − n ) LCDy ⋅ j , (n = 0,5) ;

EB = (1 − n ) L ABx = (1 − n ) L ABx ⋅ i , (n = 0,75) ; FD = (1 − n ) L CDy = (1 − n ) LCDy ⋅ j , (n = 0,75) ,
where i and j are basis vectors whose direction coincides with the direction of the axes О 0 X 0 and

О 0 Y0 .
Here the problem is not set to classify or demonstrate the variety of test objects. Here are
formulated only the basic requirements for them, which are fundamental.
Let us draw an analogy between the parameters (components) of a multidimensional test object and
the components of complex displacements. Then the components of multidimensional tests or their
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projections on the coordinate axes will be considered as multicomponent quantities – multicomponent
tests, the components of which are also vector quantities.

Figure 2. 2D test object ABCD.
Accordingly, the general method of forming multidimensional tests and the function of the
connection of their components with multicomponent quantities fall under the basic principles of the
concept of vector multicomponent physical quantities [5] and are formulated as follows:
- multidimensional multicomponent tests are considered as functions of the set of their
components;
- functions of communication of the named components in models of multicomponent tests are
determined by the laws of vector algebra;
- models of vector multidimensional multicomponent tests allow the multivariate representation of
these components, depending on the problem being solved.
- models of vector multidimensional multicomponent tests allow to give alternative representation
of these components, depending on the problem being solved.
Based on the provisions about the multidimensional test object, we define the type of function of
communication F of informative components x1k (r,τ ) ,..., x pk (r,τ ) and components L1k , ..., L qk of
the coordinate component L k of the multidimensional test L in model (4):
{x,y.z} q

{x,y,z} p

Fik {x1k (r,τ ), ..., x pk (r,τ ), L1k , ..., L qk } = ∑ ∑ viuk L iuk + ∑ ∑ ηijk x ijk (r,τ ) ,
k

u =1

k

j =1

(5)

where i is the sequence number of the communication function; k ∈ { x, y, z} is the set of coordinate
components; u is the serial number of the components of the multi-component test L iuk ; j is the
sequence number of the informative components of the coordinate component of the multicomponent
displacement X k (r, τ ) ; viuk ∈ [0,1] are the weights reflecting the absence – 0 – or the presence –

(0,1] – the corresponding component of a multicomponent test L iuk in model (5); ηijk ∈ [0,1] are the
weights reflecting the absence – 0 – or the presence – (0,1] – the corresponding informative
component x ijk (r,τ ) in model (5).
Using (5) it is possible to present model (4) in the following form:
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q
p

X ix (r,τ ) = ∑ viux L iux + ∑ ηijx x ijx (r,τ ) ; 
u =1
j =1

q
p
X iy (r,τ ) = ∑ viuy L iuy + ∑ ηijy x ijy (r, τ ) ;
(6)
u =1
j =1

q
p
X iz (r,τ ) = ∑ viuz L iuz + ∑ ηijz x ijz (r,τ ) , 

u =1
j =1
where the vectors L iux , L iuy , L iuz , x ijx , x ijy , x ijz are defined in one-dimensional spaces that

coincide with the corresponding axes of the Cartesian coordinate system.
Such a representation of model (5), while retaining its universal character, provides a mechanism
for adaptation to specific practical tasks through the use of a combination of coefficients viux ∈ [0, 1] ,

viuy ∈ [0,1] , viuz ∈ [0,1] , ηijx ∈ [0,1] , ηijy ∈ [0,1] , ηijz ∈ [0,1] in the field of their definition.

The following is figure 3, which illustrates the process of moving the test object, on the basis of
which the model (6) was obtained. It shows the movement in space of a cruciform shape, which is a
test object, and the reflection of this movement on a flat matrix of the optical instrument.

Figure 3. Illustration for model (6).
Any movement, including multicomponent, is described in accordance with the laws and
provisions of vector algebra. When considering the projections of vector quantities onto the plane and
introducing special agreements, it is possible to significantly simplify the process of synthesizing
complex mathematical models by formally generating them, which is necessary to search for
appropriate measurement and computational algorithms [9]. The information redundancy embodied in
the models in the form of parameters of a multidimensional test object allows us to approach its
solution.
3. Physical realizability of the measurement method
Based on the formulated provisions on multidimensional test objects, we list the method-forming
features, the implementation of which will solve the problem of the physical realizability of the
method:
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1. The presence (the ability to form) a system of n equations that are asymmetric with respect to
informative components x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ) ( k ∈ { x, y, z} is the set of coordinate components)
displacements of the corresponding image points of the test object:

Y1 (r, τ) = Ψ1 {F1 {x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ), L1k , ..., L qk }} ; 

..............................................
 (n ≥ p ≥ 2 ) ,
..............................................

Y n (r, τ) = Ψ n {F p {x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ), L1k , ..., L qk }} ,

(7)

F1 {x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ), L1k , ..., Lqk } ≠ ... ≠ F p {x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ), L1k , ..., Lqk } ,

(8)

where Y1 (r, τ ), ..., Yn (r, τ ) are functions of displacement of the corresponding points of the image of
the object being monitored relative to the selected on the image of the points of reference;
F1 {x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ), L1k , ..., L qk },..., F p {x1k (r, τ),..., x pk (r, τ), L1k ,..., L qk } are vector functions of the set
of informative components x1k (r, τ ) ,..., x pk (r, τ ) and components L1k , ..., L qk of the coordinate
component L k of a multidimensional test object (of the multidimensional test) L .
2. The ability to realization special measuring and computing algorithms:

x1k (r, τ) = f1 {Y1 (r, τ), ..., Yn (r, τ)} ; 

...........................................

...........................................
x pk (r, τ ) = f p {Y1 (r, τ ), ..., Yn (r, τ )} ,

(9)

condition of the existence of which, with continuity and differentiability Y1 (r, τ ), ..., Yn (r, τ ) in the
whole range of measurement, is the inequality of zero Jacobian:

 ∂ Yi (r, τ ) 
det 
 ≠ 0 i = 1, n , j = 1, p .
(
)
,
∂
x
r
τ
jk



(10)

The condition (10) is ensured by the implementation of the “asymmetry” of the values
Y1 (r, τ), ..., Yn (r, τ) relative to their constituent components x1k (r, τ ) ,..., x pk (r, τ ) and

L1k , ..., L qk , which is expressed by the inequality (8).
Obviously, when using a single-channel optical system, the functions ψ1 , ..., ψ n are the same. If
we use the transmission coefficient σ of the optical converter, then the system of equations (7) can be
rewritten as follows:

Y1 (r, τ) = σ{F1 {x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ), L1k , ..., L qk }} ; 

..............................................
 (n ≥ p ≥ 2 ) .
..............................................

Yn (r, τ) = σ{F p {x1k (r, τ), ..., x pk (r, τ), L1k , ..., L qk }} ,

(11)

Having considered the system (11) we can understand all the perspectives of the optical
measurement method. For a more detailed consideration of the implementation of the proposed
method, refer to [6-9]. The originality and novelty of the measurement method is confirmed by patents
of the Russian Federation for inventions [10–12]. The method was experimentally tested on specially
created stand where the cruciform figure was used as a test object. The details of the experiment and
its results are presented in a separate section in paper [6].
4. Conclusions
Summing up, we can conclude that, on the basis of the method of multidimensional test objects, the
incorrect problem of reconstructing the coordinates of objects moving in three-dimensional space from
their flat image has been solved.
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The basics of optical measurements of informative components of multicomponent displacements
based on the method of multidimensional test objects, providing information redundancy at the input
of an optical image receiver, are also presented. Additional information at the system input in the form
of known parameters of multidimensional test objects creates opportunities for improving the quality
and quantity of the resulting information.
Separate attention is required for the problem of generating multidimensional test objects, to
investigate the effects of their type, quantity and optimization of test components (parameters of a
multidimensional test object) on the quality of the measuring system both in the general theoretical
aspect and for solving specific applied problems. These questions should be the subject of further
research.
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Abstract. We present an algorithm for processing of X-ray microtomographic (micro-CT)
images that allows automatic selection of a sub-volume having the best visual quality for
further mathematical simulation, for example, flow simulation. Frequently, an investigated
sample occupies only a part of a volumetric image or the sample can be into a holder; a part of
the image can be cropped. For each 2D slice across the Z-axis of an image, the proposed
method locates a region corresponding to the sample. We explored applications of several
existing blind quality measures for an estimation of the visual quality of a micro-CT image
slice. Some of these metrics can be applied to ranking the image regions according to their
quality. Our method searches for a cubic area located inside regions belonging to the sample
and providing the maximal sum of the quality measures of slices crossing the cube across the
Z-axis. The proposed technique was tested on synthetic and real micro-CT images of rocks.

1. Introduction
In the last decade, X-ray microtomography (micro-CT) has been actively used for analyzing of rock,
soil, granular materials [1] and building their 3D models for a Digital Rock [2]. One of the
applications of these digital models is a flow modelling of a multiphase fluid [3]. A typical micro-CT
image can have size up to ~40003 voxels. Some systems allow getting even larger images. However,
the sample under study occupies only part of the image or can be in the holder. For mathematical
modelling, researchers often use only a sample fragment of a cubic form with sides from 400 to 1000
voxels. Thus, there is a task of cropping a fragment from a whole micro-CT image, which is suitable
and, in some sense, optimal for further analysis. Currently, an operator performs this procedure
manually. The quality of the micro-CT image varies in the image volume, individual parts of the
sample, for example, dense inclusions, can significantly affect the quality [4]. For a reasonable
fragment selection, the operator needs to view several hundred slices of a 3D image. The selection
process takes considerable time and depends on the subjective opinion of the operator. So, the
development of an automatic quick and formalized algorithm of the fragment selection for
mathematical modelling is an important problem.
The complexity of this problem is explained by the huge variety of images that can be on the input
of the algorithm. This diversity is caused not only by the variety of scanned samples but also by
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features of various microtomographic systems and parameters of image reconstruction algorithms. In
addition, certain tomography artifacts can be differently suppressed by various reconstruction
software. Frequently, only a part of an original reconstructed tomographic image relates to a sample.
And also the software of a micro-CT system reconstructs from shadow projections an image having a
bit depth of 8 or 16 bits per voxel.
Figure 1 demonstrates several examples of 2D slices perpendicular to the Z axis. These images
were obtained using different micro-CT systems. A granular material is placed in a cylindrical holder,
which is completely inside the field of view, non-reconstructed areas in the corners of the image are
filled by gray (figure 1a). A cylindrical sample of sandstone is completely in the field of view, the
areas in the corners are filled by gray (figure 1b). A cylindrical sandstone sample is completely in the
field of view but is off-center; unreconstructed areas are filled by black (figure 1c). Note, the holder is
not of interest for further analysis. In the following example, scanning is performed inside a sample,
unreconstructed corner areas are darker and blurred (figure 1d) than a center zone. A piece of an
arbitrary shape sample is completely in the field of view (figure 1e). A rectangular fragment is
cropped from an original reconstructed image (figure 1f). In addition, several dozen slices at the top
and bottom of a 3D image may not contain the sample. They can contain a holder or air.

a)

d)

b)

c)

f)
e)
Figure 1. Examples of slices of various micro-CT images.

One more challenge is a formalization of a criterion for a selection of a fragment for further
modelling. Which one of the many possible fragments to choose? It is reasonable to crop the fragment
optimal from the point of view of some criterion. What can the criterion be in this case? Ideally, the
criterion should depend on the objectives of the subsequent modeling. For example, to simulate the
fluid flow, the criterion may be based on porosity or coherence of the pore structure. However,
regardless of the methods and objectives of the subsequent analysis, we can say that we are interested
to determine the most qualitative fragment in terms of visual assessment.
An important requirement for the developed algorithm and software is a high speed of the microCT image analysis. The processing time should be substantially less than the time required for the
selection of the suitable fragment manually. We propose a fast algorithm that automatically selects
from a micro-CT image a fragment of a given size that has the highest visual quality assessment.
2. Algorithm for selection of micro-CT image region
2.1. Main ideas
We propose to select a convex region related to the sample on each slice of the 3D image and evaluate
the image quality in this area. Then we determine whether it is possible to inscribe a cube of a given
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size into selected regions of consecutive slices and calculate the image quality estimation for the cube,
summing up the estimations of slices intersecting the cube. The result of the algorithm is the cube that
corresponds to a fragment of the 3D image with the highest image quality assessment. The proposed
approach allows organizing parallel processing of the slices to select the regions located inside the
sample and to assess the image quality in this area. Image handling in the slice-wise mode is one from
approaches to reduce the processing time of a tomographic image [5].
The method of selecting the region related to the sample assumes that there are areas of varying
intensity or filled with different textures in the image of the sample, between which there are visible
edges. We propose to apply the thresholding of the outcome of the variance filter [6] to detect the
edges between regions. At the same time, if on the image of the slice there are only the edges of the
holder, then they should be ignored. From the obtained convex regions for the stack of slices, we can
easily determine whether the cube of a given size can be inscribed in them. Moreover, we can find the
maximum possible size of the inscribed cube using an algorithm that determines the maximum
rectangle that fits inside the connected region [7].
Over the past decade, several no-reference (blind) image quality metrics have been proposed [811]. Algorithms for calculating these quality metrics were trained and tuned on a set of natural 2D
photos. They can assess the quality of 2D grayscale images with a bit depth of 8 bits per pixel. It was
assumed that among the existing non-reference quality metrics we can find applicable for
characterizing the quality of the slices of micro-CT images.
To use mentioned no-reference image quality metrics, we should convert images from 16 bits per
voxel to 8 bits per voxel. Generally, intensities of images having 16 bits per voxel do not occupy the
entire dynamic range. Thus, we need to increase the contrast in converting the images to 8 bits per
voxel. Sometimes, it is advisable to increase the contrast in case of images with 8 bits per voxel too.
The intensities of all 3D image slices should be normalized in the same range. The parameters for
normalization are determined by means of analyzing the intensity histogram H of the central part of
the 3D image. To calculate the histogram H, we perform a preliminary pass through the central part of
the image, for which we indent 25% from each side of the image.
The lower bound l for intensities normalization is calculated using the statement [12]:

(

{

}

{∑

l=
min min i H [i ] ≥ H 0 , min i

i
k =0

})

H [ k ] ≥ C0 ,

(1)

where H0 is the threshold for the height of the histogram column for dark tones; С0 is the threshold for
the area of the histogram in dark tones, functionally С0 is equivalent to the percentile of H.
The upper limit u for intensities normalization is calculated with the formula:
2n −1


(2)
u=
max  max i H [i ] ≥ H1 , max i ∑ k =i H [ k ] ≥ C1  ,


where H1 is the threshold for the height of the histogram column for bright colors; С1 is the threshold
for the area of the histogram in bright colors; n is the bit depth, 8 or 16.
Normalization of the intensities of each slice I in the range [0, 255] is performed according to the
formula:

0 : I ( r, c ) ≤ l,

 255 ( I ( r , c ) − l )
=
: l < I ( r , c ) < u,
I ( r, c ) 
(3)
u
−
l
(
)


255 : u ≤ I ( r , c )

where (r, c) is the slice pixel coordinates, r = 0 ... N – 1, c = 0 ... M – 1; N is the number of rows in the
image; M is the number of columns.

{

}

{

}

2.2. Region of sample selection in 2D slice
The algorithm for selecting the region belonging to the sample searches for a convex region, within
which there are distinguishable edges between regions of different intensity. It is important to find the
area inside the sample, but it is not necessary to accurately detect the boundary of the sample. Often,
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the noise level in micro-CT images is quite high. Therefore, many well-known edge-detection filters
are not applicable, as they react to noise. In addition, we are not interested in the edges themselves, but
areas where there are changes in intensity. The variance filter allows getting an image in which
relatively large values are in the pixels, around which there is a change in the intensity and relatively
small values in uniform areas.
The variance filter is defined as [6]:
2


1 W −1W −1  
W 
W  
=
I var ( r , c )
I r + i −   , c + j −    − IW ( r , c )  ,
(4)
2 ∑ ∑ 
W =i 0=j 0  
2
 2 

where [ ] is the operator of taking the integer part; I(r, c) is the intensity of a pixel with coordinates
(r, c), r = [W / 2] ... N – [W / 2] – 1, c = [W / 2] ... M – [W / 2] – 1; the mean value IW within the
window is calculated as:
1 W −1W −1 
W 
W  
=
IW ( r , c )
I r + i −   , c + j −   .
(5)
2 ∑ ∑ 
W =i 0=j 0 
2
 2 
The window size depends on the slice size, and it is selected about 100 by 100 pixels. Figure 2b
shows the result of the variance filter for the slice in figure 1a. Thresholding of the outcome of the
variance filter allows obtaining a binary image, in which the pixels are set to value 1 when the
intensity varies in the local vicinity. Figure 2b shows the result of the thresholding. It should be noted
that after the thresholding, several connected regions may form. To merge them into a single
connected region, we use the morphological closing operation [13]. Several small areas can be located
near the boundaries of the image. For instance, they can occur on the outer border of the holder. To
exclude these undesirable regions from consideration we process only the connected region with the
largest area. For this region, we calculate the convex hull and fill it with values 1. The resulting region
protrudes approximately half to two-thirds of the size of the variance filter window from the sample
region. To ensure that the region is inside the sample region, a morphological erosion filter [13] is
applied with the size of the structural element equal to the size of the variance filter window.
Note that the image of the slice may be missing a fragment relating to the sample. The proposed
algorithm allows detecting such a situation. We make a conclusion about this situation based on the
area and shape of the largest detected region after the application of the closing operation. Also,
according to the results of the sample area selection on the slice, the algorithm produces
recommendations for the operator of the micro-CT system. For example, if the sample is significantly
displaced from the center of the slice, then it is probably possible to reconstruct an image of better
quality if you re-shoot the shadow projections by placing the sample in the center.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 2. Illustration of the sample region selection stages for the slice from figure 1a: (a) the result of
the variance filter; (b) the result of the thresholding of image from figure 2a; (c) a convex region
constructed along the outer boundary of region from figure 2b.
2.3. Analysis of the use of no-reference quality metrics for micro-CT images
At present, a sufficiently big number of no-reference image quality metrics has been proposed. Such
metrics make possible to evaluate the quality based on the image only without the reference. Part of
the metrics is designed to assess one factor affecting the quality, for example, the blurriness level [14].
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Others claim to universality. We evaluated the following algorithms for assessing of quality of slices
of micro-CT image: BIQI (Blind Image Quality Index) [8], BRISQUE (Blind Referenceless Image
Spatial Quality Evaluator) [9], NIQE (Natural Image Quality Evaluator) [10] and OG-IQA (Oriented
Gradients Image Quality Assessment) [11].
The considered algorithms were trained on natural photos, for instance, from the LIVE data set
[15]. This data set, in addition to undistorted photos, contains images that have been distorted. Several
types of distortion were used: additive white Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur, JPEG and JPEG2000
compression artifacts. However, this dataset is rather idealistic, because only one type of distortion
affects an image at the same time. After interviewing many observers, an estimate of quality for each
image from the set was calculated based on the pairwise comparison.
The BIQI algorithm [8] implements a two-step approach to assess the quality of the images. This
approach is based on a natural scene statistic (NSS) and the assumptions that natural images have
certain statistical properties, and distortions change these statistical characteristics in such a way that
the type and degree of distortion can be estimated with a high confidence level. The first step in BIQI
is an identification of distortion type. The second stage is an estimation of the strength of the
distortion. Features for learning are taken from the model of natural scenes in the wavelet domain [16].
The models for classification and regression are trained by support vector machine (SVM) on data
from the LIVE dataset. The BRISQUE method [9] uses the features of the NSS model calculated in
the spatial domain [17]. A single regression model for all distortion types is trained on images from
LIVE dataset using SVM method. The NIQE [10] technique constructs of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution (MVG) of statistical features based on the statistical model of natural scenes in the spatial
domain [17]. The quality of the estimated image is defined as the distance between the
multidimensional normal distribution of this image characteristics and the reference MVG obtained as
a result of training on the features of pristine undistorted images. The OG-IQA [11] algorithm
analyzes the correlation structure of the gradient orientation in the image. The idea is that the
orientation of the local gradients contains significant information about the naturalness of the image,
and when distortions appear, this information changes in a certain way. The AdaBoost algorithm is
used to train the regression model.
Initially, we assumed that these metrics can be used for an absolute quality assessment of micro-CT
images, i.e. regardless of the equipment used and the sample analyzed. However, from the
experiments, we saw that the metrics are not applicable for assessing the quality of images for samples
of different rocks, because frequently the results did not correspond to the expert’s opinion and the
physical parameters of the experiments. However, for a comparative quality assessment of slices from
one sample, the results were quite reasonable.
To study the applicability of these criteria for the comparative quality assessment of the slices from
one sample, we formed a set of 10 images obtained as follows. We obtained six images by scanning
the same sample with different exposure times. The noise level is directly dependent on the exposure
time. The highest noise level corresponds to the shortest exposure. For two of these six images, we
additionally reconstructed two images with a binning and a reduced number of projections. Binning is
the process of combining the charges of neighboring pixels on an image sensor into one “superpixel”.
In tomographic reconstruction, binning is lowering the spatial resolution due to summation the values
of neighboring pixels, which leads to an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio. Using fewer projections
for reconstruction causes noise-like artifacts.
For these 10 images, it is known how they are ranked according to their quality. For the central part
of these images, we calculated the quality assessment by several quality metrics. Table 1 contains the
number of errors in image rankings using considering no-reference quality metrics. The number of
errors is counted as the number of images that must be removed from the series to obtain a properly
sorted sequence by quality. The best result was shown by NIQE metrics, which made two mistakes
with images reconstructed with binning.
NIQE advantage was expected. This metrics is less associated with a fixed set of distortions of the
LIVE dataset and uses a simpler model which is less tended to overfit. Moreover, for NIQE we built
own MVG model of high-quality micro-CT images instead of photos from LIVE dataset. Further
adjustment of this model may lead to improved results.
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Table 1. The number of errors in the quality ranking of micro-CT images using non-reference
quality metrics.
Quality metrics
Errors count
BIQI
BRISQUE
OG-IQA
NIQE

4
4
6
2

2.4. Algorithmic optimization
We achieve a high speed of handling of images due to parallel processing and the use of optimized
algorithms. An example of algorithmic optimization is the implementation of a variance filter via
integral images. In the integral image IntI, each pixel with coordinates (r, c) is equal to the sum of the
pixels of the image I located to the left and above (r, c) [18]:
IntI ( r , c ) = ∑ I ( r ′, c′ ).
(6)
r ′≤ r
c′≤ c

IntI can be calculated in a single pass through the image I by the following statement:
IntI ( r ,=
c ) I ( r , c ) + I ( r , c − 1) + I ( r − 1, c ) − I ( r − 1, c − 1) .
(7)
The sum of the pixels in the square window for the image I via the integral image IntI is calculated
as:
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where W is the window size; the coordinate (r, c) is in the center of the window.
With the help of integral images, we can quickly perform the operations of the summation and
averaging of rectangular image blocks. The area of integral images application is expanded by
calculating such images for squares and higher powers of pixel values [19]. If we additionally
calculate the integral image of IntI2 for I2 (via the formula (7)) and the sum of pixels in the square
window S2 (using formula (8)), then the variance filter can be calculated as:
2
S ( r, c ) 
1 
(9)

.
=
−
I var ( r , c )
S
r
,
c
(
)
2
W 2 
W 2 
Table 2 contains the processing time of a slice of 4000×4000 pixels by three various
implementations of variance filter. We estimated the time for a single-threaded C++ program on a
laptop with CPU Intel Core i7 2.6 GHz. The slowest approach is the implementation of the filter
directly via formulas (4) and (5) in several nested loops. It is much faster to calculate the variance
from the histogram, which during the window movement across the image is not recalculated
completely but is updated. Finally, the fastest way is to calculate the local variances via integral
images. The integral images IntI and IntI2 require a larger amount of memory in comparison with I,
but in our task, this is not a limitation.

Table 2. The variance filter processing time for a slice of 4000×4000 pixels.
Method
Processing time, s
In several nested loops
Via histogram
Via integral images

4.3
1.1
0.5

3. Results and conclusions
We tested about one hundred 3D micro-CT images that had from 1000 to 2000 slices. The region
inside the sample was selected correctly for all cases. The results of the automatic selection of regions
for the slices from figure 1 are shown in figure 3.
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To test the algorithm for cropping of 3D fragment having the highest visual quality, we developed
a software tool for generating a synthetic image of the micro-CT slice (see figure 4). This tool allows
adjusting the sample size, the level of additive or multiplicative Gaussian white noise, the contrast, the
radius of blurring filter, and the intensity of the holder region. From these synthetic slices, we formed
a 3D image in which the noise level increased from the central slice to the top and bottom. For the
slices of this 3D image, we calculated inverted and normalized NIQE quality metrics Q. As expected,
the quality assessment Q is correlated with the noise level and is decreased from the central slice to top
and bottom. Our algorithm identifies the central region as having the highest quality because the sum
of quality assessments for the central slices is maximum (see figure 5). Background of the graph is a
cross-section of the generated 3D image.

a)

b)

c)

f)
d)
e)
Figure 3. The results of the algorithm for the selection of areas related to the sample for images from
figure 1.

a)
b)
Figure 4. Synthetic image of the slice (a) and the result of the area related to the sample selection (b).
Outcomes for real micro-CT images of rocks and granular materials are in good agreement with
expert opinion, except regions damaged by X-ray tomography-specific local defects, for example, ring
artifacts and intensity distortions due to high-dense inclusions. The existing no-reference image
quality metrics can give a relative estimation of the noise level and sharpness for the slices from a
single image, but do not consider tomography-specific artifacts. Figure 6 demonstrates a plot with a
cross-section of normalized NIQE quality metrics for slices of real micro-CT image.
The processing time of a 4000×4000×2000 voxel 3D image takes less than 6 minutes on a laptop
with CPU Intel Core i7 2.6 GHz, 8 Gb RAM, SSD. The use of the proposed algorithm allows reducing
the operator’s spent time on the selection of a 3D micro-CT image fragment for further modelling and
to excludes subjective judgments from this stage.
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Figure 5. The graph of normalized NIQE quality estimation on the synthetic 3D image slices, where
the noise level increases from central slice to top and bottom.

Figure 6. The graph of normalized NIQE metrics for slices of the real 3D image.
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Abstract. In this paper, we first analyze the accuracy of 3D object reconstruction
using point cloud filtering applied on data from a RGB-D sensor. Point cloud filtering
algorithms carry out upsampling for defective point cloud. Various methods of point
cloud filtering are tested and compared with respect to the reconstruction accuracy
using real data. In order to improve the accuracy of 3D object reconstruction, an
efficient method of point cloud filtering is designed. The presented results show an
improvement in the accuracy of 3D object reconstruction using the proposed point
cloud filtering algorithm.

1. Introduction
The 3D object reconstruction is a popular task in the field of medicine, agriculture, architecture,
games, and film industry [1, 2, 3]. Accurate 3D object reconstruction is an important aspect for
object recognition, object retrieval, scene understanding, object tracking, virtual maintenance
and visualization [4, 5, 6, 7].
RGB-D low-cost sensors such as the Kinect can provide a high-resolution RGB color image
with a depth map of the environment [8, 9, 10]. The depth map discontinuity, and a small error
around object boundary may lead to significant ringing artifacts in rendered views. Also, the
depth map provided by a RGB-D camera is often noisy due to imperfections associated with
infrared light reflections, and missing pixels without any depth value appearing as black holes
in the maps. Therefore, the point cloud obtained from the depth map inevitably suffers from
noise contamination and contains outliers.
The noise and holes can greatly affect to the accurate of 3D reconstruction [11, 12], therefore,
noise-reduction and hole-filling enhancement algorithms are intended to serve as a pre-processing
step for 3D reconstruction systems using Kinect cameras [13, 14, 15, 16]. To reduce impulsive
noise and to fill small holes, the filters [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] are used.
In this paper, we are interested in the design of a filtering algorithm of a poin cloud to improve
the quality of the 3D reconstruction. In recent years, a large number of methods contributing to
3D point cloud filtering have been proposed: Normal-based Bilateral Filter [22], Moving Least
Square [22], Iterative guidance normal filter [23], Bilateral Filter [24], Density-based Denoising
[25], Rolling normal filter [26], Statistical Outlier Removal filter [27], Radius Outlier Removal
filter [27], Voxel Grid filter [22], 3D Bilateral filter [28].
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In a common approach of noise reduction it is supposed that the raw point cloud contains
the ground truth, distorted by artificial noise such as additive [29, 30]. Although this common
approach could be used for quantitative comparison (e.g., PSNR, MSE, etc), common methods
reduce only artificial noise but not original noise contained in the raw point cloud. In this
paper, we consider denoising point cloud algorithms for 3D object reconstruction. We propose
a denoising method using a point cloud as the input. We also evaluate the performance of
denoising methods on the base of the accuracy of 3D object reconstruction. Actually, RSME
errors by ICP algorithm and hausdorf distance [31] between input cloud and filtered cloud are
calculated.
General denoising methods are not designed to clean coarse noise contained in the input point
cloud. Therefore, our main goal is to evaluate denoising methods in terms of reconstruction
accuracy which depends on the quality of the input point cloud.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related denoising point cloud methods.
Computer simulation results are provided in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarizes our
conclusions.
2. Point cloud denoising filters
This section contains information about point cloud denoising filters.
The paper [22] presents a good survey of filtering approaches for 3D point cloud. We compare
the following point cloud denoising algorithms in terms of accuracy of 3D object reconstruction:
Statistical Outlier Removal filter (SOR) [27], Radius Outlier Removal filter (ROR) [27], Voxel
Grid filter (VG) [22], 3D Bilateral filter (3DBF) [28].
2.1. Statistical Outlier Removal filter (SOR)
SOR uses point neighborhood statistics to filter outlier data [27]. Sensor scans typically generate
point cloud datasets of varying point densities. Additionally, measurement errors lead to sparse
outliers which corrupt the results even more. This complicates the estimation of local point
cloud characteristics such as surface normals or curvature changes, leading to erroneous values,
which in turn might cause point cloud registration failures. Some of these irregularities can be
solved by performing a statistical analysis on each points neighborhood, and trimming those
which do not meet a certain criteria. This sparse outlier removal is based on the computation of
the distribution of point to neighbors distances in the input dataset. For each point, we compute
the mean distance from it to all its neighbors. By assuming that the resulted distribution is
Gaussian with a mean and a standard deviation, all points whose mean distances are outside
an interval defined by the global distances mean and standard deviation can be considered as
outliers and trimmed from the dataset.
2.2. Radius Outlier Removal filter (ROR)
ROR removes outliers if the number of neighbors in a certain search radius is smaller than a
given K [27]. We can specifie a number of neighbors which every index must have within a
specified radius to remain in the point cloud.
2.3. Voxel Grid filter (VG)
VG filtering method first defines a 3D voxel grid (3D boxes in 3D space) on a point cloud. Then,
in each voxel, a point is chosen to approximate all the points that lie on that voxel. Normally,
the centroid of these points or the center of this voxel is used as the approximation. The former
is slower than the later, while its representative of underlying surface is more accurate. The VG
method usually leads to geometric information loss.
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2.4. 3D Bilateral filter (3DBF)
3DBF filter denoises a point with respect to its neighbors by considering not only the distance
from the neighbors to the point but also the distance along a normal direction [28].
Let us first consider a point cloud M with known normals nv at each vertex position v. Let
N (v) be the 1-ring neighborhood of vertex v (i.e. the set of vertices sharing an edge with v).
Then, the filtered position of v is
v + δv · nv ,
where
δv =

P

p∈N (v) wd (kp

P

− vk)wn (| hnv , p − vi |) h nv , p − vi
,
p∈N (v) wd (kp − vk)wn (| hnv , p − vi |)

and wd and wn are two decreasing functions. Here vertex v is shifted along its normal toward a
weighted average of points that are both close to v in the ambient space and close to the plane
passing through v with normal nv .
3. Experimental results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the tested denoising methods in terms of
reconstruction accuracy which depends on the quality of the input point cloud.
We compare the following point cloud denoising algorithms in terms of the accuracy of 3D
object reconstruction and speed: Statistical Outlier Removal filter (SOR) [27], Radius Outlier
Removal filter (ROR) [27], Voxel Grid filter (VG) [22], 3D Bilateral filter (3DBF) [28]. SOR,
ROR, and VG are available in the Point Cloud Library (PCL). 3DBF was implemented in C++.
The experiments are carried out on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz
and 16 GB memory.
In our experiments we use the point clouds of a lion and an apollo from dataset [32] and a
chair from database [33]. Fig. 1 shows RGB images and depth maps of a lion, an apollo, and a
chair.

Figure 1. RGB images and depth maps of a lion, an apollo, and a chair are scanned by Kinect
sensor.
We construct couples of point clouds for each model using the following steps:
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(i) Registration RGB and depth data (Fig. 1).
(ii) Making point clouds (Fig. 2).
(iii) Computing point cloud statistics, such as points count, minimum, maximum and median
distance between points in point cloud (Table. 1). Point clouds statistics is required for
further calculation of optimum parameters of 3D filters.
(iv) Metric calculation algorithms between couples of frames of point clouds. We calculate
transorfmation matrix with standart ICP algorithm and euclidian fitness score (ICP error).
Since filtered point cloud can contain different points count of rather initial cloud, we also
calculate the hausdorf distance between initial and filtered clouds for estimation of the
quality of 3D filtration.

Figure 2. Obtained point clouds of a lion, an apollo, and a chair.

Model
chair
lion
apolo

Table 1. Point clouds
Points count Min
98593
0.001788
22603
0.000837
30038
0.001030

statistics.
Max
5.962374
0.670678
0.579652

Median
0.013808
0.032839
0.010399

Result of calculation and visualization of the hausdorf metric between two frames of chair
model shown in Fig. 3.
The metrics between two frames of each model without filtering are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Calculated metrics between two point clouds of each model without filtering.
Model ICP error Hausdorf distance
chair
3.30E-04
0.593978345
lion
6.50E-05
0.078128666
apollo 4.90E-05
0.069139026
The corresponding ICP error and hausdorf distance calculated for chair model with SOR,
ROR, VG, 3DBF point cloud denoising algorithms are shown in Table 3. The ROR filter yields
the best result in terms of ICP error and hausdorf distance evaluation among all point cloud
denoising algorithms. Fig. 4 shows the point clouds of a chair after denoising ROR and SOR
filtering.
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Figure 3. Visualization of hausdorf metric between two point clouds of chair model.
Table 3. Results of measurements using
after 3D filtering for chair model.
Filter Points count Param1
SOR
64405
3
ROR 65448
3
VG
62246
0.009
3DBF 87090
0.05

a common ICP algorithm and the hausdorf metric
Param2
0.11
0.007
0.001

ICP error
3.5E-04
4.8E-04
4.8E-04
3.6E-04

hausdorf distance
0.572
0.593
0.591
0.596

Figure 4. Results of filtering by ROR and SOR filters between two point clouds of chair model.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we compared various point cloud algorithms in terms of accuracy of 3D object
reconstruction using real data from a RGB-D sensor. The experiment has shown that the ROR
filter yields the best result in terms of ICP error and hausdorf distance evaluation among all point
cloud denoising algorithms.
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Abstract. Studying the embryo development at an early stage is considered. For this,
hyperspectral imaging using an acousto-optical microscope-based system is proposed.
Acousto-optic visualization of the early developmental stages of the loach Misgurnus fossilis
embryo showed a regular change in the spectral characteristics of different image areas
corresponding to the tissues and body fluids, depending on the functional state of the embryo.
We show that there is a discrete set of maxima in the optical absorption spectrum with a
distance of 20 nm and 30 nm between them. Value 20 nm corresponds to the normal
development of biological tissue. The appearance of the value 30 nm between the maxima of
neighboring optical absorption bands indicates the development of pathological processes in
the biosystem. Such deviations from the norm are characteristic of germinal tissues, and they
are absent in the perivitelline fluid. Thus, we demonstrated that for the early diagnosis of the
physiological state of a developing biosystem, special attention should be paid to optical
absorption spectra.

1. Introduction
At present, numerous studies are devoted to the fundamental mechanisms of developmental biology,
since changes occurring during lifetime from the moment of fertilization of an ovum to an adult
multicellular organism cause many questions related to the formation of a complex multi-level system
that is constantly becoming more complex [1-3].
The use of the embryonic model for the research is very promising, since it provides a possibility to
analyze the functional features of the various embryogenesis stages, including the initial ones, when
within a short period of time many processes that determine the subsequent vital activity of organisms
(active cell division, differentiation, morphogenesis) occur. Even the smallest impact in the early
development stages may entail the appearance of various delayed effects. In addition, embryonic
models have unique advantages for studying the preservation of the completeness of genetic
information, which can only be found in early ontogenesis, since many of the most important genes for
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population conservation are expressed during this period, and a change in the regulatory mechanisms
of gene expression occurs in the initial period of embryogenesis [4,5].
To study these processes, non-invasive methods that allow not to interfere the vital activity of a
living biological system are needed. Spectral imaging is one of such methods [6,7]. It allows
quantitative characterizing the spatial distribution of spectral properties. In this research, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique for early diagnosis of the developing biosystem. For
this purpose, we have assembled an experimental setup based on acousto-optic (AO) imaging add-on
module installed on a microscope. We measured and analysed the optical absorption spectra of
different areas corresponding to fluids and tissues of the loach embryo and showed that this method
may be effectively used to define the state of a developing biosystem.
2. Experimental setup
Different approaches and instrumentation are used to obtain spectral images, but the method based on
tunable optical filters is most versatile. In comparison to other filters, AO tunable filters (AOTFs)
provide a unique combination of features: arbitrary spectral access, high throughput, and the ability of
modulating the transmission function, rather high spectral and spatial resolution, small tuning time,
while being programmable and totally PC-controlled devices with no need of mechanical adjustment.
AOTF is based on anisotropic Bragg diffraction of wideband optical radiation on the ultrasound wave
[8]. The central wavelength λ of the filter transmission band is defined by the period of ultrasound
wave which is driven by a radio-frequency signal and can be controlled electronically.
Fig. 1 shows an imaging system used for the research. The illumination from the light source is
collected by the Koehler illumination system. After passing through the specimen, the light is
collected by the objective lens, which forms the image of the specimen in the infinity. After passing
the tube lens, the light is divided into two paths by means of a beam-splitting prism. One path leads to
the binocular tubes, in which the eyepieces 2 are located. Their front focal planes coincide with the
back focal plane of the tube lens. Consequently, the eyepieces 2 form the infinity-located image of the
specimen for convenient visual inspection. The other path is intended for digital image acquisition.
The tube lens translates the image directly onto the recording plane of color camera 3.

Figure 1. Microscope-based AO spectral imager. 1 – AO spectral imaging unit, 2 – eyepieces for
visual observation, 3 – color camera for wideband image registration.
The AOTF-based add-on module 1 is inserted between the microscope body and the trinocular
head. It consists of a beam-splitter, an optical coupling system, the AOTF, an imaging objective and a
monochrome camera [9]. The device is designed to allow simultaneous visual observation of the
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specimen, color image registration and acquisition of spectral image series necessary for the
measurement of the absorption spectra distribution.
Strong chromatic drift and spatial aberrations of the filtered image caused by diffraction light by
ultrasound can reach several percent of the field of view and make it impossible to obtain accurate
spectral measurements using AOTF images. To overcome this problem we to use the tandem AOTF
[10].
For precise measurement of the spectral dependence I(λ) in any image point x,y, it is necessary to
provide repeatable values of the wavelength λ, intensity I and coordinates x,y. That is why, generally
spectral imager should have a spectral, amplitude and spatial calibrations, correspondingly [11]. In our
case, the specimen may slightly move during a longtime experiments, which leads to the necessity of
additional motion correction (Fig. 2).
Spectral calibration is provided using a certified diffraction spectrometer by accurate measurement
of the dependence of the selected wavelength λ on the frequency f applied to AOTF piezotransducer.
To compensate optics vignetting and illumination non-uniformity, a series of background spectral
images B(x,y;λ) is acquired. After background correction, correlation techniques are applied to the
areas of interest in order to find its offsets Δx(λ) and Δy(λ) during the experiment. Only after all these
three types of correction are done, the corrected images I(x,y;λ) are used for the spectral
measurements.
Spectral calibration
data f(λ)

Background calibration
data B(x,y;λ)

Registration
of spectral images

Background correction
of spectral images

Motion correction
of spectral images

Motion analisys

Δx(λ) and Δy(λ)

I(x,y;λ)

Offset data

Figure 2. Main stages of image processing.
The experiments were carried with the embryo of the loach Misgurnus fossilis which is considered
to be a classical object of developmental biology. Females caught from nature inhabitant were kept in
a refrigerator at 4-5°C. Accelerated maturation of females was performed by hormonal stimulation of
chorionic gonadotropin at room temperature, the artificial insemination was performed according to
the standard method [12]. The fertilized eggs were thoroughly washed with two portions of fresh
water. After that some of the embryos (50 pcs) were placed in an isolated storage with a stabilized
temperature of 17°C. Development stages were determined according to the tables of normal
development of the loach [13,14]. The embryo of a certain developmental stage was thoroughly
washed with two portions of fresh water and placed in the object plane of a microscopic spectral
imager. Spectral image series of the developing embryo were registered twice a minute for
approximately an hour.
3. Results and discussion
Fig. 3 shows one of the spectral images of the loach embryo at 33rd development stage obtained after
the correction procedure. The areas used for spectral analysis are highlighted in red. These regions
represent different parts of embryo (myotomes, different parts of yolk and perivitelline space).
Fig. 4 summarizes the spectral distributions obtained in different regions of loach embryo. The first
feature in the optical absorption spectra for different regions (maxima or their absence) is in the
wavelength region nearby 477 nm. Light at this wavelength plays an important role in many
physiological processes occurring in all living organisms [15]. For head section (eye area) and yolk in
the area of the head section, there is a sharp drop in optical density up to 485 nm. In this case, in
different areas of the perivitelline space, a significant increase in the optical density is observed with a
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maximum at 477 nm, followed by a sharp drop in optical absorption to the minimum, at 485 nm. We
note that in the region of differentiating myotomes, the optical density in this region of wavelengths
does not change. A characteristic feature for all spectra is the greatest change in optical density in the
wavelength range from 450 to 590 nm. In the wavelength range of 590–720 nm, insignificant changes
in the optical density are observed for all selected regions of the loach embryo.

Figure 3. Spectral image of the loach embryo at 33rd stage of development (λ = 635 nm).
1 – head section (eye area); 2 – yolk near the head; 3 – yolk near the tail; 4 – tail section;
5 – differentiated myotomes; 6 – differentiating myotomes; 7 – perivitelline space near the head;
8 – perivitelline space near the tail; 9 – perivitelline space.
More detailed analysis of the spectral features for different regions of the loach embryo emphasizes
the simultaneous growth of optical density at a wavelength of 500 nm for all regions of the embryo. In
the wavelength region of 580–620 nm, the spectra can be divided into two groups: with a slight change
in optical density (perivitelline space and tail region in the tail part of the embryo) and spectra with
well-defined maxima (other tissues shown in figures 2 and 4). In the spectral range from 640 to 670
nm, it is possible to conclude about peculiar resonance rearrangements in the tissues of the embryo by
the spectra appearance. In the wavelength range 670-720 nm, the spectra are naturally divided into two
groups according to the criterion for the presence of a local maximum in the spectrum.
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Figure 4. Optical density spectral distributions for different regions.
Curve numbers correspond to the region numbers in Fig. 3.
For each spectrum, a pattern was found in the location of the maximum values of the optical
absorption intensity in different regions of the embryo, determined by a discrete set of uniform
intervals (the distance between adjacent maxima), among which the values of 20 nm and 30 nm
dominate. The intervals of 20 nm correspond to regular sequences of uniform strokes known for the
scale of characteristic dominant sizes in natural environments [13,14], while the presence of an
interval of 30 nm is associated with the pathological development of a biosystem. Thus, the spectral
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measurements have a clear biophysical interpretation. Further applying advanced techniques for
spectral image processing may allow to extract much more morphological data [16,17].
4. Conclusion
Our analysis shows that spectral imaging of a developing biosystem is an informative and promising
technique. It allows contrast visualisation as well as absorption spectrum measurements in each image
pixel. The biggest fluctuations in optical density are observed in the areas of perivitelline space
(glycoprotein solution). For the image areas corresponding to the loach embryo tissues (tail section,
differentiating myotomes and yolk in the area of the tail section), a stable change in optical density is
observed. It is known that the yolk in the tail section is actively consumed for the embryo energy
needs and the yolk in the region of the head section is preserved until the late development stages. The
difference in spectral characteristics for these areas of the yolk qualitatively confirms its utilization.
Thus, the use of an AO spectral imager provides a fast and precise estimation of living system
properties as well as a unique opportunity to analyse 61the dynamics of the biochemical processes in a
developing embryo by means of processing the time changes of absorption spectra.
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Abstract. The paper introduces how multi-class and single-class problems of searching and
classifying target objects in remote sensing images of the Earth are solved. To improve the
recognition efficiency, the preparation tools for training samples, optimal configuration and use
of deep learning neural networks using high-performance computing technologies have been
developed. Two types of CNN were used to process ERS images: a convolutional neural
network from the nnForge library and a network of the Darknet type. A comparative analysis
of the results is obtained. The research showed that the capabilities of convolutional neural
networks allow solving simultaneously the problems of searching (localizing) and recognizing
objects in ERS images with high accuracy and completeness.

1. Introduction
Today, there is an upsurge of activity in the field of Earth remote sensing (ERS) data processing: new
software systems are being created, high-resolution image processing methods are being modernized.
The current situation is characterized by the improvement of the equipment of spacecraft (SC) and
ground control stations, the expansion of the functionality and spectrum of the image processing tasks
performed. The scope of application of these spacecraft includes monitoring of forest, agricultural and
arctic zones, analysis of natural disasters, environmental protection, public safety, etc. The growing
volumes of evolving ERS data have significantly increased the requirements for speed and quality of
information processing. Recently, artificial neural networks (ANN) and high-performance computing
technologies have been increasingly used.
The analysis of modern work on the application of ANN has shown that neural networks are
mainly used for searching and recognizing targets that are related to the category of nonrigid [1,2].
The authors of this paper created a scientific and practical groundwork in solving various problems
based on intelligent processing of ERS images (multispectral, panchromatic, color) search for rigid
objects and zones of interest using the developed spectrographic approach and the generalized metric
(fires, inundations, ice conditions assessment, etc.) [3-8]. The proposed paper presents the results of
new in-depth studies related to the use of modern convolutional neural networks (CNN) for processing
panoramic full-color ERS images obtained from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs); some methods and
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tools to improve their efficiency and performance during the search and recognition of the objects of
military equipment with the necessary completeness and accuracy, which still remains unresolved
even with an abundance of software, are proposed. The modern formulation of the task of finding and
recognizing an object by a neural network includes the steps of selecting the type, setting the
parameters of the ANN and preparing the input data. The multi-class and single-class problems were
considered as part of the study. The first task is thought of as the search and recognition of objects of
several classes simultaneously. The second task involves the search by a neural network of objects of
a single class.
2. Methods, software tools and results of image processing using ANN
Two types of CNN were used to process ERS images: a convolutional neural network from the
nnForge library [9] and a network of the Darknet type [10]. Both implementations are distinguished by
the support of various types of layers; therewith a flexible configuration is provided and it is possible
to change the structure to suit own needs. In addition, the network of the second type not only
classifies the target objects but also reports on their positions in the shot. A distinctive feature of the
considered CNN is the support of computational speedup using graphics processing units (GPU) both
during training and operation. Copies of trained ANN are distributed between the existing GPUs
where data are processed independently and asynchronously. A special software complex for
designing neural network application systems was used to implement the computational process [11,
12].
A special tool for the automated preparation of training samples has been implemented to improve
the quality of the classification. A human expert prepares preliminarily some images with a
transparency marker set, where background pixels are set invisible using alpha channel controls.
Figure 1 shows the original fragment of the ERS image, on the right: the same fragment is shown after
the alpha channel change. For convenience, images with objects of different classes are sorted to
different directories.

Figure 1. Images: original and with the alpha channel mask.
Various settings of the ANN from the nnForge library (configurations and characteristics of the
layers) can be customized with scaled copies of these images. The scaling factor is chosen so that each
target object is placed in a separate scanning window, the size of which coincides with the size of the
input ANN window. The experiments were conducted on military equipment images of 6000x4000
pixels, made from a height of 300 meters at the Russia Arms Expo – 2015 (RAE-2015) international
exhibition.
The following CNN architecture from the nnForge library was experimentally chosen:
− contrast extraction layer with a 9x9 pixel Gaussian window [13]; the original size of the data
window: 39x39;
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− convolution layer with the 6x6 feature maps (total 136 maps), the hyperbolic tangent module is
used for normalization, the window size after processing is 34x34;
− average subsampling layer with a 2x2 mask, the window size after processing is 17x17;
− convolution layer with the 6x6 feature maps (total 272 maps), the window size after processing
is 12x12;
− average subsampling layer with a 2x2 mask, the window size after processing is 6x6;
− convolution layer with the 6x6 feature maps (total 544 maps), the window size after processing
is 1x1;
− dropout layer with an adjustable probability of disabling connections between neurons
(experimentally set to 0.05);
− convolution layer with the 1x1 feature maps, the number of feature maps corresponds to the
number of distinguished classes, the hyperbolic tangent type activation function is used.
The scanning window during the recognition moves through the image in increments of one pixel
and is processed by the neural network. The sequential processing of the entire image results in a
colored map where the target objects are separated from the background. Figure 2 shows an example
of the original image and the result of its processing.

Figure 2. The original image and the result of its processing.
3.626 million objects automatically extracted from 73 images were used for training. The following
results have been achieved: Classification completeness: background – 0.9976, materiel – 0.9354.
Classification accuracy: background – 0.9392, materiel – 0.9974. Training time: 24 hours on one
Nvidia Geforce GTX 1060 and using a single CPU core Intel Core i7 6850K (of the existing 6 cores,
3.6 @ 4.0 GHz). Processing time of ten panoramic images on one GPU: 3051 s; on two GPUs: 1640 s.
As a result of numerous experiments, the developers of the Darknet network have selected a very
successful architecture, such that it works on different training / test samples [14, 15]. The network,
within certain limits, is resistant to the fact that images of different sizes and subjected to geometric
distortions can be input. The main adjustable parameter is the size of the CNN input layer.
The software tool developed as part of this study includes the programs YOLORotate,
YOLOAnchors and YOLOGetObjects.
The YOLORotate program is designed to convert images into a format suitable for training the
YOLO v2 type ANNs. The data needed for the preparation of a series of our experiments include
many panoramic images taken from the UAV. They have four classes of target objects: IFV (infantry
fighting vehicles), Military vehicles, SPG (self-propelled gun mounts) and Tanks; information about
the coordinates and sizes of each of the objects is pre-assembled and stored in text files. Each such
image has a size of not less than 832x832 pixels, where all target objects occupy a relatively small part
of the image. YOLORotate rotates images from a training sample with a given step, for example, 15
degrees. At the same time, the maximum possible number of fragment images with target objects is
cut out. A total of 4361 fragments for the training sample and 1173 fragments for the test sample were
automatically created. It is guaranteed that on each such fragment there is at least one target object. In
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order to ensure that the target objects are located in random positions of the received fragment images,
a pseudorandom number generator is used. The analysis showed that with the selected size of the
source data of 832x832 pixels, up to 20 targets fall into the frame. The YOLOAnchors program uses
the k-means method [16] to detect the width and height of typical targets on the output window of a
neural network. The program finds several such pairs of sizes, which are used later in the training of
the ANN.
The program YOLOGetObjects segments the images into fragments of 832x832 pixels while
providing a partial intersection, and each next window captures a quarter of the previous one (both
horizontally and vertically). In total, there are 70 fragments per panoramic picture. Further, all
fragments are independently processed using a GPU and a general-purpose processor. The next step is
to combine information about all the target objects found. Figure 3 shows an example of the result of
using a trained ANN.

Figure 3. The result of shot processing by a multi-class ANN.
Table 1. ANN test results with an input window of 416x416 pixels.
6 images per pack 14 images per pack
Share of target
IFV
0.9346
0.9731
objects found
Military cars
0.9880
0.9983
SPG
1.0000
1.0000
Tanks
0.9967
0.9934
Average share of target objects found
0.9798
0.9912
Completeness
IFV
0.7500
0.6885
Military cars
0.9811
0.9949
SPG
0.9006
0.9655
Tanks
0.9058
0.9107
Normalized accuracy IFV
0.9118
0.8947
Military cars
0.8627
0.9541
SPG
0.9990
1.0000
Tanks
0.8561
0.7672
IFV
0.8230
0.7782
F1 -measure
Military cars
0.9181
0.9741
SPG
0.9473
0.9825
Tanks
0.8802
0.8328
0.8922
0.8919
Average F1 -measure
The ratio of the number of found targets to their
0.9869
0.9948
total number
Training time, hours
1.18
2.44
6000x4000 pixels image processing time,
2.13
seconds
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Table 2. ANN test results with an input window of 832x832 pixels.
6 images per pack 14 images per pack
Share of target
IFV
0.9615
0.9538
objects found
Military cars
0.9983
0.9974
SPG
1.0000
1.0000
Tanks
0.9967
0.9934
Average share of target objects found
0.9891
0.9862
Completeness
IFV
0.5846
0.6077
Military cars
0.9657
0.9657
SPG
0.9290
0.9432
Tanks
0.9421
0.9322
Normalized accuracy IFV
0.8630
0.9004
Military cars
0.9462
0.9160
SPG
0.9927
0.9724
Tanks
0.7123
0.7484
IFV
0.6970
0.7256
F1 -measure
Military cars
0.9558
0.9402
SPG
0.9598
0.9576
Tanks
0.8113
0.8303
0.8560
0.8634
Average F1 -measure
The ratio of the number of found targets to their
0.9945
0.9925
total number
Training time, hours
4.78
11.11
6000x4000 pixels image processing time,
5.50
seconds
Table 3. ANN test results with an input window of 416x416 pixels and increased number of
feature maps.
6 images per pack 14 images per pack
Share of target
IFV
0.9615
0.9500
objects found
Military cars
1.0000
0.9983
SPG
1.0000
1.0000
Tanks
0.9934
0.9983
Average share of target objects found
0.9887
0.9867
Completeness
IFV
0.7846
0.7538
Military cars
0.9923
0.9966
SPG
0.9432
0.9473
Tanks
0.9223
0.9438
Normalized accuracy IFV
0.8970
0.9230
Military cars
0.9421
0.9166
SPG
1.0000
1.0000
Tanks
0.8510
0.8616
IFV
0.8371
0.8299
F1 -measure
Military cars
0.9665
0.9549
SPG
0.9708
0.9729
Tanks
0.8852
0.9008
0.9149
0.9146
Average F1 -measure
The ratio of the number of found targets to their
0.9945
0.9937
total number
Training time, hours
4.69
10.37
6000x4000 pixels image processing time,
3.98
seconds
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The batch training where the next step of adjusting the weighting factors is based on information
about the results of processing a limited group of images of the training sample was used in all
experiments. Each group of images on the new training period is formed randomly; preference is given
to the groups with representatives of all classes of target objects. Using batch training allows improve
the quality of the neural network and abandon the resource-intensive dropout layer [17]. The best
package size is chosen experimentally for each problem to be solved.
Tables 1-3 show the refinement characteristics and the results of the experiments performed in
solving a multi-class problem — simultaneous search and recognition of objects of four classes.
Table 4 shows the comparative results of processing the test sample when solving single-class and
multi-class problems. The training time of the selected network configuration on each of the four
classes of military equipment was 6.84, 13.6 and 26.8 hours when working with groups of 28, 56 and
112 images. In the single-class case, the ANN works with only one class; the user has the opportunity
to choose the best option – the network trained using a group of images of the optimal size. In the last
column of table 4, the best coefficients for mixed mode are collected, when a network trained for
individual classes is used. For instance, a network trained on a package of 56 images is used for IFV,
and for the Tanks class – a network trained on a package of 112 images. The average processing time
of a 6000x4000 pixels image in one separate single-class neural network is the same as that of a multiclass neural network, that is, four seconds.
Table 4. Experimental data, multi-class and single-class problems.
Share of founded objects and the size of the group of images
Class of objects
Multi -class problem
Single-class problem
6
14
28
56
112
/
IFV
0.9615
0.9500
0.8577
0.9115
0.8538
0.9115
Military cars
1.0000
0.9983
0.9057
0.8885
0.8954
0.9057
SPG
1.0000
1.0000
0.8276
0.9635
0.9473
0.9635
Tanks
0.9934
0.9983
0.9174
0.9455
0.9521
0.9521
Average share of target
0.9887
0.9867
0.8771
0.9273
0.9121
0.9332
objects found
Training time of one
separate neural network,
4.69
10.37
6.84
13.6
26.8
–
hours
The results of the experiments confirmed the effectiveness of the use of single-class neural
networks. However, training a complex of such networks requires more computing resources than
those used for training of one multi-class network. An increase in the complexity of the task with the
same number of feature maps leads to a decrease in the average share of the found target objects for a
single-class ANN.
3. Conclusion
The article presents the results of research related to the use of modern convolutional neural networks
for processing panoramic full-color aerial ERS images. Using the nnForge and Darknet CNN, multiclass and single-class problems of searching and classifying targets are solved. Some methods for
preparing training samples, optimal configuration, and the use of high-performance computing have
been developed to improve the recognition efficiency. A comparative analysis showed that the oneclass approach has an advantage in recognition quality but loses in operation time. In general, it should
be noted that the capabilities of convolutional neural networks allow solving simultaneously the
problems of searching (localizing) and recognizing objects in ERS images with high accuracy and
completeness.
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Abstract This work has been done to identify quantitative criteria the degree of order and
chaos morphology of porous layers consisting of silicon nanowire arrays. In order to fulfill the
work, a method of using metal-assisted chemical etching has been utilized to produce
nanowires. There has been done a work of digital processing of porous film images which were
extracted by scanning electron microscope. Informational-entropic and Fourier analysis have
been applied to quantitatively describe the degree of order and chaos in nanostructure
distribution in the layers. Self-similarity of the layer morphology has been quantitatively
described via its fractal dimensions by correlation method. The applied approach for image
processing allows us to distinguish the morphological features of as-called "black" (more
ordered) and "white" (less ordered) silicon layers, which are characterized by minimal and
maximal optical reflection, respectively. From all of the methods of digital techniques that we
have used the method for determining the conditional information of a chaotic set was proved
to be the most informative.

1. Introduction
Recently porous silicon (Si) nanostructures as nanowires (NWs) are intensively studied in view of
their possible applications in optoelectronics, photonics, and sensorics [1-5]. Si NWs possess unique
electrical and optical properties, which are prospective for biomedicine [6-8] and advanced energy and
environment applications [9]. Porous silicon films are of particular interest because the electrical and
optical properties of these films depend on their porosity, thickness, size distribution of pores and
nanocrystals. In general, a tailoring of the nanostructure morphology seems to be promising for the
development of new semiconductor devices for different purposes.
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Nanocluster semiconductor films, including porous layers of silicon nanowire (SiNWs) grown in
non-equilibrium conditions have scale-invariant, hierarchically self-similar, i.e. fractal and multifractal structure [10-13]. The scale invariance of a SiNW film is in their self-similarity (similarity
coefficients on different variables are equal to each other) and self-affinity (similarity coefficients are
different on different variables, that corresponds to anisotropic structure of the film).
Fractal distribution of nanoclusters and pores in a film, which is grown by wet chemistry method,
can be caused by processes of self-organization occurred in non-equilibrium non-linear open systems.
The self-organization is considered as appearance of the order from chaos. Description of porous
silicon films with partially ordered SiNWs is an interesting scientific problem because the
informational entropy and fractal dimension can be used as quantitative characteristics of dynamical
chaos. According to the well-known Prigozhin theorem, derivative of entropy with respect to time
tends to its minimal value at self-organization. In agreement with Klimontovich’s S-theorem [14],
entropy decreases at self-organization of a system. Possibility to define the entropy via fractal measure
has been described in Ref.[15]. It is noted, that if the order of multifractal moment characterizing a
hierarchical system is equal to unity, one can calculate entropy of the system. However, calculation of
multifractal moment’s order is a stand-along scientific problem. The ordering of different complex
systems (universe, galaxies, oscillatory systems, etc.) on different spatial scales also can be described
using entropy [16-18]. The informational entropy can be considered as a value containing information
about the system [16]. The thermodynamic entropy can be used for the description of organized
structures evolution, for example, expansion of Universe [17]. In Ref.[18] it is shown that
thermodynamic entropy can be used for control of self-organized criticality by description of
nanosized structure of thin film coatings.
The informational entropy is a basic building block of complexity theory including theories of
chaos and fractals [19, 20]. To evaluate the informational entropy of nanostructured systems it is
required more accurate analysis of surface and bulk nano-thermodynamics. The problem is in the fact
that for the description of equilibrium systems, usually Boltzmann entropy is used. For the description
of non-equilibrium systems one should consider the Shannon entropy. But in this case we have
difficulties related with normalization of entropy, because entropy tends to infinity at decreasing of
size of cells to zero. In this paper we will pay attention to this problem.
Fractal analysis of images allows us to detect and describe singularities of cluster structure of films.
The fractal analysis is useful for the description of self-affinity of films with different chemical
composition and for quantitative description of surface waviness, irregularity, roughness and
anisotropy [21]. Calculation of the fractal dimensions of different surface can be used for their
optimal position at grinding processes [22].
As usual, distribution of pores in different materials is characterized by fractal regularities. Studies
of the relation between fractal dimension and porosity have been described in Refs. [23-25]. Thus, the
fractal dimension of porous membranes significantly depends on percentage ratio of components [23].
Calculations of numeric values of the fractal dimension of porous samples are used in computerized
tomography for the description of pore structure of rocks [24]. An analysis of the porosity and pore
structures by using the fractal and multi-fractal approaches is widely used in geology for oil, gas and
geothermal systems [25]. However, in general, the desired relationship between porosity and fractal
dimension is ambiguous. Objects containing fractals with different number of iterations of their parts
(prefractals) have the same values of fractal dimension but different values of porosity. Note that a
description of the physical processes in nanostructures with quantum properties is possible on the base
of comprehensive analysis of their scale-invariant (fractal), informational-entropic, topological, and
spectral characteristics. The present work is aimed to quantitatively describe the scale-invariant
structure of porous SiNWs layers and to develop an adequate technique for distinguishing films of
"black" and "white" silicon by their morphology.
2. Experimental
Samples of two types, i.e. so-called "black" and "white" porous layers, were obtained by metalassisted chemical etching (MACE), which is a "top-down" approach of material processing by
dissolution catalyzed with noble metal nanoparticles [6-9]. As a substrate we used (100) oriented pV International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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type c-Si wafers with resistivity of 1-10 Ω*cm and the treatment was carried out in three stages: 1)
deposition of catalyst metal particles on the substrate surface, 2) chemical etching of the substrate and
3) removal of residual metal particles. In our experiments as the catalyst we used silver (Ag)
nanoparticles, which were precipitated on the surface of c-Si substrates from a mixture of 0.02 M
aqueous solution of AgNO3 and 5M aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF) in the volume ratio
1:1 for 45 sec. Then the MACE treatment was done by immersing the samples in a mixture of 5M HF
and 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) taken in the volume ratio of 10:1. The length of SiNWs (layer
thickness) was determined by the etching time. To obtain samples of "black silicon" and "white
silicon" the MACE treatment was performed during 1-10 minutes and 0.5-6 hours, correspondingly.
After the MACE process, the samples were immersed in 45% concentrated nitric acid (HNO3) for 15
minutes to remove residual Ag particles and then the samples were washed in de-ionized water and
dried in air.
The structure properties of the obtained samples were studied by means of the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) using an ULTRA 55 FE-SEM (Carl Zeiss) microscope. Spectra of the total
reflection were measured in the optical range from 0.2 to 1.2 µm using a spectrophotometer Lambda
35, Perkin Elmer. The optical measurements were carried out at room temperature in air.
Typical spectra of the total reflectance of SiNW arrays with low (“black”) and high (“white”) level
of the reflectance are shown in Figure 1.
100

Figure 1. Total reflection spectra of
two samples of SiNWs prepared for 2
min (close circles) and 30 min (open
circles) as well as for a double-side
polished c-Si wafer (solid line).
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3. Analysis of SEM images
3.1. Porosity evaluation
Porosity of a SiNW layer can be experimentally determined by gravimetric measurements of the
corresponding substrate before and after MACE [7,8]. However, this method is characterized by
relatively low accuracy when the mass measurement occurred at a nanoscale. While the porosity of a
thin film of SiNWs can be calculated from its optical density [6], it gives only the average porosity
and it can be only applied for films with low light scattering.
Different methods can be used for image processing [26-28]. In our work the porosity of the top of
SiNW layer was estimated from an analysis of the corresponding top view SEM images. The analysis
was done in the following way. At the first stage a square part of a SEM image with sizes 700 ˟ 700
pixels was selected (see for example Figure 2a). At the second step, the selected area (Figure 2(b)) has
been subjected to conversion of contrast enhancement. At the third step, the image was converted to
the “black and white” format (Figure 2(c)). The corresponding histogram of the brightness distribution
of pixel is shown in Figure 2(d). The horizontal axis corresponds to the brightness level, B , in the
range from 0 (black pixels) to 255 (white pixels), and the vertical axis represents number N of pixels.
Porosity of the films was calculated as follows
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Nw
,
(1)
N w + Nb
where Nb and Nw are numbers of black (pores) and white (Si nanocrystal) pixels, correspondently.

η = 1−

а)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 2. a) SEM image of a porous Si film where green lines select a fragment for the digital
analysis; (b) the fragment selected for image processing; (c) the segment image with high contrast
containing only white and black pixels; (d) histogram of the distribution of pixel intensities in the
image.
3.2. Information entropy analysis
SEM images of investigated silicon films show that these films have porous structure and contain sets
of quantum nanowires with complex internal structure. These sets form separated clusters with
different shape and chaotic distribution. The information entropy is widely used to characterize the
chaotic state of an object. We have defined its numeric value via the following well-known formula:
N

N

S ( x, y ) = − ∑∑ Pi , j ( x, y ) lnPi , j ( x, y ) ,

(2)

=i 1 =j 1

where Pi , j is the probability of pixel with a certain brightness proportional to histogram counts (Figure

2(d)), which correspond to a segment of the original image in ( x, y ) plane.
Dependence of non-normalized informational entropy on porosity of the films is shown in Figure 3.
In case of using the expression S(x,y)/(S(x)+S(y)) we obtain values of entropy normalized to unit
because entropy is maximal if a process is independent on variables x and y. Surfaces of "white"
silicon observed in the vertical direction (top view) have bigger values of porosity than lateral sides of
the films. The entropy of a top side of film decreases with increasing of porosity, but entropy of its
lateral side increases. It should also be noted that entropy of "black" silicon films is smaller than
entropy of "white" silicon films by about 50%. It means that "black" silicon is more ordered than
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"white" silicon, i.e. pore sizes are distributed according to some regularity and coherent absorption of
photons is possible
7
6.5

Figure 3. Dependence of the information
entropy on porosity of films.
Number of cells (pixels is 700 ˟ 700)
̶ "white" silicon (top view);
̶ "white" silicon (lateral view);
̶ "black" silicon (top view);
̶ "black" silicon (lateral view).
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Figure 4 represents a dependence of the information-to entropy ratio (IER) on porosity. The
information (I(x|y)) has been defined as a difference between full entropy S(x,y) and conditional
entropy S(x|y) as
(3)
I=
( x | y ) S ( x, y ) − S ( x y ) ,
where x, y are horizontal and vertical coordinates.
The designation I(x|y) corresponds to values of information calculated via variable x at known
value of y. Entropy S(x|y) can be defined via conditional probability as P(x|y)=P(x,y)/P(y).
Formula (3) reflects the generally accepted definition of information which meaning is measure of
order (certainty) [14]. Conditional entropy (corresponding to some order) is always less then
unconditional entropy (absence of order), so, I(x|y) is always greater than zero. In the theory of
telecommunications formula (3) contains S(x) instead of S(x,y). It leads to understated values of I(x|y).
The relation of I(x|y)/ S(x|y)=IER (information-to-entropy ratio) is an analog of signal-to-noise
ratio SNR widely used in radiophysics [29-31]. Difference between these values is in the fact that SNR
should be calculated at a known noise level, but IER can be defined without knowing the noise level.
While the entropy of "black" silicon is less than that of "white" one, the information is larger.
1.16
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Figure 4. Dependence of the
information-to-entropy ratio on porosity
of SiNW films
̶ "white" silicon (top view);
̶ "white" silicon (lateral view);
̶ "black" silicon (top view);
̶ "black" silicon (lateral view).

3.3. Fractal dimension analysis
Fractal dimensions of the films have been defined by use of the box-counting method. As expected,
due to scale-invariant structure of nanostructured films values of their fractal dimensions differ
insignificantly (the values belong to the range 1.80 ÷ 1.95). Although values of fractal dimension vary
insignificantly because of presence of prefractals (fractals of different iterations), porosity can vary
significantly. This fact is evident from Figure 5 illustrating dependence of the fractal dimension on
porosity of the films.
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Figure 5. Dependence of fractal
dimension of SiNW films on their
porosity.
̶ "white" silicon (top view);
̶ "white" silicon (lateral view);
̶ "black" silicon (top view);
̶ "black" silicon (lateral view).
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Figure 6. SEM image of "white" silicon film (top view) (a), histogram of pixel intensities of the
image (b), three-dimensional Fourier spectrum (c), projection of the Fourier spectrum on the plane (d),
cross-section of three-dimensional spectrum along X- and Y-axes (e).
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3.4. Fourier analysis of SEM-images
Results of an application of the two-dimension Fourier transform analysis for the description of SEM
images of different films are shown in Figures. 6-9. Figure 6 illustrates results obtained at processing
of a typical image of "white" silicon film (top view). Figures 7, 8 and 9 describe "white" silicon
(lateral view), "black" silicon (top view) and "black" silicon (lateral view), correspondently. The
Fourier transform has been applied to elements of matrix describing pixel intensities of an original
image. Cross-section lines of three-dimensional Fourier spectra are drawn along the abscissa and
ordinate axes in such way that they pass through centers of the graphs. Using two-dimensional Fourier
transform let us describe type of silicon films ("black" or "white" silicon). Weak asymmetry in the
Fourier spectra corresponds to certain anisotropy of structure of the films caused by experimental
conditions.
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Figure 7. Cross-sectional SEM image of "white" silicon film (lateral view) (a), histogram of pixel
intensities of the image (b), three-dimensional Fourier spectrum (c), projection of the Fourier spectrum
on the plane (d), cross-section of three-dimensional spectrum along X- and Y-axes (e).
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From the presented above graphs we can see that histograms describing distribution of pixel
intensities of images of "white" and "black" silicon films are noticeably different: histograms
corresponding to "white" silicon are usually solid, but histograms of "black" silicon contain sharp
bursts. This difference between histograms of "white" and "black" silicon films indicate to the fact that
"black" silicon has more expressed structuredness. These characteristic features of the histograms can
be used for classification of silicon films to "white" and "black" silicon.
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Figure 8. Image of "black" silicon film (top view) (a), histogram of pixel intensities of the image (b),
three-dimensional Fourier spectrum (c), projection of the Fourier spectrum on the plane (d), crosssection of three-dimensional spectrum along X- and Y-axes (e).
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Figure 9. Cross-sectional SEM mage of "black" Si film (lateral view) (a), histogram of pixel
intensities of the image (b), three-dimensional Fourier spectrum (c), projection of the Fourier spectrum
on the plane (d), cross-section of three-dimensional spectrum along X- and Y-axes (e).

4. Conclusions
The quantitative analysis of SEM images of nanostructured films with properties of "white" and
"black" silicon, which were formed by MACE c-Si wafers, allowed us to estimate the porosity varied
from 42% to 53% for their lateral sides and from 46% to 58% for their top sides. Thus, the top
surfaces of "white" silicon have larger porosity than that for the lateral sides and this fact indicates the
gradient of morphology related to the MACE growth of Si NWs accompanied with their gradual
chemical dissolution. The revealed difference between information entropy for "black" and "white" Si
films shows that the structure of the former is more ordered than that for the latter. The fractal
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dimensions of the both types of nanostructured Si layers are different due to the presence of fractals
with different iterations. The Fourier analysis of SEM images also indicates that the "white" silicon
films are more isotropic than the "black" ones. This fact is confirmed by values of the scaling factor
describing colored noise typical for distribution of nanostructures. The distribution histogram of pixel
intensities in the SEM images of the top of Si NW arrays reveals the Gaussian function and a power
law for the "white" and "black" samples, respectively. Thus, the performed informational-entropic,
fractal, spectral, and statistical treatments of the SEM images indicate that the optical properties of
"black" and "white" samples are related to the more ordered structure of the former that ensures the
stronger effective absorption of light with photon energies below the bandgap.
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Abstract. The paper presents the theoretical and algorithmic aspects for making a personalized
recommender system (mobile service) designed for public route transport users. The main
focus is on identifying and formalizing the concept of "user preferences", which is the basis of
modern personalized recommender systems. Informal (verbal) and formal (mathematical)
formulations of the corresponding problems of determining "user preferences" in a specific
spatial-temporal context are presented: the preferred stops definition and the preferred
"transport correspondence" definition. The first task can be represented as a well-known
classification problem. Thus, it can be formulated and solved using well-known pattern
recognition and machine learning methods. The second is reduced to the construction of
dynamic graphs series. The experiments were conducted on data from the mobile application
"Pribyvalka-63". The application is the tosamara.ru service part, currently used to inform
Samara residents about the public transport movement.

1. Introduction
The amount of heterogeneous data characterizing the transport situation in the city has increased due
to the widespread and active use of modern electronic communications systems, global navigation
systems, and various active and passive sensors. Such information is used in navigation and reference
systems (services) quite widely [1]. However, along with the development of services and their
popularization, the expectations and demands of users and the amount of information that has to be
taken into account when planning movements are growing. User demand is individualized from the
classic tasks of searching for the “shortest path” [2] or getting a “forecast of arrival at a stop of public
transport” [3, 4], shifting expectations from services to Intelligent personal assistants. Although the
final decision or choice in such systems remains with the person, the options of the solutions they offer
are significantly dependent on the scenario conditions of the request as well as on previous actions and
decisions of the user [5, 6]. Accounting for all of the indicated factors is possible in “self-tuning”
systems for individual user preferences based on machine learning methods [7]. The imperfection of
existing algorithms and the lack of significant experience in the use of machine learning methods in
such systems prevents the rapid emergence of such services.
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Multimodal routing is determined by the possibility of using several modes of transport in one trip.
The analysis of modern literature devoted to recommender systems of multimodal routing [5, 8, 9]
allows us to identify some major problems:
– The cold start problem is a well-known and well-researched problem for recommender systems
[8, 10]: it is essential to achieve a balance between the accuracy of the recommended routes from
system initialization. Thus, the allowable setting time for a personal preference profile should be
small.
– The receiving information method from the user is not formalized [11, 12].
– Individual characteristics such as personal income, age, gender, family size, access to public
transport influence the choice of the route even for the same purpose of the trip [13].
– User preferences change over time. In addition, context influences user selection [14, 15].
– Typical existing solutions mainly use the Bayesian approach with a sequential parameter
recalculation scheme [5, 16].
– It is possible to use transfer learning to improve recommendations [17].
– The problem of determining traffic flow on the vehicle route [18].
This article proposes one of the possible ways of describing and solving the problem of
determining individual preferences of users of public route transport and creating a personalized
recommender system. The system uses user interaction data with the mobile service as part of the
problem of creating a personalized recommender system. The second section of the work formalizes
the basic concepts and introduces the basic notation for all objects of interaction. The third section
describes the information arising from the public transport user interaction with the mobile application
"Pribyvalka-63". Mobile application and service tosamara.ru, are currently used to inform Samara
residents about public transport movement and its arrival at the stop. Also in this section are presented
the variants of unformalized (verbally described) definitions of "user preferences", suitable for further
consideration. The fourth section presents the mathematical formulations of problems, as well as
methods and algorithms. Finally, the fifth section presents the results of experimental studies on real
data obtained using the mobile application "Pribyvalka-63".
2. Definitions and designations
Let S be the set of public transport stops. Let for each stop s ∈ S defined spatial (geographical)
coordinates x s ≡ ( xs , ys , zs ) and some unique stop identifier, denoted by ID(s). Without loss of

{

}

generality, we can assume that the set S is ordered (for example, by ID(s)): S = s1 , s2 , , s S .
Let the value d determine the calendar date, the value t - the time of day, and w ( d ) ∈W - the day
of the week, taking values from the set:
W=W0  W1 ,
(1)
W0 ≡ {MON , TUE ,WEN , THU , FRI } , W1 ≡ {SAT , SUN }.
Let V determine the set of public transport vehicles, each v ∈ V is characterized by the type
type ( v ) ∈ { BUS , TRAM , TROL, MARS } ,
(2)
and has a unique identifier ID(v) (in practice, the unique identifier may coincide with the vehicle state
registration number). For each vehicle at any time, we consider its spatial coordinates to be
determined:
(3)
x ( v, d , t ) ≡ ( x ( v, d , t ) , y ( v, d , t ) , z ( v, d , t ) ) .
Denote the routes set of public transport objects as M. In addition, each route m ∈ M is
characterized by five arguments:

(

m ≡ ID ( m ) , N ( m ) , s ( m ) , N

*

( m) , x ( m)) ,

(4)

where ID ( m ) - route identifier (in practice, the route number), N ( m ) - stops number in the route, and

s ( m ) - stops sequence in an amount N ( m ) of form:
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(

)

s ( m ) = s1m , s2m ,, sNm( m ) ,

where snm ∈ S

( m ∈ M, n ∈1, N ( m )) . Let S( m ) ≡ {s }

m
i i =1, N m
( )

(5)

⊆ S be the stops set of the corresponding

route, ind ( s, m ) - stop index s of route m, viz. ind ( snm , m ) = n . In case s ∉ S ( m ) the corresponding
index is assumed to be "indefinite", and denoted as ∆: ind ( s, m ) = ∆ . Denote the routes set passing
through one or a couple stops as follows:
(6)
M ( s ) ≡ {m ∈ M: s ∈ S ( m )} , M ( s1, s 2 ) ≡ {m ∈ M: s1∈ S ( m ) ∧ s2 ∈ S ( m )} .
More detailed information about the route geometry is represented by a pair N ( m ) , x ( m ) , where
the first value determines the number of nodes of the polyline describing the route, and the second is
the vector defining the coordinates of these nodes:
*

(

)

x ( m ) ≡ x1m , x 2m , , x mN * m .
( )
For convenience, we will call the pair ( m, k ) ,

(7)

( k = 1, K ( d , m )) route implementations (RI) on the

appropriate day d.
Additionally, we denote t ( d , m, k , s ) - vehicle arrival time assigned to RI (m,k) on day d, to stop

s ∈ S ( m ) (in case s ∉ S ( m ) we consider the time value as uncertain).
Denote the vehicle assigned to RI (m,k) on day d, as v ( d , m, k ) ∈ V

1, K ( d , m ) ) .
(k =

In addition to the vehicles, pedestrians and passengers, considered in the paper as the users of
transport services, are participants in the traffic. Denote by U the set of users, and we will characterize
each specific user u ∈ U with a unique identifier ID(u) (mobile device id or hash code) and spatial
coordinates at a specific point in time d , t :
(8)
x ( u, d , t ) ≡ ( x ( u, d , t ) , y ( u, d , t ) , z ( u, d , t ) ) .
If there is no information about user coordinates, we consider that they have "undefined value" ∆ (all
three at the same time).

Figure 1. Blue circle – stop location, purple circles – user location points at request time.
3. Mobile application and support service data, «informal preferences» options
For the mobile service "Pribyvalka-63" data for analysis are presented as follows:
- stop data (identifiers and coordinates);
- route information (identifiers and stop identifier list);
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- data on the vehicle (identifiers), location coordinates (with a frequency of 2 times per minute), the
destination to routes;
- coordinates of users and request parameters are recorded during requests (request results are not
saved, since they can be restored from vehicle traffic data) in the form: ID ( s ) , d , t , ID ( u ) , x ( u , d , t ) ;
- user response to the request is not saved.
Based on the presented data, the following two options "user preferences" seem appropriate (we
consider the user known):
- user-preferred stops at specific space-time coordinates (Figure 1);
- user-preferred "transport correspondence", also considered in the space-time context. "Transport
correspondence" refers to the actual movement from one stop to another, the route chosen and the
route vehicle type. Information about the "starting" and "end" stops of a particular user is optional
(derived) information (Figure 2).

Figure 2. "Start" and "End" stops of a specific user.
4. Methods
4.1 User-preferred stops
The task of determining "user-preferred stops" when it is in certain space-time coordinates can be
formalized as follows.
Let given precedent set (training examples) for a specific user. Each precedent is a set of spacetime context vector-description and the corresponding "answer" (in our case, the stop identifier). It is
necessary for the newly received space-time context vector-description of the new situation (which
may be absent in the list of precedent examples), to indicate the most "suitable (s) / relevant (s)"
answer (s), if necessary, ordering them by degree relevance.
For the case of a single issued response, the described task is a well-known classification theory
[19, 20] or machine learning [7, 21], where, according to the object/situation description, the system
should indicate the object/situation class as a feature vector. Any recognition algorithm can be
represented as two consecutive operators. The first operator translates the description of the object into
a numerical value characterizing the "degree of membership" to the class. And the second, according
to the indicated value, refers to a specific class [22]. In statistical methods of recognition, the posterior
probability [19] is used as a numerical value, in algebraic [23] - estimates, in neural network - the
output of the last layer of neurons, etc. Denote the specified numeric value Γ ( features; class ) .
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Thus, the formal formulation of the problem for a specific user u ∈ U can be represented as follows
(where z ≡ ID ( s ) ).
Given:
a) precedent set in the form {xi , di , ti ; zi }i∈ℑ . (feature vector; answer)
b) feature vector of the new situation x, d , t .
It is necessary: for the specified vector x, d , t to determine the permutation of objects

{

} such that
Γ ( x, d , t ; ID ( s ( ) ) ) ≥ Γ ( x, d , t ; ID ( s ( ) ) ) ≥  ≥ Γ ( x, d , t ; ID ( s ( ) ) ) .

from an ordered set (stops) S = s1 , s2 , , s S
σ 1

σ 2

σ S

The result for the user is an ordered stops list:
sσ (1) , sσ ( 2) , , sσ ( S ) .

(9)
(10)

The formal quality measure of the final decision:
S
1
Γ=
Γ x, d , t ; ID sσ ( i ) .
(11)
∑
Σ
i =1 i
Solution:
Theory of pattern recognition and machine learning offers a variety of methods for solving the
problem. In this paper, we use an approach based on the calculating estimates idea proposed by Yu. I.
Zhuravlev [23] and nonparametric estimation of Parzen probability density [19]. Set the value
Γ ( features; class ) , characterizing feature vector belongs to a class

(

( ))

;x , d ,t ) I ( z z ) ,
∑ µ ( x, d , t=

=
Γ ( x, d , t ; z )

i

i∈ℑ

i

i

(12)

i

where

 ( w ( d ) ∈W0 ∧ w ( di ) ∈W0 ) ∨ 
 ⋅ exp ( −α t − ti ) ⋅ exp ( − β x − xi
µ ( x , d , t ; x i , d i , ti ) I 
=
 ( w ( d ) ∈W1 ∧ w ( di ) ∈W1 ) 


Event indicator:
1, a = true;
I (a) = 
0, a = false.

The values

) . (13)
(14)

- some coefficients, t − ti - a numerical value (for example, the number of

seconds), which characterizes the difference between t , ti . As a result, the algorithm for solving the
problem of determining "user-preferred stops" will be as follows:
Step 1. For all stops from the set S calculate the values (12):

Γ ( x, d , t ; ID ( si ) ) , i =
1, S .

(15)

Step 2. The values set obtained in (15) is ordered in descending order — a permutation is formed
(9).
The resulting permutation is the solution of the problem. An ordered list of stops is provided to the
user (10).
«Cold Start» Solution:
To solve the "cold start" problem, the precedent set as follows supplements the initially empty
precedent set:

{( x , d 0, t 0; ID ( s ) )}  {( x , d1, t 0; ID ( s ) )} ,
i

i

i

i

i = 1, S ,

(16)

where t0="0h00min", d0 and d1 are the dates, respectively, of the weekend and working days

(

preceding the system launch date, and xi i = 1, S

)

(

)

- stop coordinates si i = 1, S . Analysis of
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expressions (12) - (13) shows that with such "starting" data, the contribution of the time component
exp ( −α t − ti ) in expression (12) will be the same, and the differences in values Γ () will be
completely determined by differences in Euclidean distances from the point x to the stops coordinates

(

)

xi i = 1, S . Thus, the value Γ ( x,; ID ( s ) ) will be more significant when s closer to x .

4.2 User-preferred "transport correspondence"
The task of determining the user-preferred "transport correspondence" can be presented as the task of
estimating the probability characteristics (relative frequency) of correspondences. That is, the
movements from the stop s1 to the stop s2, in the space-time context. The following values are
important (all characteristics are related to the behavior of a particular user u):

( m ∈ M ( s1, s2) ,

)

•

pu ( t s1, s 2, m, Wa )

•

s1→s2 with the route choice m on the weekday Wa ; the density function corresponds to the
“boarding time” on the route vehicle, and is indicated to stop s1;
pu ( t s1, s 2, Wa ) - correspondence time distribution density s1→s2 on the weekday Wa ;

•
•

a=
0,1 - correspondence time distribution density

Pu ( s1, s 2 Wa ) - correspondence probability s1→s2 on the weekday Wa ;

Pu ( m s1, s 2, Wa ) - probability of choosing the route m for implementing the correspondence

s1→s2 on the weekday Wa ;
•

Pu ( m Wa ) - probability of choosing the route m for implementing the correspondence on the

weekday Wa ;

• Pu * ( s | Wa ) - the probability that the stop s is the “end/start”.
Additional information about user behavior can be obtained from additional data:
• pu ( ρ | Wa ) - distances distribution that the user is able to overcome without using route
vehicles;
• pu (τ ρ , Wa ) - time distribution that the user spends in overcoming the corresponding
distance.
All specified values can be calculated on potential user correspondences data collected by the
recommender system:
(17)
sistart , siend , mij , ki j , t ( d , mij , ki j , sistart ) ,τ i* , σ i*

{

}

i∈I d

start
i

for each day d and user. Where s

end
i

,s

- correspondence data, information about the route

mij , ki j t ( d , mij , ki j , sistart ) - vehicle arrival time RI at the stop sistart ,τ i* ,σ i* - mean and standard deviation
of potential boarding on the vehicle.
5. Experiments
The presented method software implementation was written in Python. The results were visualized
based on Google Maps. The experiments used "Pribyvalka-63" mobile application and tosamara.ru
service data.
The database obtained during the experiments, contains information about requests 57190 users.
Each user is represented by a unique identifier ID(u), which is defined by the device ID hash code and
is impersonal. The database contains a total of 4103161 user requests for an arrival forecast at a public
transport stop. From 1478 stops of the tosamara.ru service, users made requests to 1417 stops.
For the experiments, we selected common user requests that represent the average user of the
service. Maps with different parameters
and request time were built to visualize the results
of the proposed approach. The color of the area on the map corresponds to the first stop from the
ordered list (10). An example of determining the preferred stop for the user is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Preferred stops map depending on user location.
Leave-One-Out cross-validation was applied to obtain statistical indicators characterizing the
quality of the proposed algorithm. The partitions number С1ℑ of the user requests set in this case is
equal to ℑ , and the classification accuracy is calculated as follows:
Accuracy =

1
ℑ

∑I (z
i∈ℑ

i

)

≡ ID( sσ i (1) ) ⋅ 100%

(18)

where the indicator I ( a ) corresponds to (14).
Also, another method was implemented for comparison with the proposed algorithm, in which the
user was offered the nearest stop, without taking into account previous requests. The proposed
algorithm accuracy was 93%, for the nearest stop algorithm - 65%.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the informal and mathematical problem formulations of defining user
preferences. Users take public transport route in a personalized recommendation system task. We
showed the results of an experimental study. An algorithm was developed using pattern recognition
and machine learning methods. The determining the user preferred transport correspondence task was
formalized and an approach to its solution was specified.
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Abstract. The article describes the algorithm for creating three-dimensional Barcodes to
represent nD features. The algorithm is based on computer topology methods using the 3D
sweep hull algorithm for computing convex hulls and Delaunay triangulation. The result of the
algorithm are 3D Barcodes of features. 3D Barcode graphs were built that reflect their time
differences.. The algorithm for constructing 3D Barcodes will allow analyzing spatial nD
objects at different time intervals.

1. Introduction
Currently, geographic information systems mainly work with vector 2D maps. But now, the
information on 2D maps is not enough for a more detailed analysis of the terrain, so GIS is
increasingly beginning to include the ability to process 3D maps.
The relevance of the work lies in the fact that the existing algorithms for processing and storing 3D
map data work exclusively with coordinates, which significantly increases the processing time of such
objects. It is proposed to apply computer topology methods using the 3D sweep hull algorithm to
develop an algorithm for constructing 3D Barcodes that will allow storing and quickly processing data
on spatial objects in GIS [1, 2, 3].
There are various algorithms for handling nD features. In [4], an algorithm is presented that allows
processing nD objects. The meaning of the algorithm is to simulate n-dimensional characteristics (time
and scale) as additional geometric dimensions perpendicular to the spatial objects, creating a higher
order model in the use of intervals, on the basis of which 2D models are raised to the following
dimensions. These intervals are obtained from the cell complex (topological space) and they are
divided into smaller ones. Extrusion is a widely used method in GIS for creating simple 3D models.
Starting from the planar partition of the polygons and the height interval associated with each of them,
it generates a set of spatially-decomposing rectangular polyhedra, assuming that each polygon exists
over its entire segment. For example, a set of building trails and related heights are squeezed into a set
of simple prismatic buildings [5, 6, 7].
The authors of [8] were builded the foundation for the integration of five dimensions into one
formal presentation of data. The formal definition of geographic data in the 5D conceptual continuum
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will most effectively manage and query geographic data using one integrated approach. In addition, it
will ensure consistency in scope and time.
This approach led to a new theory and method for geodata, as well as technologies that implement
multidimensional partitioning. Integration of multidimensional geodata concepts allows to use of
common geometry and embedded topological, temporal and scale structures through full 3D + time +
scale splitting.
But these algorithms are based on the use of coordinates of objects, which significantly slows down
their processing.
In this work, three-dimensional Barcodes will be built on the basis of data from spatial objects from
a 3D map. The resulting Barcodes will be compared with 2D Barcodes for vector maps. The
advantages of the developed algorithm can be considered as the speed of work, the ability to work
with three-dimensional maps, as well as to store object changes over time.
2. Algorithm for constructing 3D Barcodes for nD features in GIS
The algorithm of building 3D Barcodes is based on the 3D sweep hull algorithm [9]. This algorithm is
also called the Newton apple shell, and it functions as follows:
1. Sort a set of points {x, y, z} in the sequence z  x  y .
2. Starting with the first of the sorted points, the points are connected, until a triangle of the area
is formed to form an array. The process of connection occurs by building a ball around each
point.
3. New points are sequentially added to the array. The edges of the array are triangles, which are
represented as a list with information about adjacency. The process of adding a new point to
the array includes determining which triangular faces are visible to the new point and
replacing them with new triangles made using the new point and closing the edges in terms of
the new point.
4. Next, a non-intersecting triangulation of the set of triangles is created.
5. Adjacent pairs of triangles of this triangulation must be “inverted” in order to create Delaunay
triangulation from the original non-overlapping triangulation.
The algorithm generates Delaunay triangulation together with a three-dimensional convex hull for a
set of points.
The construction of the Barcode itself takes place by analogy with 2D Barcodes as described in
[10]. The object barcode B = {(x i , l i )} , where, i = 1,2…, n is the hole number, n is the number of
holes, x i is the coordinate of the beginning of the object’s Barcode hole, l i is the length of the
object’s Barcode hole.
A distinctive feature is the addition of the third component in the Barcode which is a time t .
Taking into account the added time, Barcodes for different periods of time are combined on each
radius into a single component.
Accordingly, 3D Barcodes, built on the basis of data on nD objects, will look like this:
B = {(x i , l i , t i )} , where t i is a certain period of time in which the object was changed [11, 12].
Also 3D Barcode can have another third component line, for example, scale s .
Then the Barcode will look like: B = {(x i , l i , s i )} , where s i is the scale on which the feature is
displayed.
3D Barcode can be built not only for one object, but also for their group. In this case, the
coordinates of the entire group of objects will be perceived as a single object.
Consider the construction of 3D Barcode on an example. Figure 1 shows a 3D feature. Figure 2
shows the 3D Barcode for the object shown in Figure 1.
The graph of Figure 2 shows the Barcode length on the axis x, the Barcode radius on the axis y, and
the year of change on the axis z.
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Figure 1. Example of a 3D object.

Figure 2. 3D Barcode.
3. The results of the algorithm
To carry out the experiment of building 3D Barcode, a tablet of the 1990s was taken, reflected in
Figure 3 (a) with the image of a map of the city's terrain. Some of the objects were built in 3D, and
Barcode was built for them. Then the plot from this area was taken from Yandex maps for 2018. This
area is reflected in Figure 3 (b). For these objects was also built 3D Barcode shown in Figure 3 (c).

a)

b)

c)
Figure 3. A group of objects and their 3D Barcodes: a-b) Objects that change over time; c) 3D
Barcodes of objects in different time intervals.
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For comparison, 2D Barcodes were constructed for the objects from Figure 3 (a, b). These
Barcodes are shown in Figure 4 (a, b).

b)
a)
Figure 4. Graph of 2D Barcodes: a) Barcode for objects from figure 3 (a); b) Barcode for objects from
figure 3 (b).
When comparing 2D and 3D Barcode graphs, we can conclude that 3D Barcodes are more
informative, store more information, and, unlike 2D Barcodes, allow you to quickly access the desired
nD object on the map. One of the advantages of the algorithm's performance is the use of Delaunay
triangulation for constructing holes of objects, which significantly reduces the processing time of
objects.
4. Conclusion
An algorithm for constructing 3D Barcode for nD features developed in the article. It can be
applicable to all vector maps, including 3D maps.
Unlike 2D Barcode, this algorithm takes into account an additional characteristic which is a time. This
allows to track changes in nD features over the years.
In the future, the algorithm will also be able to use the scale as an additional characteristic, which will
significantly reduce labor costs when working with vector maps.
The developed algorithm is also useful in real estate. It will allow to search for the best terrain for
building buildings, estimate the time of building objects, as well as analyze areas for missing
buildings.
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Abstract. Tree state category identification allows forecasting forest development in the
surveyed area. Tree state category determination process based on global features is subjective
and uses concepts such as the degree of density of the crown, the degree of drying of branches,
the fall of the bark, the color of the needles, etc. For global features estimation, fuzzy logic is
used. To formalize these subjective concepts, linguistic variables and their terms were
extracted. The characteristic functions describing the terms were piecewise linear and in this
work were approximated by Gaussian functions. Such an approach in conjunction with image
processing algorithms that allows to search objects on images or correct images obtained for
example from unmanned aerial vehicles could be the basis of a system for automatically
determining the forest plantations health state and improve the inspection quality. The study
was conducted for coniferous species of the boreal zone. The mathematical model built in this
work allows reducing the cost of automation of calculations related to the processing of the
data obtained by forest pathological surveys, despite the fact that the accuracy value of fuzzy
classification after the approximation of the membership functions remained at the same level.

1. Introduction
Determining the tree state category by a set of visual marks is widely used in forest health diagnostics
to estimate sanitary conditions of forest plantations. This estimation based on forest health diagnostics
results allows to planning forest protection events system, which contains preventive, protective and
exterminatory actions. Tree sanitary condition estimation correctness depends on forest health
engineer experience and qualification. Forest health engineer such estimation made uses subjective
concepts such as crown density, conifer shades, defoliation grade, etc.
In Russia, eleven categories of tree sanitary status are allocated. This is defined by the Russian
Federation Government Resolution No. 607 of May 20, 2017 “On the Rules of Sanitary Safety in
Forests”. The paper considers the signs of only the first six tree state categories, since the last five
categories are beyond the scope of the research interests, because they characterize fallen trees. Fallen
trees include windfall, windbreak, snowbreak and emergency trees. The difficulty of the tree state
category determination depends on fuzzy, subjective concepts, on the basis of which the forest health
engineer makes conclusions about assigning the tree to one or another category.
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To formalize such subjective concepts in our approach we use fuzzy logic. Nowadays, fuzzy logic
is widely used in various fields of human activity: from environmental issues [1] to applied problems
of disaster impact assessment [2]. In forest development tasks, fuzzy logic is used for estimation of the
plants growth potential [3], for forest cuttings types classifications [4], in problems of forest fire
forecasting and detection [5, 6], in problems of forest protection [7].
Tree state category division based on symptom analyses, which could be separated by local and
global. The presence of hollows, conifer damage, burns, etc. could be classified as local symptoms. At
the same time, crown density, conifer shades, growth size, defoliation grade, shrinking branches grade
and bark falling could be classified as global symptoms. Global symptoms description subjectiveness
generates difficulties and dissensions when tree state categories are being estimated. Global symptoms
determination approach based on fuzzy logic designed to fix this problem. Such an approach in
conjunction with image processing algorithms that allows to search objects on images [8, 9] or correct
images [10] obtained for example from unmanned aerial vehicles could be the basis of a system for
automatically determining the forest plantations health state.
2. Theoretical research
In paper [11] were extracted linguistic variables and terms, shown in table 1, to formalize
subjective concepts of global symptoms determination. Terms domain and definition are built in
cooperation with Krasnoyarsk centre of forest health specialists.
Linguistic variable
crown density
growth
shrinking branches grade
bark falling
conifer shade

Table 1. Linguistic variables and its terms.
Terms
rich, sparse, openwork, very openwork
normal, reduced, small, very small or nonexistent
nonexistent, dry unitary branches, crown drying out less than 2/3
volume, crown drying out more than 2/3 volume
nonexistent, partial, full
green, light green, yellow green, flavescent, yellow, red-brown,
gray

The characteristic functions, describes terms, were piecewise linear (figure 1) and specified in
tabular form. Such form of function description makes it difficult to automate calculations. One of the
problem solutions is to approximate piecewise linear functions by a smooth function.

Figure 1. The linguistic variable «crown density» terms graphics.
Approximation methods are actively used in different fields of study to solve various problems. In
paper [12] derived a new finite dimensional semidiscrete approximation scheme for systems of linear
neutral delay-differential equations and proved convergence results. Paper [13] considers a fuzzy data
approximation method defined at a 3D fuzzy data set. A fuzzy smoothing bicubic spline
approximation for a given fuzzy data set is defined and the approximation error using similarity
measures of fuzzy numbers is estimated. Study [14] considers the use of the convolution method for
constructing approximations comprising fuzzy number sequences with useful properties for a general
fuzzy number. It shows that this convolution method can generate differentiable approximations in
finite steps for fuzzy numbers with finite non-differentiable points. Paper [15] considers a smoothing
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method of a set of points to be approximated from a given boundary value problem for the modified
Helmholtz equation. In paper [16] the context interpolation algorithms for multidimensional signals in
the compression problem are investigated. Interpolation algorithm based on context modeling for the
hierarchical compression method for arbitrary dimension signals is proposed. The algorithm is based
on optimizing parameters of the interpolating function in a local neighborhood of the interpolated
sample. Wherein locally optimal parameters, which, were found for more sparse scale signal levels,
are used to interpolate samples of less sparse scale signal levels.
In our paper, we carried out a spline approximation of previously corrected characteristic functions
with Gauss functions. The original piecewise linear functions were presented in tabular form. The aim
of the approximation made was to find functions that are as close as possible to the original piecewise
linear functions, wherein the functions obtained should keep classification quality.
The approximation functions received could be used not only for pine, but for every boreal
coniferous species. Gauss function spline approximation result for linguistic variable «crown density»
terms graphics shown in table 2.

Term

Table 2. Linguistic variable «crown density» characteristic functions
Characteristic functions

Rich


1/exp
f x   



Sparse

1/exp

f x   

1/exp

Openwork

Very openwork

1/exp

f x   

1/exp


f x   
1/exp

 x - 97 

2



/ 32 , x  97

1, x  97

 x - 82

2



 x - 87 

2

/ 32 , x  87

 x - 55

2

/ 50 , x  55

 x - 70

2

/ 50 , x  82

1, x  82 , 87 





1, x  55 , 70 



/ 50 , x  70

1, x  40

 x - 40

2



/ 50 , x  40

Figure 2 considers approximated graphics for each term. X-axis contains crown density percent and
Y-axis describes assurance degree.

Figure 2. The linguistic variable «crown density» approximated terms graphics.
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Characteristic functions approximation made similarly for the rest of linguistic variables. Figure 3
shows previously corrected piecewise linear terms graphics and approximated terms graphics:

Figure 3. Comparison of the piecewise linear and approximated graphics for terms.
Fuzzy rules knowledgebase has been produced on linguistic variables characteristic functions.
Fuzzy rules examples that allow making a conclusion about the state category of the surveyed tree are
given below:
 IF («crown density» = «rich») AND («growth» = «normal») AND («shrinking branches
grade» = «0») THEN («state» = «healthy»).
 IF («crown density» = «openwork») AND («growth» = «small») AND («shrinking
branches grade» = «from 10% to 65%») THEN («state» = «severely weakened»).
According to the approximation results, there was no significant change neither in the clear output
value, nor the degree of confidence in the introduction of fuzziness, nor the triggering force of the
rules, nor the type of output figure. The reason for this was similarity of the approximating functions
and the original piecewise linear functions, so the quality of the fuzzy classification has not been
changed.
3. Conclusion
In this paper, a mathematical model is constructed allows describing subjective concepts that influence
on the formation of a conclusion about the tree sanitary condition. A spline approximation of the
initial characteristic piecewise linear functions by Gauss functions was performed to solve the problem
of estimating the category of the coniferous trees of the boreal zone according to global features based
on fuzzy logic. The mathematical model built in this work allows reducing the cost of automation of
calculations related to the processing of the data obtained by forest pathological surveys, despite the
fact that the accuracy value of fuzzy classification after the approximation of the membership
functions remained at the same level.
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Abstract. The vanishing point is a point in the plane of the perspective image, in which the
projections of mutually parallel lines of three-dimensional space converge. Automatic search
for vanishing points in images is a rather complicated task, the solution of which is not
currently possible on mobile devices without introducing additional restrictions. In this paper, a
rather simple method is proposed for solving this problem, which operates under two main
constraints. One of these limitations is the analysis of the Manhattan scenes. Another is the
fusion of information received from mobile device sensors. Modeling was performed using a
public open data set to evaluate the characteristics of the proposed solution.

1. Introduction
Vanishing points are some of the most important objects in three-dimensional computer vision. The
vanishing points are points in the plane of a perspective image, in which the projections of mutually
parallel lines of three-dimensional space converge. The search of vanishing points can be one of the
stages in assessing the orientation and position of a camera [1], reconstructing three-dimensional
scenes [2], and can be used in many applications related to these tasks [3,4].
Images with corrected geometric distortion are used to search for vanishing points. As a rule, the
automatic search for vanishing points is performed in several stages. At the first stage, the line
segments are selected on images. On the second stage, the lines are divided into groups corresponding
to different vanishing points. Finally, the calculation of the positions of the corresponding points is
performed.
Unfortunately, the automatic search for vanishing points is quite a difficult task, the solution of
which is not currently possible on mobile devices without introducing additional restrictions. In the
present paper, a rather simple method is proposed for solving this problem, which operates under two
main constraints. One of these limitations is the analysis of only Manhattan scenes. Another is the
presence of an accelerometer on a device, which makes it possible to estimate the gravity vector.
The search for vanishing points in images of Manhattan scenes is performed in order to find three
vanishing points: the vanishing points of vertical lines of facades, as well as horizontal lines of main
and side facades. In this case, the vanishing points are selected in such a way that the vectors
corresponding to the found vanishing points are orthogonal. In general, the proposed method is based
on the idea described in [5], according to which the search for horizontal vanishing points can be
performed along the horizon line, defined by a plane orthogonal to the direction to the vertical
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vanishing point. Modeling was performed using a well-known open data set [6-8] to evaluate the
characteristics of the proposed solution.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the developed method of
searching the vanishing points. Section 3 describes the modeling methodology and experimental
studies, which were conducted using an open data set. The paper ends with a conclusion and a list of
references.
2. Method
In general, the proposed method consists in the sequential search of three vanishing points, starting
from the point corresponding to the vertical lines of the facades.
At the preparatory stage of the method, the image is pre-processed, including the elimination of
geometric distortions. After that, a search of line fragments (segments) is performed on the image. For
this purpose, the Hough transform can be used; however, in this work, rather a simple approach is
used, which is based on the tracing of contours.
Let us assume that the camera is modeled as a regular pinhole camera (see Fig. 1), and the origin of
the coordinate system is aligned with the camera. Let the OX and OY axes form a plane parallel to the
image plane, and the OZ axis is orthogonal to it. In this case, the relationship between the coordinates
of the point (X, Y, Z)T in the specified coordinate system and the point (x, y)T in the image plane is
expressed in the form:
x 
X 
 y  ~ K Y 
 
 
1 
 Z 

where K is the matrix of the internal parameters of the camera, which contains information on the
focal length, pixel size, skew, and shift of the image center relative to the optical axis.

Figure 1. Camera model and coordinate system.
To find the first vanishing point, we use information from the gravity sensor of the mobile device.
At this stage, we select such line segments that are in a good agreement with the gravity vector. This
selection is carried out by comparing the angle of deviation of each line li from the gravity vector g
with a predetermined threshold value t:



 l

T

L  li arccos  li2  li1 g



2
i




 li1 g   t 
 
.

Here l i1 and l i2 are the coordinates of the ends of the corresponding line segment l i .
The selected set of lines L1 determines the position of the first vanishing point V1, corresponding to
the vertical lines in the image. After finding the first vanishing point, we exclude all the lines
corresponding to it from further consideration: L2=L/L1.
At the second stage of the method, we determine the plane of the horizon line  h in threedimensional space as a plane orthogonal to the refined gravity vector (and direction to the first
vanishing point) and passing through the origin:
V11 X  V12Y  V13Z  0

.
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Next, we define the horizon line  in the image plane as the projection of a line passing, for
example, through the points with the following coordinates:
1
1







2
  (V11  V13 ) / V12 ,    (V11  V13 ) / V12 




1
1
1

.
To search for the second vanishing point V2, we calculate the points pi of the intersection of all the
lines li, which were selected on the image l i  L2 , with the horizon line  :
pi  ( xi , yi ), pi  li  pi   .

Then we build the histogram h of the number of intersection points, which fall into different ranges of
angles in the polar coordinate system:
hn 

n 
 n 1
   i   , n  1..N
N
N 

 I 
i

.

Here  i is the radial coordinate of the intersection point p i in the plane  Г (see figure 2),
~
~
 i  arccos( X i ) , and the normalized coordinates Pi are related to the coordinates in the image plane as
follows:

X~ , Y~ , Z~   X , Y , Z 
i

i

i

i

i

i

X i , Yi , Z i 

X i 
 xi 
 
1  
Yi  ~ K  y i 
 Z i 
1 

.

Figure 2. The plain of the horizon line.
An example result of the preparatory stage of the method and the found horizon line are shown in
figure 3.

Figure 3. A result of the preparatory stage: the detected contours of the image are shown in white; the
selected segments of straight lines are shown in blue. The horizon line found is shown in yellow.
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We calculate the approximate position of the second vanishing point as the position of the
histogram peak on the horizon line. Further, we refine the position of the second vanishing point using
the set of line segments related to the peak on the histogram. Then we exclude the set of lines
corresponding to the second vanishing point from further consideration.
The position of the third vanishing point can be found in the same way as the position of the peak
on the histogram with the subsequent refinement. However, a faster way to guarantee the
orthogonality of the vectors corresponding to the vanishing points is to find a vector, which is
orthogonal to the vectors corresponding to the first and second vanishing points:
V3  V1  V2 .

An example demonstrating the search for the second and third vanishing points is shown in figure
4.

Figure 4. An example of the search for vanishing points: the directions to the true points from the
center are shown by thin dashed lines; the directions to the estimated vanishing points are shown in
thin solid lines; the segments of lines selected for the second and third vanishing points are shown in
bold red and blue lines, respectively.

3. Experiments

This section describes the results of an experimental study of the method described above. For the
experiments, we used the public open data set "The York Urban Database" [6-8]. It contains original
images and information about camera calibration parameters as well as the true position of vanishing
points. The specified data set includes 102 images of urban areas, obtained mainly on the territory of
the University of York and in the city of Toronto, Canada.
To estimate the optimal parameters of the developed method, we performed the simulation
according to the following scheme:
- for each image of the above data set, we calculated the true gravity vector using the information
about the true position of vanishing points;
- we added random vectors (noise) with specified characteristics (uniform distribution in the range
[-r; r]) to the obtained gravity vector, and the resulting vector was used as a gravity vector obtained
from the sensor of a mobile device;
- we estimated the positions of the vanishing points using the algorithm described above;
- for each vanishing point, we calculated the error as the norm of the vector difference between the
estimated and true coordinates of the vanishing points.
The results of the experiments are shown in figure 5 below. Each of the histograms in the figure
shows the distribution of the norm of the vector difference between the estimated and true coordinates
of the vanishing points. In the ideal case, the histogram has only one leftmost nonzero column, which
means minimal deviations of estimated vanishing points from the true values in all experiments. The
histogram located in the left column in figure 5.a has a similar appearance.
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 5. The histogram of deviations of vanishing points. The left column corresponds to the first
vanishing point, the middle column corresponds to the second point, and the right column corresponds
to the third vanishing point. The rows correspond to different ranges of the noise component: r = 0 (a),
r = 0.1 (b), r = 0.2 (c, d). Figures (a)-(c) show the result for more strict selection conditions for line
segments: t = π / 50, N = 50. Figure (d) shows the result for soft conditions: t=π/25, N=25.
The presence of a high right column in histograms in figures 5.b and 5.c (left) shows the error in
orientation. It means that the direction to the estimated vanishing point is reversed relative to the
direction to its true position. Such errors can occur since, for large random deviations of the gravity
vector, the algorithm selects lines converging in the opposite direction to the true one.
As can be seen from the results of the experiments, on the one hand, the growth of the noise
component causes the expected increase in errors. On the other hand, the growth becomes
unacceptable for rather significant random deviations r = 0.2 (see figure 5.c). Such growth can be
partially compensated by mitigating the conditions when selecting line segments, as shown in figure
5.d. Here, milder filtering conditions for line segments were used: possible angle deviations were
t = π / 25 compared to the previously used t = π / 50, and the number of histogram splits was N = 25
compared to the previously used N = 50.
Thus, the accuracy of the algorithm can be improved in the cases of noisy gravity vector readings
by selecting appropriate parameters. Another way to improve the accuracy may consist in the use of
previously obtained estimates in the processing of a video stream. This is a subject of future research.
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4. Conclusion
The paper proposed and investigated the method of automatic search for vanishing points. This
method is based on the combination of information obtained from sensors of mobile devices and
images obtained from the camera in the visible range. The simulation was performed using “The York
Urban Database” open data set, which allowed evaluating the performance of the method under
random deviations in the values of the gravity vector. The method described in the paper is easy to
implement and undemanding of computing resources, which allows its use on mobile devices.
In the future, we plan to improve the described method for working with a video stream that allows
tracking and refinement of the positions of vanishing points with the aim of evaluating the orientation
and position of a camera.
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the experimental results of aircraft recognition on optical
remote sensing imagery using the theory of contour analysis. We propose the a method to
calculate optimal values of the contour’s items quantity and the classification threshold through
measuring within- and between-class distances for all possible training set instances
combinations with followed by detection and minimization of the type I and II errors. We
discuss the construction of contours’ similarity measures combining the principles of finding
the most appropriate reference instance and calculating the average value for the whole class. It
is shown that the proposed parameters' tuning method and the similarity function make contour
analysis capable to train on compact non-uniform datasets and to recognize aircraft on the
noisy and less detailed images.

1. Introduction
The mathematical apparatus of contour analysis is an effective approach to solve the problem of
objects recognition using their shapes as the distinctive features [1,2].
To reach affine transformation invariance researchers in the field of aircraft recognition use a
combination of few features and methods such as contours, Zernike moments and wavelet coefficients
in [3], Radon transform, PCA and kNN classification in [4], HOG, graph theory and an object
reconstruction in [5].
In contrast, contour analysis uses the single similarity measure of two vector-contours, the module
of the normalized dot product (NDP) that is invariant (insensitive) to transfer, rotation, and
proportional scaling of the recognized object towards the reference one. The similar recognition
methods produce a unique value per each classes pair [6-8] and require an additional clustering
procedure to match an object to a certain class. In contrast, the NDP module provides a uniform
similarity measure of two contours within the range [0..1] where 1 – denotes the identical instances.
Moreover, the NDP itself is a complex-valued number describing contour’s scale and rotation angle
relatively the reference instance.
Despite the listed above advantages, the NDP has its own limitations, which include the need to
select the values of the vector-contour’s items quantity and the classification threshold used to decide
whether the corresponding object belongs to a certain class.
The first limitation is a consequence of the fact that in order to calculate the NDP value, the
compared contours should have the same items' quantity (however, the length of the vector-contours the sum of its vectors lengths - does not have to be equal). The problem of optimal vector-contour’s
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items quantity selection is to find a balance between the lower values, smoothing together littleinformative details and distinctive features of the recognized object, and higher values, providing more
distinctive features but making the instances the single class more unlike [6].
The second limitation arises from the of the classification rule used to decide whether a given
vector-contour belongs to one of the classes and consists in the need to select a threshold value
corresponding to the minimal similarity value between the reference objects. This value for each class
is determined by the differences between the instances in the training dataset.
Comparing to the state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks (CNN) [9, 10], requiring hundreds
of images to train, contour analysis’s based recognition methods are capable of dealing with compact
and nonuniform datasets containing less than 10 instances per class. Moreover, CNNs require transfer
learning techniques [11] to operate on images with spectral parameters different from the training ones
(for example, created by the sensor of another type). To the contour analysis list of disadvantages, we
should write a much shorter range of applications, as the recognition process is driven by the only
feature – the object’s shape, together with the strong addiction to the segmentation method’s quality
used to extract the object from an underlying surface [12-15].
This article considers the application of the mathematical apparatus of contour analysis to
recognize the aircraft’s class on remote sensing imagery. The shape of the aircraft on view from above
is the primary distinctive feature determining its class. However, aircraft instances of the same class
can have differences in shape due to the following reasons: the presence or absence of the external
wing-mounted armament or equipment, the disassembly of aerodynamic surfaces (slats, flaps,
rudders), engines and rotary blades, wings with variable geometry, folded wings for naval aircraft.
Shape variations can also be caused by the segmentation algorithms that incorrectly react to the
boundaries of its illuminated and shaded areas, as well as closely located airfield equipment.
The article has the following structure. Section 2 contains a formal statement of the recognition
problem used to determine the list of optimized parameters. Section 3 is devoted to the description of
the features of the training and test datasets: the first one serves as a data source to calculate optimal
values of the parameters, the second one – to verify results. Section 4 shows the process and the results
of the experiment to obtain the value of the classification threshold for each class in training dataset.
Section 5 is devoted to the results of the experiment to determine the values of the vector-contour’s
items quantity required to calculate the NDP value for each class. Section 6 describes the selection of
similarity value calculation criterion and the experimental results of the tuned contour analysis
method. Section 7 contains a discussion and suggestions for future work.
2. Formalization of the recognition problem
We introduce the following notation:
C  {Ci }1NC – is a set of aircraft classes, where Ci – is an aircraft class with index i , N C – is the
number of aircraft classes.
Γi  ik }kNi1 – is a set of reference vector-contours (hereinafter referred to as “references”) of i-th
class, k – is an reference instance index, N i – is the number of instances in the i-th class, ik –
instance contour of i-th aircraft class with index k.
Each instance described by a vector-contour ik , consisting of l complex-valued elements called

elementary vectors  ik   , designated as:

ik  ( ik (1),  ik (2),...,  ik (l )) .
The mathematical apparatus of contour analysis is applicable only to contours with the equal items
quantity. In practice, images contain objects that have contours with an arbitrary number of elements.
The process to transform the vector-contour to have strictly l elements is called “equalizing” [2]:
fe
(1)
Гik 
 Гik (l ), Гik (l )  { ik (n)}1l
.
The NDP    is calculated by the formula:
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 (ik ,  jm , l ) 



ik

(l ),  jm (l ) 

| ik (l ) |  |  jm (l ) |

,  ik (l ),  jm (l )    ( ik (n),  jm (n)) ,
l

(2)

n 1

where ik (l ) and  jm (l ) – are equalized vector-contours,  ik (l ),  jm (l )  – is a vector-contours dot
product, | ik (l ) | and |  jm (l ) | - the norms (lengths) of the corresponding vector-contours.
The operations (2) and (3) with vector-contours are both performed on vectors of complex-valued
numbers, which allows achieving the following features [1,3]:
1. The sum of the elementary vectors of a closed contour is zero.
2. Invariance to the transfer (Figure 1): the vector contour does not depend on the parallel transfer
within the original image.
3. Invariance to the rotation (Figure 1): rotating an image by a certain angle is equivalent to rotating
each elementary vector by multiplying it by a complex factor.
4. Invariance to scaling (Figure 1): changing the image size is equivalent to multiplying each
elementary vector by the real scale factor.
5. Changing the starting point leads to a cyclic shift of the vector contour. The NDP is not invariant
to the change of the initial point.
The later feature requires to transform the NDP to the cross-correlation function (CCF) of vectorcontours, which in addition to the invariance properties of (2) is insensitive to the initial point’s shift:
 ik (l ), (jms ) (l )  ,
(3)
 (i, j, k , m, l )  max
s
| ik (l ) ||  jm (l ) |
where s  0,..., l  1 is a shift from to the initial point, (jms ) (l ) – is a contour obtained from  jm (l ) by
the cycle shift of its elementary vectors to s-elements.

Figure 1. NDP invariance to the transfer, rotation, proportional scaling.
The classification rule to determine the affiliation of a certain contour Г to Ci class is:
C : i  arg  max( f (, Γ )  T )  ,
i
i
 i
 ,
i  i
C ( )  
(4)
 : i max f (, Γi )  Ti ,
i

where Ti – is the classification threshold value for the aircraft of the i-th class, f (, i ) [0,1] – is the
function for calculation the similarity value of the given vector-contour  to the set Γ i of reference
objects.
The function for similarity value calculation can apply one of the two following criteria:
1. Maximum CCF for a vector-contour Г and one of the reference instances ik :
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 (l ), 
f (, Γ )  max
i

1

i

k ,s

(s)
ik

(li ) 

| (li ) || ik (li ) |

,

(5)

where li - is the optimal value of the vector-contour's items quantity for i-th aircraft class.
2. The mean CCF value for a i-th whole class:
 (li ), ik( s ) (li )  .
1 Ni
max
f 2 (, Γi ) 

Ni k 1 s | (li ) || ik (li ) |

(6)

The aim of the article is to create a contour analysis tuning method by the solution of the following
problems:
1. Determine the optimal values of the vector-contour's items’ quantity L  {li }iNC1 and the
classification threshold T  {Ti }iNC1 in terms of the minimum total number of I and II type errors.
2. Select a criterion to calculate the similarity value of the vector-contour to a set of reference
instances Γ i .
3. Dataset details
The dataset we used within the experiment is divided into the training part, used to tune the
recognition method’s parameters and the test part for the verification.
The training dataset contains aerial images of optical range with a resolution of 0.15 m / pixel
displaying the parking of decommissioned and reserved aircraft at the Davis-Monthan airfield [16].
The training dataset is compact and includes 430 images of the aircraft of eight classes: B-1, B-52, C5, C-37, C-130, C-135, P-3, and S-3.
Figure 2 shows the examples of all 8 aircraft classes of the training dataset. Table 1 lists the
characteristics of the classes and the instances’ contours.

B-1

C-130

B-52

C-5

S-3
C-135
Figure 2. Image examples of aircraft in the training dataset.

C-37

P-3

The classes of the training dataset differ significantly from each other both in the number of
instances and in the degree of within-class similarity of their contours. An example of a significant
difference in the instances is shown in Figure 3 for B-1 class: the nose cone (Figure 3a), the engines
(Figure 3b), the slats, flaps, landing shields, rudders, stabilizers (Figure 3c, d) were removed. The
other classes (for instance, B-52) have minimal differences in instances.
The described differences in the training dataset require to calculate the optimal values of vectorcontours' items quantity and the classification threshold individually for each class.
The test dataset is equivalent to the training one and contains 421 aerial images of three resolution
levels: 0.15 (10 images), 0.3 (10 images) and 0.5 meters per pixel (402 images), shot in the DavisV International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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Monthan and a few operating airfields. Figure 4 shows the examples of the aircraft included in the test
dataset (the details of the test dataset are given in Table 2).
Aircraft class
Instances count
Mean items’
quantity

B-1
17

Table 1. Characteristics of contours in the training dataset.
B-52
C-5
C-37
C-130
C-135
10
20
11
135
81

1132

1945

2404

1227

1570

1420

P-3
92

S-3
64

1458

1132

Items’ quantity
histogram

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3. Instances of B-1 aircraft having various dismantled elements.

B-1

C-130

B-52

C-5

C-135
S-3
Figure 4. Images examples of the aircraft in the test dataset.

C-37

P-3

Test images of 0.3 and 0.5 meters per pixel (for instance, B-1 and C-130 on Figure 4) have
significant visual differences from the training set in contrast and brightness as well as in
lighting/shading scheme so the major remaining recognition feature is the shape. Test images of 0.15
meters per pixel were shot on the other season, have greater camera-to-surface angle, differences in
color rendition and contain much more noise that seems to be caused by the lossy compression. All the
described features of the test dataset strongly affect aircraft contours challenging the robustness of the
proposed contour analysis’s parameters tuning method.
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Aircraft class
Instances count
Mean items’
quantity

B-1
7
1263

Table 2. Characteristics of contours in the test dataset.
B-52
C-5
C-37
C-130
C-135
6
48
11
57
102
1884

2441

1177

1483

1315

P-3
142

S-3
49

1345

1084

Items’ quantity
histogram

4. Optimal classification thresholds calculation
To calculate the optimal classification thresholds T  {Ti }iNC1 , the measurements of within-class and
between-class distances were made for all possible combinations of training dataset instances.
The measurement of the within-class distance is a calculation of the CCF (3) for a particular noncoincident pair of vector-contours of the same class. The measurement of a between-class distance is a
calculation of CCF for a particular pair of vector-contours of different classes.
An error of a within-class distance measuring (type II error or a false negative measure) [17] is the
value of within-class distance that is less than the specified value of the classification threshold T:
1, (i, i, k , m, l )  T
.
(7)
ei (k , m, l , T )  
0, (i, i, k , m, l )  T
The error in between-class distance measuring (type I error or a false positive measure) [17] is the
value of the between-class distance which is greater than the specified value T:
1, (i, j, k , m, l )  T
.
(8)
eij (k , m, l , T )  
0, (i, j, k , m, l )  T
It is clear from formulas (7) and (8) that an increase in the threshold value T reduces in the number
of type I errors but concurrently increases in the number of type II errors and vice versa.
The optimal value for each aircraft class corresponds to the minimum number of type I and II
errors for the given range of the vector-contour elements quantity l.
The relative type II measurement error (the ratio of the within-class distance measurement errors to
their total number) for the i-th class with the given l and T is defined as:
N (i, l , T )
,
(9)
EIC (i, l , T )  IC
Ni  ( Ni  1)
Ni

 IC (i, l , T )  

Ni



k 1 m 1, m  k

ei (k , m, l , T ) ,

(10)

where  IC   – is the number of type II measurement errors.
The relative type I measurement error (the ratio of the between-class distance measurement errors
to their total number) is calculated with the formula:
N (i, l , T )
,
(11)
EBC (i, l , T )  BC NC
Ni   N j
j 1, j  i

N BC (i, l , T ) 

NC

Ni

Nj

  e (k , m, l ,T ) ,

j 1, j  i k 1 m 1

ij

(12)

where N BC  – is the number of type I measurement errors.
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At each classification threshold value, the total relative measurement error Emin () is calculated as a
minimal sum of relative type I and II measurement errors and represents an objective function [18] to
compute an optimal threshold value T for Сi class:
Emin (i, T )  min  EIC (i, l ,T )  EBC (i, l ,T )  .

(13)

l

The vector-contour elements quantity l varies within the interval l  100,...1000 with a step of 10.
The interval boundaries are explained by the fact that the distinguishing features of the most aircraft in
the training dataset are lost at l  100 , and l  1000 reaches the minimum quantity of items for some
reference instances.
The classification threshold changes within the interval T  60,...,80 with a step of 1. The
interval is chosen according to the following arguments: at T  60% many instances of different
classes are similar to each other, whereas at T  80% a within-class similarity becomes insufficient
due to the variety of contour shapes within a single class.
The experimental data was used to create graphs of the total relative measurement error (13)
dependence from the classification threshold for each aircraft class. The graphs shown in Figure 5
provide the characteristic features of the most interesting classes of the training dataset. The B-1 class
is described by significant differences between its instances, which is confirmed by high values of (13)
in the range of 6-12% for the entire graph in Figure 5a with a slight predominance of type II
measurement error. The B-52 class graph, on the contrary, demonstrates a rapid decline in type I error
at a threshold of 60-70% with the following near-zero type II error on the right side of the graph.
As for the C-130 and P-3 classes of propeller aircraft (Figure 5b), the outwardly similar contours
are characterized by close graphs of (13) with the predominance of type I error for C-130 and type II
error for P-3.

b)
a)
Figure 5. Total relative measurement error (13) dependence from the classification threshold for
classes B-1 / B-52 (a) and C-130 / P-3 (b).
Formula (13) was used to calculate the optimal classification thresholds T  {Ti }iNC1
the training dataset (the results of the calculation are given in Table 3):
Ti  arg  min( Emin (i, T ))  .
 T

Table 3. Optimal classification thresholds.
Class index
1
2
3
4
5
6
Class name
B-1
B-52
C-5
C-37
C-130
C-135
63
71
66
69
69
69
Optimal value Ti , %

for each class in
(14)
7
P-3
66

8
S-3
74

5. Optimal vector-contour’s items quantity calculation
The optimal values of vector-contour’s items L  {li }iNC1 for each aircraft class are calculated on the
basis of the total relative measurement error using the previously determined threshold T  {Ti }iNC1 .
The sum of the relative measurement errors of type I (9) and II (11) errors represents an objective
function to compute an optimal value of the items’ quantity li for Сi class:
(15)
E(i, l )  EIC (i, l , Ti )  EBC (i, l , Ti ) .
Graphs (Figures 6-7) show the vector-contour’s items optimal quantity corresponding to the
minimum of (15) marked with a vertical line. The optimal items quantity for B-1 class (Figure 6a) lies
near the intersection of the types I and II error graphs. The errors for a given class vary widely due to
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the significant differences in its instances. The B-52 class items optimal quantity (Figure 6b) is
determined only by the minimum of type I errors.

b)
a)
Figure 6. Total relative measurement error (15) dependence from the B-1 (a) and B-52 (b) vectorcontour's items quantity.
The optimal value of C-130 (Figure 7a) and P-3 (Figure 7b) classes biased towards type II error
and is to the right of the intersection of both error graphs. Class C-130 is characterized by a higher
total error value compared to P-3 due to more significant differences between the references instances
of this class.

b)
a)
Figure 7. Total relative measurement error (15) dependence from the C-130 (a) and P-3 (b) vectorcontour's items quantity.
Formula (15) was used to determine the optimal values of vector-contour's items quantity
L  {li }iNC1 for each class in the training dataset (the results are presented in Table 4):

Class index
Class name
Optimal value li

li  arg  min( E (i, l ))  .
 l

Table 4. Optimal values of the vector-contour’s items quantity.
1
2
3
4
5
6
B-1
B-52
C-5
C-37
C-130
C-135
640
910
900
910
810
680

(16)
7
P-3
650

8
S-3
580

The proposed optimal items’ quantity calculation method was experimentally compared to the most
widely used heuristic methods including the use of:
(a) the minimal items’ quantity of the certain class’s instances to minimize the type II error;
(b) the maximal items’ quantity of the certain class’s instances to minimize the type I error;
(c) the recognized object’s items quantity to retain its actual level of details.
The table 5 represents the total relative measurement error (15) per each aircraft class along with
the mean value for all the heuristic methods and the proposed one.

Row name
Class index
Class name
Heuristic (a)
Heuristic (b)
Heuristic (c)
Proposed
method

Table 5. The total relative error for the proposed method and for heuristics.
Total relative error (15), %
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mean error
through all
S-3
B-1
B-52 C-5
C-37 C-130 C-135
P-3
classes
12.18 20.00 38.66
0.09
13.68
7.59
11.97
8.38
14.07
12.18 13.33 26.29
0.09
21.23
3.70
10.00
3.97
11.35
11.49
8.89
19.29
0.15
11.42
2.53
7.32
2.58
7.96
9.42

0.00

2.13

0.00

6.51

0.23
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The differences in results of heuristic methods (a-c) for certain classes emphasize the training
dataset’s irregularity. The best heuristic solution is to use items' quantity of the recognized object,
however, the proposed tuning method provides around 3 times less total measurement error.
6. Criterion for similarity value calculation
To estimate the developed parameters tuning method and to select a criterion for the similarity value
calculation of a recognized vector-contour Г to a set of reference instances Γ i , we used the test dataset
described in section 2. The test images of 0.3/0.5 meters per pixel resolution are upscaled to 0.15
hence the instances of a certain class have close items’ quantities through the whole dataset.
The recognition results for the test datasets obtained by the classification rule (4) in combination
with the functions for similarity value calculation f1 (5) and f 2 (6) are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. The results of test datasets recognition with the classification rule (4) in combination with
functions f1 and f 2 .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Class index
Total
B-1 B-52 C-5 C-37 C-130 C-135 P-3 S-3
Class name
Type I errors
0
0
3
0
3
0
1
0
7 (1.66%)
f1
Type II errors
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 (0.24%)
Total errors
1
0
3
0
3
0
1
0
8 (1.9%)
Type I errors
1
0
2
0
0
29
0
0
32 (7.6%)
f2
Type II errors
5
5
6
11
45
39
31
1
143 (33.9%)
Total errors
6
5
8
11
45
68
31
1
175 (41.5%)
Function (5) performs much better than (6) that is explained by the fact our parameters tuning
method uses a similar to (5) pair-wise within-class and between-class distance calculation rule to
define type I and II measurement errors.
To reduce errors number we modified the classification rule (4) to combine the functions (5) and
(6), integrate their merits and mutually compensate shortcomings. The modified classification rule
becomes the following:
C : i  arg  max( f (, Γ )  T )  ,
2
i
i

 i
i  i

(17)
C ()  Ci : i  arg  max( f1 (, Γi )  Ti )  , i max f 2 (, Γi )  Ti ,
i

i  i

 : i max f1 (, Γi )  Ti ,
i

The results of the test datasets recognition with the modified classification rule (17) are presented
in Table 7.
Table 7. Test dataset recognition results with modified classification rule (17).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Class index
Total
B-1 B-52 C-5 C-37 C-130 C-135 P-3
S-3
Class name
Type I errors
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1 (0.24%)
f1 + f 2
Type II errors
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 (0.24%)
Total errors
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2 (0.48%)
The remaining type II error for the contour analysis method belongs to class B-1 and indicates the
need to expand its training dataset with instances of the operating (non-disassembled) aircraft. The
type I error for C-5 is explained by the segmentation algorithm fault.
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7. Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we presented the results of the experiment aimed to tune the contour analysis method to
recognize aircraft on aerial imagery. We calculated optimal values of the vector-contour’s items
quantity and the classification threshold through measuring within- and between-class distances for all
possible training set instances combinations with the following detecting and minimization of type I
and II errors. It is shown that each class has its own optimal values of these parameters due to the
features of the reference instances of the training dataset. We proposed a classification rule that
combines the merits of functions based on the best instance match and the mean CCF for class
respectively.
The vectors of further research are the development of new segmentation methods that allow
solving the aircraft edges detection problem upon the conditions of camouflage, poor contrast with the
underlying surface, illuminated and shaded areas, as well as close-lying airfield equipment.
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Abstract. The forest and shrub communities are important components of the environment and
provide a wide spectrum of ecological services. In the Samara region the forest and shrub
cover is dispersed on the territory what makes its monitoring difficult. The forest areas are
limited by natural and anthropogenic reasons since Samara region is a forest-steppe territory
with a high level of human activity. The shrub communities are mostly the secondary
ecosystems incorporated in natural grassy communities, agricultural fields or enclosing to
forests. These specific ecosystems can be recognized on remote sensing data including satellite
images supported by preliminary ground surveys. In this article, we present the study of the
forest and shrub communities recognition using remote sensing images and ground surveys in
the Samara region. We describe a process of the test site selection for remote sensing data
verification and discuss the results of applying the author’s classification technology for
multispectral remote sensing composites to classify forest communities in the Samara region.

1. Introduction
Forest ecosystems are effectively involved in biosphere stabilization, planetary biodiversity
conservation, environmental management provision being a valuable part of the natural wealth of the
Russian Federation. In Russia, forest conservation is better organized than in other countries of the
world. However, the forests of the Russian Federation European part show clear negative changes
associated with deterioration of their qualitative composition, age and species structure as well as the
forest formation changes and the biodiversity reduction [1]. This fact provides the hopefulness of
forest communities monitoring using remote sensing (RS) imagery aiming to obtain operational and
independent observations of the current territory state.
In Russian Federation forest monitoring results are used at different management levels. At the
state level, forest monitoring tasks include “... operational monitoring of changes in the forest fund
conditions caused by the forest use, natural and man-made impacts on forests, processing and analysis
of these data, making forecasts for the forest protection and conservation, the forest resources rational
use and the sustainable development of the forest sector of the Russian economy”. The legal basis for
forest monitoring is the Establishment of the Council of Ministers of the Russian Federation dated
November 24, 1994 N 1229 entitled “On the creation of a unified state system of environmental
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monitoring” and the decision of the Interdepartmental Commission on Environmental Safety of the
Security Council of the Russian Federation dated June 16, 1994 N 8, which recognized the need of
forest monitoring system development and implementation a as part of a unified state system of
environmental monitoring [2]. At the regional level, the functions of forest monitoring include the
development and adaptation of methodology and software for organizing and conducting forest
monitoring taking into account the specific features of the region [3]. In the Samara region, the forest
monitoring tasks can be formulated as the regional verification of the RS data and the development of
the forest communities classification technology according to the regional Forest Plan.
This article describes an approach to solve these problems. The approach was developed by the
experts in ecology and geoinformatics of Samara University. The approach takes into account the
plant communities peculiarities of the Samara region. The article presents the results of the global
statistics analysis made using the open information sources about the nature of forest and shrub
communities changes in the region. The article describes the steps of the ground control polygons
selection for the regional verification of remote sensing data. The article considers the authors’
technology of the supervised spatial classification based on seasonal composites of multispectral
remote sensing data to define tree species for the test sites. The experimental results of classification
technology testing for a territory with a known Forest Plan are also provided. Finally, the article
includes some results on the analysis of the Forest Plan classification using verified remote sensing
data in order to identify plant community changes.
2. Forest and shrub communities characteristics in Samara region
The tree species dominance in mature forests is determined by geographic latitude changes. There are
three main forest regions in Russia such as boreal, hemiboreal and nemoral. The north-eastern part of
the Samara region belongs to nemoral forest region. For a nemoral region, the deciduous forests and
the forest-steppe landscapes are the most typical [4,5].
According to the climatic conditions, the Samara region is a territory where the transition from
forest-steppe to steppe takes place [6]. Since 1996 all the region forests were transferred to the first
ecological group corresponding to the ecological situation [7]. In accordance with the forest vegetation
zones approved by the order of the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia dated March 9, 2011 No. 61, the
forests of the Samara region are assigned to the forest-steppe zone of the forest-steppe region of the
European part of Russian Federation. All forests in the region belong to the protected areas in order to
preserve the different types of natural resources. The forests play an important sanitary, hygienic,
health and other useful roles [8] in the region.
Due to the peculiarities of the regional natural conditions as well as the high anthropogenic
transformation of the region, the areas covered with forest are highly fragmented. The whole forest
coverage of the Samara region is about 12.8% of the total region area. The forest coverage for the
different municipal subregions varies from 2% or less in the southern areas to 22-25% in the northern
and northwestern areas [8,9].
From the beginning of the 19th century, the general forests change trends in the Samara region
reflect a significant forest transformation. Forest area reduced in more than two times. A clear species
composition changes including oak participation decreased and the aspen forests area increased as
well as the tree age structure changes were detected. For example, the relict upland forest area and oak
forest area continue to decrease in Zhiguli [10].
Figure 1 demonstrates the official statistical data characterizing the general indicators of the forests
in the Samara region in recent years. The statistical data reflect a slight decrease and a subsequent
return of the forest area indicators to the 2004 level. The more important point of the qualitative forest
changes is the reduction in the young and middle-aged forests fraction as well as the increase in the
fraction of ripe and over-mature forests.
Figure 1 demonstrates that the species composition changes show the tendencies of the aspen and
oak-occupied areas decrease and the simultaneous increase in the fraction of maple, ash, elm, poplar
and shrubs-occupied areas.
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Figure 1. Overall dynamics of forests indicators in the Samara region in recent years (compiled
according to the State reports from 2004 to 2017 [6,9-16]).
Thus, the peculiarities of the forest plant communities in the Samara region are:
1. The originality of the vegetation cover in terms of its ecosystem diversity, orographic
localization, geology and soil characteristics;
2. The presence of natural forests in the regional forest fund as well as the anthropogenic forests of
various types and the secondary forest ecosystems developing during the revitalization of the disturbed
areas and fallow lands;
3. The significant heterogeneity of tree plantations in terms of area, localization, species and age
composition, increasing due to succession changes;
4. The considerable fragmentation and different affiliation of regional forest fund components.
These peculiarities approve the necessity of a ground reference polygons network with a detailed
description in order to classify the regional forest and shrub communities. The reference polygons
network will be subsequently used for verification of the methods and algorithms applied to remote
sensing data obtained for the territory of the Samara region.
3. Test site selection for remote sensing data verification
To verify the results of manual decryption of remote sensing images and their automatic classification,
the reference data must be available. For this reason, the regional network of the ground control
polygons is needed to ensure the possibility of the remote sensing data verification and to set up the
algorithms and technologies for the remote sensing data analysis taking into account the regional
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specifics, i.e. the features of the territory composition and climatic features in the region. Since 2017,
the specialists from Samara University have been working on the creation of the ground reference
polygons network in the Samara Region. The target vegetation types include plant communities
valuable for the regional biological diversity conservation.
In 2018, a group of ecologists from this article authors’ team carried out a survey of the new
ground control polygons belonging to the category of forest and shrub communities. The ground
control polygons are located in the Krasnosamarsky and Novosemeikinsky forests of Samara region. A
ground survey was carried out on the homogeneous species composition for these sites that can serve
as a refugiums of protected species. For example, the oak and birch forests are the areas where the
rare species of orchids and ferns grow.
Three ground control polygons were selected. They are shown in Figure 2. Polygon No. 1 is
covered by birch, Polygons No. 2-3 correspond to the oak forests. Polygon No. 2 contains also
insignificant birch impurities with the concentration less than 1%. Polygon No. 3 is characterized by
the presence of birch and aspen impurities with the impurity concentration up to 10%. Due to the
weather conditions in 2018 such as a long and cold spring with a rapid vegetation onset upon the hot
weather beginning, the summer field surveys did not capture the phenological moment of the most
distinguishable deciduous tree species and this fact was limited the number of surveys in this direction.

Figure 2. Ground control polygons for birch and oak forests (initial ground survey).
The survey of the shrub communities was carried out in the same period and allowed us to identify
six polygons in the Bolshechernigovsky and Kinelsky districts of the Samara region. The centers of
the selected polygons are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The centers of the ground reference polygons of shrub communities.
In Figure3, Polygon No. 1 and No. 2 represent an unbroken shrub steppe with a projective cover of
shrub crowns about 50%. The Polygon No. 1 is characterized by the predominance of Cytisus
ruthenicus and Caragana frutex, for the Polygon No. 2 is dominated by Caragana frutex and
Amygdalus nana. Polygon No. 3 is a closed shrub steppe with the projective cover of shrub crowns
equal to 100% with a predominance of Caragana frutex. Polygon No.4 is the slope with feather grass
steppe and does not contain shrubs. Polygon No. 5 is characterized by uneven overgrowing with
shrubs with the average projective cover about 80-90%. Polygon No. 5 is characterized by shrubs of
Caragana frutex as a monodominant and by an admixture of individual Ulmus foliaceae trees. Polygon
No. 6 corresponds to a shrub steppe with the high crowns closeness and projective cover of shrubs
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over 80%. The shrubs presented in Polygon No. 6 are 80% of Caragana frutex and 20% of Amygdalus
nana. All selected shrub communities were presented by small areas of the size 100 × 100 m and less.
Most of the shrub communities were located on the slopes with a noticeable height difference from 3
to 20 m and arranged along the borders of more massive forest and steppe communities.
A survey of shrub communities has shown that due to their secondary nature it is difficult to select
fairly large homogeneous areas for them, Figure 4.

Figure 4. General view of the shrub communities, June-July 2018 (upper photos Bolshechernigovsky, lower photos - Kinelsky district of the Samara region).
In addition, the field surveys have confirmed that shrub communities are poor by rare species of
higher plants. However, shrub communities deserve further study because, due to agricultural
landscapes environment around, they actually become the shelters for the fauna representatives
including protected species of mammalian, birds and insects.
It is obvious that the volume of allocated ground control polygons does not allow confident
recognition of the forest and shrub communities due to the small size and the insufficient number of
the test sites. However, the information about these polygons can be used to refine the classification
results that were obtained by the training based on the geo-information data sources, for example, the
maps of the protected natural territories and Forest plan. These data sources cannot be used without
clarification due to the long period of update of geo-information data sources and paper cartographic
materials. Thus, the clarification using ground control polygons will lead to an increase in the
classification accuracy by means of the classification results verification.
4. Supervised local classification technology for detailed forest classification using multitemporal remote sensing data
In this section, we describe a forest classification technology developed earlier by the part of the
authors’ team and deliver the results of its application to the forest classification. We selected forest
communities as the object of our experimental research because there are available regional Forest
Plan data of the 2013-2014 years. The regional Forest Plan gives detailed information on tree species
fraction for each forest parcel and can be used to train the classifier. As for the shrub communities,
there were not enough amount of detailed ground truth data and the selected ground control polygons
were too small to get the proper classification accuracy. Moreover, the small size of the shrub
communities requires high-resolution images to be used for classification. But there were no available
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high-resolution images at the moment of the research for the test site. Thus, we left the shrub
classification for future research.
The classification technology applied in this paper uses the multi-temporal remote sensing image
composites as input. From the point of view of the plant-community analysis, the composites of multitemporal multispectral images obtained during the vegetation season provide a more comprehensive
vegetation description because they reflect the differences in vegetation phenology. The classification
is based on the spatial processing methods and the pixel-wise classification methods investigated in
[17-18]. Originally, the technology was tested for the vegetation classification using hyperspectral
data. This fact confirms its applicability to the multidimensional datasets.
4.1. Classification technology
The classifier applies a composite of medium-resolution multispectral images, a training sample mask
at the training stage and a test sample mask at the classification stage as input data. The image
composite includes all spectral channels of all available cloudless images obtained during the
vegetation season. The spectral bands necessarily include the channels related to the near-infrared
(NIR) and red (R) spectral ranges characterizing the presence and density of green vegetation. The
training sample mask represents an image of class labels defined for the image parts with the known
classification. The test sample mask marks the pixels to be classified by the value “1” and “0”,
otherwise. The classifier output is an image containing the class labels for each pixel.
The overall classification technology involves the following stages:
1. Feature extraction.
2. Spatial preprocessing.
3. Clustering.
4. Segmentation.
5. Supervised pixel-wise classification.
6. Merging classification and segmentation results.
7. Spatial post-processing.
The feature extraction is performed by the dimension reduction using principal component analysis
(PCA) method [19] and data normalization. The latter is used to place the features into the range [-1,1]
that simplifies the further pixel-wise classification.
Spatial preprocessing aims to reduce the level of noise in data keeping the edges in image as most
as possible. We carry out spatial preprocessing using the median filter of the small size N  N .
Clustering is used to find the groups of pixels with a similar feature description regardless of their
spatial arrangement. In this paper, we applied the generalized expectation-maximization (GEM)
clustering algorithm to implement this step [20]. GEM algorithm estimates the cluster count and
cluster parameters according to the Gaussian mixture model of the data distribution. The algorithm
assigns cluster labels according to the maximum conditional probability rule.
During the segmentation stage, a spatial connectivity analysis of the clustering results is provided
to obtain the segments that are homogenous in both spatial and feature domains. It is likely that each
particular image segment entirely corresponds to one vegetation class. Both stages segmentation and
clustering may be implemented as a single segmentation process adapted to the seasonal data
processing, for example, using the method [21].
To implement the supervised pixel-wise classification we selected the support vector machine
classification with the radial basis functions (SVM-RBF)[22]. This algorithm is one of the best pixelwise classifiers tested with the hyperspectral images of vegetation [23]. The algorithm is trained using
the training sample mask and the training feature image. The classification model obtained after
training is used for the further test sample classification.
At the next stage, we perform merging of the pixel-wise classification and segmentation results.
For this purpose, the majority voting is used by the segments, i.e. the final class label is the same for
all pixels belonging to the same segment and it is defined as the most frequent class label for this
segment. The resulting image is spatially much more homogenous than the image after pixel-wise
classification.
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Finally, spatial post-processing is performed. This kind of spatial post-processing was proposed in
[18]. It is organized as the sliding window filter of size M  M and threshold T . For each window
position, the dominant class is defined. If the number of pixels belonging to the window and
corresponding to the dominant class exceeds the threshold T and the class label of the current pixel
differs from the dominant class label, the current pixel class is substituted by the dominant class label.
This spatial post-processing algorithm is an analogue of the median filtration and tends to minimize
the amount of singular misclassified pixels.
4.2. Forest classification using the proposed technology
To train our classifier we applied the available Forest plan data as the ground truth information. These
data represent a vector map of the forest parcels with the detailed tree species description. However,
the last available Forest plan was made during the 2013-2014 years. Since the situation is likely to be
changed for the past 5 years, the training sample obtained from the Forest plan might contain errors
and lead to the classification inaccuracies as a result.
To estimate the classification accuracy more precisely we performed our study in the following
way. We divided the available Forest plan data into the training and control sets. Both sets included
the forest parcels occupied mostly with one type of tree species and the dominant tree species fraction
was more than 80%. Then, we trained the classifier using the training set and applied it to the control
set to estimate the basic achievable classification accuracy. After that, we extracted the largest parcels
that were classified differently from the Forest plan data. Extracted parcels were used for the ground
survey to discover the reasons for misclassification. Finally, we corrected training and control sets
using the ground truth data obtained by the survey and estimated the classification accuracy using the
corrected ones.
The experimental research was conducted for the Krasnosamarskoye forestry as a test site. It is the
largest forest area in the Samara region. The remote sensing data included 17 cloud-free and
atmospherically corrected Sentinel-2 [24] images obtained for the period from April to October 2018.
The multi-temporal image composite derived from these images contained 136 components in 8
spectral bands. The spatial resolution of the image composite was 10 meters. We omitted the spectral
channels with the original spatial resolution of 60 meters and applied an image sharpening to convert
20-meters channels into 10-meters representation using Scanex Image Processor software [25].
The forest parcels extracted from the Forest plan data included 9 tree classes: birch, elm, oak,
willow, maple, aspen, pine, poplar and ash. The vector objects of forest parcels were converted into
compatible raster representation i.e. the mask image with the class labels had the same spatial
resolution as the remote sensing image composite.
The training and control mask images were generated separately and composed two different pixel
sets with empty intersection. We formed our training set by the random selection of pixels from the
northern part of the forest. To avoid the classifier adaptation to the particular class distribution, we
included the fixed number of pixels per each class into the training set. As a result, our training set
contained 2000 pixels per each class. The parcels from the southern part of the forest constituted the
control set.
To obtain the classification results we applied the classification technology described above with
the following parameters. The number of PCA components used as features was 40 and the preprocessing and post-processing spatial filtration parameters were N  3, M  3, T  5 . The achieved
classification accuracy for the control set was 0.8160. Figure 5 demonstrates the largest 43
misclassified forest parcels. For these parcels, the classification results mismatched the original Forest
plan data.
4.3. Classification error analysis
The forest parcels defined as the ground polygons for remote sensing data verification confirmed the
correct classification of these parcels using the proposed classification methodology. A large area of
these parcels explaines the long-term resistance of their vegetation communities to significant
changes. This fact allows us to conclude that the selected ground polygons are suitable for verification
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of remote sensing data in a wide time interval if the changes caused by emergency and anthropogenic
activities remain minimal for these polygons.

Figure 5. 43 largest forest parcels with classification errors: the map (left) and the mask (right).
As for the forest parcels with an erroneous classification for which the Forest plan data do not
coincide with the classification results, we made an additional analysis to identify the causes of the
erroneous classification. 13 of the 43 largest forest parcels were selected to be verified by the ground
survey that was conducted in the autumn of 2018. The survey included an assessment of the tree
species composition and a determination of the current ecosystem status.
The survey demonstrated that 8 from 13 visited parcels have unsatisfactory Forest plan data that do
not correspond to the current state of the forest. Figure 6 shows the examples of the changes occurred
in the observed forest parcels.

Figure 6. The changes in forest parcels of the Krasnosamarskoye forestry: the loss of old trees and the
introduction of young ones (upper images); burned conifer areas (bottom images).
The discovered reasons for the Forest plan data inconsistency are listed below
1. The loss of old trees and the introduction of young ones of other tree species into the emerging
places leading to a partial change of the dominant tree species and the spatial distribution pattern of
the forest.
2. The burning down of the tree layer as a result of fires in recent years leading to parcel
overgrowing by aspen and birch.
3. The young age of conifer in some parcels leading to the different spectral reflection in
comparison with the ripe conifer.
4. The inaccuracies in forest parcel partition in the Forest plan used.
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5. Conclusion
The research presented in this paper deals with the problem of forest and shrub vegetation
communities estimation using remote sensing data in the Samara region. The paper addresses such
issues as the ground control polygons selection for the remote sensing data verification, the
classification accuracy assessment for the regional forest sites and the reasons for possible
misclassification. We conducted our study in three stages including a preliminary ground survey,
remote sensing data classification and the classification error analysis supplemented by the final
ground survey.
As a result of the preliminary ground survey, a set of ground control polygons corresponding to
different forest and shrub communities was selected. These polygons were included in the regional
ground control polygons network that can be used for remote sensing data verification in the natural
vegetation studies in the Samara region. For the selected polygons, up-to-date description of the
vegetation state was described.
During the classification stage, we applied the earlier developed original classification technology.
The training and control sets were defined using the available Forest plan data. The classification
accuracy achieved was 0.8160.
The classification results analysis made for the selected ground control polygons of forest
vegetation showed that the selected polygons are resistant to significant changes over the past 5 years
and, therefore, they represent the sustainable plant communities that can be used to verify other
classification methods and algorithms of these communities in the Samara region.
To analyze the discrepancy between the classification results and the Forest Plan, an additional
ground survey of the largest sites with discrepancies was made. The survey revealed that the
classification errors mostly deal with the inaccuracies in the forest parcel boundary of the Forest plan
and with the significant changes in the dominant species composition within these areas. Overall
classification error analysis confirmed the effectiveness of the forest classification by the technology
regarded in this paper since the classification errors highlight the forest parcels with significant tree
species changes.
As for the shrub communities, it was found that in the Samara region these communities are
arranged in the small places with the significant elevation difference (from 3 to 20 meters). Therefore,
the study of shrub communities requires the use of high-resolution remote sensing instruments or
unmanned aerial vehicles to obtain the representative remote sensing dataset. The future research is
planned to involve these types of data for the shrub communities investigations.
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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to solving the problem of finding similar
images by visual similarity using neural networks on previously unmarked data. We
propose to build special architecture of the neural network - autoencoder, through
which high-level features are extracted from images. The search for the nearest
elements is realized by the Euclidean metric in the generated feature space, after a
preliminary decomposition into two-dimensional space. Proposed approach of generate
feature space can be applied to the classification task using pre-clustering.

1. Introduction
Nowadays there are a large number of approaches to solving the classification problem [1]. But
as a rule, they all resolve into the use of a model class with a teacher-learning-based algorithm.
All of them are united by one major drawback - the requirement of marked data for training.
When a new task arises in the field of computer vision, as a rule, the marked data is missing,
and it is necessary to spend money on their marking.
If we consider approaches based on methods of uncontrolled learning, such as clustering
algorithms, they are usually focused on working with data of small dimensions. If we consider
images as processed data, they usually have a high dimension. Lowering the dimension of space,
for example, by the method of principal components, still does not give space to which clustering
algorithms can be effectively applied.
There is a need to build a map acting from the image space Ω (1) into a certain feature space
of these images, to which you can effectively apply decomposition methods and directly produce
clustering and search for nearby objects by visual component.
2. Latest work
The most frequently used approach to solving the problem of reducing the dimension is the
method of principal components. But it can be applied only to rectilinear data. If we consider
objects of large sizes, the probability of their good separation becomes small. But if they
constitute a mixture of objects belonging to normal distributions with different parameters, they
can be separated using the t-SNE algorithm (Laurens van der Maaten Visualizing Data using
t-SNE) [2]. In most cases, there is work with data that does not meet these requirements. There
is a need to build a mapping from the current space of objects into the space of their descriptive
features, which will be imposed the requirement of their distribution under the normal law.
Such a problem is considered in the paper on variational autoencoders (Doersch C. Tutorial on
Variational Autoencoders) [3].
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In our work, for this purpose an encoder was built and trained, which is the necessary mapping
into the space of attributes of images distributed according to the normal law. Further, the t-SNE
algorithm can be applied to the resulting space to further decompose the space into dimensions,
where clustering algorithms will work well.
3. Building of encoder
For training and testing of models, a set of images ”MNIST”, which contains the images
collection of handwritten numbers. An example of the data is shown in the figure 1.

Figure 1. MNIST example.
Autoencoder was built with the architecture shown in the figure 2. For the general concept
of architecture in more detail see [3].

Figure 2. General block diagram of the auto
encoder model, where the blue blocks indicate
error functions.
During the experiments, the following architectures of the neural networks of the encoder
(Q) and decoder (P ) networks, built only on fully connected layers and convolutional networks,
were used. The parameter for these networks was the dimension of the hidden space.
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A detailed description of the architectures of these models in the form of flowcharts is
in the repository attached to the work. A brief description of the models is shown in the
pictures 3 and 4.

Figure 3. Summary for a model built on fully
connected layers.

Figure 4. Summary for a model built on
convolutional layers.
Both models were trained on the above 60000 data set. The Adam [4] optimization algorithm
was used for training. Number of learning epochs is 500. Keras framework: keras with backend
tensorflow was used for building and learning.
At the output, the encoder returns two vectors: the vector of the mean value for the
distribution to which the object belongs and the vector of the covariance matrix in a diagonal
form. To construct the set H, we use the average value, since it characterizes the cluster centroid
in the space of hidden features, where Ω - original objects set (1), g - encoder.
Ω = {Im }N
m=1

(1)

After training encoder, we construct the desired set H as follows:
H = {g(x)|x ∈ Ω}.

(2)

Now we lower the dimension of the set H using the algorithm of distributed stochastic selection
of neighbors (t-SNE):
Ĥ = t-SNE(H), ∀h ∈ Ĥ ⇒ dim(h) = 2.
(3)
On the other hand, you can set the dimension of the hidden space of the variational auto
encoder, equal to 2, and then we get a set of objects of the desired dimension. But in this case,
the loss of information increases when the object is encoded by an encoder, and the results of
decomposition with this approach are worse.
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4. Experiments
Was took 5000 elements from the ” MNIST ” data set and under exposure of the encoder using
the t-SNE algorithm, we get the set Ĥ (3). Consider the examples of Ĥ sets obtained using the
g encoder model with various parameters of the hidden space size. Figure 5 depicts the set Ĥ
when using the dimension of the hidden space equal to 2, without further using t-SNE.

Figure 5.
Visualization of
the hidden space of dimension
2, obtained by a fully connected
encoder.
Figure 6 depicts the set Ĥ constructed using a fully meshed model with a hidden space
dimension parameter of 10 using the t-SNE algorithm.

Figure 6.
Hidden space of
dimension 10, obtained by a fully
connected encoder, followed by tSNE.
Figure 7 depicts the set Ĥ constructed using the convolutional model with the parameter of
the dimension of the hidden space equal to 10 using the t-SNE algorithm.
It can be observed that when using the hidden space of a higher dimension and the subsequent
action on it by the t-SNE algorithm, the classes become better separable, picture 6. This is due
to the fact that the auto encoder better restores the image at the output and, as a result, the
space of hidden features becomes more representative. When using convolutional architecture,
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Figure 7.
Hidden space of
dimension 10, obtained by a
convolutional encoder, followed
by t-SNE.
visual separability of classes shows similar results, picture 7, and the number of parameters
for this architecture is an order of magnitude smaller than that of the whole consisting of fully
connected layers. Since when training a variational autoencoder, the encoder tends to predict the
parameters of the normal distribution to which the object should belong, then when considering
the set of predicted average values, we get the space of normally distributed values. The t-SNE
algorithm uses the proximity metric of objects in the normal distribution, which results in a
good decomposition result. There is also a method for reducing the dimension of space, based
on the selection of the main components (PCA) [5], but it shows the worst results when applied
to this set of hidden features, picture 8.

Figure 8. Visualization of the
space obtained by the action of
the encoder consisting of fully
connected layers, after decomposition by PCA.

4.1. Search of nearest images and clustering
Random elements from the set Ĥ (3) are taken as an example of searching for the nearest images
by visual similarity, for which 5 nearest elements from the same set are found using the Euclidean
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metric, pictures 9 and 10.
Since in the set Ĥ (3) the data clusters have a random non-linear form, the clustering
algorithm DBSCAN [6] is applied. After splitting the set into clusters, 10 representatives of
each class are taken and the voting method selected labels for each class from the available data
markup. After that, the classification accuracy is evaluated. It is 82.2%. If you reduce the space
to dimension 2 only with an encoder, the accuracy is 75.9%.

Figure 9.
Original image (top) and 5
closest (bottom).

Figure 10.
Original image (top) and 5
closest (bottom).

5. Results
In this work, a variational auto encoder model was built, trained on the MNIST task data set.
The experiment shows that the described approach of using a larger dimension of the hidden
space with its further decomposition using the t-SNE method gives better separability of classes
compared to reducing the dimension only by the auto encoder, and gives higher accuracy when
clustering the set, 82.2% instead of 75.9%.
6. Conclusion
The considered approach allows us to solve the classification problem on previously unallocated
data and search for the closest ones based on visual similarity.
You can also select the nearest elements to the cluster centroids, which will be more likely to
be correctly classified during clustering, and train the classifier based on the [7] neural network,
which may allow you to classify all the input data with better precision.
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7. Applications
Link to GitHub repository with implementation: Clustering-by-VAE
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Abstract. The paper discusses the requirements for the system of remote sensing (hereinafter
referred to as “System”) which is focused on the end user (EU), based on the concepts of
object-oriented monitoring. The classification of simple queries generated with interactive
tools in the context of the end user’s subject area is presented. The research investigates the
features of the System needed for maintaining task-setting interaction, such as the subject
ontology, including knowledge about the object of interest, its static and dynamic properties,
the hierarchy of vector layers that describe spatial objects, the updated image database. The
authors indicate the resources necessary for solving specific tasks, including spatial data
repository and specification of computational procedures capable of interpreting the query in
terms of decision operators. Specifically, the paper considers the structure of task-setting
interaction tools, which ensures the object space-time localization, finding its meaning in
semantic space, performance specification parameters measured one time or in dynamics,
requirements for the visualization of the results and the activity of the System in relation to the
end user in the monitoring process. The solutions presented were tested on monitoring the
condition of agricultural lands in the multi-task space monitoring system of the Institute of
Space and Information Technology, Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk.

1. Introduction
At present there is an intrinsic gap between the existing interfaces of geographic information systems
and the information need of the end user, who, as a rule, operates within a closed professional
environment. New tools are needed to reconcile the mental model of the end user, on the one hand,
and the totality of the processed data, the algorithms of data assimilation, presentation and processing
on the other. They should provide the end user with an interactive environment where he could set
monitoring tasks in the usual terms of objects, attributes, classifiers, indicators, charts, graphs, etc. The
most intuitive in this sense is the object-oriented paradigm to analyze complex subject areas, which is
often used in practice to set the task of implementing software solutions that perform specific
functions [1,2]. The paper discusses the possibility to use this concept for organizing interaction with
an end user, when it does not arise between the problem originator and the system analyst, but
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between the problem originator and the decision system itself. At present, ontological approach, which
reflects many aspects of the object-oriented view on representing geographic knowledge, is widely
used in intellectual systems. However, due to the high degree of this approach formalization, direct
interaction between the end user and the systems such as, for example, Protégé [3] is cumbersome as it
involves intermediary – knowledge engineer. Next, we consider the issues of building an interactive
environment focused on the end user and supporting the capabilities of the System within the objectoriented monitoring concept developed by the team of the authors.
2. Initial data for the task setting process
The main variables discussed in setting the task of spatial object remote research are: the localization
of the object of interest (context) and the informative characteristics to be determined.
The object is localized in the coordinate system of the earth’s surface, in time, and in semantic
space.
Spatial localization can be carried out based on the use of a priori information about the study
object (SO) position, represented as a pair of points defined in space by coordinates (x, y), which
identify rectangular search area, or a polygonal vector object represented in one of the GIS- formats.
In addition, the position of the object can be specified by the user directly, based on substrate maps, or
by specifying the elements of the existing vector maps, for example, administrative or cadastral
division, departmental affiliation, land use maps, etc. The position of an object can also be specified
indirectly, based on its non-spatial properties, defined by the user and applying the knowledge of the
System.
Localization in time can also be stated either explicitly, by specifying a time reference or interval,
or indirectly, based on the characteristics of the object life cycle. Depending on the nature of the
problem being solved, the following time localization options are possible: “now”, “exact date in the
past”, “last measurement results”, “forecast” (for a future date), “monitoring” (a series of
measurements with a specified interval).
The process of localization in semantic space, which, unlike the previous two methods of
localization, depends essentially on the nature of the object and the subject area of research, is
characterized by the greatest variability. In the first approximation, we assume that the specified
process comes to choosing one or more classes from a predetermined set of domain classifiers. The
examples presented in the article are given for the subject area of detecting agricultural land (AL) use
with remote sensing.
Substantive characteristics to be determined can be divided into static, dynamic and structural.
Depending on the nature of the problem being solved, it can be formulated as an object recognition
task, a measurement task, or a prediction of the numerical value of one or more object attributes, a
segmentation task (for heterogeneously structured objects). In the latter case, it is also possible to set
the task of recognition or measurement for each of the selected segments. The recognition task
requires the assignment of the observed object to a class defined in one of the domain classifiers. The
statement of the measurement (forecasting) task requires the correlation of the measured property with
the corresponding element of the attribute classifier.
3. The structure of interaction dialogue frames for the problem setting
Formally, the structure of interaction on setting the object monitoring task can be represented as a
directed graph:
Gr  ( P,V ) ,
(1)
where P is the set of vertices defining the nature of the action (operation) in the interaction, V is the set
of directed edges defining the execution paths for operations. The set of the graph vertices consists of
two subsets:

P  S  EU ,

(2)
where S is a subset of the operational vertices of the system, EU is a subset of the operational
vertices of the user.
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The main stages of the task setting: 1) defining the context; 2) clarifying the goal; 3) developing the
requirements for representation of findings.
The object is localized along three “axes” of interaction: in the coordinate system of the earth’s
surface, in time and in semantic space, each of which is related to an interaction frame. The preferred
direction of interaction is determined by the user. For example, when choosing a spatial axis, the user
can specify the spatial coordinates of the desired point of the monitored object. If the object is
recognized by the system, it notifies the user about the main characteristics of this object, thereby
setting localization indirectly in the semantic space. In another possible scenario, the user can select
one of the object classifiers and specify the required classifier vertex. When switching to a frame with
a geospatial representation, the areas corresponding to the selected vertex at the current time are
activated. When switching to the time frame, the user can select the observation interval. If an interval
in the past is selected, corresponding changes should occur in the spatial frame, displaying the
required period of the object observation.
In the general case, various localization results are possible, affecting the further course of the task
solution process. Thus, the result of localization in space is the exact fixation of a single spatial object
(AL), a set of objects (AL sets) united by common features, for example, spring wheat fields of
“MAYAK" agricultural company, or indication of the region of interest where these objects can be
located. When setting the time interval, we determine the need for: a) obtaining immediate
information; b) obtaining retrospective information; d) monitoring; c) forecasting.
3.1. Clarifying the goal
For an object (class of objects) defined during the previous stage of interaction, we determine the set
of characteristics to be evaluated. A set of characteristics available for selection depends on the model
for describing semantic characteristics used in the System. In our example, these are properties
associated with the corresponding nodes of the objects classifiers, such as “area”, “degree of
heterogeneity” [4], “phytomass volume assessment”, “yield assessment”, “integral characteristic of the
crops condition”, “germination percentage", "surface layer temperature ", etc. Structural analysis is
possible for agricultural fields, with a high degree of heterogeneity during the field season, caused, for
example, by partial nonemergence of crops, or by extreme values of soil moisture in the local areas of
the field [5]. It includes segmentation of the zone of interest with the selection of homogeneous areas.
For each of the selected areas it is also possible to specify the properties required for measurement.
When setting the forecasting problem in the subject area under consideration, as a rule, we assume
the expected phytomass volumes, or the yield per unit area. At the considered stage of interaction, the
appropriate forecast model is selected from those available in the System.
When setting the monitoring task, as well as the task of current observation, one or more
characteristics to be monitored, as well as the method of organizing the monitoring process, are
determined.
3.2. Developing the requirements for representation of findings
At this stage of interaction, the forms of findings representation on request are refined - numerical
values, tables, elements of business graphics, thematic maps, and atlases. Since there is no complete
formalization of tasks in practice, the resulting images of the study objects are also of interest to the
user. They can be analyzed together with the information structured above.
When setting the monitoring task, particular interest consists in defining the probability of the
System prompt response to the anomalous behaviours of the study object, detected during the analysis
of timely remote sensing data. For example, when monitoring fallow lands, these are the excessive
values of vegetation indices, indicating the presence of phytomass in the field and, indirectly, the use
of inadequate tillage methods. The active method of monitoring provides for the possibility to notify
the user about negative scenarios of agricultural lands dynamics immediately when such information
is obtained by the System.
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4. Problem solution utilities of the System
A subject knowledge base pre-formed in the System, which restricts the class of study objects defining
the area of study and information about their spatial localization, is a prerequisite for organizing an
interaction. The research relies on the ontology-based approach to describe and extract the semantics
of agriculture objects, developed in [6,7]. To localize objects in the semantic space, a system of
thematic classifiers is presented there. To describe the measured attributes, the ontology properties are
used, which are characterized by the name, unit of measurement, allowable range of values and
computational measurement procedure.
The other necessary components of the system are: a cartographic base and a set of vector layers
characterizing the spatial localization of objects and their attribute characteristics describing factual
information. To organize monitoring, the System should have access to space survey data that arrives
at the intervals determined by the characteristics of the object's life cycle. Accordingly, it is crucial to
maintain a constantly updated database of remote sensing, which has assimilation, preprocessing,
indexing, storage utilities and access to the specified data, as described in [8]. The alternative is to use
web services that provide processing of information at place of its obtaining and delivering the results
of processing to the consumer (see for example, [9–16]).
For each of the attributes calculated in the system, we should present a computational procedure to
determine the sequence of spatial data processing operators and the conditions for their use [12]. This
functionality is supported by the availability of spatial information processing modules in the System
repository.
For active monitoring, as a supporting capability we need a formalized model of the object
development over time. Thus, the crops vegetation period includes an interconnected series of
phenophases changes, anthropogenic (farming operations) and environmental influences, which can be
interpreted as positive or negative in a specific context [13]. With software prototyping we designed
the interactive tools developed. The prototype is implemented as an additional module of the multitask space monitoring system of the Institute of Space and Information Technology, Siberian Federal
University, Krasnoyarsk [8,14].
5. Experimental Testing
The main provisions of the concept of man-machine interaction for setting and solving different tasks
of spatial objects remote monitoring were implemented for obtaining the crops condition information,
taking into account their uneven growth over time. Within the structure of interaction tools described
above, the task setting process can be decomposed into the following steps (Figure 1):
5.1. Design of a subject classifier by a knowledge engineer
The stage allows introducing priori descriptions in the form of thematic sub-classifiers containing the
monitoring feature classes, as well as their unary and binary properties. For the task in question, the
structure of the classifier is formally as follows [13]:

ci  ID,{x, y}, Ф, K , E, Tm, F , NS , NP, T , N  ,
(3)
where ci is the classifier of the AL objects, ci  С , С is the global taxonomy classifier; ID – is
object identifier; {x, y} – is the set of geographic coordinates of the object in a given projection; K –
is the set of agricultural crops (property-object); Ф is the set of phenological phases throughout the
growing season; E – is the sequence of planned farming operations (FO); Tm is the set of reference
time intervals ei  E , ei (k i , tmi ) and  i  Ф ,  i (k i , tmi , N i ) , where tmi is the time of
measurement, and k i  K ; N - is the set of reference intervals of vegetation index values, associated
with phenological phases, allowing to interpret the current condition of vegetation; F is the set of the
object conditions. The relation f i ( N i ) is defined. In addition, the measured properties include

NS , NP, T – area, perimeter and thickness, respectively.
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Figure 1. The task decomposition pattern (Monitoring crop growth conditions throughout the growing
season, taking into account uneven growth over time).
5.2. Setting the position of an object in space
Setting the position of an object in space is the part of interaction. Based on (1) and (2), its model, can
be represented as a graph Gr1 (Figure 2). The object localization model includes the following
specific steps:
 The system displays a map of the "AL" objects ( S11 ).
 The end user localizes an object (or objects, by multiple selection) on the basis of the “AL” object
map ( EU 11 ).
 The system identifies an object on the map visually ( S 21 ).
 The system displays an object operation panel ( S 31 ).
 The end user assigns the object to its agricultural company (AC) ( EU 21 ).
 The Information System (IS) sets the ID j of the assigned object, fixes its coordinates {xi , yi }
( S 41 ).
 The Information System displays a map of selected objects «AL» ( S51 ).

S11

S 21

EU 11

S 41

S 31

S 51

EU 21

Figure 2. Graph Gr1 : Spatial localization of an object.
5.3. The interaction of assigning a crop
The interaction of assigning a crop can be represented as a graph Gr2 (Figure 3), which includes the
following steps:
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 The system displays a map of the “AL” objects assigned to the agricultural company ( S12 ).
 The end user localizes an object (or objects, by multiple selection) on the basis of the object map
of the company's agricultural lands ( EU 12 ).
 The system identifies the object on the map visually ( S 22 ).
 The system displays an object operation panel ( S 32 ).
 The end user assigns the crop k i with the normative time points Tm for updating the state of the
object, i.e. measurement frequency of specified characteristics to the selected object ( EU 32 ) on
the basis of a given classifier. Each object can have individual time intervals between the state
changes, which are measured from the actual sowing date.
 The system displays a map of "AL" objects with the given crops ( S 62 ).

S12

S 22

S 32

S 62

EU12

EU32
Figure 3. Graph 𝐺𝑟2 : Assigning a crop.

5.4. The process of setting the properties of an object
The interaction graph Gr3 depicts the process of setting the properties of an object to be monitored
(Figure 4). The main steps of interaction are:
 The system displays a map of "AL" objects assigned to the agricultural company ( S 83 ).
 The end user localizes an object (or objects, by multiple selection) on the basis of the “AL”
objects assigned to AC ( EU 13 ).
 The system identifies the object on the map visually ( S 23 ).
 The system displays an object operation panel ( S 73 ).
 The end user sets restrictions on the values of size NS ( EU 43 ) and form ( EU 53 ) parameters to be
calculated.
 The end user confirms the request ( EU 63 ).

S 83

S 23

S 73

EU 13

EU 43

EU 63

EU 53
Figure 4. Graph Gr3 : The interaction for setting the object properties to be monitored.
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5.5. The task solution stage
The task solution stage is considered as an information request which is impossible without prior
training a multi-task monitoring system. The learning processes lie outside the framework of the
considered interaction and consist in establishing the relation between subject classifiers and preprogrammed algorithm being program modules. The modular architecture implements the principle of
reusing system components for solving various tasks, including those in parallel mode. At the physical
level, this approach enables to represent a given operation for processing or analyzing data as a
separate module, and a set of operations as a set of logically interrelated software modules running in a
given sequence, with a given set of input parameters, at a specified time.
Thus, when choosing an object of a certain class, the System knows in advance which algorithm is
required to be executed. If several algorithms are available for a class of objects, then we should
provide steps how to choose the relevant one. At the same time, taking into account the fact that this
interaction is user-focused, it is possible to use the natural language form of the search algorithm,
which will in essence have the form of interaction “NL request - function”.
So, in the considered task of monitoring crops condition, taking into account their uneven growth
over time, the object class “AL” is connected with an algorithm for localizing a spatial object with
heterogeneous structure. The practical result of this task solution is a series of “AL” object maps
displaying structural heterogeneity with the interpretation of conditions, some of which are presented
in Figure 5. The results are visualized to the user as vector layers in the Monitoring System. On the
one hand the number of the formed layers is limited by the number of time points of the object
properties being actualized, on the other hand, by remote sensing data, which are available under
favorable weather conditions.

21.05.2018

25.06.2018

03.07.2018

Figure 5. The time series of maps displaying the AL object inhomogeneous structure (ID = 164).
6. Conclusion
The paper proposes a concept of designing an interaction environment for the end user of the remote
sensing system for spatial objects detection and recognition within the paradigm of object-oriented
monitoring. The following issues were considered in detail: 1) Initial data and constraints for the
problem setting, which are grouped into the following categories: the representation of the object of
interest in time, in the coordinate system of the Earth’s surface, in semantic space, and in the target
characteristics. 2) Interaction dialogue frames needed for a System to interact with the end user,
including knowledge base for the subject area of research, a set of vector layers characterizing the
spatial localization of objects and their attribute characteristics, the remote sensing data stream,
implemented in the form of regularly updated image database or web-services, as well as functionality
for measuring the required properties of the object. 3) The process of task setting in terms of
interaction steps, which help to define the necessary context; goal clarification; development of
requirements for representation of findings.
The interactive tools were developed based on software prototyping within the project “Multi-task
space monitoring system of the Institute of Space and Information Technology, Siberian Federal
University, Krasnoyarsk”.
«This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant №: 18-47-242002
p_mk), the Government of the Krasnoyarsk Territory, the Krasnoyarsk Regional Science Foundation
as a part of the research project titled “Development of technology for creating intelligent information
systems of object-oriented monitoring of territories based on remote sensing data".
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Abstract. In the paper, the image series forgery detection algorithm based on the analysis of
camera pattern noise is proposed. Distribution characteristics of the camera pattern noise are
obtained by extracting the noise component of images from the non-tampered image series. A
noise residual of a forgery image is compared with the camera pattern noise. We compare
various noise filtering algorithms to choose the one that achieves the best performance of the
proposed method. The proposed algorithm is tested both on examples of copy-move forgeries
and forgery fragments which were inserted from an image not included in the image series.

1. Introduction
Image time series describes a scene dynamic. Analysis of image series allows predicting an image that
may be next in the image series, as well as to conclude the authenticity of the image. There are several
approaches to detect forged images. These approaches can use temporal and spatial correlations [1],
unique artifacts of compression, and, finally, unique artifacts left by the camera. Methods using
temporal and spatial correlations are divided into two categories. The methods belonging to the first
category are based on pixel analysis of images [2-5] while the methods from the second category use
the object level of images [6].
In the conditions of availability of many graphic editors and ease of their use, even an ordinary user
does not require specialized knowledge and skills to falsify images. Forgeries can be made to add a
new object to the scene captured by the camera or to hide the existing ones. Image series forgery
detection has its distinctive features as compared to images matching since each image of an image
series captures a scene at different moments. Two neighboring images of an image series can be
captured under different lighting, weather or seasonal conditions. This paper proposes a forgery
detection algorithm that is invariant to the conditions for obtaining images of a series.
This work consists of three parts. The first part deals with the model of the camera sensor noise and
presents a method for extracting pattern noise. In the second part of the work, an algorithm for image
forgery detection is proposed. The third part contains an experimental result of the proposed algorithm
effectiveness. Experiments are focused on copy-move detection (fragments duplicated within one
image) and copy-paste detection (fragments inserted from an image not included in the image series).
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2. Model of a camera’s sensor noise
When the camera sensor captures a uniformly lit scene, the output image will contain a certain number
of pixels, slightly different in brightness from the rest. This fact is related to random noise
components, such as readout noise (the magnitude of the matrix signal fluctuations relative to the
average signal value) or shot noise (random fluctuations of voltages and currents relative to their
average value), and a deterministic component - pattern noise. Pattern noise is present in each image,
fixed by the sensor, and remains approximately the same for different images captured by the sensor.
The output image of the camera can be represented as follows [7]:
y(i, j )  fi , j  x(i, j )   (i, j )   c(i, j)   (i, j)
(1)
where    (i, j ) is shot noise,    (i, j ) is readout noise, с  с(i, j ) is fixed pattern noise (FPN),
x  x(i, j ) is image of the scene in the absence of any noise and f i , j is a multiplicative coefficient
characterizing photo-response nonuniformity (PRNU).
2.1. Extraction of sensor pattern noise
To reduce the contribution of the random noise    (i, j ) and    (i, j ) to the determined noise
component, an image time series Ii (n, m), i  1, L, n  1, N , m  1, M , of the same scene captured by the
same camera is used.
A F noise filter is used [8], [9] to extract the high-frequency component of camera noise. For each
image of the sequence Ii (n, m) , it is possible to define the pattern noise matrix Wi (n, m) as follows:

Wi (n, m)  Ii (n, m)  F  I i (n, m)  .
(2)
Estimation of pattern noise matrices W1 (n, m),W2 (n, m),...,WL (n, m) set can be performed using a
matrix of per-element expected values and a matrix of per-element dispersion values. These matrices
can be calculated using (3) and (4), respectively. Both the matrix of expected values and the matrix of
dispersion values have the same dimensions and depth as the pattern noise matrix Wi (n, m) and the
original images Ii (n, m) accordingly.
1 L 1
E{W0 ,W1 ,...,WL }  E (n, m)   Wi (n, m) .
(3)
L i 0
1 L 1
2
D{W0 ,W1 ,...,WL }  D(n, m)    Wi (n, m)  E (n, m)  .
(4)
L i 0
Expected values and dispersion are calculated for every pixel of every dimension.
2.2. Selection of a noise extraction filter
The main requirement for a noise filter is the high quality of filtering areas around the edges of
objects. This requirement is imposed so that the noise matrices contain the least amount of scene
traces. The median filter, the Lee filter [10], the Gauss filter, the non-local mean filter [11] and the
bilateral filter were chosen in the work.

3. Forgery detection algorithm
After obtaining pattern noise distribution characteristics of the camera, the noise component of the
suspicious image distortion is extracted. Let I F (n, m) be a suspicious image that captures the same
scene with the same camera. The image is not included in the image series used in (3) and (4). The
pattern noise matrix of the suspicious image is determined as follows:
WF (n, m)  I F (n, m)  F  I F (n, m)  .
(5)
The image forgery detection algorithm can be introduced as follows:
 Obtaining pattern noise distribution characteristics of the camera using an image series;
 Obtaining the pattern noise matrix of the suspicious image. It is needed to use the same noise
filter with the same parameters;
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Evaluation of similarity between the pattern noise of the suspicious image and the pattern
noise of the camera;
 Creating of binary mask and post-processing of it.
Pattern noise distribution characteristics of the camera are obtained in the way described in the
previous part of this work.
3.1. Calculation of similarity between the noise of suspicious image and camera pattern noise
The pattern noise matrix of the suspicious image WF (n, m), n  1, N , m  1, m is calculated using the
formula (2). If images of the image series Ii (n, m), i  1, L, have three channels, then every element of
the pattern noise matrix can be presented as a vector wi , j   wijR , wijG , wijB  , i  1, N , j  1, M . The
T

similarity between the noise of the suspicious image and camera pattern noise distribution is
characterized by the Mahalanobis distance. The Mahalanobis distance is calculated for every element

w i , j of pattern noise matrix and the corresponding element μi , j  E (i, j )   ijR , ijG , ijB  of expected
T

values matrix using (6).

d M ( w i , j , μi , j ) 

w

 μi , j  Bij1  wi , j  μi , j  ,
T

i, j

(6)

where B ij is a covariance matrix.
Set of Mahalanobis distance d M (wi , j , μi , j ) calculated for every w i , j forms a Mahalanobis distance
matrix DM WF , E . Next, the matrix DM is averaged in the window whose size does not exceed the
size of the forged region to carry off peak values caused by random noise.
3.2. Creating a binary mask based on the distance matrix
The task of creating a binary mask is solved by choosing a threshold and threshold processing on the
Mahalanobis distance matrix.
The threshold is selected based on the analysis of the Mahalanobis distance matrices total
histogram. The cumulative histogram is created by aggregating Mahalanobis distance matrices
histograms of authentic images Ii (n, m), i  1, L .
Neyman-Pearson criterion is used to select a value of the threshold T . The probability of a falsepositive p0 is fixed, and the value of the threshold T is chosen to minimize the probability of a falsenegative p1 .
3.3. Binary mask post-processing
In the work, post-processing of a binary mask includes selecting connected regions on the mask [12]
and filtering them by size. A connected area is considered forged if its square exceeds 1/ 1000 of the
original image square. A minimal convex hull is constructed around each of forged region. Then the
space inside the minimal convex hulls is filled.
4. Experiments
The experiments were carried out on a standard PC (Intel Core i5-4460, 16 GB RAM).
Ten image time series were used as the object of experiments. Every image series includes 15
authentic images and two forged images. All images were represented in the RGB space. One forged
image included a copy-move and a fragment of another image was inserted into the second image. All
images had a size of 4032  3024 .
Figure 1 illustrates the camera pattern noise extracted by: (a) - the median filter, (b) - the Lee filter,
(c) - the Gauss filter, (d) - the non-local mean filter and (e) - the bilateral filter. The images of camera
pattern noise have been converted to grayscale and transformed by linear enhancement to the range of
[0,255] .
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a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
Figure 1. Camera pattern noise extracted by: a - the median filter; b - the Lee filter; c - the Gauss
filter; d - the non-local mean filter and e - the bilateral filter.
The first part of the experiments was aimed at determining the effectiveness of the copy-move
detection by the proposed algorithm.
4.1. Effectiveness of copy-move detection
The results of experiments aimed at detecting copy-move fragments are shown in Table 1. An example
of an image containing copy-move, as well as the result of detecting it using a bilateral filter, is shown
in Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b), respectively.
Table 1. F1 metric value of copy-move detection.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

a)

Median filter

Lee filter

Gauss filter

0.24
0.36
0.29
0.44
0.38
0.42
0.49
0.53

0.03
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01

0.56
0.43
0.37
0.42
0.30
0.14
0.19
0.27
0.07
0.86

Non-local Bilateral filter
mean filter
0.46
0.64
0.25
0.33
0.15
0.14
0.31
0.21
0.07
0.00

0.87
0.93
0.77
0.69
0.86
0.87
0.74
0.94
0.92
0.92

b)
Figure 2. The result of copy-move detection in the image.
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4.2. Effectiveness of copy-paste detection
The results of experiments aimed at detecting copy-paste fragments are shown in Table 2. An example
of an image containing copy-paste, as well as the result of detecting it using a bilateral filter, is shown
in Figure 3 (a) and 3 (b), respectively.
Table 2. F1 metric value of copy-paste detection.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

a)

Median filter

Lee filter

Gauss filter

0.25
0.44
0.37
0.22
0.21
0.13
0.81
-

-

0.30
0.43
0.54
0.36
0.27
0.01
0.26
0.47
0.83
0.39

Non-local Bilateral filter
mean filter
0.21
0.15
0.28
0.13
0.17
0.01
0.30
0.21
0.17

0.95
0.96
0.87
0.54
0.92
0.95
0.91
0.86
0.93
0.83

b)
Figure 3. The result of copy-paste detection in the image.

5. Conclusion
The image series forgery detection algorithm based on the camera pattern noise analysis has been
proposed in the paper. The conducted research has allowed determining the most suitable noise filter
in the sense of the selected metric F1 - bilateral filter. Also, experiments have shown the Lee filter is
not suitable for solving the problem of copy-move and copy-paste fragments detection. The proposed
algorithm allows detecting copy-move fragments with the average F1 value of 0.85 if the bilateral
noise filter was used for pattern noise extraction. The average F1 value of 0.87 is reached for copypaste fragments detection with the bilateral noise filter also.
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Abstract. This article presents binary segmentation algorithms for buildings automatic
detection on aerial images. There were conducted experiments among deep neural networks to
find the most effective model in sense of segmentation accuracy and training time. All
experiments were conducted on Moscow region images that were got from open database. As
the result the optimal model was found for buildings automatic detection.

1. Introduction
The automatically detecting objects in Earth remote sensing (RS) images task is one of the most
difficult tasks. An example of a solution to the problem under consideration is [1]. Currently, one of
the most effective approaches is semantic segmentation algorithms usage. In other words, for each
image pixel, the object class to which it belongs is determined.
The segmentation of remote sensing images is used in many industries: geoinformatics, the creation
of maps, analysis of land use, etc. At the moment, many segmentation process stages are solved
manually with the help of operators, which leads to high economic costs in temporary resources, as
well as some inaccuracies in the markup due to the human factor.
Currently, there are many algorithms for image segmentation [2, 3, 4], but the most effective are
approaches using convolutional neural networks (CNN) [5]. For almost all computer vision tasks,
convolutional networks provide more efficient results than other algorithms.
In recent years, various approaches have been proposed for the CNN models formation, which at
the output give an original image segmentation map. One of the most effective methods is based on
the use of fully connected neural networks [5]. Unlike the convolutional networks that are used for
classification, there is no subnet of the multilayer perceptron for classification in fully connected
networks.
The CNN architecture for semantic segmentation can be divided into two parts: the encoder and the
decoder. The output coder produces feature maps with a smaller size than the input image. A decoder
is used to restore the size of the feature maps. In the original versions of models of fully convolutional
networks, the decoder was a geometric transformation to increase the size of images with various
interpolation methods [5]. Currently, an approach is used where the decoder subnetwork is constructed
symmetrically to the encoder’s subnetwork with the exception of pooling layers. Instead of pooling
layers, transposed layers [6] or unpooling layers [7] can be used.
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The paper discusses 4 convolutional networks for detecting buildings with different encoder and
decoder architectures. As the criteria for the algorithms effectiveness, network learning time and
segmentation accuracy are used.
The work is organized in the following order. The second section describes the considered neural
network architectures. The third section presents the experimental studies results on real images of the
Moscow region. The final section summarizes the results and tells about the future research direction
in the field of semantic segmentation algorithms.
2. Methods
As algorithms for binary semantic segmentation, we used SegNet neural networks [7], a model with an
encoder from the ResNet-50 network [8] and a decoder in the form of a geometric transformation with
bilinear interpolation, U-Net [9], LinkNet [6].
The SegNet network model is a classic encoder-decoder architecture. The SegNet encoder network
consists of 13 convolutional layers which correspond to the first 13 convolutional layers in the VGG16 network. The decoder architecture is almost symmetrical to the encoder's subnetwork, with the
exception of pooling layers. In this paper, unpooling layers are used. The SegNet network model is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. SegNet model.
The paper also considered a convolutional neural network for segmentation with an encoder based
on ResNet-50. A feature of the ResNet-50 network is the use of residual connections, which make it
possible to effectively solve the problem of a damped gradient arising with an increase in the number
of neural network layers. The network model is shown in Figure 2.
The next neural network architecture under consideration is U-Net. The U-Net model feature is the
feature maps concatenation on the lower and upper neural network levels. This approach is very
similar to the residual connections in the ResNet-50 network, but in the case of U-Net, deeper
connections are used. The network model is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Fully convolutional network model based on ResNet-50.
LinkNet is an evolution of the U-Net model. The encoder and decoder are divided into several subblocks. LinkNet requires less computational resources in comparison with the considered models due
to the rapid decrease in the size of attribute maps. At the network input, a decrease in feature maps
occurs at the expense of pooling and convolution with a step equal to 2, and in the encoder block, at
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the expense of convolution instead of pooling. In the decoder, transposed convolutional layers are used
to restore the size of the images. The network model is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. U-Net model.

Figure 4. LinkNet model.
Cross-entropy was used as a loss function. According to [11], in the classification problem, the
cross-entropy usage as a loss function allows achieving a better local minimum from the classification
accuracy viewpoint with random algorithm parameters initialization compared to the standard
deviation.
Let I (n1 , n2 , n3 ) – digital image applied to the input of the neural network, wherein (n1 , n2 , n3 )  D,

D  {(n1 , n2 , n3 ) : n1  0, N1  1, n2  0, N2  1, n3  0, N3  1} , N1 , N 2 – the size of images, and N 3 – the
number of channels in the input image. Let Y (n1 , n2 , n3 ) – mask the true segmentation, the dimensions
of which coincide with the input image, and the number channels equal to the classes number. Each
channel corresponded to a specific class. The classes were the buildings and the background. The
values Y (n1 , n2 , n3 ) in the channels were 0 or 1, depending on the pixel class in the input image. Let
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O(n1 , n2 , n3 ) – the image obtained at the neural network output whose size and the channels number

coincide with the image markup. Let y  n3  , o  n3  – pixels with the same positions on the spaced and
output images. Then the loss function as follows:
N3 1

H  y, o     y  i  log o(i ) .

(1)

i 0

The target function performed functional mean error of the neural network training set. Let X G –
set with training images, where G – amount of elements, and w – neural network weights. Then the
mean error is as follows:
1 G 1 N1 1 N2 1
Q( w, X G )     H  O  i, j  , Y  i, j  
(2)
G i 0 j 0 k 0
All models were trained using an adaptive stochastic gradient algorithm [12]. During the network
training, the reducing technique the training coefficient was used in the event that the network quality
value on the validation sample did not increase.
3. Experiments
The work considered photographs of settlements of the Moscow region [13]. RGB images of 512 ×
512 size were fed to the network input. The number of shots was 3323. The ratio of the number of
elements in the training sample to the number of elements of the test sample was 80:20. In the role of
classes were the buildings and the background. An example of the image and mask is shown in Figure
5.

Figure 5. An example image and the mask part of the Moscow region settlement.
As can be seen from Figure 5, there were cases when the mask did not fully match the input image.
Despite this, the inclusion of such images in the training sample made it possible to increase the metric
value used in test images with an ideal mask even without a preprocessing stage.
The segmentation accuracy was used as a metric. The segmentation accuracy corresponds to the
percentage of correctly classified pixels from the total number of pixels. The models were trained
using the Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti graphics card. The experiments results are presented in table 1.
Table 1. The considered NN results.
Model
SegNet
Network based on ResNet 50
U-Net
LinkNet

Training time, h

Segmentation
accuracy, %

4
1.3
2
0.5

96.7
96.2
96.9
97.2

According to the results of the experiments, it can be concluded that the approaches using
transposed layers in the decoder used in LinkNet and the concatenation of the upper and lower feature
maps used in the LinkNet and U-Net network allow to obtain higher generalizing abilities compared to
other considered architectures. An example of the output image of the LinkNet network is shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. A test image example, markup and mask, obtained using LinkNet.
4. Conclusion
In this article, various convolutional neural networks architectures were investigated for the detection
of structures in remote sensing images.
An experiments series was conducted, during which the optimal neural network architecture was
identified in terms of training time and segmentation accuracy. Further research is planned on the use
of conditional random fields to improve the segmentation quality.
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Abstract. In this paper, a new technique for detecting concealed objects in the images acquired
by a passive THz imaging system is proposed. The technique is based on a method for mutual
information maximization successfully used for image matching. For reducing computational
expenses, we propose to analyze the mutual information at local maxima of the crosscorrelation function computed in the Fourier domain. The proposed technique does not require
parameter tuning. A computing experiment approved the efficiency of the proposed technique
and the possibility of its implementation in security systems.

1. Introduction
One of the areas of public safety protection is the development of concealed object detection systems
in images obtained in the terahertz band (300 GHz - 3 THz). As a rule, these images are characterized
by a low signal-to-noise ratio, low resolution, low contrast, and fuzziness of objects (see Figure 1 (a)).
One of the approaches to solving the problem for detecting concealed objects in the terahertz
images consists of image segmentation and recognition of selected objects. Many of the proposed
segmentation methods are based on the assumption that there are three areas in the terahertz image
(background, a human body, and hidden objects) characterized by their radiometric temperature range
corresponding to the ranges of gray tone levels. Gaussian mixture models are usually used to represent
the images. The authors of works [1-3] used these models as the basis for developing multi-level
segmentation algorithms. Noise suppression algorithms are applied at the preprocessing stage to
improve the segmentation quality. For example, the anisotropic diffusion algorithm and the nonlocal
means (NL-means) algorithm are used in [1]. In paper [3], the authors developed a multi-level EM
algorithm to localize objects. At the first level, the algorithm segments two objects: the background
and the human body. At the second level, the EM algorithm highlights the hidden object over the
body. In [4], the author proposed an algorithm based on the maximum likelihood method for
recognizing hidden objects. In order to reduce the effects of noise and low contrast, it may be useful to
combine images taken in different spectral ranges. To increase the performance of the concealed
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objects detection, the authors of work [5] combined images obtained in the terahertz and visible
spectral bands. In [6], the objects hidden under clothes are localized using the images obtained in four
channels of a system operating in 3- and 8-millimeter wavelengths with vertical and horizontal
polarization. A multilevel segmentation algorithm combines the k-means algorithm, the EM algorithm
for estimating the parameters of a Gaussian mixture, and the Bayesian classifier. An alternative
approach to object detecting in terahertz images is to use matching the template image of an object and
the input image. In [7], a method based on the localization of the maximum of the correlation
coefficient was applied to detect objects. In this paper, for detecting objects in terahertz images, we
propose to apply an image matching method based on the mutual information maximization [8].
2. Problem statement
Suppose there is a set of images of objects that should be detected under the clothes of people, using a
passive terahertz camera. Objects that are visible in the image should be compared with the templates,
and it is necessary to make a decision about their identity or difference. Suppose there are N template
images of objects U n , n  1,2,..., N . Let the image V be the input image. It is necessary to identify the
object U n located in the image V .
To solve such a problem, the segmentation of the input image is usually preliminarily performed,
feature descriptions of the images of objects U n are formed, and then in the feature space, the
separating surfaces between the classes of the objects under consideration should be found.
The properties of terahertz images listed above complicate the segmentation of objects. Therefore,
it is preferable to use methods that do not require segmentation. In this paper, we propose to solve the
object detection problem as an image matching problem [9]. Let the similarity measure of the template
and the objects in the image V be the criterion J (U n ,V ) . Then the problem can be formulated as
follows. It is necessary to find a template image V which provides the maximum value of the
similarity measure J (U n ,V ) :
U m  arg max{ J (U n ,V )} , n  1,2,..., N .
(1)
Un

Several methods that do not require segmentation of images are known, in particular, methods
based on the maximization of the cross-correlation function values, maximization of the correlation
coefficient [7,9], and maximization of the mutual information [8,10]. These methods do not require a
priori knowledge about the relationship between the input image and the template as well as
information on the statistical characteristics of the images. However, the correlation matching of
terahertz images fails in some cases (see Figure 1). The mutual information is calculated directly from
the joint distribution of the gray levels of these images and involves the data contained in the
compared images more completely than the correlation parameters. The mutual information is a
quantitative characteristic of the statistical dependence of images. The greater similarity of the
template and the input image produces a greater value of the mutual information. In this work, the
mutual information is used as a similarity measure to solve the problem (1).
To apply the information-theoretic approach, a stochastic model of the dependency between the
template image and the input image is necessary. Let the grayscale values in the compared images at
the point x with coordinates ( x, y) be described as discrete random variables U (x) and V (x) with
values u and v quantized into a finite number of levels K and L respectively. If images U (x) and
V (x) represent the same scene, there is a relationship between the variables U (x) and V (x) . We
will use a model similar to that proposed in [8,11]:
V (Tr (x))  F (U (x))   (x),
(2)
where Tr is a coordinate transformation (for registered images V (Tr (x))  U (x) ); F is a grayscale
value conversion function that simulates the relationship between two images of an object;  (x) is a
random variable that simulates noise. Model (2) can be considered as a model of a discrete stochastic
information system with the input U and the output V .
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 1. The result of the correlation image matching: (a) an image of a human with a hidden object
obtained from the THERZ-7A complex; (b) the image of the template object; (c) the result of an
erroneous correlation matching. The contour of the template is shown in red.
The mutual information between the system input and output is defined by the expression:
K L
 p(uk , vl ) 
I (U ;V )   p(uk , vl )log 
,
k 1 l 1
 p(uk ) p(vl ) 

(3)

where the functions p(u ) , p(v) , and p(u, v) define one-dimensional and two-dimensional discrete
probability distributions of the gray tone levels of the images U and V . If mutual information (3) is
used as a similarity measure, the problem (1) can be formulated as follows. It is necessary to find an
image of the template U n maximizing the criterion (3):
U m  arg max{ I (U n ;V )} .
(4)
Un

In the next section, an algorithm for solving the problem is proposed.
3. Comparison of the template images with the images obtained in the terahertz spectral band
The direct computing of the mutual information values on the set of pixels corresponding to the
intersection of the images U n and V at different positions of U n relative to V requires large
computational expenses. Therefore, in practice, methods for accelerated computing of the mutual
information magnitude are necessary. For example, in [8], a differential equation was obtained for
searching for the extremum of function (3) in the image matching problem.
In this paper, we propose to compute the mutual information values I (U n ;V ) at the points of the
input image V corresponding to the local maxima of the cross-correlation function [9], where the
content of the input image V matches the template image U n . The number of the local maxima is
significantly less than the number of pixels in the input image V and the cross-correlation function of
the images can be rapidly computed in the frequency domain. These circumstances make it possible to
significantly speed up the computing of mutual information and, accordingly, solving the problem (4).
Since the cross-correlation function is sensitive to changes in the amplitudes of the grayscale levels in
the compared images, we will use contour preparations of the U n and V images for its computing
because the boundaries of the objects have a fairly stable high grayscale value in the contour
preparations. The cross-correlation function is determined as follows:
cUn,V ( x, y) 
CUn (s, t )CV ( x  s, y  t ) ,
(5)


s t

where CUn and CV are the contour preparations of the images U n and V , x and y are the spatial
coordinates of the points of the image CV , s and t are the coordinates of the points in the
intersection area of the images CUn and CV . Given the high noisiness of terahertz images, masks of
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stochastic gradients [12] for signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 1 will be used to obtain contour preparations.
The computing of the function (5) will be carried out in the frequency domain.
Thus, the search algorithm on the terahertz images of an object corresponding to condition (4)
includes the following operations: (a) smoothing the image V and obtaining contour preparations
CU 1 and CV of the images U n and V respectively; (b) calculating the cross-correlation function of
the contour preparations CU 1 and CV by the formula (7); (c) finding the points of local maxima of
the cU 1,V ( x, y) function; (d) calculating the mutual information I (U1;V ) at the cU 1,V ( x, y) local
maxima points; (e) finding the maximum of mutual information I max (U1;V ) ; (f) repeating steps (a) –
(e) for the images U1 , ..., U N ; finding the maximum of the mutual information I max (U m ;V ) among the
values of I max (U1;V ) , I max (U 2 ;V ) , ..., I max (U N ;V ) and the corresponding template image U m which
will be the solution of the problem (4). It should be noted that an operation of impulse noise filtering
[13] can be applied at step (a) for input image enhancement.
The proposed algorithm has no parameters and does not require tuning. Figure 2 illustrates the
main stages of localizing the objects. The input image captured by the THERZ-7A complex is shown
in Figure 2 (a), and the image of the template object is given in Figure 2 (b). Contour preparations of
these images are presented in Figures 2 (c) and 2 (d). Figure 2 (e) visualizes the cross-correlation
function of the contour preparations. The figure shows the local maxima of the surface formed by the
function cUn,V ( x, y) . The result of localizing the object in the input image is shown in Figure 2 (f).

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
Figure 2. The main stages of localizing the objects: (a) image captured by the THERZ-7A complex;
(b) the image of the template object; (c) the contour preparation of the input image; (d) the contour
preparation of the template image; (e) visualized cross-correlation function of contour preparations
cUn,V ( x, y) ; (f) the result of localizing the object in the input image, corresponding to the maximum
of the mutual information I (U n ;V ) .
4. Experiment
To estimate the applicability of the above approach to solve the problem of localizing and identifying
concealed objects, a computational experiment was carried out. The experiment was organized as
follows. We obtained template images of objects, which should be detected in images captured at the
output of the terahertz imaging system. Template images are shown in Figure 3.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 3. Images of template objects: (a) Kalashnikov submachine gun (AK); (b) TT handgun;
(c) Walther handgun.
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We consistently placed objects under the clothes of a person and recorded image sequences using
the THERZ-7A system. Using the proposed method, we compared the template images shown in
Figure 3 (a) with frames of the obtained video sequences and fixed the values of the similarity
measure (3). The shooting range was about 1.5 meters and varied slightly, so the template images were
used with the constant value of the scale factor. The cross-correlation function and the mutual
information are not invariant with respect to rotation. Therefore, it is also necessary to analyze the
rotated and flipped variants of the template images. The results of the object localizing are shown in
Figures 4 (a-e), and the computed values of mutual information are presented in Table 1. It follows
from Figure 4 and Table 1 that concealed objects are successfully localized by the proposed method
based on a combination of correlation matching and the mutual information maximum matching.
From the data in Table 1, we can draw the following conclusion. When comparing images with
concealed objects obtained at the output of the terahertz imaging system and the images of template
objects, the maximum of the mutual information is achieved if the template corresponds to the
concealed object. Consider an example. Suppose a terahertz image is obtained in which a hidden
object is visible (for example, a Walther handgun). This image is matched with the AK submachine
gun, TT handgun, and Walther handgun templates. The computed values of the mutual information
between the matched images are given in the third row of Table 1. The maximum value of the mutual
information is obtained when comparing the input image and the Walther template. The system then
makes a decision that the concealed object is a Walther handgun. From this, it follows that the
proposed method can be used to detect and recognize prohibited concealed objects in security systems.
To eliminate false alarms, the calculated maximum value of the mutual information is compared with
a predetermined threshold value. If the found maximum of the criterion (3) is less than the threshold,
then the decision is made that the prohibited object is not found. The threshold value is determined
empirically.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Figure 4. The result of the matching images of template objects and the images of hidden objects: (a)
TT handgun hidden under the clothes and its template; (b) hidden Walther handgun and its template;
(c) hidden AK submachine gun and TT template; (d) hidden Walther handgun and TT template;
(e) hidden AK submachine gun and its template.
Table 1. The values of the mutual information computed when matching the template images
and the images of concealed objects.
Template objects
Concealed object
AK
TT
Walther
AK
0.295407
0.276332
0.307398
TT
0.191471
0.345492
0.404531
Walther
0.162791
0.267373
0.342771
5. Conclusions
The paper proposes a new algorithm for localization and identification of objects in images taken
using the passive terahertz imaging system. The proposed algorithm combines matching methods
based on maximizing the value of the cross-correlation function and the mutual information
magnitude. To reduce computational expenses, the criterion of the mutual information maximum is
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analyzed at points of local maxima of the cross-correlation function computed in the frequency
domain. The proposed algorithm does not require parameter tuning. Future research will be aimed at
improving the quality of detection and recognition of concealed objects using preprocessing of
terahertz images and applying detection methods that are invariant to geometric transformations.
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Abstract. A procedure for constructing a digital elevation model (DEM) of the
northern part of the Volga-Akhtuba interfluve is described. The basis of our DEM is the
elevation matrix of Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) for which we carried
out the refinement and updating of spatial data using satellite imagery, GPS data,
depth measurements of the River Volga and River Akhtuba stream beds. The most
important source of high-altitude data for the Volga-Akhtuba floodplain (VAF) can be
the results of observations of the coastlines dynamics of small reservoirs (lakes, eriks,
small channels) arising in the process of spring flooding and disappearing during lowflow periods. A set of digitized coastlines at different times of flooding can significantly
improve the quality of the DEM. The method of constructing a digital elevation model
includes an iterative procedure that uses the results of morphostructural analysis of the
DEM and the numerical hydrodynamic simulations of the VAF flooding based on the
shallow water model.

1. Introduction
A high-resolution 3D topographic model for the large areas is essential to solving a variety
of applied problems in the geosciences that are associated with modeling and monitoring
the environment. The progress of computer technology and numerical methods gives us new
opportunities for modeling fluid dynamics in certain territories. Such problems include storm
surges, spring floods in river valleys, flooding due to heavy rainfall [1, 2]. Hydrodynamic models
allow technical and environmental expertise in the design of hydrological structures [3, 4]. The
important tasks are the determination of the watersheds’ boundaries [5], the creating tools to
help authorities respond to emergency situations [6].
One important research area is the creation of decision support systems (DSS) for solving
various hydrological problems, and the effectiveness of these DSS is determined by the quality
of the applied digital elevation models (DEM) [7, 8, 9]. Such DSS belong to the class of Spatial
Decision-Support System, which combine standard decision-making tools with geographic
information systems, providing new opportunities for water resources management [4, 10],
city and regional planning, real-time decision-making for land management [11], transportation
engineering [12], protecting the natural resources in conditions of increasing human pressures
on the ecosystem.
A quality DEM is a critical component for all these tasks [13]. The terrain is a major physical
factor that influences the dynamics of water. Unfortunately, the accuracy of best topographic
maps is not high enough for numerical simulations. In addition, new problems appear on small
spatial scales, and they are associated with changes in the surface of the relief caused by natural
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Figure 1. The northern part of the Volga-Ahtuba floodplain.
and man-made factors [14, 15]. Changes in the profile of the bottom and adjacent areas are a
continuous process due to active sediment transfer and erosion processes, which require the use
of the self-consistent model of water and sediment dynamics and regular updating of the DEM
also [16].
In this paper, we describe the key stages of creating a DEM for river systems based on the
synthesis of various spatial data using the example of the northern part of the Volga-Akhtuba
floodplain (VAF). The Volga Hydroelectric Station controls the flow of water downstream of the
Volga River and the moisture reserves for the entire floodplain. The volume flow of water through
the dam is called discharge Q(t) (m3 ·sec−1 ) and it varies between Q(t) ' 4000 − 30000 m3 ·sec−1
during the year.
Important components of our methodology are the use of observational data on the dynamics
of the coastlines of numerous small reservoirs in the interfluve during the spring flood and the
verification of DTM using hydrodynamic modeling. Observations of the coastlines motions
for a large number of reservoirs during the spring flooding are a source of very accurate local
topography data. These water reservoirs are the results of the passage of spring water and they
usually disappear in early summer. Thus, the water surface area in the territory of VAF varies
strongly during a few weeks from 2-5% before flooding (low water) up to a maximum value
of 20-40%, which depends on the specific conditions in each year. In late summer, the water
basin area is smaller than in the early spring period before the flood, that connected with high
summer temperature and lack of rain. The coastline coincides with the contour line (isoline) of
the heights’ distribution with very high accuracy at each time point. Thus, the local DEM may
be the result of processing the monitoring data of the coastlines dynamics for a large number
of small reservoirs during the spring flood. These local DEMs are high-resolution data for the
most critical areas in terms of hydrology as a part of global DEM for the northern territory of
the Volga-Akhtuba floodplain (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2. Stages and sequence of DEM creation.
2. Iterative process of creating DEM
2.1. Main stages of creating DEM
Figure 2 shows the general scheme for constructing a digital elevation model and highlights
the most significant steps which we will discuss below. Our DEM is based on the height matrix
bij = b(xi , yj ) for nodes of the Pulkovo 95 coordinate system with step ∆x = ∆y: xi = x0 + i∆x,
[SRT M ]
yj = y0 + j∆y (i = 1, 2, ..., Nx , j = 1, 2, ..., Ny ). We take the SRTM3 SRTMGL1 data bij
as the initial height matrix. The professional GIS “Panorama” tools allow us to recalculate the
matrix by a smaller step (∆x = 15 m, 10 m, 5 m) using the weighted average interpolation in 16
[0]
directions. Such matrix bij will be called the basic digital elevation model.
[0]

The main stages of the transformation matrix bij are discussed below.
1) To clarify the model of the bottom of the Volga River and the Akhtuba River, we use
Sailing Directions (shipping charts) and water depth maps. To refine the bottom
model of the Volga River and the Akhtuba River, we use Sailing Directions (shipping charts)
[1]
and reservoir depth maps, and then we obtain the matrix bij after digitizing and embedding
[0]

this data into the basic DEM bij .
2) A unique feature of the VAF is a complex system of small channels in the interfluve (the
so-called eriks), which form a hierarchical system of channels between River Akhtuba and River
Volga (Fig. 3). We use the satellite images of the “RESURS-P” series and UK-DMC 2, the
DigitalGlobe’s satellite constellation (Google Earth services) to vectorize the linear objects of
[1]
this channel system for subsequent introduction into the DEM matrix of bij . UAV images and
geodesic data are an important source for clarifying the location of small channels (Fig. 5). As
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Figure 3. a — Typical dependence of discharge Q(t). b, c, d — The hierarchical structure of the
hydrological system in the VAF at different stages of flooding.

[2]

a result, we have the matrix bij , which contains the system of small channels.
3) To update the Volga River bottom model, we use the data of the last depth
measurements ranging from the Volga hydroelectric power station to the Svetly Yar settlement.
These data are very sparse and after approximation to all our grid nodes we have the matrix
[3]
bij with the height data of the river bed.
4) We use data on dynamics of coastlines of transient reservoirs, which are filled with
water at the stage of interfluve flooding (April – May) and dry out in the summer (Figure 4).
These measurements provide an additional set of lines with a constant level of relief with very
[3]
high accuracy. The refined matrix bij is the result of binding these isolines to heights. Our
studies have shown the effectiveness of the UAVs use to obtain data on the boundaries of water
bodies (Fig. 5). UAVs provide a more detailed sequence of isolines at the initial stage of flooding
rise, which is almost unattainable for satellite data. However, this approach is local and does
not allow to cover large areas.
[2]
Figure 4 shows vertical profiles along the AB and CD segments for the bij matrix, indicating
the positions of the corresponding intersections of coastlines with these segments. The points
for the same coastline on opposite slopes of the reservoir have different elevation levels, which
[2]
indicates the need to update the matrix bij . For example, the height difference is ∆b = 0.5 m
for a pair of points (1a, 1b) in the figure 4 b and ∆b = 1 m for (2a, 2d) in the figure 4 c.
5) Then we calculate the standard set of morphostructural analysis parameters [17]:
the profile curvature kt (xi , yj ), the tangential curvature ks (xi , yj ) and the tilt angles s(xi , yj )
(Figure 6):
s =
kt =

q
360o
arctan b2x + b2y ,
2π
bxx b2y − 2bxy bx by + byy b2x
,
√
p q
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 4. The position of coastlines at different points in time for small bodies of water near the
village Zonal’nyj.

ks =

bxx b2y + 2bxy bx by + byy b2x
p

p q3

,

(3)

∂b
∂2b
∂2b
∂2b
∂b
, by =
, bxx =
,
b
=
,
b
=
, p = b2x + b2y , q = 1 + p.
yy
xy
∂x
∂y
∂x2
∂y 2
∂x∂y
We often encounter two types of artifacts:
[0]
a) Strong local errors of heights on the bij matrix are strongly highlighted against the background
of a rather flat territory. These errors are often caused by data processing problems for small
forests and small water reservoirs.
b) The second difficulty is related to the detection of small channels connectedness.
There are problems with the automatic selection of objects even in images for urbanized
areas, the morphology of which is simpler compared to the wooded marsh landscape of the
floodplain [18]. Analysis of the hyperspectral observational data for various platforms allows us
to improve the classification of objects [8], but this approach is algorithmically complex [19].
The spatial distributions of the parameters (1) – (3) help identify areas with artifacts, first of
all, areas with a violation of hydrological connectedness of watercourses on the digital elevation
model. The morphostructural analysis of the DEM allows simple means to detect possible errors
and promptly correct them, refining the hydrological network [20, 21].
6) Hydrodynamic modeling is carried out at the final stage (Fig. 3a, b), reproducing the
spring flooding of the interfluve territory in accordance with the procedure described in [1, 3, 22].
This allows you to check the channels connectedness of the hydrological system in addition to
the morphostructural analysis. Comparison of simulation results with observational data is a
bx =
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Figure 5. The vectorization of water bodies images with UAV. The colored lines show the
boundaries of the reservoirs.

Figure 6. a) The general structure of the VAF flooding is based on the results of our numerical
hydrodynamic modeling. b) The distribution of water for the specified area of the frame. c) The
distribution of the morphometric index ks for the same zone.

powerful tool for updating the DEM for the most important zones, which primarily provide for the
formation of vast reservoirs of the lake type due to the water outflow from small canals (eriks).
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Such verification based on hydrodynamic modeling is the most resource-intensive procedure. For
hydrodynamic simulations, we use the software for the numerical solution of the shallow water
equations described in [1, 22] and taking into account the parallel implementation for GPUs
[23].
2.2. Assimilation of local spatial data by the DEM matrix
One essential feature of building a digital model of river bed is the source data sparseness, which
include:
coast(~
r)

(i) There are two coastlines with water level mark Lcoast
(~r), L2
.
1
bed
(ii) There are several depth curves on topographic maps of Li (~r) (i = 1, ..., mB ). We have
only mB ∼ 3 − 4 even for the largest rivers.
(iii) Several soundings show, as a rule, only the deepest points on a topographic map.
(iv) Depth measurements using echo sounders require new field studies.
All these data form set of points P on the height matrix bij .
We used an iterative procedure to build a river bottom DEM:
bp+1
n,m


h
i
h
i
p
p
p
p
p
 bp + α bp
n,m
n+1,m − 2bn,m + bn−1,m + α bn,m+1 − 2bn,m + bn,m−1 ,
=
 b(exp) ,
n,m

Pn,m ∈
/P
Pn,m ∈ P ,

(4)
where
is the depth at the points Pn,m , α is the parameter that determines the
convergence of the iterative procedure (4). The formula (4) is the finite-difference analog of the
diffusion equation. We obtain the solution to the Poisson’s equation in the case of converging
iterations (4). Figure 7 shows the results of the construction of the DEM of the Volga River
area, based on the approach described above.
(exp)
bn,m

a)

b)

Figure 7. a) Vector map of the River Volga. b) Digital elevation model of riverbed of the Volga
downstream from the hydroelectric dam.

2.3. Coastlines dynamics as factor in improving DEM
Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the hydrological regime in the VAF. Water flows from
the Volga River to the Akhtuba River in a low water period in the case Q ' 5 − 9 thousands
m3 ·sec−1 , but it is not enough to fill the channels and besides the moisture reserve is very small
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in the area between the rivers. All channels are quickly filled with the increase of Q up to
23–30 thousands m3 ·sec−1 and the water is poured onto the flat part of VAF. The water level
is maintained by the powerful moistening at the third stage with Q = 16000 − 20000 m3 ·sec−1 .
In late spring, there is a change to low-water and the total moisture content decreases in the
territory.
There is a large number of shallow lakes on the flat territory between the large and small
channels in spring and early summer. The coastlines of such reservoirs are moved on considerable
distances in a short time period (Fig. 8 and See Fig. 4). Measuring the position of coastline
at different points in time can help us determine an additional set of contour lines (isolines of
heights) of the terrain for critical zones.

Figure 8. Shallow lake near the Bulgakov Channel at various stagesof the flooding in 2014 is
shown: a) start the flooding (May 6), b) maximum the flooding (May 8), c) the dissipation of the
reservoir (May 18).

2.4. Verification based on the results of hydrodynamic simulations
Fig. 9 shows the results of hydrodynamic simulations in the floodplain of the small river at
various stages of the DEM refinement:
(i) We use the DEM after embedding the riverbed in the SRTM matrix and assignment the
coastlines, the fairway line and the river slope (Fig. 9a).
(ii) Panel b in the figure demonstrates the water distribution in the river channel after processing
the DEM in the “Construction of horizontals by elevation matrix” service in the GIS
Panorama.
(iii) The next iteration involves the DEM rebuilding taking into account the geodetic transverse
profiles of the river valley, which are obtained as a result of field measurements (Fig. 9c).
(iv) The final step involves updating the digital model on a small scale at the high water stage
(Fig. 9d ).
3. Conclusions
The object of our study is the valley between the River Volga and River Akhtuba, the ecosystem
of which is unique on Earth due to the special hydrological regime. We propose the iterative
procedure for creating the DEM for special floodplain areas with a large number of transient
reservoirs. The initial data are the SRTM matrix, the space images from the “Resource-P ”
and UK-DMC-2 satellites, the topographic maps, the geodetic measurements of the elevation
profiles, the depth measurements. The morphostructural analysis and the numerical simulations
of surface water dynamics on realistic topography can be powerful tools for verification of the
digital elevation model.
The observed dynamics of coastlines allows building elevation levels along the boundaries of
water bodies, and this approach is actively used to construct the DEM. However, this method
acquires special value in the case of periodically flooded areas, since the moving coastlines
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9. Results of local DEM refinement for the small river valley using hydrodynamic
simulations. By identifying the shortcomings of the DEM, we provide flooding in the model for the
nearest areas in accordance with the observations.
provide detailed sets of contour lines, being the basis for a very high-quality and relevant digital
elevation model.
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Abstract. In this paper, a technique for automated detecting diagnostic events in the video
channel of video and electroencephalographic monitoring data is presented. The technique is
based on the analysis of the quantitative features of facial expressions in images of video data.
The analysis of video sequences is aimed at detecting a group of frames characterized by high
activity of frame regions. For detecting the frames, a criterion computed from the optical flow
is proposed. The preliminary results of the analysis of real clinical data are presented. The
intervals of synchronous muscle and brain activity, which may correspond to an epileptic
seizure, are detected. These intervals can be used for diagnosing epileptic seizures and
distinguishing them from non-epileptic events. Requirements for video shooting conditions are
formulated.

1. Introduction
This paper is aimed at the solution of the problem for automated detecting diagnostic events in the
video channel of synchronous video and electroencephalographic monitoring data. Videoelectroencephalographic (VEEG) monitoring is a method for long-term synchronous registration of
electroencephalography (EEG) and video image. Simultaneous video recording the clinical condition
of the patient and the bioelectric activity of the brain (i.e. EEG) allows one to diagnose epileptic
seizures reliably and distinguish them from events of non-epileptic nature [1, 2].
The duration of EEG monitoring is usually 24 hours or more, and if used in intensive care units it
can last for weeks. Visual analysis of large amounts of data obtained during the long-term VEEG
monitoring requires huge labor costs and special training of clinical neurophysiologists. This
determines the urgency of developing new methods for detection, quantitative analysis, and
classification of diagnostic objects and the exception of artifacts in long-term VEEG monitoring of
patients.
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The methodology of EEG analysis is traditionally based on the visual analysis of curves. Experts
identify non-artifact fragments of the record and analyze its background structure, single
(epileptiform) graph elements and their special patterns, which are specific for different clinical
conditions [3]. In most cases, the algorithmic capabilities of the software for video EEG instruments
are limited to preprocessing multi-channel EEG signals, indicating the likelihood of record artifacts,
calculating inter-channel coherence and sources of electrical activity. To simplify the assessment of
large volumes of visual information, a mathematical analysis of the oscillations with a graphical
presentation of the results, notably a quantitative EEG (qEEG), is used [4]. However, the method of
visual presentation of quantitative EEG in the form of trends and histograms does not take into
account many artifacts, in particular, chewing and movement of the patient's head. When detecting
high-amplitude plots on the qEEG histogram, the physician needs to revise the in video record a
fragment of interest for visual assessment and differentiation of an epileptic and artifact event. For this
purpose, they use not only the electrographic pattern but also the analysis of the video. In this case,
trained EEG technical and medical staff visually scanning all VEEG data and marking specific
events [2].
Recently, a number of methods for automatic detecting seizures according to EEG data have been
proposed [3, 5-7]. However, all of them use only the native EEG without taking into account the video
image, and their accuracy is insufficient for widespread clinical practice. The analysis of publications
in periodicals and monographs in the subject domain showed the lack of publications on methods for
automatic recognition of epileptic seizures in video sequences obtained during the video-EEG
monitoring. Therefore, it is necessary to develop methods and algorithms for automated detection of
diagnostic events in long-term video-EEG recordings, which will improve the reliability of their
classification and significantly reduce the time for analyzing large amounts of video EEG data and
increase their diagnostic significance.
In this paper, we propose a technique for detecting diagnostic events in the video channel of the
video-EEG monitoring data of patients in coma.
2. Detecting events in VEEG data
When developing a technique for automated detection of diagnostic events in VEEG data, it is
assumed that the decision on event detection is made when the specific features are detected
simultaneously in EEG and video channels. This will make it possible to avoid false alarms caused by
activity in only one of the data channels. For example, if the camera fixed the movement of a patient,
which is not associated with convulsions, or the appearance of medical staff in the frame.
In this case, it is necessary to analyze informative areas in patient images with visible particular
muscle contractions. Informative areas are usually associated with the details of a person’s face (eyes,
nose, and mouth). Analysis of video sequences with recorded seizures showed a variety of appearance
of these seizures. For example, in the case of a non-convulsive attack, only rather weak muscular
contractions are observed in the region of the patient’s mouth. At the same time, the rest of the facial
muscles remain motionless. In another case, more intense contractions of the muscles of the mouth
and periodic movements of the head with immobile muscles in the eye area can be observed. In a
number of cases, intense contractions of the muscles are visible all over the face, and contractions of
the neck muscles and head movements are also possible. In the absence of seizures, the frames of the
video data are relatively static for the studied group of patients.
One of the possible approaches for detecting events in a video channel can be associated with an
analysis of the dynamics of the details of a person’s face (eyes, nose, mouth). The literature presents a
wide range of methods for localizing these details [8-10]. It should be noted that the images of video
sequences obtained during VEEG monitoring have the following features. First, an arbitrary angle of
video recording the patient's face (see Figure 1). This feature eliminates methods based on the property
of facial symmetry, and methods that require a full frontal image of the face. Second, medical
equipment, partially covering the details of the face (see Figure 1(a)). This circumstance also
complicates the task of localizing diagnostically important regions. Third, informative regions may not
be associated with characteristic points of the face (eyes, corners of the mouth, etc.). Such regions, for
example, may be neck areas. Therefore, conventional methods for localization of characteristic points
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and details of the face may not be applicable. In paper [11], the authors proposed to use displacement
vectors of scene objects, which are calculated as projections of the optical flow vectors onto the floor
plane, for abnormal behavior detection in the video surveillance systems. This method has
demonstrated efficiency in a wide range of operating conditions and scenes.
In this paper, we propose to detect diagnostic events using the magnitude of the criterion
characterizing the degree of activity of the region of interest. The region of interest will be the part of
the frame that includes the patient’s face, head, and neck areas (see Figure 1). As a criterion of the
activity of the region of interest, the total optical flow calculated for each frame of the video sequence
is used:
W 1 H 1

J (i)   Vx2  x, y, i   Vy2  x, y, i     i  , i  1,..., N ,

(1)

x 0 y 0

where J  i  is a criterion value calculated in the frame number i ; W , H are the frame width and
height; Vx  x, y, i  and Vy  x, y, i  are the optical flow values in axial directions X and Y in the frame
number i at a pixel with coordinates  x, y  ;   i  is a noise.

a)

b)
Figure 1. Frames from long-term VEEG records.

Since the noise component is present in the model (1), the smoothed value of the activity criterion
Ĵ  i  should be used to detect events. The smoothed Ĵ  i  value is obtained using a discrete version of
the Kalman-Bucy filtering algorithm [12]. We apply the Kalman-Bucy algorithm since it provides the
optimal estimate in the sense of minimum error variance. The decision to fix a diagnostic event is
made according to the threshold rule. To avoid false alarms of the detector due to short-term spikes,
the decision about the occurrence of an event is made if the value of Ĵ  i  exceeds a predetermined
threshold in a sequence of frames not shorter than M . Thus, the decision rule is formulated as follows:
ˆ

1, if J  i   T и i  i0  M ;
Event  
(2)
ˆ

0, if J  i   T or i  i0  M ,
where Event is an event indicator, T is a threshold value, i0 is a frame number from which the
inequality Ĵ  i   T is taking place, M is the length of the sequence of frames required to make a
decision about the appearance of a diagnostic event. The threshold value is defined as follows:
(3)
T  Jˆ0  k ,
where Ĵ 0 is computed as a mean value of Ĵ  i  in a fragment of video sequence with low dynamics of
the scene,  is a standard deviation of Ĵ  i  , k is a coefficient.
Thus, the algorithm for detecting diagnostic events in the video channel of VEEG monitoring data
consists of the following steps.
1. Reading frame number 1 of a video sequence.
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2. Computing the total optical flow in the region of interest in the video sequence frame according
to the formula (1).
3. Computing the smoothed value of the activity index Ĵ  i  .
4. Checking conditions (2) and (3). If the condition Ĵ  i   T is satisfied, the current frame
number i0  i is stored. If the condition is not satisfied, go to step 1.
5. Repeating steps 1–3. If the conditions Ĵ  i   T and i  i0  M are satisfied, an event is
detected. If not, go to step 1.
In the next section, an experiment aimed at testing the proposed technique is described.
3. Experiment
The developed technique is implemented in the MatLab software environment. For computing
Vx  x, y, i  and Vy  x, y, i  in (1), Lucas–Kanade algorithm [13] is applied. This algorithm for
computing the optical flow is chosen from the condition of the highest performance in comparison
with other methods. The magnitude of the smoothed activity index Ĵ  i  is estimated using a discrete
version of the Kalman-Bucy filtering algorithm [12]. The values of the filtering algorithm parameters
are selected when processing test video sequences, and based on the best ratio of the error and speed
values.
The developed technique was applied to five videos of patients in a coma. In three records epileptic
seizures are detected, including non-convulsive ones. For each of the five video sequences, the
parameters of the decision rule (2), (3) were determined from fragments with low scene dynamics. The
number of frames corresponding to the shortest event duration in condition (2) was chosen equal to 75,
which corresponds to a time interval of 2.5 seconds. The value of the coefficient in (3) was selected as
k  1.1 . Examples of graphs of the criterion J  t  and its smoothed value Ĵ  t  , as well as the event
indicator Event for two fragments of the VEEG monitoring of the patient shown in Figure 1(a) are
given in Figures 2 and 3. Here and below, instead of the variable i designating the frame number, we
use the variable t  i / FrameRate , where t is the time, and FrameRate is the frame rate of the video.
In the experiment, we processed videos with a frame rate equal to 30 frames per second. Figure 2 (a)
demonstrates the detection of diagnostic events. For the videos, corresponding to the graphs shown in
Figures 2 (a) and 3, the parameters in expression (3) for determining the threshold value T were found
to be equal to Jˆ0  1604 and   127.9 .
Figures 2 (b, c) show the graphs of the processed EEG signals from the synchronous recording of
VEEG monitoring. Figure 2 (b) shows the projection of the ridge of the wavelet spectrogram on the
power spectral density (PSD) and time axes. Using an adaptive threshold, the ridge points (maximum
values of the power spectral density at each time point), which lie above this threshold, were
calculated. Close points of the ridge, lying above the threshold, were combined into clusters fragments of the ridge, marked in black on the graph. These ridge fragments are interpreted as
episodes of suspicious activity, similar to an epileptic seizure [7].
Figure 2 (c) shows the EEG signal in one of the channels, filtered by a Butterworth filter of the 8th
order with a passband from 5 to 22 Hz and notch filters at frequencies multiple of 50 Hz. The
sampling frequency of the signal is equal to 500 Hz. The black color indicates the suspicious intervals
obtained by analyzing the ridges of the wavelet spectrograms. From Figures 2 (a-c) one can see the
intervals of synchronous muscle and brain activity, which may correspond to epileptic seizures. These
intervals are found between 75 and 130 seconds, 144 and 147 seconds, 165 and 175 seconds, and
between 202 and 207 seconds.
The graphs in Figure 3 correspond to video record without seizures.
A fragment of VEEG data from another patient recorded a non-convulsive epileptic seizure. Figure
4 shows the results of processing synchronous video and EEG channels of this recording. Figure 4 (a)
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demonstrates the detection of diagnostic events in the video channel of the VEEG record. This figure
shows manifestations of seizure, which is poorly expressed, but distinguishable in Ĵ  t  graph.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 2. Graphs obtained from VEEG monitoring data illustrating detection of diagnostic events:
(a) graphs of the criterion J  t  , estimate Ĵ  t  , and event indicator Event ; (b) projection of the ridge
of the wavelet spectrogram on the power spectral density (PSD) and time axes; (c) EEG signal in one
of the channels, filtered by a Butterworth filter of the 8th order and notch filters.
Figure 4 (b) shows the projection of the ridge of the wavelet spectrogram on the power spectral
density (PSD) and time axes. Figure 4 (c) illustrates the EEG signal in one of the channels, filtered by
a Butterworth filter of the 8th order and notch filters.
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Figure 3. Graphs of the criterion J  t  , smoothed estimate Ĵ  t  , and event indicator Event . The
analyzed video does not contain seizures.
In Figures 4 (a-c) the intervals of synchronous muscle and brain activity, which may correspond to
an epileptic seizure, can be seen. These intervals are visible between 7 and 45 seconds, 50 and 53
seconds, and between 95 and 98 seconds.
For the video, corresponding to the graphs shown in Figure 4 (a), the parameters in expression (3)
for the threshold value T were computed equal to Jˆ0  670.44 and   12.29 .
It follows from Figures 2, 3, and 4 that diagnostic events can be detected using the criterion (1) and
the rule (2)-(3) at different angles of shooting and with partial occlusion of the patient’s face with
medical equipment.
4. Requirements for recording video data of VEEG monitoring
Requirements for recording video data of VEEG monitoring are derived from the need for reliable
detection of diagnostic events. For this, the field of view must be selected so as to provide the
necessary dynamic range of values of the criteria used for event detecting. In the field of view of the
camera should not get the details of the scene, generating a strong noise background. Essential for the
video channel is the immobility of the camera. In the video sequence captured by the unfixed camera,
the event cannot be detected due to the high level of noise in the optical flow caused by camera
movement. Camera resolution should allow fixing facial expressions and muscle contractions of small
amplitude. Based on the analysis of the video channel of the video EEG monitoring data, the following
requirements for the video shooting parameters are formulated. First, the field of view of the video
camera should cover the patient’s head and neck. Secondly, the camera should be fixed. Thirdly, the
resolution of the camera matrix should not be lower than HD.
5. Conclusions
A technique for automatic detection of diagnostic events based on the analysis of the quantitative
characteristics of the patient's activity in video records is proposed. Analysis of video sequences is
aimed at detecting a group of frames with high scene dynamics. A criterion computed from the optical
flow magnitude is applied. The preliminary results of the analysis of real clinical data for patients in a
coma are presented. The results of the analysis showed the efficiency of the proposed algorithm at
different angles of shooting and partial occlusion of the patient’s face with the details of medical
equipment. The comparison of the results of diagnostic event detection from the video record with
data obtained from the synchronous EEG showed the possibility of reliable diagnosing epileptic
seizures and distinguishing them from non-epileptic events. Future research will be aimed at applying
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pattern classifiers for detecting epileptic seizures based on a joint analysis of synchronous EEG and
video channels.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 4. Graphs obtained from VEEG monitoring data illustrating detection of non-convulsive
seizure: (a) graphs of the criterion J  t  , estimate Ĵ  t  , and event indicator Event ; (b) projection of
the ridge of the wavelet spectrogram on the PSD and time axes; (c) EEG signal in one of the channels,
filtered by a Butterworth filter of the 8th order and notch filters.
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Abstract. This paper presents a pixel-by-pixel possibility estimation of 3D scene
reconstruction from multiple images. This method estimates conjugate pairs number with
convolutional neural networks for further 3D reconstruction using classic approach. We
considered neural networks that showed good results in semantic segmentation problem. The
efficiency criterion of an algorithm is the resulting estimation accuracy. We conducted all
experiments on images from Unity 3d program. The results of experiments showed the
effectiveness of our approach in 3D scene reconstruction problem.

1. Introduction
3D-scene reconstruction is a classic computer vision problem. Algorithms for 3D-scene reconstruction
are prevalent in many spheres like robotics, architecture, design, Earth remote sensing, automated
driving systems.
There are several methods for solving considered problem [1, 2]. Binocular stereo vision is one of
such methods [1]. This method calculates a disparity between conjugate points on rectified stereo
images. The main problem is to find conjugate points. A possible solution is searching key points on
stereo images, then getting points descriptors and matching points by metrics values between
descriptors [4]. There are more modern approaches that use convolutional neural networks [3, 4, 5].
3D-scene reconstruction using multiple images is a computationally expensive problem [2]. The
current level of technology development doesn’t make it possible to reconstruct 3D-scenes in real time
with good quality.
This article proposes an algorithm for possibility estimation of 3D-scene reconstruction using
several frames of a video sequence in real time. This procedure helps to evaluate images number to get
good quality 3D points cloud. The algorithm estimates conjugate pairs number from multiple images
using a deep convolutional neural network. The article presents a model of a neural network with a
quite small amount of weights. The model is possible to use on mobile devices with a graphical
accelerator in real time. We conducted all experiments on images from Unity 3d program.
The article is structured as follows: the second section describes the main terms. Next section
describes the model of neural network. The fourth section presents the results of experiments. Finally,
we summarize results and tell about future researches.
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2. Main terms
Let I ks (n1 , n2 ) be an RGB image from camera

k

and scene

s , where (n1 , n2 )  D,

D  {(n1 , n2 ) : n1  0, N1  1, n2  0, N2  1} , k  0, K  1 , s  0, S  1 , N1 , N 2 are height and width of
image from camera, K is number of cameras on scene and S is number of scenes. Every scene differs
from each other by objects types or relative positions of objects. Let l be the index of the fixed camera
and we call the image from this camera as a relative image. Let Rks (n1 , n2 ) be discrete function whose

values are points coordinates in space. Every value of Rks (n1 , n2 ) is projected on the correspondent
position of the image plane I ks (n1 , n2 ) . Rls (n1 , n2 ) is a function whose values are projected on relative
image s . To form elements of train and test datasets we consider the following function:
s
s

0, R j  n1 , n2   Rl  n1 , n2 
Pjs  n1 , n2   
s
s

1, R j  n1 , n2   Rl  n1 , n2 

(1)

Let X G   xi , yi i 0 be a dataset, xi is a tensor, passed through the neural network, yi is a label
G 1

tensor and G is the size of the dataset. We form tensor xi by concatenating m  K different images
I ks (n1 , n2 ) with the relative image from scene s . We choose m less than K in order to form more
input and label tensors from one scene. Number of elements from one scene is СKm11 .
To get label tensor we consider the following function:
m 1

Ais (n1 , n2 )   Pjs  n1 , n2  ,

(2)

j 0
j l

where j is index of camera. Ais  n1 , n2  values show frames number in set of m images from input
tensor (without considering relative image), that contain projection of R sj  n1 , n2  point. We represent
all values of Ais  n1 , n2  function in one hot encoding with m bits to get final yi label tensor. Our task
is similar to semantic segmentation task or pixel classification problem.
3. Model description
We considered several fully convolutional neural networks whose output tensor has the same width
and height as input tensor [6]. Such networks are used in semantic segmentation task and show good
performance. Some of these networks are U-Net [7], SegNet [8]. These networks have comparable
number of weights.
Another considered network is LinkNet [9]. This model exploits all features of U-Net and has a
smaller number of weights. Specific feature of LinkNet is using several encoders and decoders.
Original model consists of four blocks with 11.5 million parameters number.
In this work we use 3 decoder and encoder blocks to make network run faster in real time. We
reduced size of max pooling kernel to 2  2 with stride 1 instead of kernel 3  3 with stride 2. This
change in size of max pooling kernel doesn’t allow feature maps to decrease fast to save more
information. Our model has 3 million number of parameters. Figure 1 shows proposed model while
figure 2 and figure 3 demonstrate architecture of encoder and decoder blocks respectively.
We used cross entropy as a loss function. According to [10], cross entropy loss function allows to
get local minimum that gives bigger accuracy than mean square distance loss function using random
weights initialization.
Let v be an output tensor of neural networks that has the same shape as label tensor. Loss function
looks as follows:
m 1

H  y  n1 , n2  , v  n1 , n2     y  n1 , n2 , i  log v(n1 , n2 , i ) .

(3)

i 0

Loss on whole dataset can be calculated as follows:
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1 G 1 N1 1 N2 1 m1
(4)
    yi  j, k , t  log  vi  j, k , t 
G i 0 j 0 k 0 t 0
We used an adaptive stochastic gradient descent Adam as optimization method [11, 12]. We also
decreased learning coefficient value if loss on test set remained the same or less than on previous
epoch.
Q( X G )  

Figure 1. Neural network
model.

Figure 2. Encoder
architecture.

Figure 3. Decoder
architecture.

4. Results of experiments
We trained and tested model on dataset of Unity 3d images. Number of cameras K was 8, number of
scenes was 23 and number of RGB images m in input tensor was 5. Number of images in dataset was
805. Size of image was 300×300. We split images on 70/30 percent for train and test dataset
respectively.
Input tensor contained 15 channels in third dimension. First 3 channels belonged to relative image.
Relative image, with non-relative image, label tensor and output tensor are presented on figures 4, 5,
6, 7. Intensity on images 6 and 7 depends on number of conjugate pairs in input tensor.

Figure 4. Relative
image.

Figure 5. Nonrelative image.

Figure 6. Label
tensor.

Figure 7. Output
tensor.

We used accuracy metric for results estimation. Accuracy metric looks as follows:
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1 O 1 N1 1 N2 1 
(5)
vt  i, j , u   arg max yt  i, j , l   ,
    arg max
N1 N 2O t 0 i 0 j 0 
u
l

where O is number of images in test dataset, u and l are indexes for output and label tensors
respectively.
After training neural network on train dataset accuracy on test dataset was 0.96.
M

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new approach for possibility estimation of 3D-scene reconstruction using
convolutional neural network. Our model can estimate conjugate pairs number from multiple images.
We conducted experiments and showed effectiveness of our approach. The aim of future researches
to propose a method for camera-world rotation matrix and translation vector estimation.
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the solution of the problem of increasing the speed of the
algorithm for hyperspectral images (HSI) compression, based on recognition methods. Two
methods are proposed to reduce the computational complexity of a lossy compression
algorithm. The first method is based on the use of compression results obtained with other
parameters, including those of the recognition method. The second method is based on
adaptive partitioning of hyperspectral image pixels into clusters and calculating the estimates
of similarity only with the templates of one of the subsets. Theoretical and practical estimates
of the increase in the speed of the compression algorithm are obtained.

1. Introduction
The main idea of compression methods using recognition methods is to replace the original description
of a pixel (signature) y = ( y 1 , y 2 ,..., y n ) in a constant length ϒ record with the values of parameters
obtained during recognition. On average, as a rule, there are quite many pixels that are similar to y ,
and the description y is much larger than the description ϒ , which ensures the efficiency of the HSI
compression. We shall consider the methods of comparison with templates as the main recognition
methods. Recognition based on comparison with templates consists in establishing the similarity
(proximity) of a certain pixel y to the equivalence class K (y e , A) generated by the template y e and
given by the transformation operator A . As an estimate of the proximity ε m ( A) of the pixel y to the
template y e , the minimum mean square error ε ( A) (NSE) is used with respect to the parameters of
the operator A :
2
2
1
1 n
ε m ( A) = min ε ( A) = ⋅ y − A(y e ) = ⋅ ∑ ( yi − A( yie )
A
n
n i =1
.
(1)
The HSI compression algorithm is based on recognition by the methods of comparison with
templates. This type of recognition is used in the self-learning mode, when a set of templates is formed
on the basis of unrecognized signatures. With different transformation operators A , it is possible to
obtain several criteria for similarity estimates by solving the optimization problem (1). On their basis,
several recognition methods will be obtained.
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2. Criteria for assessing the proximity of signatures
Let us consider some criteria for calculating similarity estimates:
A(y e ) = y e : =
ε mnt M(y e ) 2 + M y 2 − 2 ⋅ M y e y ;
A(y e =
) y e + ∆y e : ε mot= D y e + D y − 2 ⋅ cov(y e , y ) , ∆y e= M y − M y e ;

(2)
=
ε mst M y 2 − M 2 (y e y ) M(y e ) 2 , km = M(y e y ) M(y e ) 2 ;
at
) km ⋅ y e + ∆y e : ε=
D y − cov 2 (y e , y ) D y e , km = cov(y e , y ) D y e , ∆y e= M y − km ⋅ M y e .
A(y e =
m
In the above formulas, Μy , Μ y e , Μy 2 , Μ (y e ) 2 denote the initial moments of the first and second
orders of the current signature and template; Μ y e y is the mixed covariance moment; Dy , Dy e
denote the dispersion of the signature and the template; cov(y e , y ) is the correlation moment; ∆y e , km
are the bias and the scale factor [1-3].
A(y e=
) km ⋅ y e :

3. Recognition algorithm with self-learning
Based on the proximity estimates (2), in accordance with the recognition algorithm, for each template
pixel y e and the current signature y , the value ε m (y , y e ) is calculated; among these values, the
smallest one, ε min (y ) is found. If this estimate is greater than a given threshold ε min (y ) > δ , then a
new template is formed on the basis of the signature description y . When ε min (y ) < δ , the pixel is
considered to be recognized and using the parameters obtained, a corresponding record in the output
file is made. For all the similarity estimates (2), a template number must be assigned, which is
recorded in a 2-byte field (or a 4-byte field if the number of templates exceeds 65536). The values ∆y e
and km are given by real variables, which are recorded in 4-byte fields. Therefore, the length of the
structures for writing the parameters depending on the similarity estimate used will be equal,
respectively, to 2, 6, 6 and 10 bytes (or 4, 8, 8 and 12 bytes)..
4. Optimization of computations in the HSI compression algorithm
Let us consider two possibilities for increasing the speed of the compression algorithm under
consideration. It follows from the recognition algorithm that the number of obtained templates
depends on the threshold value δ , which in turn is determined by the error limited to a certain
percentage σ of the current signature. Then the recognition and, therefore, the compression will be
performed using an adaptive threshold =
δ (0.01 ⋅ σ ) 2 ⋅ Μy 2 . From the analysis of formula (2), it
follows that when compressing a HSI with a similarity estimate ε mat , the number of templates will be
the smallest among all compression algorithms using the remaining proximity estimates. In turn,
compression algorithms based on proximity estimates ε mst and ε mot have some advantages in terms of
speed over the algorithm using the proximity estimate ε mnt . Similarly, the greater the value σ , the
less templates will be obtained in the recognition process and thus the shorter the HSI compression
time. Therefore, in order to reduce compression time required by more time-consuming algorithms, it
is necessary to use the results of compression provided by faster compression algorithms. The
modification of the compression algorithm in this variant consists in calculating the estimate of
similarity only with the templates generated by the template of the high-speed algorithm. The second
modification of the compression algorithm is based on the current clustering of signatures being
recognized and forming own templates in each cluster. Therefore, if the current signature is assigned
to a cluster, the similarity estimate will be formed on the basis of the templates of this cluster. The
clustering is carried out in the space of the features, which can be easily obtained by calculating the
initial moments of the first and second orders of the current pixels.
Let us estimate the computational complexity of recognition methods based on the proposed
similarity estimates. Let the function describing the dependence of the number of templates used on
the current number of the pixel being recognized be given by the formula v = [ f (u ) ] , with
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m = f ( N ) , f (0) = 0 , where N is the number of pixels of the image, and m is the number of

templates obtained during image compression. The function v = [ f (u ) ] is piecewise constant and,
therefore, an increase in the number of templates per unit occurs during the compression of pixels with
1 , and from this expression one can find the numbers
the numbers u = N i . Hence, f ( N i ) − f ( N i −1 ) =
of pixels N i . Then the computational complexity of the HSI compression algorithm will be
determined by the formula:
C=

m

∑i ⋅ (N
i =1

i

− N i −1 ) ⋅ O(n)

,
(3)
where O(n) is the complexity of obtaining the estimate of similarity of a pixel with the template. If we
assume that f (u ) is a linear function of (L), then C ( L) = [ N ⋅ (m + 1) / 2] ⋅ O(n) ,
since
N i − N i −1 =
N m . However, as a rule, the number of templates increases faster at the initial stage of
compression and slows down closer to the completion of the HSI pixel recognition process. If we take
the parabola (P) u= N ⋅ v 2 m 2 as a function approximating the plot of the number of templates
depending on the number of pixels processed, then it follows from the expression
m ⋅ N i N − m ⋅ N i −1 N =
1 that N i − N
=
N m 2 ⋅ (2 ⋅ i − 1) . Hence, the computational complexity
i −1
of the HSI compression algorithm in this case can be estimated by the value
C ( P ) = [ N ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (4 − 1 m) 6] ⋅ O(n) , and therefore, C ( P ) C ( L) ≈ 4 3 . In the case of the cubic
dependence
(K)
the
computational
complexity
is
equal
to
u= N ⋅ v 3 m3 ,
C ( K ) = [ N ⋅ (m + 1) ⋅ (3 − 1 m) 4] ⋅ O(n) , and C ( K ) C ( L) ≈ 3 2 . For the proposed approximation
functions, the computational complexity of the recognition algorithm is proportional to N (m + 1) and,
therefore, if the number of templates is M > m , then while maintaining the same distribution law, the
HSI compression time will increase by a factor of M m . Note that an increase in the HSI compression
time does not depend on the distribution law.
5. Experimental research
Experiments on solving recognition problems were performed on the f100520t01p00-12 HSI file of
the AVIRIS spectrometer based on 224 frequencies with wavelengths in the range from 365.9298 to
2496.236 nm. The original HSI was represented by a matrix of 813×2109 pixels with a resolution of
17.3 m. A two-byte format for representing the spectrum amplitude values was used. At the beginning,
filtering (correction of values) of spectral images of the original HSI was performed. Its purpose was
to replace the negative values of the signature with the data obtained by piecewise linear
approximation with the closest positive values. Signatures with completely negative or positive
component values were not adjusted. The number of pixels with completely negative values was
207055 of the total number 1714617 (≈12%).
By using compression with an adaptive threshold, calculated for the value σ = 2 for the similarity
estimates listed in (2), we obtained 2582, 1841, 976 and 785 templates, respectively. Since it can be
expected that the computational complexity of compression is proportional to the number of templates
obtained in the course of recognition, the running time of the algorithm may vary up to 3.3 times when
using different similarity estimates. Figure 1 shows the graphs of the number of templates used
depending on the current number of a HSI pixel being recognized for various similarity estimates.
Figure 2 shows the graphs of various functions a) - c) approximating the dependence of the number of
templates used on the current number d). Figure 3 shows a histogram of the number of signatures
recognized by each template when using the estimate ε mst . It can be concluded from these graphs that
the bulk of the pixels is encoded on the basis of the first third of the templates. However, the
remaining pixels will use in the coding almost the entire set of templates, which leads to an increase in
the running time of the algorithm. When using a modification of the compression algorithm utilizing
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the results obtained in recognition with the estimate ε mst , each signature will be compared on average
with only three templates.

Figure 1. The number of templates used vs. the
current number of the HSI pixel when
compressed with estimates: a) – ε mnt ; b) – ε mot ; c)
– ε mst ; d) – ε mat .

Figure 2. Approximation of the initial
dependence m = f ( N ) obtained for
compression with the estimate ε mst - plot d),

functions: a) – linear; b) m= k ⋅ N ; c)
m= k ⋅ 3 N .
As a result, compression with the estimate ε mnt was obtained tens of times faster than with the use
of the original algorithm. The use of a modified algorithm for compressing HSI using the same
estimate ε mst with the parameter σ = 1 was even more efficient since the number of templates in
this case increases to 12232.

Figure 3. Histogram of the number of
recognized HSI pixels vs. the template
number.

Figure 4. The number of templates vs. the
pixel number for different thresholds: a)
σ = 10 ; b) σ = 6 ; c) σ = 5 and their
approximation by the functions m= k ⋅ N µ .
The second modification was based on identifying clusters in the space of features, which were
obtained on the basis of groups of pixels. There are many examples of the application of clustering and
segmentation methods for solving practical problems [4-6]. However, for the purpose of modification,
clustering algorithms must have computational complexity that is an order of magnitude smaller than
that of the original compression methods. Therefore, to solve the clustering problem, one can use the
original compression algorithms for large values of the parameter σ , which will provide the necessary
speed. As a result, for σ = 5 , about three dozen clusters with different sets of templates were
obtained to get the similarity estimate ε mat for the given hyperspectral image, thus making it possible
to reduce by an order of magnitude the execution time of the compression algorithm. Let us consider
the efficiency of solving the problem of computational complexity optimization by the proposed
compression algorithms for more variable data, both in terms of the representation of various types of
underlying surfaces on the HSI, and the values of spectral scatter. This MoffettField HSI of the same
AVIRIS spectrometer was represented by a matrix of 753 × 1924 pixels with a resolution of 17.0 m.
68335 out of 1448772 pixels represent fragments that have not been covered by the scan band. The
templates obtained by compressing the HSI for σ = 10 with the similarity estimate ε mst were used as
cluster representatives. As a result, 764 templates were obtained within the time ≈ 10 minutes. The
computational complexity was 675863990 operations for computing similarity estimates. For σ = 5 ,
the number of operations amounted to 10300082029 and the original compression algorithm produced
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12891 templates for the time ≈ 160 minutes. The execution time of the proposed compression
algorithm for σ = 5 with the account of the time for obtaining clusters was ≈ 13 minutes, which
corresponds to theoretical estimates. Figure 4 shows the plots of the number of templates used to
obtain the same similarity estimate depending on the current HSI pixel number for various
compression thresholds and their approximation by analytical functions.
6. Conclusion
Experiments performed on hyperspectral images have confirmed the estimates of the expected
increase in the speed of the modified recognition algorithms based on self-learning recognition. It was
established that the speed of the modified compression algorithms is more than an order of magnitude
higher than their original counterparts. A further increase in speed can be achieved by parallelizing the
computations at each step of the two-step compression algorithm proposed.
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Abstract. One of the features of a remote sensing data storage is the widespread utilization of
large-capacity disk arrays. Emergency situations arising from the use of arrays can lead to the
fact that the remote sensing data, usually stored in uncompressed form, may become partially
damaged. But even with incomplete recovery, this kind of data can be used in the future to
solve production problems. However, this recovery is sometimes hampered by incomplete
knowledge of the format of the corrupted data. The article describes an approach to automatic
recognition of multichannel data interleaving type (BIP, BIL or BSQ) and its application to a
recovery of SPOT-4 remote sensing data stored in the segment format "SEG", which were
damaged after a disk array failure.

1. Introduction
SPOT is a commercial high-resolution optical satellite earth observation system, which operated in
1998-2013 and aimed at solving environmental and agricultural problems, as well as used in such
fundamental areas, as climatology and oceanography [1,2,3,4]. The SPOT-4 device was a
multispectral observation system that carried out the survey in four spectral ranges (listed in table 1).

Imaging Band
panchromatic
B1: green
B2: red
B3: near-IR

Table 1. SPOT-4 spectral bands [1].
Spatial Resolution
10 m
20 m
20 m
20 m

Wavelength
0.61–0.68 µm
0.50–0.59 µm
0.61–0.68 µm
0.78–0.89 µm

In 2011-2012, the Space monitoring center of the Ural Federal University received a signal from
the SPOT-4 spacecraft and accumulated more than 1 TB of survey data in the original "raw" format
(RAW) and the post-processed «SEG» format. After the accident of disk storage in 2016, the data
were temporarily lost, but preliminary analysis of the results of the repair work showed that only a part
of the data that was stored on failed devices (3 hard disks out of 20) was finally lost. At the same time,
the storage file system remained weakly damaged, which made it possible to recover most of the files
(including SEG), and the chains of lost fragments have preserved their localization within the file, but
were written as zero bytes. Since SPOT-4 data is currently actively used in the educational process, the
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question of the visualization possibility and further use of this data turned out to be extremely relevant.
In the course of solving this problem, among others, a problem of identifying the method of storing
multichannel data have arisen. Different recovering methods for corrupted data are developed last time
propose the approaches for recovering different remote sensing data types [5,6], i.e. hyperspectral data
[7] and SAR data [8], but the peculiarity of a problem considered here is that data are multispectral
and they have the specific corruption type (randomly located horizontal stripes of zeros pixels). There
are three main ways to record data in multichannel images [9]:
• BIL (byte interleaving by line): channels separated by lines;
• BIP (byte interleaving by pixel): pixel-by-pixel recording of spectral channels;
• BSQ (band sequential): per-channel recording.
The presented storage methods have an associated header, which is usually represented in ASCII
encoding. This header contains basic information about the image, such as the format, the number of
rows and columns, the presence of a color map, can also contain auxiliary information, such as
geographic reference, authorship, imaging time.
BIL uses a method of recording multi-channel images in which rows of values for each channel are
written sequentially. For example, in the case of a three-channel image, all three data channels are first
written to the first row, then to the second row, and so on until the last row of the image is written.
BIP method implies that the data for each pixel is written sequentially. For example, when you
record a three-channel image, the data for the first, second, and third channels is recorded for the first
pixel of the first column; then the channel data is written for the first pixel of the second column, and
so on.
For per-channel recording (BSQ), the information for each channel is recorded sequentially. In
other words, the data of all pixels of the first channel is recorded first, then all pixels of the second
channel are recorded and so on [9]. Automatic recognition of correct data interleaving type makes it
possible to organize the on-flow damaged data recovery.
2. The algorithm for the SPOT-4 data analysis
As reference information, the sizes of images in bytes (which can be completely different) and the
number of SPOT-4 channels equal to four are used. For data analysis in MATLAB, an algorithm is
developed that allows you to select and analyze the method of multispectral data storage. At the first
stage, factorization of file size into the prime factors was performed, which allowed splitting the image
size to determine the number of columns and rows. It showed, that line size for SEG data is a multiple
of 3057, where the first 57 bytes of each channel contains metadata. Another approach may imply the
one-dimensional Fourier transform and spectral peaks analysis. The peaks positions correspond to the
image number of columns, and the latter makes it possible to determine the image size, but the
determination of interleaving type may be inconveniently.
In order to set the desired data storage method, the images are opened with all three possible
options. Visual comparison of opened images revealed significant spatial differences (figure 1).
The image that is opened in the assumption that the data stored as BIL, contained stripes along the
image columns, which deal with the violation of pixels interleaving method. The image, opened under
the assumption of BSQ way, also carries an incorrect pixel striping, that can be observed in the
figure 1c (more stripes along image diagonals). An image opened under the assumption that the data is
stored in a BIP manner represents the correct striping (figure 1a). Thus, for SPOT-4 remote sensing
data, the BIP is the correct way to store multispectral data.
2.1. Analysis of the characteristics of the BIL format
As noted earlier from the visual mapping, an image opened under the assumption using the BIL
storage method, has expressed bars in the direction of the image columns. In order to emphasize the
bands, spatial filtering methods were used. The following types of spatial filters have been tested
[10,11,12]:
• Laplace filters;
• line detection filters;
• Sobel operator;
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• Roberts cross filter.
The results are shown in figure 2.

a)

b)
c)
Figure 1. Image fragment: а – opened as BIP; b – opened as BIL; c– opened as BSQ.
Variance is calculated for all filtering results (for different channels and different fragments). The
variance along the row characterizes the spread of image brightness, thus being a quantitative indicator
of the presence of bands oriented along the columns of the image that occurs when the image is
opened under the assumption that the storage method is BIL. The maximum variance value is obtained
by using the Sobel filter. Figure 3 presents the results of variance calculation for images that are open
in the assumption of BIP and BSQ, with the application of the Sobel operator. The maximum variance
of the image opened in assumption correct method of storage, do not exceed any fragments the
maximum variance of another image opened in the assumption is a wrong way to storage. As can be
seen, the image variance, opened with the correct pixel alternation method, does not have sharp
changes in comparison with the open with the help of BIL and seems to be smoother. Thus, on the
basis of visual comparison and analysis of variance, one can conclude that the Sobel operator is the
best filter in the problem of line selection in the direction of image columns.
Figure 4 shows fragments of filtered images using the Sobel operator. The image opened in the
assumption method of BIP storing, has no sharp boundary changes, while the image that is open in the
BIL assumption, shows sharp stripes in the column direction, which is expressed quantitatively in the
calculation of the variance of the image. Thus, this feature can be used as an indicator of identification
of the storage format correctness for SPOT-4 data and, possibly, other remote sensing data types.
2.2. Analysis of the BSQ format characteristics
As noted earlier, the image, which is opened under the assumption of the BSQ storage method, an
arbitrary pixel alternation is expressed, which looks like a strip along the diagonals. In order to
emphasize the stripes, spatial filtering methods are also used. In the course of the work the various
filters presented earlier were tested, as well as others, such as gradient filters and filtration using
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homogeneity filter (Figure 5). Since the Sobel Operator and the Robinson cross operator are only used
to highlight horizontal or vertical lines, the image was rotated 45 degrees after filtering. The angle
four-channel data is 45 degrees.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2. Image filtering result (BIL): a) Laplace filter; b) line detection filter;
c) Sobel filter; d) Roberts cross operator.

Figure 3. Variance calculations for different fragments opened as BIP and BIL.
For all filtering results, the variance is also calculated, which shows that the Sobel operator
provides maximum contrast between the images opened under the assumption of BIP and BSQ. Figure
7 presents the results of variance calculation for images that are opened in the assumption BIP and
BSQ, with the help of the Sobel operator. The variance of a data fragment opened by the BIP method
is smoother than the variance of another method. Thus, on the basis of visual comparison and analysis
of variance, it can be concluded that the Sobel operator in this case also emphasizes the selection of
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lines in the direction of the image columns. Figure 6 shows the image fragments filtered by the Sobel
operator. The image opened in the assumption with the BSQ method, has vertical stripes, and for the
other image that is opened in the assumption with BIP, this is not observed.

a)
b)
Figure 4. Application of Sobel operator: a – image opened as BIP; b – image opened as BIL.
The example of SPOT-4 recovered data is shown in figure 8. The horizontal black stripes
correspond to the data segments, which were located at the damaged disk drives. Vertical stripe at the
left edge has the width about 57 bytes (per channel) and contains service information and metadata.
The relative number of damaged stripes is about 13.8%, and it fits the number of damaged disks (3 of
20).
3. Results
An algorithm was developed and implemented in MATLAB, that allows one to determine
automatically the correct way to multispectral data storage method in terms of pixel interleaving. The
algorithm was tested on the example of SPOT-4 remote sensing data stored in post-processed SEGformat. The algorithm is based on Sobel spatial filtering, which emphasizes the geometric features of
the image opened in the correct way. In case of an incorrect way, the variance calculated along the line
of the image gives inflated values, thus it becomes possible to identify an adequate way of data
interleaving type. The algorithm shows reliable results on eighty-seven different fragments of SPOT-4
remote sensing data in four different channels. The proposed algorithm was used for SPOT-4 data
restoration after the disk storage failure.

a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
Figure 5. Scene filtration results: a) Laplace filter; b) lines detection filter; c) Sobel operator;
d) Roberts cross operator; e) gradient filter; e) homogeneity operator.
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а)
б)
Figure 6. Application of Sobel operator: а) for scene opened as BIP; b) for scene opened as BSQ.

Figure 7. Scene variances through the image column for BIP and BSQ interleaving.

Figure 8. SPOT-4 recovering: а) image fragment; b) full scene.
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Abstract. The development of the nominal sequence of steps for analyzing the HSI proposed
by Landgrebe, which is necessary in the context of the appearance of reference signature
libraries for environmental monitoring, is discussed. The approach is based on considering the
HSI pixel as a signature that stores all spectral features of an object and its states, and the HSI
as a whole - as a two-dimensional signature field. As a first step of the analysis, a procedure is
proposed for detecting a linear dependence of signatures by the magnitude of the Pearson
correlation coefficient. The main apparatus of analysis, as in Landgrebe sequence, is the
method of principal component analysis, but it is no longer used to build classes and is applied
to investigate the presence in the class of subclasses essential for the applied area. The
experimental material includes such objects as water, swamps, soil, vegetation, concrete,
pollution. Selection of object samples on the image is made by the user. From the studied
images of HSI objects, a base of reference signatures for classes (subclasses) of objects is
formed, which in turn can be used to automate HSI markup with the aim of applying machine
learning methods to recognize HSI objects and their states.

1. Introduction
To successfully develop the application of hyperspectral images (HSI), a certain level of automation
for their processing is required, which is demonstrated today by some examples of the successful
application of deep learning methods. However, the success of deep learning methods is to a
significant extent determined by the completeness of the research and formalization of HSI objects to
be recognized and quantified in each applied task. All this makes it relevant to study classes of HSI
objects in order to form an effective set of the HSI object descriptors and the knowledge bases (or
libraries of the HSI objects and their states as the sets of signature instances) providing the stages of
machine learning and using the artificial intelligence methods.
A necessary function of such a class library of HSI objects should be the function of automatic
marking of objects on each training HSI for a new application task. In a number of applied tasks, the
HSI objects have the states and properties that depend on season and time, which greatly complicates
the task, and requires the creation of a tool capable of distinguishing small changes of the object being
classified. One of the possible candidates for such a tool may be the principal component analysis
(PCA) method, which is widely used today in HSI processing to minimize the dimension of the basis
for the representation of the class being studied. In this paper, we discuss the HSI analysis apparatus,
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which is capable of providing an adequate description of the HSI class hierarchy, as well as
developing, implementing and demonstrating the performance of algorithms and software for these
purposes.
2. Review of publications on the research topic
The content of this work is determined by a number of publications in recent years. However, we
would like to start with the publication [1] of 20 years ago, in which the author, D.Landgrebe,
summarizes the more than the 20-year period of his work in the study of Earth remote sensing (ERS).
Landgrebe began research with Earth's multispectral imaging (MSI) and is one of the two authors of
the well-known open-source MultiSpec software for processing ERS data, which was then extended to
HSI processing and remains popular in the world to the present. This software complex is used in
Russia, for example, in the GIS Lab at the Moscow State University. The latest version of the complex
available
on
the
website
of
its
authors'
university
(https://
is
engineering.purdue.edu/~biehl/MultiSpec/).
In [1], Landgrebe establishes, as a result of the MSI and HSI study, the priority of the spectral
features of an object over features associated with the neighborhood pixels, as they do not require the
study of such a neighborhood. Here he formulated the requirements for the optimal definiteness of the
class, and therefore for the tool (software package) with which this certainty is achieved. The
Landgrebe-optimal definiteness of the class requires that the class definitions (attributes) be:
• Exhaustive. There must be a logical class to assign each pixel in the scene to.
• Separable. The classes must be separable to an adequate degree in terms of the spectral
• features available.
• Of informational value. The classes must be ones that meet the users needs.
In the same paper, Landgrebe proposed a nominal sequence of steps for analyzing hyperspectral
images from 4 steps, which, if necessary, can be repeated iteratively:
1) Classes Delineation and Training Samples Designation.
2) Feature Extraction and Preliminary Classification.
3) Final Class Description Determination.
4) Classification.
At the first step, on the basis of visual perception and selection of samples of homogeneous objects
belonging to a class (subclass), the features of each class are formed, maximally utilizing spectral
features.
The second step practice assumes that the training sets defined for the class may be small. From
which it is concluded that it is useful to exclude features that are ineffective for a particular set of
classes, and at the same time reduce the dimension of features without losing information. A
preliminary classification is a criterion for the success of feature extraction and can guide the
expansion of both the composition of the features and the training set. As the main procedure for the
formation of a set of features, the PCA method was used as one of the main ways to reduce the data
dimension by losing the least amount of information. The nominal sequence of steps proposed by
Landgrebe for analyzing HSI basically remains relevant to the present.
However, the most important result of many years of Landgrebe’s research in our opinion is the
conclusion that, due to the influence of the atmosphere, the best HSI accuracy that we can count on is
from 2% to 5% (not the accuracy of the HSI fixation equipment, but the accuracy compliance of the
recorded reflection of the earth's surface with the real reflection), which cannot be compared even with
the measurement level of 0.1%, implied by 10-bit data. Unfortunately, Landgrebe does not specify the
rules for estimating these 2-5%, but it gives hope that in many cases it would be possible to confine
one-byte representation of HSI instead of two-byte, and speaks about the usefulness of having a tool
for evaluating the noise component along with other HSI analysis tools. Such a tool can be based, for
example, on the empirical mode decomposition method [2].
At the same time, recent publications are turning to the construction of libraries of reference
spectral signatures HSI, which provide automation of the classification of HSI objects in applied
problems. Thus, the publication [3] of 2014 emphasizes the need to create a database of reference
spectral signatures of HSI for objects with different types of pollution. This is planned to be used to
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create classification maps of polluted sites and environmental monitoring according to HSI data. The
classification "with training" uses a database of pollutant signatures, which greatly speeds up and
simplifies further work. A test was conducted to identify areas with the presence of oil pollution. In
the publication [4] of 2017, the authors supplemented the method with a two-stage partitioning into
clusters within each class: at the first stage, the algorithm clusterizes the regions of interest,
maximizing the likelihood function for a mixture of Gaussian distributions; in the second, it performs
clustering using Mahalanobis distances to cluster centers as a feature space.
Detection of anomalies in hyperspectral images is very similar to the task of detecting various
states of an object. In the publication [5] of 2014, a number of new algorithms for detecting anomalies
on HSI were proposed: spectral mismatch algorithms (spatial-spectral and adaptive spectral with
modification) and an algorithm for probabilistic anomaly detection. Algorithms of spectral mismatch
are used to determine the fact of "abnormality" mismatch of the statistics of the inner window data
with the outer window data. The probabilistic anomaly detection algorithm uses a re-quantization of
the spectral data of the signatures to a significantly smaller number of levels (for example, to 4 levels).
A comparison of the proposed algorithms with widely used variants of the RXD algorithm (global and
local), which showed a convincing superiority of the proposed algorithms.
The article [6] of 2016 is devoted to the development of information technology for the early
recognition of crop types based on a set of MODIS satellite images in the region’s territories. Early
recognition is carried out in the first half of the planting season and is characterized by a lack of
ground and space data to adjust the recognition algorithms. A two-step solution is proposed. At the
first stage, models and databases of time series of agricultural crops and agro-seasons are formed
according to data for the past years, at the second stage, data of the current year are added to detect the
initial state (agro-season) for crop monitoring objects and a training sample is generated for the entire
current season based on the models and DB.
In the article [7] of 2016, a comparative analysis of algorithms for recognition of forest cover
objects and some other natural and man-made objects on hyperspectral aerospace images is given. For
example, in one of the tasks, there are seven main classes: water surface; road surface; soils; meadow
vegetation; Pine; Birch tree; aspen. For forest cover, the species composition and age were studied.
The spectral dimension of the problem is limited by the PCA method to four principal components.
Each class is further characterized by a reference pattern and parameters of the Gaussian distribution.
The best of the participating methods turned out to be the Bayes classifier (BC) based on Gaussian
mixtures, while the worst one, the metric classifier. The method of K-weighted neighbors showed the
accuracy commensurate with the accuracy of nonlinear optimal classifiers and can be used along with
them for the recognition of forest cover of different species composition and age. To build a class
standard in the considered problems, 4 principal components were sufficient.
In [8], 2018, the use of imaging hyperspectrometers for precision farming in a field experiment to
determine the humidity index of soil covered with vegetation is considered. It is shown that the
humidity index at each point of the hyperspectral image, where greens are present, is determined by
the ratio of I0,9 to I0.97, where I0.9 is the spectral brightness at a wavelength of 0.9 μm, and I0.97 is at a
wavelength of 0, 97 microns.
In the publication [9] of 2018, focused on the use of high-resolution multispectral images (1-5m),
an information technology for processing ERS data for estimating plant habitats, based on the
calculation of local signs, was proposed and investigated. The basic stages of the proposed technology
are a super-pixel segmentation (the selection of connected areas of local homogeneity in the multichannel image), the calculation of the segments' parameters, clustering of the segments, the estimates
of plant habitats. The stages of calculating parameters and superpixel segmentation are combined into
one process. This process allows obtaining both splitting into locally homogeneous sections and their
parameters in one pass through the image, reducing the computational complexity of the algorithm and
the complexity of producing the training set by the operator. The parameters include minimum and
maximum brightness values of superpixels, the mathematical expectation of their brightness for each
channel, and superpixel's areas. The data from ground studies of 4 elementary vegetation classes are
used: 1) sparse grass vegetation; 2) low-grass vegetation; 3) tall grass; 4) trees and shrubs. These data
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are used to form the parameters of classes in the synthesis of model images, as well as for training sets
construction and classifying ERS images of plant habitats.
Publication [10], also in 2018, demonstrates the potential of hyperspectral and multispectral data
for monitoring and assessing land cover across the Russian Federation region, and highlights the
development of a spectral library for land cover classes with the construction of a standardized
classification system.
The study used 1 hyperspectrometer (Hyperon) and 2 multi-spectrometers (ALI and OLI). For all
three images, the following were applied: 1) the k-nearest-neighbor algorithm (KNN) as supervized
learning method for a classification; 2) the method of migrating means clustering (MMC) as
unsupervized learning method. Training set data are collected on the basis of field works and
supported by the reference to topographic maps. Initially, 27 subclasses were allocated along with
training sites for them, which were then combined into 8 classes: 1. Water; 2. Vegetation; 3.
Settlement; 4. Wetlands; 5. Naked land; 6. Transportation; 7. Bare rocks; 8. Sand dunes. Field
measurements were performed on a FieldSpec 3 ASD portable spectroradiometer (range: VNIR,
visible, near-infrared, and SWIR, shortwave infrared, between 350 and 2500 nm; accuracy: 1 nm) and
GPS (Trimble PRO XRS) with a reference accuracy of 1 m. 7-8 measurements were made for each
class, in random points of 60 zones of each image. The classification accuracy assessment experiment
confirmed the expected that supervised classification is better than unsupervised classification for all
three images (Hyperion, ALI, and OLI), and hyperspectral images are more informative than
multispectral ones. The main thing, however, is that the automatic classification via the collected
reference samples was quite effective for both HSI and MSI.
All considered publications of recent years ultimately confirm the relevance of work on creating
databases of standards of HSI objects and standards of states of these objects for different tasks of
territorial management, as well as the relevance of developing the HSI analysis methods that ensure
the information content of the standards. The same applies to multispectral images, which are easier,
due to greater availability, to be used in the practice of managing territories, but for them more often
you have to use, along with spectral, to textural attributes of the classification objects' states.
3. Methods of analysis and markup of HSI objects
The survey noted that the nominal sequence of steps for analyzing HSI proposed by Landgrebe [1]
largely remains relevant to the present. This is true, however, there are features in the described
scheme that lead to the loss of essential HSI information. Actually, the use of PCA to significantly
reduce the data dimension initially implies a loss of information. The main question is what
information we agree to lose. It is also important that the result of PCA depends on the content of a
particular image. In this regard, we would like to clarify the place of the PCA method in the nominal
sequence of steps for analyzing HSI in cases requiring really “fine” analysis. Consider the first two
steps of the Landgrebe nominal HSI analysis sequence.
The first step is “Classes Delineation and Training Samples Designation”. Recall that Landgrebeoptimal classes should be: exhaustive (can be specified to each HSI pixel); separable; informationally
valued. It is recommended, if possible, to build a set of classes divided by spectral features. At this
step, the number of classes must be predetermined and sets of training samples for each class must be
selected. The analysis process always begins with a visual review of HSI. It usually uses 3-color
coloration of the visible and infrared ranges, or some other combination of channels, which are useful
for preliminary visual classification to be separated by color. This operation is useful in any cases and
tasks, and of course must be present as a mandatory HSI analysis tool. In the same way, we should
welcome the desire to maximally ensure the spectral separability of classes, which we will be able to
check by the separability in trying to mark class samples automatically via spectral features.
The second step: "Feature Extraction and Preliminary Classification". At this step, it is intended to
significantly reduce the dimension of the HSI space by applying the PCA method or a method similar
in capabilities and choosing the number of principal components (m) corresponding to the specified
accuracy. After this, we can verify that the class samples are separable in the space of m principal
components from the point of view of linear discriminant analysis (LDA). This can be monitored
visually by observing clusters of color-labeled samples on the coordinate planes of the principal
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component basis. If any classes are inseparable, additional components are introduced into the basis.
Checking whether the list of classes is sufficiently comprehensive is carried out by checking for the
presence of pixels that are not assigned to any of the classes. If there are any, unclassified pixels are
marked manually with labels of existing classes, to which they should belong, or labels of additional
classes. An example of markup using HSI analysis tools included in the Terra Plus GIS [11] is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The choice of one sample (1440 pixels, window with white frame) for marking the river
on HSI and the area of the river (24935 pixels) are automatically colored in cyan in response to this
choice (on the left); selection of 5 samples (4191 pixels), which ensured complete filling of the main
watercourse, all tributaries and lakes (95,935 pixels, on the right). In both cases, only one recognition
basis is constructed. Cases of over-marking zones (wetlands) are marked with red outlines.
The data source for Figure 1 is HSI Suwannee_0609-1331_ref.dat: wetlands of the Suwannee River
Basin in Florida, USA, Spectir spectrometer, the number of channels n = 360.
The efficiency of the procedure of the second step has been repeatedly tested by practice. However,
we consider it necessary to introduce some development into it. First, we insist on the complete
preservation of the reference HSI pixel signatures, regardless of the number of channels that are
necessary for the current classification in a particular application (perhaps with the exception of
completely noisy channels). This will allow us to build a classification, which is not so much
dependent on the conditions of a specific task and a specific HSI, but is reusable and is supported by
reference (standard) signatures, which were confirmed in field tests, as in [3], [4], [6-10].
3.1. The role of signatures, their linear dependence and the values of standard deviations in the
classification procedure
In [10], an example of classification of 27 subclasses of 8 dissimilar classes is shown, showing the
similarity of the signatures of all 27 subclasses in the range of 82-96 channels of the Hyperion
spectrometer. This, on practical material, indicates the importance of detecting the fact of a linear
relationship between signatures and using the scale factor of this relationship as a feature of a class
and a subclass. In our practice, the presence of a linear dependence of class signatures is regular.
Figure 2 shows an example of such pixel signatures for points randomly selected on the river area and
on the land area in HSI Suwannee_0609-1331_ref.dat (see also figure 1).

Figure 2. 28 pixels of HSI Suwannee for different parts of the river and land (on the left, white dots)
and their signatures, demonstrating a linear relationship within the class (the color of the graph curve
corresponds to the color of the marked pixel in the original image).
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Covariance (1)

cov(x,y ) = E[(x − Ex)(y − Ey )] ,

(1)

and the Pearson correlation coefficient (2)

r (x, y ) = cov(x, y ) /(σx ⋅ σy ) = cov(x, y ) /( Dx ⋅ Dy ) ,

(2)
where E is the moment of the first order, D is the variance, ϭ is the standard deviation, can be used as a
detector of the linear relationship between the x and y signature vectors of two HSI pixels, with the
number of channels n.
To detect a linear relationship with reference signatures, we need the unbiased values of the
signatures of the current HSI, so we assume in (1) Ex = Ey = 0 , after which we have:

cov(x,y ) = (x ⋅ y )/n ; r (x,y ) = (x ⋅ y )/ ( x ⋅ y ) ,

(3)

where |x| and |y| are modules of vectors x and y.
The Pearson correlation coefficient turns into a normalized scalar product of signature vectors and
seems to us to be a more interesting detector, since arccos (r) can be used as a measure of the angular
deviation of the signature x from the signature y. The values of standard deviations σx , σy (4)

σx = Dx = E[(x − Ex) 2 ] ,

(4)

their ratios

s = σx / σy ,
(5)
or quantized values will be used as the feature of a class (subclass).
With this approach, the reference (standard) class signature (or time series of standards) becomes
the real basis for the classification, and changes in this role the PCA method of the Landgrebe
nominal sequence, which depends on the content of a particular hyperspectral image.
Thus, the procedure for detecting linear dependencies between signatures by the value of the
Pearson correlation coefficient becomes a necessary procedure of the second step and applied before
the PCA. To the same extent, this is also necessary in the first step of the Landgrebe nominal
sequence.

3.2. The role of the PCA method in the classification procedure
However, the PCA method does not lose its significance as an effective HSI analysis tool. We
consider it necessary to apply it to a local homogeneous sample, which determines the local standard
of the object class on the sample area. If sample homogeneity is provided by a qualified expert, then
we can set the local standard of the class equal to the average of the sample signature, which
corresponds to the PCA procedure. A ready-made standard can also be used as a local standard.
Further, the PCA procedure provides orthogonality and statistical independence for the components of
the decomposition. This is expressed in the diagonality of the covariance matrix, with the result that
the expression of the Mahalanobis distance between two signatures takes the form (6):

d (x, y ) = ∑in=1 ( xi − yi ) 2 / σ i2 ,
(6)
where σ i is standard deviation of xi from yi in the sample, d is the normalized Euclidean distance.
As a result, each of the principal components gets in σ i value its own scale to solve the problem of
linear discriminant analysis (LDA).
The main task of applying the PCA method on a homogeneous sample is, in our opinion, a “fine”
analysis: identifying subclasses of local classification that have an applied meaning. For clarity, when
assessing the applied value of selected subclasses, it is advisable to use standard techniques: 1)
visualization of different subclasses with different color and brightness; 2) visualization of the
projections of the signature samples on the coordinate planes of the principal components for
evaluating their clustering and LDA capabilities (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Color-luminance illustration of the discriminant properties of a three-component basis
constructed using the PCA method (middle) for a sample of river pixels with the window shown on
the left. The dark area of the color-brightness illustration corresponds to the signature of the local class
and the deeper part of the river, the green - to the subclass of the shallow part of the river. Projections
of 1155 sample pixels on 2 basis planes (right).
Depending on the degree of homogeneity of the sample, PCA may give different results. Figure 3
shows an example of the analysis of HSI Suwannee_0609-1331_ref.dat, which represents a fairly
frequent situation when choosing an area that is completely homogeneous in appearance (the rectangle
in the left image). The dark area of the color-brightness illustration (in the second image from the left)
corresponds to the signature of the local class and the deeper part of the river, the green one to the
subclass of the shallow part of the river, the cyan is the shallowest part; the red component is the
noise. The projections of 1155 pixels of the sample on 2 base planes (on the right) are presented in two
images on the right and, by visual impression, are inseparable by the LDA method before PCA is
applied. We can also face the case when PCA on a uniform sample can only give noise components,
which, together with an estimate of their standard deviations, is also very useful in determining the
threshold values for classification error.
Figures 4-5 show an example of analyzing a fragment of the water surface of the San Francisco
Bay at HSI Moffett Field. This bay is known as the first wetland sanctuary within the United States
urban area (Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge). It is characterized by a large
variety of classes and subclasses of wetland areas, visited by 280 bird species. In particular, in Figure
4 for the study a fragment of heterogeneous tidal pollution is highlighted for the study. According to
this sample, water areas belonging to the class specified by the fragment are distinguished.

Figure 4. HSI Moffett Field with automatic classification by training window (shown with white
frame on the left side of the image).
In Figure 5 (left), the selected fragment and the surrounding area of interest are shown with zoom
to increase the accuracy of selection (Zoom tool). The right shows the color reproduction of the result
of the PCA method for the 3 principal components. Blue (in the middle) and green (on edges) colors
correspond to the bulk of pollution. The open water corresponds to the red color (a small part of the
pixels in the selection window). The right side shows the projections of 2030 pixels of the selection
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window on 3 coordinate planes of the principal components: classification clusters are noticeable, and
are quite distinctly separated by color.

Figure 5. Fragment of the bay with a selection window (on the left, white frame); visualization of
orthogonal components of the basis of the classification constructed by the PCA method with different
colors (blue and green colors correspond to pollution, red to free water of the bay, the road along the
dam separating the bay and the salt lake above the road is yellow). The right side shows the pixel
projections of the selection window on the 3 coordinate planes of the principal components:
classification clusters are noticeable, which are quite distinctly separated by color.
4. Discussion of the results
Feature extraction is one of the most important operations in the classification of hyperspectral
images. This operation must be performed before the classification and best of all should be based on
the analysis of the classified HSI. In the case of using standard signatures from the database, or when
such standards are developed on the HSI under study, the first necessary analysis step is the procedure
for detecting the linear dependence between signatures by the Pearson correlation coefficient (see
Figure 2). This procedure is an adequate tool for cluster analysis of HSI by the criterion of the angular
deviation of signatures already on the first step of the nominal HSI analysis sequence.
So, in the second step of the Landgrebe sequence, the procedure for detecting a linear dependence
of signatures precedes the use of a fine analysis of a homogeneous area via PCA. In the experiments
shown above, the PCA method was used as a method for studying the existence of subclasses in HSI
object classes, which have been defined by homogeneous image fragments. The use of PCA in
conjunction with the visual and quantitative assessment of the principal components allows you to see
whether the constructed principal components have real application value or they reflect the noise
component of the image, as in Figures 3 and 5.
Components with small standard deviations can have useful information for distinguishing classes
in the classification process and for detecting different states of an object of the same class in space
and time, which can make even the smallest values of standard deviations noticeably significant.
5. Conclusion
The paper discusses the development of methods for recognizing objects of hyperspectral images
(HSI) in the direction of creating and using banks of reference (standard) signatures for objects of
applied tasks of environmental monitoring. This direction needs modification of the Landgrebe
nominal sequence of steps for analyzing HSI.
In this modification, the HSI pixel is considered as an n-dimensional vector of the signature, which
stores all spectral features of both the object and its state. And HSI is generally viewed as a twodimensional field of signatures. For these reasons, the modification is built on per-signature analysis of
HSI rather then on per-channel analysis.
The modification of the nominal sequence of HSI analysis according to Landgrebe also consists in
the fact that as a first step of the analysis a procedure is proposed for detecting a linear dependence of
signatures by the magnitude of the Pearson correlation coefficient. This procedure is also the basis of
HSI clustering performed in the first step. The primary feature of a class and the clustering criterion is
the angular proximity to the standard signature of the class. The secondary feature of a class (subclass)
is the value of the standard deviation of the class standard signature y, and the ratio s = σx / σy for the
class instances.
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In the second step of the Landgrebe-nominal sequence HSI analysis, the PCA method remains the
main tool along with clustering. However, it is no longer used to build classes, and is applied to
investigate the presence in the class of subclasses essential for the applied area. This turns PCA into a
multivariate differential analysis tool.
The content is illustrated by results of analysis tools for the study of homogeneous fragments of
hyperspectral images that are contained in the GIS Terra Plus [11]. Experimental material includes
such objects as water, swamps, and wetlands, soil, vegetation, concrete, salt, tidal pollutions. Selection
of object samples on the image is made by the user. From the studied images of objects of
hyperspectral images in the GIS Terra Plus, a base of standard signatures for classes (subclasses) of
objects is formed, which, in turn, can be used to automate HSI markup with the aim of using machine
learning methods to recognize HSI objects and their states.
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Abstract. According to the Federal State Statistics Service for 2017, over 25,000 injuries at
work were registered in Russia, of which 1,138 were fatal. Studies have shown that most of the
injuries in the workplace due to non-compliance with technical safety rules, namely the lack of
personal protective equipment or their improper use. To improve the efficiency of monitoring
compliance with the rules of technical safety at industrial facilities, this paper discusses the use
of vision systems for automatic control of the availability of personal protective equipment at
workers in the area of industrial work.

1. Introduction
Construction is a high-risk activity that requires builders to lift heavy construction materials, work in
uncomfortable poses, and perform high-intensity operations that are key factors leading to workplace
injuries [1]. The consequences of head and neck injuries are the most serious, and often fatal [2].
Wearing a helmet is an effective protection measure to minimize the risk of traumatic brain injury.
Helmets protect workers, prevent the penetration of sharp objects, absorb impact from blunt objects
and reduce the risk of electric shock. Despite the vital role of helmets in the protection of life, most of
the workers who received head injuries at the time of the incident did not have head protection [3].
The method of automated monitoring of personal protective equipment(PPE) on workers can
improve safety at the production site. However, the currently existing methods of detecting the
absence of helmets on workers have significant limitations, and many cannot be used in real-time
monitoring systems. Some existing methods have proven themselves to work in the near field, but they
are not very effective in detecting people at a long distance. This is due to the fact that the resolution
of the workers in the image is too small to extract facial features that are clearly visible in near-field
frames. [4]
Most surveillance cameras of construction sites are installed at the border of the construction site,
at high altitude. Long-distance video is distinguished by the low resolution of workers (the area not
more than 30 pixels) in the image, a wide background and various poses of people [5,6], which is a
serious problem when detecting people without a hard hat on construction sites.
This article discusses the method of recognizing people without helmets in the far field on open
production sites.
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In order to test the robustness of the method to the changing conditions of the construction site, this
study also analyzes various visual factors that have a negative effect on the detection process.
2. Existing PPE control methods
Currently, research into the detection of the absence of a hard hat can be divided into two categories:
tag(sensors), based detection methods and computer vision-based detection methods (RFID). In 2013,
A. Kelm [7] proposed a mobile radio frequency identification method to verify the compliance of
personnel equipment with technical safety requirements. In the proposed method, the monitoring
system of personal protective equipment consists of a set of RFID tags associated with the worker’s
respective PPE, such as hard hats, goggles, respirators, etc., and a user interaction module performing
the task of reading RFID tags, which by the presence of the appropriate labels determine what kind of
PPE the worker is equipped with. To determine the state of the user's protective equipment, the set of
reading items are compared with the previously saved list of PPE that worker must have to be able to
enter the facility. Since RFID readers were located at the entrance to the construction site, this system
can only guarantee that some worker entered the construction site with the necessary PPE. This system
does not allow controlling the use of PPE by a worker after passing a checkpoint at the production site.
In addition, marking the PPE with an RFID tag only indicates that distance between the worker and
the PPE is close, but does not guarantee that PPE is used properly by the worker. Later, S. BarroTorres proposed a new monitoring system for PPE that allows for monitoring the use of PPE
throughout the production site. Instead of checking PPE at the entrance, it was proposed to equip
workers with devices that collect information about the presence of PPE locally and transmit this
information to the data aggregation server using a wireless data channel such as WI-FI, Bluetooth or
mobile communication. This system also, like the previous one, does not allow determining whether
the worker is wearing a hard hat on the head or it is just next to it [9]. A pressure sensor is installed in
the hard hat to determine if the hard hat was worn, the collected information is transmitted via
Bluetooth wireless communication to the monitoring system server. If the employee goes beyond the
permissible range of data transmission from the receiver device for a long period — the data may be
lost, since the data storage volume locally on the sensor is limited and has a period of overwriting,
which makes it impossible to determine the presence of PPE in some time intervals, information about
which did not have time to be transferred to the server. In addition, these devices must be charged
regularly. The need for a regular charge can limit its use and damage the widespread use of this
technology.
In view of the above, the use of existing methods of detecting and tracking PPE based on tags and
sensors is limited by the need for each builder to use tags or sensors. This can be considered as an
obsessive requirement for workers, besides the use of this technology requires large financial
investments in additional equipment, such as tags, sensors, readers and transmitters. Many workers do
not want to wear such equipment because of possible health problems or privacy issues.
Methods for monitoring PPE based on image recognition have become more common, thanks to
more extensive monitoring capabilities. RGB-D cameras, such as Kinect and XTION, are one of the
most popular tools for analyzing the deviant behavior of employees [10-12]. However, the range of
operation of these cameras is strongly limited by the distance from 1 to 4 m [13], which does not allow
their use in open areas. Also, sensors of this type are susceptible to interference from sunlight and
ferromagnetic radiation, which makes them unsuitable for detecting the absence of hard hats on
construction sites [14]. In this regard, the use of conventional cameras, especially single camera, has a
competitive advantage for practical use. However, there are still problems with automatic detection
systems for the absence of hard hats using one or more cameras. For example, S. Du offers a method
for detecting the absence of hard hats, based on facial features, information about movement and color
[15]. Color-based face recognition methods have two important assumptions: all workers turn to face
the camera while working, and all hard hats have the same color. In practice, these two assumptions
may not be fulfilled on a real construction site. K. Shresta suggests using edge detection algorithms to
recognize the edges of objects in the upper area of the face, where the hard hat can be recognized [16].
This method also depends on facial recognition and does not produce a positive result if the employee
does not face the camera. A. H. Rubayat proposes a method for detecting the absence of hard hats,
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using histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) and Hough transform to obtain characteristics of
workers and hard hats [17,18]. Like the previous ones, this method is also based on facial features
detection and has similar limitations. To solve the limitations of the above methods, this article
proposes an algorithm for automatic detection of the absence of hard hats, based on the Faster R-CNN.
The R-CNN Faster algorithm takes less time to process an image and has higher precision than
previous methods.
3. The proposed method of control of personal protective equipment
Open production sites are very complex environments. A variety of weather events, changes in light,
changes in the distance to the object, the occurrence of overlaps and changes in people's poses can
have a significant impact on the quality of worker detection in a long-distance observation system.
Based on the analysis of existing solutions made in Chapter 2, we can conclude that existing
methods of detection based on computer vision are limited in their practical application in real-world
scenarios.
Thus, the overall goal of this work is to develop a new method for monitoring the use of workers'
PPE on open production sites and assess the possibility of using the proposed method to detect the
absence of hard hats in various conditions.

Figure 1. Faster R-CNN algorithm.
Faster R-CNN is a neural network object detection method proposed by S. Ren in 2015 [19]. In Faster
R-CNN, the Region Proposal Network (RPN) is introduced instead of the slow selective search
algorithm, that can generate high-quality candidate regions that are used to detect and classify objects.
Faster R-CNN allows processing up to 5 frames per second, that, in combination with high precision,
allows using this method in real object detection systems.
Faster R-CNN consists of three main steps, as shown in Figure 1. The first step to obtain a feature
map of the objects, the original image is fed to the input of the CNN network represented by multiple
layers of the convolutions and layers under the samples (MaxPooling). The next step is a fully
convolutional RPN network, in which the obtained features are used to form candidate regions. Since
the whole picture contains many unnecessary objects, and people always appear very small, it is
difficult to draw a conclusion based on the feature map, whether a person wears a helmet or not.
Therefore, only foreground areas will be used to recognize the absence of hard hats. The third step is
represented by the Fast R-CNN classifier, which uses the obtained regions and the corresponding
attributes to determine whether the given region contains a person without hard hats. Compared to
other methods used to detect the absence of helmets, the Faster R-CNN has three advantages:
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•

Faster R-CNN is more reliable in working with complex scenes of open industrial sites. In
particular, the previously used methods work only if the person is in a standing position.
While the Faster R-CNN method is capable of reliably operating in the independence of
human pose, workplace position, light, visibility range, and partial overlaps.
• Faster R-CNN has a higher precision that meets the requirements of engineering problems. As
a result of testing the method on the Pascal VOC 2012[20] dataset, the precision of 89.6% was
obtained, while for the HOG — 10.2 % [21].
• Thirdly, this method has a high speed of operation, which allows creating a system of
monitoring the absence of hard hats, working in real time.
Thus, on the basis of the above, we conclude that Faster R-CNN method has higher rates of
robustness, precision, and speed compared with the previously used, meeting the practical
requirements for safety monitoring at various industrial facilities.
3.1 Performance metrics
The effectiveness of the method was evaluated based on its precision, speed, and robustness as
follows. To assess the quality of work, we will use the following metrics: precision — the ability of
the method to distinguish this class (workers without hard hats) from other classes, recall – the ability
of the algorithm to detect workers without hard hats, miss rate (probability of skipping) – the opposite
of recall indicates what percentage of workers without helmets was skipped by the method.
TP
preсision =
TP + FP
TP
(1)
recall =
TP + FN
FN
1 − recall =
miss rate =
TP + FN
where TP — number of correctly accepted hypotheses (workers without hard hats), FP — number of
incorrectly accepted hypotheses (workers in hard hats), FN — number of incorrectly rejected
hypotheses (workers without hard hats are not detected).
The speed of the method will be estimated as the amount of time required to detect the worker
without a hard hat for one image.
Robustness represents the degree of stability of the method when working on various images. Open
production sites usually contain many workers, equipment and building materials. Also, on open
production sites, changes in weather, lighting, visibility often occur, there are partial overlaps of the
object of detection. These factors have a significant impact on the visual perception of such scenes
and, accordingly, on the results of detection. A good algorithm should be resistant to such changes.
4. Experiments and results
Training and testing of the method were carried out on a data set of 100,000 objects representing
images from various open production sites. The training set is made up of 80,000 randomly selected
images, testing was conducted on the remaining 20,000 images.
The effectiveness of the method was evaluated using the above-described metrics of quality, speed,
and robustness. To calculate these metrics, all images in the test data set were divided into several
categories (Table 1) – external factors, impacting the correct detection, such as weather changes,
lighting, people's poses, range, and overlap. The next step was calculating the above-mentioned
metrics for each category.
The Faster R-CNN model returns a probabilistic value for each detected object. The probability
value here is defined as the probability that an object is a worker without hard hats. For example, a
probability value of 0.9 means that probability that an object is a worker without a hard hat is 90%. An
event is considered positive if the resulting probability exceeds the specified probability threshold.
Therefore, the probability threshold value affects the classification of positive and negative events.
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As shown in figure 2, a high probability threshold allows excluding ambiguous events from the
results, which leads to high precision, but low recall, while low threshold allows more ambiguous
events, which gives a high level of recall but low precision. For optimal results, both in precision and
recall, a probability threshold of 0.7 was chosen.
Table 1. Information about image datasets for different categories.
Categories
Subcategories
Number of workers
Number of images
without hard hats
Weather
Sunny
3134
1000
Cloudy
2783
1000
Rainy
1559
1000
Foggy
2217
1000
Light
8:00 - 10:00
2831
1000
10:00 - 13:00
3125
1000
13:00 - 16:00
2952
1000
16:00 - 18:00
2127
1000
Pose
Standing
2542
1000
Bending
1762
1000
Squatting
1275
1000
Sitting
1128
1000
Distance
Short
2136
1000
Medium
2854
1000
Long
2916
1000
Overlap
Whole body visible
1924
1000
Upper body visible
1015
1000
Head visible
1393
1000
Part of head visible
1067
1000
1
0,9 0,85

0,95

0,9

0,8

0,8

0,75
0,65

Precision

0,7

0,6

0,6

0,5

0,5
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0,2
0,1
0
0
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1
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Figure 2. The curve of precision depending on the recall.
Due to the fact that video surveillance cameras are placed in various places on construction sites,
and the trajectory of the workers is random, the images of workers on the frames can be of different
resolution. The shooting distance is inversely proportional to the number of pixels in the image
occupied by the worker's representation in the frame, as well as the number of features that can be
extracted from the given image. From where we can conclude that at a long distance it is difficult to
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recognize the object in the image. To evaluate the method's performance with objects of different
resolutions, the images of the test sample were divided into three categories depending on the distance
to the target object: long, medium and short distance. 1000 images from the test dataset were selected
for each category. The results are presented in table 2.
Despite the fact that as the distance between the camera and the workers increased, the classifier’s
performance metrics deteriorated, the overall precision of the classifier remained above 90%.
Consequently, the trained model proved to be robust in detecting objects with various resolutions.
Changes in weather conditions have a significant influence on the quality of classification of images
obtained in open production sites. Since, in heavy rain, snow and fog work on construction sites is
usually suspended, it can be excluded from consideration. Then we need to test the method on images
taken under the following weather conditions: sunny, cloudy, rainy and foggy. The test results (Table
3) showed the robustness of the method to weather changes. However, the best results were obtained
in sunny weather (precision — 96%), the worst in rainy (precision — 93%). To test the effect of
light on the results of the method, we divided the frames from the test dataset into four categories:
images taken from 8:00 to 10:00, from 10:00 to 13:00, from 13:00 to 16:00, from 16:00 to 18:00.
The test results showed that the method works robustly under different lighting conditions. From
table 3 it can be seen that decrease in light, the speed, and precision of the method changed slightly.
Table 2. Performance metrics of the system depending on the distance to the object.
Category
Subcategories
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
Miss rate (%)
Time (s)
Distance
Short
98.4
95.9
4.1
0.204
Medium
95.8
95.3
4.7
0.207
Long
93.7
92.3
7.7
0.212

Category
Weather

Table 3. Performance metrics of the system depending on weather conditions.
Subcategories
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
Miss rate (%)
Time (s)
Sunny
96.7
95.2
4.8
0.204
Cloudy
95.7
95.8
4.2
0.202
Rainy
93.7
94.2
5.8
0.209
Foggy
94.7
93.0
7.0
0.210

Table 4. Performance metrics of the system depending on the light at different times of the day.
Category
Subcategories
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
Miss rate (%)
Time (s)
Light
08-10
95.6
94.6
5.4
0.209
10-13
96.6
95.8
4.2
0.207
13-16
97.0
95.5
4.5
0.208
16-18
96.9
93.7
6.3
0.210
Depending on the type, place of work and the tool used, workers have to take different poses. Thus,
to test the quality of the algorithm were selected images containing workers in the positions: standing,
bending, squatting and sitting. Each category was represented by 1000 images. The test result (table 5)
shows high precision at various poses of workers. (more than 90%). The worst results were obtained in
the squat position (93% Precision).
Table 5. Performance metrics of the system depending on poses.
Subcategories
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
Miss rate (%)
Time (s)
Standing
96.8
96.9
3.1
0.209
Bending
95.6
94.0
6.0
0.208
Squatting
93.7
93.5
6.5
0.205
Sitting
94.6
98.4
1.6
0.207
Construction sites are usually occupied by many workers, equipment and building materials. On
the frames obtained from CCTV, the images of the workers were often overlapped by various
obstacles: equipment, building materials, etc. Therefore, on many frames, workers are only partially
Category
Poses
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visible. To test the effect of partial overlaps, we classify the degree of overlap into four categories:
“whole body visible”, “upper body visible”, “head visible”, and “part of head visible” (Table 6). The
test results showed that precision for the first three categories was more than 95%. For part of the
heads, the detection precision was 90%, but the recall is only 64%.
Table 6. Performance metrics of the system depending on the presence of overlaps.
Category
Subcategories
Precision (%)
Recall (%)
Miss rate (%)
Time (s)
Overlap
Whole body visible
95.5
95.3
4.8
0.205
Upper body visible
96.2
97.8
2.2
0.206
Head visible
96.0
95.2
4.8
0.204
Part of head visible
90.1
61.3
38.8
0.209
5. The discussion of the results
The article proposes a new method for detecting workers without hardhats on construction sites. The
proposed method can monitor in real time with high accuracy and robustness to various scene changes.
Thus, this method can provide early information about the absence of PPE on the worker while on the
production site. This article discusses various methods for detecting hard hats and object detection
technologies in general. Previous studies have used methods to solve this problem with limitations on
robustness and practical applicability in the conditions of the open production site. We looked at the
limitations of each of these methods and discussed the development of vision-based methods in the
history of computer vision. Existing sensor-based detection methods, including RFID-based methods,
are limited by the need for a physical tag or sensor that each builder must wear. Sensors that transmit
data via Bluetooth require regular charging, which affects the practicality of its use in an open
production site. In addition, these systems are more dependent on the actions of employees, and their
implementation requires large investments. Given the limitations of HOG in practical use and the high
efficiency of methods using deep learning, the proposed method can significantly improve the quality
of automatic detection of the absence of hard hats on workers. When choosing a method for use on
construction sites, we analyzed the characteristics of images, open production sites, and a number of
factors that affect the detection of the absence of hard hats. The Faster R-CNN algorithm was chosen
as this method. To test the robustness of the method, we tested the work of the Faster R-CNN on
various images of the construction site. As a test data set, 20,000 images were collected. The test data
set covers a variety of visual changes that can occur on outdoor production sites, including weather,
lighting, worker poses, and overlaps. The results obtained in the course of experimental testing prove
the robustly of the Faster R-CNN method for revealing the absence of hard hats in various visual
conditions. Recognition precision and recall in all cases exceeded 90%, except low recall for the case
of visibility of the upper part of the head — which is the expected result, because even none of the
previously known algorithms does give an accurate result in this case. However, given the ability of
the Faster R-CNN operate in real time and frequent changes in the poses of workers, we can assume
that with a high probability the image of the worker will get completely into the frame at the next
moment of time, where the head will be visible.
6. Conclusion
Construction remains one of the most dangerous employment sectors in the world. Despite the fact
that hard hats provide significant protection from falling objects and from blows to the head, they do
not always prevent accidents on the spot, resulting to head injury. For effective safety management at
production sites, it is essential to improve the monitoring of workers without hard hats. This paper
proposes a method for detecting the absence of hard hats, capable of operating in real time in changing
conditions of open production sites, based on the neural network method of classification of objects
Faster R-CNN. The results of testing the method showed that the proposed method was able to
successfully detect workers without hard hats under different conditions with an average precision and
recall of 95.7% and 94.9%, respectively. High metrics of precision and recall show that the proposed
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method can be effectively used in video surveillance systems to detect workers without hard hats in
real time.
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Abstract. In the paper, we propose an approach for selection a correction parameter for images
damaged by backlighting. We consider the photos containing underexposed areas due to
backlit conditions. Such areas are dark and have poorly discernible details. The correction
parameter controls the level of amplification of local contrast in shadow tones. Besides, the
correction parameter can be considered as a quality estimation factor for such photos. For an
automatic selection of the correction parameter, we apply regression by supervised machine
learning. We propose new features calculated from the co-occurrence matrix for the training of
the regression model. We compare the performance of the following techniques: the least
square method, support vector machine, random forest, CART, random forest, two shallow
neural networks as well as blending and staking of several models. We apply two-stage
approach for the collection of a big dataset for training: initial model is trained on a manually
labeled dataset containing about two hundred of photos, after that we use the initial model for
searching for photos damaged by backlit in social networks having public API. Such approach
allowed to collect about 1000 photos in conjunction with their preliminary quality assessments
that were corrected by experts if it was necessary. In addition, we investigate an application of
several well-known blind quality metrics for the estimation of photos affected by backlit.

1. Introduction
A lot of photos are affected by various defects and need to be enhanced in an automatic manner to be
more pleasant for observers. The most noticeable defects are the following: various issues with
brightness and contrast, color misbalance, blurring and shaking, compression artifacts, high noise
level, red eyes and other artifacts due to flash, color fringing, and geometrical distortions [1]. There
are numerous methods for noise suppression (e.g. [2]), red-eye correction (e.g. [3]), and image
sharpening (e.g. [4]), but there are just a few publications devoted to correction photos damaged by
backlit. Photos taken in backlighting conditions has high global contrast, but local contrast in areas of
shadow tones is quite low. Figure 1 demonstrates the photo affected by backlighting. One can see
poorly distinguishable details in shadows. It is important to develop a method for enhancement of such
images.
Paper [5] describes the technique for the correction of photos damaged by backlit. That method is
based on a contrast stretching and alpha-blending of brightness of the initial image and an estimated
reflectance. In the majority cases, the technique provides good visual outcomes, nevertheless, it has
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shortcomings. The most important parameter of the method is factor k s , which controls the
amplification of local contrast in shadows. This factor is calculated by means of decision tree based on
features that originated from brightness histogram. The decision tree allows to obtain for k s just five
discrete values. Sometimes it leads to significant changes in correction power due to insignificant
alterations in an image. Such effect is undesirable. Also, that decision tree was created based on
several heuristic assumptions and was not verified on the big number of sample photos. Is that solution
general for plenty of photos affected by backlit?
The aim of our paper is overcoming of disadvantages of the method from [5] by the development
of a regression model for the estimation of k s based on machine learning techniques. It is worth to
note, also factor k s can be treated as blind metrics for assessment of the visual quality of photos
damaged by backlighting. In the paper, we discuss three subjects: an approach for collection of a
representative dataset; a selection of method for creation of regression model; algorithms for
calculation and selection of informative features for the model.

Figure 1. Example of photo damaged by backlit.

Figure 2. The scheme for dataset collection.
2. Collection of a dataset
In the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available dataset containing photos deteriorated by
backlighting. Moreover, a collection of a big dataset is a tiresome task because a relatively small
number of such photos are in the Internet and social networks, so, manual search requires many efforts
and a long time. We employ a concept of semi-supervised learning and self-training [6] for the
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collection of the representative dataset. An initial dataset containing about two hundred of photos was
collected and labeled manually. We trained the initial regression model using the initial dataset and
random forest technique [7]. Nowadays many social networks provide an application interface for
downloading of photos. We made a software tool for download of photos from flickr.com and vk.com
[8]. The initial regression model estimates the downloaded photos and collects photos having required
k s to provide uniform distribution of images by the correction factor. Evidently, the initial model is
not ideal, so, an expert checks outcome and makes re-labeling if it is necessary. Further, we add
validated photos to the main dataset. Photos from the initial dataset are added to the main dataset as
well. In this way, we collected about 1000 labeled images. The final model was trained on the main
dataset. Figure 2 illustrates our approach for the dataset collection.
3. Analysis of methods for creation of a regression model
We have analyzed the application of the following methods for creation of regression model:
• linear least squares (LLS);
• support vector machine for regression (SVR) [9];
• k-nearest neighborhoods for regression (k-NN) [10];
• classification and regression tree (CART) [11];
• random forest [7];
• feedforward neural network [12];
• single-layer neural network [13];
• averaging of outcomes of enumerated above methods;
• blending [14]
• averaging of several outcomes of blending;
• stacking [15].
There are several measures to evaluate the performance of the regression models. We calculated
the following five measures that evaluate conformance of outcomes of the regression model with
experts’ judgments.
1. Mean absolute error (MAE):
𝑁

1
𝑀𝐴𝐸(𝑦, 𝑓) = �|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖 | ;
𝑁
𝑖=1

where 𝑁 is the number of elements, 𝑓𝑖 is the predicted value, and 𝑦𝑖 is the true value.
2. Mean squared error (MSE):
𝑁

1
𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝑦, 𝑓) = �(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖 )2 .
𝑁
𝑖=1

3. Median absolute error (MedAE):
𝑀𝑒𝑑𝐴𝐸(𝑦, 𝑓) = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(|𝑦1 − 𝑓1 |, . . , |𝑦𝑁 − 𝑓𝑁 |).
4. Pearson correlation coefficient (r):
∑𝑁
�)�𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓 ̅�
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦
.
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𝑁
𝑁
�∑𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�)2 �∑𝑖=1�𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓 ̅�
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1
where 𝑦� = ∑𝑁
𝑦 , 𝑓 ̅ = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 .
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑖
5. Normalized area under regression error characteristic curve (AUC REC) [16].
We used 5-fold cross-validation with stratification. All models were trained using the features from
[5]. Table 1 contains the performance measures of different regression models. For MAE, MSE and
MedAE smaller is better. For r and AUC REC larger is better. Random forest and SVR have the
highest performance measures. However, the distribution of residuals of the regression model via
random forest looks normal in comparison with residuals by SVR. In addition, random forest has a
relatively small number of parameters for model adjustment. Thus, we have selected random forest for
the creation of regression model for the estimation of amplification factor k s .
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Table 1. Performance measures of different regression models.
MAE MSE MedAE
r
normAUC
LLS
15.2
350
13.3
0.59
0.694
SVR
15.1
377
0.54
12.1
0.727
k-NN
16.7
453
14.0
0.38
0.709
CART
18.5
559
15.3
0.41
0.723
Random forest
13.1
0.711
14.8
334
0.61
Feedforward neural network
15.0
350
12.9
0.59
0.706
Single-layer neural network
15.0
344
12.9
0.59
0.692
Averaging of methods
340
12.7
0.59
0.708
14.8
Blending
15.0
350
13.2
0.58
0.721
Averaging of several blendings
14.9
340
13.2
0.60
0.718
Stacking
14.9
339
13.4
0.60
0.714
4. Features for the description of photos damaged by backlit
In the paper [5] feature set for estimation of amplification factor k s is described. Those features are
calculated from brightness histogram H. Typical histogram of a photo damaged by backlighting has
relatively high peaks in shadow and/or highlights, but a gap in middle tones. Besides, the histogram in
dark tones is asymmetric. To characterize such shape of histogram the following features were
proposed: parts of the tones in the shadow and middle tones; parts of tones in the first and second
halves of dark tones; the ratios of the histogram maxima in shadows, middle, and highlight tones per
the global histogram maximum; locations of the histogram maxima in shadows and highlights. The
entire dynamic range was divided uniformly on shadow, middle tones, and highlights.
However, there are high-quality images that have values of those features close to values for photos
affected by backlit. Sometimes normal images have a histogram that has peaks near the boundaries of
dynamic range and a valley between them. Figure 3 shows an example of such pristine photo and its
histogram of brightness. The method from [5] makes dark areas in the photo a lighter. It is necessary
to prevent the modification of dark tones in normal images. To overcome the undesirable correction of
high-quality photos, we propose to use another set of features. We modify histogram-based features
from [5] and introduce new features originated from the co-occurrence matrix.
In figure 3 one can see that peaks in the left and right parts of the histogram are shifted towards to
middle tones. We propose to treat as shadow tones a quarter of the leftmost part of the dynamic range
instead of one third. Highlight tones are a quarter of the rightmost part of the dynamic range. Middle
tones occupy half of the range. Solid lines in histogram in figure 3 demonstrate this division for dark,
middle and light tones. Dashed lines show a similar differentiation in [5]. This simple alteration of
sub-ranges for shadow, highlights, and middle tones allows to decrease considerably the number of
falsely corrected pristine images even by usage similar to [5] features.

Figure 3. The high-quality photos and corresponding brightness histogram which looks like the
histogram of a photo damaged by backlit.
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One more opportunity is a division of range on more than three sub-ranges and the calculation of
features for each range. We propose to employ nine evenly distributed sub-ranges.
We argue that extraction of features from the co-occurrence matrix is a prospective approach for
the description of photos affected by backlit. Neighboring pixels of natural images have close values,
and non-zero elements locate along the main diagonal of the co-occurrence matrix, as a rule. For
photos damaged by backlighting, the co-occurrence matrix has the highest concentrations of elements
in left-top or right-bottom corners as well as gaps in the central part of the main diagonal. Figure 4
shows the co-occurrence matrices for undistorted and damages by backlighting photos.

Figure 4. Co-occurrence matrices for undistorted (left) and damages (right) photos.
We propose to divide the co-occurrence matrix into three parts orthogonally to the main diagonal
similar to shadow, middle tones and highlights sub-ranges in a histogram. It is possible to divide the
main diagonal in three equal parts (see dashed lines in figure 4), but it is preferable to set range of
middle tones twice larger than for dark and bright tones (see solid lines in figure 4). The following
features are calculated from the co-occurrence matrix G, where pixels situated in distance 3 pixels in
column is considered. Fractions of G in dark, light, and middle tones:
127 127−𝑖

𝑆1 = � � 𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)/(𝑀 × 𝑁)
𝑖=0 𝑗=0

𝑆2 = 1 − (𝑆1 + 𝑆3 ),
255

255

𝑆3 = �

� 𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)/(𝑀 × 𝑁)

𝑖=128 𝑗=383−𝑖

where М is the number of rows and N is the number of columns of the image.
Fractions of G in sub-regions of dark tones:
63 63−𝑖

𝑆11 = � � 𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)/(𝑀 × 𝑁)
𝑖=0 𝑗=0

𝑆12 = 𝑆1 − 𝑆11 .
Ratios of maxima in dark tones and maxima in bright tones to global maxima:
𝑀1 =

𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖=0…127,
𝑗=0…127−𝑖

𝑀3 =

(𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗))� 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)) ,

𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖=0…255,
𝑗=0…255

(𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗))� 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)) .

𝑖=128…255,
𝑗=383−𝑖 …255

𝑖=0…255,
𝑗=0…255

Locations of the matrix G maxima in the left and in the right parts:
𝑃1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)),
𝑃3 =

𝑖=0…127,
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𝑚𝑎𝑥

(𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗)).
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The following features are the number of elements of co-occurrence matrix G, which are the
greater than the threshold which equals to the average value of G:
1| 𝑦 ≥ 𝐺0
(14)
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠(𝑦, 𝐺0 ) = �
,
0| 𝑦 < 𝐺0
(15)
𝐺0 = 𝑀 × (𝑁 − 3)/2562 ,
127 127−𝑖

127
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255
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(16)
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where М is the number of rows and N is the number of columns.
Also, we calculate the ratios of the last three features:
(19)
𝑅1 = 𝐴2 /𝐴1 ,
(20)
𝑅 2 = 𝐴2 /𝐴3 ,
(21)
𝑅 3 = 𝐴1 /𝐴3 .
Additionally, the same features (5-21) can be extracted from big fragments of image. We divide a
photo into 2 equal parts vertically and 3 parts horizontally. Totally we calculate about two hundred of
features from the histogram and the co-occurrence matrix for the entire image and its fragments.
5. Enrichment of feature set
To enrich our feature set we applied a combination of features with the following feature selection.
The idea of combining features is based on the assumption that some of the combinations, for
example, sum, product, ratio of different features and their squaring, can provide an improvement to
the regression model. Therefore, it is advisable to try as many such combinations as possible.
In an ideal case, features should be informative that is they should have a high correlation with
amplification factor 𝑘𝑠 from the ground truth. Obviously, informativeness of various features is very
different. A use of non-informative features can lead to the worsening of the regression model. It is
necessary to select “good” features and drop “bad” ones. For feature selection, we employed a greedy
addition of features to random forest regression model. If the addition of a feature to model leads to
decreasing of MAD, then we remain the feature, otherwise, we drop it.
6. Results
We tested and compared to each other all feature sets described above. In the paper, we do not show
intermediate outcomes, because they have a huge size. The best result demonstrates model which uses
features 𝑆3 , 𝑆11 , 𝑀1 , 𝑀3 , 𝑃1 , 𝑃3 , 𝐴2 , 𝐴3 , 𝑅1 and ratio 𝑆12⁄𝑀1, where the features are calculated for whole
image as well as its fragments.
As was mentioned, the amplification factor for dark tones 𝑘𝑠 can be treated as blind quality factor
for images damaged by backlit. At present, a sufficient number of blind image quality metrics have
been proposed. Such metrics make possible to evaluate the quality based on the image only without
the reference. Part of the metrics is developed to assess the single factor affecting the quality, for
example, the blurriness level [17]. Other ones claim to be universal. We compared the correlation
coefficient r between experts’ judgments about 𝑘𝑠 and several measures for quality assessment.
The following existing algorithms for non-reference quality assessment were analyzed. Blind
Image Quality Index (BIQI) [18] implements a two-step approach to assess the quality of photographs.
This method is based on usage of features originated from natural scene statistics (NSS) in the wavelet
domain and assumptions that photos of natural scenes have determined statistic characteristics, these
characteristics are changed due to distortions, and type and strength of distortion can be predicted. The
first stage of BIQI is a classification type of defect. The second one is a numerical quality assessment
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by means of the regression model. Support vector machine (SVM) is applied for training classification
and regression models. Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator (BRISQUE) [19] uses
features from NSS in the spatial domain. One regression model for all distortions is trained by SVM.
Oriented Gradients Image Quality Assessment (OG-IQA) method [22] analyzes the correlation of
oriented gradients in the spatial domain. It was speculated, orientations of local gradients change
predictably for distorted images of natural scenes. One regression model for all distortions is trained
via Adaptive Boosting for decision trees. Natural Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) [20] does not use
distorted images for training. In this method, multivariate Gaussian (MVG) model based on NSS
features in the spatial domain is calculated for pristine photos only. The quality of the estimated image
is estimated as the distance between its MVG and pre-calculated MVG of several undistorted images.
Integrated Local Natural Image Quality Evaluator (IL-NIQE) [21] algorithm exploits the same idea as
NIQE, but IL-NIQE operates with color channels of photo in salient local patches.
Table 2. Correlation coefficient between experts’ judgments and measures for quality assessment.
Correlation
coefficient, 𝑟

Decision tree, [5]

BIQI

BRISQUE

NIQE

ILNIQE

OG-IQA

Proposed

0.47

-0.22

0.05

0.13

0.23

0.13

0.69

Table 2 contains the correlation coefficient between ground truth and measures for quality
evaluation. Amplification factor 𝑘𝑠 serves as quality metrics for algorithm from [5] and for proposed
regression model. Our method provides the best conformance to experts’ judgments. Well-known
universal image quality measures have low correlation with ground truth and cannot be used for
quality characterizing of photos damaged by backlighting.
Table 3 contains outcomes of comparison of three methods for the estimation of amplification
factor 𝑘𝑠 . We analyzed decision tree from [5] as a baseline, regression model by means of random
forest trained in features from [5], and random forest model trained on proposed features. According
to all performance measures our technique outperforms considered alternatives.
Table 3. Comparison of methods for estimation of 𝑘𝑠 .

Decision tree from [5]
Random forest with features from [5]
Random forest with proposed
features

MAE
21.5
14.8

MSE
800
334

MedAE
17.0
13.1

r
0.47
0.61

normAUC
0.700
0.711

13.5

282

11.7

0.69

0.724

7. Conclusion
Photos taken by backlighting conditions need to be enhanced to improve their pleasantness. There is a
technique for the correction of dark tones. The automatic adjustment of the parameter for
amplification of dark tones is needed for that method. For this purpose, we propose a feature set,
extracted from the co-occurrence matrix, and regression model via random forest. For the collection of
training dataset, we employed semi-supervised paradigm for obtaining of required photos from social
networks. The regression model developed outperforms the baseline method. In addition, our model
produces smooth continuous values of amplification factor rather than step-wise discrete values in the
existing method. The proposed algorithm is intended for photo enhancement software.
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Abstract. At the present time, a lot of problems in a sphere of fundamental sciences as well as
technical and applied tasks can be solved only with the use of satellite images, since their usage
reduces material, financial and time costs significantly in comparison with traditional methods.
One of the modern integrated approach remote sensing processing is to join the measurements
obtained from the various sources, such as optical and radar sensors, allowing to achieve a gain
in comparison with independent processing due to the extension of the information volume and
the opportunities of data acquisition (weather conditions, spectral ranges, etc.). However,
methods of digital processing and interpretation of radar data, as well as qualitative and proven
methods and algorithms for joint processing of optical and radar satellite images, has not
sufficiently been well developed yet. Therefore, the development of new methods and
information technology of joint analysis and interpretation of optical and radar data which are a
major issue of the current paper, are certainly relevant. The paper presents an information
technology for joint processing of optical and radar satellite imagery, based on training the
processing procedure based on the reference values of data from sensors of the one type
(optical data), followed by applying to both data types: optical and SAR data.

1. Introduction
Today, a lot of problems of fundamental sciences, as well as technical and applied tasks can be solved
effectively only with help of space vehicles, since their usage significantly reduces the material,
financial and time costs compared with traditional methods. Recently, it is possible to receive multispectral aerospace information in the optical and radio bands in a regular way. At the same time, the
tasks of determining various characteristics of the earth’s surface, monitoring and analyzing of
emergency, classifying and analyzing of territories as a whole are becoming increasingly important. A
special place is occupied by the task of classifying the underlying surface and species composition.
Conventionally, to solve this task images obtained in the optical range of the electromagnetic spectrum
used as input data. Classic approaches which are successfully used for the processing of optical images
do not give positive results when working with data obtained by synthetic aperture radars. The
recognition of vegetation types, borders of territories, the detection and classification of objects on the
base of radar images is practically not performed, because approaches to processing and thematic
interpretation of radar data are not sufficiently well developed and investigated. For example, all
known algorithms for automatic classification are adapted to the Gaussian model of the distribution of
additive noise arising only on optical images. High-resolution radar images formed by synthetic
V International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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aperture radars as a result of irradiating the surface of the Earth with coherent waves are usually
distorted by multiplicative noise, known as speckle noise. This kind of noise is a serious problem
during the processing of radar images on the base of classic methods. Therefore, we need image
processing and analysis methods adapted to the physical and technical features of radar imaging.
2. The scheme of combining the radar and optical data
Traditionally, the technology of combining and processing of mixed remote sensing data consists of 3
main subtasks: independent preliminary processing, matching and combining satellite images obtained
by various sensors in the optical and microwave ranges, detecting differences and further processing
of remote sensing data.
Within the framework of the first task, the well-known solutions combine the methods of
interpolation of data on a non-uniform grid, image reconstruction frequency methods, adaptive
filtering [1], radiometric, geometric and polarimetric calibration (for polarimetric radar data) [2],
image enhancement operations [1], reduction of speckle noise on a radar image, orthotransformation
taking into account a digital elevation model, etc. Existing approaches ordinarily solve this task using
assumptions about the same characteristics of imaging systems, which have similar spatial resolution
and the same spectral ranges of signal acquisition and receiving.
The task of matching heterogeneous images are needed for the realization of a further goal − joint
analysis of radar and optical satellite imagery refers to the data processing and analysis area [3-5]. In
this case, special attention should be paid to the choice of the merging method. Because the type and
amount of preliminary data preparation depend on it. For example, in the case of point-oriented
methods, high-precision geocoding and the further combination of all images is very important. In the
case of object processing the preliminary detection, selection and, possibly, recognition of objects on
images, as the objects observed on radar images often look completely different than on optical ones,
since the scattering of the radio signal and sunlight by objects can differ significantly. Radar and
optical observations are complementary, and this fact may have a different nature depending on the
problem being solved. Their joint processing improves the ability to detect certain objects and measure
the parameters of the underlying territory. The general classical scheme of combining radar and
optical data is shown in Figure 1.
Herewith, to solve practical tasks, in most cases, the combination of optical and radar data is
implemented in two ways.
In a situation where optical data is not available, radar data can be a good alternative. For joint
processing, in this case, data is orthotransformed, and reduced to comparable resolution (or the optical
image may have a lower resolution since the imaging capabilities of such images are higher). After
that, points or objects in both images are analyzed to solve the problem of identifying differences and
unchanged regions, as well as for further analysis of remote sensing data.
The second data matching approach is based on the RGB ↔ HIS conversion, which allows you to
combine terrain information obtained in two different ranges on one output image. First, the three
most informative spectral channels RGB → HIS (brightness-saturation-hue color) are converted, then
the brightness is replaced with a radar image on the resulting image and the inverse transformation is
performed, which requires a balanced stretching of the channels to improve the quality of the final
representation in RGB. Using such images, it is possible to determine the roughness (low/high
vegetation, flooded/not-flooded area), and the structure of the territory, which is necessary for
geological tasks.
However, both the first and second version of the data combination is not suitable for the
qualitative solution of the underlying surface classification and analysis tasks.
3. The technology of joint processing of optical and radar data based on a training dataset
Analysis and processing of images obtained by dissimilar remote sensing sensors, with spatial and
spectral resolution improving, usually involves the formation of individual models of observation for
each of the sensors, which is not always possible and requires a large amount of additional a priori
information about the observation model. In addition, it is extremely difficult to develop an automatic
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adaptive technology for processing dissimilar remote sensing data on the basis of a variety of
particular observation models.

Figure 1. The classical scheme of combining radar and optical data.
Therefore, the methods of nonlinear analysis and data interpretation, such as neural networks or
hierarchical structures or Approximate Local Correlation Integral (aLOCI) are of the greatest interest
for investigation. These methods can be used without definite assumptions about the source data. In
addition, aLOCI uses quadtrees to increase the efficiency of calculations in the multidimensional case.
Among these methods in our task we intend to use a multidimensional classification based on optical
data, since the solution of the microwave signal analysis problem in the general case can be made in
the form of a classification with training, based on features in the form of optical data, observation
results and a priori information about the underlying surface [6-7].
At the same time, it is advisable to use standard methods for extracting features and classification
algorithms for multidimensional data, because the interest in improving the quality of evaluation of
thematic classification. These methods most often include features obtained as a result of the principal
component method (PCA) and the Nonparametric Weighted Feature Extraction (NWFE) method, and
such classifiers as the Support Vector Method (SVM) and Random Forest (RF) [5-6]. The developed
algorithm for the local processing of satellite images based on hierarchical regression [6] allows us to
accelerate data processing by using hierarchical data structures and in a multidimensional case, the
performance is comparable to or superior to other classification methods, in particular, neural
networks. Finally, the assessment of the quality of the results of classification and detection of changes
in the territory by received dissimilar satellite images relates to the field of image analysis based on
the values of one remote sensing sensor using the values of another sensor (for example, calculating of
the regression function) [7,10-11].
Thus, the construction of the technology is supposed to be carried out in three stages: data
preparation, combination and analysis of the image sequence. At the first stage, the use of sensorV International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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dependent methods of processing and combining (spatial) data is assumed, i.e. features of the source
of satellite images (optical or radar) are taken into account, but it is assumed that the observed territory
is the same. After that, the radar images "are brought to the kind" of optical (or optical images "are
brought to the kind" of radar, depending on the task) based on the features and non-linear regression
models. And finally, a sequence of images with similar spectral characteristics is formed that makes it
possible to implement the solution of thematic processing tasks such as classification, change
detection and etc.
In this paper, to form an aggregate set of satellite images that are suitable as source data for
classification and analysis of changes, we propose a technology for converting (point-by-point
processing based on reference values) data of the one type (conceivably radar) based on a training
sample consisting of a data set of another type (optical images). Regression models of processing
based on a decision tree for merging extracted SAR (Synthetic-aperture radar) radars and optical
sensor values are assumed to be used here. Hierarchical structures in the form of a decision tree are not
parametric and therefore do not require an unambiguous description of the desired classes. Herewith,
the final processing procedure consists of a set of explicit hierarchical conditions (rules, thresholds of
functions) applied to the input data intervals, in our case SAR and optical functions, as reference
values. This allows classifying the pixels (area sampling) of the radar image as a function of optical
data. Decision tree classifiers have been successfully applied to classify the underlying surface. The
general scheme of data conversion (in the process of applying the processing procedure), oriented on a
priori information about the desired processing result (presented in [6, 10]), is illustrated by the
diagrams presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The scheme of training and usage of processing procedures, based on the training dataset.
Considering a large number of matched pairs of image pixels (zi, xi) as a training sample, we build
K −1

the signal processing procedure Ф, which associates the feature vector { yk ( n,[p])}
calculated on
k =0
the base of discrete samples of the input signal X, the output value of the signal Z. The sets of features,
parameters of the processing procedure construction, as well as the type of functions of the elementary
regression in the terminal nodes can be adjusted according to the results of the evaluation of the
quality of processing.
To evaluate the generalization ability of the constructed procedure, the full sliding control
functional is used:
Q st ( µ (Ω), Ω) =

1
N

N

∑ν (µ (Ω ns ), Ω tn ),
n =1

where Ω is the final set of objects for learning (dataset), µ (Ω) is the algorithm (method) of training
on a dataset Ω , (Ω ns , Ω tn ), n = 1,2,..., N are the variants of dividing the dataset into training and control
parts.
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ν ( µ (Ω ns ), Ω tn ) is the error rate of the algorithm µ (Ω ns ) , constructed on the base of the set Ω ns and

checked by using the set Ω tn .
Receiving information from different sensor types leads to a shift in the position of sensor cells
relative to objects due to the differences in the orbital parameters of the satellites and due to the
difference in the physical laws of pixel formation in the image (resolution is dissimilar for optical and
radar data). It is obvious that individual sensors cover the observed area with grids with different
parameters that can be described as a relative motion within the coordinate system of the observed
scene. As for the coordinate system of the observed scene, you can use some projection coordinate
system in which each pixel is represented as an area of finite size, assuming that the coordinates of the
image pixel are the coordinates of the center of the pixel. This view does not contradict the processing
technology based on decision trees since the latter can use the integral values in the spectral channels
over the local window as attributes for the input and output pixels.
In this way, the technology of forming a sequence of consistent and combined dissimilar remote
sensing images is used to obtain features for the tasks of land use classification according to remote
sensing data, as well as for analyzing changes on the sequence of images.
4. Evaluation of the training dataset volume and experimental research
Is quite logical is the fact that when working with images solution of the problem of constructing the
processing procedures taking into account all combination of training and testing dataset is
unrealizable in practice because of the giant of busting on various combinations of datasets. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop a method to determine the possibility of stopping a forming, or the need to
continue training and testing datasets generation on the base of a finite number of them. It is obvious
that for every task there is an optimal complexity of the model, at which the best quality of
generalization is achieved.
In paper [10], the technology of decision making about stopping the process of generating various
combinations of training and control datasets was proposed, according to which to make a decision of
stopping generation of various combinations of training and control datasets, and about the transition
to the next subset of features it is necessary to calculate confidence intervals for the expectation of a
Poisson distribution with parameter λ : Bin(n, λ ) ≈ P (λ ) for the functional full cross-validation on
n
a datasets N1 and N2 in the form:

τ1−α / 2 λ1
τ
λ 
, λ1 + 1−α / 2 1 
λ1 −
N1
N1 



τ1−α / 2 λ 2
τ
λ 
, λ 2 + 1−α / 2 2  ,
λ 2 −
N2
N 2 


where τ1−α /2 – quantile of distribution N 0,1 for level 1 − α / 2 (α = 1 − γ ).
The decision of stopping of a generation of various combinations of datasets and about the
transition to the next subset of features is taken at a time when a separation of calculated confidence
intervals on adjacent steps is achieved. The presented technology of decision about stopping the brute
force bust process allows estimating the amount and possible combinations of training and control data
sets used in experimental studies.
As data used as training and control datasets, we used sets of images (free data) from Landsat-7 and
Sentinel 1-2 satellites for different time periods, as well as Radarsat-2 data available at the center of
remote sensing data of Samara University. Datasets from Landsat-7, Spot 6/7, Aist, Resurs-P, Pleiades
and coverage with Google and Yandex data were used as reference data in the optical range.
Experimental study on the applicability of the technology to dissimilar datasets (optical and radar
data) are in progress, so the final results are not presented in this article. Experimental studies of the
feasibility of individual stages of processing, classification and analysis of remote sensing data on the
basis of hierarchical structures built in accordance with the principles of learning "by precedent" are
presented in the author's works [6, 10, 11].
To carry out our experimental studies, we used sets of images from such space vehicles as Spot 7,
Aist-2D, Resurs-P, Sentinel-2 in the optical range (more than 40 test images) and radar images from
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the Radarsat2 and Sentinel-1 satellites (more than 20 scenes). All data were obtained in the springsummer period in 2010-2018. All images were radiometric and geometrically corrected, brought to a
similar resolution and matched (geographically bounded) with an accuracy of about 1 to 2 pixels. All
pre-processing and low-level processing task was implemented in ScanEx ImageProcessor software.
Examples of images from different spacecraft are shown in Figure 3.

Aist-2D
04/2016 - 10/2016

Spot-7
05/2016 - 06/2016

Geoton
05/2016 - 07/2016

Sentinel-2
04/2018 - 10/2018

Radarsat2 2010-2015
Sentinel-1 04\2018 - 10/2018
Figure 3. Training and testing datasets in a form of images from different spacecrafts.
All experimental studies can be divided into 3 groups:
1) Optical data as a training sample, and optical data from the same satellite as test data.
2) Optical data from different satellites as a training sample, and optical data from another satellite
as test data.
3) Optical and radar data from different satellites as a training sample, and optical data from
another satellite as test data.
The results of experimental studies of the quality of the pixel-by-pixel classification are shown in
Table 1. In general, it can be noted that the technology of joint processing of optical and local data
based on hierarchical structures with training on a priori information is quite efficient.
At the same time, we note that if the training sample contains data of the same type as that used as
a test data, then the quality of the classification is quite high. It should be noted that the classification
based on radar data shows a very low quality of classification since the features in the form of the
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original image pixels are not sufficiently informative. Therefore, it is necessary to use other features in
the form of generalized coefficients over a certain local image area. Selection and optimization of such
features is the goal of further work.
Table 1. Quality of per-pixel classification.
Images for test
Training dataset

Sentinel-2
96-98%
93-98%
89-97%

Sentinel-2
Sentinel-2 (70%) + Aist-2D
Sentinel-2 (50%) + Aist-2D + Spot-7 +
Geoton
Sentinel-2 (80%) + Radarsat2 + Sentinel-1 93-98%
Optical satellites (80%) + Radarsat data
90-97%
(20%)
Optical satellites (50%) + Radarsat data
86-92%
(50%)

Aist-2D Spot-7, Geoton Radarsat2, Sentinel-1
72-87%
67-79%
90-95%
72-84%
86-94%
84-91%
76-84%
87-92%

62-78%
78-84%

46-72%
52-74%

76-82%

76-80%

57-82%

No experiments were carried out to restore (classify) pixels of optical images by using the pixel
values only of radar images because it is impossible to obtain adequate results for various spectral
channels (RGB) from radar data only.
5. Conclusion
This article presents a new information technology for joint processing of optical and radar satellite
imagery. The technology is based on learning procedure that uses the data from sensors of the one type
(optical in the basic approximation) as reference values and then the technology is applied to the data
of both types: the same one (optical) and the another data type (radar data). Experiments on testing of
the developed regression models of processing based on a decision tree for joint processing of data
obtained in the optical and SAR ranges confirm the efficiency and effectiveness of the technology.
That, as a result, allows classifying the samples (areas of pixels) of the radar image as a function of
optical data. The earlier experiments [6, 10, 11], as well as experiments in the framework implemented
in this paper, showed the efficiency of using decision trees as classifiers of the underlying surface and
demonstrated a high quality of classification, which suggests the possibility of applying this approach
to the problem of joint analysis of optical and radar data.
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Abstract. To predict the quality parameters of products (in particular, the assembly
parameters) mathematical models were implemented in the form of computer models. To
ensure the adequacy of calculations, it is necessary to have information about the actual
geometry of the parts, which can be obtained using noncontact measurements of parts of the
assembly. As a result of measuring parts and components using optical or laser scanner, a large
dimension array of measured points is formed. After standard processing (e.g. noise removal,
combining the scans, smoothing, creating triangulation mesh), the recognition of individual
surfaces of parts becomes necessary. This paper presents a neural network model that allows
the recognition of elements based on an array of measured points obtained by scanning.

1. Introduction
The least automated step in the industry is the assembly of single and serial products characterized by
medium and high complexity. These products include aircraft engines. The considered products are
not made in large quantities as cars; they are characterized by a high degree of optionality and
increased requirements for complexity and accuracy. The share of labour-consuming assembly in the
total labour-intensiveness of products is up to 25% and largely determines their quality. There are
several reasons that make it difficult to fully automate the assembly of these products. One of the
significant reasons is the difficulty of determining the parameters of the operations performed by
robots, which are guaranteed to ensure the specified accuracy and quality of products. The assembly of
medium and high complexity products is a unique operation, during which the course of operations is
changed according to the results of measurements and the geometric analysis of the assembled parts.
Measurement of geometry is made by both contactless and contact methods.
To partially automate engine assembly processes, it is necessary to recognize both the individual
parts and the surfaces of the parts along which the assembly will take place. Face recognition is
possible using computer vision approaches [1,2,3]. The aim of this work is to create a model based on
the use of neural networks, designed to recognize the surfaces of engineering parts after their
measurement using an optical or laser scanner.
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2. Object of research
To test the model, a real engine parts simulator was designed and manufactured: spacers in the turbine
of an aircraft engine. A detail drawing is shown in Figure 1. The part contains cylindrical and flat
edges, as well as threaded holes.

Figure 1. Drawing part "spacer simulator".
Automated element (surface) recognition of measured parts using neural networks solves two tasks:
1) segmentation of a part’s components into types of surfaces (plane, cylinder, cone, etc.) 2) additional
refinement of the boundaries of triangulation surfaces based on deviations of the facet normal vectors.
To solve the first problem, a convolutional neural network was used.
3. Neural network model of surface recognition
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are a very wide class of architectures which main idea is to
reuse parts of the neural network to work with different small, local input areas [4]. The main area of
application of convolutional architectures is image processing [5, 6].
At present, many approaches have been developed for recognizing three-dimensional objects in
works devoted to computer vision. These approaches can be divided into two groups: recognition of
elements, directly working on their own three-dimensional representations of objects, such as
polygonal grids, voxel representations and arrays of points, and approaches based on signs and metrics
that describe the shape of a three-dimensional object, "what it looks like" in the collection 2D
projections [7].
Except for the recent work by Wu et al. [8], who studied form descriptions from a voxel-based
object representation through three-dimensional convolutional networks, the previous threedimensional shape descriptions were mostly “manually developed” according to a specific geometric
property of the shape surface or volume. For example, shapes can be represented by histograms or
models with total signs of surfaces consisting of normals and curvatures [9], distances, angles, areas of
triangles or volumes of tetrahedra calculated for sample points of surfaces [10], properties of spherical
functions defined in volumetric grids [11], local shape diameters measured on tightly selected surface
points [12], and thermal core signatures on polygonal grids [13, 14]. The development of controlled
machine learning algorithms on top of such descriptions of three-dimensional figures creates several
problems. First, the size of organized databases with annotated 3D models is rather limited compared
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to image data sets. For example, ModelNet contains about 150 thousand objects. In contrast, the
ImageNet database [15] already includes tens of millions of annotated images. Secondly, the
additional features and metrics of three-dimensional figures tend to be very multidimensional, which
makes the algorithms prone to retraining.
One of the latest works on the problems of object classification and the segmentation of individual
parts, in which an array of measured points is used directly at the entrance to the network, is [16].
Developed by authors from Stanford University, the network is named PointNet, the main idea of the
approach is to memorize the spatial features of each point and then merge all the individual features
into a marked general point cloud. The network is based on a convolutional architecture. The main
disadvantage of the reduced network is that at the input it is necessary to always have the same
number of points for all objects, which in practice is not possible and you will have to resort to an
artificial “distortion” of the data.
Based on the literature review and the specifics of the problem being solved, the decision was made
to use an approach based on the use of 2D projections of objects in solving the current problem. In this
approach, a convolutional neural network, U-net [17], is used for segmentation.
We will reveal the main idea and stages of the developed model for the segmentation of individual
faces. The main idea is to create projections (pictures) for the faceted model of measured data,
segmentation of faces on projections and identification of facets by segmented images. The stages of
the approach are shown in Figure 2.
1. Loading measured points and creating a triangulation grid—
loading stl file
2. Formation of file projections
3. Saving projection images
4. Image segmentation using a neural network
5. Identification of image pixels with facets in projection
6. Recreation of the complete model, additional refinement of the
surface boundaries in the direction of the normal vectors
Figure 2. A flowchart of the face recognition model using projections of measured data.
Consider the face recognition steps in more detail.
3.1. Loading measured points and creating a triangulation grid—loading stl file
As noted in the introduction, the model is designed to recognize geometry after measurement using
optical and laser scanners. After measurement using the scanner and preliminary data processing, a file
is created with the coordinates of points united into a facet surface of the *.stl format. The file contains
the following data: Vg×3 (matrix of coordinates of the vertices of the grid stl-model), Fm×3 (matrix of
combinations of three vertices forming the facets of the surfaces), Nm×3 (matrix of coordinates of facet
normals).
3.2. Formation of file projections
To enable semantic segmentation of the facets into separate surfaces using deep neural networks, it is
necessary to create projections of 3D surfaces on coordinate planes. To prepare the projections,
Roberts’ algorithm was used [18].
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Roberts’ algorithm is the first known solution to the problem of removing invisible lines. This is a
mathematically elegant method that works in object space. The algorithm primarily removes from
each body the edge or edges that are screened by the body itself. Then each of the visible edges of
each body is compared with each of the remaining bodies to determine which part or parts, if any, are
shielded by these bodies. Therefore, the computational complexity of Roberts’ algorithm grows,
theoretically, with the square of the number of objects.
The operation of Roberts’ algorithm takes place in two stages:
1. Definition of non-face faces for each body separately.
2. Identify and remove invisible edges.
To prepare the data, only the first stage of the algorithm was used. The second stage is not
necessary for further decision; it is more complex and requires additional facets.
When creating projections on coordinate axes, orthogonal projections in the visual plane are
obtained. For example, when projected on the XOY plane, the structure Fm×3 is preserved, and the
matrix of the vertices Vg×3 is converted into Vg×2, having only coordinates along the x- and y-axes.
Bypassing the vertices of the obtained projections of the facets in the same sequence as in the original,
you can divide them into two types: those that are oriented counter-clockwise, which means that we
are looking at the facet from the outside of the body and those that are oriented clockwise, which
means that we are looking at the facet from the inside. The order of the vertices determines the
direction of the normal. Thus, if the component of the normal vector of the projection plane (in this
example, the component along the z-axis) is negative, we look at the facet from the inside. Since the
object is bounded by a closed surface, we cannot observe the faces from the inside—they are invisible.
Thus, it is necessary to exclude the facets identified by the above method from the Fm×3 structure,
obtaining the projection structure Fm1×3, where m1<m.
3.3. Saving projection images
Image saving is performed using STL work libraries (functions of the stltools package by Pau Micó)
and MATLAB graphics saving tools. The sizes of the pictures are saved, as are all projections. Using
the same tools, training projection images are saved, where objects for recognition are highlighted in
different colours (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3. Stl file details "spacer simulator".

Figure 4. Part projection used for segmentation.

Nevertheless, segmentation requires clear boundaries, so images stored in the *.png format are
imported into MATLAB (variable loading matrix RGB-colour) and converted to grayscale using the
expression:
I gray
= 0, 299 ⋅ R + 0,587 ⋅ G + 0,114 ⋅ B ,
(1)
where I gray is the grayscale image matrix and R , G , B are the matrix components of the RGB system.
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Multidimensional matrixes of images are saved to a *.mat file. A total of six projections remain. The
object is placed as if in a cube whose faces are parallel to the planes of the coordinates. The
dimensions of the cube are such that it includes all the measured objects in the sample. Projections are
accordingly made on the faces of the cube: two on the faces parallel to the XOY plane; two parallel to
XOZ and two parallel to YOZ.
3.4. Image segmentation using a neural network
The U-Net network architecture is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. U-Net neural network architecture for image segmentation.
The network architecture is a sequence of layers of convolution and pooling, which first reduce the
spatial resolution of the image, and then increase it by first merging it with the image data and passing
it through other layers of the convolution. Thus, the network serves as a kind of filter.
The first half of the network contains layers of convolution with the activation function ReLu,
normalization by mini-batch and layers of pooling (sub-sampling) and it is called a compressing path.
The second part is an expanding path.
The upsampling layer is a reverse pooling layer that expands the feature map, followed by a
convolution, which reduces the number of feature channels. Then comes the concatenation (“pasting”
of linear objects) with an appropriately cut map of features from the compressive path and two
convolutional layers.
On the last layer, convolution with a 1x1 core is used to bring each 64-component feature vector to
the required number of classes. The activation function on the last layer is “softmax”.
The network was reproduced in the Python software environment.
3.5. Identification of image pixels with facets in projection
After the image is segmented, its pixels are compared to the coordinates of the corresponding
projection. For matching, pixels are converted to points on the corresponding face of the cube
described in Section 3.3. The values of the image pixels lie in the interval from 0 to 255. Accordingly,
in order to identify the pixels responsible for a certain edge, values of a certain intensity are searched
for in the image matrix. In this case, the search is made with a certain tolerance. The position of the
found pixels in the matrix (row-column) is translated, taking into account the scale, into space
coordinates (two coordinates from the image, the third—the coordinate of the corresponding cube
face). In addition, in Section 3.2, the faces closed by others were not deleted. Therefore, when
matching, a point of an object in an image can fall on two or more projection facets. In this case, the
facet that is closest to the viewpoint is selected.
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3.6. Recreation of the complete model, additional refinement of the surface boundaries in the direction
of the normal vectors
The previous steps were necessary for preliminary automated recognition of only a fraction of the
measured points. After identifying the vertices and facets to different surfaces, they are compared with
the full set of vertices (search by equality of point coordinates). Points close to the geometric centre of
the surface are selected. On the top in the geometric centre, a facet is selected that belongs to a specific
face of the body. At the next stage, the algorithm for searching and refining facets of one face is used.
We briefly describe the steps of the algorithm for searching for facets belonging to a specific face
[19]:

1) input parameters are set: Vg×3, Fm×3, Nm×3, p (coordinate vector of a point on the surface whose

facets are to be selected), t ( normal at point p ), and α (angle tolerance to find matching facets).
2) search for the facet that owns point p (intersection point of the beam and the facets).

3) search for all facets for which the normal vector is different from the normal vector t by no
more than a value α (the scalar product of normal vectors is used to check the angles).
Facets are selected, from all the facets found that are suitable in the direction of the normal, that are
associated with the first and among themselves common vertices.
4. Recognition results
To measure the details an optical 3D scanner RANGEVISION Pro2M was used. Figures 6 and 7 show
photographs of the process of measuring the “spacer simulator” part (drawing in Figure 1).

Figure 6. One scan measurement of the part.

Figure 7. Group of measurement scans of the
part.

To assess the quality of segmentation, you can use the modified loss function given in [20]. It is
proposed to calculate the error in determining the parameters of a rectangle when recognizing faces
and images in a picture using the intersection over union (IoU) metric, which is equal to the ratio of
the area of intersection of the rectangle obtained as a result of detection and the rectangle from the
mark-up to the area of their union.
In our case, we work with body facets, so instead of squares, we can operate on the number of
facets. Therefore, a coefficient δ segm is calculated that is equal to the ratio of the number of facets
N р ∩д that are the intersection of the set of facets of the surface, obtained as a result of recognition, and

actually belong to the surface of the facet to the N р ∪д set of facets, which is their union:
δ segm = N р ∩д / N р ∪д .

(2)

Thus, the value of the coefficient lies in the interval [0; 1]. If there are several recognizable
surfaces, then a generalized coefficient can be calculated δ segm for all recognizable body faces.
The number of measured facets of the part m was 622130. For training the neural network, a
sample of 1000 cases of the stl-model of the considered part, aligned in different ways in space,
corresponding to a total of 6000 projections, was formed. For formation of the training set, a nominal
model of the part was used, which was saved in the *.stl format.
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Recognized flat and cylindrical faces of the “spacer simulator” detail measured with the scanner
using all six projections are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Table 1 shows the calculated coefficients δ segm of the measured cylindrical, flat and combined
recognizable faces.

Object of evaluation
Value of δ segm

Table 1. Facet recognition errors.
Cylindrical faces
Flat edges
0.76
0.95

Figure 8. Recognized flat faces

All recognizable faces
0.91

Figure 9. Recognized cylindrical faces.

The recognition error of cylindrical faces is higher than flat ones. Although all cylindrical faces
were identified, there were facets belonging to flat faces, as well as some facets from the threaded
holes. The overall ratio exceeded 90%, which is associated with a much larger number of facets of flat
faces compared to cylindrical.
5. Conclusion
The model presented in this paper allows you to quickly recognize cylindrical and flat surfaces of parts
using a trained neural network and face facet search algorithm from previously recognized facets. The
developed model is needed for further prediction of the assembly parameters of the product based on
computer modelling [21]. Using digital prediction will allow robotic assemblers to function without
human intervention.
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Abstract. The authors offer a method for detecting the edges of texture objects in remote
sensing images. This method is based on the evaluation of textural and brightness attributes. It
is proposed to use transition probabilities for three-dimensional Markov chains with two states
as texture features, averaged within a sliding window. It makes possible to improve the
detection accuracy of texture objects on multichannel or multi-time snapshots. To reduce the
computational resources, it is proposed to determine the signs by the bit planes of the senior,
most informative digits of the digital image. The simulation results confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

1. Introduction
Multispectral remote sensing images are of high spatial resolution and have rich information about
texture. Information about the texture allows to determine the types of the earth's surface (rocks, soil,
vegetation, water, etc.), to estimate the area of flooding, land use, forestry, wildfires, oil pollution, ice,
etc.
The ability to detect, identify, and classify texture objects is based on the fact that objects of
different types reflect and absorb electromagnetic radiation in different wavelengths in different
ways. When combining different channels, one can find out information about rocks, vegetation
cover, state of reservoirs, types of agricultural crops, etc. For example, in the visible red spectral
channel (wavelength 0.63–0.69 μm), it is possible to distinguish many plant varieties, boundaries
of the soil and geological delineation (deposits of the ore body, oil fields) [1,2]. One can track
the dynamics for several pictures of the same area, taken at different times, for example
changing the size of the area of the segments corresponding to oil pollution, or changing the
forest area.
The basic operation for detecting the edges of texture objects is segmentation, the quality of which
is determined by the effectiveness of the selection of a textural feature. There are various approaches
to the selection of textures. They are [3-9]:
- based on the calculation of the statistical characteristics of the gradient, density of differences,
adjacency matrices of brightness levels, etc.,
- based on the description of textures as primitives with some properties (average intensity of
elements, perimeter, area, orientation, etc.) and comparing them with a template for each texture,
- based on signal processing algorithms for extracting texture features (discrete cosine and wavelet
transforms),
- based on models, including the autoregression model, Markov random fields, fractal methods, etc.
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One of the new approaches in the selection of textures is the joint use of spectral and textural
features [10,11].
Many of these methods require large computational resources and do not accurately separate the
attribute space. The quality of the selection of texture objects depends on the choice of the most
appropriate characteristics of the task and approaches to the development of algorithms. In addition, as
multispectral images have a high spatial resolution, an important factor in the detection of textures is
to reduce the computational complexity of algorithms. In this regard, the use of known methods is not
always advisable.
As the texture regions on images occupy extended space with homogeneous statistical
characteristics and different for different regions, the method based on the mathematical apparatus of
Markov chains [12] is very effective in this case. Its complexity depends on the dimension of the
transition probability matrices.
Works [13,14] propose to solve the computational complexity reduction problem using
representation of g - bit digital images (DI) as a set of g - bit binary images (BBI) and approximate
them with Markov chains with two states and 2 × 2 transition probability matrices. Assuming that the
most informative are the binary images belonging to the senior bits of DI, it is proposed to use one of
the BBIs of the senior bits of DI to select textures. This solution reduces computational resources in
the allocation of textures.
When using the mathematical apparatus of Markov chains, textural features are probabilistic
characteristics between elements of images. Works [14–16] present the method of texture
segmentation of DI based on a two-dimensional Markov chain with two states. With probabilities of
transitions between elements different by 0.15 for different texture areas, the segmentation error did
not exceed 6%.
Considering that there is a large statistical dependence between separate areas of images taken in
different spectral ranges (channels), it is proposed to use the nature of the statistical connection not
only between the elements inside the DI, but also the inter-channel DI. The use of the transition
probability for three-dimensional Markov chains as a textural attribute improves the accuracy of
prediction of image elements and, accordingly, the quality of the selection of textures. Also, an
approach based on three-dimensional Markov chains can be applied to detect changed texture regions
in time-varying DIs.
Real remote sensing DIs contain objects in which the pixel brightness changes slightly (water
bodies, fields of different crops, etc.). Therefore, to improve the quality of detection of texture
objects for which the probabilistic characteristics between the elements are close to unity, it is
advisable to take into account the brightness characteristics determined by BBI of the senior bits
DI.
The aim of the article is to develop a method of segmentation of multi-channel digital images with
high spatial resolution based on the mathematical apparatus of three-dimensional Markov chains,
which allows to increase the accuracy of detecting the edges of texture objects while reducing
computational resources.
2. Mathematical model of the texture image
A special case of multichannel images can be considered color RGB images. Therefore, the
proposed method will be considered for the case of three-component DI with R, G, and B color
channels. Each RGB color component of an image is a g-digit digital halftone image. There is a
significant statistical relationship between the elements of individual DI areas belonging to
different color channels. For example, objects of yellow color are well expressed on green and red
components, and objects of white color are seen on all three components. Therefore, taking into
account the statistical connection between the elements inside DI and between individual color
channels, we can assume that RGB images allow them to be approximated by a three-dimensional
Markov chain with several states, and BBI with a three-dimensional Markov chain with two states
and horizontal transition matrixes

1

Π = 1π ij( )
l

2×2

, vertical

2

Π = 2π ij( )
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4

between channels. The introduction of the inter-channel matrix

Π = 4π ij( )
l

2×2

will make it

possible to get rid of the segmentation of the separate components and identify the changed areas
in the images.
Figure 1 shows a fragment of a three-dimensional binary Markov field corresponding to a fragment
of an BBI of a two-channel DI.

ν (2l )

ν (3l )
ν (4l )

ν1(l )

Figure 1. Fragment of a three-dimensional binary Markov field.
(l )
The amount of information in the element ν 4 relative to the elements of the nearest neighborhood

Λ i , j ,k =ν
{ 1(l ) , ν(2l ) , ν3(l ) } , in accordance with the mathematical model of the three-dimensional random
Markov process presented in [13], is determined by the formula:
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where w ν 4( )  is the probability density of transitions in Markov chains of various dimensions; the
l

products in (1) are calculated for all possible non-coinciding combinations of various subscript
indices.
The probability density of transitions in a three-dimensional binary Markov chain w(ν 4( l ) | Λ (i ,l )j.k )
can have the form:
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where δ ( ⋅) is the delta function.

(l )
(l )
of an element ν 4 are determined by the argument of expression (1)
The probabilities of the states π iiii
()
and for various combinations of neighboring elements Λ i , j ,k can be calculated using the formulae
l

(

()
presented in Table 1, where rπ ii r = 1,7
l

)

are elements of transition probability matrices in one-

dimensional Markov chains with two states of three main - 1 Π ( l ) , 2 Π ( l ) , 4 Π ( l ) and four related matrices 3

l
1 (l ) 2 (l ) 5 (l )
1 (l ) 4 (l ) 6 (l )
2 (l ) 4 (l ) 7 (l )
3 (l ) 4 (l )
Π( ) =
Π × Π ; Π =
Π ⋅ Π ; Π =⋅
Π
Π ; Π =⋅
Π
Π .
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Table 1. Expressions for calculating conditional probabilities.

ν1 ν 2 ν 3 →ν 4

000 → 0
001 → 0

Expressions
(l )
π iiii
=

π ii( l ) ⋅ 2π ii( l ) ⋅ 4π ii( l ) ⋅ 7π ii( l )
,
3 (l ) 5 (l ) 6 (l )
π ii ⋅ π ii ⋅ π ii

1

π ii( l ) ⋅ 2π ii( l ) ⋅ 4π ij( l ) ⋅ 7π ij( l )

1

(l )

π iiji =

π ii( l ) ⋅ 5π ij( l ) ⋅ 6π ij( l )

3

,




(l )

111 → 0
000 → 1

π jjji

π ij( l ) ⋅ 2π ij( l ) ⋅ 4π ij( l ) ⋅ 7π ij( l )
=
,
3 (l ) 5 (l ) 6 (l )
π ii ⋅ π ii ⋅ π ii

(l )
π iiij
=

001 → 1
(l )
=
π iijj



1

(3)

π ij( l ) ⋅ 2π ij( l ) ⋅ 4π ij( l ) ⋅ 7π ij( l )
,
3 (l ) 5 (l ) 6 (l )
π ii ⋅ π ii ⋅ π ii

1

π ij( l ) ⋅ 2π ij( l ) ⋅ 4π ii( l ) ⋅ 7π ii( l )
,
3 (l ) 5 (l ) 6 (l )
π ii ⋅ π ij ⋅ π ij

1



111 → 1

l)
=
π (jjjj

π ii( l ) ⋅ 2π ii( l ) ⋅ 4π ii( l ) ⋅ 7π ii( l )
,
3 (l ) 5 (l ) 6 (l )
π ii ⋅ π ii ⋅ π ii

1

3. Texture 3D Segmentation Algorithm
Allocation of extended textures in multichannel (or multi-temporal) DI was reduced to calculating
estimates of transition probabilities horizontally 1πˆii( l ) , vertically 2πˆii( l ) , between channels 4πˆii( l ) and
estimation πˆ (iiii) using formulas (3), as well as estimating brightness in BBI of the senior, most
informative DI digits.
Taking into account the local changes in the probability and brightness characteristics on
multichannel images, a three-dimensional sliding window was used for calculation.
The texture features were the average estimates corresponding to the central element of the window
l

(l ,r ,k )
(l ,r ,k )
- πiiii
of probability of transitions in the three-dimensional Markov chain and the brightness L
of the BBI:

1 m n (l ,r ,k )
∑ ∑ πˆiiii .
m × n =r 1 =k 1
1 m n ˆ( l ,r ,k )
l ,r ,k
.
L( ) =
∑∑L
m × n =r 1 =k 1

(l ,r ,k )
πiiii
=

(4)
(5)

The pixel belonging to one or another texture object in the image of the k- channel was carried out
on the basis of the analysis of the texture feature histogram. The number of peaks in the histogram
corresponded to the number of texture objects with different probabilistic characteristics. The
threshold value was chosen as the minimum value between two adjacent peaks of the histogram. When
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(l ,r ,k )
evaluation πiiii
was close to 1, the averaged brightness 𝐿� was additionally used to decide whether a
pixel belongs to one or another object. Each texture object was assigned its own label.
The authors combined images of different channels in order to increase the information content of
texture objects.

4. Experimental results
Artificial and real DI were used for experimental studies. Artificial binary images were generated by a
given markup using a mathematical model based on a two-dimensional Markov chain and the
algorithm given in [13]. The images were formed in such a way that they contained areas with
coincident and different statistical characteristics for different channels.
To assess the accuracy of the selection of the edges of texture objects, the authors compared the
segmented image with the ideal markup and then calculated the number of erroneously segmented
elements:
1 h w
(6)
ESE =
∑∑ F (i, j )
h ⋅ w i =1 j =1
where h, w are image height and width; F is a value that is equal to zero when the image element is
segmented correctly, and equal to 1 if otherwise.
Examples of the results of segmentation of artificial images are shown in Figure 2: (a) an image
containing two areas with different statistical characteristics; (b) the result of a segmentation algorithm
based on a three-dimensional Markov chain with a difference between the probabilities ∆𝜋�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of
segments in 0.25; (в) an image with three objects; (d) the result of a segmentation algorithm based on
(l ,r ,k )
an estimation of probability πiiii
and brightness 𝐿�.

а)

c)
b)
Figure 2. Results of the segmentation of artificial images.

d)

Table 2 presents the estimates of the ESE criterion for segmented artificial images containing two
texture regions (similar to Figure 2a). A sliding window of 11x11 size was used to calculate the
probability estimations 𝜋�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 .
Table 2. Estimation of segmentation results by ESE criterion.

Value of transition probabilities
1
𝜋𝑖𝑖 = 2𝜋𝑖𝑖

Value ESE, %

in the first
segment

in the second
segment

Algorithm based on a twodimensional Markov chain

Algorithm based on a threedimensional Markov chain

0.5

0.95

0.32

0.21

0.6

0.85

0.79

0.29

0.7
0.8

0.95
0.54
0.28
0.9
6.31
5.88
Three-dimensional segmentation for all values of the transition probabilities gave a segmentation
error less than segmentation based on two-dimensional Markov chains. The worst segmentation result
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was obtained when the difference between the probabilities of the segments was 0.1. As this difference
increases, the segmentation error is a fraction of a percent.
Table 3 presents the estimates of the ESE criterion for segmented binary images, similar to Fig. 2c.
Three-dimensional segmentation was performed on the basis of estimates of probability and brightness
characteristics within a sliding window of 11x11.
Table 3. Estimation of segmentation results by ESE criterion.
Probabilities between elements in the texture
area 1𝜋𝑖𝑖 = 2𝜋𝑖𝑖
Without brightness

ESE,%

0.6

8.3182

0.61

0.7

8.285

0.5738

0.8

8.1621

0.4429

With brightness

Accounting for the brightness of the image in a given example allowed to reduce the segmentation
error by up to 18 times.
An example of real image remote sensing segmentation, containing four types of objects (urban
buildings, forest and fields planted with different crops) is shown in Figure 3: (a) - RGB image; (b)
and (c) - BBI of the 7th category of channels R and B, which were used to select the edges of texture
objects; (d) and (d) are the results of two-dimensional segmentation of the image of the R and B
channels, respectively; (e) - the result of three-dimensional segmentation of channel R relative to
channel B.

a)

d)

b)

c)

e)

f)

Figure 3. The result of detecting the edges of texture objects in the remote sensing image.
Two-dimensional segmentation in the images of the R and B channels allowed to detect only 3
objects. The introduction of the matrix of probabilities of transitions between color components
4

Π = 4π ij( )
l

2×2

allowed to get rid of the segmentation of the separate components and to detect another

object. The proportion of erroneously segmented elements is 7.8%.
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Figure 4 shows an example of detecting texture objects on multi-temporal images: (a) and (b) multi-temporal images; (c) - the result of the detection of a modified object (felled forest) by a threedimensional segmentation algorithm; (d) - the combined image of the modified object with the original
one (a).

a)

c)

b)

d)
Figure 4. The result of detecting the edges of the modified texture objects in multi-time shots.

5. Conclusion
The developed segmentation method, based on an estimate of transition probabilities for threedimensional Markov chains and luminosity, improved the accuracy of detecting the edges of extended
texture objects on multichannel and time-varying images compared to the two-dimensional
segmentation algorithm proposed in [14]. In addition, the evaluation of texture features by bit binary
images allows to reduce computational resources for the implementation of the segmentation
algorithm.
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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze graphic documents with a weakly formalized description of
objects (WFGD) and reveal their main features that influence the choice of models, methods
and algorithms for processing such documents. In the framework of the development of the
combinatorial-geometric approach, a geometric model for describing WFGDs with a
pronounced orientation of linear objects is proposed. We also propose a technology for
vectorization of raster images of WFGDs in the presence of noise in the source data. The
effectiveness of an extended class of vector models (linear and segment-node models) used for
describing WFGDs with a distinctive linear orientation of objects is shown, which was
revealed during practical experiments on real WFGDs.

1. Introduction
In recent years, increasing importance has been given in video information analysis to the
development of mathematical methods for constructing a formalized structured description of input
video information. The tasks related to obtaining formal descriptions are addressed by studying the
internal structure, and content of elements or objects of a simpler nature (non-derivative elements,
objects identified in the images being processed at various processing levels, etc.) [1-3].
In this paper, only the images of large-format, semantically rich graphic documents with a complex
structure (LFGD) are considered as source information. In this case, the source data, as a rule, are
graphic images (GI) on paper, while digital documents must be produced in the terms of the respective
problem area. Such documents contain symbols of four classes of objects: point (discrete), linear, twodimensional (areal), and symbol images. Taken together, these symbols make up spatially-distributed
data (SDD) [4 - 9].
The analysis of LFGDs shows that a significant proportion of such documents was produced in a
manner inconsistent with the rules for nomenclature description of objects. We shall distinguish such
LFGDs as a subclass of documents with a weakly formalized description of objects (WFGD). This
subclass includes: engineering drawings, diagrams, floor plans for buildings, topographic maps and
nautical charts, data on the Earth’s surface obtained from satellites, etc. The main features of WFGDs,
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which influence the choice of representation models and methods for their processing, are considered
in [4–9]. Taking these features into account places greater demands on the geometric modeling of this
class of graphic documents (GD).
2. The problems of creating automatic technologies and systems for WFGD processing
In order to automate WFGD input, various information technologies have been proposed in recent
years. They are based on heuristic procedural methods, as well as on recognition methods with
learning, and are effective for a limited set of objects with strict limits on their size and orientation. It
should be noted that the technology of automatic analysis of WFGD is a complex multi-stage process
that involves a large number of processing methods and algorithms: filtering, compression, storage
and search, analysis and decision making. For effective operation of this “pipeline”, it is very
important to ensure that all mathematical models, methods, algorithms and data representation
structures are interconnected and mutually effective: it is obvious that even the highest efficiency at
some particular stage of processing can be offset by low performance at other stages.
Huge information redundancy of raster images of WFGD (RIWFGD) certainly places greater
demands on automatic processing algorithms. The problem becomes even more serious, if we take into
account that automatic processing of RIWFGD at lower levels of the hierarchy should be carried out in
real time and with limited memory resources, and the models and methods being developed should be
integrated into existing technologies and systems.
Consequently, the models and methods for processing RISFGD must be technologically advanced
and must meet the general efficiency requirements for graphic image analysis as a whole [4, 5, 9]:
• technological effectiveness;
• high efficiency in terms of speed and memory;
• natural integrability in the general processing scheme.
It should be noted that vector models of WFGDs obtained by means of automatic procedures do not
always produce objects that correspond to their reference description and that are not always specific,
both in terms of their composition and the methods for setting them. Besides, the practice of
processing WFGDs, especially WFGDs taken from archives, has revealed some new serious problems
associated with the transition from the lower (pixel) level of representation to the vector level. This
results in a further dramatic increase of complexity of the procedures for automatic recognition of
objects in WFGDs and inevitably reduces the time efficiency of the entire processing technology for
this class of documents due to the requirement of mandatory interactive control and editing of possible
errors.
To avoid multiple duplication in the development of systems for solving various tasks of WFGD
processing, it is useful to have a basic system that can be considered as a tool for solving two main
tasks: on the one hand, it would be the basis for developing systems specialized in a specific subject
area, and on the other hand, it would be an automated workplace for the development and research of
algorithms for WFGD processing.
The combinatorial-geometric approach (CGA) proposed in the 1980s for processing raster images
of graphic documents (RIGD) in spatially distributed data [4] can become the core of such a system.
This approach is based on the hierarchy of mathematical models of image description, the hierarchy of
data representation structures, a set of fast and memory-efficient algorithms for solving problems of
computational geometry, as well as specialized algorithms for processing video data. The essence of
the approach is as follows: a contour image model (CIM) or a linear-contour image model (LCIM) is
constructed from the initial RIGD, i.e. the initial RIGD is assigned a set of points, polygons and
broken lines. Based on this representation, a hierarchy of interrelated mathematical models of
description, structures for representation and decision making is built, where objects are also
considered as points, polygons, broken lines and their collections. The objects of the hierarchy of
image models are built using a system of logical – geometric predicates (decision rules) that calculate
the characteristics and relationships between objects: dimensions, distances, nesting, junction,
intersection, and other types of mutual arrangement relationship, characteristics of objects and their
parts.
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As a result, the entire complex set of tasks related to the analysis of video data is considered from a
unified point of view of building a hierarchy of interrelated mathematical models for description,
representation and decision-making structures. At the lower level of this hierarchy, raster information
from the original source of visual data is processed, while the upper level corresponds to the
description of graphic data at the level of content in the user's terms [4].
Therefore, it is important to further increase the intelligence of information technologies for
automatic processing of RIWFGD, and, consequently, to further develop the CGA and the hierarchy
of description models and appropriate RIWFGD processing methods and algorithms.
3. Effective models for WFGD description
In the framework of the CGA, the mathematical model of the image is understood as a triplet of the

{

}

{

}

form M να = Eνα ,Cνα , Rνα , where: Eνα = e1α ,e2α ,...,esα is the set of non-derivative elements of the

{

} is the set of permissible relations between the non-derivative
elements of the rank α model; Rνα = {r1α , r2α ,..., rnα } is the set of characteristics of non-derivative

rank α model; Cνα = c1α ,c2α ,...,cnα

elements of the rank α model; α = 1,2,3, ... N is the rank (level) of the model [4].
An image model will be considered invariant with respect to a certain set of classes of GD images,
if:
• the model can be built for any document from this set;
• the original image can be restored using a model with known accuracy.
Initially, to automate LFGD processing, mathematical models were proposed for the lower levels
of the hierarchy to describe images. In these models, graphic images were presented in the form of a
raster (set of pixels), a collection of lines, contours and points (CIM, LCIM). At the same time, LCIM
was considered as the base model for all subsequent levels of models. Models of higher levels were
built on the basis of CIM or LCIM. For these models, effective computational geometry methods (the
general-to-specific method on the basis of hierarchical structures of vector data representation),
methods for graphic objects recognition (the correlation extremal method), etc., were developed [4-9].
The practice of automated WFGD processing required the extension of the existing class of models
for their description. The original extended classes of raster and vector models for describing RIGD
are discussed in detail in [6–9]. In particular, at the raster level, original models of raster simple
objects (RSO) and raster composite objects (RCO) were proposed. RSO are divided into raster linear
objects (RLO) and raster areal objects (RAO). The class of vector models was extended by introducing
linear (LIM) and segment–node (SNIM) models. In this case, CIM is in one-to-one correspondence
with RIWFGD, it can be used as an independent model, but it can also be considered as a preparatory
stage for producing a linear-contour model, and LIM can be considered as a degenerate case of LCIM.
SNIM is a vector model that describes the entire image as a group of connected sets.
Figure1 shows a fragment of the WFGD represented in
the form of SNIM. The segment is a broken line, but in
particular cases it is a leg between intersections of this
line with other lines in the image (Figure 1, positions 1,
2). In this case, the segments are often the boundary
between two contour objects. For a section of the line
limited by the intersection with another line only on one
side, the concept of a segment with a free end was
introduced (Figure 1, position 3). In general, Figure 1
shows a fragment of a segment-node image model of a
WFGD containing the image of the elements described
above that are characteristic of the vector representation
Figure 1. An example of a WFGD
of the WFGD.
represented in the form of SNIM.
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With a view to a more rigorous description, it is advisable to associate a formalized representation
of the SNIM with graph theory [10, 11]. If we impose the restriction that the SNIM segment is
exclusively a straight line space bounded on both sides by nodes, then the term “segment” can be
considered synonymous with the term “link”. Thus, the SNIM graph is a set G = {U, S} consisting of
two subsets. The subset U consists of elements of the “node” type: U = {U1, U2, …, Up}, and the subset
S, of the elements of the “link” type: S = {S1, S2, …, Sq}. When each vertex of the graph G is assigned
its identifying number, it will be possible to refer this graph to the class of labeled graphs.
Another feature of the SNIM graph is its original characteristic for each of its nodes/vertices: the
coordinates (X, Y) of the node's location on the plane. This feature makes it possible to uniquely map
the graph G on the plane, which distinguishes it from most other graphs of arbitrary nature, for which
the specific form of the schematic image (graph diagram) is often not essential. Complete certainty
when mapping the SNIM graph on a plane allows us to speak of this model as an image model.
The use of SNIM is especially effective when processing WFGDs with a distinct topological load
on linear geometric elements of the image [7–9]. In this case, the topological model is determined by
the presence and storage of sets of interrelations, such as interconnected arcs at intersections, an
ordered set of segments forming the boundary of each contour, etc. The topological properties of the
figures do not change with any deformations that occur without breaks or connections. The topological
feature of the WFGD is the presence of a large number of raster rectilinear objects forming mutual
intersections. The image of the graph chart has similar features, and due to this the application of
SNIM, which is also described in terms of graph theory, is particularly effective precisely for this kind
of documents.
Unlike object vector WFGD models, SNIM does not contain objects in the usual sense, such as
contours, vectorized lines, segments, etc. The transition from SNIM to the level of object vector
models is a separate task. CIM, LCIM and LIM are associated with different vectorization algorithms
and provide geometric interpretation of images in the tasks of scene analysis and recognition, as well
as the metric description of the information components of the raster [4, 5, 7-9].
4. Problem statement
Vectorization is a basic operation in most processing and analysis systems for graphic images. If a
RIWFGD consists mainly of interacting linear extended objects (diagrams, technical drawings and
plans, hydrographic maps and plans) with a clearly defined direction of their orientation, then in the
case of significant amounts of initial raster data, the dashed form of representation allows reducing
them and building simple and reliable algorithms for vectorization and, if necessary, geometric
segmentation into linear and area raster objects. It means that effective geometric modeling of
RIWFGD can be achieved, and in the case of small volumes of source raster data it is possible to build
sufficiently time-effective algorithms directly from RIWFGD in pixel form.
If the RIWFGD of vectorized objects do not contain distortions and noise, then the existing local
vectorization algorithms can cope with this task quite well, although it must be borne in mind that the
vectorized objects that are being obtained require additional smoothing or approximation. However, it
is not always possible to meet the requirements of the metric accuracy of the approximation and the
geometric accuracy of a vectorized object at the same time [4, 5, 7–9].
In the framework of this research, the source data for the proposed vectorization technology is a
binary raster image (BRIWFGD) with geometric dimensions N x M, which is the description of the
RIWFGD source document as a two-layer pixel object:
1, if the pixel belongs to the sign layer;
Rij = 
i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., M
0, if the pixel belongs to the background layer;
We will look for the sought-after geometric model as a collection of sets of non-derivative
geometric elements: topological nodes U, segments S, and contours K (Figure 2):
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U = {Ui}, i=1, 2, 3, …, Nu;
S = {Si}, i=1, 2, 3, …, Ns;
K = {Ki}, i=1, 2, 3, …, Nk).
Figure 2 shows these elements against the background
of RIWFGD, where:
•
areas 1 define the background raster layer;
•
areas 2 define the sign raster layer;
•
lines and nodes 3 define topological nodes
and short segments;
•
lines 4 define segments of centerlines;
•
lines 5 define contours of polygon objects.
Figure 2. Non-derivative elements of the
geometric model of the image.
5. Original procedures and operations for producing a geometric model of WFGD
We propose a set of improved and original algorithms for WFGD vectorization based on a low-level
model for describing RIWFGD.
The composition of the sets of non-derivative geometric elements is described below.
A topological node is described by a set of numerical characteristics U{x, y, swT, spN}, where: x, y
are the raster coordinates of the node, with the node pixel always belonging to the sign layer; swT ={0,
1, …, v} is the coefficient of topological connectivity, which determines the number of segments
originating from the node; spN ={N1, N2, …, Ns} is the list of segment numbers originating from this
node.
The segment S={x1, y1, …, xt, yt} is an inter-node fragment of the centerline. It consists of a
collection of connected pixels of the sign layer belonging to the centerlines of the RLO, where t is the
number of linear approximation nodes of the set of connected pixels of the inter-node intervals of the
centerline.
The contour K={x1,y1,…, xk,yk} is a description of the RAO boundaries by a collection of
connected boundary pixels of the sign layer, where k is the number of nodes of the linear
approximation of the set of boundary RAO pixels.
Using a two-layer model of raster pixel data and the chosen vector description model, it is easy to
extend existing methods and algorithms for a vector description of a set of raster composite objects
(RCO) of multicolor documents, including full-color raster images of Earth remote sensing, as well as
raster hyperspectral images (HSI) that have undergone color (spectral) layering (clustering).
Structural analysis of the sign layer of BRIWFGD shows that this layer contains the following
RCOs:
•
noise objects of quite small geometric dimensions (“snow”);
•
small-sized objects, which are images of elements of a set of discrete signs;
•
large-sized objects, which are isolated linear and areal signs, or a conglomerate of the results
of the superposition (merger, tangency) of linear, discrete and areal signs.
Within the framework of CGA, the original hierarchical model proposed by the authors for the
representation of raster and vector SDD and as our contribution to the development of existing
methods and algorithms, we propose the following sequence of original procedures and operations for
constructing a WFGD geometric model based on the collection of raster composite objects (RCO) of
BRIWFGD, providing a high level of confidence during the semantic interpretation of the document.
Stage 1 Construction of a RCO model from the sign layer of BRIWFGD.
1.1 Compiling a list of sign pixels in the sign layer Z of the raster R1: ListZP = {Pixi=1}(i=1,
2,…, Nz), where: Pixi is the sign pixel with the coordinates xi,yi; Nz is the number of sign pixels of
the Z layer.
1.2 While the ListZP is not empty, the next, not yet clustered pixel is extracted from it, and,
starting from it, the RCO is formed by clustering along the 8 - connected neighborhood.
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1.3 After completing the clustering procedure, the set of pixels constituting the next RCO are
converted into a vector contour (stage 2) and are deleted from the ListZP list.
1.4 If the ListZP is empty, then the stage of construction of the RCO model is considered
complete.
Stage 2 Contour analysis of the RCO model.
2.1 Selecting a set of boundary pixels G from the raster sign layer for each RCO.
2.2 Construction of the CIM by following (based on pixels G) the boundaries of the RCO that
make up the layer Z.
2.3 Parametrization of all contours constructed, by measuring for each contour the following
geometrical characteristics: p1 is the contour length along its perimeter; p2, p3 are the width and height
of the minimum area rectangle circumscribing the contour, with its sides parallel to coordinate axes; p4
2

is the contour area; p 5 = p 4 p1 is the external aspect of the contour.
2.4 Segmentation of contours depending on parameters p1 – p5 into: noise contours, which are
subsequently removed from the initial layer Z; discrete signs; isolated areal objects; small-length linear
segments and producing from them the set V with the subsequent removal of the corresponding RCOs
from the initial layer Z.
Thus, the output result of the stage is a CIM containing vectorized elements of the Z layer and a
~
modified raster R1 which contains no RCOs that describe vectorized objects.
Stage 3 Splitting of large-sized RCOs of the sign layer into areal and linear signs and their
description by a set of geometric elements such as nodes, segments and contours.
~
3.1 Splitting the modified sign layer of pixels R1 using its skeleton model [12] into the following
types: “linear” pixels belonging to the centerlines of the RLO; "areal" pixels belonging to RAO;
“nodal” pixels belonging to the nodal points of the RLO and RAO intersection.
The operation is performed by the method of sequential, parametrically controlled D - multiple
morphological pixel operations of diffusion and dilation [12], where D is the half-thickness of the
RLO.
The classification of pixels into the types listed above is carried out on the basis of the original
recognition mask filters, which make it possible to identify, at a pixel level, certain types of graphic
situations with a high degree of confidence.
3.2 For “nodal” pixels, their coordinates are measured and they are entered into the set V of vector
data as a vector description of the topological nodes of the desired geometric model.
3.3 By using “linear” pixels, the inter-node gaps of the center line are tracked, it is linearly
approximated, and the tracking results are entered into the V set as LRO segments.
3.4 For “areal” pixels, the procedure of D-multiple “spraying” and the subsequent construction of
the contour of the areal object are performed, followed by linear approximation and entering the
approximated contour into the set V.
3.5 For nodal pixels, their topological characteristics are calculated, based on the constructed
metric of nodes, segments and contours: the connectivity coefficients Ksw and the list of numbers of
segments originating from the nodes.
Thus, after completing all operations, the set of vector data V will be formed, consisting of vector
elements of the following types: node points, contours, segments that uniquely define the desired
geometric model of the original WFGD.
The targeted parametric control of the input parameter D for the whole procedure (LRO halfthickness) can be obtained from the skeleton of the RIWFGD.
Figure 2 shows an adequate geometric model where objects are split into contour (areal) and
linearly extended ones, with topological characteristics of their interaction (tangency or intersection).
To support the whole variety of algorithms for classification of signs in graphic documents, the set
of vector elements V thus obtained is supplemented for the current document with a description of its
sign pixel layer Z in a dashed format, which allows constructing character recognition algorithms
based on their combined and consistent synchronous description (vector and pixel). This feature
distinguishes the proposed methods and algorithms for describing RIWFGD from the existing ones.
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Figure 3 shows a fragment of a geometric model of a WFGD in a terrain map with a large number
of linear objects. The model was obtained by applying the proposed technology.

Figure 3. A fragment of a geometric model of a WFGD in a terrain map with a large number of linear
signs.
6. Conclusion
In the course of our research, documents of the WFGD type were analyzed, and their main features
that determine the choice of models, methods and algorithms for their processing were identified. The
effectiveness of the extended class of vector models (LIM and SNIM) for the description of WFGDs
with a distinctive linear orientation of objects was confirmed during practical experiments on real
WFGDs.
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Abstract. In the paper, we propose two watermarking algorithms for semi-fragile data hiding
in JPEG 2000 lossy compressed images. Both algorithms are based on the concept of
quantization index modulation. These methods have a property of semi-fragility to the image
quality. It means that the hidden information is preserved after high-quality compression, and
is destroyed in the case of significant degradation. Experimental investigations confirm this
property for both algorithms. They also show that the introduced embedding distortions in
terms of PSNR and PSNR-HVS are in almost linear dependence on the quantization parameter.
It allows us to control the quality at an acceptable level when information embedding.

1. Introduction
The JPEG 2000 image compression format, despite being less popular compared to JPEG, can
provide better compression and is therefore widely used in remote sensing systems, medical
imaging, and some other areas [1]. This fact underscores the importance of the task of protecting
JPEG 2000 images from unauthorized changes. For example, the recipient of remote sensing data must
have confidence in the absence of their falsification, as well as the doctor who makes the diagnosis
based on the digital image must be convinced of its authenticity and in the absence of distortions
caused by lossy data compression.
One of the common approaches for the problem of protecting images from changes is embedding
of semi-fragile digital watermarks, which are preserved in images while minor changing and
destroyed after significant modifications. However, only a small number of semi-fragile
watermarking methods for JPEG 2000 can be found in the literature [2]-[4]. Specifically, such class
of methods includes one by Sun et al. [2] based on the EBCOT encoding procedure and the two
algorithms by Maeno et al. [3], which do not allow to control quality factor. One more algorithm by
Preda [4] is not linked with JPEG 2000 parameters. In this paper, we propose such a method for
lossy JPEG 2000 compression mode, based on the quantization index modulation technique (QIM)
[5].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the quantization procedure
specified in the JPEG 2000 lossy compression standard. Section 3 presents the
developed watermarking method while Section 4 investigates it.
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2. JPEG 2000 lossy compression procedure
The flowchart of the compression algorithm is shown in Figure 1. At the first stage of compression,
the brightness of each component is reduced by 128 [6]. Then the image color space is converted from
RGB to YCbCr. The resulting image is subjected to discrete wavelet transform (DWT) with the
Daubechies filter bank (9, 7) for the partition of the image into low-frequency and high-frequency
areas (subbands), also called as the approximation and the details [6].

Figure 1. JPEG 2000 coding flowchart.
After the transformation, each coefficient 𝑎𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣) of subband 𝑏 is quantized by the formula:
𝑎𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣)
(1)
𝑞𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣) = ��
�� ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑎𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣)),
∆𝑏
where ab (u, v) are quadrant coefficients and ∆b is the quantization step.
The quantization step is represented by two bytes: 11-bit mantissa µb and 5-bit exponent εb and is
determined by the following formula:
𝜇𝑏
(2)
∆𝑏 = 2𝑅𝑏 −𝜀𝑏 �1 + 11 �,
2
where 𝑅𝑏 is the nominal dynamic range of subband 𝑏.
According to [7, 8], two modes of calculating the values ∆𝑏 for various 𝑏 are possible, which are
expounded quantization and derived quantization. In the first mode, the values (𝜀𝜀𝑏 , 𝜇𝑏 ) are explicitly
transmitted by the way similar to q-table in JPEG coding. In the second mode, which is considered in
this paper, (𝜀𝜀𝑏 , 𝜇𝑏 ) values are calculated from the given values (𝜀𝜀0 , 𝜇0 ) ≜ (𝜀𝜀, 𝜇), defined for the LLsubband, using the following equations:
(3)
𝜀𝜀𝑏 = 𝜀𝜀 − 𝑁𝐿 + 𝑛𝑏 ; 𝜇𝑏 = 𝜇,
where 𝑁𝐿 is the total number of decomposition levels and 𝑛𝑏 is the level number corresponding to
subband 𝑏 [8].
The final step of the compression process is the error-free coding of quantized coefficients using
the arithmetic coding based on bit-planes. The JPEG 2000 decoder reverses the given operations.
3. Embedding information based on QIM
To embed the watermark, we modified the quantization operation (1) according to the QIM concept.
Specifically, we used two forms of QIM embedding rules: Simple-QIM [9]
𝑥(𝑘)
(4)
𝑦(𝑘) = 2∆ �
� + ∆ ∙ 𝑊(𝑘),
2∆
where 𝑥(𝑘) are quantized values, and 𝑊(𝑘) are the embedded bits, and DM-QIM (Dither Modulation
– Quantization Index Modulation) [5]. The latter one assumes the use of two dither vectors
𝑑0 (𝑘), 𝑑1 (𝑘) that are consistent with each other and used when embedding bits “0” and “1”:
∆ ∆
𝑑0 (𝑘), 𝑑1 (𝑘)𝜖 �− ; − 1� , 𝑘 ∈ [0, 𝐾 − 1],
2 2
where 𝐾 is the number of quantized values. Information embedding in DM-QIM is carried out as
follows:
𝑥(𝑘) + 𝑑𝑊(𝑘) (𝑘)
(5)
𝑦(𝑘) = ∆ ⋅ 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 �
� − 𝑑𝑊(𝑘) (𝑘).
∆
To use (4)-(5) in our adaptations for JPEG 2000, the embedded watermark should be robust against
the JPEG 2000 quantization operation (1). To achieve the robustness, we modified (4) to
|𝑥(𝑘)|
(6)
𝑦(𝑘) = sign(𝑥(𝑘)) ∙ �2∆ �
� + ∆ ∙ 𝑊(𝑘)�,
2∆
and (6) – to
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𝑥(𝑘) + 0.5 ⋅ ∆ ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛�𝑥(𝑘)� + 𝑑𝑊(𝑘) (𝑘)
𝑦(𝑘) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛�𝑥(𝑘)� ⋅ �∆ ⋅ �
� − 𝑑𝑊(𝑘) (𝑘)�,
∆

(7)

In the compression process, the values 𝑎𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣) are used as 𝑥(𝑘), and ∆𝑏 are used as the
quantization steps ∆ (see (1)). The obtained quantized values 𝑦(𝑘) would be the values 𝑞𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣).
The dependence of the embedding rule on the quantization step ∆ makes it possible to provide
semi-fragility of the embedded information: it will be preserved under compression with quantization
steps smaller than ∆ and lost for steps greater than ∆.

4. Experiments
To verify the developed watermarking techniques, we embedded a watermark in the Lenna image.
Figure 2 shows the original image on the left and images with hidden information in the center and on
the right. Visual distortions caused by embedding are not noticeable.

Figure 2. Original image (left), and watermarking results: by the modified Simple-QIM (center,
PSNR=64.94) and by the modified DM-QIM (right, PSNR=68.69); quantization parameters
𝜇 = 8.5, 𝜀𝜀 = 9.

Next, we should make sure that the watermark has the property of semi-fragility. Let 𝑊 be the
embedded information and 𝑊 𝑅 be the extracted information. Then the extraction accuracy will be
calculated by the formula:
𝐾−1
1
(8)
𝜌 = 1 − 𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 1 − � 𝑋𝑂𝑅(𝑊(𝑘), 𝑊 𝑅 (𝑘)),
𝐾
𝑘=0
where 𝐵𝐸𝑅 is Bit Error Rate.
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Figure 3. Dependence of the extraction accuracy from 𝜀𝜀 (the embedding parameters are 𝜇 = 8.5,
𝜀𝜀 = 12).

In the second experiment, we compressed images with embedded information (similar to one
shown in Figure 2) using JPEG 2000 standard with different quantization steps ∆𝑏 determined by 𝜀𝜀
values according to the formulas (2)-(3) (at the fixed 𝜇 = 8.5). After compression, we attempted to
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extract information and to estimate the accuracy using expression (8). The results illustrated in Figure
3 show that the hidden data is preserved at a smaller quantization step (corresponding to a larger value
of 𝜀𝜀 than that used in compression). Thus, both algorithms have shown their efficiency in terms of
providing semi-fragility to JPEG 2000 lossy compression. But if we compare two algorithms, we may
conclude that the Simple-QIM graph jump is sharper, i.e., it is closer to the ideal shape. Therefore, the
Simple-QIM modification is more accurate than DM-QIM at the acceptable quantization step border.
Next, we investigated the distortions introduced by information hiding. For this purpose, we used
PSNR and PSNR-HVS metrics. The second one measures image quality from its perception by the
person [10]. Figures 4-5 show the results of this experiment for the image “Lenna” at various 𝜀𝜀 (𝜇 is
fixed and equal to 8.5). The results confirm that the image does not undergo significant degradation,
and also that image quality is directly related to 𝜀𝜀 (the dependence is approximately linear). Thus, the
achieved semi-fragility by 𝜀𝜀 can be expressed as semi-fragility by the specified level of PSNR or
PSNR-HVS.
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Figure 4. Dependence of PSNR of images with embedded information on the parameter 𝜀𝜀 that
determines the quantization step when embedding a watermark (𝜇 = 8.5).
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Figure 5. Dependence of PSNR-HVS of images with embedded information on the parameter 𝜀𝜀 that
determines the quantization step when embedding a watermark (𝜇 = 8.5).

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two watermarking algorithms for semi-fragile data hiding in JPEG 2000
based on QIM concept: Simple-QIM and DM-QIM. Our investigations have shown that both
algorithms provide semi-fragililty property to JPEG 2000: a watermark is preserved under
compression with quality parameters greater than the specified one and is deleted when the
compression quality is reduced. Visually, the distortions caused by embedding the CEH are not
noticeable. Moreover, the measurements of these distortions using PSNR and PSNR-HVS show that
the values are in almost linear dependence on the parameter 𝜀𝜀. It is a very important property which
allows us to control the quality at an acceptable level when information embedding.
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Abstract. This paper considers the applicability of different data embedding methods for semifragile watermarking systems used for JPEG image authentication. The methods include Least
Significant Bit watermarking and various versions of Quantization Index Modulation. In our
investigations, we tested the semi-fragility property against JPEG and compared the visual
quality of the watermarked images. We also checked the watermark fragility to unacceptable
modifications like median filtering, blurring, and adding Gaussian noise. Finally, we analyzed
the provided tampering localization error.

1. Introduction
One of the ways to protect an image from tampering is to embed a fragile or a semi-fragile digital
watermark, a barely visible and removable component, whose presence in the image may testify its
authenticity [1]. Fragile watermarks are destroyed after any image modifications and are usually used
for the data integrity verification. If a specific set of modifications is considered to be acceptable,
semi-fragile watermarks are applied to authenticate the data. They are robust against permitted
transformations and fragile to any other. As a rule, these permitted transformations include
modifications that do not affect image content and structure, for example, weak distortions caused by
lossy compression.
The most common standard for lossy image compression is JPEG. More than 20 semi-fragile JPEG
watermarking systems have been developed since 2000. The most widespread among them are those
that embed a watermark in the frequency domain, namely in the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
coefficients before or after quantization [2-15]. The watermarks embedded by such systems are
visually imperceptible and JPEG-resistant even at low values of the quality factor.
The effectiveness of a particular semi-fragile system depends mostly on its data embedding
method. For this reason, in this paper, we investigate the influence of different embedding methods on
the performance of the JPEG semi-fragile watermarking. We consider and compare the methods that
are commonly applied in JPEG-resistant watermarking. They include Least Significant Bit (LSB)
watermarking [1], Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) [16], and its versions (Sign-QIM [17],
MOD-QIM [18], and DM-QIM [16]). In the experimental part, we test their applicability to semifragile JPEG watermarking and compare the Peak Signal-to-Noise (PSNR) values of the obtained
watermarked images. We also verify the fragility of the considered embedding methods to
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unacceptable distortions (exemplified by median filtering, blurring, and adding white Gaussian noise)
and analyze the tampering localization error.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the lossy JPEG compression scheme is
described. In Section 3, the description of considered data embedding methods is given. Section 4
presents the experimental results.
2. Lossy JPEG compression scheme
The JPEG lossy compression algorithm consists of the following key steps (also shown in Figure 1)
[17].

Figure 1. Lossy JPEG compression scheme.
1. Division of the original N1  N2 image I into 8×8 nonoverlapping blocks I i , where
i  1,.., N and N  N1 N2 / 64 is the total number of nonoverlapping blocks in the image.

2. Calculating blockwise DCT. DCT decomposes the image values into different frequencies.
We denote each obtained block of DCT coefficients as Bi  m1 , m2  . The coefficients in the
upper left corner (Figure 2) characterize the low frequency component.
3. Quantization of each block Bi using the quantization matrix QQF of size 8×8, corresponding
to the predetermined compression quality factor QF (from 1 to 100).
 B m ,m  
Di  m1 , m2   round  i 1 2  
(1)
 QQF  m1 , m2  


The smaller QF is, the higher the values of coefficients of the quantization matrix QQF , more

zeros among quantized DCT coefficients Di  m1 , m2  , and the smaller the size of the resulting
archive.
4. Scanning each block Di  m1 , m2  in zigzag order, as shown in Figure 2, and entropy coding.
Further, we denote DCT coefficients shortly as Di  j  , where j  1..64 is the index of an
element in zigzag order.

Figure 2. Zigzag scanning of a DCT block.
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3. Data embedding methods used in JPEG-resistant watermarking
Data embedding is a key step of any JPEG semi-fragile watermarking system. It determines the way of
modifying the spectral components. The most common data embedding methods actively used in
JPEG-resistant watermarking are the LSB [1] and QIM variations [16-18].
It is worth mentioning the loss of information in the JPEG algorithm occurs at the DCT coefficients
quantization stage. For this reason, frequency domain watermarking systems embed the watermark
either at the quantization step or immediately after it.
LSB embedding in JPEG semi-fragile systems is performed after the quantization by replacing one
or more of the quantized DCT image coefficients with watermark bits [4, 5]. Let us assume that the
number of modified DCT coefficients in each block is equal to the number of bits to be embedded per
block NW . We also assume that inter-coefficient relationships are not taken into account during the
watermark embedding process. We denote the positions of the modified DCT coefficients in zigzag
order as jk , where k  1..NW . In general, they are defined by the secret key. Then the LSB method
embeds the watermark by changing the quantized DCT coefficients located in the jk positions:

DiW  jk   2  Di  jk  2  Wi ,k 
where Wi ,k is the k

th

bit of information that is embedded in the i

(2)
th

quantized DCT block. All

coefficients excluding jk remain unchanged. The watermark extraction procedure for this method is
obvious.
LSB is actively used [3-5] because it does not require high computational cost, simple to
implement, and makes possible to hide a sufficiently large amount of information. However, its
application in the DCT frequency domain may cause significant distortions.
The QIM-based methods usually lead to smaller distortions of the watermarked image. Unlike
LSB, QIM-based techniques embed a watermark while quantizing DCT coefficients. They modulate
the DCT coefficients by the watermark bits [16]. In the JPEG semi-fragile systems, various versions of
QIM are in use [6-9]. At first, we consider the method applied in the Preda & Vizireanu watermarking
system [7]:
 Bj 

BiW  jk   round  i k  Wi ,k  2QQF  jk   Wi ,k QQF  jk  
 2QQF  jk 




(3)

Wi ,k  round BiW  jk  QQF  jk  (mod 2) 

(4)





Note that (3) is similar to LSB. As in the case of LSB, the components BiW  jk  are multiples of

the quantization steps QQF  jk  . The second QIM-based method we consider in this paper is SignQIM – a simple modification of the method by Preda & Vizireanu. Its distinctive feature lies in the
fact that the watermark component sign depends on the direction to which the modified DCT
coefficient is rounded off at the quantization stage. Due to this, the error in the coefficient jk caused
by information embedding does not exceed QQF  jk  :

BiW  jk   Bri  jk   Si  jk   Wi ,k  QQF  jk  

(5)

 Bj  
Bri  jk   round  i k  2QQF  jk  
 2QQF  jk  



(6)

where

The third method is DM-QIM, which is the most known QIM version [16]. It subtracts the noiselike component, which is previously added to the host image components, to avoid a mean value shift
instead of adding the remainder of dividing by the quantization step:
 Bi  jk   dWi ,k  jk  QQF  jk  
BiW  jk   round 
 2QQF  jk   dWi ,k  jk  QQF  jk  


2
Q
j


QF
k
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where d0  j  , d1  j   R   1;1 are two pseudorandom arrays used to modulate watermark bits, and

d1  j   d0  j   sign  d0  j   

One more QIM-based embedding method was proposed in paper [18] by Glumov & Mitekin. It has
a wider range of obtained values than Preda & Vizireanu. This method is not intended to provide
robustness against JPEG compression, so the embedding is performed in the spatial domain. Another
distinction of [18] from [7] is that it conducts the floor operation  x  instead of round ( x) . Thus, the
embedding a single bit w into a single image component x by [18] is as follows:
(8)
xW   x 2 2  w  x  mod   
where  is the quantization step. In (8), the last summand provides exactly the extension of the range
of xW values. We denote this QIM-based method as MOD-QIM.
To incorporate MOD-QIM method with the JPEG compression procedure, we bring in
modifications to the rounding function keeping the remainder as follows:
BiW  jk   Bri  jk   Si  jk   Wi ,k QQF  jk   M i  jk  
(9)
where
 Bj  
Bri  jk   round  i k  2QQF  jk  ,
 2QQF  jk  


1, Bri  jk   Bi  jk 

,
Si  jk   sign  Bi  jk   Bri  jk    

1, else

and M i  jk  is the value Bri  jk  mod  QQF  jk   shifted to the range QQF  jk  / 2, QQF  jk  / 2  1 .
Watermark extraction is carried out by (4).
4. Experimental part
In the experimental research, we implemented and tested the selected embedding methods using
different criteria. All experiments were carried out using the images from the University of Waterloo
repository [20].
4.1. Efficiency of the embedding methods in JPEG semi-fragile watermarking
The first experiment assesses the efficiency of the considered methods in JPEG-resistant semi-fragile
watermarking. In this experiment, we embedded NW  4 bits into the DCT coefficients in the fixed
positions (low, medium and high frequency coefficients were modified). For data embedding, we used
QF  50 . Then the watermarked images were compressed to JPEG using various quality factors QF * ,
both lower and higher than QF .
After that, we extracted the hidden bits from each obtained image and estimated the bit error rate
(BER) as:
BER 

1
N  NW

  XOR Wi ,k ,Wi ,Rk  
N NW

(10)

i 1 k 1

The results of the experiment averaged by the dataset are presented in Figure 3 and Table 1.
Table 1. Integral BER deviations from theoretical values (after JPEG compression with all possible
QF* values).
errFN
errFP
Embedding method
LSB
8.486
0.042
Preda-QIM
8.543
0.041
Sign-QIM
8.540
0.037
DM-QIM
0.066
5.446
MOD-QIM
8.282
1.286
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0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00

LSB
QIM by Preda & Vizireanu
MOD-QIM
DM-QIM
Sign-QIM

0

20

40

80
100
QF* 60
Figure 3. BER after JPEG compressions with different QF*.
In the ideal case, BER should be close to 0 for QF *  QF . For smaller QF * , BER should be
close to 0.5 that corresponds to random guessing. In practice, there is an inevitable transition phase
where BER gradually decreases from 0.5 to 0. Figure 3 shows that it is true for all the considered
methods. The shorter the transition phase, the better the method.
Besides, there may be nonzero values of BER at QF *  QF due to the rounding of pixel values
after the inverse DCT that cause distortions of the spectral components.
To assess the deviation of the obtained curves from the ideal case (a step function), we used the
following heuristic measures:

errFN 

QF 1



errFP 

 0.5  BER QF  
*

QF QF  25
*

QF  24



QF QF
*





BER QF * 

(11)
(12)

These two expressions characterize the integral BER deviation from their theoretical values. The
obtained errFN and errFP values are presented in Table 1. The table demonstrates that in terms of
errFN measure, DM-QIM considerably outperforms the rest methods. However, DM-QIM provides a
high errFP value. LSB, Preda-QIM, and Sign-QIM are very close in errFN values, while MOD-QIM
has a large number of errors at QF *  QF .
4.2. Investigation of introduced distortion level
In the second experiment, we estimated how the quality of the resulting image depends on the number
of embedded bits and the positions of the modified coefficients. For this purpose, we calculated the
Peak Signal-to-Noise (PSNR) measure.
The numbers of modified coefficients in each frequency domain were predetermined, but their
positions were random. We considered coefficients 2-14 in the zigzag scan as the low frequency
domain, 15-35 coefficients as the medium frequency domain, and 36-64 coefficients as the high
frequency domain. As in the first experiment, QF was equal to 50 . The results of the second
experiment are presented in Table 2.
Table 2 shows that LSB, MOD-QIM and Preda-QIM provide quite close quality of the
watermarked images. DM-QIM showed the best results. Analysis of various configurations of
modified frequency domains showed that it is better to embed information into low frequency
components. For instance, if 10 bits are embedded in the low frequency coefficients using DM-QIM,
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the quality of the resulting image is higher than if we embed one bit in the high frequency coefficients
by any method.
Table 2. Averaged PSNR of watermarked images after watermark embedding by different methods.
Number of
PSNR
Number of
modified AC
bits per
coefficients per
LSB
Preda-QIM Sign-QIM
DM-QIM MOD-QIM
block, NW
domains
(LF-MF-HF)
1
1-0-0
43.95
42.92
45.87
47.03
44.74
1
0-1-0
33.85
33.74
34.68
37.72
33.97
1
0-0-1
28.93
28.94
29.23
31.67
28.96
2
2-0-0
41.55
40.55
43.56
44.12
42.17
2
0-2-0
31.84
31.70
32.69
34.68
31.98
2
0-0-2
26.42
26.43
26.74
28.76
26.45
4
4-0-0
38.85
37.87
40.92
41.15
39.42
4
0-4-0
29.32
29.18
30.23
31.71
29.50
4
0-0-4
23.68
23.68
24.02
25.75
23.72
4
1-1-2
25.64
25.62
26.05
28.13
25.70
10
10-0-0
34.90
33.93
36.99
37.22
35.45
10
0-10-0
25.78
25.62
26.69
27.70
25.97
10
0-0-10
20.04
20.03
20.40
21.80
20.09
10
2-3-5
22.12
22.08
22.56
24.15
22.55
10
3-3-4
22.85
22.80
23.31
24.88
22.19
10
2-4-4
22.68
22.62
23.15
24.73
22.76
10
1-3-6
21.49
21.46
21.91
23.50
21.56
29.05
31.45
Mean
28.77
29.94
29.27

BER

4.3. Investigation of watermark fragility to unacceptable distortions
The considered data embedding methods should be fragile to typical distortions corrupting image
content. To verify this property, we performed median filtering and image blurring with a sliding
window of size from 3×3 to 15×15, and additive white Gaussian noise with variance values from 400
to 1000. The results are presented in Figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively ( QF  50 , the number of
embedded bits per block NW  4 ). Since all these distortions are unacceptable, the relative extraction
error ( BER ) should ideally be close to 0.5, which corresponds to the probability of random guessing
of the correct bit.
0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
LSB
Preda-QIM
MOD-QIM
0,10
0,05
0,00
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
Sliding window size
Figure 4. The effect of median filtering on the extraction error.
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0,55
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00

LSB

3

5

Preda-QIM

MOD-QIM

7

9
11
13
Sliding window size
Figure 5. The effect of blur on the extraction error.

15

0,55

BER

0,50

LSB

Preda-QIM

MOD-QIM

0,45
400

500

600

700
800
900
Noise variance
Figure 6. The effect of additive noise on the extraction error.

1000

Figures 4-5 show that LSB slightly outperforms QIM-based methods. However, QIM-based
methods also provide the BER that exceeds 0.4 after nonlinear and linear filtering even with a
window size of 5×5, which is a very good result. With a 3×3 window, the error is also high enough, so
the considered methods are fragile to the distortions. After adding noise to the watermarked image,
almost all methods behave perfectly.
Thus, according to the experimental results, it can be concluded that the considered data embedding
methods are fragile to these three types of distortions.
4.4. Investigation of tampering localization error
Some watermarking systems used for authentication perform content-based watermark generation
aimed to raise tampering localization accuracy. One of such systems is proposed in paper [7] Preda &
Vizireanu. For each block, it calculates a hash value of a pseudo-random sequence and block
coordinates and uses the obtained code as a watermark. This technique protects the image from copymove attacks. However, in this research, we did not apply any technique improving localization
accuracy, because we just aimed to compare the embedding methods.
Therefore, we constructed the watermark in a pseudo-random manner, so the localization error was
overestimated. Theoretically, the probability of skipping a distorted block, in this case, should be close
to 1 / 2 N , where N is the number of bits embedded in each block. Thus, for example, if NW  4 , the
percentage of error should be about 6.25%.
The dependence of the fraction of falsely detected blacks on the fraction of tampered blocks is
presented in Figure 7. It illustrates that the graphs for different methods, as expected, are very close to
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Fraction of falsely
detected blocks

each other and correspond to the theoretical estimation. The only exception is MOD-QIM that
provides a high error and does not depend strongly on the number of tampered blocks. Consequently,
this method cannot be applied for JPEG semi-fragile watermarking.
0,10
LSB
Preda-QIM
MOD-QIM
0,08
0,06
0,04
0,02
0,00
0

0,2

0,4
0,6
Fraction of tampered blocks

0,8

1

Figure 7. The influence of the number of modified blocks on the tampering localization error
(the watermark is randomly generated).
5. Conclusion
In the paper, we investigated the different data embedding methods that are usually used in JPEG
semi-fragile watermarking systems such as LSB and various QIM versions (MOD-QIM, Sign-QIM,
and DM-QIM). The evaluation of their performance showed that all considered methods could be
applied to embed a JPEG semi-fragile digital watermark in the frequency domain apart from MODQIM. The study of the quality of the images formed by the watermark embedding process showed the
superiority of the DM-QIM method over the others. We also showed that visual distortions of the
watermarked image are more visually imperceptible when the watermark is embedded in the low
frequency DCT coefficients. As JPEG semi-fragile watermarks must be destroyed with any image
modifications, apart from JPEG, we checked the fragility of the considered methods to the distortions:
median filtering, blurring and white Gaussian noise. Finally, we carried out that the error of tampering
localization coincides with theoretical value for all considered methods excluding MOD-QIM.
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Abstract. The research field is the problem of extracting from the initial empirical material the
formal concept lattice, which can serve as the basis of the formal ontology of the studied
subject domain. The initial empirical material, i.e. the data of multidimensional observations
and experiments, is characterized by incompleteness and inconsistency, conditioned by
realities of empirical information accumulation. This leads to the fact that required for lattice
building formal context can be previously presented only within the framework of some multivalued logic. It needs to be approximated in binary logic, since effective methods for
derivation of formal concepts are developed only for unambiguous (binary) formal contexts.
The exact solution of this problem, considering the properties existence constraints of objects
in the studied subject domain, is difficult and in a certain sense is inadequate to expectations of
subject exploring the subject domain. For defuzzification of the initial formal context heuristic
was proposed, idea of which is to localize the approximation task of "soft" context within every
group of dependent properties of each object of learning sample. The model reflecting such
restrictions is formed as hierarchy of groups of dependent properties, which predetermines the
recursive and multi-pass nature of the developed defuzzification algorithm.

1. Introduction
Standardly, protocols of observations and experiments are drawn up as tables “object-properties”
(TOP) [1, 2]. Most often, TOP contains the results of measuring the values of the certain properties set
of objects that are in the field of researcher view. Such TOPs are called multi-valued formal contexts
(FCs) for data analysis tasks [3]. At the same time a very popular method of “object-properties” type
data mining now is the formal concept analysis (FCA) [3-7], which deals only with binary (singlevalued) FCs:
(G*, M, I)
*
*
where G = {gi}i = 1,…, r, r = G   1 – is the set of observed objects: G*  G, G – all hypothetically
conceivable set of objects of the studied knowledge domain (KD), M = {mj}j = 1,…, s, s = M  1 – set of
measurable properties of the objects; I  G*M – the binary relation described by the incidence matrix
“object-properties”, each element of which is a truth estimate of basic semantic propositions (BSP)
about the studied KD:
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bij = «оobject gi  G* has the property mj  M»,
i.e. I = (||bij||)i=1,…, r; j=1,…, s, ||bij||  {Truth, False}.
The main purpose of FCA is to extract clusters called formal concepts from tabular data. A
partially ordered set of all formal concepts is called a lattice of concepts, which can be considered as a
“skeleton” of the formal ontology of the studied KD [8-10].
A single-valued FC can be obtained by a certain granulation of the information of a multi-valued
FC with help of the conceptual scales [11, 12]. Process of granulation depends on the objectives of the
KD studying. This granularity generation tool is similar to the linguistic variables introduced by Zadeh
[13]. Fuzzy conceptual scaling [14, 15] leads to FC of the form (1) with a fuzzy relation I. A slightly
different approach to conceptual scaling that forms a fuzzy relation I was studied in [16].
In works [17-19], the genesis of a non-strict (in particular, fuzzy) FC (NFC) is considered from
more general positions and is generally associated with incompleteness and inconsistency of the
primary information about the studied KD. At the same time, it was established that fuzzy logic for
describing “soft” correspondence of “object-properties” is less adequate than more sophisticated
multi-valued logics. In [18, 19], in order to form the truth estimates of the BSP, it was proposed to use
vector logic [20], namely, VTF logic, which can be considered as the simplest generalization of Zadeh’s
fuzzy logic.
Constructive use of a NFC is based on its -approximation, i.e. replacing in (1) fuzzy (or non-strict
in the case of using vector logics) relation I with its -section I () [12, 14-19]. Unfortunately, in the
general case a single-valued correspondence I () in the problem of formal concept analysis turns out to
be incorrect, because the standard -section procedure does not take into account the existential
dependencies between the measurable properties: incompatibility and conditionality of the objects
properties of the studied KD [19, 21, 22]. A comprehensive model of a system of measurable
properties (SMP) with restrictions on their existence was justified in [23, 24]. This work is devoted to
the development of an algorithm for rational -approximation of a NFC, which takes into account the
complex organization of a SMP in FCA problems.
2. Truth evaluation of the propositions about the object properties
In VTF logic the truth of BSP bij is estimated by the vector Truth, False (figure 1):
||bij|| = b+ij, bij; b+ij, bij  [0, 1]; (b+ij + bij  1) = False.
Each object of the training sample gi  G*, i = 1,…, r, is characterized in a NFC by the set of truth
vectors {||bij||}j = 1,…, s (figure 2). VTF-threshold of trust  =  +,   determines two regions in the
existence space of truth vectors. Location of the vector ||bij|| in one of these regions is interpreted as
falsity, and for other region it is interpreted as truth of the corresponding BSP (figure 3). On the other
hand, in the specified space for each vector ||bij|| two regions are defined, location of the trust threshold
 in one of them means falsity, and in the other - the truth of the BSP bij (figure 4).
3. Patterns of groups of conjugate properties
According to [23, 24], the SMP is a hierarchies set of groups of conjugate properties (GCP), which is
formed as a product of subject hypothesizing about the structure of the conceptual description of the
studied KD. Each GCP hierarchy is formed by replacing in a supergroup one or more measurable
properties with a subgroup of such properties. The highest supergroup in the GCP nesting hierarchy is
proto-property, the lower subgroups in the hierarchy are the “leafy” GCP, that are matched to
measured properties.
In [23, 24] it was established that there are three and only three basic patterns of subgroups
(subGCP) that replace one property in a supergroup:
 a group of two measurable properties, in which one property conditiones another;
 a group of n > 1 incompatible measurable properties;
 a group of n > 1 mutually conditioned properties.
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F = 0, 1

b

bij

C = 1, 1

F = 0, 1

C = 1, 1

||bij||
E
b+

U = 0, 0
b+ij T = 1, 0
Figure 1. Representation of the truth vector
||bij|| = b+ij, bij and truth constants of VTF logic
«True», «False», «Uncertainty», «Contradiction»,
«Equivocal» (T, F, U, C, E).

F = 0, 1 b



b

C = 1, 1



b+
U = 0, 0
T = 1, 0
Figure 2. Set of truth vectors {||bij||}j = 1,…, s,
characterizing in a non-strict formal context BSP
about object gi  G*.

- location of the vector ||bij|| in this area
means falsity of corresponding BSP;

||buz||
||bxy||
b+

- location of the vector ||bij|| in this area
means truth of corresponding BSP.

U = 0, 0
T = 1, 0
+
Figure 3. Determining of -section;  =  +,   of a non-strict set using the logical order
(or verisimilitude) for truth vectors in VTF logic: ||bxy|| > , if b+xy   +, bxy   .
b
- if the trust threshold  =  +,   is
F = 0, 1
C = 1, 1
chosen in this area, then BSP with
vectorial truth evaluation b+ij, bij
||bij||
recognized as true;
bij
- if the trust threshold  =  +,   is
chosen in this area, then BSP with
+
vectorial truth evaluation b+ij, bij
b
recognized as false.
U = 0, 0
T = 1, 0
b+ij
Figure 4. Regions of choice of the trust threshold for the source data  =  +,  ,
determining the approximate truth estimate in the scale {True, False} of the BSP,
which vectorial truth estimation is b+ij, bij.
The nature of properties conjugacy in such GCP can be clearly reflected in the existence space of
truth vectors by connecting its points with appropriate arcs (figure 5a-c).
Similarly can be represented two complex patterns of subgroups, which replace several properties
in a supergroup according to fixed rules (only in supergroups, where all properties are mutually
conditioned):
 a group of properties with several conditionalities (figure 6a);
 a group of properties with several incompatibilities and conditionalities (figure 6b).
4. Rational -section of a non-strict formal context
So, in order to apply effective FCA methods to extract formal concepts from a NFC, it is necessary to
ensure its correct -approximation in the presence of properties existence constraints (PEC).
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F = 0, 1

b

C = 1, 1

F = 0, 1
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C = 1, 1

b+
U = 0, 0

b+

T = 1, 0
a)
F = 0, 1

b

U = 0, 0

T = 1, 0
b)

C = 1, 1

b+
U = 0, 0

T = 1, 0

c)
Figure 5. Examples of combined diagrams of properties conjugacy and truth estimates of BSP
corresponding to these properties for basic GCP patterns: (a) a group where one property conditiones
another (C-group); (b) a group of incompatible properties (I-group); (c) a group of mutually
conditioned properties (MUC-group).
F = 0, 1

b

C = 1, 1

F = 0, 1

b+

b

C = 1, 1

b+

U = 0, 0
T = 1, 0
U = 0, 0
T = 1, 0
а)
b)
Figure 6. Examples of combined diagrams of properties conjugacy and truth estimates of BSP
corresponding to these properties for mixed GCP patterns (M-group): (a) a group that includes
subGCP-pairs of properties with conditionalities (C-pairs); (b) a group including subGCP-pairs of
properties with incompatibilities (I-pairs) and C-pairs.
4.1. Search of region of acceptable values of the trust threshold for the source data
Formally, the problem can be reduced to constructing a single predicate “-section is correct” with a
vectorial argument  =  +,  , +,    [0, 1], where condition for confirming the truth of each
empirical BSP bij:
b+ij  +  b ij   
(or, on the contrary, the necessary falsity of this BSP) should be combined with the implementation of
all relevant PEC. And then find the region (possibly, it will be empty) of existence of trust thresholds
 that deliver the value True to such predicate.
In the general case, to build such predicate and identify the specified region is very difficult; an
example of constructing such predicate for the case when PEC is caused by incompatibility of some
part of measurable properties can be found in [25]. However, even assuming the possibility of such a
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decision, it is very impractical to bind the subject who studies the KD with a need to select a threshold
only from a limited region. For example, with this approach the subject may not meet the intuitive
expectations from softening or tightening the trust threshold for the data representing the KD [25].
4.2. Heuristic approach
Instead of the described search the following heuristic is proposed:
 the subject is free to choose a threshold (the choice of -threshold is arbitrary);
 determined by a threshold  and, in general, the unacceptable composition of each object
properties of the sought-for single-valued FC (in figure 2 this corresponds to the emphasizing
of part of estimates ||bij|| according to the rule illustrated by figure 3) should be consistently
reduced due to the sequential cutting off of properties that violate PEC;
 the cut-off mechanism consists in local tightening of the trust threshold within each GCP in
the SMP.
For unambiguous choice of “best” among trust thresholds -  =  +,  , - which tighten the
threshold  chosen by the subject and provide the necessary reduction of the GCP composition of the
object gi  G*, following criterias are proposed (figure 7):
 tightening vector length (in a rectangular metric)
| + -  +| + |  -  | = ( + -  +) + (  -  )  min;
 truth region area of the tightened trust threshold
(1 -  +)     max;
 reliability [20] of the tightening vector (“in coordinates of the tightening”)
t+ - t = (  -  ) - ( + -  +)  max.
The first and third criterias define two manifolds that are mutually perpendicular segments
(figure 7). This fact guarantees an unambiguous choice of  at consistent application of criterias for
the reduction of GCP members.
b
F = 0, 1
C = 1, 1
t




b+
U = 0, 0

t+

+

+

T = 1, 0

Figure 7. The vector tightening (bold arrow) which sets the shift of trust threshold  =  +,   by
threshold  =  +,  ; – the truth region of threshold ,
– the truth region of threshold .
The proposed heuristic method for obtaining the correct unambiguous approximation of a NFC is
effective.
Indeed, the method is implemented for each object of the training sample separately, and at some
step one of following conditions will arise:
 either the properties set of an object gi begins to satisfy PEC (note that an empty set of
properties satisfies such constraints, but then an object with such properties “set” must be
qualified as unidentified by introducing a new property “unidentified object” into the soughtfor FC);
 or it will be stated that there is a ineradicable contradiction between the initial context and
PEC: there are BSP about object gi with the truth estimate ||bij|| = 1, 0 (i.e. true in classical
two-valued logic), but violating PEC.
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4.3. Defuzzification algorithm of a non-strict formal context
The algorithmization complexity of proposed heuristics is due to the multi-hierarchical structural
organization of the SMP [23, 24] - q.v. Section 3. At the same time, it is clear that the work begins
with the input by a subject of the trust threshold for the source data  =  +,  that suits him and
performing the standard -section of the correspondence “object-properties” of a NFC. The algorithm
core is the correction cycle of the obtained -approximation of a NFC, performed for each object
gi  G*. Therefore, in the further description of “corrective steps” we will omit the mention of the
object being processed, implying by default this uniqueness characteristic of the considered GCPs. But
first we note the following:
 A GCP is excluded from the desired FC when all nested GCP (and all “leafy” sub-GCP which
are matched to measured properties) are excluded from it. The local (for the GCP) trust
threshold for the source data that implements such an elimination will be called the absence-,
or GCP a-threshold (figure 8);
 A GCP will be included in the desired single-valued FC if it retains/preserves at least one GCP
in it (and, therefore, at least one “leafy” sub-GCP associated with the measured property). The
local (for the GCP) trust threshold for the source data that implements such an inclusion will
be referred to as the GCP presence- or p-threshold (figure 9).
The NFC defuzzification will be completed when each GCP in the SMP will have its own value of
p-threshold. For the object gi  G* in the desired single-valued FC, only those BSP will be recognized
as true which are related to the measurable properties matched to the preserved “leafy” GCP.
b
b
F = 0, 1
C = 1, 1
F = 0, 1
C = 1, 1
p
a
b+
U = 0, 0

T = 1, 0
a+
Figure 8.Definition of GCP a-threshold a+, a:
– truth region of a-threshold;
– eliminated truth vectors of BSPs
corresponding to the measured properties, which
(in turn) are matched to the “leafy” subGCP of
the excluded GCP.

b+
U = 0, 0

T = 1, 0
p+
Figure 9. Definition of GCP p-threshold p+, p:
– truth region of p-threshold;
– eliminated and – retained truth vectors of
BSP corresponding to the measured properties,
which (in turn) are matched to the “leafy”
subGCP of the considered GCP.

4.3.1. Detection of GCP a-thresholds
At the first step of the correction cycle heuristically optimal a-threshold of each GCP is detected.
For the GCP, the recursive identification of all its “leafy” subGCPs mapped to the measured
properties is implemented, and an actual set of truth vectors of the corresponding BSPs which are
saved as a result of standard NFC -section is generated.
Of course, the actual set of GCP truth vectors may turn out to be empty (figure 10), and, therefore,
the considered GCP is excluded from the desired FC as a result of the standard -section of a NFC. In
this case, the identification of the optimal GCP a-threshold does not make sense, and some “disabling”
of the GCP p-threshold may be a sign of this GCP cut-off. Assigning to p-threshold abscissa a
negative value may serve as example of such disabling.
The heuristically optimal GCP a-threshold can be detected only with a non-empty actual set of
GCP truth vectors, and, as it is not difficult to understand, the members of the southeast Pareto-front of
this set will serve as reference vectors for determining the optimal GCP a-threshold (figure 11). GCP
a-threshold itself should be searched (for example, by brute force) at the intersection of lines which
are parallel to the coordinate axes and passing through the reference vectors (see rhombs in figure 11):
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intersections of lines x = b+X and y = bY, respectively, of the first and second members of each
pair of neighboring truth vectors b+X, bX и b+Y, bY of the Pareto-front;
 the intersection of the x = b+N line of the “northern” truth vector b+N, bN of the Pareto-front
with the y =   line;
 the intersection of the y = bS line of the most “southern” – the truth vector b+S, bS of the
Pareto-front with the x =  + line.
An intersection that is “best” in terms of the proposed criterias is accepted as the heuristically
optimal GCP a-threshold. In the further analysis of the data, it is taken into account that indeed
optimal GCP a-threshold is more plausible, but it infinitely small differs from the heuristically optimal
one.


4.3.2. Detection of GCP p-thresholds
At the second (and final) step of the correction cycle, a heuristically optimal p-threshold of each GCP
is detected. The main work is performed by:
 a recursive procedure of local GCP correction (with the detection of its heuristically optimal
p-threshold). One of the procedure input parameters is the “current p-threshold”;
 a recursive procedure of GCP exclusion from the desired FC (with the disabling of its pthreshold).
b
b
F = 0, 1
C = 1, 1
F = 0, 1
C = 1, 1


a


b+

b+
U = 0, 0
T = 1, 0
+
Figure 10. Elimination of GCP from
the desired FC as a result of the standard
-section of the source context (the designation
of the region and the truth vectors is the same as
in figures 7 and 8).

U = 0, 0 +
T = 1, 0
a+
Figure 11. Determination of the optimal GCP
a-threshold based on the reference truth vectors
and their “intersections” (the designation of
vectors and trurh regions is the same as in figures
8-10).

The first procedure is sequentially launched for the “root” GCP with the current threshold equal to

. Recursively, possibly with reiteration of passes, it performs correction of the “root” GCP and all its
subGCP. The second procedure plays an auxiliary role in execution of the first one, but exactly at an
attempt to exclude the GCP ineradicable contradiction of the initial context and PEC can be found
(q.v. Subsection 4.2).
Let’s explain these actions.
In relation to any GCP, the trust threshold for the data β = β +, β  either excludes or retains it in
the desired FC.
In the first case, GCP p-threshold is disabled (i.e., the GCP exclusion from the desired FC is fixed)
and, if the GCP is not “leafy”, p-thresholds of all embedded subGCPs of the considered GCP are
disabled.
In the second case, if the given GCP is “leafy”, then the p-threshold is equal to β. Otherwise, the
execution of local PEC is checked at threshold β:
 first, all embedded sub-GCPs of the considered GCP are corrected recursively (with detection
of p-thresholds);
 secondly, according to the rules that depend on the type of a given GCP, its p-threshold is
revealed.
Here are these rules:
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GCP – MUC-group (see figure 5c). If at least one subGCP has a p-threshold disabled, then pthreshold of the MUC-group and p-thresholds of all its subGCP are disabled. Otherwise, the pthreshold of the MUC-group is set to β;
GCP – C-group or C-pair (see figure 5a or figure 6). If the conditioned subGCP is excluded,
then the p-thresholds of the C-group/C-pair and the conditioning subGCP are disabled.
Otherwise, the p-threshold of the C-group/C-pair is set to β;
GCP – I-group or I-pair (see figure 5 and figure 6b). All non-excluded subGCP are
incompatibility violators. From violators we select subGCP with a “best” (from the position of
the proposed criterias) a-threshold, which is assigned as new β. Correction of the considered Igroup/I-pair is repeated. Reiterations continue as long as two or more non-excluded subGCPs
retain. As a result, the p-threshold of the I-group/I-pair will be either disabled or equated to the
current β.
GCP – M-group (see figure 6). Members which violates conditionality and incompatibility
(i.e. certain subsubGCP) are selected from non-excluded subGCP-pairs. Then subsubGCP
with the “best” a-threshold is selected from them and this a-threshold is assigned as new β.
Correction of the considered M-group is repeated. Reiterations continue as long as there are
violators. As a result, the p-threshold of the M-group will be either disabled or equated to the
current β.

5. Conclusion
The proposed heuristic method and the developed algorithm of defuzzification of the initial context
allows one to take into account the complex organization of the SMP of the studied KD in problems of
the FCA. The obtained result “closes” the main section of the hypothetical-deductive theory of
ontological data analysis developed by authors [17-19, 23-25].
It is important to study the effectiveness of the developed algorithm depending on the parameters
characterizing the SMP of the studied KD and the initial non-strict context of FCA problem.
The presented method and algorithm are focused on the unambiguous approximation of non-strict
formal contexts and the derivation of “crisp” concepts. A promising task is the development of an
appropriate method and algorithm, the end result of which is a system of “fuzzy” concepts.
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Abstract. The potential of correlation-based feature selection has been explored in selecting an
optimal subset from a set of highly correlated predictors. This problem occurs, for example, in
time series forecasting of economic indicators using regression models on multiple lags of a
large number of candidate leading indicators. Greedy algorithms (forward selection and
backward elimination) in such cases fail. To obtain the globally optimal solution, the feature
selection problem is formulated as a mixed integer programming problem. To solve it, we use
the binary cut-and-branch method. The results of simulation studies demonstrate the advantage
of using the binary cut-and-branch method in comparison with heuristic search algorithms. The
real example of the selection of leading indicators of consumer price index growth shows the
acceptability of using the correlation-based feature selection method.

1. Introduction
Big data analytics includes the feature selection task [1, 2] for predictive modelling [3]. In many
practical applications, candidate predictors correlate strongly. An example is the task of time series
forecasting using leading indicators [4].
Lagged predictors are highly correlated. Fast and scalable univariate feature selection methods are
not suitable under a given situation. They evaluate features individually, so the final subset includes
many redundant strongly correlated features.
Multivariate methods take into account feature dependencies and try to discard not only irrelevant
variables (which do not affect the response), but also redundant ones. Most often, the predictors are
selected simultaneously with the construction of predictive models using embedded methods such as
LASSO regression [4, 5]. It provides a sparse solution that includes only relevant features, which,
however, is very sensitive to the regularization parameter.
In addition, stepwise regression is often used in time series forecasting [6]. It refers to the so-called
“wrapper” methods. They select the optimal subset of features from all possible candidates
simultaneously with the model estimation. Generally, this problem has exponential complexity in the
number of features. In practice, to solve it, search approaches use greedy algorithms [7]. However,
they do not usually produce an optimal solution, but approximate a globally optimal solution in a
reasonable amount of time.
Finally, filter methods select variables regardless of the model. A Correlation-based Feature
Selection is a well-known multivariate filter algorithm [8]. This approach is proposed for solving
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classification problems. Its applicability for predictor selection with a highly correlation of candidate
predictors, in particular when selecting leading indicators, is poorly studied. This is the gap that we
will attempt to address in our article. For this purpose, we first transform a correlation-based heuristic
evaluation function optimization problem into a mixed integer programming problem. But in this
problem the number of variables and constraints depends on the square of the number of features.
With a branch and bound algorithm, the amount of computation becomes large. Therefore it is
proposed to use the previously developed binary cut-and-branch method.
2. Correlation-based Feature Selection
Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) ranks feature subsets according to a correlation-based
heuristic evaluation function [8]. The best subset contains predictors highly correlated with the
response, yet uncorrelated to each other. Thus, the problem of feature selection is formulated as the
following optimization problem:
 Ri
iSk
(1)
 max ,
Sk
k  2  rij
i , jS k ,i  j

where Ri is an absolute value of correlation coefficient between the response and the i-th feature, rij is
an absolute value of correlation coefficient between the i-th and the j-th features, S k is a subset of k
features.
As for the time series of economic indicators, both the response and the predictors are usually
quantitative. Therefore the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is applicable.
We reformulate the problem (1) as a problem of nonlinear integer programming:
n

 R x  2 R R x x
2
i i

i 1

i

i j

j i

j

 max ,

n

 xi  2 rij xi x j
i 1

x1 , , xn

(2)

i j

where xi 0,1 , i  1,..., n , n is the number of features. If xi  1 then the optimal subset contains the ith variable, and xi  0 , otherwise.
The problem (2) is a polynomial fractional programming problem. Based on the transformation of
feature selection problem proposed in [9], we replace the denominator in (2) by a positive continuous
variable u. It leads to the equivalent polynomial problem. In addition, we convert a maximization
problem into a minimization one. Thus, the problem is represented as follows:
n

  Ri2 xi u  2 Ri R j xi x j u  min
i 1

x1 ,..., xn ,u

i j

n

 x u  2 r x x u  1 ,
i

i 1

i j

ij i

j

u  0, xi 0,1.

Based on a linearization technique proposed in [10] to transform the terms xi u , xi x j u , we
introduce variables zi , i  1,..., n , vij , i  1,..., n , j  1,..., n , i  j . Then we obtain the following
mixed integer linear programming problem:
n

  Ri2 zi  2 Ri R j vij 
i 1

i j

min

x1 ,..., xn ,u ,

(3)

z1 ,..., zn , v11 ,..., vnn

zi  0, vij  0, u  0, xi 0,1 ,
n

z
i 1

i

 2 rij vij  1 ,
i j
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M  xi  1  u  zi  M 1  xi   u, zi  Mxi ,







M xi  x j  2  u  vij  M 2  xi  x j  u, vij  Mxi , vij  Mx j ,

where M is a large positive value.
Finally, the initial nonlinear problem (1) is reduced to a high-dimensional linear programming (LP)
problem. The number of the new continuous variables is (n2+n+2)/2. They are added to the initial n
binary variables. The number of constraints also depends on n2 and is (2n2+n+2).
3. Binary cut-and-branch method
The binary cut and branch method (BCBM) was originally developed to solve LP problems with
Boolean variables [11] and then extended to the case of the General linear programming problem with
mixed variables (milp) [12]. Any such problem, the special case of which is (3), can be represented as:

 ( x)  c1T x  c2T y  const  max ,

(4)

A1x  A2 y  b , 0  x  1 , y  0 ,

(5)

1

(6)
x  I 2n ,
which is a milp problem with Boolean variables x and continuous variables y . Conditions (3) specify
that the solution components x belong to one of the vertices of the unit hypercube of dimension n1 ;

c1, x, 0, 1 are vectors of the same dimension; 0 is a zero vector; 1 is a vector of ones; const is a
constant; and c1  0 . The vectors c 2 , y ,0 have dimension n 2 . Condition x  I kn indicates that x
belongs to the set of vectors of dimension n , the elements of which take integer values from the range
1

[0  k  1] . Conformity of statements (4-6) and (3): Boolean variables x  I 2n have the same meaning

in both statements, continuous variables y  0 have the meaning of variables zi  0, vij  0, u  0 in
statement (3). Matrices A1 and A2 in the constraints (4) are formed from the coefficients of the
constraints in the problem (3).
In fact, any milp problem and a considerable part of mip problems can be compactly reduced to
(1)–(3); see, e.g., [11].
Suppose x 0 , y 0 is the solution of the relaxed problem (4)–(5);  is the integer part of number;
and 0   T x 0 , where  j  0, 1 , j  1, n . Then any inequality of the form

 T x  0 ,  j  0, 1 , j  1, n , 0   0  , 0   T x 0 ,

(7)

is called a binary cut (BC) for problem (4)–(5).
If x 0 is part of the solution x 0 , y 0 of the relaxed problem (4)–(5), then

 T x  0 , 0   T x 0 .
Relation (8) can be a generating inequality if  j 

 i aij , i  0 ,

iI

B

(8)
where aij , i  I B are the

coefficients of the basis part A and i are the weights of the basis constraints. Specifically, if i are
1

dual estimates for constraints (5), then  j  c j , j  1, n . A complementary system of BCs to
constraints (5) is defined as
1D x   ,
1D

where 



 ij

,  ij {
D
1
m n

(9)

0, 1 }, j  1, n is the coefficient matrix of the complementary system

and the vector  composed of the right-hand part of the constraints is defined from (7).
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There are several ways to find out whether the BCs are valid [9,10]. Specifically, the binary cut and
branch algorithm (BCBA) uses the following feature. We now define

 T x   ( x0 )  1 ,

(10)

where  ( x 0 )   T x 0  and x 0 is part of the optimal solution x 0 , y 0 of problem (4), (5), and (9).


If problem (4), (5), and (10) has a solution, then the cut  T x   ( x0 ) is invalid. Contrary wise, if
problem (4), (5), and (10) has no solution due to the conflicting conditions (5) and (10), then
 T x   ( x0 ) is a valid BC. This is the underlying feature of the BC synthesis procedure called
selection in a set of the nearest cuts (SSNC) [11, 12]. We now describe this procedure.
We define an inequality ensuing from the basis system (5) and (9) through a permutation by
arranging  in a descending order (denoted by  ). We consider a totality of n1 vectors, of dimension

n1 :
1

1  (1,0,...,0) , ...,  j  (1,1,...,1,0,0,...,0) ( j original ones), ...,  n  (1,1,...,1) .
Each  j is set in correspondence with the value cs( j ) 

 T j
2

1

, j  1, n .

j
2

The discrete function cs( ) has a strict maximum and uniquely defines the priority of each of the
j

alternative cuts with the coefficients  j . Adding the entire totality of these BCs to (9) and solving (4),
(5), and (10), we can find out conflicting conditions (if there are any) to identify valid cuts. Then, if
there are valid BCs, we select a single cut with the maximum value of cs( j ) . If there are no valid
1

cuts, we select a BC that corresponds to the maximum of cs( j ) , j  1, n .
Another important feature of BCs is their radicality measure, which characterizes the depth of a cut
of a given type. For a BC  T x  0 ,  j 0,1, j  1, n , 0   0  , 0   T x 0 , we define the
radicality r as the number of vertices of the unit hypercube cut off by the BC (BC system), assuming
that the cut is valid.
In

the

general

T

a xb,

case,

n1

 a j x j  b, x j  I 21 , j  1, n1 , where

j 1

For an arbitrary

b  I1k ,

k

1
1
b  I k1 , x  I 2n , a  I 2n

,

k

n1

 a j ,1  k  n1

or

j 1

a j 0,1} are the cut-off coefficients.

n1

 a j ,1  k  n1 , and Сkl

j 1

1
rkb  2n  k

k



l  b 1



k!
, we define
l !(k  l )!

Сkl  max

(11)

Relation (11) considers the unit hypercube vertices lying above the level a T x  b , i.e., belonging
to the hyperplanes a T x  l with the right-hand parts ( b  1, b  2,..., k ). The a T x  b hyperplane itself
1
1
contains 2n  k Ckb vertices. The maximum radical BC is derived from (11) and  j  1, j  1, n with
the possible exclusion of the minimum order relative to  if the sum of the coefficients in the left-

hand part of the BC a T x  b without this exclusion is an integer number.
Regardless of which measure—closeness to the generating inequality or radicality is considered as
a priority, the BCBA is as follows.
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3.1. Binary Cut-and-Branch Algorithm
1. Suppose that we have obtained the solution of the original relaxed problem (4), (5), and (7):
x 0 , y 0 and  ( x 0 , y 0 ) . If x 0 are integers, the algorithm stops. Otherwise, it goes to step 2.

2. At step t (1,2,...) , we select a probing vertex with the maximum estimate  ( x q , y q ) ,
q  (1,2,..., t  1) . If the list of vertices is empty, the problem has no integer solution. The algorithm
stops. If the vertex with the maximum estimate  ( x q , y q ) contains integer x q , the solution ( x q , y q )
is the optimal one. The algorithm stops. Otherwise:
3. We create two new candidates for each of which we supplement the current matrix 1D for
the step q with BCs (7) and (10) by the cut selection procedures (by the value of cs( j ) or by
radicality (11)): ( (t 1) )T x   ( x q ) и ( (t 1) )T x   ( x q )  1 , respectively.
4. We solve a pair of alternative subproblems with the cuts ( (t 1) )T x   ( x q ) and
( (t 1) )T x   ( x q )  1 .

5. We save their solution components x t 1 and x
t 1

t 1

and the estimates  ( xt 1, y t 1) and

t 1

 ( x , y ) by adding them to a list of the tree vertices. If any of the candidates has no solution, it is
withdrawn from the list of the vertices.
6. We increase the step number ( t : t  1 ) and go to step 2.
4. Simulation study results
The applicability of the CFS method to variable selection with a highly correlation of candidate
predictors was investigated using the following model example.
The relevant features x1(m) , x2(m) , x3(m) , x5(m) , x6(m) were modeled as independent random variables with a
standard normal distribution. The relevant features x4(m) , x7(m) were computed as follows:

x4(m)  x3(m)  e1 , x7(m)  x5(m)  x6(m)  e2 ,
where e1, e2 are independently standard normally distributed.
The response was defined as
7

y   xi(m)  e3
i 1

where e3 is a normally distributed random variable independent of e1, e2 and of xi(m) with zero
expectation and standard deviation equal to 0.1.
The redundant variables were modeled correlated with the main predictors:
xi(r)  xi(m)   i , i  1,...,7 ,

xi(r)  xi(m)
 7   i , i  8,...,14 ,
where 1 ,..., 14 are independently standard normally distributed. The irrelevant features 1 ,..., 5 were
also modeled as random noise. In addition, the noise candidates include 1 ,...,  4 .
For each random variable, samples of size 1,000 were drawn. As a result, the set of features for
selection included
 the relevant predictors, on the basis of which the response was calculated, x1(m) ,..., x7(m) ;
 the redundant variables correlated with the relevant one, x1(r) ,..., x14(r) ;
 the irrelevant features 1 ,..., 5 , 1 ,...,  4 .
A total number of variables was thirty. Simulation studies were repeated 1,000 times. The mixed
integer linear programming problem contained 496 variables and 1,832 constraints. In order to solve
the problem, greedy algorithms were used as an alternative: forward selection and backward
elimination [13]. Their implementation in the R environment was used: the forward.search and
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backward.search functions provided by the FSelector package. The variable subset was evaluated by
the objective function from (1).
Table 1 presents the results of simulation studies, the proportion of cases in which each variable is
included in the subset. The irrelevant features were not included in the subset in any experiment. The
following notation is used: forward — the forward selection, backward — the backward elimination,
BCBM — the binary cut-and-branch method.

Variable
x1(m)
(m)
2
(m)
3
(m)
4
(m)
5
(m)
6
(m)
7
(r)
1
(r)
2
(r)
3

forward
0.219

Table 1. Predictor selection results.
Method
backward
BCBM
Variable
forward
(r)
x
0.955
0.927
0.049
4
(r)
5
(r)
6
(r)
7
(r)
8
(r)
9
(r)
10
(r)
11
(r)
12
(r)
13

Method
backward

BCBM

0.938

0.613

x

0.216

0.945

0.929

x

0.006

0.716

0.024

x

0.258

0.991

0.962

x

0.013

0.742

0.036

0.217

0.997

0.915

x

0.954

0.996

0.98

x

x

0.208

0.993

0.977

x

0

0.046

0.006

x

0.204

0.995

0.969

x

0

0.061

0.003

0

0.069

0.005

x

1

1

0.999

x

x

0.011

0.462

0.057

x

0.012

0.37

0.053

x

0.013

0.504

0.066

x

0.001

0.065

0.002

0.053

x

0

0.048

0.001

x

0.012

0.642

From table 1 it can be seen that the forward selection often does not include the redundant
predictors. However, the final subset almost does not get a significant part of the relevant features.
Only x4(m) , x7(m) correlated with the other significant predictors are constantly included in the subset.
This has a negative effect on the objective function values, which are far from optimal. The evaluation
function values are displayed as a boxplot in figure 1. From figure 1, it can be concluded that the
variation of the objective function values in the simulations is very large, and the average value is
much smaller than that achieved by the backward elimination and the binary cut-and-branch method.
Both the backward elimination and the binary cut-and-branch method include all relevant features
in the subset of predictors. But the backward elimination often leaves too many redundant predictors
in the subset. Compared to this, for the BCBM results, such cases are relatively rare. Only a few
redundant attributes x4(r) , x7(r) are often included in the subset. This is because they are related to the
relevant predictors x4(m) , x7(m) which are correlated with the other significant predictors. Nevertheless,
despite this problem, the binary binary cut-and-branch method provides the best values of the
objective function compared to the backward elimination (figure 1).
The multicollinearity problem described is evidently difficult for the CFS method. It is a problem
of the method itself, rather than optimization algorithms. This may have a negative effect on its
applicability in practice.
5. Selection of leading indicators of consumer price index growth
Let us verify the applicability of the Correlation-based Feature Selection method using a real example.
For this purpose, the task of forecasting the consumer price index was chosen. From economic
research [14] it is known that one of the leading indicators of price changes during a business cycle is
the industrial materials price index. The data provided by the unified interdepartmental informationalstatistical system [15] include the monthly time series of the price index for the acquisition of
machines and equipment for investment purposes. Indices are grouped by type of economic activity
and regions of the Russian Federation. Further, the territory of the Russian Federation as a whole is
selected.
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The period from June to November 2010 was chosen as the test time interval. During that period,
there was a sharp increase in the base price index in percent compared to the corresponding period of
the previous year. The training dataset was taken from January 2006 to May 2010. It was used to fit
the ARIMA model. But it naturally predicts the continuing fall in prices, as shown in figure 2. Let us
verify whether this forecast can be improved by using leading indicators.

yy

102

0.70

104

0.75

106

0.80

108

0.85

110

0.90

112

0.95

114

real
ARIMA
naive

forward

backward

binary cut-and-branch

Figure 1. Boxplot for the values of the
objective function obtained in simulation
studies.

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Figure 2. Real and forecast values of the
base consumer price index, in percent
compared to the corresponding period of the
previous year.

For the time period used to train the model, there are the data on price indices for the acquisition of
machines and equipment for investment purposes for 92 types of economic activity, including 16
sections of Classification and a total index for all types of activity. The values of indices are in percent
compared to the corresponding period of the previous year.
First, a naive approach was used, suggesting that the best predictor is the total index for all
activities. The CFS method was used for optimal lags selection only. Lags from 0 to -6 were
considered as candidates. As a result, lags -4 and -6 are chosen. This approach led to a rather low
value of the objective function F* (table 2).
Next, the price indices for the acquisition of machines and equipment for investment purposes by
economic activity, taken with lags from 0 to -6, were considered as candidate predictors for the
application of greedy algorithms. Thus, the total number of predictors n was 644. The obtained
optimal number n* is presented in table 2.
Table 2. The results of solving the optimization problem.
Method
n
n*
F*
naive
7
2
0.857957
forward selection
644
4
0.954952
backward elimination
644
39
0.963451
forward selection
119
4
0.942901
backward elimination
119
18
0.950590
binary cut-and-branch
119
7
0.954994
Finally, the number of predictors was reduced to indices by sections and the total index, that is, 17
indices. The total number of variables was 119 taking into account the possible lags. Table 2 shows
the optimal values of the objective functions F* and the number of predictors n* obtained using the
methods of forward selection, backward elimination, and binary cut-and-branch.
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In both cases, the forward selection method leaves very few predictors. The values of the objective
function are the lowest. The method of backward elimination selects a lot of variables, which, of
course, are redundant. The binary cut-and-branch method provides the best value of the objective
function.
In order to compare the forecasting performance on test data, regression models were estimated on
the training set with the inclusion of selected variables with selected lags. For this, the dynlm package
of the statistical environment R was used.
The future predictor values should be available in order to build a forecast for six months ahead. It
was assumed that their real values are available only until May 2010. If later values were needed, then
the predictor values were forecasted based on the ARIMA model. For the automatic selection of the
structure of the ARIMA model, the auto.arima function of the forecast package was used. It is
implemented in the R environment. For forecasting, the forecast function from the same package was
used. Forecasting based on the results of the predictor selection by the backward elimination method
was not performed, since the number of variables (39 and 18) is clearly redundant for estimating a
model of 47 months (taking into account the earliest lag -6).
Table 3 presents the deviations of the real values of the consumer price index from its forecasts.
The smallest absolute differences are in bold. It is revealed that the naive approach gives a good result.
Graphically, it is shown in figure 2.

Method
ARIMA
naive
forward selection,
92 indices
forward selection,
17 indices
binary cut-and-branch,
17 indices

Table 3. Consumer price index forecast results.
June
July
August
September
October
0.22
0.68
1.39
2.31
2.98
0.28
0.30
0.27
-0,07
0.36
-1,6
-0.9
-0.67
0.71
0.18

November
3.73
-0.18
0.6

-0.08

0.53

0.37

0.84

1.06

0.69

-0.86

0.13

0.29

0.93

1.22

1.13

This means that the Correlation-based Feature Selection approach can be recommended for
choosing the optimal lags of predictor variables in a time series model. The simultaneous selection of
price indices for the acquisition of machines and equipment for investment purposes by economic
activity and their lags is more complicated. The time series of indices are very similar (some are even
almost identical). Hence there is a very high correlation between the variables. At the same time, the
lagged values of the indices are also highly correlated. This is similar to the case of multicollinearity
from the model example considered in the previous section. As it was revealed above, in such a model,
the achievement of optimum in problem (1) does not guarantee that only relevant features will be
selected. In the structure of the solution, a certain proportion of redundant predictors is allowed.
Evidently, this problem also occurs in the selection of indices as leading indicators. As a result, the
optimal solution obtained using the binary cut-and-branch method provides the best forecast
performance for the medium term (2-3 months) only. In the long term, 5-6 months ahead, forecasts are
worse than when selecting optimal lags for the total index only.
This effect is clearly visible when compared the results of selection by forward selection and binary
cut-and-branch method for 17 indices. The results of forward selection give a smaller number of
predictors and better predict for the long term. This can be explained by the overfitting effect, since
using the binary cut-and-branch method, a greater number of predictors have been selected, some of
which may be redundant.
6. Conclusions and recommendations
Thus, the Correlation-based Feature Selection method is applicable for selecting leading indicators in
the time series forecasting. The candidate predictors are highly correlated. From simulation studies, it
is revealed that greedy heuristics optimization algorithms in such cases do not give satisfactory results.
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The forward selection does not include many relevant features; the backward elimination leaves many
redundant predictors in the subset. The binary cut-and-branch method gives the best result. However,
the CFS method is not perfect: the optimal value of the heuristics does not guarantee that only all
relevant predictors will be selected, and the inclusion of redundant variables is possible. This happens
when the relevant features correlate with each other and with redundant variables. To avoid this, it is
recommended by forming the initial set of candidate predictors to pre-exclude duplicate indicators and
indicators with very similar dynamics.
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Abstract. Stable functioning of the technical objects is estimated using methods of the
statistical process control. However this approach does not always provide the timely detection
of violations. It is suggested using machine learning methods for the binary classification of
object states (stable or unstable). A program has been developed for calculation in the Matlab
environment which allows for analysis of impact of the learning method, classification quality
criteria, method of validation set as well as methods of selection of significant indicators on the
object’s stable functioning forecast precision. Stable operation of the water treatment
management system, stable vibration of the hydraulic unit, machining operation process are
taken as examples.

1. Introduction
Stable functioning of the technical object is estimated using methods of the statistical process control.
However, this approach does not always provide the timely detection of violations [1-2]. It is
suggested using machine learning methods for the binary classification of object states (stable or
unstable). Alongside with that, the statistical control history can be used as base data for the object
state forecasting using machine learning methods. Values of test items and the object operation state
are known for every sample.
The binary classification quality depends very heavily on the series of factors. Firstly, it is the
selected machine learning method. For example, basic (the naive Bayesian classifier, the neural
network and etc.), compositional (various forms of bagging or boosting) and also aggregated methods
can be used [3-6]. Secondly, the diagnostic quality depends on the selected criterion. The most
commonly used criteria are the error rate in the control sample, F-criterion and the area AUC under
the ROC-curve [7-8]. Technical objects are characterized by samples with a small volume of nonoperating states. In this case the F-criterion is the most efficient one. Learning results depend on
selection methods of significant criteria of the object operation (using of low-priority criteria can lead
to incorrect results), on the forming method of the control sample and on the scope of the control
sample [9].
The research objective is to design a program for estimating the stable functioning of the technical
object. This program shall analyze the influence of the machine learning method, forming method of
the control sample and the selection of significant criteria on the precision of stability forecasting and
on carrying out of the numerical analysis of the stable functioning of real objects.
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2. Preparation of base data
The statistical process control involves the identification of non-accidental violations connected with
so-called special reasons [10-12]. For example, as far as the mechanical processing is concerned these
reasons can be the edge wear or its unfastening, composition changes of the cutting fluid and etc.
The main advantage of this approach lies in the fact that violation is identified before the test item
oversteps the limits. In addition to the above, statistical methods (control charts are usually used for
monitoring of the middle level and the dispersion process) show the violation of its stability (when test
features overstep the confidence limit).
Control charts are one of the most efficient tools for the analysis, process monitoring and its
preservation in the statistically controlled state. Plotting involves the determination of parameters:
volume of the instantaneous sample, time intervals between the sample taking and the position of
control limits. Efficiency factors of the control chart are expenditures for carrying out the control
procedure; the time interval till the signal collection about the process violation and the probability
level of the false alarm.
As far as the multi-parameter process is concerned firstly of all correlation relationships among
object performance indicators are examined. Then control facilities are selected and their parameters
are specified.
Shewhart charts (when the middle level and its dispersion are controlled described in terms of the
range or the standard deviation) are used for independent indicators in accordance with standards.
Chart can be combined. For example, charts with average values and chart with ranges; charts with
average values and charts with standard deviations, charts with individual observations and charts with
moving ranges. The last option is used when measurements are too labor-intensive or expensive. In
this case, for the control the result of one measurement is used instead of the instantaneous sample.
Gain in the sensitivity of these charts (reduce the time or the sample volume from the moment
when the process violated till the moment when this violation was identified) is possible by using the
preventative border and searching for so-called non-accidental structures in the chart. For example,
multiple successive increasing or decreasing points indicate the process trend. Multiple points located
checker-wise are the indicator of cyclical process fluctuations, etc. Charts of cumulative sums or
exponentially weighted moving averages are sometimes used to specify the process stability issue [12, 12].
Stability of correlation indicators is estimated using Hotelling algorithms and the generalized
variance [13-17]. The Hotelling chart is used to estimate the middle level stability of the multi-variate
process. The null-hypothesis of the fact that the mean vector fits the requirements is tested. The
generalized dispersion chart is a tool for monitoring of the multi-variate spreading. The hypothesis of
the fact that the correlation matrix fits the requirements is tested.
Which controlled indicator or which subrange of indicators is responsible for the process violation?
Causes of violations under the multi-variate process control can be identified using the Hotelling
partial criterion or the down-weighting of plotted charts. For example, if we control three indicators,
then three Hotelling charts shall be plotted for each pair of indicators. This approach is not always
correct but in practice it often leads to the identification of the needed indicator. The similar approach
can be also used with the generalized variance chart.
Preventative borders , searching for non-accidental structures and charts of multi-variate
exponentially weighted moving averages based on both the Hotelling statistics and the generalized
variance can be used to improve the efficiency of the multi-variate control.
Let’s assume that N samples upon d performance indicators were examined. Control charts
identified the stability process violation in k samples. By doing so, the multitude N of precedents is
formed (x(i), y(i)), i = 1…N: objects with preset d performance parameters х = (х1, х2, …, хd) and
corresponding states y taking one of two possible values (0,1); y = 0 corresponds to the unstable state
(the number of such precedents is k), y = 1 corresponds to the stable state (the number of such
precedents is N – k). Based on these data it is necessary to restore the dependence between
performance indicators and the object state.
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3. Object state diagnostics
The implementation of machine learning methods is possible based on the tool library Statistics and
Machine Learning Toolbox in the pack Matlab. Taking into consideration research objectives, we
designed a program which:
- uses various basic and compositional methods and plots aggregated classifiers of three types: with
the aggregation by the average value, by the median or the voting [18-19],
- using various classification quality criteria: error rates in the control sample, F-criterion and the
area AUC under the ROC-curve,
- selecting significant object performance indicators by plotting the regression model for the
dependence of the object state y on performance indicators хj (j = 1 … d) and checking the
significance of indicators upon the Student criterion,
- varies the forming method of the control sample (the random selection or the specified base data)
and its volume [9].
The base data sample is introduced to diagnose the state stability of the technical object. The
machine learning is carried out using all basic and compositional methods integrated in Matlab. In this
case, the classification quality is estimated using the cross-validation under the F-criterion. Significant
performance indicators are selected. Than this procedure is checked whether it improves the quality of
the model or not. The sample volume providing the best criterion value is selected by varying the
control sample volume from 5 to 25% in comparison with the original sample. Aggregated classifiers
are plotted for this very option. The classifier providing the maximum F-criterion is selected. If
necessary, there is also an opportunity to minimize the error rate in the control sample when plotting
aggregated classifiers.
In Fig. 1 shows a flow cyart of the corresponding algorithm.
4. Numerical examination
The statistical control of the mechanical processing stability of the axis (grinding of four cylindrical
surfaces) was carried out using 400 samples. All four controlled indicators (axis step diameters) turned
out to be correlated with each other. The Hotelling chart was used to control the middle level of the
process. The generalized variance chart was used to control the multi-variate dispersion. Fig. 2 shows
the results of the statistical control for the first 51 samples. The critical value of the Hotelling statistics
was 10.830. The critical value of the generalized variance was 0.45*10-8. Charts were plotted using
the system Statistica.
It is apparent that process violations (overstepping the limits) in the Hotelling chart happened in
three samples: 38, 45 and 47. Process violations in the generalized variance chart happened in two
samples: 33 and 34. As can be seen from the above, violations of the controlled process happened in 5
cases of 51 precedents.
Table with base data was prepared upon all 400 observations. When carrying out the examination
using the designed program it was found that all four indicators were significant. The maximum value
of the F-criterion (0.874) was measured for the control sample of the volume 15% in comparison with
the original sample when using the aggregated classifier by the average value including the support
vector machine and the decision tree bagging. In addition to the above, the value of the F-criterion was
boosted by 8%. The best classifier by separate methods (the decision tree bagging) was considered as
the standard approach.
During the second test the vibration stability of the hydraulic aggregate was estimated by values of
10 gauges in 5000 observations [20]. The multitude of 10 values was divided into four sub-multitudes.
Two values turned out to be uncorrelated with others. Three correlated values formed the third group.
Five correlated values formed the forth group. First two independent values were controlled using
Shewhart charts for average values and standard deviations. The Hotelling and the generalized
variance charts were plotted for the third and the forth groups. According to the results of the
statistical control the sample of base data was formed. The machine learning was carried out using this
sample. Seven indicators out of ten turned out to be significant. The aggregated classifier by the
median including the gradient boosting and the logistic regression turned out to be the best. The
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volume of the control sample was 20%. The increase of the F-criterion (up to the value 0.904) was
18%.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the algorithm for stability forecasting.
When analyzing the stable functioning of the water purification system by eight quality indicators
of the potable water results of 1557 observations (operating state was registered in 1204 cases) were
used. Six indicators turned out to be significant. Maximum value of the F-criterion was when
aggregating the neural network and the decision tree bagging. During this test the increase of the
criterion value in comparison with the neural network (the best separate classifier) was negligible:
from 0.879 to 0.881. In addition to the above, the volume of the control sample was 10%.
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Figure 2. The Hotelling and the generalized variance charts.

Figure 3. Calculation results.
Fig. 3 shows the program window with one calculation options. It is apparent that in this very case
the value of the F-criterion for basic binary classification methods falls in the range from 0.8593 for
the discriminative analysis and up to 0.8901 for the decision tree bagging. All aggregated methods
have one and the same structure (this happens by no means always) and include two basic methods:
the decision tree bagging and AdaBoost. In the general case the number of basic methods can be even
greater. Please note that the best of basic classifiers (the decision tree bagging) is almost always
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included in the structure of the aggregated classifier. The value of the F-criterion by aggregated
methods is some greater then by any basic classifiers. For the aggregation by the average value and by
the median it is equal and amounts 0.9091.
Alongside with that, the decision tree bagging showed the greatest AUC - area under the error
curve (0.9118). Like for the F-criterion, the closer is this value to 1, the higher is the classification
quality. The maximum value by aggregated methods (0.9066) turned out to be somehow less.
5. Conclusion
The carried out research showed that the stable functioning analysis of the technical object can be
carried out both using methods of the statistical process control, widely used during the technological
process control, and using the binary classification of object states based on the machine learning.
Previous results of the statistical control can be used as base data and precedents.
Shewhart charts are used for the middle level process control and its dispersion when exercising
control over independent indicators of the object operation. The stability of correlated indicators is
estimated using the Hotelling and the generalized variance algorithms. The Hotelling chart is used to
estimate the middle level stability of the multi-variate process. The generalized variance chart is used
as the tool for monitoring of the multi-variate dispersion.
The base data sample is introduced to diagnose the state stability of the technical object using the
machine learning. Learning of the binary classification model is carried out using all basic and
compositional methods integrated in Matlab. In this case, the classification quality is estimated using
the cross-validation under the F-criterion. The diagnostics precision can be increased due to the
aggregation of methods, the selection of significant indicators and changing of the control sample
volume.
The designed program provides the automatic searching for the best diagnostic option of the object
state by the preset criterion. As examples, the stable functioning of the water purification control
system, the hydraulic aggregate vibration stability and the technological procedure of mechanical
processing were considered.
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Abstract. This paper presents an adaptive algorithm of conforming image matching based on
the principle of conformity. The algorithm consists of several main stages. At the first stage,
we find the corresponding points using a minimum value of conformity as the measure of
points’ similarity. We define a conformity function as the sum of all possible combinations of
squared differences of pixel intensity values on the fragments that are matched. Then, we
perform an adaptive procedure of errors correction considering an intensity gradient
distribution. An important feature of the algorithm is the finding of error points using a
criterion of maximum value of samples’ conformity for every fragment of the disparity map.
The results of experiments on the "Teddy" test images are shown.

1. Introduction
Image matching is the most important and difficult step in computer vision applications, such as image
stitching, the creation of three-dimensional models of objects or scenes by a sequence of frames etc.
At least three approaches to solve image matching problem are known: area-based (1), feature-based
(2), and symbolic (3) approach. In the framework of the area-based approach [1], which is used in this
paper, for the fragments of the first image, the most similar fragment is need to be found.
The choice of fragments similarity measure is very important, when the area-based approach is
used. There are many similarity measures. The absolute differences (AD) and squared differences
(SD) and the sum of absolute differences (SAD) are the most commonly used to compute matching
cost. Also, the sum of squared differences (SSD), normalized cross correlation (NCC), rank
transformation (RT), and census transformation (CT) are the popular methods to aggregate matching
cost. In detail, these methods were described in paper [2].
In paper [3] Wang et al. applied the AD algorithm to real-time image matching using GPU. The
results show that AD algorithm is not capable of producing a smooth disparity map in highly textured
images. To overcome it, Min et al. [4] and Pham and Jeon [5] implemented truncated absolute
differences (TAD) algorithm, which uses the colour and gradient values in pixels matching to improve
its robustness against variations in illumination.
SD algorithm was applied to subpixel image matching by Yang et al. [6]. To improve the flattening
of edges and to smooth areas, they used a bilateral filter. In paper [7] Miron et al. researched various
matching cost functions. They concluded that the SD algorithm produces the largest error.
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Lee and Sharma [8] implemented the real time image matching algorithm using the SAD algorithm
to calculate matching costs via GPU. In paper [9] Gupta and Cho proposed a technique, which uses
two different sizes of correlation windows in the SAD algorithm. As denoted in [2], the SAD
algorithm is fast, but the quality of the initial disparity map is low because of the noise at object
boundaries and in homogeneous regions.
In paper [10] Fusiello et al. used the SSD algorithm with multiple fixed window blocks to reduce
the incidence of occlusion errors. In paper [11] the SSD algorithm with multiple windows was
implemented by Yang and Pollefeys using GPU.
Low-dimensional image features matching method using NCC was proposed in [12] by Satoh. This
method achieves a high accuracy, but requires a lot of computational resources. Cheng et al. [13]
proposed to calculate matching cost using a zero mean normalized cross correlation (ZNCC).
An image matching algorithm using the RT algorithm was proposed by Gac et al. [14]. The method
provides a reliable initial disparity map by using a careful selection of the window sizes. A new RT
algorithm was developed in paper [15] to reduce matching ambiguity using a Bayesian model. This
model considers similarity between the first and the second image pixels and the level of ambiguity
within each image independently.
To improve image matching accuracy, some researchers tried using combinations of various cost
functions. For instance, Mei et al. [16] implemented a combination of the AD and CT algorithms to
compensate their limitations. They showed that CT algorithms produce incorrect matches in regions
with repetitive local structures, and the AD algorithm does not work well in the large regions without
texture.
The combination of the SAD and CT algorithms led to higher performance, but computational
complexity has become higher as well [17]. The SAD and CT cost measures were obtained
individually. The final cost function was calculated as a linear combination of SAD and CT cost
measures based on a weighting factor.
Zhang et al. [18] has improved the matching accuracy by using a combination of SAD and the arm
length differences (ALD) methods. Lee et al. [19] used combination of CT and gradient difference
methods. However, due to similar or repetitive texture patterns, matching ambiguity can appear in
some regions.
In paper [20] Perez-Patricio et al. has proposed a fuzzy logic method using the various cost
functions simultaneously and decision-making based on membership functions. The method uses both
local and global information to reduce errors’ count in homogeneous areas and to preserve the edges
near discontinuities.
When the area-based approach is used, many points with wrong disparity value can appear in
disparity map. In our previous papers we have tried to solve this problem by using a new criterion of
similarity. In particular, in papers [21, 22] a new fragments’ similarity criterion was presented.
Although we have obtained the results comparable and in some cases are better than results of semiglobal block matching, however, this problem was not fully solved.
The traditional way of noise removal is smoothing filtering of image representing disparity map.
This method can give visually better image, however this smoothing procedure unavoidably distorts
into disparity map points with true value of disparity. Consequently, the three-dimensional coordinates
of the scene, which are calculated using these points, can also be distorted. So, the problem of filtering
procedure creating, which performs error correction without affecting the other points with high
reliability, is actual task.
2. Problem statement
In this paper we develop an approach based on the principle of fragments conformity. The method was
proposed in [21, 22]. Let us state that F1 and F2 are two images, which are obtained by multi-view
shooting. For every point of these images we can specify a rectangular fragment with size of K  L ,
K and L are odd. In general case, K  L. Every fragment of the first image F1 can be presented in the
form of vector f1 , obtained by scanning by rows or columns.
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Let’s specify rectangular search area with size of N  M on the second image F2 for every point
of the first image F1 . For every point in search area we can form vector f 2 with the same size in a
similar way.
The task is to find corresponding point (central point of f 2 , the most similar for some measure) in
the search area of the second image F2 for every point (central point of f1 ) of first image F1 . For
certainty, we assume that fragments sizes are odd and the search area is a set of points, which can be
used as centres of fragments.
For points of the first image with coordinates (k, l) and N  M points in search area in second
image vectors of differences are calculated:

f (n, m)  f2 (n, m)  f1 (k , l ), n  1, N , m  1, M ,

(1)

where N and M are count of rows and columns of the search area.
Then conformity function is calculated as:

W (n, m) 

S

 (f (n, m)  f (n, m)) ,
2

i , j 1,
i j

where f i is i

th

i

j

element of vector (1), S  K  L is elements count of f1 and f 2

(2)
vectors,

n  1, N , m  1, M . Point (n* , m* ) in search area of the second image with minimum value of
conformity function is chosen as corresponding point for point (k, l) at the first image:
W (n* , m* )  min W (n, m)
n , m

(3)
We have used this criterion in papers [21, 22], where we have shown that this criterion allows
improving an accuracy of image matching. The important feature is that all possible combinations of
fragments samples differences are used. So, this criterion gives much more information about pixel
intensity distribution of image fragment and provides a high reliability of image matching. However,
as we mentioned above r, the points with wrong calculated disparity can occur in the areas with low
values of gradient function.
Proposed filter, which allows overcoming it, is also based on the principle of samples conformity.
The main idea is to use the conformity function like (2) to find error point and replace its value by
values of neighbouring points. But the points without errors are not will be affected. This method
allows avoiding errors in image areas with low values of pixel intensity gradient.
3. Method of error correction
We develop an error correction algorithm for areas of disparity map image with low values of pixel
intensity gradient. Let us state that Fd is image representing obtained disparity map. Let’s choose
fragment of this image with size of P  Q , P and Q are odd. In general case P  Q .
For every point  p, q  we calculate value of local conformity with other points of this fragment:

W ( p, q ) 

S 1
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are values of fragments samples in points
and
, and
.
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Now S functions of local conformity are calculated. We search point ( p , q ) with the maximum
value of local conformity and assume it as error point:
W ( p* , q* )  max W ( p, q)
p , q
.
(5)
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This statement is bases on an assumption that all points of this fragment are in areas with low value
of pixel intensity gradient. So, the three-dimensional coordinates of elements of the same objects can’t
be too different from neighbouring points, because the objects don’t contain any tears of surface.
To correct the value of error point ( p* , q* ) , an error value is replaced by mean value of variational
range of fragment samples. In case, when count of errors in disparity map is low, it’s useful to
compare an error value with mean value of variational range. If the difference is low and can be
compared with possible differences in coordinates of surface elements, this replacement will not
change anything. It can be seen that all points will remain the same. So, the coordinates of surface can
be calculated accurately using the values of obtained disparity map.
On the fragments with objects edges this procedure will not work because the values of conformity
function (4) will be high due to the difference between fragments samples of different objects. So,
these image areas should be excluded from consideration. Moreover, this filter work efficiently, when
count of error points on the fragment is low.
In view of the above, the next section proposes a multistage technology with adaptation to the
features of the various parts of the disparity map, ensuring the efficient correction of error points.
4. Overall technology of disparity map forming
The technology consists of several main stages:
1. Disparity map forming using a method of conforming estimates;
2. Preliminary disparity image processing, single errors’ correction;
3. Object edges detection and binary template construction;
4. Error points correction on the areas with the low value of gradient function (on the objects
surface).
Let us describe briefly these stages of technology.
At the first stage we form disparity map using method and algorithm which are described in [21,
22]. The main idea of this method was described in Section 2.
Preliminary disparity image processing is performed to correct values of single error points. The
algorithm is implemented by several iterations (by rows and columns) on the image. For each point of
the image difference from neighbouring points (by vertical or horizontal) and the difference between
neighbouring points are calculated. If the first difference is higher than threshold value and the second
value is low, this point is chosen as an error point. Then, the value of the central pixel is replaced by
half-sum of neighbouring pixels values. Similar procedure can be used to correct double, triple and
etc. errors.
To construct a binary template with detected edges, various methods can be used to find the
differences, similarities [23] and image segmentation [24]. In this paper we use the simplest and
widely used approach. We use a median filter to blur images and Sobel operator to form the field of
gradients. Then we perform the contrasting and binarization procedures.
At the last stage, we perform iterative error correction in the areas of disparity map with low value
of gradient. We divide disparity image into disjoint fragments with size of P  Q and iteratively
perform an error correction using method, which is described in Section 3. If the fragment contains
objects edges, an error correction is not performed. When the fourth stage is performed, some clusters
of failed points can be “transformed” into the single error points. Therefore, the second stage
correction can be repeated without loss of accuracy.
5. Results of experiment
The described technology was used to form a disparity map for a set of multi-view test images
«Cones» [25]. Test images are presented at Figure 1. For these test images, the disparity map shown at
Figure 2a was obtained using method and algorithm described in [21, 22]. Search window with the
size of 5  7 and search area with the size of 1 65 were used. Then median intensity of pixels was set
as 128. It can be seen that disparity map contains many points with the wrong disparity. The most of
them, as expected, are in the area without any local features (textures, symbols etc.).
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Figure 2b shows a disparity map obtained after several iterations of single, double and triple error’s
removal (Stage 2). Also, correction of big areas with errors was performed. We can see, that this
disparity map is still consists of many errors. Moreover, most of these points are contained in the areas
of the test images with a small value of gradient.

a)

b)
a) left image; b) right image
Figure 1. Test images.

a)
b)
a) Obtained disparity map (first stage); b) Processed disparity map (second stage)
Figure 2. Disparity maps.
Figure 3a shows disparity map obtained using our error correction algorithm, which is described in
Section 3. To compare the obtained results with the other methods and algorithms, we have
constructed a disparity map using semi-global block matching method [26]. We have used the
implementation of this method from OpenCV library [27] with parameters:
1) minDisparity=0;
2) numberOfDisparities=80;
3) SADWindowSize=5;
4) disp12MaxDiff=1;
5) preFilterCap=31;
6) uniquenessRatio=5;
7) speckleWindowSize=5;
8) speckleRange=5.
Disparity map obtained by semi-global block matching is shown at Figure 3b. Figure 3c shows the
ground-truth disparity map. It can be seen that semi-global matching smooth errors. However, this
method also smooths edges of objects.
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a)

b)

c)
a) Filtered disparity map (fourth stage); b) Disparity map, obtained using Semi-Global Block
Matching; c) Ground-truth disparity map
Figure 3. Disparity maps.
Accuracy comparison for semi-global matching method and our performed technology was
performed. For both methods an error of image matching was calculated using the formula:



1
NM

 I

N ,M

i , j 1

1
i, j



 I i, j .
2

Calculation was performed for points, where disparity value is known. So, for our proposed method
error value is 5,22 before processing. After processing error value became 3,98. For semi-global
matching error value is equal to 4,00. We can see that proposed method of error correction can
significantly reduce the number of errors in the disparity map.
6. Conclusion
A new method and algorithm of error correction on the areas with low value of pixel intensity gradient
are proposed. The important feature is that an algorithm allows removing only point with the wrong
disparity value. The other points of fragment are not affected. This feature is very useful for disparity
maps formation, which affects the three-dimensional models calculation of coordinates. The
constructed technology, including this algorithm, has a high accuracy.
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Abstract. The analysis of electrocardiogram signal morphology based on
convolutional neural network is considered. Input data is obtained by splitting the
signal into cardiac cycles. The calculation the average cycle is performed to exclude
the artefacts. The Haar wavelet transform of the average cycle is performed. The
images of size 200x6 are input data for the recognition system: 200 – number of
counts constituting the cycle; 6 – number of Haar transform time scales. This work is a
reconsideration of the previous work of the authors. The training samples base of
marked cardiac cycle segments is the same (1500 cycles): the average cycle and the
segment’s start and end indexes. In the previous work, the original composite system
consisting of several modules was used as a recognition system. In current work it is
proposed to use the convolutional neural network with the special structure: 4
convolutional layers, 2 dense layers, and 200 outputs for every of 3 segment. The
recognition system based on neural network showed results slightly superior to the
previous system. The percent of acceptable localization of the segments is the
following: P – 82.2%, QRS – 88.7%, and T – 85.4%. The proposed system effectively
solves the problem using the standard modules of modern artificial neural networks.

1. Introduction
Among the many methods of research, observation and monitoring of human condition, the leading
place belongs to electrocardiography (ECG). The need to monitor the ECG during anesthesia,
resuscitation, intensive care and diagnosis is beyond all doubt. The ECG signal carries a large amount
of information, and a detailed automatic analysis of the patient's ECG signal allows to timely generate
alarms that prevent death, as well as to make prognostic conclusions.
When processing the ECG signal, taking the advantages of modern computing resources, it is
required to automatically analyze the shape of the ECG signal cycle (cardiocycle), i.e. automatically
recognize the characteristic segments and determine their time and amplitude parameters. [1]
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An example of the ECG signal cardiac cycle shape and it’s characteristic points is shown in Fig. 1.
It is common in cardiology to analyze the segments, i.e. the regions between the characteristic points:
the segment of P (points P0… P1), QRS segment of a point (Q...S), and the segment T (point T0… T1).
The morphology analysis input receives information obtained at the stage of splitting the ECG signal
into cycles: an array of cardiocycle signals accumulated over a some period of time. [2-3]

Figure 1. The average shape of the cardiac cycle.

Figure 2. The software used to obtain the training sample base of marked cardiac cycles segments.
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Figure 3. The stages of the previous version of the cardiac cycle morphology analysis.
2. The previous version of the cardiac cycle morphology analysis
Based on the fact that the normal cardiocycle shape changes slowly over time and each current
cardiocycle can be distorted by artifacts and noises, it makes sense to recognize the characteristic
segments of average cardiocycle shape. The average cardiocycle of several (5-20) cardiocycles having
a high correlation coefficient with each other is calculated. Then the selected cardiocycles are
averaged pointwise. An example of the obtained signal is shown in Fig. 1 [2]. In the following stages,
the shape (characteristic points and segments) of the cardiocycle is recognized.
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The training of the recognition system is performed on the basis of the information provided after
the manual cardiocycle marking, i.e. the localization of the start and end indexes of the segments P,
QRS, and T is known. Such information can be formed using specially developed software. Marking
of cardiocycles segments should be made by a medical specialist in this area. The screenshot example
of the software developed by LLC Izhtelemed for performing of such marking is presented on Fig. 2.
[4]
In [2] it was proposed to use a special algorithm based on the pattern recognition of the ECG signal
(Fig. 3.). An original composite system consisting of several modules was developed.
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Figure 4. The stages of the cardiac cycle morphology analysis based on neural network.
3. The cardiac cycle morphology analysis based on neural network
In this paper, a reconsideration of the approach based on the pattern recognition of the cardiocycle
morphology is carried out, and it is proposed to use an artificial neural network (ANN) as a
recognition system of cardiocycle segments. Fig. 4 presents the stages of morphology analysis based
on convolutional ANN.
Currently, most studies on ECG analysis algorithms use wavelet transform [5-7]. In the course of the
study in [2] it was found that the wavelet transform application of the signal simplifies the ECG
cardiac cycle segmentation. In this paper, in contrast to the previous work [2], the Haar wavelet
transform of the average cardiocycle was chosen due to the simplicity of its implementation [8]:
𝑥 𝑘2𝑖 −𝑥 𝑘2𝑖+1

𝑥 𝑘2𝑖 +𝑥 𝑘2𝑖+1

𝑑𝑘+1𝑖 =
, 𝑥 𝑘+1𝑖 =
,
(1)
2
2
where x is the signal for which the wavelet transform of the next time scale is calculated; d is the result
of the wavelet transform calculation; k is the time scale number; i is the signal point index.
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As a result of wavelet transform of each cardiocycle at different time scales, a matrix of halfdifferences is obtained based on which the image is formed. This image then will be fed to the ANN
input layer. A total of 6 time scales of transformation is used, an example is shown on Fig. 7.
At the moment, most researchers in signal, speech and image recognition algorithms use a neural
network [9-13]. Some researchers combine wavelets and neural network [14-15].
To solve the problem of cardiocycle segments localization based on the wavelet transform results, the
apparatus of convolutional ANN (which have been successfully used for image processing in recent years)
was chosen.
The first convolutional ANN (which borrowed for computer science the ideas embodied by nature in
the visual cortex) was the ANN of Kunihiko Fukushima (Neocognitron, 1975-1980) [16]. The
convolutional network in already quite modern form appeared in the works of Yann LeCun (LeNet, 1989).
[9]
The input data for the ANN in this paper are the Haar wavelet transform results performed on the
average cardiocycle, presented in the form of images of size 200x6, where 200 – the number of counts
constituting the cardiocycle (1 second), 6 – the number of time scales of the Haar wavelet transform.
The base of the cardiac cycle segments recognition system are the modules of the convolutional
ANN. The special structure of the developed ANN is shown on Fig. 5.
The main modules of the proposed ANN structure are convolutional layers. To avoid the network
overfitting problem to the ANN it is added the layers of random transmission shutoffs of the
particular outputs (dropout) with a probability of outputs disconnection equal to 25%.
The last two layers of ANN are dense (fully connected) layers. A formed structure of the ANN
outputs based on the requirements of the solved problem is following: an array of 200 outputs for each
segment (P, QRS, T), i.e. total of 600 outputs.

Figure 5. The structure of proposed convolutional artificial neural network.
4. Experiments
To train the recognition system, it is necessary to form a correct training sample base. Each training
example should include the following: the image obtained as a result of the Haar wavelet transform of
the average cardiocycle, as well as the coordinates of the start and end indexes of the segments (P,
QRS, T) which was marked by the expert.
Before training the ANN, it was necessary to modify the training sample to bring the format of
target responses for each training example in accordance with the ANN outputs. On the basis of a set
of 6 coordinates of 3 segments from each cardiac cycle allocated by the cardiologist 3 array of outputs
target values for each segment separately are formed according to the following formula (2):
1, 𝑖 ∈ [𝑖 𝑚0 , 𝑖 𝑚1 ]
𝑡 𝑚𝑖 = �
,
(2)
0, 𝑖 ∉ [𝑖 𝑚0 , 𝑖 𝑚1 ]
m
where i = {1...200} is the ANN’s output index and the coordinate on the average cardiac cycle; t i is
the target output value; m is the segment number; im0 and im1 is the indexes of the start and end of the
segment marked by the expert.
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After obtaining a set of outputs for each segment by using ANN it is necessary to interpret them.
Each training example after transformation by formula (2) contain an image of the wavelet transform
result of the average cardiocycle and an array of 600 values, the localization of each segment in which
will be allocated units (Fig. 7).
The mean square error (MSE) is chosen as the optimization criterion in this work. The ANN’s
output MSE is the difference between the desired result (target) and the actual output. In the process of
ANN fitting the regression problem is solved, i.e. the values of all outputs obtained during the work of
ANN should match with all target outputs values in the training sample. To measure the recognition
quality we use the standard error function:
1
1
∑ ∑ (𝑒 𝑚𝑖 )2 =
∑ ∑ (𝑡 𝑚𝑖 − 𝑦 𝑚𝑖 )2,
MSE =
(3)
𝑚⋅𝑖 𝑚 𝑖
𝑚⋅𝑖 𝑚 𝑖
m
m
where e i is the error value of the segment’s m output i; y i is the output obtained by ANN (depends
on the ANN’s current weights values and the input example); tmi is the target output value.
The ANN learning process is reduced to correcting the ANN weights, so as to minimize the MSE.
The gradient descent method is generally used to minimize the MSE. In this work, an adaptive Adam
algorithm based on gradient descent with smoothed versions of the mean and standard gradients is
used to optimize MSE. [17]
Training samples base consisting of 1500 elements was used to fit the ANN. All samples were
divided into training and test subsamples with the ratio of 80% by 20%, i.e. training subsample
contains 1200 examples and the test subsample contains 300 examples.
The average period of the ANN’s training was 1 hour and 40 minutes on Lenovo G505s laptop
(CPU AMD A10-5750M, RAM 4 GB). The graph of the error function obtained during ANN training
is shown on Fig. 6, where the abscissa axis is the learning epoch number.
Training error displays the ANN’s fitting accuracy on a training subsample. However, it does not
give a full confidence that the trained model will also be working well on a new data that was not in
the training subsample. The model accuracy on the new data is the ANN generalizing ability. To
estimate the model generalization ability, the generalization error obtained on the test subsample was
used (Fig. 6).

a) the training subsample error

b) the generalization error
Figure 6. Changing an errors when training ANN.
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The ANN learning process is iterative. Each iteration is called an epoch. During one epoch, all the
examples from the training subsample are submitted to the ANN input. It is also possible to validate
the fitting error on the test subsample. As can be seen on the charts, the error function reaches a
minimum at epoch 19.
After the ANN training phase, it is possible to use the cardiac cycle segments recognition system
on unknown signals. During operation, as well as during training, the wavelet Haar transform of the
average cardiocycle is applied, and then the resulting image is fed to the ANN input. The ANN was
localized precisely enough the P and QRS segments on the EGG signal which neither was in the
training nor in the test subsample (Fig. 7). Segment T localization error could be the result of an
inaccurate marking by the expert.

a) the average cardiac cycle signal

b) the Haar wavelet transform result (ANN input)

c) the segments recognition result (ANN outputs)
Figure 7. The example of segments localization results.
To perform experiments with the ECG morphology analysis system based on the proposed ANN,
the Keras library was used – an open-source ANN library written in Python. It is capable of running
on top of the Deeplearning4j, TensorFlow, or Theano frameworks. In this work, Keras was used along
with TensorFlow – an open-source software library for machine learning. [18-19]
The Table 1 is showing the results of practical comparison of the proposed cardiocycle segments
recognition system (based on convolutional ANN) and the previous version of recognition system
proposed in [2] (pattern recognition algorithm) both carried out on the same signals sample (1500
samples). Column names mean the following:
a) elimit is the absolute difference between manual marking and automatic recognition of a segment
coordinate, the error expressed in counts;
b) point is the name of the cardiac cycle characteristic points: P0, P1, Q, S, T0, T1;
c) % is percentage of samples satisfying the value elimit.
According to the clinical requirements for the quality of the algorithms results for the cardiocycles
segments localization on real signals, a maximum error of no more than 40 MS is allowed. In our case,
when the quantization frequency is of 200 Hz, maximum allowable error is equal 8 counts.
According to these requirements, the recognition system based on ANN with a maximum allowable
error of 8 counts showed satisfactory results for the following segments (rows in table 1 marked are
grayed out): P – 82.18 % of samples, QRS – 88.74 % of samples, and T – 85.36 % of samples. The
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system based on the pattern recognition proposed in [2] showed a satisfactory results for the following
segments: P – 81.44 % of samples, QRS – 89.20 % of samples, and T – 80.50 % of samples.
Table 1. The results of the recognition systems comparison.
%
pattern
convolutional
elimit point
recognition [2]
ANN
2
P0
39.77
34.15
2
P1
41.59
39.31
2
Q
58.76
46.25
2
S
60.64
57.18
2
T0
43.46
45.69
2
T1
43.62
41.27
4
P0
58.33
53.28
4
P1
60.89
56.34
4
Q
76.76
73.56
4
S
77.93
68.93
4
T0
64.58
62.80
4
T1
61.58
60.56
8
P0
81.44
84.93
8
P1
83.35
82.18
8
Q
90.38
90.82
8
S
89.20
88.74
8
T0
84.65
86.15
8
T1
80.50
85.36
16
P0
93.54
96.93
16
P1
93.95
92.99
16
Q
95.31
94.53
16
S
95.31
95.18
16
T0
94.56
93.62
16
T1
94.15
92.23
5. Conclusion
The system based on convolutional ANN proposed in this paper showed results slightly superior to the
previous system based on pattern recognition [2] and similar to the work [20].
The proposed system effectively solves the problem used the standard modules of modern
convolutional ANN, which simplifies the development of signal and image analysis systems.
The obtained results should be considered as satisfactory given that the training sample was formed
mainly on the basis of the ECG from the functional diagnosis cardiological department with large
percentage of it were pathological ECG [3].
In the future researches it is possible to modify the developed ANN structure by adding new layers
to ANN. It is also necessary to increase the variety and volume of training sample signals. Thus, it is
possible to improve the recognition system and use it in a clinical practice.
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Abstract. The problem of developing tools for the stimulation system of socially optimal
actions (volunteering) is considered. Based on the study of the population’s differentiation
according to the propensity to an altruism, the game-theoretic model of the social group’s
behavior is formed, accounting for the incentives for volunteering. In the cases of the linear
decreasing incentive function and the linear cost functions of agents, the Cournot-Nash
equilibrium mechanism in the corresponding game is proved. An existence of the equilibrium
actions and an impact of incentives on the volunteers’ time distribution are confirmed by the
simulation of the volunteers’ behavior in Russia.

1. Introduction
In Russia, in recent years, volunteering has been developing, because in 2016 a number of the
volunteers was 1.435 million 1, i.e., 1% of the population. The volunteering is realized in the
performance of actions that maximize the collective utility function, that is, socially optimal actions.
The volunteers do not receive income, therefore, these actions do not correspond to the criterion of
individual rationality. The Russian statistics demonstrates that moral motivation is effective for a
narrow social group of altruistic people. Among the broad masses of the population, trends of
individual rationalism [1,2] are exist. The state programs [3,4] implement for overcoming of these
trends. In addition, the expansion of volunteering can be provided by the system of stimulation of
these actions on the base of the state information system [5].
The interconnection algorithms of the stimulation system and the information system [6,7] enable
to solve the problems of personalized registration of citizens' actions, the distribution of the state
incentive fund, the monitoring of the of the stimulation effectiveness.
The methodological basis for the development of incentive systems includes the following
mechanisms: the competitive mechanism is Pareto-efficient and optimal by the criterion of the
additive utility function under non-coalition [8] and coalition [9] agents' behavior; the mechanism of
sequential resource distribution (MSRD) [10,11]; the mechanisms of direct and reverse priorities [12].
For MSRD the existence and the uniqueness were proved [13]; according to MSRD, the incentive is
distributed [14] as a minimum of the agent's message about its action and the average undistributed
rest of incentives. MSRD satisfies [15] the conditions of individual rationality, Pareto efficiency and
1

Labor and employment in Russia 2017: Statistic compilation / Rosstat. Moscow. 2017. 261 p. http://www.gks.ru/free_doc/doc_2017/
trud_2017.pdf
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non-manipulability. MSRD is not applicable in a system with independent and simultaneous agents’
actions, because the MSRD implies the sequential registration of the agent’ actions and the
distribution of incentives. Therefore, we use the compensatory linearly decreasing stimulation
function, for which these conditions were proved [6,7]. The simulation of the social management
[16,17] on the basis of the large groups of population demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach.
The utility functions of agents can take into account the symmetry and asymmetry of their awareness
[18], which is provided by analyzing the correlation of information flows between social groups
[19,20].
The stimulation system of socially optimal actions provides the following results:
- an increase in a number of the volunteers and the time fund of these actions;
- the cross-impact of the altruism and the individual rationality on the behavior of the population
groups;
- an emergence of the contradictions between the interests of large social groups, differentiated by a
degree of the propensity to the altruism.
Consequently, the model of the population behavior can be formed as the non-cooperative game of
the social groups (hereinafter, the agents). The utility functions of these agents include both the
incentives for performing socially optimal actions and the loss of the income due to the redistribution
of available time, which is a constraint.
2. Methods
We assume that, for the kth agent, a continuous function ζ k (•) is defined, and we denote the socially
optimal actions time interval in the absence of stimulation as ak . The function ζ k (•) expresses the

dependence of ak on the available time fund, and the function has the following form:

ak = ζ k (D ) = D δ ak , δ ak ∈ [0,1], D >> 1, k ∈ K ,

(1)

where D is the disposable time fund, i.e., the physical time fund with the exception of the rest time; δ a
is the elasticity coefficient of the “charitable” time to D, which characterizes the propensity to the
altruism; K is the set of agents; ak is the component of the socially optimal actions vector

A = {ak , k ∈ K }.

Definition: the altruism (the propensity to the charity) of the kth agent is called the type of agent,
for which δ ak > 0,5 in function (1).
We introduce the hypothesis of the influence of the propensity to the altruism on the agent's
behavior: an increase in the propensity to the altruism leads to a decrease in the utility of the wage,
i.e.,
(2)
U δ/ a ( pd ) < 0 ,
where d is the working time interval; pd is the price (the tariff rate) of the working time; U (•) is the
continuously differentiated utility function of the agent.
In the case of the stimulation, the model of the agents’ actions choice includes the utility function
and the stimulation function. We describe these components of the model.
The agent’s utility function is the difference between the sum of the incentives and the costs of the
working time loss:
(3)
U k (ak ) = pa ak − p1d− δ ak ak , k ∈ K ,
where pa is the sum of the insensitive, i.e., the price of a unit of “charitable” time. Formula (3)
corresponds to hypothesis (2), because, with a growth of δ a , the influence of the working time price
and the working time fund on the agent’s utility decreases.
The stimulation function determines the price of the insensitive as follows [7]:
(4)
pa (A ) = b1 − b2 ∑ nk ak , k ∈ K , b1 , b2 > 0 ,
k ∈K
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where nk is the number of agents in kth social group, which is constant in the current period; b1 ,b2
are the constant coefficients, calculated by the following formulas
A0
p
D
(4а)
b1 = pd 0
, b2 = 0 d D , A0 = ∑ ak0 , AD = ∑ nk .
D
A −A
A −A
2 k ∈K
k ∈K
The coefficients b1 ,b2 depend on the of agents’ actions vector in the previous period

{

}

A 0 = ak0 , k ∈ K . Formulas (4a) are obtained on the basis of the following conditions 1: 1) in the

absence of incentives (i.e., for pa (A ) = 0 ), the total number of the socially optimal actions is equal to

∑a

k∈K

0
k

; 2) when the price of the incentive is equal to the average wage pd , the disposable time fund is

divided equally between the working time and the “charitable” time (i.e.,

D
).
2

We consider the problem of searching for the Nash equilibrium vector А from the maximum of the
utility function (3) under condition (4) in the case of the constancy of the agents’ number in all social
∂n
groups (i.e., k = 0∀k ∈ K ).
∂pa
3. Results and discussion
The equilibrium conditions are formulated as the following assertion.
Assertion 1 2. The actions vector А, satisfying the following conditions
∂a j 

 − p1d− δ ak = 0 ,
(5)
b1 − b2 ∑ n j a j − b2 nk ak 1 + ∑

∂
a
j∈K
j
K
k
\
∈
k 

∂a j
(6)
∑ > −2, k ∈ K ,
j∈K \ k ∂ak
is the Nash equilibrium in problem (3), (4).
In the case of the Cournot hypothesis [21], all agents symmetrically do not change the selected
actions in response to the environment’s actions, i.e.
∂a j
(7)
= 0, j ∈ K \ k ,
∂ak
which corresponds to the simultaneous and independent choice of actions.
Under condition (7), system (5) has the following form
b + p1d− δ ak
(8)
2nk ak + ∑ n j a j − α k = 0, α k = 1
,k ∈K ,
b2
j∈K \ k
The solution of the system (8) by the Kramer's method can be written as follows:
nα k − ∑ α j
j∈K \ k
*
(9)
,k ∈ K ,
ak =
(n + 1)nk
where the symbol “*” denotes the equilibrium values, n is the number of agents in the system. For the
Cournot-Nash equilibrium (9), conditions (6) are satisfied considering (7).
1

2

In the case of these conditions, the system of equations b1 − b2 A0 = 0, b1 − b2 AD = pd leads to the solution (4a).



Proof of assertion 1. Function (3) under (4) has the form U k (ak ) =  b1 − b2



the extremum necessary condition U

/
ak

∑n a

k ∈K

k k


ak − p1d− δ ak ak . Therefore,


= 0 can be written in the form (5). The sufficient maximum condition

U < 0 leads to (6).
//
ak
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We simulate the equilibrium (11) using the example of the social groups of Russian volunteers
ln ak
(Table 1). The actual propensity to the altruism is calculated by the formula δ ak (a ) =
that
ln D
follows from formula (1), where the weekly time fund is taken equal to D=112 hours; the graph of the
function δ ak (a ) is shown in Fig. 1. The actual distribution function of the population in groups with
different propensities to the altruism is calculated by the formula f k (a ) =

nk
.
∑ nk

k ∈K

Table 1 Analysis of the volunteers in 2016.
Including time worked per week, hours
Indicator
The average
"charitable" time a,
hours
The population nk,
thousand
The total
"charitable" time А,
thousand hours
The structure of
"charitable" time, %

δak (a )
f k (a )

The agent’s index

Total

<9

9 – 15

16 – 20

21 – 30

31 – 40

41 – 50

>51

8.6

2.35

15

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

1435

997

243

82

48

23

11

9.8

9

8

12398

2343

3645

1640

1440

920

550

588

630

640

100

18.90

29.40

13.23

11.62

7.42

4.44

4.74

5.08

5.16

0.181

0.181

0.574

0.635

0.721

0.782

0.829

0.868

0.900

0.929

0.000
7

0.000
8

0.000
9

0.070
1

0.018

0.005
2

0.000

0.000

3

4

0.000
5

6

The model of the probability distribution of volunteers according to the "charitable" time has the
form of the normal law with certain values of the kurtosis and the asymmetry [7]:
2
w (a − a l )
−
2
1
(10)
f (a ) =
e 2σ a ,
σ a 2π
where a , σ a are the mathematical expectation and the standard deviation of the initial distribution of
the random variable of the "charitable" time; l is the coefficient taking into account the asymmetry
(l>1 is the left asymmetry, l<1 is the right asymmetry) in comparison with the normal law (l = 1); w is
the coefficient taking into account the kurtosis (w<1 is a more uniform distribution, w> 1 is a less
uniform distribution) in comparison with the normal law (w = 1).
According to a degree of the propensity to the altruism, the model of the distribution density of
volunteers has a similar form (10), but because the function δak (ak ) is calculated through a
logarithmic relationship, instead of formula (10), the following formula is used:
f (δ a ) =

−

1
e

σδ

2π

e

( )


e w1  e δ a − e δ


( )

2 e σδ

l1





2

2

,

(11)

where δ, σ δ are the mathematical expectation and the standard deviation of the initial distribution of
the random value of the propensity to the altruism, the parameters w1 ,l1 are similar to the parameters
w, l for the distribution (10).
Using the least squares algorithm implemented in the MSExcel processor, the following values of
the coefficients of functions (10), (11) are obtained: a = 8,6, σ a = 0,57 , w = 0,007, l = 0,58 ,

δ = 0,18, σ δ = −0,65 , w1 = 0,43, l1 = 0,08 . The statistical estimates of regressions (for function (10)
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R 2 = 0,99, F = 257 , for function (11) R 2 = 0,99, F = 218 ) prove their adequacy. Therefore, the
distributions of volunteers according to the time and the propensity to the altruism correspond to the
right branch of the Gauss function, that is, the mathematical expectations of the time and the
propensity to the altruism are close to the minimum of these indicators. Functions (10), (11) with
regard to the indicated coefficients are shown in Fig. 1.2.
f (a ),δa (a )
1,0
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0,0
0
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40
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80

a

δa

f~(a)

Figure 1. Density distribution function of volunteers by the time and the propensity to altruism.
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1,0
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Figure 2. The density function of the distribution of volunteers by the degree of propensity to altruism.
Consider the Cournot-Nash equilibrium (9) for agents, which are indexed in accordance with
Table. 1. In Fig. 3 the distribution functions of the time depending on a degree of the propensity to the
altruism with different insensitives are shown. In Fig. 4 the dependence of the volunteers’ time on the
insensitive is demonstrated.
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Figure 3. The distribution of the volunteers’ time depending on the insensitive.
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Figure 4. The dependence of the total volunteers’ time on the insensitive.
The analysis of the Cournot-Nash equilibria simulation leads to the following conclusions.
First, the distribution of “charitable” time is closest to the real distribution for Ра=0, but the
calculated equilibrium actions are lower than the actual values for the agents with low propensity to
the altruism, and higher than the actual values for the agents with high propensity to the altruism.
Moreover, the volunteers’ time at Ра=0 is lower than the actual value. However, the average deviation
of the total time for each agent from the total actual time is 4%. Consequently, in the developed
equilibrium model, the influence of the population’s propensity to the altruism on the volunteers’ time
is slightly exaggerated.
Second, in the case of the equilibrium distribution, the agents with the highest propensity to the
altruism make the greatest contribution to the volunteers’ time.
Third, with a growth of the insensitive, the distribution of “charitable” time becomes increasingly
uneven, that is, the “charitable” time increases slightly for the agents with low propensity to the
altruism and increases sharply for the agents with high propensity to the altruism. Therefore, the
agents with high propensity to the are the most sensitive to stimulation.
Fourth, with an increasing in the incentive, the total “charitable” time grows, i.e., the stimulation
influences on the involvement in volunteering for high and low altruistic agents.
4. Conclusion
The problem of the developing the information tools for the system of the volunteering stimulation is
considered. In the article, the following main results are obtained.
The game-theoretic model of the social groups’ behavior is developed, taking into account the
stimulation of volunteering, based on the differentiation of the population according to the altruism
and the individual rationality.
In the case of the linear diminishing incentive function and the linear agents’ cost functions, the
Cournot-Nash equilibrium mechanism in the corresponding game is proved.
The simulation of the volunteers’ behavior in Russia demonstrates the adequacy of the model, the
existence of the equilibrium actions vector and the effect of the stimulation on the volunteers’ time.
The analysis shows that the stimulation system has the greatest effect on the agents with high
propensity to altruism, but the growth of socially optimal actions is manifested in all social groups.
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Abstract. The article considers the possible states of the "Retailer-Bank-Insurer" system. The
Pareto-efficient agents’ strategies, which maximize the total profit of the system, are described.
The agents’ models parameters influence on the change in the state of the system is analyzed.
Additionally, the influence of the complementarity effect on the change in the retailer’s optimal
sales volume is investigated. The values of the agents’ parameters, which cause the transition
of the system from one state to another are determined.

1. Introduction
The integrated organizational systems in the economy are formed in the event that the buyer's demand
for one product is conditional upon the fact of purchasing another product. A typical example of such
integration is the “retailer-bank-insurer” system, which is formed in the framework of the retailer’s
credit turnover. Hereinafter, the retailer, the bank, and the insurer are called the agents. The demand
for retailer products encourages customers to apply for loans from banks and insurance services to
insurers, and the possibility of obtaining credit resources, in turn, expands the demand for retailer
products [1]. Therefore, the complementary demand leads to the integrated systems emergence [2].
The integrated system is tightly coupled [5], if the utility function (profit) of agent depends on its
action and on the actions of the environment, i.e., other agents [3, 4]. In particular, the agents’ costs of
the “retailer-bank-insurer” system are interdependent (non-separable), since the system stability is
ensured through mutual payments (commissions, discounts, etc.). The system agents revenues can be
interdependent, if the system has a mechanism for the aggregate utility distribution [6, 7]. In this case,
the agents’ utilities can be considered as transferable.
As a result of the agents heterogeneity in economic activity, the problem of coordinating the
agents’ interests in the integration is considered. The agents, whose goods initiate demand for the
goods of other agents, have prevailing economic activity. One of these agents is called the metaagent. The meta-agent status is realized in the awareness about other agents’ utility functions and the
utility values. The meta-agent chooses the distribution mechanism of the aggregated system utility. In
the “retailer-bank-insurer” system the retailer is the meta-agent. The Pareto efficient [8] algorithm for
the transferable utility distribution for the tightly coupled system was developed in [9].
In this paper, we use this algorithm to investigate the influence of the market environment
parameters on the states of the “retailer-bank-insurer” system. Two types of states can be implemented
in the system [10]. First, the meta-agent dominates, when the meta-agent’s optimal sales volume is
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less than other agents’ optimums; as a result, the environment agents reduce their volumes of sales to
the meta-agent’s volume. Second, the environment dominates, when the meta-agent’s optimum
exceeds other agents’ optimums. Hence, there are two options of coordinating: either the meta-agent
reduces sales to the volume of the environmental optimum level, or the environment increases sales to
the meta-agent’s optimum. The choice of these options is carried out in the system consistently [11,
12], according to the maximum of the total profit criterion. Consequently, the state of the system has a
significant effect on the equilibrium after the agents’ total profits distribution [13].
The subject of the paper is to study the influence of the agents' market demand functions
parameters on the resulting system states and to determine the boundary values of these parameters,
which cause transitions from one state to another.
2. Methods and materials
We consider the "retailer-bank-insurer" system. The utilities of agents are calculated by the following
formulas [3]:
,
(1)
where
;
is the agent’s profit function; pk(n) is the price of k-th
agent's goods; uk is k-th agent’s integration costs; ρk is k-th agent risk; ak(n), bk(n) are the price function
coefficients for the n-th system state (n = 1 is the integrated system with Q-l* > Ql*, n = 2 is the
integrated system with Q-li* > Ql* > Q-lj*, n = 3 is the integrated system with Q-l* < Ql*); K is the
agents’ set; the meta-agent is denoted by the symbol «l», the environment is denoted by the symbol «–
l», the symbol «*» denotes the optimum of the agent; Qk is k-th agent sales; ρk is direct costs per unit
of k-th agent.
The system states are classified as follows:
 1, если Ql*  Q*l ,

(2)
n   2, если Ql*  Q*l ,
3, если Q *  Q * , Q * ,
l
l1
l 2

*
*
where the symbols Ql1, Ql 2 denote the environmental agents of the meta-agent.
The meta-agent is an agent, which profit exceeds the total profit of the environment for the optimal
strategy. The meta-agent is determined by the following criterion:





    Q 

l Ql* 

kK \l

k

*
k

.
(3)
The risk costs characterize the share of probable losses of the agent's average revenue from the
price. The risk cost of the retailer is the bank’s arrears on loans for goods sold. The bank’s risk
exposure is the overdue debt on loans issued, which is taken into account by the discount rate. The
insurer's risk costs are payments for insured events, which are taken into account by the probability of
their occurrence. In the case of uk > 0, the integration costs are interpreted as discounts or commissions
in price of agent with greater economic activity. In the case of uk <0 the integration costs represent the
income of the more active agent as a transfer in the form of price premiums or commissions from
other agents for participation in the integrated system.
The agents’ optimums are calculated by the following formulas [3]:
(4)
The complementary demand is taken into account as follows: the meta-agent sales volume through
its demand function coefficient depends on the environment sales volume:
(5)
where αlk is the complement ratio of k-th and l-th goods, αlk(1) > αlk(2) > 0 are constants. The
complementarity effect is expressed as follows: the growth in lending leads to a faster growth in
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retailer’s turnover under low interest rate (n = 1), and it leads to a slow increase under high interest
rate (n = 2).
The boundary values of the demand functions parameters are determined in the form of the
following conditions:
,
,
where
are the values of the demand functions coefficients under which the
transition occurs between the states n = 1, 2 (denoted by the symbol “~”) and n = 2, 3 (denoted by the
symbol “≈”). Because the system is tightly coupled, that is, the profits redistribution between agents is
possible, the equilibrium is selected according to the agents' total profits criterion:
Q p  Qkp , k  K  arg max  Q,   k Qk*
(6)



where Q

p



  

Q 0

k K

is the Pareto-efficient (equilibrium) vector of the agents’ actions Qkp ;  is the total

system profit.
We consider the problem of searching for the Pareto-effective strategies (i.e., actions) in the
possible states of the "retailer-bank-insurer" system.
3. Results
Assertion 1. The Pareto-effective strategies of agents are as follows:
  Ql* , n  1,

Q p  Qkp , k  K   Q*l , Ql* , n  2,
 Q* , Q* , n  3.
l1
l 2




Proof



of







assertion
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n

p
k

Q0

*
l

=

1,

by

criterion

(6)

we

get

    Q  ; because in this case, according to (2),

Q  Q , k  K  arg max l Q  l1 Q
p

*
 l1

l 2

*
l 2

Ql*  Q*l , then, accounting (3), we can get Qkp  Ql* , k  K . When n = 2, by criterion (6) we get
Q*l  Qkp  Ql* , k  K . When n = 3, we get Q*l1  Qkp  Q*l 2 , k  K .
In order to simulate the Pareto-effective strategies, we consider the “retailer-bank-insurer” system,
in which the initiator of the coordination is the retailer. The parameters of the system are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. System parameters.
Parameters Retailer
Bank
Insurer
ak
49000
0,785
0,35
uk
-3230
0,031
0,018
ρk
0
0,001
0,077
0,09
0,19
pk
49000Q1
0,785Q2
0,35Q30,165
ck
1500
0,053
0,03
bk
-0,09
-0,19
-0,165
As follows from table 1, the maximum price of the retailer's product and its costs exceed the prices
and costs of other agents, therefore, according to the maximum profit criterion, the retailer acts as a the
meta-agent. The retailer receives additional income in the integration, because the integration costs of
the retailer are negative.
In Figure 1, agent the profits dependence on sales volumes are plotted. It should be noted that due
to the large difference in the prices of agents, the realtor's profit is estimated on the right scale, and the
bank's profit and the insurer's profit are presented on the left scale.
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Figure 1. Dependence of agent profits on sale volumes.
In Figure 1, the following notation is used: π1(b1 = -0,1) is the retailer's profit, when its optimum is
less than that of other agents; π1(b1 = -0,09) is the retailer's profit, when its optimum greater than that of
other agents; π2 is the bank’s profit, π3 is the insurer's profit.
The criterion for solving the problem is determined as the total profit of the system. In Figure 2,
the total profit coincides with the retailer's profit due to its significant superiority over other agents.
Thus, the total profit of the system is approximately equal to the retailer's profit. Consequently, the
optimal sales volume of the system is determined by the retailer’s model.

Figure 2. Dependencies of agent profits and total system profits.
In Figure 2, the following notation is used: π1(b1 = -0,1) is the retailer's profit, when its optimum less
than that of other agents; π1(b1 = -0,09) is the retailer's profit, when its greater than that of other agents; π2
is the bank’s profit, π3 is the insurer's profit, πΣ1(b1 = -0,0915) is the total profit of non-integrated agents,
when the optimal retailer’s volume is greater than the optimal volumes of other agents, πΣ1(b1 = -0,096) s
the total profit of non-integrated agents, when the optimal retailer’s volume is less than the optimal
volume of other agents.
The changing in the market parameters leads to a variety of system states, which is characterized
by the position of Ql* relative to other agents. In Figure 2, the set of the possible states reflects its
boundary states, when Ql(1)*= Q2* and Ql(1)*= Q3*. Accordingly, it is possible to distinguish three
intervals: Ql*< Q2* < Q3*, Q2* < Ql*< Q3*, Q2*< Q3* < Ql*.
Provided that the agent optimal volume depends on b1, it is possible to determine the boundary
values b1. The situation Ql*= Q2* < Q3* is realized, when b1 = -0,098. The situation Q2*< Q3* = Ql* is
reached, when b1 = -0,098. In the situation (b1 = -0,1) the retailer’s optimal volume Ql(1)* is less than
the optimal volumes of other agents Q2*, Q3*. In the situation (b1 = -0,09) the retailer’s optimal
volume Ql(1)* is greater than the optimal volumes of other agents Q2*, Q3*. Because the retailer's
profit significantly exceeds other agents’ profit, the total profit of agents in a non-integrated system
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almost coincides with the retailer's profit. Accordingly, it is possible to determine the optimum of the
system as the optimum of the retailer.
We carry out the factor analysis of the market parameters influence a1, b1, a2, b2 on Q1*.

Figure 3. Dependencies of agents’ optimal volumes on market factors a1, b1.
We consider the following initial market environment parameters : a1= 49000, b1= -0,019. When
changing the market parameters a1, b1, the complementarity effect does not arise, because the sales
volumes of other agents do not change. Accordingly, the parameter αlk in formula (5) is not taken into
account. At the same time, it is obvious that an increase in a1 is accompanied by a less sharp change in
the retailer’s optimal volume, than with a change in b1. Thus, an increase in а1 from 0 до 4% provides
that it enters the zone Q2*<Q1*<Q3*. An increasing in a1 by more than 4% provides that the retailer’s
volume a switch to the zone Q1*>Q3*. At the same time, as a1 decreases, the retailer’s optimal volume
decreases, and the situation Q1*<Q2* arises.
An increasing in b1 from 3% to 4% provides that the retailer’s volume is in the zone
Q2*<Q1*<Q3*. An increasing in b1 more than 4% provides that the retailer’s volume is in the zone
Q1*>Q3*. A decreasing in b1 leads to the retailer’s optimum reducing, and a situation Q1*<Q2* arises.
When the market parameters a2, b2 change, the value of the bank’s optimal volume changes, and
the complementary effect arises that affects the retailer’s sales. The calculation of the parameter a1 by
the formula (3) leads to an increase in Q1* with increasing Q2*.
An increase in the a2 leads to changes in the optimal volumes of the bank and the retailer. An
increasing in a2 from -2% to -1% leads to transition of the retailer’s optimum in the zone Q2* < Q1* <
Q3*. An increasing in a2 from -1% to +∞ provides the retailer’s volume transition to the zone Q1* >
Q3*. While decreasing in a2 more than 2%, the retailer’s optimal volume is reduced, and a situation
Q1* < Q2* arises.
Table 2. Characteristic intervals.
n=2
n=3
n=1
Q2*< Q1*< Q3*
Q1* > Q3*
Q1*< Q2*
∆a1(-∞,0%),
∆a1(0%,-4%),
∆a1(-4%,+∞),
∆b1(-∞,3%)
∆b1(3%,4%)
∆b1(4%,+∞)
∆a2(-∞,-2%),
∆b2(-∞,-1%)

∆a2(-2%,-1%),
∆b2(-1%,1,6%)

∆a2(-1%,+∞),
∆b2(1,6%,+∞)

A changing in b2 from -1% to 1,6% provides that the retailer’s optimum is the zone Q2* < Q1* <
Q3*. An increasing in b2 more than 1,6% provides that the retailer’s optimum switches to the zone
Q1*> Q3*. When b2 decreases more than 1%, the retailer’s optimal sales volume decreases and the
situation Q1* < Q2* arises.
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The situation n = 1 denotes that the retailer’s sales volume is in the interval Q1* < Q2. In this
situation, the retailer’s sales volume is the least in the system, hence, the retailer is interested in
reducing the volume of other agents to Q1.
The situation n = 2 denotes that the retailer’s sales volume is in the interval Q2* < Q1* < Q3*. In
this situation, the retailer’s optimal volume is greater than the bank’s optimum, but less than the
insurer’s optimum. The retailer encourages the bank to increase its sales, and it encourages the insurer
to reduce its sales.
Situation n = 3 denotes that the retailer’s sales volume is in the interval Q1* > Q3*. In this
situation, the optimal sales volume of the retailer is greater than other agents’ optimums, therefore, it
is interested to encourage them to increase the sales.
The emergence of each situations is a result of a change in the parameters of the retailer: the
maximum price of its product and the ratio of sales volume change to the price. Additionally, due to
the complementarity effect, the change in bank’s parameters through the coefficient of the demand
function affects the change in the retailer’s volume. Hence, the retailer’s parameters are determined:
the maximum price and the change in sales volume, when the transition from one situation to another
occurs.
4. Conclusion
The paper considers the “retailer-bank-insurer” system. The system takes into account the integration
costs and the joint influence of agents’ sales volumes on each other. Several frontier positions have
been defined, under which the Pareto-effective system strategy changes.
The zones Q1* < Q2*, Q2* < Q1* < Q3*, Q1* > Q3* are selected. In the first zone, the retailer, in
order to increase its profit, is interested in encouraging the bank and the insurer to reduce their sales
volumes to Q1*. In the second zone, to achieve the same result, the bank must increase its sales
volume, and the insurer must decrease. In the third zone, both the bank and the insurer must increase
their sales to achieve Q1*.
The influence of market factors ak, bk on the optimal sales volume of agents is analyzed. An
increase in these parameters leads to an increase in the optimal sales volumes of agents of the relevant
market. At the same time, the change in the bank’s parameters has an impact on the change in
retailer’s sales volume. The change in the retailer's optimum is more sensitive to changes in the bank’s
parameters.
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Abstract. The problem of predicting the movement of public transport is one of the
most popular problems in the field of transport planning due to its practical
significance. Various parametric and non-parametric models are used to solve this
problem. In this paper, heterogeneous information affecting the prediction value is used
to predict the arrival time of public transport, and a comparison of the main machine
learning algorithms for the public transport arrival time forecasting is given: neural
networks, support vector regression. An experimental analysis of the algorithms was
carried out on real traffic information about bus routes in Samara, Russia.

1. Introduction
Public passenger transport is an important part of the transport system. Efficient use of
passenger transport will help to reduce road congestion by reducing the use of personal vehicles,
as well as cut down fuel consumption and reduce environmental pollution. To improve the
quality of passenger transport service, among other things, it is necessary to provide passengers
with information about the exact arrival time of vehicles at stops. This information is important
for passengers because it allows them to choose alternative routes and reduce the waiting time
for vehicles.
The arrival time of vehicles at stops can be considered as stochastic, since it depends on many
factors, including the passing time of road segments, the time spent at stops and the delay time at
intersections. Furthermore, such factors as traffic congestion, incidents and weather conditions
must be taken into account to predict the arrival time. Thus, the development of prediction
model that takes into account various spatial-temporal factors is a difficult task.
Despite the popularity of the above mentioned problem, many papers consider only individual
factors (for example, speed of the vehicle on the current and previous road segments) to predict
the arrival time at stop. Moreover, the comparison of algorithms in those papers is carried out
on different sets of data that often include information about only one or a few routes.
In this paper, a comparison of different public transport arrival time prediction models
including artificial neural networks, support vector regression and linear regression is made.
Heterogeneous information describing the transport situation is used for prediction. Comparison
of algorithms is carried out on the traffic data of bus network in Samara, Russia.
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2. Related works
There are a large number of studies devoted to the problem of public transport arrival prediction.
All existing works can be divided into several categories according to the type of used models
and algorithms: parametric and non-parametric regression models, Kalman filters based models,
artificial neural networks, the support vector machine, hybrid models.
Linear regression models [1, 2] are constructed as regression functions from a set of
independent variables. The applicability of these models to transport systems is limited due
to the strong correlation of the variables of the regression function. Nonparametric regression,
in particular, the k-nearest-neighbor method, was used to solve the prediction problem in the
papers [3, 4, 5]. However, the requirement of a large sample size imposes a restriction on the use
of this method in real time. In [6], a clustering algorithm was used to determine the distribution
of the travel time of the road segment.
Models based on the Kalman filter [7] allow to estimate the future values of the dependent
variables based on the recursive procedure, taking into account the stochastic nature of the
process and the noise of the measurements. Models of artificial neural networks (ANN) [8, 9]
are the most commonly used approaches for predicting arrival time. Prediction model presented
in [8] combines two models of neural networks trained using two sets of data respectively: travel
times dataset and arrival time at stops dataset. Authors of [9] used the Bayesian approach to
combine several neural networks to build a prediction.
The support vector regression (SVR) is a set of similar learning algorithms with a teacher
used for classification and regression analysis problems [11, 12]. In [12], the travel time of the
current and next road segments was used for prediction. In [11], the authors used a genetic
algorithm to select SVR parameters. The authors of [13] used a prediction model that combines
two SVR models.
Hybrid models are also used to reduce the forecast error [14, 15, 16]. These models combine
several heterogeneous methods and algorithms. The travel time prediction problem is necessary
to solve other complex problems, such as reliable path finding [17] or autonomous vehicles routing
[18].
The results of a comparison of several regression models and machine learning methods are
presented in [19], the best result was shown by the SVR model. Inverse results were obtained
in [20], the best results were shown by the neural network model.
In most works, the best results of the public transport arrival time prediction were shown
using machine learning methods: neural network models and SVR. However, the choice of a
particular model depends on the used input data.
3. Basic notation and problem formulation
A transport network is considered as a directed graph, the vertices of which correspond to the
stops and the edges denotes segments of the transport network between the stops.
Let’s s denotes a bus stop from set S; wij denotes the segment of the transport network
between the stops i ∈ S and j ∈ S with length |wij |; r denotes public transport route from set
R; Rij denotes the set of routes passing through segment wij ; n denotes a vehicle from set N ;
Nr denotes a set of vehicles with route r ∈ R.
The problem of arrival time prediction for the vehicle n ∈ N with route r ∈ R at the stop
j ∈ S can be formulated as:
tarr,n
= tdep,n
+ Tijtravel,n ,
j
i

(1)

where tarr,n
denotes the arrival time at the stop j, tdep,n
denotes the departure time from the
j
i
stop i, Tijtravel,n denotes the travel time between stops i and j.
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Then the problem of the arrival time prediction is reduced to the problem of travel time
n prediction.
prediction Tijtravel,n or, equivalently, problem of vehicle’s speed vij
The problem can be formulated as follows:
using the transport network graph, as well as statistical and real-time data, predict a speed
n (t , t) at the time t, considering that the prediction is calculated at time t .
v̂ij
c
c
4. Proposed model
4.1. Factors of prediction
n of a vehicle n ∈ N running the route r ∈ R, various
In order to obtain a speed prediction v̂ij
factors affecting the predicted value can be taken into account. In contrast to the works known to
the authors, this article proposes the use of heterogeneous information describing the transport
situation. This information defined as follows:
n of the vehicle n ∈ N on the segment w ;
• The speed vij
ij
route,r
• The weighted average speed vij
of vehicles running the route r ∈ R on the segment wij :


P
dep,k
k
ω
t
−
t
vij
k∈N
i
r
route,r

 ,
vij
(t) = P
dep,k
k∈Nr ω t − ti

where ω(t) is a kernel
(
exp (−αt),
ω(t) =
0,

t ≤ ∆max ,
t > ∆max ;

∆max is a time interval for which estimates of speed are considered.
all of vehicles with any route on the segment w :
• The weighted average speed vij
ij


P
P
dep,k
k
vij
k∈Nr ω t − ti
r∈R
ij
all

 ;
vij (t) = P
P
dep,k
ω
t
−
t
k∈Nr
r∈Rij
i
• The average hourly traffic flow speed v hour ;
• The average daily traffic flow speed v day ;
stat (t) of vehicles with any route on the segment w at time
• The historical average speed vij
ij
interval t;
f low
• The average traffic flow speed vij
(t) on the segment wij at the time point t;
f N ow
• The traffic flow speed vij
on the segment wij at the current time.

It is assumed that the average hourly and average daily speeds reflect the current seasonal
and weather situation indirectly, the average speed of the traffic flow reflects the changes in the
traffic situation and the occurrence of congestion.
4.2. The basic model of an artificial neural network
In [20], the neural network model with one hidden layer containing 5 neurons was used as a
prediction model. Three factors were used to predict the travel time of the vehicle n ∈ N with
the route r ∈ R on the road segment wij :
route,r
• the weighted speed of vehicle with the same route on the road segment vij
(t);
all (t);
• the weighted speed of vehicle with any route on the road segment vij
n
• the vehicle speed on the previous segment vi−1,i .

We denote this model as ANN3,5,1 .
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4.3. Support vector regression model
The support vector regression (SVR) method is a special class of algorithms characterized by the
use of kernels. The most common kernels are linear, polynomial, radial basis function, sigmoid.
In this work a radial basis function is used in the following form:
k(x, x0 ) = exp(−γkx − x0 k2 ),
where γ > 0 is a model parameter, x and x0 are the input data of the model. The three above
mentioned factors are used as an input data.
4.4. Extended model of artificial neural network
n (t , t) of
We proposed to use an extended model of the neural network to predict the speed v̂ij
c
a vehicle n ∈ N , running the route r ∈ R. The input data includes all the factors described in
Section 4.1, and it can be written as a vector:

n
n1 n2 route,r
all
stat
stat
V = vi−1,i
, vij
, vij ,vij
(t), vij
(t), vij
(tc ), vij
(t),

f low
f low
f N ow
vij
(tc ), vij
(t), v hour (t), v day (t), vij
.
where n1 is a preceding vehicle of the route r which passed the transport segment wij , n2 is a
preceding vehicle of any route which passed the road segment wij .
The neural network model of the following form is used for prediction: one input layer (12
neurons), one hidden layer (13 neurons) and one output layer (1 neuron). The Adam [21] method
was used as the optimization method.
4.5. Experiments
Experimental studies of models were carried out on traffic data of bus routes in the transport
network of Samara, Russia, for two months, from August 1, 2018 to September 30, 2018. The
forecast was performed for 837 vehicles on 176 routes.
The comparison of the linear regression model LR, basic neural network model ANN3,5,1 ,
support vector regression model SVR and the extended neural network model ANNext was
made.
In order to evaluate the prediction quality of each prediction model, two standard metrics
were used: mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and mean absolute error (MAE).
n

MAPE =

1 X |vt − vˆt |
× 100%
n
vt

(2)

t=1

n

MAE =

1X
|vt − vˆt |
n

(3)

t=1

where vt is a real value and v̂t is a predicted value.
Table 1 shows the comparison of prediction models for one of the routes of the analysed
transport network.
Table 1. Comparison of prediction models.
MAPE
MAE

LR
29.58
1.76

ANN3,5,1
29.76
1.77

SVR
34.75
2.20

ANNext
27.75
1.60
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In this case, the size of the input data used for training and forecasting was limited to the
size of selected route’s data. Data obtained on a given day were used as a test data, all the rest
data were used as a train data. The table shows the average MAE and MAPE values obtained
for 7 days. From the obtained results it can be seen that the average value of the prediction
error for one road segment is quite high. The best result is demonstrated by the extended model
of an artificial neural network.
However, more interesting are the results of predicting the arrival time of vehicles at distant
stops. For experimental studies of the dependence of MAPE and MAE on the forecast horizon,
the full volume of data on the vehicles movement was used. The studies were carryed out for one
day and all routes, while the data obtained for the entire above-mentioned period of time except
the selected day were used as archival data. The time spent on training the SVR model amounts
to tens of hours for such a significant amount of input data and the results obtained above show
the superiority of other models. Thus the SVR model was not used on these experimental
studies.The dependence of MAPE and MAE on the forecast horizon are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The dependence of MAPE and MAE on the forecast horizon.

Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that the prediction quality of the extended
model of an artificial neural network is higher throughout the forecast horizon than the prediction
quality of the other models . The worst result was obtained using the basic model of the artificial
neural network. At the same time, the value of MAPE decreases for all considered models with
an increase in the forecast horizon value. The prediction quality of the vehicles arrival time at
distant stops is significantly higher than the prediction quality for the nearest stops.
5. Conclusion
This paper proposed an extended model of the neural network which takes into account
heterogeneous information to predict the arrival time of the public transport. The experiments
were carried out on real traffic information about bus routes in the Samara, Russia. The proposed
model showed the best results compared to linear regression model, support vector regression
model and the basic model of the artificial neural network.
The proposed model can be used to predict the arrival time of public transport in real time.
The possible direction of further research includes the usage of different models for individual
routes or periods of the day.
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Abstract. The paper presents an approach to organizing the detection of conflicts between
requirements based on an ontological model and a system of production rules. Requirements in
the form of plain text are converted to instances of OWL ontologies for analysis. There are
three basic elements “subject”, “action” and “object” in the requirements. These elements
become classes of the ontology. The object properties between instances of the same classes
are defined in the ontology. In the system of rules it is determined that one of four types of
relations can be established between a pair of the requirements: isConflict, isDuplicate,
isInterconnect, isNotInterconnect. We develop the software product in the Python language for
building and applying production rules system for classes and property objects of the ontology.
Protégé 5.2 is used to work with the ontology. Also Python library PySwip and development
environment SWI-Prolog 7.6.4 are used in the work. The paper also considers the issues of
extracting requirements ontology instances from the automated processing results of textual
requirements. The UDPipe with Russian language model is used for text processing

1. Introduction
Essential precondition for successful implementation of the software products is the preliminary
development of high-quality software requirements specification (SRS). The latter task is solved
during requirements engineering (RE) process, in which inaccurate and incomplete ideas about what
services should the software product provide in order to solve the potential users’ problems are
converted into a formal SRS. Moreover, it is necessary to take into account the limitations under
which the software product should be implemented and work. According to SEBoK (version1.9.1) a
set of requirements must satisfy the following characteristics: complete, consistent, feasible,
comprehensible and able to be validated.Тhe completeness means that the set of requirements need not
be further refined. The consistency criterion assumes that the requirement set does not contain
conflicting requirements, the requirements are not duplicated, and the same term is used for the same
element in the whole set of requirements. The feasibility criterion means that a solution can be
developed for a set of requirements that meets the requirements taking into account the limitations of
the project (for example, cost) with an acceptable level of risk. The comprehensibility criterion implies
that a set of requirements has to be formulated so that to give a clear idea of what is expected of the
software product, and in what way it relates to the whole system. The validability criterion implies that
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it should be possible to prove that the set of requirements will lead to the user needs satisfaction under
existing constraints of the project [1].
For the agile software development approach, the requirements specification is usually not a single
document, but logical structure filled with requirements to the software product. The creation of such
specifications is usually preceded by the development of a document called «Vision and scope»,
which gives an overview of the developed software product in terms of the key needs and constraints
under which the project will be implemented. Then, the work begins on the creation of the product
backlog containing prioritized list of requirements. The major feature of an agile approach is
permanent readiness to change the requirements, therefore only those elements of the product backlog
that have the highest priorities are worked out in detail at the current time. The requirements with low
priorities remain in the product backlog, where they can be added, removed, or changed at any time.
Under conditions of variability of the requirements their coordination becomes one of the most
difficult problems in the requirements engineering.
Requirements negotiation involves detection and resolution of conflicts. Therefore, it seems that at
the stage of collecting the product backlog elements, the most important of the above quality
characteristics is to ensure the consistency of the set of product backlog elements. In this paper we will
consider the main component of this quality characteristic, namely, conflict-free set of requirements.
The proposed approach can be used as part of the intellectual support of the engineering process based
on ontological models. The ontology data of requirements can be processed together with the data of
other ontologies in the field of requirements engineering described by us in works [2-4].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of publications on the research
theme. In section 3 we propose an approach to converting text requirements into the ontology. In
section 4, we describe the developed software based on production model to search for conflicts
between the requirements represented by instances of the ontology. Section 5 concludes on the
prospects of the proposed approach.
2. Theoretical background
The paper [5] describes a prototype of the «Oz» design system, which provides automated methods for
conflict detection, generation of conflict resolution variants, and explanation of the decision choice. So
the experimental tool «Oz» is designed to develop harmonized requirements. Requirements from
different stakeholders are presented in the form of scenarios. The «Oz» prototype includes
requirements language, specification language, specification planner, and requirements negotiation
tools. The work [6] of the same authors presents an approach to the identification and resolution of
conflicts between the requirements within the framework of the paradigm of Conflict-Oriented
Requirements Analysis (CORA). Requirements ontology is used to describe the structure of the
requirements, which providing formulation of the requirements and their interaction. Conflicts
between the requirements are presented in the requirements ontology as types of interaction. The
interactions between the requirements are determined directly from the requirements concept
description. Conflict resolution is based on the generation of alternative requirements’ variants
resolving the conflict.
The authors of [7] mentioned that manually produced conflict-analysis of the requirements needs
considerable effort and is prone to the errors. They propose to use semantic technologies as a basis for
automating the analysis of conflicts between the requirements implementing ontological approach
OntRep. In [7] three types of conflicts are distinguished: conflicts between the requirements and the
constraints, conflicts between the requirements and the guidelines (for example, on formalization of
requirements), conflicts between the requirements. Conflicts between the requirements are divided
into two groups: simple (between two requirements) and complex (between several requirements). To
implement the conflict analysis approach, all terms used in the requirements must be formulated as
Glossary terms in the ontology OntRep, and the requirements must be formulated using a specific
structure. The OntRep tool consists of two basic components. The first component is an instance
collector that takes input data. For example, these might be requirement tickets from the project
management tool and bug tracking in Trac software. A ticket in this system means a virtual card with a
description of the requirement (task) or the error that needs to be corrected. The OntRep tool instance
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collector analyzes the contents of the ticket and assigns categories of the requirements (classes)
defined in the ontology (for example, security requirement). The second component of OntRep tool is
intended to generate a report on conflicts between the requirements [8].
The paper [9] describes an automated tool EA-Analyzer for revealing conflicts. This tool is
designed to identify conflicts in aspect-oriented requirements specified in natural language text.
Requirements are written using RDL (Requirements Description Language), which uses XML tags to
annotate the natural language specification. The main elements of the language are <subject>,
<object> and <relationship> tags. The <subject> tag grammatically corresponds to the subject of the
sentence, the <object> tag corresponds to the object to which the action applies, and the <relationship>
tag defines the action performed by the subject over the object. There can be several objects in one
sentence. Classification of verbs in RDL is based on semantic categories proposed in the works of R.
Dixon [10]. Also RDL uses categories of degrees (for example, showing the differences between the
modal verbs), reflecting the importance degree of the requirement. Contamination (merging
heterogeneous factors) consists of three sub-elements: constraint, basic requirement and result. In EAAnalyzer, the conflict detection problem is formulated as a classification problem that is a well-studied
machine learning problem. The EA-Analyzer tool uses annotated requirements in RDL to decide if
there are inconsistencies in the requirements [9].
The paper [11] proposes a set of rules for conflict analysis of class diagrams. The conflict-analysis
process is a four-step cycle: modeling a priori knowledge, modeling new requirements, identifying
conflicts, and resolving conflicts. The rules process four possible types of conflicts: inconsistency,
redundancy, overriding, and missing parts.
The paper [12] deals with the definition of cooperation and conflicts between the requirements. The
requirements conflict if they contain conflicting statements about common software attributes, and
they are in a cooperative state if they complement each other's statements about attributes. The
approach proposed in [12] includes manual transformation of the requirements into the software
attributes, automatic detection of conflicts and cooperation between the requirements based on their
attributes, automatic tracing of dependencies between the requirements.
In [13] an approach is proposed that allows comparing the stakeholder’s points of view on the
subsystems of the information system. Requirements of stakeholders, written in natural English
language, are processed with the help of the syntactic StanfordParser and the tool TreeTagger for
morphological tagging of texts. On the basis of the analysis of the received semantic-syntactic
relations on a set of rules the ontology of functional requirements is created. The concepts of the
resulting ontologies are collated using external resources such as WordNet and string matching
methods such as the N-gram method. As a result of comparison between the concepts of two textual
descriptions of the requirements the following semantic relations are determined: the concepts are
equivalent, one concept is more or less general against another concept, two or more concepts belong
to the same subset or not.
The paper [14] proposes an approach to the automatic building the ontology out of a set of user
stories. SpaCy library is used for processing texts in natural English language that allows to make
parsing sentences based on the dependency tree, searching named groups, extracting registered
entities, as well as permitting coreference. The problem of extracting knowledge in a natural language
for further reflection in the ontology of a subject area is reflected in [15].
Thus, the conducted analysis of publications on the topic of the study allows us to conclude that
one of the promising areas in search for conflicts between the requirements are approaches involving
presentation of text requirements in the form of ontology instances. This can be done manually and
semi-automatically. Automatic construction of ontologies from the texts of requirements is currently
extremely relevant and still not well covered topic. The considered papers on the construction of
ontologies from the texts of requirements does not directly affect the problem of conflict
determination, but the ideas used in them can be used as a basis for extracting from the results of
automatic text processing of requirements of instances of ontology, structured for the task of finding
conflicts between requirements.
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3. The conversion of textual requirements into ontology instances
In a sentence that expresses a requirement, regardless of the requirements recording technique used
(for example, requirements can be written in the IEEE 830 or user stories style), three main parts can
be distinguished: the subject, the action, and the object on which the action is directed. Each
requirement must be represented in the ontology as a set of instances of these three classes. The object
properties between pairs of instances for each class must be determined. For each requirement it is
necessary to create an instance of the class “Requirement”, which will be associated with
corresponding instances of the classes “subject” (“actor”), “action” and “object”. It is also necessary to
determine the possible relations between instances of classes. It should be noted that a class, the
elements of which grammatically correspond to the subjects of sentences with requirements, in an
ontology may be called differently, for example, “actor” or “functional user role”. In the example
below which illustrates the proposed approach the term “actor” will be used to designate the subject.
First, in the Protégé 5.2 environment, the structure of classes was implemented and the object
properties between them were set. Figure 1 shows the object properties of ontology, their domains and
ranges.

Figure 1. Object properties of ontology, their domains and ranges.
The object properties between instances of the same class “Actor” are grouped into the object
properties class “relationActor”. Also, the relations between the instances of the classes “Action” and
“Object” are grouped into object properties classes “relationAction” and “relationObject”.
The object properties of the “sameAsActor”, “sameAsAction”, “sameAsObject” are set up between
instances of the corresponding classes if one name is used for the elements of two requirements or the
full name is in one and an abbreviation in the second. These properties are symmetric. For example,
instances of the class “Actor” with the values “senior manager” (“sr. manager”) and “senior manager”
will be connected by the object property “sameAsActor”. Also, each of them will be connected with
itself by this property. It is necessary for comparing two requirements without including duplicates of
the same instances of the class “Actor” in the ontology (see Figure 2).
The object properties “isaActor”, “isaAction” and “isaObject” are used to setting hierarchical
relations. For example, the “senior manager” is a “manager”.
The object properties “synonymsActor”, “synonymsAction” and “synonymsObject” are set if the
values of the corresponding requirements elements have a synonymous value. For example, the action
“to view” records is synonymous with the action “to list” records.
The object properties “antonymsAction” and “antonymsObject” are set between instances of the
corresponding classes if they have the opposite meaning. For example, the object “my comment” and
the object “someone else's comment”.
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Figure 2. Object property for individuals «senior manager».
The object properties “partOfAction” and “partOfObject” are set between instances of the
respective classes if one is part of the other. For example, the “product” object is part of the object
“shopping basket”. Or, for example, the “delete” action is part of the “edit” action.
In all other cases, it is considered that the corresponding elements of the requirements are bound by
the object properties “no-relationActor”, “no-relationAction” and “no-relationObject”. In other words,
the relation between them is not revealed.
Figure 3 shows an example of requirement elements transformed into ontology instances.
Requirements:
User story 01: Как менеджер, Я могу удалить только добавленные мною описания товаров…
As a manager, I can only delete the product descriptions I added ...
User story 02: Как менеджер, Я могу редактировать описания всех товаров из каталога….
As a manager, I can edit descriptions for all products from the catalog ....
It should be noted that the conversion of textual requirements into ontology instances can be
carried out in semi-automatic mode using automatic text processing tools. The UDPipe with the
Russian language model can be used for processing of textual requirements in Russian. The UDPipe
parses the proposal and provides the results in the format CoNLL-U.
The following fields are used to describe the annotation of text token (word, punctuation mark, or
special character) of a sentence in the CoNLL-U format:
1) ID: token index
2) FORM: word form or punctuation symbol,
3) LEMMA: lemma of word form,
4) UPOSTAG: universal part of speech tag,
5) XPOSTAG: language tag of a part of speech (if not, a dash is indicated),
6) FEATS: list of morphological features from the universal feature inventory or from a specific
language extension,
7) HEAD: number of the parent token or zero for the root token,
8) DEPREL: universal dependency relation to parent token (set to “root” if HEAD = 0),
9) DEPS: list of secondary dependencies
10) MISC: additional information.
Figure 4 illustrates the presentation in the CoNLL-U format of the sentence “Как менеджер, Я
хочу удалять товар из каталога” (“As a manager, I want to remove product from the catalog”).
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Figure 3. Fragment of ontology in Protégé.

Figure 4. Phrase parsing done by the UDPipe tool.
A subject (actor), an action and an object can be automatically extracted from the results of a
sentence analysis, provided that the sentence with the requirement is formulated simply enough, that is
does not contain a lot of speech turns (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Dependency tree obtained by UDPipe.
The setting of object properties between instances of requirements elements can also be performed
in semi-automatic mode. For example, using regular expressions, modal verbs and negatives can be
searched. The linguistic ontologies like WordNet can be used to search for synonyms. It should be said
that the search for antonyms with the help of linguistic ontologies for verbs can lead to undesirable
results, since, for example, the actions “add” and “delete” can be viewed as antonyms, however,
the
verb phrases “can remove” and “cannot remove” will have an antonymous meaning .
Production rules can be applied for processing the parser results of
sentences. For example:
If X is an animated noun (UPOSTAG = NOUN and FEATS: Animacy = Anim), then this is a subject
(actor). Next, it is necessary to check whether the noun has a definitive in order to extract the whole
name of the subject. For example, if the actor “senior manager” is used instead of the actor “manager”
then the actor is described as an animated noun (ID = 3, UPOSTAG = NOUN, FEATS: Animacy =
Anim) and definitive “senior” (ID = 2, UPOSTAG = ADJ, DEPREL = amod, HEAD = 3). The
universal dependence relation “amod” indicates that the adjective “senior” serves as a definitive for
the noun “manager”. In the case of user story, the case of actor search is simplified due to a certain
position of the actor in the sentence, so the actor can be extracted even without the use of special tools.
To extract the «action», it is necessary to analyze the tokens that are defined as verbs (UPOSTAG
= VERB). At the same time, attention should be paid to the morphological features of the token in
order to separate the verbs from the participles (FEATS: VerbForm = Part) and the adverbial
participles (FEATS: VerbForm = Conv). In the example in Figure 5, the words «“want” (UPOSTAG =
VERB, FEATS: VerbForm = Fin) and “delete” (UPOSTAG = VERB, FEATS: VerbForm = Inf) are
the verbs. The phrase “I want” in the user Story is predefined, therefore, we extract the word “delete”
as an action.
The object will be a noun associated with the word-action. In this example, this is the word
“description” (ID = 11, UPOSTAG = NOUN, DEPREL = obj, HEAD = 6). The universal dependence
relation “obj” indicates that the noun “description” plays the role of a direct object for the verb
“delete”. Next, it is need to check whether the word “description” has attribute relations with other
words of a sentence in order to extract the whole object.
Determining object properties between the instances of the requirements elements can also be
performed in semi-automatic mode. For example, modal verbs and negatives can be searched using
regular expressions. Besides, the linguistic ontologies like WordNet can be used to search for
synonyms. It should be noted that the search for antonyms of verbs with the help of linguistic
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ontologies can lead to undesirable results. For example, the actions “add” and “delete” can be viewed
as antonyms, however, the verb phrases “can delete” and “cannot delete” will have an antonymous
meaning in terms of the problem to be solved.
4. An approach to detection of conflicts between the requirements
To determine the type of relationship between the requirements, a system of production rules of the
following form can be generated:
IF ObjectProperty_between_class_instances (Actor1, Actor2)
AND ObjectProperty_between_class_instances (Action1, Action2)
AND ObjectProperty_between_class_instances (Object1, Object2)
THEN Objectproperties_between_class_instances (Requirement1, Requirement2)
For the ontology with the properties of objects presented in figure 1, 144 rules were formed with
the proposed approach. Below we give some examples of conflict detection rules:
1. IF isaActor (Actor1, Actor2) AND antonymsAction (Action1, Action2)
AND isaObject (Object1, Object2) THEN isConflict (Requirement1, Requirement2)
2. IF isaActor (Actor1, Actor2) AND antonymsAction (Action1, Action2)
AND partOfObject (Object1, Object2) THEN isConflict (Requirement1, Requirement2)
3. IF isaActor (Actor1, Actor2) AND partOfAction (Action1, Action2)
AND antonymsObject (Object1, Object2) THEN isConflict (Requirement1, Requirement2)
Depending on the used rule, one of the following four relations between the requirements are
detected: “conflicting requirements”, “requirements are duplicates”, “requirements are related” or
“connection is not detected”.
To implement the proposed approach, an application with a graphical interface in Python was
developed. The application provides the following functions:
•
building a system of production rules to process relations between instances of
ontology classes and saving them as a model into XML file;
•
editing the system of production rules previously saved as a model;
•
application of the model rules to the requirements, presented in the form of class
instances of OWL ontology.
To implement the first function, a constructor was created that helps the user to build a system of
rules for analyzing the relations between the requirements elements in a few «clicks». The constructor
allows you to select a file with OWL ontology for which the model was built. In the next steps of
working with the designer, you can define which ontology classes correspond to the elements «actor»,
«action» and «object», as well as select the properties of objects that will be used for analysis. This
allows the end user to create their own rules for processing the data they have. At the last step of
working with the application, the generated combinations of antecedents for the production rules are
issued. The user needs to define rule consequents by selecting the type of relation between the
requirements for each rule. Semi-automatic rule generation does not allow the user to skip any rule
because it covers all possible combinations for rule antecedents. Figure 6 shows the last step in
building the model.
Further we consider two examples for rules obtained from the ontology described above. The first
example analyzes the requirements in the form of user stories; the second example analyzes the
requirements in the form of simple statements.
Example 1:
IF sameAsActor(Actor1, Actor2)
AND partOfObject(Action1, Action2)
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AND isaObject(Object1, Object2)
THEN isConflict(Requirement1, Requirement2)
Substitution of data into the rule:
IF sameAsActor(«менеджер», «менеджер»)
AND partOfAction(«удалить», «редактировать»)
AND isaObject(«добавленное менеджером описание товара», «описание товара в каталоге»)
THEN isConflict(Requirement1, Requirement2)

Figure 6. Constructor form screen.
Example 2:
IF sameAsActor(Actor1, Actor2)
AND antonymsAction(Action1, Action2)
AND sameAsObject(Object1, Object2)
THEN isConflict(Requirement1, Requirement2)
Requirements:
R1: Пользователь может удалять комментарии.
The user can delete comments
R2: Пользователь может только просматривать комментарии.
The user can only view comments.
Substitution of data into the rule:
IF sameAsActor(«пользователь», «пользователь»)
AND antonymsAction(«может удалять», «может только просматривать»)
AND sameAsObject(«комментарии», «комментарии»)
THEN isConflict (Requirement1, Requirement2)
In the first example, the Manager on the one hand can edit the descriptions of any goods (regardless
of whether he added them or not), and on the other hand he has a ban on editing the descriptions of
goods added not by him. In the second example, we see a contradiction in the actions of the user on
one object “comments”, which also requires clarification and correction, because it is not clear what
kind of comments we mean: only the comments created by the user himself, or all the comments to the
objects created by the user in the system. And at first glance, “understandable flaws” can lead to the
implementation of functionality that does not correspond to the original idea.
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In the course of requirements analysis, data in the form of classes’ instances and relationships
between them are imported into the database of facts in Prolog language, the generated production
rules are imported into Prolog Rules. Then the Prolog Inference Engine is used to detect conflicts
between the requirements. The results of the requirements analysis are saved into a text file. Python
library PySwip and SWI-Prolog 7.6.4 development environment were used to implement this
functionality.
5. Conclusion
The paper proposed an approach to detection of conflicts in the set of requirements based on an
ontological model and a production rules system. To organize the processing of textual requirements,
it was proposed to extract from the textual requirements the subject (actor), the action and the object
on which the action is directed and save them in the form of ontology instances. It was also proposed
to establish relations between instances of classes belonging to a pair of requirements that are defined
in the ontology as object properties. The production rules system for determining the type of relation
between a pair of requirements is based on these object properties. The developed toolkit to be able to
facilitate the process of detection conflicting requirements since it performs the matching of
requirements in a semi-automatic mode, which contributes to the detection of seemingly minor
inaccuracies in the requirements formulation. It should be noted that the application of this approach
requires the recording of textual requirements in the form of simple sentences that can be partially
processed automatically, since it is quite labor-intensive to completely manually convert textual
requirements into ontology instances.
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Abstract. In this work, we proposed a new approach to analyzing eye fundus images that relies
upon the use of a convolutional neural network (CNN). The CNN architecture was constructed,
followed by network learning on a balanced dataset composed of four classes of images,
composed of thick and thin blood vessels, healthy areas, and exudate areas. The learning was
conducted on 12x12 images because an experimental study showed them to be optimal for the
purpose. The test error was no higher than 4% for all sizes of the samples. Segmentation of eye
fundus images was performed using the CNN. Considering that exudates are a primary target
of laser coagulation surgery, the segmentation error was calculated on the exudate class,
amounting to 5%. In the course of this research, the HSL color system was found to be most
informative, using which the segmentation error was reduced to 3%.

1. Introduction
A severe consequence of diabetic retinopathy (DRP) is vision loss. DRP affects all parts of the retina,
leading to macular edema, which in turn causes fast worsening of eyesight [1]. The accurate and early
diagnosis alongside an adequate treatment can prevent the vision loss in more than 50 % of cases [23]. There are a number of approaches to treating DRP, one of which involves laser photocoagulation
[4]. During this procedure, a number of retina areas where edema occurs are cauterized with a laser.
The procedure is conducted via coagulating near-edema zones. The development of diagnostic systems
enabling an automatic identification of the edema zone is currently a relevant task [5]. For the laser
coagulation procedure to be automated [6, 7], objects in the eye fundus image need to be classified [8-11],
which can be done in a number of ways [12].
Convolutional neural networks are the choice of preference when dealing with object classification
[13]. Such is the conclusion members of the research community involved in medical image analysis
have come to in the course of their research. Techniques for medical data analysis are often among
research topics at international conferences and symposia. May 2006 has seen the publication of the
first issue of IEEE Transaction on. The first detailed review to be published on the use of deep
learning for medical image analysis appeared in 2017 [5]. Nowadays an active trend for the
development of digital medicine is seen.
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In Ref. [14], a classification model based on a convolutional neural network was used for
diagnosing the H. Pylori infection. In the work, an architecture specially tailored for a particular task
was utilized. The authors came to the conclusion that the particular disease was possible to diagnose
based on endoscopic images obtained using CNN. In Ref. [15], diagnosing an early-stage hypertension
retinopathy was discussed. The onset of the disease in the eye retina is prompted by blood hypertension.
The classifier proposed in Ref. [15] offered a 98.6 percent accuracy. In Ref. [16], a toolkit was
developed for the automated analysis of psoriasis-affected skin biopsy images, which is of considerable
significance in clinical treatment. The paper is a pioneering attempt into automatic segmentation of
psoriasis-affected skin biopsy images. The study resulted in a practical system based on the machine
analysis. CNN training on a prepared dataset was demonstrated, intended for further analysis of input
images.
In this work, we study a class of eye fundus images with pathological changes that can be found at
different stages of the disease. Manifestations of the diabetic retinopathy include exudates, which
cause the retina thickening (Figure 1). In general, the image of an eye fundus with pathology contains
four classes of objects, such as thick and thin blood vessels, healthy areas and exudate zones.

Figure 1. Illustration of diagnostic eye fundus images: healthy eye (left) and affected eye (right).
2. Training the convolutional neural network
The initial data for analysis contained 11 training datasets of various size. All datasets were balanced
and in total contained 534 images. For the purposes of the present work, the CNN training was
conducted on four above-described classes of eye fundus images. The initial dataset consisted of 75
percent of training images and 25 percent of test images. To prevent overtraining, a control dataset
was also used. A 3x3 convolution kernel was chosen because it is optimal for 12x12 images. The CNN
architecture was constructed empirically so as the required accuracy of no less than 96 % is ensured.
Table 1 gives architecture of the empirically constructed convolutional neural network. With this
architecture, a recognition accuracy of 99.3% was attained, which is the best recognition result for the
four above-mentioned classes of images. Figure 2 depicts a plot for training the CNN model in each
training epoch.

Figure 2. The dependency of learning accuracy on the number of epochs.
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Table 1. Architecture of the convolutional neural network.
Layer
number
1
1
2
2
2
2
3

Layers

Parameters

Convolutional
Activation
Convolutional
Activation
Dropout
MaxPooling
Convolutional

300 neurons
Function: RELU
300 neurons
Function: RELU
0.5
Size: 2×2
150 neurons

Layer
number
3
4
4
4
4
5
5

Layers

Parameters

Activation
Convolutional
Activation
MaxPooling
Dropout
Fully-connected
Activation

Function: RELU
150 neurons
Function: RELU
Size: 2×2
0.5
4
softmax

To attain a recognition certainty of 95 %, the CNN was put through 120 training runs on the initial
images of all sizes. Figure 3 shows an average training result for each image size.
The results in Figure 2 show that the highest classification accuracy is attained for 12x12 images.

Figure 3. The dependency of learning error on the number of epochs.

Figure 4. The dependence of accuracy on the size of images in the training set.
3. Experimental study
For the experiments, datasets were formed containing four above-described classes of 12x12 images,
using which the best result of CNN testing is achieved (Figure 3). In this study, the segmentation of
eye fundus images was conducted via deep learning. Shown in Fig. 4b is the result of CNN-aided
image segmentation. With a view of estimating the CNN-aided segmentation error, a manual
segmentation by an expert ophthalmologist was introduced as a reference image (Figure 4c). The
study was conducted on the exudates class, which had been singled out into a separate image (Figure
4d). The error of CNN-aided segmentation of the said exudate areas was calculated relative to the
expert estimate. The result of comparison of the exudation areas highlighted by CNN and the expert is
shown in Table 2. Using the data from Table 2, a CNN-aided segmentation error for the exudates was
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defined as E = ( k + t ) NM and amounted to 7% (where N×M is the image size, k is the number of
expert-highlighted pixels that CNN failed to recognize as exudates, t is the number of exudate pixels
recognized by CNN but missing from the expert's image). The error of first kind, defined as E1 = l F ,
where l is the number of falsely recognized exudates classes and F is the total number of exudatecontaining pixels in the expert's image, amounted to 5%.
In the process of exudates area identification, color plays a key role. The segmentation error can be
significantly reduced by operating in particular color spaces. It has been established [17] that color
models YUV, RGB and HSL are most close to color perception of the human eye. However, the
models RGB and YUV have a number of hardware limitations with certain video-systems. In further
research, we used the HSL color model as the one that most adequately renders the color
characteristics of blood vessels and exudates. Figure 5 shows pathological areas highlighted by the
expert in different HSL color channels.

а)

b)

c)

d)
e)
Figure 4. (a) The original eye fundus image; (b) four classes of objects highlighted in the image using
CNN; (c) exudates areas manually outlined by an expert; exudates areas highlighted by (d) an expert
and (e) using the CNN technique.
Table 2. Percentage of exudates areas in the image.
Areas
Exudates area in the expert's image
Exudates area in the CNN-aided image
Total exudates area
Expert's exudates areas omitted by CNN
CNN-highlighted exudates areas missing in the expert's image

Percentage of exudates area, %
9
15
95.6
0.4
6

Veracity of CNN-aided exudate highlighting has been confirmed by comparison of histograms of
CNN-aided and expert's images (Figure 4), which were superimposed for each corresponding channel
of HSL color system, with the expert-based histograms marked as green bars, and the CNN-based
histograms marked red (Figure 6). The expert-based histograms define an interval of values for the
affected fundus areas. From the histograms, the CNN-aided interval of exudates area is seen to be
narrower than that obtained based on expert's estimates. The histogram regions corresponding to the
false CNN-aided classification are within intervals shown by rectangles (Figure 6). Table 3 gives
segmentation errors calculated for each channel of the НSL color model. The data in Table 3 suggest
that the H channel is the most informative channel with the least segmentation error.
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а)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
Figure 5. Expert-highlighted affected fundus areas for the HSL color model for the channel (a) H, (b)
S, and (c) L; CNN-highlighted affected fundus areas for the HSL color model for the channel (d) H,
(e) S, and (f) L.

Channel
Segmentation error for
the exudates class, %

а)

Table 3. Segmentation error for each channel.
H
S
3
9

L
9.8

b)

c)
Figure 6. Image histograms obtained by using an expert opinion and CNN: а) Н channel, b) S
channel, and c) L channel.
4. Conclusion
In this work, a convolutional neural network (CNN) has been applied to the analysis of an eye fundus
image. CNN architecture has been constructed, allowing a testing error of no more than 4% to be
attained. Based on a 3x3 convolution kernel, CNN training was conducted on 12x12 images, thus
enabling the best result of CNN testing to be achieved. CNN-aided segmentation of the input image
conducted in this work has shown the CNN to be capable of identifying all training dataset classes
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with high accuracy. The segmentation error was calculated on the exudates class, which is key for
laser coagulation surgery. The segmentation error on the exudates class was 7 %, with the error of first
kind being 5 %.
In the study, we utilized the HSL color model because it renders color characteristics of eye blood
vessels and exudates most adequately. We have demonstrated the H channel to be most informative,
with the segmentation error amounting to 3 %.
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Abstract. For storage of big data, as a rule, relational databases are used. For multilateral
research and analysis of the processes occurring in large economic systems, financiers,
economists and other technical specialists use graphs with actual names of enterprises, cities,
regions, etc. to move from the physical names of the studied regions to the corresponding
parameters of relational databases.

1. Introduction
“Big data” envisages the process of managing and analysing large amounts of data, which began to
develop rapidly in the world since 2011, while data analysis tools began to receive information from
more diversely structured sources, which is caused by the widespread introduction of digital
technologies in various fields (business, medicine, entertainment, etc.). Thus, in particular, according
to the Forecast of the socio-economic development of the Russian Federation for the period up to
2036, “the health care system will operate within a single digital circuit based on a unified state health
information system (EGISZ), which will enable us to collect, store, process (“Big data”) and analyse
large amounts of information [2]. One of the final goals of this work includes the processing and
intellectual analysis of big data parallel computations to create decision-making systems in real time.
To solve such problems, it is necessary to determine not only the relationships (algorithms, models,
etc.) of the final goal with the means to achieve it and the existing constraints, but also the forms for
describing and forming the database perimeter.
2. Formulation of the problem
The task of synthesising rational schemes for choosing alternatives and evaluating their quality is to
choose the best (optimal) one from the set of competing strategies for solving a certain problem, based
on the analysis of the conditions and consequences of its implementation. A significant addition to
what has been said is that by conditions we mean not some fixed picture of today, but also conditions
that can arise during the implementation of the strategy. Accepting well-grounded optimal solutions is
impossible without the steady and efficient acquisition of reliable large data arrays [8].
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Taking into account the above and taking into account recent trends, in the near future the main
sources of information will be Internet of Things (IoT), social media, meteorological data, GPS
signals from vehicles, location data of mobile network subscribers, Google Trends, search sites work
and other alternative sources of information.
3. Experimental research
The authors conducted a study on the Internet about the availability of programmes working with
“big data” in the Russian-speaking community. The study showed that large users (such as
Sberbank, Pyaterochka, etc.) are developing such services for their own purposes [10]. As for small
business, we have not even identified the formulation of tasks, which determines the relevance of the
goal of this work.
In Russia, the Central Bank of the Russian Federation and the Federal Tax Service of the Russian
Federation give particular attention to systematisation and storage of multi-structured data. In this
regard, the business has to solve a number of systemic and technological issues that prevent the
implementation of big data analysis in everyday practice. Among these issues is the lack of strategies
for companies to use the methods and data of big data analysis, the lack of modern technological
solutions, and the lack of relevant skills and understanding of the key streams of data generation [9].
The study of the problems associated with the implementation of “big data” in the activities of
economic entities aimed at ensuring economic security and business development shows that the
strengthening of control by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation and the Federal Tax Service
of the Russian Federation is directed, first of all, to the formation of a database perimeter for
systematisation and storage of multi-structured data of legal entities in a single information space.
Central banks around the world have created or created departments for working with big data
(“big data”) in order to better understand the economy that they manage in the hope of one day
getting technologies that allow them to monitor the state of the economy in real time. The current
global trend is presented in table 1.
Table 1. Activities of the Central Bank of countries to promote “big data”.
Region
Description of the activities of the Central Bank of the country to promote
“big data”
Russia
The Bank of Russia published the first study on analysis based on “Big
data”.
The report “Evaluation of economic activity based on textual analysis”
presents a method for calculating a leading indicator of economic activity in
Russia, which is based on daily contextual analysis of news sites using
machine learning.
A news monitoring system has been created; big data can predict consumer
behaviour over a long period of time.
Japan

China

The Bank of Japan has been using big data since 2013 to analyse economic
statistics, which helps the regulator build more accurate forecasts. It is
planned to use big data for direct collection of economic data, instead of
relying on survey results.
The People’s Bank of China will more actively use “big data”, artificial
intelligence and cloud computing to increase its ability to recognise, prevent
and reduce inter-industry and intermarket financial risks.
In China, big data is interested in the context of tracking consumers and,
mainly, to control debtors. One of the main problems of China is the rapid
formation of "bubbles" and the tendency of the population to participate in
financial pyramids. In May, the local Central Bank announced that it plans
to use big data together with artificial intelligence to track such risks.
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USA

Eurozone

United
Kingdom

India
Singapore
Indonesia

In monetary policy decision making, the regulator continues to rely on
traditional data sets.
Economists at the Federal Reserve System (FRS) often use “big data” when
studying specific issues, such as spending dynamics after hurricanes.
Nevertheless, the Fed sees many shortcomings in big data, especially limited
periods of time that cover these supersaturated data sets. This significantly
reduces their value for forecasting.
In addition, data sets are often produced by private companies that focus on
something other than economic analysis. This can make big data less
reliable, and the Fed is wary of using it for policy development.
However, in individual projects, big data is already used, for example, to
analyse consumer and government spending after hurricanes. The problem
of big data, according to economists, is the too shallow depth of the sample,
which significantly reduces the possibility of analysis. In addition, data is
often collected by private companies that pursue their own interests.
(Commercial banks: More than 60% of banks in North America believe that
big data gives a competitive advantage, more than 90% that the one who
copes with big data will win in the future, only 37% of banks have working
projects)
The ECB has been exploring big data since 2013. Information on
approximately 40 thousand daily transactions in the money market will
become the basis of the alternative rate, since traditional benchmarks are
becoming unreliable. The regulator has also acquired a large set of pricing
data for actual consumer purchases and is exploring ways to measure
inflation in real time.
ECB analysts track Google Trends to assess unemployment change, and use
algorithms to analyse media reports to assess whether the rhetoric of the
regulator is viewed as “hawkish” or “pigeon”.
However, the ECB remains cautious. Just as there are concerns about fake
news that dominates social media, there is a risk that fake news or at least
low quality statistics will crowd out better data in public discourse.
Information about 40 thousand daily transactions will form the basis of an
alternative discount rate. The ECB has also acquired data on the prices of
real citizens' purchases and is looking at ways of online scraping to measure
real-time inflation.
The Big Data Board, now called the Data Management Team, has been
created, as well as the data laboratory and analytical unit.
Bank of England analysts recently used big data to gauge the effects of
exchange rate changes. They also created a platform for these trading
repositories.
India faces security and privacy concerns, so the country's central bank is
more concerned about cybersecurity in the context of big data. Singapore
has created a Data Analysis Group, whose task is to collect large data, which
will be analysed manually, without the use of AI technology. The main task,
as in India, is the fight against money laundering and terrorism. The
Statistics Department of the Bank of Indonesia explores social networks,
news sites and other sources to analyse consumer sentiment. They recently
began receiving data from online stores.

Figure 1 below illustrates the use of “big data” by banks to predict US home sales through Google
Trends. The technique is based on the fact that people are looking for houses much more immediately
before shopping [7].
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Figure 1. Illustration of changes in prices and the number of homes sold in the United States:
a) The number of homes sold monthly; b) monthly price index for housing.
As can be seen, managerial decisions are formed based on the information received and the method
of its transfer along the functional units of the organisation. Quality, reliability, timeliness will
definitely influence the effectiveness of the management decision.
The age of information technology allows us to form, consolidate, modernise information, and
therefore there are problems that lead to an excess of information and a deterioration of its quality [6].
According to experts, the amount of useful information in relation to all the information received
will be reduced from year to year. It is believed that by far not all of the data is valuable - according to
IDC estimates, by 2020 the share of useful information will be only 35% of the total generated [4].
4. Solution description
In order for the use of information that a manager receives to be effective, it is necessary to determine
correctly whether the information obtained is useful and whether it will be important for making
management decisions, and only after that choose the right toolkit (algorithms, models, systems,
competence, etc.). Experimental comparison of relational and non-relational databases, conducted by
the authors, confirms expert assessments of specialists that managing thousands of attributes that are
required for economic research in relational databases is inefficient [11].
In this connection, the problem of describing and forming the perimeter of the database for
systematizing and storing multi-structured documentary data becomes very relevant for the economy.
A schematic representation of this is shown in Figure 2.
Document databases are intuitive to developers, since data at the application level is usually
presented as a JSON document. Developers can save data using the same document model that they
use in the application code. In a document database, all documents may have the same or different
data structure. Each document is self-describing (that is, it contains a schema that can be unique) and
does not necessarily depend on any other document. Documents are grouped into “collections,” which
are similar in function to tables in relational databases.
For example, a JSON file for describing a book element in a simple book database may look like
the following code.
[
{
"year" : 2013,
"title" : "Turn It Down, Or Else!",
"info" : {
"directors" : [ "Alice Smith", "Bob Jones"],
"release_date" : "2013-01-18T00:00:00Z",
"rating" : 6.2,
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"genres" : ["Comedy", "Drama"],
"image_url":
"http://ia.mediaimdb.com/images/N/O9ERWAU7FS797AJ7LU8HN09AMUP908RLlo5JF90EWR7LJKQ7@@._V1_
SX400_.jpg",
"plot" : "A rock band plays their music at high volumes, annoying the neighbors.",
"actors" : ["David Matthewman", "Jonathan G. Neff"]
}
},
{
"year": 2015,
"title": "The Big New Movie",
"info": {
"plot": "Nothing happens at all.",
"rating": 0
}
}
]

Figure 2. Illustration of the perimeter structure of the database on the systematization and storage
of multi-structured data in the economy.
П when using a document database, each entity monitored by the application can be stored as a
separate document. The document database allows the developer to conveniently update the
application as requirements change. In addition, if you need to change the data model, then only the
documents affected by this change need to be updated. To make changes there is no need to update the
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schema and interrupt the database. When using a document database, the attributes of each transaction
can be described in one document, which simplifies management and improves reading speed.
Changing the attributes of one transaction will not affect other transactions.
Analysis of popular document databases: Amazon DocumentDB (compatible with MongoDB),
Amazon DynamoDB, MongoDB, and Couchbase, based on literature and expert opinions, showed the
promise of using MongoDB Documentation AWs to solve economic problems using the AWS
MongoDB Quick solution, Start (also available in PDF format) for deploying a MongoDB cluster in
the AWS cloud.
In solving the problems of organising modern production, it is necessary to take into account an
increasing number of factors of different natures, which are the subject of research in various fields of
knowledge. Under these conditions, one person cannot decide on the choice of factors influencing the
achievement of a chain, and cannot determine the essential interrelationships between goals and
means; in the formation and analysis of the decision-making model, there should be involved
development teams consisting of specialists from various fields of knowledge, between whom
interaction and mutual understanding should be organised; and the problem of decision making
becomes a problem of collective choice of goals, criteria, means and options for achieving the goal,
i.e. the problem of collective decision-making based on modern methods of processing big data. This
leads to the fact that the formulation of the problem becomes a problem itself, for the solution of
which it is necessary to develop special approaches, techniques, methods. In such cases, it is necessary
to determine the scope of the decision-making problem (problem situation); identify the factors
influencing its decision; choose techniques and methods that allow you to formulate or set the task so
that the decision was made.
If it is possible to obtain an expression (algorithm, methodology, etc.) connecting the goal with the
means, then the problem is almost always solved. These expressions can represent not only simple
relations, similar to those considered, but also more complex, composite criteria (indicators) of
additive or multiplicative form. Of course, in this case, computational difficulties may arise, which, if
overcome, may require recourse to the formulation of the problem. However, the obtained formalised
representation of the task allows us to apply further formalised methods for analysing the problem
situation.
Decision making is a scientific direction that began to take shape in the middle of the last century.
The task of this direction is the synthesis of rational schemes for choosing alternatives and evaluating
their quality, which consists of choosing the best (optimal) one from the set of competing strategies for
solving a certain problem. A significant addition to the last phrase is that the terms are understood not
as some frozen picture of “today”, but also those conditions that may arise during the implementation
of the strategy.
This scientific direction is distinguished by the fact that the choice of the optimality criterion must
be approached creatively. According to this approach, the optimality criterion is not a kind of
extremum of a function of one variable, but is an area of multidimensional feature space in which
some particular parameters may be non-optimal. It is implied that we are talking about the fact that not
all particular utility functions are considered as equilibrium, but as a hierarchically ordered system of
utility functions with different weights (the choice of which, along with the choice of the functions
themselves, is actually the content of the decision-making process).
Thus, in order to make a decision, it is necessary to obtain an expression associating the goal with
the means of achieving it using the input criteria for assessing the attainability of the goal and
evaluating the means. If such an expression is obtained, then the problem is solved.
5. Conclusion
In the classical theory of decision making, the central question is associated with the axioms of
"rational" choice. As a result, when referring to the methods of the classical theory of decision making,
the choice is reduced to binary preference relations. However, the classical rational bases of choice are
not universal, but represent only a limited part of the grounds on which reasonable and natural
decision-making mechanisms can be built. In order to simplify the construction and interaction of
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these mechanisms (algorithms, techniques, etc.) for different sectors of the national economy, it is
advisable to build typical perimeters (possibly interfaces) of big data collection and storage bases.
The number and complexity of such problems, for which it is impossible to get the performance
criterion in analytical form immediately, but as the degree of development of civilisation increases the
price of the wrong decision also increases. For problems of decision making, as a rule, a combination
of qualitative and quantitative methods is characteristic. Decision-making in industrial control systems
is often associated with a lack of time: it is better not to make the best decision, but in the required
time, because otherwise the best solution may no longer be needed. Therefore, the decision often has
to be taken in the context of incomplete information (its uncertainty or deficit), and it is necessary to
ensure that the most relevant decision-making information and the most objective preferences
underlying the decision-making can be determined as quickly as possible.
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Abstract. The quality of aircraft and rocket engines depends primarily on the geometric
accuracy of assembly units and parts. Mathematical models implemented in the form of
computer models are used to predict quality indicators (in particular, assembly parameters).
Direct modeling of the conjugation process using numerical conjugation and finite-element
models of assemblies requires significant computational resources and is often accompanied by
problems convergence of solutions. In order to solve the above problems, it is possible to use
neural network models describing the main regularities of the pairing process based on the
accumulated results. The work presents a neural network model for predicting assembly
parameters of the parts based on the use of actual surfaces of the parts obtained as a result of
mathematical modeling. Assembly on conical surfaces is considered. A convolutional neural
network was used to predict assembly parameters.

1. Introduction
Complex industrial and knowledge-intensive products are characterized by high requirements to
geometrical accuracy of the parts and assembly units. These products include modern aircraft engines
which are subject to high requirements for reliability, minimum weight, cost effectiveness and
durability. These characteristics are also achieved through improvement of the technology for
manufacturing parts and units. While manufacturing and assembling, dimensional accuracy is ensured.
The ways to achieve dimensional accuracy are determined at the stage of design and technological
preproduction [1,2,3]. The solution of these tasks at each of the stages can be simplified due to
availability of mathematical models [4] and means allowing to predict and determine the actual value
of geometric parameters [5,6] characterizing achievable accuracy.
The work proposes a model based on the use of neural networks allowing to predict assembly
parameters of the parts when conjugating them on flat, cylindrical and conical surfaces with
dimensions specific to the gas turbine engine parts.
2. Object of research
The assembly of two conical rings is considered as an object. Figure 1 shows the assembly model for
conical items.
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Figure 1. Mechanical system model for assembling two cone rings.
In Figure 1, the cone rings K1 and K 2 are defined as the local design coordinate systems R1 and R2 .
Conjugation of the parts occurs on surfaces B1 and B2 . Each surface is defined in the local
coordinates of the part. One ring is male and deprived of six degrees of freedom, the second one is
female and movable [7]. The assembly parameters of two cone rings are the coordinate of axis
intersection with the top end face of the movable ring. The coordinates of the point in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the cone are represented by the polar coordinate system and is
characterized by a polar radius ρ с and corresponding polar angle ϕс , varying from 0 up to 360º. The
coordinate along the rotation axis describes the displacement δ o along the corresponding vector of the
end surfaces of the outer ring relative to the inner ring. Axle distortions are negligible in this case of
assembly.
In order to create a neural network model for predicting assembly parameters, it is necessary to
create training sets and to check the quality of network operation on the test data. This requires either
accumulating sufficiently large statistics of measured data (from several thousand cases) or
augmenting data from fewer statistics. At the same time, it is necessary to calculate the assembly
parameters, that will be predicted, accurately. Let's consider in more detail the stages for creating a
neural network model for predicting geometric parameters of the relative position of the parts.
3. Neural network model in digital prediction of geometric parameters for relative position of
the conical rings
In general, the contact of the surface pairs respectively conjugated occurs on a finite set of points.
These tasks are contact ones [8]. Analytical solutions of contact tasks of surfaces, that do not have
shape deviation, are known. In general, the finite element method is used to model contact tasks of
surfaces with shape deviations. This method allows to take into account the surface geometry features
and to solve the tasks for predicting the assembly.
The developed model includes the following stages:
1. Creating valid part models.
2. Creating triangulation grids on the part surfaces.
3. Performing a virtual analysis of a part assembly, saving the results.
4. Training of the neural network, estimation of prediction errors.
3.1. Creating valid part models
The actual part models were created in the following sequence. At the first stage, the finite set of
nominal points for the parts conjugated was formed. At the second stage, the actual (model)
conjugated point surfaces were calculated based on the coordinates of nominal points, form deflection
functions, and location deviation parameters.
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In order to describe the form deviation, a harmonic sequence is selected with the help of which it is
possible to describe the discrete sequence of deflection data, obtained from the measured geometry,
accurately. Harmonic sequence has the following form:
+∞

(

)

δ п ( x) = ∑ Ak sin(k ⋅ (2 ⋅ π ⋅x / τ + θ k ) + 1 + (−1) k ⋅ π / 2) ,
k =1

(1)

being Ak is an amplitude set of the harmonic sequence members;

θ k are phases of the harmonic sequence members;

k is a frequency of the harmonic sequence members;

τ is a function period (curve length);
x is a current curve length from the start point up to the current point (angle).
The parts considered represent rotation bodies. The conjugated panes having geometry deviation
are swept ones: they can be obtained by moving an object, such as a section, a broker line, or a curve
along a guide curve, over a distance.
The coordinate vector of each point of the section curve guide for a cone face, the axis of which is
perpendicular to XOY, can be described using the expression:


(2)
pц = (rс − δ rh + δ rс + δ n ( χ )) ⋅ cos( χ ) (rс − δ rh + δ rс + δ n ( χ )) ⋅ sin( χ ) h + t ,
being rк is a nominal radius of section points;
δ rс is a constant value of the radius deviation from the nominal value;

χ is a polar angle of the point pц ;

δ n is a simulated deflection of the form by means of sequence (1) at the point pс ;
h is a section height.
δrh is a the height change of the cone radius. Calculated by the formula:
h ⋅ tg (90 − γ / 2) ,
δ rh =
being γ is an angle at the cone top.

(3)

3.2. Creating triangulation grids on the part surfaces
Accordingly, the curve, that will move along the resulting guide, represent a line. Thus, the points of
cone faces may be defined using two equations (2), respectively, at the minimum and maximum
heights h . Then sets of three adjacent points (two on one section and one on the other) form facets of
the finite-element model.
3.3. Performing a virtual analysis of a part assembly, saving results
In order to solve the contact task with using the developed finite element model, an iterative algorithm
was developed, allowing to calculate the conjugation of the parts without taking into account the
deformations of the parts in the assembly process described in detail in [9]. Algorithm for finding the
conjugated state assumes iterative movement of one conjugated surface relative to another with the

application vector of the surface assembly force D1 . The concept of the gap function is introduced

G (V ) which specifies achievement of the conjugate state of the surfaces of the parts and depends on


the vector of mutual arrangement of surfaces V . In order to calculate the function G (V ) , the best
combination of the conjugated surfaces is performed at each stage. Iteration algorithm (ICP) of the
nearest points [10, 11] is used to perform the best alignment procedure. According to this algorithm, at
each iteration by methods of nonlinear optimization search, the angles of rotation and displacement are
calculated along the coordinate axes. In order to exclude intersections of two surfaces, the system of

inequalities presented in work [12] is used, which imposes limitations on the gap function G (V ) . In
consequence of the algorithm, the rotation matrix and movement vector of the moving part are
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calculated determining the transformation of its initial coordinate system into the coordinate system in
assembled state:



pas = p p ⋅ R as + tas ,
(4)


being pas , pд are vectors of coordinates of points (x, y, z) of the part respectively after the assembly
and in the initial state;


R as , tas are the rotation matrix and the point coordinate movement vector that p p specify the
movement of the part during the assembly.
The proposed algorithm makes it possible to calculate the conjugations of parts, when their
deformations during the assembly process are more than three times as compared with deviations of
the geometry. The parameters for assembly of cone rings ρ с , φс and δ o because the axis distortions



are negligible small, are contained in the displacement vector t from the equation (4).
3.4. Training of the neural network, estimation of prediction errors
The neural network for prediction is a sequence of interconnected layers starting with a convoluted
layer and ending with a regression layer (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The architecture of a convolutional neural network for predicting parameters.
A set of rectangular matrices of equal size numbers is supplied to the network input. Let us give a
brief description to the layers of the network considered.
The convolutional layer is the main block of the convolutional neural network. The convolution
layer includes its own filter for each channel, the convolution kernel of which processes the previous
layer by fragments (summarizing the results of the matrix product for each fragment).
The scalar result of each convolution falls on the activation function which is a kind of nonlinear
function. The activation layer is usually logically combined with the convolution layer (believe that
the activation function is embedded in the convolution layer). The piecewise linear ReLu function is
selected.
Normalization of mini-batches (batch normalization) is described for example in [13], from the
Russian sources in [14]. Mini Batch is a small collection of data that is usually selected from the entire
training set randomly. Batch normalization solves the problem of gradient mismatches at different
network levels, preventing effective training by normalizing the input data in such a way as to get zero
mathematical expectation and unit variance. Normalization is performed before entering each layer.
The pulling layer (otherwise subsampling, downsampling) is a nonlinear sealing of the feature map,
with a group of pixels (usually 2×2) compacted to one pixel, passing a nonlinear transformation. The
averaging function used in this network is most commonly used.
Dropout Layer [15]. Dropout is a method for regulating neural networks. Each neuron (except the
most recent one, output layer) is set to a certain probability p which it will be thrown out of the
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network with. The training algorithm changes in this way: on each new training example, each neuron
with probability p is either used as usual or its output is set strictly to zero. Everything happens then
with no changes; zero at the output causes the neuron to drop actually out of the computation graph:
and direct calculation, and the reverse spread of the gradient stop at this neuron and do not go further.
A fully connected layer. After several passages of image convolution and compaction using
pulling, the system is rebuilt from a specific high-resolution pixel grid to more abstract feature maps,
usually the number of channels increases on each next layer and the image size decreases in each
channel. After all, there is a large set of channels storing a small number of data (even one parameter)
that are interpreted as the most abstract concepts identified from the original image.
These data are combined and transmitted to a normal fully connected neural network which can
also consist of several layers. At the same time, fully connected layers already lose the spatial structure
of pixels and have a relatively small size (relative to the number of pixels of the original image).
The last layer is a regression layer that uses the MSE loss function (mean-square error).
Accordingly, the assembly parameters are calculated directly at the network output.
In case of assembly of two planes and cone rings at the input, it is sufficient to supply a single
matrix of distances representing the initial gap in the connection. The initial gap is a matrix of
distances between points of one surface (a fixed part in a connection) and the adjacent surface of
another (a moving part) when the parts are in the nominal position. Or the moving part is shifted to
some short distance from the fixed part along one of the axes.
To estimate the prediction results for the parameters of assemblies and to specify the structure of
the selected neural network model, it is necessary to estimate prediction errors. Estimation of
prediction error parameters shall be made according to two criteria:
1 Proportion of the predicted values within the permissible tolerance δ add .
2 Mean-square error (RMSE) of predicted and actual parameters.
Here is a sequence of calculations for these values:
1 Calculate the tolerance between the predicted and the actual parameters:
(5)
∆=
П pr − Пa .
п
2

3
4

The number of errors within the permissible area shall be counted N ∆add . The permissible area
of errors shall be calculated as a percentage of the maximum value of the predicted parameter
— 10%.
Prediction accuracy shall be calculated as the ratio of quantity N ∆add to the total sample size:
δ add = N ∆add / N com .
(6)
The mean-square error value shall be calculated by the formula:
RSME=

∆ 2 / N com .

(7)

4. Results of virtual assembly application for prediction of assembly parameters
The points of two cone surfaces are modeled using formulas (1-3). 10,000 sets of points in total were
modeled for two types of cones (5,000 of each type). Each set contains 720 points (360 points
belonging to two guide curves). Nominally, the guide points lie in planes parallel to XOY. Table 1
shows the statistical characteristics (mathematical expectation X and standard deviation σ ) of the
geometric deviations of the two cones.
Parameter

X

σ

Table 1. Value of deviation parameters for points of two conjugated cones.
The first cone
The second cone
k
k
δ rс , mm
Ak ,
θ k , rad
Ak , mm
θ k , rad
mm
0.0041
5.9
1.9783
0.0665
0.0010
5.8
1.9556
0.0067
2.3
1.8823
0.0219
0.0009
2.3
1.8308
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The height of the cones h is 40 mm; the radius at the base rс is 27,36 mm; the angle at the top is
γ 6 degrees.
Statistical characteristics and minimal and maximal values of assembly parameters for cone rings
obtained in consequence of simulation using formed sets of measured points of the connected parts are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Assembly parameters of two cone rings.
σ
Parameters
Min
Max
X
131.0174
75.8793
0.0652
359.9210
φс , deg

ρс , mm
δ o , mm

0.0104

0.0068

0.0001

0.0453

-0.4318

0.7330

-2.3640

0.9730

Figure 3 shows an example of one of the initial gaps in connections of cone surfaces.

Figure 3. Initial gap in connection of two cones.
The matrix sizes are 12×30 points for the cone rings. Since there are no inclination angles of the
rolling ring at the initial stage of assembly, during and at the end of assembly, the gap will be the same
in height in zero position. Therefore, a gap in one section (360 points) has been taken and in order to
perform several convolution operations, one row is divided into 12 rows for 30 values each. After
calculation of all matrices, their values are normalized into the range [0 1].
Selected parameters of a convolutional neural network with a regression layer are: network depth ,
characterized by the number of convolution subnets N CNN including convolutional layers, layer
downsampling layers; the size of the convolution kernel ( N k × N k ); the number of convolution
channels M c ; the probability p in dropout . The window size in pulling does not change — 2×2. After
selecting the network architecture, the network training process is optimized according to the
following parameters: packet size (batch) of data during training N b ; number of learning epochs N ep ;
number of epochs to reduce learning speed N ELS ; reduction factor of learning speed FLS (varies from
0 to 1); training algorithm (“SGDM” [16, 17] or “RMSProp” [18]).
Table 3 shows the prediction results for the assembly of two planes and two cone rings.
Table 3. Network performance assessment.
Parameters
Cone rings

ϕc

ρc

δo

δ add

0.864

0.866

0.998

RMSE

0.647

0.003

0.056
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Table 4 shows the network parameters that achieve the maximum accuracy in predicting assembly
parameters.
As it appears from the results given in Table 3, the value δ add of the parameter δ o is the highest
one, the polar coordinates of the center are determined with less smaller accuracy. It should be taken
into account that the value ρ c is almost 19 times smaller indicator RMSE than δ o , since the values of
the center offset in the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation are significantly lower than its offset
along the axis of rotation.
Table 4. Optimal parameters of the networks for predicting assembly of the cone rings.
Parameter N CNN
p
Training
Mc
N ELS
FLS
N ep
Nk
Nb
algorithm
Value
2
4
6
0.4
40
70
30
0.1
“SGDM”
5. Conclusion
The work presents a model for predicting conjugation accuracy of the parts according to the geometry
measurement results based on the use of digital models and a convolutional neural network.
Connecting of two conical rings is selected as the object for calculations. The data obtained by
simulation are used to train a convoluted neural network allowing to predict assembly components
based on geometry deviations maps of measured surfaces connection parameters. Evaluation of the
accuracy of the results leads to the conclusion about the adequacy of the developed neural network
model. The adequacy of the developed model depends on the accuracy of the mathematical description
of the actual geometry of the parts, the rigidity of the material and the design and size of the training
set. Optimal parameters of the network may depend on the considered object.
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Abstract. Logistics problems require special attention, because every year they become more
complicated and multivariable. On the one hand, a supply chain management includes
incessant monitoring of such issues as requests elaboration, paths determination, routing of
shipments, multimodal choice, set up of transhipments, fleet choice and maintenance,
warehousing, packaging and others. On the other hand, dozens of people are involved in the
logistics process. All these moments complicate the decision-making that is why data driven
decisions are required nowadays. As well as shipment problems are NP-hard, the heuristic
methods should be applied to resolve them. In this article we propose a genetic algorithm to
solve the complex problem that consists of the Travelling Salesman Problem combined with
the Knapsack Problem. We have developed an urban freight transportation model which is
focused on the minimization of the underway time as well as on the maximization of the
truck’s loading. A significant contribution in our method is the census of traffic frequency by
using traffic zoning. The developed approach has been implemented using the Python
programming language in the Zeppelin environment. The first version of the system has been
approved in the city of Samara (Russia) with test demand dataset.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the competition between logistics companies is extremely high. To stay alive each of them
competes for clients, strives to reduce costs, improve quality and efficiency of work, in other words
they try to optimize the process. In the 21st century, such technological advances as Big Data or
Internet of Things [1], are available to be used for the above listed purposes. The potential of Big Data
techniques with state-of-the-art software can significantly enhance the data-driven decision-making
process.
Logistics optimization is a complex and dynamic problem that requires a systematic approach. On
the one hand, this is determined by the large membership involved in the process: shippers, carriers,
recipients, third party logistic managers and others. Their decisions and actions should be well
coordinated, that is why it is necessary to have a good communication. On the other hand, the supply
chain consists of several stages. The first is a distribution that includes tracking the demand level and
types of commodities, booking and consolidation of requests. Transportation operations take place at
the second stage which includes layout of the route, fleet choice, schedule preparing and adjustment,
organization of the multimodal transshipment. This is the most sensitive and vast part of the logistics
process, because of the wide variety of stochastic issues that need to be predicted. Warehousing, with
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the best depots locations, as well as using the interior automation equipment and mechanic means, is
the third stage. The last one is packaging, which is especially considerable in perishable, fragile and
out of gauge goods shipments.
Outlined stages are not independent and affect each other. Thus, routing is NP-hard optimization
problem that can be formally solved only in limited cases and has low performance. To avoid these
limitations, heuristic methods are commonly applied. This paper is focused on the genetic analysis in
terms of integrated transportation optimization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief background to the recent
research, both theoretic and empirical; and problem statement. Section 3 contains basic model’s
features, presents methodological description, including genetic analysis. In Section 4 the
implementation is displayed. Section 5 concludes and summarizes the paper.
2. Background
2.1. Literature Review
There is a huge amount of research related to supply chain optimization. For example, M. Grazia
Speranza [1] outlines the main tendencies in the logistics management, one of which is the complex
data handling. The author points out three directions of the extension: systemic direction (the most
applicable for this research), collaborative direction and dynamic direction. The paper presents some
feasible ways of using Big Data in terms of transportation process optimization. Big Data technologies
make possible to build predictive models of transportation processes too [2]. Generally, articles which
describe different methodologies, rested on the model formulization. For instance, Shui Lam and
Burkhard Englert [3] represent a basic mathematical model, which takes into account only two
shipment offers. The proposed method compares shipment schedules, transportation cost and terminal
charges that helps to find out optimal deliveries.
Nevertheless, heuristic analysis allows estimating multiple decisions applying Genetic Algorithms
[4]. Zbigniew Michalewicz [5] describes the processes of evolving with the parents’ selection and the
producing of offspring. This study contains several modes of application Mutation and Crossover
operators, as well as the representation in matrix encoded data. For example, genetic analysis, with the
unique combination of operators, was used by Gintaras Vaira [6] to solve the Rich Vehicle Routing
Problem (RVRP). The general VRP is different from the typical VPR, because it restricts extra
constraints for a task, a vehicle, a cargo and so on. The genetic algorithm allows resolving VRP with
pick-up and deliveries as well as VRP with time windows.
As we have already noted the supply chain optimization is a complex subject that is why solving
only the routing problem apart from real life constraints is not efficient. The next research tries to take
this fact into account. The aim of the next model is not to create new optimal routes, but to find the
best combination of existing routes and services in maritime transportation. Anantaram Balakrishnan
and Christian Vad Karsten [7] report the LP-based heuristic procedure for containerized cargo that
may require the transshipment during the delivery. The approach is based on a selection from the
limited number of possible transshipments using the augmented multi-commodity flow network.
Another complicated problem for freight operators is to control the booking rate to provide the
maximum profit and execute all shipments when the product demand and resource capacities are not
determined. The stochastic resource allocation problem which is formulated by Xinchang Wang [8] as
a stochastic programming (STOC) model that incorporates three important features: random resource
capacities, stochastic product demands, and network effects. The algorithm embeds a nonlinear
optimization solver that uses an iterative-search type algorithm.
Furthermore, there is a strong relationship between the shipment size and fleet size. Lots of papers
propose various models to find the optimal mapping function. One of them is based on the discretecontinuous econometric model where the shipment size is a continuous variable and the size of the
vehicle fleet is a discrete variable [9]. Results that are represented in the paper prove a hypothesis:
with the increase of the distance and total demand it is become more efficient to exploit heavier,
except for old vehicles.
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Latent Class Analysis (LCA) is also applicable to shipment size optimization. Raphael Piendl,
Gernot Liedtke and Tilman Matteis [10] combine LCA and minimization of the total logistics costs.
The proposed model divides transport cases into classes according to similar response patterns. Four
homogeneous segments were identified which were integrated as an additional component to the
systematic framework of the total logistics cost formulation. Concepción Román, Ana Isabel
Arencibia, María Feo-Valero [11] represent fascinating research, that outlines the quantification of
attribute cut-offs combined with the estimation of taste heterogeneity through the Latent Class Model
(LCM). The analysis is based on the empirical data about decision-making in the area of logistics
management and based on the specification of the penalized utility.
Another application of the heuristic algorithm was introduced by Wu-Yang Liu and Li-Ning Xing
[12] to reduce costs in the processing of express logistics system as a type of capacitated arc routing
problem (CARP). The first step in the model is performing architecture optimization. The second step
is assuming extended random path-scanning (drawing between 5 Rules). The paper illustrates the
dependence between the number of depots, vehicles, total cost and different characteristics, as vehicles
load, speed, acquisition cost, depot construction post, maximum service time, etc.
Nevertheless, when the optimal number of deports is identified it can be not conformed to the best
way between stores and final destinations, their location should be taken into account in this case.
Xiang Hua, Xiao Hu and Wuwei Yuan [13] present a mean to solve this problem by applying the
Adaptive particle swarm optimization (APSO). The APSO is a supplement of nonlinear inertia weight
as well as time-varying acceleration coefficients as opposite to the Particle swarm optimization (PSO),
which is a common method of decision-making. This fact allows a quick and accurate finding of the
global optimum. As a result, the best locations may be determined using the knowledge of customer’s
locations and demand. However, logistics managers more often deal with existing depots, so the real
problem is to create optimal paths under existing circumstances.
To achieve the maximum effect, the logistic problem should be solved as a complex task, involving
different aspects of the transportation process. One of the papers that consider this conception is a
review written by Pieter Vansteenwegen, Wouter Souffriau and Dirk Van Oudheusden [14]. The
authors outline different combinations of logics problems, which are put together into the Orienteering
Problem (OP). They investigate in more detail three of them (Team OP, OP with time windows, Team
OP with time windows), give several examples of their mathematical formalisations and ways of
solving. Another example of solving the complex logistic task is the study of Mohamed El Yafrani and
Belaïd Ahiod [15]. They look into the Travelling Thief Problem (TTP) which includes two
interdependence combinatorial optimization subproblems: the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)
and the Knapsack Problem (KP). The authors compare iterative neighborhood algorithms to other
methods, present deterministic procedures for each problem combination reinforce their assumptions
by experimental results.
However, recent research in the considered area does not take into account city traffic flows. This
constraint is very vital for modern cities with high motorization level. Our study extends the described
above conception, and focused on the routing of the city freight trucking in urban traffic conditions.
To solve this problem the transportation planning techniques were involved in a model and combined
with an evolutionary approach.
2.2. Problem statement
The study addresses the following problem: identify the optimal route from the distribution center to
destination points with the fleet’s capacity constraint and taking into account urban traffic. The
problem differs from a typical TSP, because the route is based on the road traffic. This supplement
promises to minimize the delivery time and consequently the total logistics costs. In addition, the
described problem requires combining the TSP with KP.
To solve the described above problem we propose the evolutionary approach that is based on a
modified genetic algorithm. This approach allows reflecting the latent organizing process of a complex
technical system that is close to nature system [16]. The input data for the algorithm are city transport
infrastructure and transportation demand. The idea is that we have a city where vehicle density is
varying in different time-windows and districts. It means that the underway time of one route during
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various times of the day will be different. This information can be provided by modelling system that
is based on the origin-destination matrices.
Therefore, the algorithm takes into account origin and destination locations, schedule time,
transportation demand, fleet capabilities. Moreover, to find the optimal loading the KP is solving on
every iteration of TSP algorithm. The KP algorithm is based on the genetic approach too. The overall
solution represents the combination of two genetic algorithms: the KP genetic algorithm is nested into
the TSP genetic algorithm.
3. Methodology
3.1. Mathematical Model
The model describes the city freighting planning for helping logistics managers in decision-making,
i.e. to optimize the whole route (TSP), with maximum trucks loading (KP). A solution consists of
determining the final routes of delivery with the sequence of destination points which start and end in
the depots. The goal is to minimize the underway time and to maximize the truck’s loading.
To get an accurate and realistic solution the impact of the urban vehicle density should be taken
into account. However, traffic datasets for most of the cities are unobtainable. For this reason, we use
Transport Zoning and macroscopic transport simulation to make our model more flexible.
The process of transportation simulation of the city is based on the gravity law. Marc Barthelemy
[17] presents detailed information about creating origin-destination matrices and processing mobility
networks. Simulation allows estimating the flow value between different areas in the city by using
population and infrastructure datasets. Figure 1 shows a visual representation of the model that takes
into account traffic zones. The micromodel that is based on this traffic zones allocation shows
different transportation velocity on different branches of the road network. We propose the space-time
model because the velocity depends on time-windows too. Therefore, we can predict the average
velocity of trucks during transportation.

Figure 1. Example of the delivery route that starts and ends in the depot (1-5-7-6-8-4-1).
In our paper we are using the following designation indicators:
• 𝑁 is the number of destination points.
• 𝑖 is the origin point, (i=1…N).
• 𝑗 is the destination point, (j=1…N).
• 𝑑𝑗 is the quantity demand in the point 𝑗, (j=2…N).
• 𝑙𝑖𝑗 is the distance between i and j, (i=1…N), (j=1…N).
• 𝑙𝑖𝑗 = 0 if 𝑖 = 𝑗, which means there is no distance between the same origin-destination points.
• 𝑡𝑠 is the average service time that is needed for unloading one package, is a set value, e.g.
𝑡𝑠 = 2 min.
• 𝑡𝑒 is the average extra time in the destination point, for instance drawing up of documents etc.,
is a set value, e.g. 𝑡𝑒 = 7 min.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

𝑐 is the capacity of the truck.
𝑧 is the transport zone of the city (z=1…Z).
𝚥
����
𝑉𝑧𝚤 , ����
𝑉𝑧 is the average speed in z-th zone.
𝑀𝑘 is the matrix chromosome with the whole route, (k=1…K).
𝑥𝑖𝑗 is the variable for the matrix.
𝑃𝑘 is the vector form of the matrix’s chromosome (k=1…K).
𝑝𝑛𝑃 is the value (number) of the destination point, where n is an atomic number of the gene in
the P-th chromosome.
The fitness function (FF) for the TSP is 𝑇𝑘 shows the total underway time of the route, where the
sequence of m is a reverse sequence of loading the kth truck in the depot. FF1 for TSP looks like:
𝑝𝑛−2 𝑍

2 × 𝑙𝑝𝑛−1 ,𝑝𝑛
2 × 𝑙𝑗,𝑗+1
𝑇𝑘 = ( � � � 𝚥
+ 𝑑𝑗+1 × 𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑒� + 𝑝
→ 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑝𝑛
𝚥+1
������
�������
�����
𝑛−1
���
𝑉
+
𝑉
𝑉
+
𝑉
𝑧
𝑧
𝑗=𝑝1 𝑧=1
𝑧
𝑧
The constraint is:
𝑝𝑛−1

� 𝑑𝑗 ≤ 𝑐

(1)

(2)

𝑗=𝑝2

It means that the total quantity of freight during one route cannot exceed the capacity of a truck. To
relate the points to transport zones (z), we assign a zone number to each origin and destination points.
The fitness function for the Knapsack Problem (FF2):
𝑝𝑛−1

� 𝑑𝑗 → 𝑚𝑎𝑥

(3)

𝑗=𝑝2

(3) can be treated as the more loading leads to a better economic effect for the final logistics costs.
3.2. Genetic Algorithm
To solve the designated in Section II B problem we adopted genetic analysis which is based on the
evolutionary process. Genetic modelling is one among many heuristic ways in decision-making that
uses encoded information, where variables have discrete values 0 and 1. Basic stages of the program
are chromosomes generation and selection. Genotypes consist of genes with straight positions. When
the first population is built, these potential solutions are tested by the fitness function, where the best
ones are selected for the following iterations using mutation and/or crossover operators.
We randomly create the first K “parents” populations that are shaped into Binary Matrixes
Chromosomes. Each matrix represents the encoded route, includes rows i and columns j, if 𝑥𝑖𝑗 =1 there
is a sub-path between i and j, otherwise 𝑥𝑖𝑗 =0. Matrices are completed with some special conditions,
such as:
𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0,1}; 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁, 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁,
(4)
𝑥1𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖1 = 1; 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁, 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁,

(5)

𝑁

� 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1; ∀𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁,

(7)

𝑖=1
𝑁

(8)

𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 0; ∀(𝑖 = 𝑗); 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁, 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁,

� 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1; ∀𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁.

(6)

𝑗=1

For example, figure 2 displays the matrix for 𝑀1 .
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The route from figure 1 can be treated as vector 𝑃1 : (1-5-7-6-8-4-1), where 𝑝1𝑃 = 𝑝𝑛𝑃 = 1 in any
way. It is because the delivery is always started and ended in the depot, which number is 𝑖 = 𝑗 = 1.
j
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 … N-1 N
i
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0
0
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
3
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
4
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0
0
6
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0
0
7
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0
0
8
…
0
0
N-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
N
Figure 2 Example of the Binary Matrix (𝑀1).

After that, the FF1 (1) is calculated for all K individuals, and the algorithm checks the constraint
(2). Some of the structures from the first population will be removed due to inconsistency with the
capacity limitation.
After these steps, the standard algorithm may proceed to the next iterations, but our approach
contains additional KP step. The rest of K vectors are estimated by FF2 (3). Figure 3 shows an
example of one of the possible solutions of the KP task.

Figure 3. Example of the truck loading for the route (1-5-7-6-8-4-1): a) the third layer of
loading; b) the second layer of loading; c) the first layer of loading.
Subsequently the best representatives 𝑃𝑘 are selected for further simulations with 𝑀𝑘 using the
crossover operator. The outcome of this procedure is the new offspring, which is used for the next
loop iteration. Figure 4 represents the schema of the proposed genetic algorithm.
4. Implementation
The solution is implemented as Python notebook that allows working with the model iteratively and
improving it step by step. As a host environment, we are using Zeppelin, because it provides
capabilities to build scalable interactive notebooks with a rich user interface. The developed software
is implemented as a Docker container, which contains all configured modules and packages and can be
deployed on most common operating systems. The developed scripts and notebooks are stored in the
Bitbucket git repository. Figure 5 presents the architecture of the developed solution.
The Python programming language is a flexible tool for systems prototyping. There are a lot of
packages for solving different applied and scientific problems. To work with spatial data in our project
the following Python packages were used:
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•
•
•
•
•

Shapely (low level processing of geometries).
GeoPandas (processing of data frames with geometry column).
NeworkX (working with spatial graphs).
OSMnx (loading network for some region from OpenStreetMap resource).
Matplotlib (power tool for plotting with supporting of geographic maps).

Figure 4. The schema of the heuristic algorithm.
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Figure 5. Schema of the solution environment.
A genetic algorithm was implemented using Deap package that contains genetic operators and
means to construct any evolutional model. Fitness function (1) was implemented as a custom function
and registered in Deap framework as “evaluate” parameter. Inside the main evolution loop that solves
TSP task, we have added the nested evolution loop that solves KP task for each “individual” that is
selected as a population for the next generation. Therefore, the developed Python script fully
implements the method proposed in Section III.
The solution was debugged using the map of the city of Samara (Russia). The information about
dividing the city into traffic zones and building Origin-Destination matrices was taken from the
previous study [18]. For other task parameters (origin and destination points, transportation demand,
freight fleet and its capacity) we have used the test data. We have used SUMO as a simulation engine
in our research (figure 6).

Figure 6. Simulation of transportation flows in Samara.
5. Conclusion
The genetic analysis is used as a tool for freight transportation decision making support. The urban
freight transportation model allows us to determinate the optimal origin-destination route of the
delivery by minimizing underway time and maximizing truck’s loading. The main advantage of the
proposed approach is applying of transport zoning, which promises to bring solutions closer to the
real-life situation.
The further research may take into account time windows of deliveries and fleet capability
differences. Moreover, the genetic algorithm requires tuning to get optimal execution performance.
Additionally, the simulation stage should be used to test the model performance within the urban
traffic circumstances.
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Abstract. This paper discusses the structure of the devices and their defining formulas used
for local approximation using power-algebraic polynomials when the observed data are known
exactly. A multichannel system for processing discrete sequences is considered. On the basis of
the considered system the research of acceleration of calculations in the system from
specialized computational modules is carried out. The carried out researches have shown, that
the developed model of multichannel data processing system allows to reduce essentially time
for data processing.

1. Introduction
Organization of calculations or processing of data on the observed samples of the process carried out
with the help of the representation of algebraic polynomials refers to the class of methods of analytical
representation and signal processing. This paper discusses the structure of the devices and their
defining formulas used for local approximation with the help of power algebraic polynomials, when
the observed data are known exactly.
2. Multi-channel system for processing discrete sequences
The representation of the functions of the observed data can be referred to the issues of interpolation
with the help of polynomials on linearly independent systems of functions and are considered later as
the issues of coordination of local interpolation functions on smoothness in the nodes of their
conjugation [2, pp. 146-194].
The approximation of the processes on the observed samples can be carried out with the help of
algebraic polynomials, for example, the point method of least squares or methods of local
interpolation, which belong to the class of methods of analytical representation of signals. Here we
consider algebraic models and methods of the need to solve local satisfaction with the conditions of
smooth coupling, approximation by discrete data.
Thus, at first it is assumed that all sample values of the process and its derivatives in the
interpolation and coupling nodes are known.
Let's denote an interpolation polynomial through Pi (t ) , which provides the approximation of the
process y (t ) at the interval [ti , ti +1 ) , t i < t i +1 , i = 0, 1,  , by some number of known values of this
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process y (t ij ) = yij , j = 0, 1,  , n , and, possibly, its derivatives y ( r ) (t ij ) = yij( r ) , r = 0, 1,  , m j and

yij( 0 ) ≡ yij .
The moments t i of the pairing of polynomials Pi−1 (t ) and Pi (t ) will be referred to points or nodes
(r )
in the pairing, and the moments tij , at which sample values yij and yij are taken, will be referred to

interpolation nodes. The intervals [t i −1 , t i ] and [t i , t i +1 ] , called interpolation intervals, are obviously
areas of definition for polynomials Pi−1 (t ) and Pi (t ) . Interval boundaries, within which interpolation
nodes tij are located, are denoted as moments t i and ti +1 , so interval [t i , t i +1 ] is the area where the
observed data used in interpolation formula construction or mapping Pi (t ) : [t i , t i +1 ] → [t i , t i +1 ] are
defined.
Interpolation polynomial Pi (t ) by the system of algebraic functions t k , k = 0, 1,  , N , i.e.
polynomial Pi (t ) = ai 0 + ai1t + ai 2 t 2  + aiN t N , can be written in the form
n

mj

Pi (t ) = ∑∑ Lrij (t ) yij( r ) ,

(1)

j =0 r =0

0
r
where Lij (t ) ≡ Lij (t ) and Lij (t ) is polynomials satisfying the conditions in the interpolation nodes

Lij (t )

t = t ik

= δ jk ,

where δ jk is Kroneker's symbol.

dl r
Lij (t )
dt l

t = t ik

= δ jk δ lr , l = 0, 1,  , m j ,

(2)

It should be taken into account that the system of functions t k refers to the class of generalized
Chebyshev systems, which by definition should have a non-zero determinant

1
t0

0 1 2  N
 =
U ∗ 
⋅
 t0 t1 t2  t N 
t0N

0



0

1
⋅



0
⋅

t0N −1



1
 tn

⋅
⋅
⋅
N −m0
 t0
 tnN



0



0
⋅

⋅
 tnN −mn

≠ 0 . (3)

In this case, we can conclude that there is an interpolation polynomial at any location of
r
interpolation nodes and, in particular, the existence of fundamental polynomials Lij (t ) , and hence the
possibility of approximation of observed data using the (1).
The essential point of this conclusion is that in each node of interpolation there should be known
the values of both the process and all its derivatives up to a given maximum order. However, if the
physical features of the problem as the initial data in the construction of the interpolation polynomial
are sample values of the process and its derivatives, measured at different moments of time, and
interpolation polynomial instead of (1) is given by the expression
n

Pi (t ) = ∑

∑ L (t ) y

j = 0 r∈Μ j

r
ij

(r )
ij

,

(4)

where Μ j is a subset of multiple integers (0, 1,  , m j ) . The fundamental polynomials satisfy the
conditions

dl r
Lij (t )
dt l

t = t ik

= δ jk δ lr , l , r ∈ Μ j .

(5)

It can be shown that the problem of constructing polynomials (4) and (5) in some combinations of
interpolation nodes may not have a solution.
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This can be shown in a simple example of building a second-degree polynomial
P(t ) = a0 + a1t + a2t 2 a using the values specified in the interpolation nodes P (t0 ) = y0 , P(t1 ) = y1 ,

P(t 2 ) = y 2 . The coefficients of this polynomial, taking into account the given conditions, should
satisfy the system of linear algebraic equations
 1 t0

0 1
1 t
2


t02  a0   y0 
   
2t1  a1  =  y1  .
t22  a2   y2 

(6)

The determinant of this system is (t 2 − t 0 )(t 2 + t 0 − 2t1 ) . In case of equidistant nodes, when

t 2 + t 0 = 2t1 , it is equal to zero. At the same time, the solution of the system and, accordingly, the
solution of the interpolation problem does not exist, except for the unlikely case of a multi-digit
solution, when the ranks of the main and extended matrices coincide.
Such a situation, although not necessarily, may arise in general. Therefore, if there is a need to use
formulas of the type (4), (5), the selected interpolation scheme should be checked for the existence of
a solution to the problem of interpolation polynomial construction. Apart from this condition, no other
restrictions are imposed on the application of these formulas.
Using formula (1), the approximation yˆ (t ) of process y (t ) on the entire time axis can be written
as
∞

n

mj

∞

yˆ (t ) = ∑ Pi (t )I i (t ) = ∑∑∑ I i (t ) Lrij (t ) yij( r ) .
i =0

(7)

j =0 r =0 i =0

(r )
Sampling values yij and yij , which clearly define interpolation and fundamental polynomials (1;

4), can be divided into two classes: the actual measured values, the values of process y (t ) and its
derivatives y ( r ) (t ) in the interpolation nodes tij , and the values that represent their estimation from
indirect data. This estimation can be obtained, for example, by calculating the values of polynomial
Pi −1 (t ) representing the process at the previous step of interpolation, and the values of its derivatives

Pi (−r1) (t ) in the required interpolation nodes. On the interpolation schemes, such values will be marked
with an asterisk in the future so that they can be distinguished from the measured values.
To ensure the required smoothness of the interpolation formula (7) in the interval nodes [t i , t i +1 ) ,
nodes t i should obviously be included in the set of interpolation nodes tij for the given index value i ,
if they are no longer included in their number by definition. In this case, nodes ti +1 do not have to
belong to this set.
When considering the case where the layout of the interpolation nodes and the length of the
segments [t i , t i +1 ) do not depend on the number i of the interpolation step, i.e.

t i +1 − t i = Θ and tij = t j + iΘ ,
and if you enter the discrete time t = τ + kΘ , the interpolation formula (7) can be written as
∞

∞

n

mj

yˆ (t ) ≡ ∑ yˆ k (t ) =∑∑∑ I (t − kΘ) Lrj (t − kΘ) y kj( r ) ,
k =0

(8)

(9)

k =0 j =0 r =0

where Lrj (τ ) ≡ Lr0 j (τ ) – the fundamental polynomials defined in interval [t 0 , t1 ) , L0j (τ ) ≡ L j (τ ) and
the time window I (t − kΘ) ≡ I k (t ) . Further on, for the sake of certainty, it is also believed that

t0 ≡ t0q = 0 .
The interpolation of processes in the multidimensional space represented by a discrete function is
done in a similar way, if the formula (9) is applied separately to each vector component. When
interpolating the trajectories or boundaries of objects in a multidimensional space, the question arises
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of choosing the most natural coordinate system, in which the curve under consideration takes a
smoother form or is described by simpler equations.
From the above studies and according to [8], it is clear that the use of dot MNAs is fully justified,
since this method allows us to obtain the lowest number of coefficients compared to other
interpolation methods, such as spline functions, interpolation polynomial Lagrange, etc., with the same
value of error.
3. Study of acceleration of calculations in the system of specialized computational modules
The expression (9) corresponds to the function of the multichannel data processing system model,
which looks like
l

l

l =1

l =1

yˆ (t ) = ∑ Fl r y (t )Φ 0 =∑ Fl r ykl ,

(10)
r

where l is a number of specialized calculators with processor function Fl . Structural scheme, which
implements the model of multichannel system of processing discrete data sequences, is shown in
Figure 1.
yk1
yk2
y(t)

Ф0

F2
.
.
.

ykl

y`k1

y(1)(t)

F1

y`k2
Ф1

Fl

F`1

F`2

.
.
.

y`kl

+

+

+

ŷ(t)

F`l

.
.
.

Figure 1. Multi-channel model of data processing system.
As can be seen from Figure 1 and in accordance with (10), each channel of the data processing
system is characterized by the function of a processor Fl . At the same time, input information in the
form of a sequence ykl(r ) on a finite interval of N samples is used as input actions in these channels,
which is obtained as a result of sampling of the process by switching devices Φ 0 , Φ1 ,  . Taking into
account that the specified sequences are defined by the expression

ykl( r ) = y ( r ) (tk + Θ) , k = 0, 1, 2, … , N-1,

(11)

where r∈{0,1,2}. In the case of equidistant interpolation nodes forming a periodic sequence of
reference points with the period T and taking into account Θ = dT, expression (11) takes the form
ykj( r ) = y ( r ) (( j + dk )T ) , k = 0, 1, 2, … , N-1.
(12)
where d is thinning, d∈{0, 1, 2, …, N-1},
j is sequence offset, j∈{0, 1, 2, …, N-1}.
An evenly distributed sequence can be represented depending on offset j in the form of
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ykj( r )

 y ( r ) [d (k − j )T ], j < k,

=  y ( r ) [dkT ], j = k,
 y ( r ) [d (k + j )T ], j > k.


k = 0, 1, 2, … , N-1.

(13)

In practical terms, the expressions (12) and (13) describe situations, where the nodes of the
interface respectively coincide with the reference points of process y (t ) and its derivatives.
It should also be noted that the l-th channel of the model of multichannel data processing system
with the function of the data generator Fl is a set of filters Flir (S ) in the form of
n

Fl = ∑ Fli ( S ) ,
i =1

which form the structural scheme presented in Figure 2. with the transfer function in the form of
l

n

F ( S ) = ∑∑
r
li

l =1 i =1

where с is series coefficients.

1 r
(a jil − c rjil e − SΘ ) ,
Sli

(14)

Frl1
yk

+

Frl2
.
.
.

ŷkl

Frln
Figure 2. Filter block diagram.
After transformation of expression (14) relative to Si with regard to the limitations of the equality
type
(15)
r = 0, d = 1, j = 0, c = 0,
the solution of determining the acceleration of computational operations depending on the number of
specialized calculators and on the volume coefficient of parallel calculations a is carried out by the
formula

Sl =

l
.
l (1 − a) + a

(16)

We can see from expression (16) that the increase of calculation efficiency depends on the
algorithm of the task, when restricting the type a < 1 , which allows us to estimate the efficiency of
parallelization of the algorithm and the conclusion about the necessary number of specialized
calculators [1, 5].
Dependence of the growth of computational operations' acceleration on different number of
specialized calculators on the size coefficient of parallelized calculations a is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows that the increase of computation speed for the computer system from l specialized
calculators can be obtained at the value of parameter a according to the condition 0.25 ≤ a ≤ 0.75 .
The results of the research of the dependence of the acceleration of calculations on the number of
specialized calculators l are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that with the coefficient a = 0.75 in the algorithm, the increase in the number of
parallelized cores of specialized calculators up to the value of l ≥ 16 leads to a significant increase in
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performance, in particular, the use of a single quad-core GPU as a specialized calculator increases the
performance by more than 2 times.

Figure 3. Dependence of calculations acceleration in the system from l specialized calculators on the
value a .

Figure 4. Dependence of calculations acceleration Sl in the system from specialized calculators on the
value of l.
The developed model of multichannel data processing system was used for research and
development of the algorithm of advanced audio stream mixing in telecommunication systems [10].
Application of the developed algorithm in a heterogeneous computer system reduces the time for data
processing to 0.2226x10-3 sec. instead of 1.351x10-3 sec. – the time of data processing by the base
algorithm.
4. Conclusions
Studies have shown that the increase in calculation efficiency depends on the algorithm of the task
when limiting the a < 1 type. It allows you to estimate the efficiency of algorithm parallelization and
make a conclusion about the necessary number of specialized calculators. Thus, the increase of
calculation acceleration for a computer system from l specialized calculators can be obtained with the
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value of parameter a in accordance with the condition 0,25 ≤ a ≤ 0.75. At the same time, the increase
of the number of parallelized cores of specialized calculators up to the value of l = 16 at the value of
the coefficient a = 0.75 in the algorithm leads to a significant increase in performance, but with a
further increase up to l > 256 it does not bring any significant results, which is consistent with the
main provisions of Amdal and Graham's researches.
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Abstract. The article describes methods of adaptive control of the preset resistance in the
respiratory complexes with regard to changes in the human condition based on the results of
identifying the respiratory system parameters, as well as on the results of modeling of the
respiratory system presented as a combination of airway generations, the last of which ends
with alveoli. The presented algorithms lay the basis for building intelligent medical systems
involving adaptive corrective action.

1.Introduction.
Creating adaptive training complexes is a rather complicated theoretical problem [1,2,3]. That is
due first of all to the complexity and variability of the processed signals. Since the equipment
produces a controlling effect, it is necessary to simultaneously diagnose the state of the person’s
respiratory system, process the results in real time, and adjust the load. The solution to this problem is
to create a well-validated methodology and to determine the technical parameters of adaptive-type
corrective action equipment having new qualitative characteristics in order to ensure the full diversity
of applications in curative, restorative and sports medicine.
For the load on the respiratory muscles to be selected, the patient breathes through the complex,
which is operating in various modes (Figure 1).
In the process of breathing, the adjustable resistance in the breathing tube connected to the
mouthpiece is used to measure by means of sensors the pressure in the breathing tube P(t), which is
then transmitted to the monitoring and control unit through the analog signal processing unit [2].
As a result of analysis of the pressure curve, the input parameters of detection (amplitude of the
useful signal as, variance σ2 and the average noise value a0) are adjusted for implementing the signal
processing model with the purpose of timely recognition of respiratory activity and ensuring a high
degree of synchronization between the person’s respiration and the complex [4,5,6].
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MP – mouthpiece, PS – system of pressure sensors; AR – adjusted resistance preset by changing
cross-sectional area; BT – breathing tube;
ASP – analog signal processing unit; ACTD – actuating device;
TS – technical self-diagnosis unit
Figure 1. A generalized functional structure diagram for complexes of corrective action on
respiratory system.
The respiratory system condition diagnosis unit that employs parametric analysis methods is used
to generate control signal sent to the actuating device, which carries out the adjustment and adaptation
of the load (resistance/switching pressure) in the breathing circuit according to the predetermined law
and taking into account the patient’s individual condition and changes in it [4,5,6,7]. Also, for the
purposes of long-term prediction and for determining limitations on the action, mathematical modeling
of processes in the respiratory system is performed.
2. The criterion used to determine the type of controlling action on the basis of diagnostic
matrices.
In this structure, the self-diagnosing circuit protects the actuating device from overload, analyzing the
temperature t and the current I of its electric motor, and allows the failure to be extrapolated by
correcting the controlling action. At the same time, the pressure in the breathing tube is analyzed
during operation both in the partial load and the peak load mode, which prevents barotrauma [3, 8].
The anticipatory alert power assessment unit makes it possible to predict a decrease in or failure of the
supply voltage level, to save current data in a timely manner, and to ensure the restart and recovery of
the system.
Thus, the variable parameters characterizing the state of the person’s respiratory system when
exposed to different resistances and at different switching pressures R1,..., R N , P1,..., PN are as
follows: inspiration / expiration phase duration T1,..., TN , slope angle of the approximation curve at the
first observation stage α1,.., αi .., α N , slope angle for the approximation function decrease βi (for load
in the form of resistance), the coefficient of the approximation function in the third observation
interval βp1,...,βpN (for load in the form of switching pressure), the rise time of the pressure curve to
the maximum t н1,..., t нN , characteristics of the pressure curve during free respiration α0 , βp0 , tн0 ,T0
(load by switching pressure), α 0 , β0 , t н0 , T0 (load by resistance) [1,6,7,8].
Then, the generalized matrices characterizing the state of the person and the level of their training
when exposed to resistance and pressure are described as follows:
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The general criterion allowing to establish the type of controlling action is determined on the basis
of a set of parameters that make up the matrices of states M and M1:
2

 M 1ik − M 1 * 
 1 s −1 N
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∑ ∑ ck ⋅ 
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=
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=
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2
K1 j = 
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 M ik − M * 
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i
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∑ ∑c ⋅
 при j = 0.
 N k = 0 i =1 k 
M 0k



where с1, c2 , c3 , c4 are weight coefficients characterizing the importance of each indicator, as
determined by experts; j is the variable that determines the type of action, k is the parameter number
( k = 0,..., S − 1 , S is the number of parameters, i is the action level i = 1,..., N , and i* = i − 1 is the
previous action level) [4,5,9].
Then, the task of finding the method of action by load in the breathing circuit in the admissible set
of possible options will be reduced to finding such parameters of controlling the actuating device that
will provide the best value of the target vector function:
 S −1
2
 ∑ c (M ik − MZik ) , при j = 0
k

2
MZik
 k =0

Qi = 

 S −1 (M 1ik − MZ1ik )2
, при j = 1
 ∑ ck
2
MZ1ik
 k = 0
where MZik , MZ1ik are the matrices of the required characteristics of the human respiratory system
at the given load in the form of resistance and switching pressure, respectively.
Adaptation will be carried out in two circuits: the 1st circuit is responsible for the work of the
mathematical model of the respiratory system and the apparatus, the 2nd circuit is responsible for
presetting the initial load and for the choice of the value at which the smallest deviation from the
reference characteristic is achieved [1,4,10].

3. The mathematical model of the biotechnical complex “corrective action equipment –
human respiratory system”.
For the monitoring and timely adjustment of the load, we will consider a mathematical model of the
biotechnical complex “corrective action equipment – human respiratory system” [5, 6].
In this model, the structure of the lungs was represented as a set of generations of the airways
(channels), the latter of which ends in alveoli. It was assumed that the airways branch out according to
the principle of correct dichotomy, that is, two conjugates have the same size and are branched from
their parent at equal angles; the empirical equations of the air channels of the average person were
taken into account [6,11,12].
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The mathematical model of the biotechnical complex “corrective action equipment – human
respiratory system” is represented by three main blocks:
- equations of the gas dynamics of the lungs and of the dynamics of the muscles:

dV (t )

Rb ⋅ T *
(
)
G
t
⋅
− Pl0 (t ) ⋅ 0
 dPl0 (t )
0
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- equations of medium mass transfer rates by the generation level:
M

⋅ (Plim −1(t ) − Plim (t ))2 ⋅ sign(Plim −1(t ) − Plim (t )) +
Gi (t ) =

*
*
Rb ⋅ T ⋅ R im 


+ 2(Plim +1(t ) − Plim (t ))2 ⋅ sign(Plim +1(t ) − Plim (t )),



M
G (t ) =
⋅ (Pkm (t ) − Pl0 (t ))2 ⋅ sign(Pkm (t ) − Pl0 (t )) +
0

*
*

Rb ⋅ T ⋅ R 0 


+ 2(Pl1(t ) − Pl0 (t ))2 ⋅ sign(Pl1(t ) − Pl0 (t ));


where Vim(t ) is the current volume of the im-th channel; nm is the last level of the airways
( nm = 23 ); Rb is Boltzmann’s constant; М is the molar mass of gas; Ωi (t ) is the volumetric flow

rate of gas in the i-th channel; Plim (t ) is the pressure of gas in the im-th channel; Pkm(t ) is the
pressure in the tube of the training apparatus; Pa is the atmospheric pressure; Pl0 (t ) is the tracheal
pressure; Pl1(t ) is the pressure at the 1st level of the airways (AW); u(t ) is the radial displacement of

the cylinder wall; Plnm(t ) is the current pressure in the cylinder; σ1(t ) is the preset transverse
muscular tension; σ2 (t ) is the preset longitudinal muscular tension; λ is the thickness of the cylinder

wall; k is the viscosity coefficient of the material; E1 is the transverse modulus of elasticity of the
material; E2 is the longitudinal modulus of elasticity of the material; r(t ) is the current inner radius of
the cylinder; Dс is the inner radius of the cylinder in undeformed state; ρ is the density of
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environment element; w(t ) is the longitudinal displacement of the face of the cylinder; L is the length
of the undeformed cylinder; R*im is the resistance of the im-th AW; Gim(t ) is the mass air flow rate
in the i-th AW; G0 (t ) is the mass air flow rate in the trachea; the process of respiration occurs at a
constant body temperature T * = 310 K ;
- the model of automatic switching of respiratory muscles, implemented by means of setting special
functions Θ1(t ) , Θ 2 (t ) , Θ3 (t ) and Θ 4 (t ) , which provide for automatic activation of muscles when
the lungs in the process of expiration achieve the minimum preset volume Vmin and for disactivation
thereof at the moment when the lungs achieve the maximum preset volume Vmax :
 dΘ (t ) 
10 −5  1  = (1 + Θ 2 (t ) − Θ1(t ))×
 dt 

((

) (

))

× ς δV − Vmin − V (t ) + ς δV − Vmax − V (t ) ,
 dΘ (t ) 
10−5  2  = (Θ1(t ) − Θ2 (t ))×
 dt 

( (

) (

))

× 1 − ς δV − Vmin − V (t ) − ς δV − Vmax − V (t ) ,

dΘ3 (t )

= Θ4 (t ) ⋅ (1 − Θ3 (t )) − 0,7 ⋅ Θ3 (t ) ⋅ (1 − Θ4 (t )) ,
dt
dΘ (t )
0,001 4 = 0,5 + 0,5 ⋅ (− 1)ceil (Θ1(t )−Θ 4 (t )) ,
dt
ς(arg ) = 0,5 + 0,5 ⋅ sign (arg ) ,
where Θ1(t ), Θ2 (t ), Θ3 (t ), Θ4 (t ) are unknown functions, δV is the absolute error of registering the
moment when the volumes become equal, ceil is the rounding function, ς (arg ) is the switching
function (if the argument is positive, it equals 1, if the argument is negative, it equals 0).
The developed mathematical description of the mass transfer process in the complex system of
branching pathways ensures a higher level of detail of the respiration process on the whole, making it
possible to study the influence of any changes in the structural level of a specifically selected
generation, to the extent of actually assigning given properties to specific airways [6,7,8].
The obtained system of ordinary nonlinear differential equations was solved numerically using
Rosenbrock method. An analysis of the experimental graphs of changes in the pressures, volumetric
and mass flow rates described in [6,12] shows that the obtained results of modelling provide highly
accurate qualitative and quantitative reflection of the biomechanics of a number of processes
accompanying respiration. Consequently, this model can be used to analyze the adequacy of and to set
limitations on the preset adaptive loads on the respiratory system in various training modes using the
CACRS.
A generalized structure diagram of the mathematical model is presented in Figure 2.
0,5
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Vlu (t )

σ 1 (t )

σ2 (t )
ζ (t )
ξ (t )

K ie, r
Plnm (t )

Pkm(t )

Pl0 (t )
G 0 (t )

Figure 2. A generalized structure diagram of the model of the biotechnical system “corrective
action complex – respiratory system”.
4. Algorithm of load adaptation based on the data of diagnostic condition matrices
The 2nd circuit operates in search mode with automatic load adjustment, as the parameters of
human respiratory system are changing (Figure 3); NA is the number of load alteration levels
[3,11,12].
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a))
b)
a – adjustment
ad
of load – resistance of the circuit;
b – switching pressure adjustment
Figure 3. A diagram off work of corrective action complexes adaptation al
algorithm
r
(2nd circuit).
Load correction based on chan
changes in the target function is illustrated by the gra
graph in Figure 4. On
the x-axis there is every step corres
corresponding to presetting the load for the next inspir
spiration/expiration

Figure 4. Experimental chara
characteristics of the results of work of the 2nd adaptati
daptation circuit (load in
the form of resistance).
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5. Conclusions
Based on the experimental and analytical assessment of changes in pressure parameters during
various types of action on the respiratory system, the problem of automated identification of indicators
characterizing the change in the condition of the human respiratory system when working with
corrective action complexes has been solved, and a set of algorithms providing timely self-adjustment
of the controlling action has been developed.
The task of controlling the actuating device in real time with simultaneous complex signal
processing can be accomplished using high-performance microcontrollers.
The above methods and algorithms are the basis for the development of a new class of medical
devices: automated complexes of corrective action on the human respiratory system ensuring adaptive
signal processing, modeling of biological processes, and real-time control of the actuating device,
which increases the efficiency of treating patients with bronchial asthma and chronic obstructive
bronchitis, as well as of rehabilitation programs in patients with movement disorders.
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Abstract. Algebras of finitary relations naturally generalize the algebra of binary relations with
the left composition. In this paper, we consider some properties of such algebras. It is well
known that we can study the hypergraphs as finitary relations. In this way the results can be
applied to graph and hypergraph theory, automatons and artificial intelligence.

1. Introduction
It is obvious that graphs and binary relations are closely related. We often use the facts of the binary
relations theory in graph theory to solve some algorithmic problems. In the same way, we can consider
hypergraphs as finitary relations. This could be a good idea for IT and AI, especially for pattern
recognition and machine learning [1-13].
By now it has become common to use universal algebras [14] in various applications [15].
Algebraic methods can also be efficiently applied in graph theory. For example, the shortest path
problem can be solved by transitive closure algorithm for binary relation [16].
In this way, and following by [17], we are going to study hypergraphs as elements of algebraic
structures.
At first, we define a (n-uniform) hypergraph as a finitary relation on finite set U , in other words, as
a subset of U n . In case of n = 2 this leads to graph as a binary relation. Boolean algebras

(

2U ×U , ∪, ∩, , ∅,U × U

)

(

and 2U , ∪, ∩, , ∅,U n
n

)

are well known to us.

It is less trivial to define the inverse operation and the left composition for finitary relations. We
have to start from inverse operation, left and right compositions for binary relations:
(1)
=
R −1 {( u2 , u1 ) | ( u1 , u2 ) ∈ R} ,
R1=
 R2

Note that

{( u , u ) | ∃u ( u , u ) ∈ R ∧ ( u , u ) ∈ R } ,
1

2

0

1

0

1

0

2

2

(2)

(3)
R1◦R2 = R2◦R1 = {(u1,u2) |Ǝ u0(u0,u2)ЄR1^(u1,u0) Є R2}
are isomorphic monoids, where I is identity relation on U . By

the way, we can define operations

R1 1 R2 = R1−1  R2 ,

(4)
(5)

R1  2 R2 = R1  R2−1 ,

(6)
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(7)
−1
1

−1
2

R1  3 R2 = R  R ,
This makes it possible to set the following
are isomorphic magmas
2 , ( 1 , I )  2U ×U , ( 1 , I )

pairs
with

of isomorphic
left identity

(8)
(9)
magmas.
elements.

2U ×U , (  2 , I )  2U ×U , ( 2 , I )

with

right

elements.

U ×U

are

isomorphic

magmas

identity

2U ×U , (  3 )  2U ×U , ( 3 ) are isomorphic magmas without identity elements.

It is easy to see that in the symmetric case R = R −1 all of monogenic monoids

{R } , ( , I )
n ∞

n =0

,

{R } , (  , I )
n ∞

n =0

The monogenic monoid

,

i

{R } , (  , I )
n ∞

i

n =0

{R } , ( , I )
n ∞

n ∞

n =0

,

( i ∈ 1..3 ) are equal.

and distributive algebraic structure

n =0

{R } , ( , I )

{R } , ( , ∪, I , ∅ )
n ∞

n =0

are useful to treat all-pairs shortest path problem [16]. We are going to define and study hypergraph
operations similar to (1)-(9).
2. Algebras of finitary relations
n
Let us consider the underlying set of finitary relations 2U , and define the following unary and binary
operations for i ≠ j
(ij)
(ji)
R=
R=

=
R1 ij R2

{( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) | ( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) ∈ R} ,
j

1

i

n

i

1

j

(10)

n

{( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) | ∃u ( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) ∈ R ∧ ( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) ∈ R } . (11)
1

i

j

n

0

1

0

j

n

1

1

i

0

n

2

Obviously, the operation (10) is an involution.

(R )

(ij) (ij)

=R.

(12)

Moreover,
R1 ij R2 = R2  ji R1 .

(13)

It is easy to prove that operation (11) is associative. Actually,
( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ij ( R2 ij R3 ) ⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ij R3 ⇔
⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( ∃u0′ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ) ⇔

(

)

⇔ ∃u0′ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ⇔
⇔ ∃u0′ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ij R2 ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ⇔

⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ ( R1 ij R2 ) ij R3 .

Then we set

I ij =

{( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) | k ∈1..n ∧ u
1

i

j

n

k

}

∈ U ∧ u j = ui ∈ 2U .
n

(14)

It is easy to see
( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ I ij ij R ⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ I ij ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R ⇔
⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R ∧ u =
u0 ⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ,
j

and similarly
( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ij I ij ⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ I ij ⇔
⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ∧ u=
u0 ⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R .
i

Thus,
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I=
R=
ij I ij R .
ij  ij R

(15)

Hence we have just proved the

Lemma 1. 2U , ( ij , I ij ) is a monoid.
n

Note that

( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) ∈ ( R 
i

1

j

n

1

ij

R2 )

⇔ ( u1 ,.., u j ,.., ui ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ij R2 ⇔

(ij)

⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., ui ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u1 ,.., u j ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ⇔

⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R1(ij) ∧ ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R2(ij) ⇔

⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R1(ij)  ji R2(ij) ⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R2(ij) ij R1(ij) .

In that way

 R )
( R=
(ij)

1

ij

2

(ij)
(ij)
R=
R2(ij) ij R1(ij) .
1  ji R2

(16)

Hence the bijective function f ( R ) := R (ij) is an isomorphism of monoids

2U , ( ij , I ij )
n

and

2U , (  ji , I ji ) .
n

Moreover,

( u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ,.., u ) ∈ ( R 
i

1

k

j

n

1

ik

R2 )

(ij)

⇔ ( u1 ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., ui ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ik R2 ⇔

⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., uk ,.., ui ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u1 ,.., u j ,.., u0 ,.., ui ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ⇔

⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., uk ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R1(ij) ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R2(ij) ⇔
⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R1(ij)  jk R2(ij) ⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R2(ij)  kj R1(ij) .

From which we obtain

( R=
1  ik R2 )
(ij)

Hence we have proved the
Lemma 2. Monoids

2U , ( ik , I ik )
n

and

(ij)
(ij)
R=
R2(ij)  kj R1(ij) .
1  jk R2

2U , (  jk , I jk )
n

(17)

are isomorphic, as well as monoids

2U , ( ij , I ij ) and 2U , (  ji , I ji ) .
n

n

Let us set an algebraic structure 2U , ( ij , ik , I ij , I ik ) and then we can write the following logical
n

consequences:
( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ij ( R2 ik R3 ) ⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧
∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ik R3 ⇔ ∃u0 ∃u0′ ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧

∧ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u0 ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ⇔

∃u0′ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u0 ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ∧

∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ⇒

(

)

∃u0′ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u0 ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R2 ∧
∧ ( ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ) ⇔ ∃u0′ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ij R2 ∧

(

)

∧ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ∧ ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ 1R ⇔
⇔ ∃u0′ ( u1 ,.., u0′ ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ R1 ij R2 ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., u0′ ,.., un ) ∈ R3 ij 1R ⇔
⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., uk ,.., un ) ∈ ( R1 ij R2 ) ik ( R3 ij 1R ) .

This means that the following Lemma is true.
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Lemma 3. In an ordered algebra 2U , ( ij , ik , ⊆, I ij , I ik ,0 R ,1R ) , the pseudo distributive law holds
n

R1 ij ( R2 ik R3 ) ⊆ ( R1 ij R2 ) ik ( R3 ij 1R ) .

(18)

According to [17], we use the notation 1R := U n and 0 R := ∅ .
Then look at composition
( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ij R (ij) ⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u0 ,.., un ) ∈ R (ij) ⇔
⇔ ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ∧ ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., ui ,.., un ) ∈ R .

(19)

Definition 1. The finitary relation R is called a function from i-th to j-th argument if

∀u1 ,..., ui ,.., u j , u′j ,.., un ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ∧ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u′j ,.., un ) ∈ R → u j =
u′j . (20)

We can obtain from (19) - (20) the following set inclusion
( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R ij R (ij) ⇒ ui = u j ⇔ ( u1 ,.., ui ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ I ij ⇔ R ij R (ij) ⊆ I ij . (21)
Definition 2. The finitary relation R is called a surjection from i-th argument if
∀u1 ,..., ui −1 , ui +1 ,.., u j ,.., un ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., u0 ,.., u j ,.., un ) ∈ R .

(22)

From (21) - (22) we can get the reverse set inclusion
I ij ⊆ R ij R (ij) .

(23)

Thus, in the case of R is a surjective function from i-th to j-th argument we have the equality

R ij R (ij) = I ij .

(24)

Similarly, in the case of R is a surjective function from j-th to i-th argument we have the equality

R (ij) ij R = I ij .

(25)

Let us denote the set of surjective functions from both (i-th to j-th and j-th to i-th) arguments as Fij .
It is easy that Fij is closed by ij , and hence we have proved the
Lemma 4. Fij , ( ij , I ij ) is a subgroup of the monoid 2U , ( ij , I ij ) .
n

As well as binary relations, finitary relations have the following properties [17]
R1 ij ( R2 ∪=
R3 ) ( R1 ij R2 ) ∪ ( R1 ij R3 ) ,

( R2 ∪ R3 ) ij R1 = ( R2 ij R1 ) ∪ ( R3 ij R1 ) ,
R1 ij ( R2 ∩ R3 ) ⊆ ( R1 ij R2 ) ∩ ( R1 ij R3 ) ,
( R2 ∩ R3 ) ij R1 ⊆ ( R2 ij R1 ) ∩ ( R3 ij R1 ) ,

and so we can set an algebraic structures

Fij , ( ij , I ij ) ,

(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

2U , ( ∪, ∩, ij , ik ,(ij) , ⊆,0 R ,1R , I ij , I ik )
n

that

have properties (12)-(18), (24)-(29).
3. Conclusion and examples
We have defined algebraic structures of finitary relations as a common case of well-known algebraic
n
structures of binary relations. We have considered the algebraic structures on an underlying set 2U
and sometimes called a finitary relation R ∈ 2U by a (n-uniform) hypergraph. The operation ij can
n

be called the “straightening the edges” or “deleting shared intermediate vertices”. Let us take an
example.
Example 1 (algebraic).

Let

us

set

U = {u0 , u1 , u2 , u3 } ,

2U , (  23 , I 23 ) ,
3

and

R = {( u1 , u0 , u3 ) , ( u1 , u2 , u0 )} . Now we can get
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( u0 , u0 , u0 ) , ( u0 , u1 , u1 ) , ( u0 , u2 , u2 ) , ( u0 , u3 , u3 ) , 


( u1 , u0 , u0 ) , ( u1 , u1 , u1 ) , ( u1 , u2 , u2 ) , ( u1 , u3 , u3 ) , 
I 23 = 
,
( u2 , u0 , u0 ) , ( u2 , u1 , u1 ) , ( u2 , u2 , u2 ) , ( u2 , u3 , u3 ) , 
( u , u , u ) , ( u , u , u ) , ( u , u , u ) , ( u , u , u ) 
3 1 1
3
2
2
3
3
3
 3 0 0

R  23 R = {( u1 , u2 , u3 )} ,

Despite its simplicity, operation  23

(

)

R  23 R  23 R = ∅ .
has some interesting applications. In examples 2, 3 we are

going to denote 3-tuple ui1 , ui2 , ui3 as a word ui1 ui2 ui3 .
Example 2 (feature selection). Let R = {u1u0u0 , u1u1u0 , u1u2u0 , u1u2u1 , u1u2u3 , u1u3u0 } be a set of

= {u1u3u0 } are filters. First, apply the filter R f
words, and R f = {u1u0u3 } , R (23)
f
R f  23 R = {u1u0u3 , u1u1u3 , u1u2u3 , u1u3u3 } .
Then apply the filter R

(23)
f

R (23)
 23 R f  23 R = {u1u0u0 , u1u1u0 , u1u2u0 , u1u3u0 } .
f
Example 3 (crossover). Let R = {u1u0u0 , u1u1u0 , u1u2u1 , u1u3u2 } be a population. Let us define the
evolution operator Ε ( R ) =R ∪ R  23 R and start a first step of evolution
Ε(R) =
{u1u0u0 , u1u1u0 , u1u2u0 , u1u2u1 , u1u3u1 , u1u3u2 } .

(

)

(

)

In example 4 we are going to denote 3-tuple ui1 , ui2 , ui3 as an implies ui1 → ui2 → ui3 .
Example 4 (AI). Let R = {u1 → ( u1 → u1 ) , u1 → ( u1 → u2 )} be a base set of AI premises. Let us
define the semantic closure of R as =
[ R]

 ( R ∪ R( ) )
∞

23

k

, where R k +1 = R k  23 R and R1 = R . By

k =1

definition we have

[ R ] = {u1 → ( u1 → u1 ) , u1 → ( u1 → u2 ) , u1 → ( u2 → u1 ) , u1 → ( u2 → u2 )} .
Note that ( ( u1 → ( u0 → u3 ) ) ∧ ( u1 → ( u2 → u0 ) ) ) → ( u1 → ( u2 → u3 ) ) is tautology, so the inference
rule u1 → ( u0 → u3 ) , u1 → ( u2 → u0 ) ђ u1 → ( u2 → u3 ) preserves truth.
We also note that ( ( ( u1 → u0 ) → u3 ) ∧ ( ( u1 → u2 ) → u0 ) ) → ( ( u1 → u2 ) → u3 ) is tautology, too.
It makes perfect sense to use an indicator function χ R : U n  {0,1} for R ∈ 2U , that is defined as
n

1, ( u1 ,.., un ) ∈ R
.
0, ( u1 ,.., un ) ∉ R

χ R ( u1 ,.., un ) = 

In the case of finite set U = {u1 ,.., um } , we can use this function to define a join-vertices logical
array ψ R : (1..m )  { false, true} for (n-uniform) hypergraph. Let f :1..m  U be a total bijection
n

and R ∈ 2U . We define
n

true, χ R ( f −1 ( k1 ) ,.., f −1 ( kn ) ) = 1
.
=
ψ
ψ=
( k1 ,.., kn ) 
−1
−1
0
=
false
,
χ
f
k
,..,
f
k
(
)
(
)
(
)

R
n
1

R
k1 ,..,kn

R

Let us denote { false, true} as D and a set of logical array defined above as D(1..m ) .
n
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We also can set a logical algebra that generalized adjacency matrices algebra. In this way we define
a binary operation ∗ij on D(1..m )

n

ψ k1 ,..,k=
∗ij ψ k2 ,..,k
n

1

n

1

m

∨ψ
s =1

1
k1 ,..,ki −1 , s ,ki +1 ,..,k j ,..,kn

∧ψ k21 ,..,ki ,..,k j −1 ,s ,k j +1 ,..,kn .

By our construction semigroups 2 , ( ij ) and D(1..m ) , ( ∗ij ) are isomorphic.
Un

n

More interesting is the case of algebraic structures on an underlying set
n



∞

n

2U and operations
n =1

m

from 2U to 2U . For example, let us define the operations “gluing edges”  g and “replacing chains”

r .
=
R1  g R2

=
R1  r R2

{( u ,.., u
1

{( u ,.., u

i −1

1

m −1

, u2′ ,.., un′ ) | ∃u0 ( u1 ,.., um −1 , u0 ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u0 , u2′ ,.., un′ ) ∈ R2 } ,

}

, u′j +1 ,.., un′ ) | ∃u0∃i ∃j ( u1 ,.., ui −1 , u0 ,.., um ) ∈ R1 ∧ ( u1′,.., u0 , u′j +1 ,.., un′ ) ∈ R2 .

For the finitary relation R = {( u1 , u0 , u3 ) , ( u1 , u2 , u0 )} from Example 1 we can get
R (13) = {( u3 , u0 , u1 ) , ( u0 , u2 , u1 )} ,
R  g R (13) = {( u1 , u0 , u0 , u1 ) , ( u1 , u2 , u2 , u1 )} ,
R  r R = {( u1 ) , ( u0 , u3 ) , ( u1 , u0 ) , ( u1 , u2 ) , ( u1 , u3 ) , ( u2 , u0 ) , ( u1 , u2 , u3 )} .

It is clear that even in the case of finite set U we would never make a finite representation for such
algebraic structures. But in particular cases, maybe we can. This case is of interest.
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Abstract. The problem of processing images, i. e., two-dimensional data arrays, was solved
through implementing two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) when using single-type
hardware modules – IP-cores in the Virtex-6 FPGA architecture. We have shown the
possibility of the parallel implementation of each stage in the two-dimensional FFT, based
on four “butterfly”-type transforms (BTr) over four elements of the data array being
processed. Estimations were obtained regarding time- and hardware complexity of the IPcore implementing BTrs and used in implementing the one-dimensional FFT. The results
obtained can be used in estimating hardware and time consumption when performing a twodimensional FFT over an array of the pre-defined dimensionality in using existing and
forthcoming distributed programmable-architecture systems.

1. Introduction
The problem of real-time image processing is topical today. Software implementation of
algorithms employing this problem on a general-purpose computer are limited by the features of
the von Neumann architecture.
A way out of the current situation is using special-purpose computers, particularly those
embedding the hardware accelerators, both ASIC and FPGA.
This paper discusses the distributed implementation of two-dimensional fast Fourier transform
(FFT) based on single-type IP-cores in FPGA-architecture. Based on the estimates of hardware
complexity and IP-cores functioning delay time, estimates of hardware and time complexity have
been obtained regarding the execution of two-dimensional FFT for an image of a given
dimensionality.
There is a known algorithm for the calculation of a two-dimensional FFT, based on the onedimensional FFT procedure [1 – 4]. A weak point of that algorithm is the fact that it is executed in
two stages. At the first stage, the patterns are computed for rows, while at the second stage for
columns. Or vice versa, columns at the first stage and rows at the second one. In any case, until all
operations have been performed for the first stage, one cannot go to executing the operations at
the second stage. Algorithm proposed in this paper does not have this weak point: Operations are
performed over the elements of a two-dimensional data array in parallel, without being divided
into stages.
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The results obtained can be used to solve the problems of the distributed real-time processing
of images via the use of special-purpose graphical accelerators based on both existing and
promising FPGAs.
Furthermore, in solving the distributed image processing problems, a promising trend is to
apply to them distributed programmable-architecture systems [5], the elements of which
architecture are FPGAs, such as in [6]. FPGAs allow organizing the distributed data processing at
the level of binary data operations, which makes the above hardware platform match with the
distributed implementation of a two-dimensional FFT.
We show this in the present paper.
2. Two-dimensional fast Fourier transform
Let us consider the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for number array  xmn   X
sized N  N , N  2 .
It can be represented as follows [1, 2]:
a

N 1 N 1

Guv  N 2  xmn  WNmu  nv

,
(1)
mu

nv


where WNmu  nv  exp  -2 j
 , u  0, N  1 , v  0, N  1, and Guv N  N  G is a pattern for X.
N 

Similarly, the reverse two-dimensional DFT is executed:
N 1 N 1
x 
G  W mu  nv , m  0, N  1 , n  0, N  1 .
n 0 m0

mn


u 0 v 0

uv

N

Note 1. In computing a two-dimensional FFT, low frequencies will be concentrated in the corners
of the above matrix, which is not very convenient for further processing the information obtained. To
get a representation of the two-dimensional FFT, in which low frequencies would be concentrated
within the center of the matrix, a simple procedure can be performed, which consists in multiplying
the initial data array by the value of (1)m n .
Figure 1 and 2 show the initial image and its Fourier-pattern computed according to (1), taking
Note 1 into consideration.
The system indicated (1) can be represented similarly to one-dimensional FFT, as follows:

Guv  N 2  S2n1 ,2m1  WNu  S2n1 1,2m1  WNv  S2n1 ,2m1 1  WNu v  S2n1 1,2m1 1 
where u  0, N  1 , v  0, N  1, and S2 n1 ,2 m1 

N 2 1 N 2 1

 x

n1  0 m1  0

2 n1 2 m1

,

(2)

 WN2 n1u  m1w .

As a result, the two-dimensional FFT can be implemented based on single-type operations
executed over the elements of matrices D sized 2d  2d , submatrices  xmn  , m  0, N  1 ,
n  0, N  1 , d  1, a , a  log2 N :

Du , v   Du , v  WNu  Du  2d 1 , v  WNv  Du , v  2d 1  WNu  v  Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1  ,


Du  2d 1 , v   Du , v  WNu  Du  2d 1 , v  WNv  Du , v  2d 1  WNu  v  Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1  ,


Du , v  2d 1   Du , v  WNu  Du  2d 1 , v  WNv  Du , v  2d 1  WNu  v  Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1  ,


Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1   Du , v  WNu  Du  2d 1 , v  WNv  Du , v  2d 1  WNu  v  Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1  ,
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where u  0, 2d 1  1 and v  0, 2d 1  1 .

Figure 1. Initial image as number array X.

Figure 2. Fourier-pattern of the image shown in figure. 1 above.
Note 2. Number of matrices D sized 2d  2d was found to be 4a  d , d  1, a , a  log2 N .
Let us represent the system indicated (3) in matrix form as a complex of single-type “butterfly”
transforms (BTr) used in computing the one-dimension FFT:
 Du , v  1 WNv   A1 


  
,
v  
D
 u , v  2d 1  1 WN   B1 
 Du  2d 1 , v  1 W v   A2 
N



,
 Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1  1 WNv   B2 


 A1  1 WNu   Du , v 

,
 
u  
 A2  1 WN   Du  2d 1 , v 
 B1  1 WNu   Du , v  2d 1 
.

 
u 
 B2  1 WN   Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1 
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As a result, to perform one operation indicated (3) over four elements of number array X,
according to (4), four BTrs are required. The above operations must be performed over an array of
N 2 elements log 2 N times. According to (3) and (4), the following statements hold true:
Statement 1. Implementing a two-dimensional FFT over number array X sized N  N requires
2
executing a  N 2 4 operations indicated (3) or a  N BTrs.
Statement 2. Single-type operations indicated (4) over number array X sized N  N can be
performed in parallel.
Statements 1 and 2 substantiate the applicability of special-purpose computers implementing a
single-type operation indicated (3) or (4).
IP-cores implementing BTrs act as a single-type calculator:
 Y1  1 W   X 1 
 
   .
 Y2  1 W   X 2 
This operation is a basic one in performing an FFT, both one- and multi-dimensional. Therefore,
the complexity of performing BTrs determines the complexity of implementing one- and multidimensional FFTs. In this study, we confine ourselves with considering the implementation of a
two-dimensional FFT based on BTr.
3. Complexity of implementing the single-type butterfly transform on FPGAs
Let us consider the implementation of a hardware module implementing BTr (hereinafter, the
“Module”) as an IP-core in FPGA-architecture (figure 3). The Module allows handling 18-digit
numbers. The functional logic diagram of the Module implemented in ISE Design Suite 14,7, a
sheet-oriented CAD editor manufactured by Xilinx, Inc., includes:
 A unit multiplying complex numbers by a constant (ComplexNumMultiplier), shown in
figure 4,
 Four adders, two of which perform additions and the resting ones perform subtractions in
diminished complements, and
 Registers to ensure pipelined data processing.
An additional register bit serves for storing the sign bit.
Diagram of the ComplexNumMultiplier includes four multipliers (MULT18x18), two 16-bit
adders, one of which implements subtractions, and six 16-bit registers to store intermediary results
(figure 4).
The Module is implemented on FPGA XC6VLX240t-1FF1156 (Virtex-6 family manufactured by
Xilinx, Inc.) that comprises D-triggers, generators of Boolean functions of six variables (LUTs), and
input/output units (I/O units).
The following is involved in the Module implementation:
 210 of 301,440 D-triggers available (less than 0.1 %);
 199 of 150,720 LUTs (about 0.13 %), of which 161 were used to implement Boolean
functions, while 38 ones as interconnections;
 83 of 37,680 Slices (about 0.22 %) comprising four LUTs each, implementing Boolean
functions of five or six variables and eight D-triggers; and
 130 of 600 I/O units (about 21.7 %), of which 64 are allocated for inputs and 64 for outputs,
and 2 more for clock signal and for resetting triggers, respectively.
The maximum function delay time of the Module is 10.438 ns. Values at outputs are computed
three clock periods upon the relevant values having arrived at the input.
A structural diagram implementing a BTr is shown in figure 3. The pre-defined transform is
implemented in a pipelined manner, within three clock periods, as follows.
At the zeroth clock period, two operands are fed to the Module input, namely complex numbers
X 1 and X 2 . Operand for multiplying, X 2 , is represented by two numbers, eight bits each, while the
operand for addition, X 1 , is represented as two 16-bit numbers. The first number is for the real part
and the second one for the complex part of the number.
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Figure 3. Single-type module diagram to perform a single-type “butterfly” transform.
At the first and second clock periods, the operation of multiplying complex numbers by the predefined constant, W, is performed with operand X 2 , as well as operand X 1 is saved for the complex
number addition operation.

Figure 4. Diagram of multiplying a complex number by constant ComplexNumMultiplier.
At the third clock period, two addition operations are performed: That of operand X 1 and the
product of multiplication operation, W  X 2 , and its values signed minus. Besides, at this stage, the
results, Y1 and Y2 , are saved in registers.
Eventually, the result of BTr is computed in a pipelined manner, within three clock periods, with
a frequency that does not exceed 95.8 MHz. The slowest operation is the operation of multiplying
complex numbers. Therefore, this operation is performed within two clock periods, intermediary
results being saved by organizing the pipelined data processing (figure 4).
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4. Discussion
According to [7, 8], a FPGA-based combinational circuit close to the optimal implementation
requires involving at most 0.5 of the resources of each type, i.e., D-triggers, LUTs, Slices, and
input/output units.
According to the complexity estimates obtained, no more than two Modules can be placed on one
FPGA of the Virtex-6 family. Limiting factor is the number of I/O units.
a  N 2 4 FPGAs of the Virtex-6 family are required to calculate a two-dimensional FFT for a
number array sized N  N . Moreover, to calculate the operation described according to (4), one
FPGA of the above family is required, each of which accepts at the input and returns by four
elements ( Du , v , Du  2d 1 , v , Du , v  2d 1 , and Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1 ), and implements four BTrs. Estimating the
operation frequency of a distributed programmable-architecture system (DPAS) [5] that includes
this number of FPGAs makes at least 95.8 MHz. Number of delay periods in computing the values
of elements Du , v , Du  2d 1 , v , Du , v  2d 1 , and Du  2d 1 , v  2d 1 , according to (4), has been 6a since the
elements to be processed arrived at the input. Generally, true is
Statement 3. To process an array sized N  N on a DPAS comprising P FPGAs that receive for
processing q elements per clock period and implement a transform indicated (4) per T clock periods,
z time units each, at least log N   N 2  q  P    T  1  z time units are required.





For example, let us find the lower estimate of time required to process a number array sized
N  N , N  210  1024 . We will perform the two-dimensional FFT in 10 stages, at each of which
N  N  220 elements are required. Each Virtex-6 FPGA accepts four elements to be processed, i.e.,
q  4 . If there are P of the above-mentioned FPGA in DPAS, then the stage is computed within
 N 2  4  P    5 clock periods. If we set the number of Virtex-6 FPGAs to 512, as in modern
DPASes [5], the one stage of the two-dimensional FFT is implemented within 517 clock periods
10.438 μs each, while 10 stages within 5,170 clock periods, which makes about 5.40 μs to process
one stage and about 54 μs to process the entire array. About 18.5 thous of arrays sized 1,024 by
1,024 can be processed within one second.
In case of processing an array sized 2,048 by 2,048 on a DPAS comprising 512 Virtex-6 FPGAs,
the lower estimate of processing time, according to Statement 3, is 235 μs, while about 4,255 arrays
of the above size can be processed within one second.
Let us compare the two-dimensional FFT implementation proposed, to its known implementation
based on “one-dimensional” FFTs [1, 2] denoted as “FFT1,” by hardware consumption, i.e., by the
number of Virtex-6 FPGAs. In executing N FFT1s by the columns of a number array sized N  N ,
a  N 2 2 BTrs are required. The same number of BTrs are required to implement 1FFT to the strings

of the number array. Thus, it is necessary to execute a  N BTrs, for which a  N 2 2 Virtex-6
FPGAs are required, each of which implements two BTrs. As a result, executing a two-dimensional
FFT based on the algorithm proposed requires two times fewer Virtex-6 FPGAs due to connecting
the algorithmic data to be processed at the FPGA input to the output data according to (4), which
allows implementing four BTrs instead of two within the logic resources of one FPGA of the said
family, such as D-triggers, LUTs, and Slices.
Due to the parallel-serial input of number array X into the FPGA, the number of the IP-cores
implementing the Module and configured on the Virtex-6 FPGA can be increased significantly.
For the Module implemented on FPGA XC6VLX240t-1FF1156, an additional 64-bit register
must be allocated to store the elements of number array X. The limiting factor is still the number of
Slices involved in implementing the Module. In this case, 227 IP-cores implementing the Module
can be placed on the above FPGA. Thus, on one FPGA,  227 / 4  56 operations indicated (4) can
be implemented. However, it will additionally require 224a clock periods to arrange the serial input
of the X array elements into FPGA. According to Statement 3, if P  512 , q  4 , T  230 , and
2
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𝑧 = 10.438 𝜇𝑠, the lower estimate of the processing time of the number array sized N  N ,
N  210  1024 , is about 77.4 μs. Within one second, about 12.9 thousand of arrays sized 1,024 by
1,024 can be processed. In case of processing an array sized 2,048 by 2,048, the lower estimate of
the operation time is 238 μs, and about 4,202 arrays of that size can be processed within one second.
Note 3. Function delay-time estimate for the operations represented as (4) and performed on a
DPAS per a time unit is the lower estimate computed without considering the delay times of
communication lines between the FPGA crystals within the DPAS.
5. Conclusion
Currently, much attention is paid to solving a wide variety of problems in using multiprocessor
computer systems, the elements of which are the general-purpose processor elements [9-13]. At the
same time, the matters of implementing distributed algorithms on DPAS, the elements of which are
FPGAs, have been studied insufficiently. Particularly, this is true for the two-dimensional FFT
algorithms widely used in image processing, including in the real-time mode. It should also be noted
that DPASes are originally intended for the distributed implementation of various algorithms at
different times. The present study fills this gap.
Based on estimating the time and hardware complexity of the Module as a single-type IP-core in
the FPGA-architecture of the Virtex-6 family, we have evaluated the function delay time and the
hardware complexity of a device implementing the pipelined computing of a two-dimensional FFT
accompanied by time decimation on DPAS. Relevant estimates for the Module were executed using
a special-purpose FPGA CAD, ISE Design Suite 14,7.
A set of single-type IP-cores implementing the two-dimensional FFT allows the implementation
of the two-dimensional FFT when placing on the DPAS elements. The estimates of the twodimensional FFT implementation time have been obtained, depending on the number of FPGAs
included in a given DPAS, on the number of Modules implemented on a single FPGA, on the
number of timed pulses, within which the Module implements the transform represented as (4), and
on the duration of the said timed pulses.
The results obtained in this study allow us to estimate the potential implementation of a twodimensional FFT on DPASes, both existing and promising ones.
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Abstract. Pharmaceutical companies that manufacture, ship and supply products face
difficulties in tracking their products, allowing counterfeiters to inject counterfeit drugs into the
system. This situation is observed, in particular, in the Russian market of turnover of
pharmaceutical products, although the problem has long been global. The ability of blockchain
systems to pinpoint the origin of data makes them particularly suitable for pharmaceutical
supply chain applications. The data stored in the blockchain distributed register on the
identification of drugs produced by the plant, as well as records of their movements throughout
the supply chain, can accurately determine the authenticity of pharmaceutical products lying on
the shelves of pharmacies. The development and implementation of such a system can be a big
step towards winning the exhausting fight against the easy availability of counterfeit drugs and
medical products. In the first part of this work, the main characteristics and features of the
functioning of blockchain systems will be studied. In the second and final part, the designed
concept of the pharmaceutical turnover control system based on the blockchain technology
Hyperledger Fabric using the Hyperledger Composer development environment will be
investigated.

1. Introduction
In a recent report by the world health Organization, drug counterfeiting has been identified as a global
problem. It estimates that in low- and middle-income countries, every 10th drug in market circulation
is counterfeit or has a poor quality [1]. The use of such substandard products may have a negative
impact on the mortality rate.
Medicines move through a supply chain in which several participants participate. These usually
include the manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer. They are engaged in the production, transportation
and sale of these products. Also in these systems, there is a key participant - the regulating authority
responsible for each stage of the movement of batches of products throughout the chain. In particular,
at the state level, this participant may be some authorized body of the state apparatus, for example, a
special Agency for the control of turnover of medicinal products. Its main task is to delegate the rights
to manufacture medicines according to state standards, as well as to control the movement of all units
of goods ever produced.
As for the consumer, there is another problem - the control of drugs, issued only by prescription.
Dispensing without a prescription is illegal, however, the control of honesty of retailers, as well as
with counterfeit medicines, is not easy and requiring a special approach.
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Some pharmaceutical companies have already started implementing blockchain technology in drug
supply chain management [2]. Blockchain is an electronic cryptographic registry based on a
decentralized network model in which information is distributed and synchronized between all nodes
in the network. This functionality is provided by a consensus algorithm deployed in the system to
eliminate the problem of duplicate transactions, allowing nodes to verify the truth of information
before it is directly written to the registry. In addition, this system has a high fault tolerance. The
threshold for the number of failed nodes before a complete network failure depends on the total
number of nodes connected to the network. Thus, the more nodes are functioning in the blockchain
network, the less the probability of a complete system failure.
A properly designed system based on blockchain technology can significantly simplify the process
of drug turnover control for authorized state bodies [3-5]. At the same time, a decentralized approach
has a number of advantages that increase the information security of such systems compared to
centralized counterparts [6].
In section 1 of this work, the main characteristics and methods of functioning of blockchain
systems will be studied. Section 2 is devoted to the study of the concept of the designed system for the
control of drug turnover with regulation at the state level.
2. Blockchain networks
2.1 Blockchain technology
Blockchain is a continuous chain of blocks containing information built according to certain rules.
Most often, copies of block chains are stored on many different computers independently of each
other. [2]
The set of such computers assembled into a network operating under a single Protocol for adding
new blocks to the chain, i.e. for conducting transactions, forms a Blockchain network [3].
Thus, the Blockchain network is a distributed information system that contains information about
all transactions ever performed in the past and working on a pre-selected Protocol that determines the
course of conducting and validating transactions, and the work of the entire network and its
participants [4]. In addition, this network is usually called a distributed registry, as data about each
transaction of such a network is stored on each node operating in it.
There are three types of blockchain systems:
1. Public Blockchain (Permissionless Blockchain)
2. Consortium Blockchain
3. Private Blockchain
In the public blockchain, each participant has the opportunity to see and verify any transaction
taking place on the network, and can also participate in the consensus-building process. There is no
administrative node in the public blockchain that checks transactions, the validity is achieved by
consensus between the participants. Bitcoin and Ethereum are vivid examples of this type of networks.
In the consortium blockchain there is an administrative node, which is selected by the network
participants initially based on the optimal ways to achieve their business goals, for example, in the
case of a partnership. Data in such networks can be public and private (for example, confidential
information), so the network itself can be regarded as partially decentralized. An example of such a
network is the Hyperledger platform.
A private blockchain is similar to the previous type except for one aspect. All data of such a
distributed registry is strictly closed to the public. Only members authorized by the administrative
node can access the information stored on blockchain. Multichain or Hyperledger platforms can be
used to build such solutions [5][6].
The choice of a particular type of network depends on the task. For example, for small businesses
where accounting is maintained by a separate institution, a suitable option would be to use a private
blockchain network in which a distributed registry would become a single source of truth. However, in
a situation, for example, with the supply chain, where the consumer wants to know everything about
the product, a consortium network will approach. Product data would be available to read by all
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participants, but only authorized nodes, for example, the seller, the factory and the supplier of raw
materials, may record it.
2.2 Functioning of blockchain systems. Consensus mechanisms.
A group of transaction in blockchain networks are combined into blocks of transactions that are
connected to each other in the chain using the hash of the record of the previous block (figure 1).

Figure 1. Blockchain systems chain structure
Thus, the basic security mechanism of blockchain networks is implemented as a property of
immutability. The farther the block is located along the chain (the older it is), the more protected from
changes is the data enclosed in it. If an attacker tries to modify any of the blocks, the local registry will
automatically cease to be valid, because the hash values inside the headers of the next blocks will be
completely different, based on the mechanism of hash functions.
The Blockchain system does not require a trusted third person for reliable registration of the
transaction in the registry. Instead, decentralized consensus mechanisms are used to ensure that
transactions are properly executed. In existing blockchain networks, the following are among the most
popular [13]:
1. Proof of Work (PoW)
2. Proof of Stake (PoS)
3. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
4. Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS)
In practice, solutions might also be a combination of such mechanisms.
In the framework of the study we will focus on the algorithm Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
(PBFT), which is based on the well-known problem of Byzantine generals [14]. To reach agreement in
the network, this algorithm assumes that no more than 1/3 nodes will be unfriendly. The whole process
can be divided into three stages: pre-training, prepared status and consensus-building. At each stage, a
node enters the next phase if it receives votes from more than 2/3 of all nodes. Therefore, PBFT
requires that each node is pre-known in the network. As a result, the final decision on the validation of
the block is given to the third nodes trusted by the results of the general voting process.
The Hyperledger Fabric platform[15], which will be discussed in the next Chapter, uses PBFT as a
consensus algorithm.
3. Designing the information system of drug turnover control
3.1 Hyperledger Fabric platform
The state plays a key role in the supply chain of medicines, as a universal regulator of interaction
between the participants of the system. Only the state has the right to establish norms of relations
between organizations and consumers, as well as only its bodies can be engaged in the registration of
medicines and the issuance of licenses for their production, as well as the sale and issuance of
prescriptions. Therefore, when designing a system for controlling the circulation of medicines, it was
decided to take a private model of the blockchain network and make it administrated by some statecontrolled agency. Thus, the Hyperledger Fabric platform, which offers a wide range of tools for
building solutions based on private blockchain networks, became the basis of this project.
Because Hyperledger Fabric-based networks are private, all of their nodes have different roles in
the system. There are three types of such nodes:
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•
•

Client peers. They are end users and have the right to place a transaction execution order.
Endorser peers. This type of node manages the execution and validation of transactions.
However, not all nodes of this type are directly involved in the execution of the code of smart
contracts [16-18]. To do this, there are special nodes-guarantors, which are selected based on
the terms of the contract.
• Ordering peers. Are engaged in formation of blocks of transactions and updating of the state of
the distributed register. Also used in the configuration of the transaction by the network
administrators. Created to simplify the change of consensus algorithm in the network if
necessary.
The current project is based on the Hyperledger Composer framework, created to simplify the
development of blockchain-based systems based on Hyperledger Fabric. With it, you can get a single
system configuration file, which can then be used by the administrator to reprogram the behavior of
the entire network. Four different sources are required to successfully create the configuration:
1. Model files.
2. Transaction scripts.
3. Access control lists.
4. Query scripts.
Model files define the structure of the main entities that are created in the distributed registry:
assets, members, and transaction descriptions. Assets are digital property and documents, in this case it
can be units of medicines, licenses and contracts between the participants of the turnover. Participants
are the assets that contain basic information about the users of the system and their belonging to other
assets.
Transaction scripts describe smart contract code (chaincode) executed by proxy nodes. In this
framework, scripts should be written in the popular JavaScript language.
Access control lists define the rights of participants to access certain system resources, to read,
write, and modify assets, as well as to execute the both system transactions and transactions created
based on transaction scripts.
Using query scripts, data can be easily extracted from the blockchain registry. They are usually
used to display data in front-end applications or in the code of generated transaction scripts, thereby
increasing the efficiency of re-use of already developed code.
3.2 Architecture of the proposed solution
The following diagram shows the interaction of network participants with the designed distributed
registry.

Figure 2. The information exchange participants
Each member of the system has its own specific rights to read data from the registry and perform
transactions to modify it. To access a member card, the client application operator must be identified
in the system based on private and public keys.
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Thus, the following types of information exchange participants can be distinguished in the
developed system:
1. Government. It is both the administrator and the developer of the network and it owns all
registry nodes. The Government account has the ability to register the other members of the network
and make transactions for the issuance of licenses for the production of drugs to manufacturers. It also
registers new drugs in the information system.
2. Manufacturer. Produces goods and takes orders from the pharmacy. The manufacturer's account
has the ability to register units of medicines in the system based on a unique identifier (uuid), as well
as to create transactions on the transfer of ownership of a unit of medicine to the pharmacy.
3. Pharmacy. Sells goods to citizens. Pharmacy account has the ability to create a transaction for
the transfer of ownership of drugs to the citizen. If the drug is available without a prescription, make a
note of the fact that the drug was sold, in another case, undertakes to pay to the registry information
about the sale of drugs to the citizen, the account which has the right to buy a certain type of
medication. The transaction is approved by the nodes if there is a doctor's prescription in the system
with a link to this type of medicine and the buyer's account, as well as the number of possible
purchases of units of drugs in the prescription is greater than 0. With each sale, this counter decreases.
4. Doctor. Writes a prescription to his patients (citizens), in which he makes a mark on the types of
drugs and their quantity necessary for healing, as well as a link to the citizen's account and enters these
data in the distributed register of Hyperledger Fabric.
5. Citizen. When buying prescription drugs, must present his virtual ID, referring to his account in
the state register. Thus, the end of the lifecycle of the drug unit resource in the system is a mark by the
pharmacy on the sale of a certain unit in the virtual doctor's prescription, as well as a mark on the unit
of the drug of the last owner - a Citizen or the Government, if the drug was sold without a prescription.
The following is a simplified relational model of connections between the system assets (figure 3):

Figure 3. Simplified relational model of the proposed solution.
The arrows with the “+” sign in the diagram above define transactions that create a specified asset
by a specific network member. Dashed arrows indicate the relationship between the assets by the
foreign key.
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3.3 Principles of operation of the designed information system. Strengths and weaknesses
The drug control system is still under development, so it is not possible to provide a final list of the
main transactions of the system at this stage. However, we can distinguish the main ones, giving an
approximate picture of the functioning of the working prototype. For clarity, we will follow the full
lifecycle of the pharmaceutical product:
1. The Governement develops the specification of the medicinal product and registers the new
medicinal product in the distributed register by means of the transaction of creation of the “Type of
medicinal product” asset. In order to enable production, it also registers a “production License” and
issues it to the registered participant-manufacturer, indicating a link to his account. If it revokes a
license, a transaction marks the license as “invalid”. There is also a need for a transaction to
prolongate it.
2. The Manufacturer creates a “Medicine”, identifying it with a unique code, puts a link to the
“Type of medicine” and fills in the fields on the expiration date.
3. The Pharmacy produces the “Order” and notes the amount of the desired product and its type.
During the execution of the order, the manufacturer binds to this asset links to the unique unit numbers
of the goods from the warehouse. It also makes transactions to change the status of the order. Upon
delivery, the "owner” field on the drug unit becomes equal to the ID of the recipient, i.e. pharmacy.
4. The Doctor writes out a “Prescription” to his patient. A Citizen buys medicine, providing his
digital medical policy, which in this case is tied to the asset of his account. It also contains a link to the
provided recipe. In the pharmacy, a sale transaction takes place, which becomes successful only in the
case of the non-zero balance of the counter for this type of drug in the client's prescription. The Citizen
becomes the owner of both real and virtual unit of medicine.
Thus, each licensed unit of medicine leaves a unique trace in the register, which can be easily
tracked in the event of disputes.
The application of this system in practice should simplify the process of control over the official
supply chains of medicines. Transparency of the system will motivate its participants to comply with
the rules established by the law.
The weaknesses of this project include the following limitations:
• The proposed system is able to detect only the movement of drugs, which follow an official
supply chains, which are known to the regulatory agency. It cannot track counterfeit drugs that
are distributed along routes outside the official chains.
• The proposed system will be developed and tested in a controlled simulated network; therefore,
the results of the following studies may not reflect actual performance in real-world deployment.
4. Conclusion
At this stage, a relational model is implemented, the main participants of the system and their roles are
thought out. Development of the project continues. The next stage will be the development of smart
contract transaction scripts and access control lists. After completing the development of a prototype
model of the system, it is expected to conduct several tests on virtual machines running Ubuntu 18.04.
If successful, the next step will be the creation of a front-end architecture for easy access of users to
the designed system.
Blockchain technologies are still quite young and it is impossible to say with accuracy whether
they will take root in the future due to many of their conceptual limitations. However, such studies, as
a system of control over the circulation of medicines, can later become an example for the emergence
of more advanced solutions for automating the processes of the state apparatus with the maximum
level of information security on the processing of data.
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Abstract. The article describes a solution to the problem of word separation in old Cyrillic
texts after the stage of graphic character recognition on scanned documents. The article
proposes an algorithm for fuzzy text search using the grammatical dictionary of the Old
Russian language, with the completeness and accuracy of search results evaluate. To assess the
relevance and ranking of the search results, a method for calculating the rank of the symbol
recognition variant based on the TF-IDF metric is developed. The article also presents a
software system of automated word search, presents the results of experiments that prove the
effectiveness of the developed algorithms and programs.

1. Introduction
The urgency of the task of translating ancient Cyrillic manuscripts from graphic representation into
text form is due to their exceptional value for historical and linguistic research, which is most effective
using the methods of automatic text analysis and recognition of electronic-graphic representation of
manuscripts. For maximum process digitization automation of ancient texts requires the involvement
pattern recognition methods. A relatively small publications count on recognition systems of
handwritten and old-printed Cyrillic texts of the X–XVIII centuries suggests the need to improve
methods and technologies to solve this problem.
Almost all researches on the problem of historical documents recognition, says that the existing
commercial OCR-system (Optical Character Recognition) do not cope well with the recognition of
ancient texts. Researchers from Macedonia [1-2] proposed two ways of recognizing old-printed
Cyrillic symbols: on the basis of decision trees and by fuzzy classification. Both methods operate with
statistical and simple structural features of symbols. The experimental system recognizes symbols in
each method with an average accuracy and completeness of 70-80%. The reducing issue of the
recognition result based on information about neighboring characters (the use of a dictionary, etc.) in
the work is not affected. In [3] the optical recognition of historical texts is made by whole words, not
by individual symbols. At the same time, the recognition process is adaptive; during the work it
adjusts itself to the processed historical document. The book of the XVIII century, written in the old
German Gothic script, the developed software system correctly recognized 86.6%, which is 4.1%
higher than the traditional OCR-system. In [4] the search system in text images produces a preselection of words in the archival texts, using such parameters as the minimum possible row height,
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margins, relative threshold of the brightness of the background in a separate line, etc. Search in the
text based on comparison of the sample image with all images words or symbols that are pre-allocated
by the system. The estimation of word images similarity is based on the calculation of the modified
Hausdorff distance [5]. It is indicated that the search process takes a long time due to the high
computational complexity of the comparison based on the Hausdorff distance.
In [6] describes the automatic text recognition capabilities of neural network models specifically
trained to recognize different styles of Church Slavonic handwriting within the software platform
Transkribus. Computed character error rates of the models are in the range of 3 to 4 percent; real-life
performance shows that specifically trained models, basically, recognize simple (non-superscript)
characters correctly most of the time. Error rate is higher with superscript letters, abbreviations, and
word separation.
In our opinion, the approaches of word recognition are poorly applicable to Cyrillic texts, because
in these texts words are not separated from each other, and there is a relatively large distance between
the letters. The individual words selection in such texts is not an easy task. To automatically solve this
problem, it is necessary to recognize individual characters, conduct lexical and syntactic analysis of
the document.
This paper describes the stage of "Clarify with a dictionary" after graphic recognition of individual
characters stage, described in [7]. This step involves the use of fuzzy algorithm to search the
dictionary of different combinations of characters variants and the subsequent automated words and
symbols selection.
One of the most suitable search methods in this case is the pattern search algorithms, which belong
to the group of search methods for substring in a string. For example [8-9] describes and includes
implementations the most famous of them: Knuth–Morris–Pratt (KMP) algorithm, Boyer–Moore
string-search algorithm, Rabin–Karp algorithm and etc. The use of regular expressions allows
expanding the capabilities of the standard text search. In [10] presents two new techniques for regular
expression searching, which permit fast searching for regular expressions than any existing algorithm.
In this paper the main focus is on the speed of search but not quality.
Almost all fuzzy search algorithms have software implementations in different programming
languages. For example, this site [11] provides fuzzy string search tools in text and dictionary written
in Java. It contains the most commonly used algorithms and auxiliary utilities for fuzzy string search
in large dictionaries. The site includes implementations for Levenshtein Distance, DamerauLevenshtein Distance, Extension (Spell-checker) Method, N-Gram Method, Signature Hash Method,
Bitap, Burkhard-Keller (BK) Trees, Skip algorithm.
However, full borrowing of software solutions to solve the problem is difficult for several reasons,
which were identified by the author personally as the analysis result scanned manuscripts on the
project Manuscripts.ru [21].
First, old-printed Cyrillic texts do not have delimiters (punctuation marks), which complicates the
process of singling out individual words in the source text. The maximum length of a word in the
dictionary is 26 characters, the minimum is 1 character, which can mean a number. The number of
variants for each symbol after graphic recognition can be in the range from 1 to 6. Taking into account
the maximum length of the word, the number of possible characters chains, taking into account the
maximum length of 26 characters, is determined by the combinatory product rule of probability
theory. In this case, the maximum number of search queries for one potentially long word only will be
626, which is unnecessarily much.
Secondly, after graphic recognition process of low quality images, with various spots, scuffs, page
breaks, followed by gluing, the consequences of printed documents restoration, the result of
recognition may have the following errors:
1) one character is recognized as two or three;
2) two or three consecutive characters are recognized as one;
3) omission of characters when the recognition program could not pick up the options; most often this
case occurs in the presence of a dark spot or scratches;
4) there is no correct variant in the sequence of character recognition probabilities;
5) the word is not in the dictionary.
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At the moment, these "noise" problems can be solved only with the use of manual editing the
graphic recognition results.
Thirdly In Slavonic-Russian manuscripts simple or alphabetic titles abbreviations are used and such
abbreviations are difficult for analysis and search. Such abbreviations were most often used to refer to
words related to God and the Church (God, Amen, Trinity, etc.), as well as to other words (maiden,
wisdom, memory, etc.).
Fourth, it is necessary to take into account the morphological rules of character conversion and
replacement. These are different rules for equating individual letters and their variants or letter
combinations at the end of the word form, after certain vowels, consonants or taking into account the
position of the characters in the text.
Fifth, a separate item that makes it difficult to fully automate the character recognition process is
the presence of a drop cap (initial) – the first capital letter of the text or Chapter, depicted as the
miniature.
Author decided to use a recursive search method based on regular expressions, which would take
into account the symbol position in the word when evaluating the search relevance. Such fuzzy
positional search will allow to abstract from possible graphic recognition errors and give more
freedom to the expert who manages the search.
2. Fuzzy "positional" dictionary search algorithm
To reduce the number of symbols variants obtained after the graphic recognition stage, it is necessary
to search for words in the grammatical dictionary of the Old Russian language created within the
framework of the project Manuscripts.ru [12]. For this purpose, a recursive search algorithm based on
regular expressions is used.
2.1. Pre-processing of the input text
The input text is a sequence of characters with variants after graphical recognition. Each character is
represented by the following structure:
<Symbol>::=‘[’[<Coordinates>’,’{<Value Variant>’;’}]’]’
<Coordinates>::=<X>’,’<Y>’,’<Width>’,’<Height> <Variant
Value>::=<Value>’,’<Relevance>[’,’<Number_diactric>],
where <Coordinates> are the coordinates of the rectangular area in which the symbol is enclosed in
the original image; <X>,<Y> are the upper left corner coordinates of the symbol rectangular area in
the image; <Width>,<Height> are the width and height of the rectangular area of the symbol in the
image; <variant Value> is the variant of the symbol value; <Value> is the percentage of the variant
relevance after the graphic recognition stage; <Number_diactrika> is the number of previous
characters, which is covered by the diactric symbol.
Example:

As you can see, the text may contain diactric symbol:
In this case, after the relevancy percentage indicates how much the previous characters covered by
this accented character. Also, there may be omissions of characters that could not be determined after
graphic recognition stage.
The source text is converted to a table form, where each table column contains variants of the
symbol value. The columns number is equal to the characters number.
2.2. Generation of regular expressions and a recursive search in the dictionary
The next is the regular expressions generation and recursive search in the dictionary. This step
analyzes variant characters combinations from 1 to 10 (configured in the search options). Each
combination is a regular expression that is inserted into the SQL-query:
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The result of the query is a words set found by this expression. If the words count is greater than
the threshold value (the default is 100), this result is not considered.
The input to the search algorithm
$Table is an characters variants array after the graphic recognition that are received from the
original text;
|$Table| is the number of characters in the input text.
$maxWordLength is the maximum length of the considered symbols combinations.
$maxWordCount is the maximum words count in the query result.
The output
$Result is the resulting array with words sets for each character.
The main dictionary search cycle
$b ← 0
$e ← 0
Repeat
{
RecognizeNextWord( $b, output $e);
$b ← $e;
} While ($b < |$Table|);
Recursive search function
RecognizeNextWord( $b, output $e)
{
$d ← $e – $b + 1;
While (($d <= $maxWordLength) AND ($e < |$Table|))
{
$reg ← GenerateRegularExpression($b, $e);
$symbol ← $Table[$b];
if (IsQueryResultAlreadyExists($reg, $symbol) = FALSE)
{
$res ← ExecuteQuery($reg, $symbol);
SaveWordSet($res)
$Result ← $Result ∪ $res;
if (|$res| > 0) AND (|$res| <= $MaxWordCount))
{
$e2 ← $e +1;
RecognizeNextWord($e + 1, output $e2);
}
}
$e++;
$d ← $e - $b + 1;
}
}
where $b is the character index from which the scan starts;
$e is the character index that ends the scan;
$d is the current length of the scanned character combination;
$reg is the regular expression for the current character combination;
$symbol is the first character of the current combination;
$res is the words set of the current symbols combinations;
GenerateRegularExpression($b, $e) is a function that returns a regular expression for the
current character combination;
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IsQueryResultAlreadyExists ($reg, $symbol) is a function that returns True if for the regular
expression $reg and the symbol $symbol already exists a words set, and False otherwise;
ExecuteQuery($reg, $symbol) is a function that searches words in the dictionary by the
regular expression $reg and the first character $symbol and returns a words set;
SaveWordSet($res) is a function that saves a words set $res in working memory.
After executing the main algorithm, an array with sets of words for each character combination not
exceeding the set threshold will be formed.
Thus, the fuzzy search algorithm consists of two main steps:
1) the original text transformation into table form;
2) the recursive search in the dictionary for character variants combinations using regular
expressions.
3. Reducing the number of character recognition options based on the fuzzy search algorithm
The variants number reducing method after graphic character recognition based on the fuzzy search
algorithm results is to assess the relevance of the symbols variants by calculating the weights of each
symbol variant on such data as:
− frequency of the symbol occurrence in the fuzzy dictionary search results;
− frequency of the symbol occurrence in the fuzzy dictionary search results, taking into account the
position in the word and the length of the word;
− frequency of the symbol occurrence in the dictionary;
− frequency of the symbol occurrence in the dictionary, taking into account the position in the word
and the length of the word.
The metric TF-IDF [4] adapted for this task is used to calculate the weight of the variant. It was
proposed to use a symbol variant (hereinafter the symbol) as a word in this metric, and sets of words
as documents. Thus, SF (symbol frequency) – the symbol importance, in the context of the word sets
in which the symbol participated, is estimated by the formula:

SF ( s, W ) =

( s ∈ wi )
W

,

where |s∈ wi | is the occurrences count of a character s in a set of words derived from regular
expressions involving this character; |W| is the total words count in the sets obtained from regular
expressions involving this character. IDF (inverse dictionary frequency – inverse frequency of the
dictionary) is the inversion of the frequency which some character s occurs in the dictionary D. There
is only one IDF value for each character within the dictionary:

D
,
(s ∈ di )
where |D| is the words count in the dictionary (1846721); |s∈ di | is the dictionary words count in
IDF ( s, D) = log

which the symbol s occurs.
In order to take into account the position p of the symbol s and the length of the words l in the sets
W, in which the symbol in question is present, the calculation formulas SF and IDF can be written as
follows:

SF ( s,W , l , p ) =

( wi (l , p, s ) ∈ W )
,
( wi ( p, s ) ∈ W )

where wi(l,p,s) is the i-th word in sets W of length l at position p of which stands the symbol s;
wi(l,p,s)∈ W is the words count wi(l,p,s) in the sets W; wi(p,s) is the i-th word in sets W at position p of
which stands the symbol s; wi(p,s)∈ W is the words count wi(p,s) in the sets W.

IDF ( s, D, l , p ) = log

( d i ( s, p ) ∈ D )
,
( d i ( s, p, l ) ∈ D )
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where di(s,p) the i-th word of the dictionary D at position p of which stands the symbol s; |di(s,p)∈D| is
the words count di(s,p) in the dictionary D; di(s,p,l) is the i-th word of the dictionary D of length l at
position p of which stands the symbol s; |di(s,p,l)∈D| is the words count di(s,p,l) in the dictionary D.
Thus, the weight (relevance) of a symbol is estimated in two ways:
1) based on the character occurrences count in word sets derived from regular expressions involving
that character:
Weight ( s ) = SF ( s,W ) * IDF ( s, D)
2) taking into account the symbol position and the words length in the sets in which the analyzed
symbol is present:
Weight ( s, l , p ) = IDF ( s, D, l , p ) * SF ( s,W , l , p )
So, in word sets W, the symbol s can occur at different positions p in words of different lengths l,
the total weight of the symbol, taking into account these parameters, is calculated as the sum of the
weights:
n

WeightSum( s, l , p ) = ∑Weighti ( s, l , p ) ,
i =1

where n is the number of weights of the symbol s, taking into account the different positions and the
word length in the word sets in which the symbol participates.
The total symbol variant weight is calculated as the sum of the weights, taking into account the
symbol occurrences count in the word sets and taking into account the position and length of words:
WeightTotal ( s ) = Weight ( s ) + WeightSum( s, l , p )
The next, the Rank(si) of each si variant of the symbol s is calculated as the ordinal number in the
variant weights array sorted in descending order. For each symbol variant, there are tree ranks
calculated for each weight: Rank(Weight(si)), Rank(WeightSum(si,l,p)), Rank(WeightTotal(si)). Total
rank RankTotal for the symbol variant is computed as the harmonic mean of the character variant
ranks. Each character variant is ranked by accounting RankTotal. As the rank was calculated by the
variant symbol position in the sorted weight arrays, the lower the rank, the higher the relevance.
4. Experiment description
The graphic recognition variants reduction of the text "Ostromir gospel" was carried out by the
following method:
1) selected fragment of the text;
2) a fuzzy dictionary search was performed for the selected text fragment;
3) calculated weight and the symbols variants ranking on the basis of search results;
4) correct the characters variants were set by manual word confirmation found from the dictionary
search results;
5) Precision, Recall and completeness were calculated and recorded in the table.

Figure 1. The "Ostromir gospel" fragment with graphic recognized symbols.
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Figure 2. Analysis results of the text 9-10 lines "Ostromir gospel".
The words searching result in the dictionary after graphic recognized text (9-10 lines of "Ostromir
gospel" [14], Figure 1), followed by confirmation of the words is shown in Figure 2.
The symbol variant rank is indicated in the lower right corner of the cell with the symbol variant,
the variant occurrence frequency in the search results is shown in the lower left corner, and the graphic
recognition relevance percentage is shown in the upper left corner. If the symbol variant does not
occur in the found word sets, it is crossed out (frequency of occurrence – 0).
In the lower part of the table the words confirmed by the expert are highlighted in green. The
number in the upper left corner of the word shows how many words were found in the dictionary by
the combination of options (the words count in the set).
Figure 3 shows the process of assembling a sentence from words obtained by searching the
dictionary and then confirming the correct word from the search results set. Each symbol and each
word in the process of the software system operation can be viewed on the original image. During the
sentence assemble the expert can manually add the missing characters and words.

Figure 3. Tthe process of assembling a sentence from words.
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The Precision and Recall of the reduction results were evaluated for the highest ranked options (1
and 2).
Let S be a set of options of characters from the input text; S+ ⊂ S is a subset of the symbols that
have the highest rank; S+⊂ S is a subset of the symbols that were used in the formation of words sets
(not the strikethrough options); SE ⊂ S is a subset of the characters that have been confirmed by the
expert (highlighted in green); S' is a lot of characters in the input text (number of columns). In addition
to Precision and Recall, the percentage of Reduction the number of symbol variants that did not
participate in search queries was estimated.

Precision =

S+ ∩SE
S'

, Re call =

S+ ∩SE
SE

, Re duction =

S − SΣ
S

Table 1. Precision and Recall of the results of reducing the variants character count.
Recall
Precision
Recall
Precision
of up to 1
of up to 1
of up to 2
Reduction
Experiment №
of up to 2
variant
variant
variants
variants
1
0.67
0.67
0.9
0.9
0.15
2
0.57
0.67
0.86
1
0.18
3
0.52
0.79
0.62
0.93
0.27
4
0.52
0.52
0.83
0.83
0.17
5
0.52
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.26
6
0.77
0.77
0.86
0.86
0.31
7
0.55
0.55
0.83
0.83
0.26
8
0.36
0.45
0.64
0.8
0.14
9
0.24
0.67
0.32
0.89
0.44
10
0.5
0.59
0.62
0.73
0.14
Average
0.52
0.63
0.72
0.86
0.23
The calculated parameters of Precision and Recall were summarized in a table (Table 1). The
Precision and Recall of up to one variant means that only one symbol variant, whose rank is 1 and
which is marked as correct by the expert advisor, was taken into account in the calculation. The
Precision and Recall of up to two variants means that the calculation took into account two symbol
variants with the highest rank, among which there is a variant marked as correct by the expert advisor.
5. Conclusion
The experiments conducted to reduce the symbols variants count based on the fuzzy search algorithm
show that the proposed variants reducing method to one variant gives an accuracy rate of 52%, and
completeness – 63%, to two variants – 72% and 86%, respectively. Given that one of the symbol
variants was graphically recognized correctly, the completeness of reducing variants method in
combination with graphic recognition results tends to 100%.
In the future, it is planned to conduct experiments with the use of N-grams, built according to the
Old Russian dictionary and the results of expert search using the algorithm described in this article.
Author hopes to obtain statistical data about frequency of the letter combinations in old Cyrillic texts,
to obtain regularities of language models for old Cyrillic texts, which will improve the efficiency of
words search and words selection in such texts.
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Abstract. The article describes the road, institutional and weather conditions that affect the
traffic flow. I proposed a method for traffic flow profiling using a data-driven approach. The
method operates with macroscopic traffic flow characteristics and detailed data of road
conditions. The article presents the results of traffic flow speed and intensity profiling taking
into account weather conditions. The study used road traffic and conditions data for the city of
Aarhus, Denmark. The results showed that the method is effective for traffic flow forecasting
due to varying road conditions.

1. Introduction
Modern technical traffic control systems integrate the means of collecting, storing and analyzing data
coming from various technical devices (vehicle sensors, radar detectors, video cameras, road weather
stations) into a monitoring system. The monitoring system continuously takes into account a number
of parameters: the speed and presence of vehicles, air and roadway temperature, speed and direction of
the wind. The data collected in the automatic mode are used for adaptive control of the traffic flow
using various traffic flow models, which allow the profiling of changes in the traffic flow
characteristics from certain influences [2].
There are three classes of traffic flow models. The macroscopic model describes the traffic flow in
terms of averaged characteristics [3]: density, intensity, average speed. With this approach, the traffic
flow, moving along the road network, is modeled as a fluid movement [4]. Microscopic models
describe the traffic flow as detailed as possible [5]: the movement of each vehicle is calculated
individually. The microscopic model allows to achieve high adequacy of the traffic flow description
compared to the macroscopic model, but it will require large computational resources [6]. An
intermediate place is occupied by mesoscopic models [7], in which the traffic flow is described as
consisting of an individual vehicle, but the characteristics of their movement are averaged. An
important property of mesoscopic traffic flow models is based on both micro and macro indicators [8].
To study the behavior of traffic flow in various situations, the complexity of the traffic flow model
is introduced by injecting additional parameters [9]. The described traffic flow models focus on the
study of traffic flow in a separate straight section of the street-road network, while the cause of traffic
jams, according to [10], are “bottlenecks” formed not only by the street-road network structure but
also various road conditions. Therefore, it is important to use the traffic flow model that adequately
describes the traffic flow behavior during the passage of “bottlenecks”.
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For example, to study the behavior of the traffic flow when a density of saturation and congestion
is reached, a parameter describing the passage time of the street-road network equal to the length of
the vehicle moving with free movement speed is introduced [11]. For solving the tasks of ensuring
traffic safety, an equivalent distance can act as an additional parameter, which decreases with
increasing speed (at the same density), indicating the situation becomes more complicated. In [12], a
traffic flow model was proposed, based on the Tanaka model, but taking into account the speed limit
in the city to meet the safe traffic requirements. In [13], a prediction model based on the composition
of machine learning and time series was proposed. In [14], an approach was proposed to take into
account the influence of several static bottlenecks on the traffic flow.
With the growing number and composition of data used by modern innovative traffic management
tools, traffic flow models should be modified [15]. Thus, traffic flow models begin to depend on data
and be controlled by them (data-driven) [16]. The purpose of the work is to systematically analyze
data obtained from various sources (traffic flow sensors, weather stations, video cameras, open media,
etc.) to profile the impact of road, organizational and weather factors on the traffic flow
characteristics.
2. Profiling of the road conditions impact on traffic flow
2.1. Road conditions
On a large scale, road conditions directly or indirectly affecting traffic flow are shown in figure 1. All
other weather, organizational and road conditions, one way or another, are reduced to aggregated
conditions.
Condition of
roadsides and road
bed

Road loading level

Condition and dimensions
bridge
overpass
tunnel









Conditions
affecting
traffic flow

State of the roadway
evenness
coupling qualities
strength

Item status
 engineering equipment
 arrangement of the road

Visibility distance






Geometric parameters
roadway width
shoulder width
curves in the plan
longitudinal slopes

Figure 1. Road conditions affecting traffic flow.
The variety of road conditions and their influence on the traffic flow characteristics is taken into
account using a function:
n

Y   0  xii ,

(1)

i 1

where Y is the parameter characterizing the traffic flow (average speed, intensity, density); x i – the
street-road network characteristic or road conditions affecting the final indicator Y ; i – degree of
influence of the xi characteristic on Y ;  0 – reduction parameter.
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2.2. Traffic flow
In the task of profiling the impact of road conditions on the traffic flow, it is not necessary to isolate a
separate vehicle from the stream, since aggregated conditions affect the traffic flow generally, which
causes the use of a macroscopic model.
In a macroscopic model, the traffic flow parameters are interconnected by the basic equation
displayed by the fundamental diagram, the dependence function of the three main macroparameters:
average speed v(t , x) , intensity I (t , x) , density k (t , x) :

v(t , x) 

I (t , x)
,
k (t , x)

(2)

Q
,
t
Q
k (t , x) 
,
x
I (t , x) 

(3)
(4)

I (t , x)  f (k (t , x)) ,

(5)

where Q is the number of vehicles approaching the street-road network section.
The used fundamental diagram is shown in figure 2 [10, 17].
𝐼, 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠/ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟

𝐼𝑐

𝐼𝑐 = 𝜐𝑜 𝑘𝑐 = 𝜐𝜔 (𝑘𝐽 − 𝑘𝑐 )

𝐶

𝜐𝑜 = tg 𝛼

𝜐𝜔 = tg 𝛽

𝛼

𝛽

𝑘, 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑘𝑚
𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑐

Figure 2. Fundamental traffic flow diagram.
2.3. Method of profiling the impact of road conditions on traffic flow
The method of profiling the impact of road conditions on traffic flow consists of the following steps
(figure 3).
Step 1. Formation of a street-road network model.
The model is formed from a variety of areas   i X of different types with a single set of attributes

 

(spans  , intersections  , tunnels  , overpasses  , railroad crossings  , pedestrian
L

S

U

O

R

~  and multiple nodes V  v~ .
crossings  ), multiple arcs E  e
i
i
P

~

~
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1
Formation of a street-road
network model
2
Determining the parameters
of sections, arcs, nodes
3
Defining the parameters
of the fundamental diagrams
4

Determination
of the intensity of traffic
flows at the entrances

5
Formation of the distribution
matrix of nodes
6

Identify the model
of the impact of road
conditions

7
Modeling and analysis
of results

Figure 3. Steps of profiling the impact of road conditions on traffic flow.
Step 2. Determining the parameters of sections, arcs, nodes.
The parameters of the graph street-road network, shown in figure 1, are identified.
Step 3. Defining the parameters of the fundamental diagrams.
Determination of flow macromodel (2)–(5) for identification of fundamental diagrams (triads

~e
~
~
~
~
e
e
e
e~
e~
I C i , v0 i , vw i or I C i , kC i , k J i ) for arcs e~i  E of the street-road network graph. This step is

performed using the street-road network and technical means of monitoring, such as sensors and video
monitoring systems, databases of field surveys, radar detectors and presence vehicle detectors.

~

For arcs of the street-road network e~i  E , where the data on the traffic flow parameters are
missing or unreliable, the main traffic flow parameters are defined as follows. The maximum intensity
~
~ ~e
~
e
value I ei on the arc ~
ei among the available measurement (observation) results of intensity I i  I i
e~

is selected as the arc bandwidth I C i .
~e

Free flow speed on an arc v0 i is equal to the maximum speed of movement in this street-road
network section defined by the Road Traffic Regulations or other regulatory documents of the location
country.
Critical density kC

e~i

traffic flow on an arc is calculated by:

kC
Maximum traffic flow density on the arc k J

~
ei

e~i

~
e

I i
 C~ei .
v0

(6)

is established by estimating the maximum number of

e~i

vehicles Q that can fit on the arc ~
ei :
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~

e~

kJ i 

Q ei
~ .
l ei

(7)
e~

This method of estimating the maximum density k J i can be applied with a high degree of
accuracy in the presence of aerial photographs obtained using remote Earth sensing methods, on which
a congestion state is recorded. An example of an arc throughput calculation is shown in Figure 4.

м
l e  260 m
~

i

Figure 4. Arc throughput calculation example.
If the intensity, density or average speed sensors are installed on the street-road network, then using
the least squares method applied to points with known traffic flow intensity and density in the
~e

fundamental diagram, I find the speed of free flow v0 i and the speed of propagation of the traffic jam
~
e

vw i along the arc.
If the parameters of the traffic flow in the surveyed area street-road network cannot be established,
then I use the parameters of the traffic flow from the neighboring sections street-road network to
synthesize the missing data.
Step 4. Determination of the intensity of traffic flows at the entrances.
To determine the intensity of the traffic flow at the entrances I E i t   I R i t  to the street-road
network, I use an algorithm that generates values according to Poisson’s law and takes into account
the number of inhabitants and the level of motorization in the transport area.
Step 5. Formation of the distribution matrix of nodes.
e~

Formation of distribution matrices 

v~i

e~

~
for all nodes street-road network v~i V will be performed

~ ~em ~ e~n
~
, I on arcs em entering the

using an algorithm analyzing the sets of traffic flow intensity values I

~

node v~i and arcs en leaving the node v~i under study, respectively.
Step 6. Identify the model of the impact of road conditions.
The model of the impact of road conditions is implemented according to (1).
Step 7. Modeling and analysis of results
~
e

~e

~
e

~
e

e~

e~

By changing the parameters of the fundamental diagrams of arcs I C i , v0 i , vw i , I C i , kC i , k J i
I simulate weather phenomena, incidents, control actions. Changes in the intensity at the arcs of
e~
entrances I R i t  simulate fluctuations in transport demand arising from the effects of attraction
v~i

points. By changing the distribution matrix 

t   m,n t mM,1N.n 1

in the node v~i , the traffic flow

redirection is modeled, for example, due to the use of information support tools for traffic participants.
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3. Results
3.1. Identification of the traffic flow model
Due to the simplicity of identification, I use the fundamental diagram proposed by [10, 17], which is
determined by the maximum road capacity I C , the free flow speed v0 and the speed of propagation of
the traffic jam vw (figure 2).
Basic traffic flow diagrams, built on the well-known classical models for experimental data, I
present in figure 5. All models assume a saturation point, where the intensity reaches its maximum
value. With a further increase in traffic flow density, the intensity decreases.
I, vehicles/hour

Drake

Greenberg

Underwood
Zyryanov

Greenshields
Richards
Pipes

k,vehicles/km

Figure 5. Comparison of the fundamental diagrams of macromodels.

I use the data on average speed and intensity (vehicle number per time) of traffic flow, on the basis
of which the density of the traffic flow can be calculated.
3.2. Software implementation
Software that implements the proposed method operates in the .NET Framework 4.5 and is written in
C#. The graphical user interface is based on WinForms and integrates into the attribute-driven
network-centric intelligent transport system [18]. The interaction with the services of the intelligent
transport system was accomplished through the SOAP protocol using WCF technology.
Data on traffic flow and road conditions for analysis are obtained from the CityPulse road database
for the city of Aarhus, Denmark [19, 20]. Data are presented in CSV and JSON format. Interval of
measurement of traffic flow characteristics – 5 minutes. I take environmental measurements every 1st,
20th and 50th minute.
A traffic flow entry contains data:
 measurement status (presence of errors);
 average time of passage of the site street-road network (s);
 average speed (km/h);
 vehicle count.
The road conditions record contains weather data:
 dew point (°C);
 humidity (%);
 atmospheric pressure (millibar);
 temperature (°C);
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 direction of the wind (°);
 wind speed (km/h).
Data are converted into developed software using continuous integration and import feature that
provides control over data integrity and consistency [21, 22]. Data are accompanied by associated
attribute data, which are the semantics of real-world objects. For systems operating on the basis of the
platform with an electronic map, the attribute data are basic, the geodata provide a spatial reference.
Data are presented in the form of domain objects (Domain Object pattern) or data transfer objects
(DTO pattern). To load related data in these objects, I use the Lazy Load design pattern, which works
through WCF using SerializationSurrogate, which is attached by metaprogramming methods.
3.3. Application results
In the developed software, a series of experiments were conducted with the obtained data set
consisting of 25 million records. The results obtained using the proposed method allowed me to
establish weather conditions that would help to achieve maximum Imax = 1538 vehicles/h and
minimum Imin = 12 vehicles/h values of intensity and maximum V max = 150.5 km/h and minimum Vmin
= 11.6 km/h values of average speed (table 1).

Imax
Imin
Vmax
Vmin

Table 1. Weather conditions for extremes of the traffic flow characteristics.
Dew point
Pressure
Temperature
Wind
Wind speed
Humidity (%)
(°C)
(millibar)
(°C)
direction (°)
(km/h)
1
87
1003
3
140
7.4
17
88
1012
19
280
11.1
11
73
1013
15
180
5.6
9
88
1013
11
210
5.6

The influence results of individual weather conditions on the traffic flow: in table 2 – the effect of
the dew point deficit, in table 3 – the atmospheric pressure effect, in table 4 – the wind speed. The
smallest (Min), highest (Max) and average (Avg) values describing the influence of weather
conditions on the traffic flow are considered. In this case, the maxima and minima of the values of the
average speed and intensity are distinguished in the calculation of the section street-road network.

Min
Avg
Max

Table 2. The effect of the dew point on the traffic flow characteristics.
Minimum
Minimum
Average
Maximum
Maximum
average
Average
intensity
intensity
intensity
average speed
speed
speed (km/h)
(vehicles/h)
(vehicles/h)
(vehicles/h)
(km/h)
(km/h)
14
38
1284
18.1
45.8
149.0
14
28
456
16.3
45.5
145.1
13
25
300
14.2
44.1
138.6

Thus, the effect of the dew point (table 2) is significant: a decrease in the deficit leads to an
increase in throughput (average speed and intensity) of traffic flow.

Min
Avg
Max

Table 3. The effect of atmospheric pressure on the traffic flow characteristics.
Minimum
Minimum
Average
Maximum
Maximum
average
Average
intensity
intensity
intensity
average speed
speed
speed (km/h)
(vehicles/h)
(vehicles/h)
(vehicles/h)
(km/h)
(km/h)
15
23
180
18.8
46.0
149.4
16
36
600
17.5
44.2
127.1
16
72
1068
15.3
40.3
113.2
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An increase in atmospheric pressure (table 3) leads to an increase in the traffic flow intensity, but at
the same time, the values of average speed decrease, which allows concluding that the traffic flow is in
a state of obstructed movement, which increases the density of the streams according to (2).

Min
Avg
Max

Table 4. The effect of wind speed on the traffic flow characteristics.
Minimum
Minimum
Average
Maximum
Maximum
average
Average
intensity
intensity
intensity
average speed
speed
speed (km/h)
(vehicles/h)
(vehicles/h)
(vehicles/h)
(km/h)
(km/h)
15
41
604
0
46.7
150.0
15
38
600
0
46.6
149.2
1
3
84
0
38.4
137.7

Wind speed (table 4) has a significant effect at maximum values: a decrease in intensity and speed
is observed. Experiments were carried out to take into account the joint influence of road conditions
on the traffic flow characteristics. For the formation of a dangerous winter slipperiness type of ice,
which reduces the average speed and intensity, the following weather conditions are necessary: air
temperature from 0 to -10 °C, an increase in the dew point deficit, and regular changes in wind
direction and speed. The greater the wind speed, the more intense the ice. For all sections of the road
network, weather conditions were identified under which the likelihood of ice formation
increases (table 5).
Table 5. Weather conditions for the occurrence of ice and its consequences.
Dew
Temperatur
Wind
Wind speed
Intensity
Average speed
point
e (°C)
direction (°)
(km/h)
reduction (%) reduction (%)
(°C)
3
0
180
11.5
23
16
Viby Ringvej
4
1
140
15.7
27
18
Christian X's Vej
Marselis
4
-2
140
12.8
30
22
Boulevard
5
-1
180
10.1
22
16
Vestre Ringgade
4. Conclusion and discussion
Thus, I propose a method for profiling the impact of road, organizational and weather conditions on
traffic flow using a data-driven approach. The method operates with macroscopic characteristics of
traffic flow and detailed data on road conditions, represented by the models of objects, processes, and
phenomena of the real world. The proposed method is implemented as a software module for the
intelligent transport geographic information system. I give the results of the analysis of data on the
speed and intensity of traffic flow depending on environmental conditions.
The environment has the greatest adverse effect in winter, characterized by a decrease in the length
of daylight, low air temperatures, and road surface. Mutual combination of strong side wind and
slippery coating leads to loss of stability in open areas of the street-road network. Winter slippery
conditions, snow drifts reduce the speed, reduce the width of the carriageway due to the formation of
snow deposits, reduce the throughput capacity of the street-road network. Precipitation, fogs, blizzards
lead to the limitation of the visibility distance, which also entails a decrease in speed and a decrease in
throughput.
The results of the analysis showed that the method is effective for profiling and predicting the
changes taking place in the traffic flow, with a change in the affecting road conditions.
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Abstract. In this paper, the use of artificial neural networks for the myocardial infarction
diagnosis is investigated. For the analysis, 169 ECG records were taken from the database of
the Massachusetts University of Technology, of which 80 correspond to healthy patients and
89 correspond to patients who have a myocardial infarction. Each signal has been preprocessed. The result of preprocessing each signal is a common segment consisting of 1000
samples. To detect myocardial infarction, a convolutional neural network consisting of two
convolutional layers was used. For accuracy of the neural network leave-one-out crossvalidation was used. The best results of the experiments are obtained with the neural network
for leads V1, V2, AVF.

1. Introduction
Artificial neural networks are now widely used in different clinical research and its clinical use shows
high quality results especially in signal analysis such as electrocardiogram (ECG) signals.
Cardiovascular diseases are the main cause of health loss in most developed countries, therefore the
premature detection of cardiovascular diseases is a very important issue. One of the most dangerous
among cardiovascular diseases is myocardial infarction. In order to detect myocardial infarction, the
doctor analyzes the results of electrocardiography.
There are many different methods for analyzing ECG signals. For example, methods based on blind
signal separation [1], the multilayer method of support vectors [2], and others.
The main objective of this study is to study the applicability of artificial neural networks for the
diagnosis of myocardial infarction by electrocardiogram. The main problems of every myocardial
infarction detection method are complexity and a poor theoretical basis and these problems need to be
solved for future developments and studies.
We compare our method of myocardial infarction detection with several others such as Blind
Signal Separation (BSS) method [1]. BSS was used for the extraction of the raw signal and Naive
Bayes classifier was used for myocardial infarction detection. In that study the algorithm gave 96.77%
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of accuracy, but it is hard to recreate this result using the information which is given in the paper. The
second study is based on the conversion of ECG signal to 3D image and the using of multilayer
support vector machine for classification [2]. However, it is also possible to reconstruct the structure
of ECG signal in order to filter the signal with a risk of data loss [3]. The ECG signal represents
anatomical structure of the heart, its parts and the process of working. One of the last developed
method of myocardial infarction detection is based on wavelet transformation[4]. This new approach
allows to do fast and accurate classifications using information from energy level of wavelet
transformation.
In this paper, we proposed the new approach based on discrete wavelet transformation during preprocessing stage and convolutional neural network in the classification stage. At the first stage, there is
a selection of the cardiac cycle in order to reduce the total amount of data and bring all the data to one
template form. This is done with use of an algorithm that is based on a discrete wavelet transform of
the original signal [5, 6, 7].
At the second stage, the binary classification problem is solved using a convolutional neural
network. This is where the architecture for the neural network is composed and its learning takes
place. The patient data set was taken from the database of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
[8].
Also in this paper, to get the result of the classification close to what can be obtained by the
practical application of the algorithm, a leave-one-out cross validation technique was used.
2. Signal preprocassing
2.1 Segmantation
The first step in bringing the signal to the required form is its segmentation into cardiac cycles, which
will allow you to continue working not with the whole signal, but only with its part containing the
most important information about the patient. Segmentation is performed using discrete wavelet
transform.
2.1.1 Trend removal and signal filtering using discrete wavelet transform
The raw signals used in this study have different lengths and amplitudes. Each of them also has a
wandering trend line, which affects the position of each cardiac cycle and can cause unwanted
distortions during further processing. An example of a raw ECG signal with a wandering trend line
present is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Raw ECG signal.
The wandering of the trend line of the ECG signal is associated with physical movements of the
chest in the process of breathing the patient. This noise is low-frequency physical noise and its
elimination is necessary for obtaining a stable signal and its subsequent processing.
The frequency range of the trend line is between 0 and 0.5 Hz. The method used to remove a
wandering trend line is based on decomposition using discrete wavelet transform into 8 levels and the
subsequent restoration of the signal to 8 levels without using additional level coefficients. Due to the
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fact that the signal was restored from those coefficients that contain all the main details of the source
signal, except for the trend line, the signal shown in Figure 2 will be received at the output of the
inverse transform.

Figure 2. The raw signal without a trend.
Also, to prepare the signal for further processing, it is necessary to remove high-frequency noise.
This can be done by decomposing the signal into 3 levels of discrete wavelet transform and restoring
the signal according to the coefficients of the third and additional levels, thereby removing highfrequency noise from the signal.
2.1.2 R-peak detection and signal segmentation
To proceed the signal segmentation, it is required to select the most important point of each cardiac
cycle – the R-peak. The frequency range corresponding to the QRS complex and R-peak is between 3
and 40 Hz, which means that the signal will require decomposition into 5 levels of discrete wavelet
transform and the subsequent restoration of the signal using coefficients 4 and 5 levels.
After the signal is restored, it will contain only peak values at those positions which correspond to
the R-peaks in the original signal. Peaks are detected by successively searching for a maximum with a
window width of half the sampling frequency and a maximum of at least 10% of the amplitude of the
maximum point in the reconstructed signal. The result of projecting the found points on the original
signal is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Detected R-peaks.
The final step of segmentation of the ECG signal will be the cutting of the signal into cardiac
cycles relative to the R-peak. The length of the cardiac cycle of each patient is different and depends
on his pulse and how long the electrocardiogram was taken. Therefore, the following formula was
developed to calculate the length of the patient's cardiac cycle:
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑂𝑓𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝐿=
.
𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒
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After calculating the length of the cardiac cycle, it is necessary to distinguish it relative to each Rpeak. To do this, take an interval equal to half of the length of the entire cycle to the left of the R-peak
and an the same interval to the right of the R-peak.
Thus, the signal will be evenly divided into cardiac cycles of the same length, but for each patient
this length will be different. The entire set of segments obtained as a result of dividing the ECG signal
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. A set of cardiac cycles obtained from a raw ECG signal.
2.2 Calculation of a common standard ECG signal segment
The final step in converting the ECG signal to the common standard segment will be averaging the set
of selected segments. This procedure is necessary in order to obtain the general shape of the entire set
of segments and drown out low-frequency noises. It is worth mentioning that this step may drown out
erroneously identified cardiac cycles that are not. For example, if in the process of ECG removal any
physical noise was recorded with a frequency equal to the frequency of the QRS complex, then it can
be defined as part of the heartbeat. In this regard, averaging will significantly reduce the contribution
of the defective clock to the overall information segment of the signal. Also in the case of pathological
signals, various heart sounds and heart damage can affect the waveform. However, the detection of
damage data can be based on the selection of the shape - the average standard segment, and the
subsequent finding of the greatest deviation from this segment.
The result of the final stage of processing is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Common mean segment ECG signal.
3. Architecture of the convolutional neural network
After preprocessing signals for all 169 input records, we obtain an array of dimension (169, 600, N),
where N is the number of leads taken. This array will be fed to the input of our neural network along
with the array, which contains the answers to each entry (1, if the patient is healthy, 0, if he has a
posterodiaphragmatic myocardial infarction). We implement the neural network using the Keras
library in the Python language.
The following figure 6 shows the architecture of the convolutional neural network.
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Figure 6. Architecture of the convolutional neural network.
A convolutional layer is a set of feature maps. The number of attribute cards is determined
experimentally. If you take a large number of cards, the recognition quality will increase, but the
computational complexity will increase too. Two convolutional layers were chosen because, with a
smaller choice of layers, the accuracy of the network becomes noticeably worse, and with a larger
choice of layers, it is not noticeably better. Each convolutional layer is 15 and 10 feature maps,
respectively. To reduce the dimensions of the maps of the previous layer, we use the subsample
operation MaxPooling. In order to prevent retraining of the neural network on each convolutional
layer, the Dropout method is used. The fully connected part of the network includes two levels. All
weights were chosen experimentally.
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The network is trained using the error back-propagation algorithm and is optimized in accordance
with the Adam optimization algorithm.
The Adam method converts a gradient as follows:
St = α · St−1 + (1 − α) · ∇Et2 ; S0 = 0;
Dt = β · Dt−1 + (1 − β) · ∇Et ; D0 = 0;
𝐷𝑡
1 − 𝛼 1�
𝑔𝑡 =
·(
) 2;
1−𝛽
𝑆𝑡
∆Wt = η · (g t + ρ · Wt−1 ) + µ · ∆Wt−1 ,
where η – learning rate, ∇Et - loss function gradient, µ - moment ratio, ∆Wt−1 –weights changing in
the previous iteration, ρ - regularization coefficient, Wt−1 – weights on the previous iteration, α
=0.999, β =0.9.
Since we are solving a binary classification problem, the logistic error function was chosen as the
error function, which looks like this:
𝑁

𝐸(𝑤) = − �(𝑦𝑖 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑖 + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 )ln (1 − 𝑎𝑖 )) → 𝑚𝑖𝑛,
𝑖=1

where 𝑦 – target vector, 𝑎 – output vector.

4. Results
For an experimental study, a program was launched for a data set consisting of 169 records with
different numbers of leads. Pre-processing was performed for each input signal. In order to test how
successfully our model is able to work in practice, element-by-element cross-validation was
performed. In this case, a separate observation is used as a test set of data, and the remaining
observations from the initial set are used as a training one. The cycle repeats until each observation is
used once as a test. Table 1 shows the learning results of the neural network depending on the leads
taken.
Table 1. The results of the neural network, depending on the different leads.
Leads

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

II, V1, V2, AVF

0.8315

0.7375

0.7870

II, III, AVF

0.7416

0.6500

0.6982

V1, V2

0.8876

0.7625

0.8284

II, III, V1, V2, AVF

0.7640

0.8250

0.7929

AVF

0.8315

0.8000

0.8166

V1, V2, AVF

0.9213

0.8500

0.8876

After launching the program with different input leads, the neural network showed the best results
when the input data are leads V1, V2, AVF.
Compare the results with other methods of detecting myocardial infarction. It should be noted that
in different articles different methods are used to extract signs from the ECG signal, and in some of
them the entire signal is analyzed, and therefore a direct comparison of the classification result with
each of them is not completely correct. Also, the difference between the presented feature extraction
algorithm can be that the algorithm considers three ECG leads of twelve.
The first algorithm considered for comparison is based on quantization of the learning vector [6].
LVQ can be understood as a special case of an artificial neural network. LVQ-network has 2 layers:
competing and linear. The competing layer performs clustering of vectors, and the linear layer relates
clusters to the target classes specified by the user. Before giving a signal to the input of the neural
network, it is pre-processed and extracted from it the cardiac cycle. However, the article does not
explain how many leads were taken to analyze the results of the electrocardiogram, and there is no
accuracy value in that paper.
The following algorithm is based on the blind signal separation method [1]. The problem of blind
signal separation (BSS) and noise is an extremely relevant and complex mathematical problem, but its
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solution is non-trivial and the material of the article does not explain how this problem was solved and
whether the data was cross-validated. Algorithms based on the support vector method have different
directions. In one of the considered articles, the ECG signal is converted to a three-dimensional view
and the calculation of three-dimensional signs of the disease and the subsequent application of the
multi-layer support vector machine (MSVM) [2].
The results of the comparison of various approaches to the detection of myocardial infarction are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison with other methods.
Methods

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

This study

0.9213

0.8500

0.8876

LVQ

0.8700

0.8300

–

BSS

0.9837

0.9404

0.9677

MSVM

0.8682

0.9105

0.8543

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the possibility of using convolutional neural networks to determine myocardial infarction
was demonstrated. A preliminary selection of data and its preparation for training was done. A
convolutional neural network consisting of two convolutional layers was constructed and trained. An
experimental study was conducted, which showed that the neural network shows the best results when
the input data are leads V1, V2, AVF. On these leads, the neural network showed results: accuracy 0.8876, sensitivity - 0.9213, specificity - 0.8500. The classification was carried out using the elementwise cross-validation method to obtain a result that most adequately shows the operation of the
algorithm in practical application.
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Abstract. Currently, unwanted emails are actively sent to the Internet. Millions copies of emails are sent simultaneously to various users. Often e-mails undergo minor modifications to
complicate the detection of spam. The paper proposes options for determining the signature of
e-mails that allow identify letters with the same content and structure. Content signature of the
letter includes the basic phrases in the text of the e-mail with the exception of names, numeric
codes, suspicious words that are not included in the dictionary. Structure signatures incorporate
the same type of e-mails, such as paragraphs, tables, images. The paper shows the results of
using signatures to detect e-mail spam.

1. Introduction
E-mail is one of the most popular services in the Internet. The ability to quickly communicate using
electronic messages made e-mail used by billions people. However, users are faced with such a
negative phenomenon as receiving unwanted e-mails. Currently, unwanted emails are actively sent to
the Internet. These messages contain advertising of various goods and services, political advertising,
are used for phishing and the spread of viruses. According to the Kaspersky Lab, at the beginning of
2019 the share of spam in e-mail traffic in Russia amounted to 54%. In other words, more than half of
e-mail messages are spam.
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Figure 1. The share of spam in e-mail traffic in Russia.
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Figure 2. E-mail spam.
Spam is unsolicited mass mailing anonymous e-mail. Millions of e-mails copies are simultaneously
sent to different users. Often copies differ from each other with a greeting (for example, an automatic
indication of the sender's name from the dictionary - Leonty Lyudvigovich, Yadviga Svyatoslavovna)
or a chain of characters (for example, 1c3790b4b8ad11e8aa21e41d2d101530).
The share of Russia in e-mail spam traffic is about 6% in 2019. Greater volume of spam is sent only in
China (15%) and the USA (12%).
The uniqueness of messages is provided automatically, that is, random sequences of characters,
greetings, etc. [1]. Thus, such messages can be considered as fuzzy duplicates [2], the detection of
them is not a trivial task.
2. Analysis of the problem
Breaking e-mail spam has been known for a long time. More than 20 years, people are trying to stop
receiving unwanted e-mail messages. This struggle is accompanied by varying success. E-mail filters
are constantly improving. But to get around them, spammers come up with new ways.
Let's look at the main ways to combat a spam. Large mail services and information security
companies use distributed anti-spam methods [3]. Companies collect information about the mail traffic
passing through them and exchange this data between themselves. In this way, they get a full picture
of the actions of spammers and can develop and select effective anti-spam defenses [4].
Another group of anti-spam methods is local. It does not use a data from external services, but
works only with received messages. Local methods are used by both mail servers and final recipients.
Often they are used to filter mail organizations [5, 6, 7].
Authentication of the sender and analysis of e-mail headers is carried out to spam detect. To do
this, check information about the sending host, its IP address, server response codes, etc., are analyzed
[8].
Often, trap addresses are used for checking - mailboxes intended solely for receiving mail spam
and not used in normal life. Machine learning methods are successfully used in the fight against a
spam. So, methods Bayesian filtering [9], decision trees [10], support vector machine [11], rule-based
methods [12], etc., became popular.
Many works are devoted to the extraction and subsequent analysis of the distinctive properties and
characteristics of e-mail items [13, 14, 15]. Various characteristics of messages are considered: visual,
structural, system. In [16] it is proposed to use the dynamic property space of e-mail messages.
A number of papers related to the analysis of the text content of the e-mail [17, 18]. In [19] text
information placed in images is analyzed. In [20] it is proposed to use social networks to combat with
spam.
One of the ways to combat with spam is based on the use of various signatures. The way is based
on counting e-mail checksums using various methods to detect duplicate e-mails.
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Signatures are widely used in various tasks. They are widely used in information retrieval, in image
processing. In [21] discusses methods for detect similar texts (fizzy duplicates).
Hash signature is easiest way to compare two messages. For this, the e-mail checksum is calculated
using the MD5 or CRC32 algorithm. TF signature is based on counting the frequency of occurrence of
words in a TF document. The signature is based on several most frequent words. The signature used is
a CRC32 string checksum consisting of selected words arranged alphabetically. TF*IDF signature
involves counting the weight of words not using the TF formula, but using the TF*IDF equation [22].
In this case, not only the word frequency in the document is taken into account, but also the total
occurrence of words in all documents in the collection.
TF*RIDF signature based on the combination of the word frequency TF and the residual inverse
frequency of the RIDF documents [23]. TF*IDF Optimal signature is a modified version of the
TF*IDF signature. The modification consists in changing the principle of calculating the IDF value
based on the so-called “optimal frequency”.
Long string signature built on the basis of the two longest sentences, makes it possible to find
similar documents quite well. For this, the text contains the two longest sentences and concatenates
into one line in alphabetical order. For the string, the control code CRC32 is calculated, which is the
signature. Heavy string signature is based on a similar principle. Two sentences are selected from the
text. However, sentences are selected on the basis of the sum of weights (calculated using the TF*IDF
equation) of its words. The two sentences with the largest sum of weights are ordered alphabetically,
concatenated into one line, for which the control code CRC32 is calculated.
I-Match signature is based on the calculation of the value of the I-Match function proposed in [24,
25]. A dictionary of words with an average IDF is compiled for the entire collection of documents
(words with too large or small IDF values are not included in the list). For each document, a set of
words is formed and its intersection with the dictionary is determined. When crossing some threshold,
the hash function SHA1 (I-Match signature) is calculated for the set of words.
To calculate the Super Shingles signature for the entire set of shingles of the document, 84 different
hash functions are calculated. Further, according to the criterion of the maximum or minimum of each
function, 84 shingle are selected, which are divided into 6 groups, for each of which 6 super shingles
are built [26].
MegaShingles signature is similar to no previous. 84 shingles are calculated. They are divided into
6 groups, for each of which 6 super shingles are built. The signature consists of 15 numbers
(megashings), representing all possible pair combinations of the 6 super singles.
The signatures of Rabin [22] allow counting fuzzy checksums of letters. The signature of
Winnowing [28] is local algorithms for document fingerprinting. The signature ensures that if there is
at least one sufficiently long common substring in two files, then at least one label in their sets will
match.
The Nilsimsa signatures [29] present the e-mail message by locality-sensitive hash. A Nilsimsa
code is something like a hash, but unlike hashes, a small change in the message results in a small
change in the Nilsimsa code.
However, improved spamming techniques make existing signatures ineffective. Thus, it becomes
necessary to modify the structure of signatures to more effectively detect duplicate letters.
3. Signatures of content and structure
Different e-mail signatures can be used to identify messages with the same content and structure. The
signature of the contents of the letter SigData includes the main phrases in the text of the e-mail, with
the exception of names, numeric codes, suspicious words that are not included in the dictionary. The
difficulty lies in the degree of filtration content. With a weak filtering in the text may remain elements
used to uniquely test the letter. With strong filtering (for example, taking into account only nouns or
the most frequent words), different letters may be mistakenly recognized as identical.
According to the results of the experiments, it was decided to normalize the text and include in the
signature word forms obtained after processing the AOT package by the LEMMATIZER module. At
the same time, a package of candidate words for inclusion in the signature was programmatically
generated from an e-mail and lemmatization was performed for each word using the AOT API
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functions. In the absence of a candidate word in the dictionary, it was not included in the signature.
The Russian Morphological Dictionary of A.A. Zaliznyak was used as a dictionary, including 161
thousand lemmas. Thus, it is possible to identify messages that have passed through the uniqueness
(that is, fuzzy duplicates of letters). The signature of the message content SigData (see Fig. 3) is a hash
code calculated for the text of the electronic message processed above by the indicated method.
A client of mine who died in a car accident a few months ago leaving behind an estate/capital
(US$183M) in a Bank, his sudden death has left him with no time to appoint a next of kin to his
estate/capital and for this reason I contact you. During my private search for the late gentle man
relatives your name and email contact was among the findings that matches the same surname as
the deceased who died intestate with no Will or next of kin. To maintain the level of security
required I have intentionally left out the final details. Banking regulation/legislation demand that
the fiscal authorities should be notified after a statutory time period when dormant accounts of
this type are called in by the monetary regulatory bodies if nobody applies to claim the funds. I
urge you to come forward since I can provide you with the details needed for you to claim the
estate/capital so that I can be gratify by you, in
SigData: 146bffd75c4c0a40cfb92df1a78395e0
Figure 3. Signature of content.
Massively distributed messages may have minor differences in content, but they do not differ in
the design and arrangement of text elements. In other words, the structure of such messages is the
same.
The signature of the structure SigStr includes structural elements of an e-mail type, such as
paragraphs, tables, images. In this case, the content of the message is not taken into account. For the
structure thus obtained, a hash code is calculated (see Fig. 4). Md5 algorithm is used to calculate the
hash codes. Messages with the same internal structure will have the same hash codes.
<html><head><title></title></head><body><div style="text=align:center; font-size:100%; fontfamily:Arial; background-color:=#ffffff !important;" class='topmessage'><br><br></div><div
style="height:1px;"></div><table border="0" cellspacing="1" cellpadding="0" width="820"
height="1200"><tbody><tr><td colspan="2" style="width: 820px;"></td></tr><tr><td style=
"border-right-width: 1px; border-right-color: rgb(79, 129, 189); border-right-style: solid; width:
180px; text-align: center; vertical-align: top;" rowspan="2"><p align= "center"><br><br>
</p><p align="center"><br><br><br></p><font face="Arial"></font><p align= "center"><font
face="Arial" ><font size="2"></font></font><font face="Arial"><font size="2"><br></font>
</font><font face="Arial"><font size="2"><br></font></font><font face= "Arial"><font size=
"2"></font></font><font face="Arial"><font size="2"></font><font size="2"><br>/font></font
>
SigStr: d1b37003288e83c5fdf5e34f0af0a252
Figure 4. Signature of the structure.
It should be noted that the signature of the structure may not always be applied. Many messages are
plain text. Accordingly, the structure will not contain any markup tags. Similarly, some messages are
very short and contain only a few tags, for example, new line breaks. The use of such structures as
signatures will lead to incorrect accounting of various messages as identical. For this reason, messages
that have more than 100 characters of markup tags are used to calculate the structure signature. For
other messages, the value of the structure signature is taken equal to 0 and is not taken into account in
comparison.
It should be noted that signatures for e-mail messages are calculated once. Further verification is
carried out according to calculated signatures.
Although the structure and content signatures are similar to the receipt of the checksum of the
message, there is a significant difference. Upon receipt of the checksum, the entire content is taken
into account and even minor changes lead to different values of the checksum. The division of the
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message into structure and content allows to take into account the individual characteristics of the
messages, as well as to find mass mailings with varying content.
E-mail

Tags
removal

Content
removal

Lemmatization

Content
filtration

MD5

AOT

Dictionary

SigData

Structure
preparation

MD5

SigStr

Figure 5. Calculation of signatures.
4. Using signatures to detect e-mail spam
The proposed signatures were used to detect e-mail spam arriving at the e-mail addresses of the
Murom Institute of Vladimir State University mivlgu.ru and Internet resource addresses located on the
commercial hosting Majordomo.ru (with the spam filter disabled). Mail messages that come to the
addresses of popular mail services (gmail.com, yandex.ru, mail.ru, etc.) successfully pass spam
filtering and cannot be used as a source of data for research.
A total of 30,000 e-mails were manually selected, which are e-mail spam. It should be noted that
more than half of the messages (18638) were represented by several copies. The task was to detect
such letters - letters that are fuzzy copies of other documents. In addition, 30,000 e-mails from real
senders (that is, non-spam) were added to the message base.
At the beginning, an attempt was made to compare letters by body - content with the exception of a
system header containing the sender, recipient, mail server address and other system information.
Hash codes were calculated for each mail message. Messages with the same hash codes were
recognized as duplicates. The number of identical messages turned out to be small - only 130 letters.
The remaining letters have differences in structure and content.
When using the SigData content signature, 12237 similar messages were detected. In addition, due
to the characteristics of content filtering when counting signatures (deleting non-informative elements)
42 messages were mistakenly counted as copies of other messages.
When using the signature of the SigStr structure, 14226 similar messages were detected. Due to the
use of similar templates in the formation of e-mail messages, as well as messages in the form of
unformatted text, 844 messages were mistakenly counted as copies of other messages.
When using the bundle of signatures content-structure SigData + SigStr, 15244 similar messages
were found and 886 messages were mistakenly counted as copies of other messages.
The next metrics were used to assess the quality of work:
 Recall:
Recall 



Number of spam e-mails marked as spam
Total number of spam e-mails

Precision:
Precision 

Number of spam e-mails marked as spam
Number of e-mails marked as spam
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F-measure:
F1  2 

Precision  Recall
Precision  Recall

The results of using signatures to detect spam are shown in table 1.

Signature

Table 1. Results of using signatures to detect spam.
Recall
Precision
Number of errors

F-measure

Content

0.007

1

0.993

0.014

SigData

0.656

0.996

0.332

0.791

SigStr

0.763

0.944

0.311

0.844

SigData+ SigStr

0.818

0.945

0.260

0.877

As can see, the greatest completeness is 0.818 and the smallest number of errors is 0.260 when
using the content-structure signature bundle. The highest accuracy rates are achieved with a full
comparison of the content of the letters, but fuzzy duplicates are not determined.
As a practical implementation, it was proposed to use the SigData and SigStr signatures in the
spam filter of the mail server of the authors managed service hosted on a commercial hosting. For
these purposes, signature counting scripts were implemented and new rules were added to the spam
filter. The analysis showed that spam letters of the same content come to different recipients of the
server with a frequency of several fractions of a second for several days. In addition, many mailings
are repeated at intervals of several weeks to several months. For this reason, it was decided to store the
signatures of each letter for three months and use them to decide on the spam membership of the
newly received letters. It should be noted that the letters are marked as spam by the filter if at least one
of the SigData and SigStr signatures match.
The results of practical use (see Fig. 6) showed the viability of the proposed method of combating
postal spam. SigData and SigStr signatures began to be used from October (in September, another
spam filter was used). As information accumulated and the system was adapted, it was possible to
significantly reduce the number of not detected spam messages (from 42% in October 2018 to 18% in
January 2019).
45000
40000
35000

Ordinary e-mails

30000
25000

Not detected spam
20000
15000
10000

Detected spam

5000
0
September 2018

October 2018

Spam e-mails detected

November 2018

December 2018

Spam e-mails total

January 2019

E-mails total

Figure 6. E-mail server spam filtering results.
During testing it was found that the fullness of spam detection increases with the number of
pending mailboxes. When considering only the one mailbox address, number of detected spam is low,
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because not often identical letters come several times. However, when considering the tens of
mailboxes, the number of detected spam increases strongly. For this reason, the use of the proposed
signature is justified when considering a group of mailboxes, such as a mail server.
5. Conclusion
The proposed content signatures and structures can be used to detect mass spam mailings, even if
mailing is unique. Signatures can be used both individually and in pairs with each other. In the latter
case, the best result is achieved in terms of completeness and the smallest number of errors.
To improve the quality of spam filtering, signatures can be used in conjunction with other methods
for determining unwanted messages. The proposed signatures can also serve as separate message
properties used as components in the application of machine learning methods.
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Abstract. In present paper we propose an approach to automatic generation of test data set
based on application of the genetic algorithm. We consider original procedure for computation
of the weights of code operations used to formulate the fitness function being the sum of these
weights. Terminal objective and result of fitness function selection is maximization of code
coverage by generated test data set. The idea of the genetic algorithm application approach is
that first we choose the most complex branches of the program code for accounting in the
fitness function. After taking the branch into account its weight is reset to zero in order to
ensure maximum code coverage. By adjusting the algorithm, it is possible to ensure that the
automatic test data generating algorithm finds the most distant from each other parts of the
program code and, thus, the higher level of code coverage is attained. We give a detailed
example illustrating the work and advantages of considered approach and suppose further
improvements of the method.

1. Introduction
One of the most important stages in developing software products is testing. The terminal goals of the
testing phase are compliance of the developed program with the specified requirements, ensuring right
logic while data processing and, as a result, obtaining the correct final results.
Scaling of the software development stimulated the processes of creating huge software systems by
diverse development teams, each of which has its own programming style and different competencies.
Despite the fact that in parallel with this process there appeared programs allowing for a high level of
collaborative development, control over changes and the ability to check the quality of the code, the
final product does not always meet the requirements specified at the planning stage.
For this reason, the need for quality and comprehensive testing increases significantly. It is
necessary not only to find errors in the code, but also logical inconsistencies. In order to test both the
program as a whole and its parts as thoroughly as possible, not only a team of testers is needed, but
also preparatory activities – the formation of a set of input data that would test certain parts of the
program [2].
Based on the above, we can conclude that automation of testing, or at least automatic test
generation, can significantly reduce not only the time but also the cost of development. There are other
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advantages of that are not so obvious – a high probability of finding small errors, transparency of test
development, testing simultaneously with the development of the program, etc. [1].
Testing is not a standardized process, it depends on many factors, most of which vary from one
program to another. In addition, improvement of methods for automatic verification and validation of
program code occur quite slowly. Development of most types of designs and templates for testing is
often done manually, without use of any intelligent software. Therefore, the testing process becomes
incredibly complex and time-consuming, as well as costly, if the ultimate goal is indeed the creation of
high-quality software product. In such cases the testing phase can take up to 50% of the whole
development time. In this regard, it seems appropriate to use methods developed in the field of
artificial intelligence.
One of the most important problems to be solved at the beginning is to identify one of the most
complex branches of the code. Based on the solution of this initial problem, we can further build an
algorithm for finding test data set that provides coverage of the most complex branches (as many as
possible) of the code. In this paper we are trying to derive a solution to this local problem of finding
one the branch with most operations of the program.
Various methods have been proposed for solving the problem of automatic test generation. The
paper [3] compares various methods for generating test data, including genetic algorithms, random
search method, and other heuristic approaches. In [4] it is proposed to use programming based on the
constraint logic programming and symbolic execution to solve this problem. In [5] constraint handling
rules are used to assist in the manual verification of problem points in the code.
Some researchers use heuristic methods with the help of visualization instruments to automate the
process of testing, such as data flow diagram. Studies of automation methods using this diagram have
been proposed in [6-9]. In the article [6] it is proposed to additionally use genetic algorithms to
determine new input test data sets based on previously used ones.
The articles [10-13] consider integrated approaches for generating test data. In [12] an approach is
used that combines strategies of random search and dynamic symbolic computations. The article [13]
proposes a theoretical description of a search testing strategy using a genetic algorithm. Approaches to
search for local and global extremes on real programs are considered. A hybrid approach for
generating test data is proposed - a memetic algorithm.
Approach in [14] uses a hybrid intelligent search algorithm to generate test data. In the proposed
algorithm, the method of branch and bound and hill climbing) are used with the use of intellectual
search.
Also, there is investigate of approaches for generating test data based on the machine learning [15].
The proposed approach uses the neural network structure with user-configured clustering of input data
for sequential learning. There are approaches based on the meta-heuristic algorithm of the cuckoo
[16].
For the convenience of generating test data, the UML diagrams are also used. [17, 18]. The articles
propose to use genetic algorithms for generating triggers for UML diagrams, which will allow finding
the critical path in the program. In article [19] an improved genetic algorithm-based method is
proposed for selecting test data for multiple parallel paths in UML diagrams.
In addition to UML diagrams, the program can be displayed as a classification tree method
developed by Grochtmann and Grimm [20]. In paper [21] discusses the problem of tree building and
proposes an integrated classification tree algorithm, and in [22] the developed ADDICT prototype
(abbr. AutomateD test Data generation using the Integrated Classification-Tree methodology) is
investigated for an integrated approach
There are many different researches on theme of generation of test data. Most often, to solve this
problem, heuristic approaches are used, since they are allowed to select data with not a complete
enumeration of possible options. The approach proposed in this article is based on a genetic algorithm
with a modification of the calculation of the function of adaptation, which allows to generate data
based on a program code without reference to any testing and development systems. This allows to
generate data directly only by specifying restrictions on the input variables.
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2. Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm is a heuristic method, more precise, one of the types of the evolutionary algorithms,
that uses the idea and terminology of evolution of the nature. Its goal is not to find the optimal and
best solution, but to find one that is close enough to it. Therefore, genetic algorithm is not
recommended to apply if there are already fast and well-developed optimization methods. But at the
same time, the genetic algorithm perfectly shows itself in solving non-standardized tasks, problems
with incomplete data or if it impossible to use other optimization methods because of the complexity
of implementation or the duration of execution [23, 24].
A genetic algorithm is considered completed if a certain number of iterations are passed (it is
desirable to limit the number of iterations, since the genetic algorithm works on the method of trial and
error, which is quite a long process), or if the satisfactory value of the fitness function was obtained.
Generally, the genetic algorithm solves the problem of maximizing or minimizing and the adequacy of
each decision (chromosome) is assessed using the fitness function.
Genetic algorithm works according by the following principle:
•
Initializing. Establishing fitness function. Forming the initial population. Classically, the initial
population creating by random filling of genes in the chromosomes. However, to increase the
convergence rate, the initial population can be filling in specific way, there the values can be
analyzed in advance for exclusion of definitely unsuitable genes.
•
Evaluation of population. Each of the chromosomes is evaluated by the fitness function. Based
on specified requirements, chromosomes acquire a certain value in accordance with the
solution of the problem [25].
•
Selection. After each chromosome obtain its own value, the selection of the best chromosomes
take place. Selection can be done by different methods, for example, take the first n
chromosomes sorted by value of the fitness function, or only chromosomes with maximum
value of the fitness function, etc.
•
Crossover. The first significant difference from conventional methods and one of the most
important stages of the algorithm. After selection and retrieving the suitable chromosomes to
solve the problem, they crossover with each other. Randomly selected chromosomes generate
new chromosomes. Crossover occurs based on the selection of a specific position in the two
chromosomes and mutual replacement of parts. After filling the required number of
chromosomes to create a new population, the algorithm proceeds to the next step [26].
•
Mutation. This is also a step characteristic for GA only. In random order, a random gene can
change values to a random one. The main purpose of the mutation is the same as in biology –
the introduction of genetic diversity in the population. The main goal of mutation is to obtain
solutions that could not be produced with existing genes. This will allow, firstly, to avoid
falling into local extremes, since the mutation may allow the algorithm to go a completely
different path, and secondly, to “dilute” the population in order to avoid a situation where
there are only identical chromosomes in the entire population that will not move towards a
global solution.
After all stages of the genetic algorithm have been completed, it is estimated whether the
population has reached the desired accuracy of the solutions, or whether a certain number of
populations have been reached. If these conditions have been met, the algorithm stops working.
Otherwise, the cycle is repeated with the new population until the conditions are reached.
3. The test data generation with genetic algorithm
The use of genetic algorithms in the testing process makes it possible to ensure that we will determine
the most complex parts of the program code in which the risks due to making mistakes are the
greatest. Evaluation is executed through the use of the fitness function, the parameters of which have
the different weights of each individual operation [27].
To date, many types of diagrams have been developed that allow us to represent the structure of a
program code not as a set of actions, but as diagrams with a specific structure. The most widely used
are diagrams (graphs) of control flows which allow representing the whole variety of ways to run a
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program. The main purpose of such diagrams falls on the task of creating the program code which
includes determining the program complexity, verifying the program logic, and directly writing the
code. However, from the problem of generating test data point of view, this type of diagrams built on
the already written program code, permits to assess the quality of the developed code and, within the
scope of the task, to assess the importance, or complexity, of certain program paths.
Based on the possibility of presenting the program code in the structural form, an approach was
developed through which it would be possible to evaluate the program code and to determine such a
set of test data that would allow one to “walk” through the largest number of operations and the
greatest number of paths. The first step in the proposed method is to consider the structural elements
of the code. For ease of presentation, we can use flow diagrams to visualize the structure of the code
and to understand in what way the program is executed.
Each operation of the code is assigned its own separate graph node, and as a link is the direction in
which the code is executed. For example, a condition is denoted with one graph node, but two
branches of the code will come out of it. Each transition between the graph nodes is assigned a certain
weight depending on which part of the code the operation is in, whether any complex structural
elements precede it, etc. [28].
The problem of generating the input test data consists of three subproblems:
1) Search for the input data for traversing one of the most complex code branches;
2) Elimination or reduction of the weights of operations lying on this branch of the code at the
rate of subsequent branches;
3) Search for a set of test data for traversing multiple branches at once.
The limitation on the size of the input data set is established after the development stage and allows
one to concentrate on certain branches in which the largest number of operations is performed.
The whole algorithm is executed cyclically. First the procedure of searching the input data for one
branch is started, then the operations in this branch are excluded from further computations and the
data search for one branch is started again.
Search for a single path in the program code works as follows:
•
The first operation is assigned a weight, for example, 100.
•
Each subsequent operation is also assigned a weight – if there are no conditions or cycles, the
weight is equal to the weight of the previous operation.
•
Weight of the condition is assigned in accordance with the following rule. If the condition
contains only one branch (only if ...), then the weight of each operation is reduced on 0,8. If
the condition is divided into several branches (if ... else ...), then the weight is divided into
equivalent parts - for two branches 50 / 50, for three 33/ 33 / 33, etc.
•
Weights of operations in the cycle remain the same, but can also be multiplied by a certain
weight, if it is necessary to increase the significance of the cycles during testing.
•
All nested restrictions are taken into account, for example, for two nested conditions, the
weight of operations will be equal to 80 * 80 = 64 percent
In Figure 1 we present an example on the basis of which the algorithm was tested.
As a result of the above procedure we obtain the weights that can be used to develop test variants
using genetic algorithm, that is, to estimate how much calculated weight falls on here or another
branch for certain values of input parameters.
For convenience, we introduce the following notation:
X – data sets; m – population size, i.e. the number of different variants of input data values; r(i) –
the weight of a single operation i; F (X) – the value of the fitness function for each data set depending
on the calculated weights.
The problem is to select the maximum of the objective function, i.e.
(i)→ max
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public static void Main(int m, int i, int n) {
intsum = 0, avg = 0;
if (m <i)
{
use_m = m;
}
int[] a = new int[m];
Console.WriteLine("Enter the Array Elements ");
for (j= 0; j< m; j++)
{
a[j] = i;
if (a[j] > n)
{
a[j] = n
}
}
for (k= 0; k < m; k++)
{
sum += a[k];
}
avg = sum / m;
Console.WriteLine("Average is {0}", avg);
Console.ReadLine();
}
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Figure 1. Program code and sequence of graph nodes for the analyzed program code.
4. Results
For a more detailed consideration of the algorithm we use simple test options and carry out each of the
steps manually with a detailed description of the pro. At the initialization stage we will generate the
following data sets – (10,5,12); (3,4,10); (25,30,11); (5,3,17).
Table 1 presents these sets, the calculated target value of the fitness function and the rank
corresponding to the best set.
№
1
2
3
4

Table 1. Initial dataset options.
Sets X
F(X)
Rank
(10,5,12)
896
3
(3,4,10)
1196 2
(25,30,11)
1308 1
(5,3,17)
896
3

From the table we can see that the better options for the selection are 2nd and 3rd options. In order
to obtain additional two new variants, their values will be mixed with a certain probability of mutation.
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In the crossover stage the division of data sets occur in the first and second positions. For example,
when crossing (R1, R2, R3) and (G1, G2, G3), the variables are obtained - (R1, R2, G3), (R1, G2,
G3), (G1, R2, R3) and (G1, G2, R3). Parental values remain in the set-in order to keep the crossing
clean, i.e. compared to the zero generation there will be added 2 new sets. Thus, in the subsequent
generations, six data sets will be used. It is worth mentioning that, depending on the settings of the
genetic algorithm, the parental chromosomes can be excluded from consideration.
Mutation will occur with a probability of 0,1 for the chance of changing the value from 1 to the
specified value in both directions. Under these conditions, the maximum possible value added during a
mutation is 5. As a result of crossing, the data sets will be obtained, shown in Table 2.
№
1
2
3
4

Table 2. New datasets obtained by crossing.
X
Y
New set
Mutation
(3,4,10) (25,30,11) (3,4,11)
(3,4,13)
(3,4,10) (25,30,11) (3,30,11)
(3,30,11)
(3,4,10) (25,30,11) (25,4,10)
(25,4,10)
(3,4,10) (25,30,11) (25,30,10)
(25,30,10)

As a result, two more variants will be added to the additional two parent sets - (3,4,13) and
(25,30,10). Table 3 shows all the new variations of the test data set.
№
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 3. The first generation of test data.
Sets X
F(X)
Rank Generation
(3,4,10)
1196 2
0
(25,30,11)
1308 1
0
(3,4,13)
1196 2
1
(3,30,11)
1308 1
1
(25,4,10)
896
3
1
(25,30,10)
1308 1
1

If the two variants have the same rank, priority will be given to the option from the newer
generation. In the last generation we obtained three data sets, which test the majority of the whole set
of program paths - (25,30,11), (3,30,11) and (25,30,10). The first set was obtained from the first
generation, so it will be excluded and there will remain only two options - (3,30,11) and (25,30,10).
Because of the small initial sample and a small code, the data sets quickly came to finding
overlapping values - 30 in the second position and 10 or 11 in the third. Therefore, to continue to carry
out iterations ceases to make sense - already in the next generation, the data will consist mainly of
repeating sets.
For the current program code you can use test data sets obtained in the latest generation. Priority
depends on rank received.
Thus, using genetic algorithms, one can find such initial test initial values, which would fully check
all the paths of the program.
5. Improving the algorithm
The algorithm allows not only to evaluate which program paths will be used for certain data, but also
how the data changes and whether duplicate values are preserved for the best chromosomes between
populations.
This not only makes it possible to determine the initial test suite, but also, on the basis of data
analysis, to draw conclusions about the presence of logic in the program that corresponds to the
planned one.
Four additional tests were performed to present the results.In the algorithm, the first population is
formed randomly. Certain settings were made for testing – each population contains 100
chromosomes; the total number of populations also equals 100. This will make it possible to form a
sufficient number of different variants.
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Table 4 presents 4 runs of the method with the first random population, two middle populations and
the final one, from which the first chromosome is taken and counted as the final generated data set.
For convenience, only the 5 "best" chromosomes in each population will be reflected.

Population
0

Table 4. Comparison of results.
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
1: 78, 23, 35
1: 97, 3, 6
1: 92, 97, 28
2: 62, 36, 95
2: 82, 77, 64
2: 38, 66, 52

3: 52, 35, 27
4: 17, 77, 73
5: 75, 9, 96
20

50

Final
(100)

1: 95, 64, 54
2: 95, 64, 29
3: 95, 64, 54
1: 95, 64, 54
2: 95, 64, 29
3: 95, 64, 54
1: 95, 64, 54
2: 95, 64, 29

Test 4
1: 15, 67, 26
2: 32, 27, 83

3: 24, 47, 57
4: 90, 13, 82

3: 63, 76, 64
4: 7, 24, 56

3: 37, 52, 64
4: 70, 49, 64

5: 81, 69, 24
1: 97, 80, 4
2: 97, 80, 53
3: 97, 80, 28
1: 97, 80, 29
2: 97, 80, 4
3: 97, 80, 53
1: 97, 80, 4
2: 97, 80, 29

5: 57, 48, 8
1: 99, 13, 10
2: 99, 13, 11
3: 99, 13, 11
1: 99, 13, 10
2: 99, 13, 11
3: 99, 13, 11
1: 99, 13, 10
2: 99, 13, 11

5: 67, 29, 94
1: 99, 71, 45
2: 99, 71, 15
3: 99, 71, 3
1: 99, 71, 60
2: 99, 71, 3
3: 99, 71, 3
1: 99, 71, 60
2: 99, 71, 45

At least two different final sets of test data were formed in each of the variants, in which the
operations in the considered program code will have the greatest weight. In addition, there is certain
patterns in the results - the first value is always the maximum (random values are limited to a
maximum of 100 to increase convergence), the second value is less than the first, but more than the
third.
For additional analysis, we will check how the speed of the algorithm changes depending on the
genetic algorithm settings. In the graphs below it can be seeing how the duration of the program varies
depending on the size of the population, i.e. the number of chromosomes, and the total number of
populations. During the study of changes in the size of populations, the number of populations was
equal to 100. And vice versa, during the study of the dependence on the number of populations, the
number of chromosomes was equal to 100.

Figure 2. Dependence of execution duration on population size.
Figure 2 shows the dependence on the number of chromosomes in the population. Based on it, it
can be concluded that with an increase number of chromosomes in a population, the duration of the
algorithm increases significantly, and more, exponentially.
Figure 3 shows the dependence on the number of populations.
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Figure3. Dependence of execution duration on the number of populations.
It becomes obvious that with a change in the number of populations, the duration of the algorithm
increases, but in a linear progression. At the same time, there are noticeable fluctuations in the gain in
both directions, which remain ap-proximately at the same level.
Despite the fact that in both cases total number of chromosomes remained the same, changes in the
duration of work are considerably different. An increase in population size significantly increases the
duration of work — the number of chromosomes in the population from 1,000 to 50,000 increased 50
times, but the duration increased 750. When the number of populations changed 50 times, the time
increased only 14 times.
This is due to the fact that the most complicated operations from the point of view of loading occur
in calculating the fitness function and searching for optimal chromosomes for crossing. Because the
search for the best chromosomes depends on the number of chromosomes in the population, so the
current search algorithm, i.e. sorting chromosomes in population from best to worst, significantly
loads the power of computer systems and increases the speed of work exponentially to the size of the
population.
The number of chromosomes in one population allows for a variety of options, i.e. more likely to
find more suitable options. An increase in the number of populations leads to a more accurate result,
but only with a large number of chromosomes. If the chromosomes are small enough, the algorithm
will quickly come to one repeated value.
Based on the foregoing, the number of chromosomes in one population has the greatest influence
on the result. At the same time, an increase in the number of chromosomes significantly increases the
execution time. But in order to ensure the better end result, the total number of populations should also
be increased with an increase in the number of chromosomes.
6. Conclusion
Evolutionary methods work in such a way as to find the best solutions in the problems that are
impossible or too costly to solve using standard optimization methods. They do not always work fast
or qualitatively, but they show superiority in tasks with non-standard approaches.
The method based on the genetic algorithm will automate the method of selection of input data,
while significantly increasing the speed of data retrieval. The algorithm is fully automatic (with the
exception of some restrictive settings), so it does not require additional testers or developers work. The
resulting data set can be directly used for the testing process and, if necessary, be re-assembled at no
additional cost.
In the future, it is reasonable to conduct investigations of the influence of various metrics on the
final result and the amount of code coverage, in order to provide such data sets that would allow
testing the code as efficiently as possible and with the maximum number of operations.
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Abstract. A trajectory building based on a camera data is one of the most popular tasks in the
field of machine vision. In particular, this task appears when it is necessary to navigate in the
absence of signals from global navigation systems such as GLONASS and GPS. In this work,
study of existing methods of visual odometry for the flight trajectory restoration by shooting an
infrared camera of the thermal range were conducted. To improve the accuracy, it is proposed
to use the data from inertial sensors. As a result, it is shown that the proposed solution allows
to successfully solve the problem of trajectory reconstruction.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, there is a need to create methods for building navigation systems based on the usage of
video data, which would be based on cheap off-the-shelf hardware and software. One of the
fundamental tasks in the field of mobile robots and unmanned vehicles is the localization of the object
or vehicle. Along with existing systems, such as pulsed laser systems (e.g. LiDAR [2, 7], IMU [5],
GPS, radar [6]), visual odometry methods are of great interest. These methods use the video stream of
the camera installed on the object. Due to its low cost in comparison to most other technical means
and the availability of algorithms capable of qualitatively converting photometric information into
location information, this approach turns out to be quite promising. Of course, this method has
disadvantages. Poor illumination of the scene can adversely affect the assessment of movement,
besides, it is necessary to dominate the environment of static objects for better correct comparison.
Visual odometry in the case of infrared (IR) shooting has additional difficulties. The low contrast
of the image from the infrared camera make it necessary to do an additional processing, which affects
its speed. Sharpness of objects in the IR range is low. In addition, there are fundamental geometric
constraints for determining the precise rotation and movement of a camera through images. For many
systems, however, this is the most promising approach, its combinations with the use of other
additional sensors (LiDAR, IMU, etc.) are not uncommon. Modern researches are far advanced in
easing restrictions for the applicability of this method. Such researches are based on several 3D
reconstruction techniques, which are widely useful in other applications e.g. [8], [9]. This paper shows
the result of testing modern approaches of visual odometry in relation to data from a monocular IR
camera.
In this article, a comparison of the existing approaches to the trajectory building with the use of a
video sequence from an IR camera is made, the optimal approach has been chosen and a conclusion
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has been made about its applicability for solving the problem of visual odometry. An approach to
improving the accuracy of IR odometry through the use of inertial sensor readings is also proposed.
2. Monocular visual inertial odometry methods
Most monocular visual odometry algorithms for small UAVs are based on the technology of parallel
tracking and mapping of PTAM (Parallel Tracking and Mapping) [3]. The PTAM technology is based
on the method of simultaneous localization and mapping of the SLAM (simultaneous localization and
mapping) map. SLAM provides reliability by tracking and displaying hundreds of control points and it
works in real time. A special feature is the simultaneous execution of the task of displaying
destinations and estimating the displacement, taking into account a rather effective correction based on
processing images from different viewing angles. PTAM technology was developed for augmented
reality applications in small spaces. There are several modifications of it, for example, with a limited
number of personnel, which ensures its full-fledged work in the conditions of spaces with urban-type
buildings [1].
According to research [4, 8]:
Nowadays the following methods are applied:
• single chamber (monoVO)
• multichamber (stereoVO, RGBD-vo)
Methods using data from one camera:
Direct:
• direct distributed (DSO - direct sparse odometry)
• semidirect (SVO - semi-direct odometry)
Indirect:
• method of key points (feature-base visual odometry)
• half-line
A comparison of the approaches is presented in Table 1, the details are analyzed in detail in [4, 8].
Table 1. The comparison of approaches to the construction of the trajectory.
Feature-based
Direct
Use only features (for example, angular)
Use the whole image
Faster
Slower (but can be well parallelized)
Easy to remove noise (outliers)
Not easy to remove noise
Resistant to rolling shutter
Not resistant to rolling shutter
Use a small amount of information from the Use more complete information
images
Do not require complex initialization
Require complex initialization
Sensitive to image intensity distortions
Less sensitive to image intensity distortions
Over 20 years of intensive development
About 4 years of research
All monocular algorithms have a set of similar requirements and limitations:
1. The need for accurate camera calibration. Less critical for feature-based algorithms.
2. The inability to determine the scale without the help of external sensors or user.
3. Camera requirements: high shooting speed and wide viewing angle. These parameters are
associated with each other, and with the maximum speed of movement of the camera.
For the solvable problem of odometry using IR video streams, some of the drawbacks of indirect
methods are critical, for example, when IR shooting, the sensitivity of the method to changes in
intensity is essential. That is why the choice was made in favor of the algorithm DSO.
2.1. Description of the direct visual odometry method
The semi-direct odometry model is associated with a dense model, however, it will be shown later that
sparse depth information is sufficient to obtain a rough estimate of the motion and the search function
of control points [4]. As soon as the control points and the initial position of the camera are found, the
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algorithm will use only control points. This explains its name - “semidirect”. This technique allows
you to quickly set the processing frame in the new image. The Bayesian filter, which explicitly
removes erroneous measurements, also evaluates the depth and positions of the control points. That is,
a point is plotted on a three-dimensional map only when the accompanying depth filter has given
convergence, which requires multiple measurements. The result of the work is a three-dimensional
map with control points, whose reliability has been verified
The speed of the DSO algorithm significantly increases if the control points are not extracted from
all frames, but only the key ones. Accuracy is also increased when using the sub-pixel checkpoint
extraction function. Unlike direct methods, many small sections are used here, rather than several
large flat sections, which positively affects the speed of the algorithm and its reliability.
As part of the project, the task was to form the trajectory of the infrared camera with reference to
the objects of the terrain. The first stage is the assessment of existing approaches for solving this
problem in the visible range. Despite the various methods of counting, common to all methods is the
conversion of the processed image into shades of gray. Further actions take place with a
monochromatic image.
Direct sparse odometry is based on continuous optimization of the photometric error over the last
frame window, taking into account the photometrically calibrated imaging model. Unlike existing
direct methods, all the involved parameters are jointly optimized here (built-in cameras, external
cameras and inverse depth values), effectively performing the photometric equivalent of adjusting a
window sparse beam. The geometric representation used by other direct approaches is preserved, that
is, the points are represented as the inverse depth in the frame of reference (and, thus, have the same
degree of freedom).
2.2. Visual inertial odometry
This paper proposes a modification of the DSO, which allows to take into account the data of inertial
sensors when restoring the trajectory. According to [4], the key procedure in the DSO algorithm is to
minimize the photometric error E pj between the neighborhood of a point p in the reference frame I i
and the neighborhood of the corresponding point p ' in the target frame I j :
E pj 
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In the original DSO point p ' is found as a back projection of a point p in the reference frame:
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where d p inverse point depth, R and t rotation matrix and translation vector.
In this work, it is proposed to replace the rotation matrix and translation vector in formula (2) with
their estimates obtained using inertial sensors. The results of experiments showed, that a visual-inertial
modification of the DSO algorithm allowed to significantly increase the accuracy of visual odometry.
3. Results
3.1. IR Camera Calibration
For successful calculations and trajectory construction, it is necessary to calibrate the camera. For
cameras of the visual range there are special scales (Figure 1).
The infrared camera requires the same calibration board with contrast fields. After a series of
experiments, the substrate material was selected, the printing method and the ink composition for the
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areas absorbing infrared radiation, and a coating with maximum contrast was found by selecting
materials. Figure 1 on the right shows the finished layout of the board for calibrating the IR camera.

Figure 1. Layout of the calibration scale.
3.2. Experiment
To check the quality of the developed algorithms for visual inertial odometry, a full-scale survey was
conducted from a hydroplane using two cameras, an IR and a visible range. As the infrared camera
used camera thermal range COX 1000 with a resolution of 1024 * 768. A suspension was made for the
field survey (Figure 2). For the control shooting used camera GoPro3. The pitch of both cameras is the
same. The platform was fixed on the front wing of the wing to eliminate the structural elements of the
aircraft from falling into the frame (Figure 2).
To control the accuracy of the constructed trajectory during the flight, the GPS coordinates were
recorded using a mobile navigator. The trajectory of the flight experiment built on GPS is shown in
Figure 3. The inertial sensor readings were taken from a mobile phone.

Figure 2. COX-1000 IR camera and its mounting on the same platform with GoPro box.

Figure 3. The trajectory and altitude map of the flight experiment recorded by GPS.
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3.3. Accuracy of trajectory recovery using visual inertial odometry methods
In some areas of the flight, it was possible to build a fairly accurate flight trajectory. This selectivity is
due to the characteristics of the infrared camera matrix, as well as the presence in the frame of fairly
large areas with a uniform surface (water, forest). On such sites, the restoration of the trajectory is
difficult. Examples of frames where trajectory recovery was completed successfully are shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Examples of frames in video stream.
The proposed adjustment of the visual odometry algorithm through the use of inertial sensor data
has significantly improved the accuracy of trajectory recovery. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the
obtained trajectory sections with GPS data. The average deviation in the studied areas did not exceed
20 meters, which confirms the efficiency of the proposed approach.

Figure 5. Comparison the trajectory reconstructed by visual odometry with trajectory recorded by
GPS.
4. Conclusion
In this work, direct and indirect visual odometry methods for the problem of trajectory recovery from
a sequence of frames taken in the thermal infrared range are investigated. For the experimental study,
the IR camera was calibrated, a test bench was built, a test laboratory was assembled, full-scale video
recordings were carried out with a camera installed on a small aircraft, under various lighting
conditions and in different temperature conditions. The methods of direct visual odometry showed
acceptable results on the quality of the hydroplane trajectory recovery in comparison with the GPS
data. The modification proposed in this paper, which makes it possible to use inertial sensor data to
clarify visual odometry, has provided a significant increase in the trajectory recovery accuracy.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of data analysis from a geographically distributed
honeypot network. Such honeypot servers were deployed in Samara, Rostov on Don, Crimea
and the USA two years ago. Methods for processing statistics are discussed in detail for secure
remote access SSH. Lists of attacking addresses are highlighted, and their geographical
affiliation is determined. Rank distributions were used as the basis for statistical analysis. The
intensity of requests to each of the 10 installed services was then calculated.

1. Introduction
Today network and information technologies determine largely both the current standard of living and
the possibilities for the future development of society. Unfortunately, modern telecommunications are
inseparable from the attempts of intruders to disrupt their stable operation. These attempts have long
been undertaken not by individual criminals, but by well-organised groups of hackers. In recent years,
accusations of destructive actions are increasingly heard against states.
Under these conditions, the protection of telecommunications and information infrastructure
becomes the most important task for both public services and private companies. For the needs of
protection, a special infrastructure is created. This paper will focus on creating one of the types of such
an infrastructure, known as a network of honeypot servers.
Network attacks can be divided into two large classes [1]:
• Attacks aimed at disabling the telecommunications infrastructure due to the increased load
associated with a large number of calls. Overflow can concern both communication channels and the
number of requests to a service. These are the so-called denial of service (DoS) attacks.
• Attacks aimed at intercepting telecommunications and information infrastructure management.
These attacks are characterised by penetration into the software of the control system with a
subsequent acquisition of superuser rights. It should be emphasised that all attempts to take control are
carried out exclusively through network requests.
This classification suggests a way to deal with network threats. In order to successfully counter
intrusions aimed at denial of service due to the increased load on the network, it is necessary to
uncover the sources of the attack and block them.
To combat control interception, it is necessary to create an infrastructure that allows for recording
attacking network requests and analysing them. This is necessary to fully understand the mechanism
of attack. In turn, attacking requests can come in two forms. The first type is based on the human
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factor. This may be the appointment of a simple password for a standard login. The human factor
includes a banal betrayal associated with the transfer of information about the features of the
protective infrastructure and password system, etc.
Sometimes software failures are used to intercept control, including specially opened backdoors,
which are left at the insistence of special services [2]. Attacking requests of this type also need to be
studied and classified.
To detect attacking requests, a special approach was proposed known as the honeypot method [3].
A lot of requests are made to the usual resources on the Internet, both legal and malicious. It is
simply impossible to recognise attacking requests in the general stream. However, we can make such a
resource [4], to which an ordinary user will not be accessed because there will be no content on this
server. In addition, this server should not be offered to search engines for scanning. In this case, all
requests can be considered suspicious.
After highlighting information about attacking requests and their sources, we can build a defensive
infrastructure. First, the most vulnerable network services will be allocated based on data on the
number of requests to them. Secondly, the mechanisms and frequency of using any software
vulnerabilities that attackers use will become known. Thirdly, databases of attacking addresses will be
formed, which will simplify their blocking. Fourthly, it will be possible to carry out active measures to
investigate botnets by artificially infecting a honeypot server and tracking the further actions of
intruders [5].
Finally, data on the intrusion model will allow for the formulation of relevant rules for conducting
an audit of network security [6]. Moreover, these rules will be updated as data is updated from the
honeypot servers. Based on the rules for auditing, appropriate software should be developed that could
work in local networks and conduct preliminary testing of the most important network resources.
2. Honeypot device and measuring infrastructure
Measuring infrastructure is required for primary data collection. This infrastructure should include
geographically dispersed servers. This is necessary to further verify the data and exclude random calls
from the general list of attacking requests. The probability of accidental access to two or more
geographically separated honeypot [7] servers is extremely small. In addition, installing multiple
honeypot servers allows you to increase the database, as attacking requests, and their sources.
Our network of honeypot servers consists of 4 units. Three of them are in the European part of
Russia, while one of the servers is installed on a hosting in the USA. When choosing placements, we
were guided by the simplicity of the installation process and low-cost hosting. This choice is due to the
fact that the data of this study was intended to create protective mechanisms in the Russian segment of
the Internet. In addition to coverage, our research also distinguishes a rather long time of collecting
statistics, which was more than two years.
The choice of applications installed on the honeypot server was determined by their popularity with
users. All honeypot servers have the GNU Debian/Linux operating system installed. A list of
protocols, services, associated software, types of attacks, and log files with their location is given in
Table 1.
№
1
2

3

Table 1. Basic parameters of the honeypot server.
Network protocol
Installed software
Possible attack types
Path to the data file
or service
VoIP SIP,
Asterisk
Password selection
/var/log/asterisk/messages
Internet telephony
Incoming call to search
for existing number
HTTP,
Apache, Nginx
Attempt to find admin /var/log/nginx/*
web service
panel phpmyadmin,
CMS WP, Joomla
Attempt to access node
POP3, IMAP,
Dovecot, exim
Password selection
/var/log/mail.log
email
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4
5

6
7
8
9
10

MySQL, database
management
system
SMB,
universal service to
access network
resources
Proxy,
reseller server with
redundancy
SSH,
secure remote
access
FTP,
File Transfer
Protocol
DNS,
domain name
service
Firewall

MySQL

Password selection

/var/log/MySQL/*

Samba

Password selection

/var/log/Samba/*

Squid

Password selection

/var/log/squid3/access.log

OpenSSH

Password selection

/var/log/auth.log

vsftpd

Password selection

/var/log/vsftpd.log

Bind9

DNS vulnerabilities

/var/log/named.log

iptables

Port scan

/var/log/iptables

Standard ports were used to configure network protocols and services. A list of all active ports
open on each of the honeypot servers is given in Table 2. The netstat command was used to output
data.
Table 2. List of open ports on a honeypot server.
List of open TCP IPv4 ports on a honeypot server.
Active Internet connections (only servers)
Proto Recv-Q Send-Q Local Address
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:21
tcp
0
0 91.222.129.204:53
tcp
0
0 127.0.0.1:53
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:22
tcp
0
0 127.0.0.1:953
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:58201
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:445
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:3306
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:139
tcp
0
0 127.0.0.1:5038
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:110
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:143
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:111
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:2000
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:8080
tcp
0
0 0.0.0.0:80

Foreign Address
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*

State
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN

PID/Program name
532/vsftpd
478/named
478/named
480/SSHd
478/named
463/rpc.statd
1127/smbd
1035/mysqld
1127/smbd
1422/asterisk
494/dovecot
1/init
453/rpcbind
1422/asterisk
660/apache2
577/nginx -g daemon

LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN
LISTEN

480/SSHd
618/(squid-1)
463/rpc.statd
1127/smbd
1127/smbd
494/dovecot
1/init
453/rpcbind

List of open TCP IPv6 ports on a honeypot server.
tcp6
tcp6
tcp6
tcp6
tcp6
tcp6
tcp6
tcp6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

:::22
:::3128
:::57115
:::445
:::139
:::110
:::143
:::111

:::*
:::*
:::*
:::*
:::*
:::*
:::*
:::*

List of open UDP IPv4 ports on a honeypot server.
udp
udp

0
0

0 0.0.0.0:4520
0 0.0.0.0:4569

0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
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udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp
udp

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0.0.0:16892
0.0.0.0:16893
0.0.0.0:625
127.0.0.1:639
0.0.0.0:5000
0.0.0.0:5060
0.0.0.0:13254
0.0.0.0:13255
0.0.0.0:42003
0.0.0.0:12030
0.0.0.0:12031
0.0.0.0:53099
91.222.129.204:53
127.0.0.1:53
0.0.0.0:111
0.0.0.0:10368
0.0.0.0:10369
91.222.129.255:137
91.222.129.204:137
0.0.0.0:137
91.222.129.255:138
91.222.129.204:138
0.0.0.0:138
0.0.0.0:18630
0.0.0.0:18631
0.0.0.0:10442
0.0.0.0:10443
0.0.0.0:14582
0.0.0.0:14583

0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*
0.0.0.0:*

1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
453/rpcbind
463/rpc.statd
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
618/(squid-1)
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
463/rpc.statd
478/named
478/named
453/rpcbind
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
1104/nmbd
1104/nmbd
1104/nmbd
1104/nmbd
1104/nmbd
1104/nmbd
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk
1422/asterisk

List of open UDP IPv6 ports on a honeypot server.
udp6
udp6
udp6
udp6

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

:::625
:::38513
:::111
:::57514

:::*
:::*
:::*
:::*

453/rpcbind
618/(squid-1)
453/rpcbind
463/rpc.statd

3. General statistics on ports
To process the primary data from log files with statistics, special scripts were written that operated
with regular expressions and extracted the data we needed.
First, we present the data on traffic by ports, which was obtained by analysing NetFlow data for the
month. The data on the most loaded ports, depending on the type of protocols, is summarised in the
following Table 3.
It should be noted that Table 3 shows data only for the first 10 ports for each type of protocol. The
number of flows in the column shows the number of completed flows that transmitted data on a given
port. A stream can be viewed as a single connection between devices with fixed IP addresses and
ports.
It should be noted that requests were made to all TCP ports without exception, and the number of
requests to the most unpopular port exceeded 10 in one month. Requests on the UDP protocol were
fixed only to 16743 ports, and 74.5% of UDP ports were not used.
The collected statistics allow us to rank the popularity of attacks for various types of Internet
services, which were discussed in Section 3. Table 4 highlights the top ten of the most popular
services for hacking.
Here, Winbox is an application for managing MikroTik RouterOS, and rpcbind is a remote
procedure call service.
4. Statistics processing rules on the example of SSH service
In this section, the paper will present the basic data obtained after processing statistics from the
honeypot servers. We emphasise once again that the data in this section is based on the log files of the
installed services. Log files in turn contain only the response of the service to external requests. In this
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section, we attempt to classify threats based on these responses. The full content of the request in most
cases remains unknown to us.

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Port
number
22
80
23
75
3306
8291
139
21
8080
111

Table 3. Data on the number of requests by ports.
TCP
UDP
ICMP
Number of
Port
Number of flows
Request
Number of
flows
number
type
flows
284 452
5060
280 161
8.0
23 829
84 934
137
45 550
3.3
11 989
43 213
111
4 509
3.10
1 797
32 984
523
2 397
3.2
1 121
32 738
0
2 262
11.0
787
32 473
53413
1 400
13 504
1900
1 065
11 277
123
643
10 798
53
596
10 676
11211
406
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 4. List of popularity of services.
Service type
Ports
SSH
22
SIP
5060
HTTP
80
Samba
137, 139
Telnet
23
MySQL
3306
Winbox
8291
FTP
21
Alternate HTTP 8080, 8088, 8888, 8081, etc
rpcbind
111

At the beginning of the section, we will show how data is processed using the SSH server as an
example. This is a remote-control service of the operating system, each session of which is protected
using encryption, including the transfer of a password for user identification. Data was collected
during 2017-2019, with the total period exceeding one year. Information about the size of the collected
data is available in Table 5.
Table 5. Sizes of collected data.
Crimea
Rostov on Don Samara
USA
1.20 Gb
0.46 Gb
1.15 Gb 2.53 Gb
Since the data on the honeypot server was not announced in any way (either through DNS, or
registration in a search engine, or in IP telephony, etc.), all requests to the specified IP address can be
considered suspicious. More suspicious are calls to the SSH server installed as part of the honeypot.
Attacking requests can be divided into two categories. The first of these should include requests for
the selection of a pair: username and password. If the password is the simplest, then there is a chance
to get access to the system management via a small search. The second category of attacking requests
attempts to exploit the identified vulnerabilities of software implementing the server-side of the SSH
protocol. It should be noted that such requests are quite difficult to identify using the analysis of log
files, since this one contains only system responses.
Table 6 contains data on the number of unique addresses that sent requests to the honeypot server.
A comparison of the data in Tables 6 and 7 shows that IP addresses are sending requests unevenly.
Among them are random devices that send requests by mistake, and they should be removed from the
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final blacklist. In order to understand how irregularly the various devices perform requests, we
constructed a rank distribution. Using specially written scripts, we will determine how many times ni
requests were sent from one IP address or another during the statistics collection period. Then we
arrange these addresses in descending order of the number of requests ni before enumerating these
addresses according to the resulting queue. The dependence of the number of requests ni on the place
in the ordered list i is the rank distribution. Usually it is depicted on a graph with logarithmic axes
lg(ni) and lg(i). The resulting graph can be found in Figure 1.
Table 6. The number of IP addresses involved in requests to the SSH server.
Crimea Rostov on Don Samara
USA
Total
15 970
15 527
16 486
15 909
Table 7 contains data on the total number of requests.
Table 7. Number of requests to the SSH server.
Crimea
Rostov on Don Samara
USA
Total 10 352 958
3 221 026
9 002 497 21 875 655

Figure 1. Rank distribution for the number of requests for SSH.
The most active IP addresses managed to send about a million requests to the SSH server. At the
same time, a significant part of the addresses turned out once.
The next part of the analysis is devoted to the coincidence of attacking nodes for a geographically
distributed network of honeypot servers.
Table 8 shows data on the number of matched IP addresses sending requests to SSH for each pair
of honeypot servers.
Table 8. The number of matched IP for two servers.
Crimea Rostov on Don Samara
USA
Crimea
15 970
17%
16%
15%
Rostov on Don
4560
15 527
16%
15%
Samara
4414
4373 16 486
14%
USA
4201
4099
4051
15 909
The total number of unique addresses that sent requests to this honeypot is on the diagonal. The
number of matching IP addresses for the two honeypot servers is indicated in the cell below the
diagonal. Above the diagonal is the corresponding percentage.
Table 9 shows data on the number of addresses from which requests were sent to three and four
traps.
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Table 9. The number of matched IP addresses for three or more traps.
Crimea, Rostov on Don, Samara
3 079
Crimea, Rostov on Don, USA
2 874
Crimea, Samara, USA
2 793
Rostov on Don, Samara, USA
2 717
Crimea, Rostov on Don, Samara, USA 2 235
However, the graph from Figure 1 shows that the number of requests from a single IP address can
vary greatly. We need to understand how this number is distributed and how many requests are the
same for two, three and four honeypots. Table 10 shows the pairwise matching of requests for
honeypot servers.
Comparing the data in Tables 8 and 9 shows that matching requests originate from IP addresses
from the top of the rank distribution. That is, the same attacking servers make the selection of the
password, while the addresses from the tail of the rank distribution most likely accessed only one
honeypot server, and only then by chance.
Table 10. The number of matching requests.
Rostov on
Crimea
Samara
Don
Crimea
10 352 958
61%
56%
Rostov on Don
8 277 703
3 221 026
57%
Samara
10 856 564
6 978 442
9 002 497
USA
13 021 228
9 485 649
14 235 002

USA
40%
38%
46%
21 875 655

Table 11 contains data on the number of matching requests for 3 and 4 honeypot servers. The
greatest correlation between attacking requests is observed on Russian honeypots.
Table 11. Matching requests for 3 and 4 honeypot servers.
Request number
The ratio of the total number of
requests
Crimea, Rostov on Don, Samara
11 854 523
53%
Crimea, Rostov on Don, USA
13 383 641
38%
Crimea, Samara, USA
15 314 147
37%
Rostov on Don, Samara, USA
12 295 278
36%
Crimea, Rostov on Don, Samara, USA
15 832 904
36%

Figure 2. Distribution of IP Addresses by Country.
In conclusion, we would like to discuss the question of the criteria for including an address in the
blacklist of attacking addresses. Based on these criteria, a blacklist should be made.
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The criteria are based on two basic properties: the repeatability of the attacking actions and their
geographical distribution. That is, from an IP address listed in the blacklist, attacks must be made at
least three times. The target of these attacks should be at least two honeypot servers. As a result of
data processing, 7 475 addresses were included in the blacklist.
The diagram in Figure 2 shows the distribution of IP addresses from the blacklist by country.
The diagram in Figure 3 shows the distribution of attacking requests by country.

Figure 3. Distribution of attack requests by country.
The ordinate axis delayed the number of requests to the Samba service for the week. Data was
taken from a honeypot server located in the USA. The intensity of the attack has increased
dramatically since November 2017. Since September 2018, the intensity of the attacks has returned to
background values. More than 860 thousand IP addresses sent requests to the American honeypot. In
Russia, the intensity of the attacks was an order of magnitude less, and the greatest activity of the
attacks was recorded in Rostov on Don.
5. General statistics for Internet services
After the log files for all ten Internet services are processed, we would like to see the comparative
tables for the main types of variables that characterise the attacks. The first of these tables should
contain data on the number of addresses in the blacklist for each service installed as part of the
honeypot.
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 12. The number of addresses in the blacklist.
Service type
The number of addresses in the black list
iptables
76 278
Samba
66 262
Web
7 870
SSH
7 475
SIP
1 914
MySQL
1 039
DNS
657
Mail
387
FTP
360
Squid
279

Naturally, the largest list of attacking addresses can be obtained by using a firewall. It detects a
request on any ports and types of protocols, and therefore the size of its blacklist is the most complete.
It contains the attacking addresses of all network protocols. It is surprising that the second place in the
number of attacking addresses is the Samba service, which allows us to access disks and printers from
various operating systems.
Another useful type of information on the structure of intrusions is the analysis of countries
attacking requests and their IP addresses can be linked back to. Such information is compiled in
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Tables 13 and 14. In these tables, the first three countries from the intrusion rating are given for each
of the Internet services. Table 14 is based on data by IP addresses, and Table 14 contains data on the
number of requests. In each cell, where the country is indicated, data on its percentage contribution to
the general structure of attacking requests is also given.
Table 13. Leading Countries by Number of Attacking Addresses.
№ Service type
Countries whose IP addresses are under attack
1
iptables
China (14%)
USA (14%)
India (7%)
2
Samba
Russia (14%) Vietnam (12%)
Indonesia (12%)
3
Web
USA (13%)
China (8%)
India (6%)
4
SSH
China (31%)
USA (10%) Republic of Korea (7%)
5
SIP
France (24%)
USA (22%)
Germany (16%)
6
MySQL
China (82%)
USA (9%)
Brazil (1%)
7
DNS
USA (26%)
China (19%)
Russia (8%)
8
Mail
USA (41%)
France (11%)
Russia (10%)
9
FTP
USA (30%)
France (15%)
Russia (11%)
10
Squid
Russia (18%)
China (17%)
USA (16%)
The data in these tables convincingly indicates from which country the vast majority of attacks are
carried out. France, China and the USA can be attributed to the top three of such countries.
Also, the data of Tables 12, 13, 14 allow us to distinguish the main types of intrusions.
Password pickup is the greatest threat (a simple password is up to 90% of all hacking incidents).
Software flaws are the second most common threat. Data analysis shows that the largest number of
holes can be found in the Samba service, but critical vulnerabilities can also occur in web servers,
databases and mail servers.
Table 14. Leading Countries by the Number of Attacking Requests.
№ Service type
Countries whose IP addresses are under attack
1 SIP
France (41%) Netherlands (24%)
Germany (9%)
2 iptables
France (40%)
Germany (24%)
Russia (14%)
3 SSH
China (83%)
Czech (7%) Netherlands (2%)
4 Samba
Russia (13%)
Vietnam (11%)
India (8%)
5 DNS
China (90%) Netherlands (2%)
USA (2%)
6 Web
Ukraine (24%)
USA (20%)
France (18%)
7 MySQL
China (82%)
USA (9%) Hong Kong (2%)
8 Mail
USA (41%)
France (11%)
Russia (10%)
9 Squid
France (38%)
Russia (12%)
Lithuania (11%)
10 FTP
Lithuania (77%)
France (10%)
USA (8%)
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a series of results that were obtained using the honeypot method. By
honeypot we mean a server on which 10 of the most popular Internet services are installed. This server
is installed anonymously, without notification and registration, but on a public IP address. Therefore,
repeated requests to the honeypot server can be considered suspicious.
Analysis of the log files of the network of honeypots, whose servers are scattered around the world,
allow us to make a network intrusion model. This model consists of a number of elements. This paper
presents the statistics of calls by ports and protocols and analyses the popularity of installed Internet
services.
The processing of the received data is considered in detail using the example of the operating
system remote control service SSH. First of all, the rank distribution is constructed for the number of
requests to SSH. There is also a correlation between addresses attacking geographically distributed
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honeypot servers. The rules for blacklisting the IP addresses of attacking addresses are discussed and
fixed.
In addition to statistics for one of the services, data is presented for honeypot servers as a whole.
The sizes of blacklists for all 10 services are compared, and the intensity of requests to each of the
services is given. Separately, we analysed the geographical affiliation of attacking addresses and
requests. For each of the services, the first 3 countries are allocated, the IP addresses of which provide
the largest number of attacking requests.
The volume of data obtained is quite large, and in this paper only a small part of the results is
given. We expect in the near future to provide new statistics obtained during the processing of the
data.
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Abstract. The article discusses the application of the bag of tasks programming model for the
problem of sorting a large data array. The choice is determined by the generality of its
algorithmic structure with various problems from the field of data analysis including
correlation analysis, frequency analysis, and data indexation. The sorting algorithm is a blockby-block sorting, followed by the pairwise merging of the blocks. At the end of the sorting, the
data in the blocks form an ordered sequence. The order of sorting and merging tasks is set by a
static directed acyclic graph. The sorting algorithm is implemented using MPI library in C ++
language with centralized storing of data blocks on the manager process. A feature of the
implementation is the transfer of blocks between the master and the worker MPI processes for
each task. Experimental study confirmed the hypothesis that the intensive data exchange
resulting from the centralized nature of the bag of task model does not lead to a loss of
performance. The data processing model makes it possible to weaken the technical
requirements for the software and hardware.

1. Introduction
The article studies the possibility of using a model of distributed computing, called the bag of tasks
[1], for solving problems of analysis and processing a large data array.
To solve the problems involving the processing and analysis of data, expensive specialized
hardware and software are commonly used. However, in companies or institutions where such
processing is carried out, there is already a large fleet of desktop computers, workstations, laptops of
employees, and even cluster systems, whose resources are not fully used in normal operating
conditions. Therefore, from the point of possible reduction in equipment costs, the use of the entire
available hardware infrastructure not originally dedicated for data processing is promising in solving
data intensive problems [2].
For making calculations on non-dedicated equipment, special programming models and software
platforms supporting them are used [3]. One of these programming models is the bag of tasks model.
This model has a star-like communication topology of processes. It consists of one master process and
a group of worker processes. The worker processes execute tasks that come from the master process
and when return the result back to the master process. Worker processes do not have a state. The state
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of the calculations, the so-termed the bag of tasks, is monitored by the master process. This state can
be updated after the current tasks in worker process is completed and returned to the master process.
The definition of parallel computations in the terms of the bag of tasks model has a number of
advantages when distributed application is running on unreliable heterogeneous hardware and
software environment.
First, the application has a single point of failure, namely the master process. Worker process
failure is not critical.
Second, only the master process is required to accept connections, worker process can only support
outgoing connections.
Third, to define a new algorithm in the bag of tasks model, it is sufficient to define 4 sequential
procedures. These procedures are (1) checking whether the task to the worker process is available in
the current state of the bag; (2) creation of a new task and the bag state update; (3) processing of task
in the worker process; (4) receiving the task result and the bag state update. The other parts of the code
are reused in every bag-of-tasks applications.
Fourth, the control scheme in the bag of tasks model in most cases does not require special methods
of load balancing. This is convenient for programmers because the performance of computers on the
network can vary significantly.
While having the above mentioned advantages, the bag of tasks model has one potential drawback.
The master process may be a bottleneck in the case of intensive data exchange. Therefore, the
applicability of the model in a particular case is determined by the joint characteristics of the problem
and the equipment that is used to solve it. That is why a study is required before applying the bag of
tasks model to data processing problems.
The goal of our research was to test experimentally the applicability of the bag of tasks model for
making calculations on cluster systems without optimization of traffic between the master and the
worker processes in solving the block sorting problem.
2. Related work
Our research relates to the field of algorithmic skeletons. This technique of building parallel
algorithms allows us to separate the algorithmic (sequential) part of the code from the parallel part.
Details of the algorithmic skeletons are described in the review [4].
Algorithmic skeletons are widely used in data processing. An example of such a skeleton is the
MapReduce [5]. We focused on another well-known skeleton called Bag-of-tasks [1]. The reason is
the “star” communication graph, which is typical both for the Bag-of-tasks skeleton and desktop grid
computing in general [6]. The MapReduce skeleton does not apply to desktop grids, as it requires a
network with a one-to-one communication graph.
We use a cluster system as a model of desktop grid systems. Computer clusters were successfully
used as components of the desktop grids in many studies. A good example is parallel image
processing, which is discussed in detail in the article [7]. The the technique of combining BOINC grid
[8] and clusters with Torque and Slurm batch systems was shown in [9].
Parallel paired data processing is a frequently used algorithmic technique. It was automated in the
algorithmic skeleton called AllPair [10]. Our implementation of pairwise processing is different in that
we have limitations on parallel-running pairs and the order in which pairs are processed. The
introduction of these restrictions allows us to obtain the sorting algorithm. The sorting algorithm is a
block version of the bubble sort. The efficiency of the algorithm compared to the quick sorting we
studied earlier in [11]. Block algorithms allow to optimize performance in different areas of
computing then heterogeneous and/or distributed hardware is in use [12].
The applied objective of the study is to extend the set of algorithms for managing tasks in the
Everest platform [3]. For the platform, the authors had previously developed a variant of the Map
skeleton [13].
3. Method of the experimental study
In the study, we use the block sorting problem as a reference problem from the data processing
domain. The choice of the block sorting problem is determined by the commonality of its algorithmic
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structure with various problems of data analysis, including correlation analysis, frequency analysis,
and data indexing.
The block sorting algorithm sorts each data block and then makes the pairwise merging of sorted
blocks in the round-robin tournament manner. At the end of the block sorting algorithm, the data in all
the blocks form an ordered sequence. Two types of tasks are placed in the bag of tasks: sorting of one
block and merging of two blocks. Both types of tasks modify the content of blocks by rearranging
elements, while the total number of blocks and their size does not change. The order of merging tasks
is defined by the DAG (directed acyclic graph in Fig.1), which is interpreted by the master process in
the course of calculations.
The peculiarity of the algorithm implementation is the transferring large blocks of data from the
master process to the worker processes and back to the master process for each task. In the study, we
deliberately did not use assistive technologies that optimize traffic, such as block caching on worker
processes or direct data exchange between worker processes.
As a model of the computing equipment in the experiments we used “Sergey Korolev” cluster
system of collective use that installed at Supercomputer center of Samara University (hpc.ssau.ru).
The choice is due to the simplicity of programming of the distributed sorting in the bag of tasks model
using MPI technology and C++ language. Also the deployment of sorting application components to
compute nodes using the Torque batch system is simple too.

Figure 1. The DAG of merging tasks.
A cluster system has the greatest capacities in the computing infrastructure of any company or
institution. A positive test result of block sorting using the bag of tasks model (the speedup of
calculations) on the “Sergey Korolev” cluster opens up the possibility of further research on another
type of non-dedicated computing equipment available on enterprise network.
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4. Results and discussion of the block sorting experiment
The experimental study of the sorting algorithm confirmed the hypothesis that intensive data exchange
in cluster system (which is a consequence of the implementation of block sorting algorithm according
to the bag of tasks model) nether the less gives the possibility to speedup the calculations.
In the experiment, an array consisted of 8 blocks of 50 million 8-byte integers in each block. The 8
“sorting one block” tasks were performed with standard C ++ std::sort library algorithm and then 28
“merging two blocks” tasks were performed with standard C ++ std::merge algorithm.
The multilevel structure of the DAG had 10 tiers (Fig.1), a maximum of 4 parallel calls to
std::merge in one tier. The programming and control of computational experiments on the cluster was
performed on the TempletWeb system [14]. The results of experimental study are presented in Table 1
and Fig. 2.
Sequential sorting time of the entire array of 8 blocks on one cluster node
(http://hpc.ssau.ru/node/6) using std::sort standard C++ library algorithm was about 110.8 seconds.
The sequential sorting time on one cluster node for the block sorting program adapted to the bag of
tasks model was about 118.9 seconds. In the parallel version of the program, when the master process
and 8 worker processes were deployed on separate nodes of the cluster, the time of execution became
23.6412 seconds (the best result). This result corresponds to nearly five times speedup.
Table 1. Times in seconds of sequential and parallel execution of the block sorting test depending on
the number of nodes.
№
Nodes
SEQ
PAR
1
2
118,986 126,947
2
3
118,988 64,4385
3
4
118,996 48,493
4
5
118,99 35,7863
5
6
125,063 39,0551
6
7
124,8
38,1016
7
8
128,148 37,1677
8
9
118,987 23,6412
A series of experiments was carried out in which different variants of the program deployment on
the nodes of the cluster system were investigated. It was discovered that despite the fact that the nodes
of the cluster support minimum 8 hardware threads, the deployment of all processes on a single node
gives the worst result (~35,6 seconds) compared with the deployment of processes under the scheme 1
process on 1 node. The overhead of competing between processes for a shared data bus on a node was
even greater than the overhead of transferring data between nodes.

Figure 2. Comparison of sequential and parallel execution depending on the number of nodes.
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5. Conclusion
The experiments confirmed the suitability of the bag of tasks model for computing on cluster systems
even without using algorithmic techniques to optimize the traffic between the master process and the
worker processes in solving the block sorting problem of large data array.
Thus, the bag of tasks model allows to reduce technical requirements for hardware and can be used
to solve applied problems of analysis and processing of large information arrays on existing
computing networks of companies or institutions.
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Abstract. In this article the method of machine learning with cyclic fractal coding and the use
of domain block dictionary, adapted for use on mobile platforms, with optimization of
performance and volume of stored fractal images is investigated. The main idea of the method
is to use the fractal compression method based on iterated function systems to reduce the
dimension of the original images, and to use cyclic fractal coding to represent the class of
images. As a result of research of the method it was found that the share of correctly
recognized objects on MSTAR averages 0.892, the recognition time averages 254 ms. The
achieved results are acceptable for use in mobile platforms, including UAVs and ground
autonomous robots.

1. Introduction
The problem of using existing fractal compression algorithms on mobile hardware and software
platforms is noted in [1]. Traditionally, fractal compression methods have high computational
complexity, and methods and algorithms for optimizing performance developed for desktop hardware
platforms are not always applicable for mobile platforms [2] [3]. Modern performance solutions are
based on the use of user-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and the use of GPUs, which makes it
difficult to use these approaches for most mobile platforms. At the same time, the urgency of using
fractal compression methods for mobile devices is emphasized in the article [4].
2. Implementation of machine learning method based on cyclic fractal compression
One of the promising approaches to the implementation of the classifier based on fractal compression
is proposed in [5]. When we trained the classifier described in [6], the main problem was that the
images forming the training sample of one class were compressed independently of each other, and
were combined together only at the stage of construction of the support subspaces. At the same time,
the recognition stage raises problems associated with the possible intersection of the support
subspaces. Accordingly, it is necessary to apply methods that provide spatial separability, which
further increases the computational complexity. In [7], a fractal compression scheme using several
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different images is proposed. In this article, it is proposed to apply this scheme on cyclic sequence of
images from the training set, with the formation of a dictionary of rank and domain blocks [8] and the
corresponding transformations. Classic compression IFS algorithm searches the best affine
transformation from domain to range block for every range block (Figure 2). As a result, an input
image is coded by several affine transformations:
I*  F  I   C1,4 I  c5,6 ,

ui*, j  c7  ui , j  c8 ,

(1)

where I*  (i* , j* )T , I  (i, j )T – ) is the coordinates of pixel from domain and range block accordingly,
c
C1,4   1
c3

c2 
c 
, c5,6   5  – transformation coefficients, ui*, j , ui , j – is the pixel brightness from range

c4 
c6 
and domain area, а c7 , c8 – contrast and brightness shift parameter.

We use eight different sets of parameters for fractal image transformation:
0   0
0.5 0.5
0   0.5 0   0 0.5
0.5 0   0 0.5  0.5
, 
, 
, 
, 
,
,
,
C1,4  




0   0
0.5  0.5 0   0 0.5  0
0.5 0.5 0 
 0 0.5 0.5
0.5
 0
. c5 , c6 – shift coefficients of affine transformations.
 0.5
0 


These parameters correspond to different kinds of transformations, such as rotation, domain area
mapping and compression with a rate of 0.5.
The transformation is conducted in a class of contraction mapping to obtain a unique and stable
fractal image (the maximum of the transformation matrix eigenvalue is less than 1). Parameters of
transformations c1  c8 are computed by IFS fractal compression algorithm: c1  c4 are selected from the
possible sets, c5 , c6 are calculated in the process of searching the best affine transformation from
domain to range block, c7 , c8 – are calculated on the average brightness of domain and range blocks.
Set of transformations for every range block can be written as:
I1  Fi ( I 0 ) .
(2)
i

Using the Hutchinson operator, it can be written shortly as:
I1  FI 0 ,
(3)
where I 0 – initial image, F – Hutchinson operator, representing set of affine transformations, I1 –
result image. The scheme of cyclic sequence of transformations for several images of training set is
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Scheme of cyclic sequence of transformations.
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After searching the best affine transformation from domain to range block for every range block,
we can compose the dictionary, including information concerning class number, range blocks division,
images of range, and domain blocks with transformation coefficients, and with every class of image
with different range blocks division training independently (Figure 2).
3. Classification process
Using the dictionary, we can realize the fractal coding of input images by this procedure. At first, the
input image is divided into square non-overlapping range blocks. Then, for every range block we
search similar appropriate range blocks with domain block and transformation for every class. As a
result, we obtain a set of transformations and its initial data for every class of images. Using
Hutchinson operator, it can be represented as F1* , F2*...Fm* , for m classes. The distance between input
image and each class can be written as:
* *
*
d ( Fi* I * , I * ) Fi I  I 2
,
(4)
Di 

I w* I h*
I w* I h*
where I * – initial image, I w* , I h* – width and height of initial image, Fi* – Hutchinson operator for
transformations of i class, d - Euclidean norm. Class with minimal distance to input image is the result
of classification.

Figure 2. Scheme of training process.
The details of whole information technology are as follows:
(1) Classifier training. For images set representing one of the classes, we obtain an acyclic
sequence of transformations. The results are written to dictionary.
(2) Repeat step (1) for all classes, and all variants of range blocks division (4×4, 8×8, etc.) for
multi-scale recognition.
(3) Input test image is divided into square non-overlapping range blocks. For every range block,
we search similar range blocks with domain block and transformation from the part of dictionary of
class and certain range blocks division.
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Compute the distance between input image and class.
Repeat steps (3), (4) for all classes, and all variants of range blocks division.
Find class with minimal distance to input test image.
Repeat steps (3), (4), (5), (6) for other input image.

4. Experiments results
In our recognition experiments, we used the MSTAR (moving and stationary target acquisition and
recognition) public dataset. Objects BMP2, BTR70, T72 were used, and training and test samples were
employed for each object from the dataset. These SAR images are collected using an X-band SAR
sensor at two different depression angles (15◦ and 17◦). The total number of SAR images in training
set is 689, whereas it is 1365 in test set. At the stage of fractal compression, a different number of
range blocks were used 16 (4×4), 64 (8×8), 256 (16×16), 1024 (32×32), and accordingly, domain
blocks 9 (3×3), 49 (7×7), 225 (15×15), 961 (31×31). Examples of the obtained fractal images are
shown in Figure 3.

c)
d)
a)
b)
Figure 3. Examples of fractal images of an object, a  original image, b, c, d  fractal image for range
blocks 32×32, 16×16, 8×8, accordingly.
An investigation of the object recognition method with cyclic fractal coding using domain blocks
dictionary was tested on three-class classification task, with objects BMP2, BTR70, T72 (Table 1).
Table 1. Multiclass recognition results for 3 objects.
Class name

Share of correctly recognized objects
Proposed method Saliency Attention
and SIFT[11]

BMP2
0.891
0.64
BTR70
0.882
0.75
T72
0.904
0.74
The proposed method was compared with another experimental method [9]. The experimental
conditions in this work are quite similar. The performance of the recognition method on mobile
platforms based on the Qualcomm Snapdragon 625, 2 GHz processor was also investigated. It was
found that the average recognition time of objects on the MSTAR dataset is 254 ms, which generally
corresponds to the speed of processing in real time.
In another experiment we used the MNIST image database. The MNIST database (Modified
National Institute of Standards and Technology database) is a large database of handwritten digits that
is commonly used for training various image processing systems. The MNIST database contains
60,000 training images and 10,000 testing images (Figure 4). The purpose of the experiment is to
show the stability of the object recognition method with cyclic fractal coding using domain blocks
dictionary on the data with a large number of instances of the class.

Figure 4. Sample images from MNIST test dataset.
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The results of comparison with other classical recognition algorithms (without boosting,
preprocessing and a combinations of several methods[10]) are given in the table 2.
Table 2. Multiclass recognition results for 10 objects.
Test error rate(%)
Method name
pairwise linear classifier
7.6
K-nearest-neighbors
2.83
SVM, Gaussian Kernel
1.4
Proposed
2.45
The results show that the proposed method shows comparable results for large databases. A
promising direction of future research is to improve the quality of recognition due to additional
combinations of methods of boosting, preprocessing, augmentation and reduction of dimensionality.
5. Conclusion
As a result of investigation of the machine learning method with cyclic fractal coding and using the
domain block dictionary, it was found that the share of correctly recognized objects on the MSTAR
dataset averages 0.892, the recognition time averages 254 ms. The achieved results are acceptable for
use in mobile platforms, including UAVs and ground autonomous robots.
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Abstract. The article explores the incentive problem of executors of the new products
development project at the industrial enterprise in continuous time. In the process of
developing new products, the learning curve effect manifests itself, which leads to a reduction
in labor intensity, depending on the cumulative volume of production. The project for the new
products development is considered as a managed hierarchical dynamic system, consisting of a
project management board (principal) and executors (agents). The interaction of project
participants is formalized as a hierarchical differential game. To solve the formulated dynamic
problem of material incentives, the well-known principle of cost compensation was applied.
The original problem is divided into the task of coordinated incentives and the task of
coordinated planning. The study showed that the task of coordinated dynamic planning is for
the principal to determine the optimal planned production volumes in order to minimize the
labor cost of agents. The initial dynamic problem of material incentives was reduced to the
optimal control problem. The problem of optimal control with continuous time was solved
analytically using the Pontryagin maximum principle. The study identifies a condition to
determine the optimal production volumes for coordination of the interests of the principal and
agents.

1. Introduction
The article explores the incentive problem of executors of the new products development project at the
industrial enterprise in continuous time. In the process of developing new products, the learning curve
effect manifests itself, which means that labor time (labor intensity) is reduced to perform repetitive
manufacturing operations. The project for the development of new products is considered as a
managed hierarchical dynamic system consisting of the project management (principal) and executors
(agents). The dynamics of a controlled dynamic production system depends only on the actions of the
agents, and the principal affects the target function of the agents by choosing the material incentive
function. The state of the hierarchical dynamic system in each time period depends on its position and
the actions of the participants in the previous period. Production activity in the project for the
development of new production is characterized by the diverging interests of the principal and agents,
which leads to a decrease in the economic efficiency of the entire production system. To find a
solution of these contradictions is possible by coordinating management mechanisms that encourage
agents to choose actions that are beneficial to the principal.
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Dynamic models of the interaction of unequal players are considered in the active systems theory
[1–2], hierarchical information systems theory [3–5] and dynamic games theory [6–8].
The dynamic incentives task of agents in terms of the dynamic games theory is called the inverse
Stackelberg game. A review of reverse Stakelberg games models has been carried out in scientific
publications [9–12]. In the hierarchical information systems theory [3–5] the dynamic incentives task
was called the Germeier’s game Г2.
The theory of active systems [1] develops the approach based on the principle of cost
compensation. The principal compensates the agent's costs in the case of choosing the optimal planned
trajectory and does not pay material compensation in other cases. The original problem is divided into
the task of coordinated incentives and the task of coordinated planning. The task of coordinated
planning is reduced to the problem of optimal control. The recent study [13] explores the results that
generalize the theorems in the monograph [1].
The hierarchical systems theory [3–5] suggests the approach that used the choice of the principal of
the program of joint actions with the agent and punishment for deviation from this program. As a
result, the initial problem is transformed into the optimization problem.
In the dynamic games theory [7], the principal plan is implemented using trigger strategies. The
basic idea is that agents agree to follow a certain trajectory and punish any deviated agent.
The current study formulates and analytically solves the dynamic incentives task of agents in the
conditions of learning-by-doing within the framework of the approach proposed in the monograph [1].
2. Dynamic game task of executors incentives in projects for the development of new production
2.1. The general statement and decision algorithm of a task of executors incentives in projects for the
development of new production
In this dynamic game model there are dynamics of decision making and dynamics of the managed
system. The inequality of participants is fixed by the moves order, the first move is made by the
principal. It is assumed that agents are not linked to each other and perform actions independently.
The incentive problem is formalized dynamic game in positional strategies for two players with
feedback on management:
T

J p   e t { pu( t )   ( x( t )}dt  max,
0
T

J a   e  t {  ( x( t ))  С( x( t ),u( t ))}dt  max,
0

dx( t )
 u( t ),
dt
0  u( t )  x0  R  x( t ), t  0,T ,

x( 0 )  x0 ,
x( T )  x0  R.
where J p is the decision making criteria of principal, J a is the decision making criteria of agent,  is
principal discount rate, u(t) is production volume of agent at time point t, p is product price,  ( x(t )) is
incentive function of principal, x(t) is the cumulative production volume, T is the project’s planning
horizon,  is agent discount rate, С ( x(t ),u(t )) is the function of the agent's labor costs in the
production of products (costs at time point t), x0 is the production volume produced by the agent
before starting the project, R is the production volume to be produced by the time point T.
The function of the agent's labor costs in production (costs at time point t) in monetary terms is
defined as the product of labor intensity с( x( t )) , production volume u(t) and the cost of one hour rate
s:
С( x( t ),u( t ))  sс( x( t ))u( t ).
(1)
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The change dynamics in labor intensity of products from the cumulative production volume is
described by different models of the learning curve. The most typical models are power, exponential
and logistic ones, which are described in the scientific literature [14–17].
The degree model of the learning curve has the following form:
c( x( t ))  ax( t )b .
(2)
where а are costs of the first product production, b is learning index.
The learning index characterizes the speed of decrease in the unit costs of product with an increase
in the cumulative production volume.
Exponential model of the learning curve:
c( x( t ))  k  e x( t ) .
where  is learning index k ,  are parameters of the exponential model.
Logistic model of the learning curve:


1
c( x( t ))  cmin  ( cmax  cmin )
x(t) 
1  e


,
where cmin , cmax are minimum and maximum values of unit costs in product manufacturing,  is
learning index,  is logistic model parameter.
To solve the formulated problem of incentives, the principle of cost compensation is applied [1].
In accordance with the principle of cost compensation, it is enough for the principal to compensate
the agent costs to encourage it to choose a planned trajectory:
 ( x( t ))  С( x( t ),u( t )) .
(3)
Taking into account (3) and (1), the goal function of the principal is written:
T

J p   e t {[ p  sс( x( t ))]u( t )}dt  max.
0

Given that the price of part p is a constant value, the maximization of the integral income of the
principal can be replaced by minimizing the integral labor costs of the agent:
T

J p   e t С( x( t ),u( t ))dt  min .
0

The solution algorithm consists of dividing the original problem into the task of coordinated
incentives and the task of coordinated planning.
1. The task of coordinated dynamic incentives.
The principal chooses a compensatory incentive system, which consists of compensating the
agent’s costs in case that the principal’s optimal planned trajectory is chosen and there are no material
payments otherwise:
R

C( x( t ),u( t )), если x( t )  x ( t ), для  t  [ 0,T ]
 ( x( t ))  

если x( t )  x R ( t ), для  t  [ 0,T ] .
0,
2. The task of coordinated dynamic planning.
The optimal planned principal trajectory is determined from the solution of the optimal control
problem:
T

J p   e t С( x( t ),u( t ))dt  min .
0

dx( t )
 u( t ),
dt

(4)

0  u( t )  x0  R  x( t ), t  0,T ,

(5)
(6)

x( 0 )  x0 ,

(7)
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x( T )  x0  R.

(8)
The task of the principal is to select the optimal production volumes of parts u( t ) satisfying the
constraint (6), which transfer the production process (5) from the initial state (7) to the final state (8)
and minimize the integrated discounted labor costs of the agent (4).
opt

2.2. Solution of the dynamic production planning problem
To solve the formulated optimal control problem with continuous time (4)-(8) we apply the Pontryagin
maximum principle [18]. The direct application of the Pontryagin maximum principle to the
formulated optimal control problem is impossible, since in this case there is a special control [19].
As the principal’s optimality criterion, we consider the criteria of minimizing the integral
discounted rate of the labor cost function of agent C(t), which is close in economic terms:
T
С ( t )
J p   e t
dt  min .
С( t )
0
С (t )
where
 [ln C (t )] is the logarithmic derivative of the labor cost function, which has the economic
С (t )
meaning of the rate of labor cost function.
Statement 1
For a positive and absolutely continuous function C(t), the maximization (minimization) of the
following functional
С ( t )
~ T
J   e t
dt
С( t )
0
(9)
is equivalent to the functional maximizing (minimizing):
T

J   e t ln С( t )dt .

(10)
The proof of the statement is given in the Appendix.
Taking into account this statement, we take minimization of the total discounted logarithmic
function of labor costs as the criteria of optimality (10). We substitute the expression for the labor cost
function (1) into the functional (10):
0

T

J p   e t ln[ sс( x( t ))u( t )]dt .

(11)
To solve the formulated optimal control problem (5)-(8), (11), we apply the Pontryagin maximum
principle [18]. Hamiltonian function is stated below:
H ( t , x , ,u )   ( t )u( t )  e t s  e t ln[ c( x( t ))]  e t ln[ u( t )],
where  (t ) is an auxiliary variable that satisfies the following conjugate equation:
d
H
{ln[c( x(t ))]}

 e t
.
dt
x
x
In accordance with the Pontryagin maximum principle, at each point of the optimal trajectory the
Hamiltonian function reaches its maximum with respect to the control parameters. The maximum of
the control Hamiltonian is found from the condition:
H
 0.
u
(12)
We define the optimal control from the condition (12):
e t
u( t )opt 
.

(13)
0

The system of conjugate equations can be written as follows:
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 dx e t
 
 dt


 d  e t {ln[ c( x( t ))]}
 dt
x

From the equations of system (14) it follows:
dt  etdx.

(14)
(15)

1

 {ln[ c( x( t ))]}
dt  et 
 d .
x


(16)
The symmetric form of the system (14) taking into account equations (15), (16) will have the form:
1
 {ln[ c( x( t ))]}
dt  dx  
 d .
x


(17)
Using the separation of variables in the second differential equation (17):
d {ln[ c( x( t ))]}

dx.

x

(18)

Find the general solution to the differential equation (18):
  C0c( x(t )).

(19)

where C0 is the integration constant.
The optimal control (13) taking into account (19) takes the following form:
u( t )opt 

e t
.
C0c( x( t ))

(20)
Based on the obtained condition for optimal control (20), we formulate the following statement.
Statement 2.
Taking into account the discounting, the optimal production volumes for any model of the learning
curve at each time point should be inversely proportional to the labor intensity of the products and
directly proportional to the discount rate.
In the case of absence of discounting (discount rate  = 0), the optimal control will be written:
1
u( t )opt 
.
C0c( x( t ))
Based on the obtained conditions for optimal control without discounting, we formulate the
following statement.
Statement 3.
In the case of no discounting, the optimal production volumes for any model of the learning curve at
each time point should be inversely proportional to the labor intensity of the products.
Find the optimal control and optimal trajectory for the power model of the learning curve (2). The
formula (2) can be substituted in the resulting expression for the conjugate variable (19):
  C1 x( t )b .
(21)
where C1  C0 a is the integration constant.
We substitute formula (21) into the differential equation (15):
dt  et C1x b dx.
The general solution to equation (22) will have the form:
1 
x1 b 
t   ln C2  C1

 
1 b 

(22)

(23)

We define the integration constants C1 and C2 from the boundary conditions (7) and (8):
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C1 

( 1  e T )(1  b )
;
 [( x0  R )1b  x10b ]

(24)

( 1  e T )x10b
C2  1 
.
( x0  R )1b  x10b

(25)
Substituting the constants of integration (24), (25) into formula (23), we find the equation of the
optimal trajectory of the cumulative production volume:
1


1b
( 1  e t )
x( t )   x10b 
[( x0  R )1b  x10b ]  .
T
(1  e )


(26)
We define the optimal control by substituting the formula (21) into the condition (13) with the
found expression for C1 (24):
opt

e t 

b

1b ( x  R )1b  x1b
( 1  e t )
1b
1b 
0
0


[(
x

R
)

x
]
.
0
0

(
1

b
)
( 1  e T )


 x10b
1  e T 
(27)
Find the labor cost function (1), taking into account formulas (26) and (27) on the optimal
trajectory with optimal control:
e t ( x0  R )1b  x10b
C( t , x opt ,u opt )  a
.
(1  b )
1  e T
(28)
Analyzing (28) we come to the conclusion that under optimal control, the change in the instant
costs function depends only on the discount factor e t .
u( t )opt 

3. Conclusion
The paper explores the dynamic game task of executor’s incentives in projects for the development of
new production in continuous time.
To solve the formulated problem of incentives, the principle of cost compensation was applied. The
original task is divided into the task of coordinated incentives and the task of coordinated planning.
The task of coordinated incentives is as follows. The principal chooses a compensatory incentive
system, which consists of compensating the agent’s expenses in case of the principal chooses an
optimal trajectory, or there are no material payments otherwise.
As a result of the study, a condition for the optimal production volumes determining coordination
of the interests of the principal and agents was found: the optimal production volumes for any model
of the learning curve at each time point should be chosen inversely to the labor intensity of the product
and directly to the discount rate. In the case of absence of discounting: the optimal production volumes
for any model of the learning curve at each time point should be chosen inversely to the labor intensity
of the products.
As a result of analytical problem solving for power model of the learning curve, the following
formula were obtained: formula for optimal production volumes at each time point, optimal trajectory
for cumulative production volumes, and formula for agent labor costs at each time point for optimal
trajectory with optimal control.
Appendix
Proof of the statement.
We integrate the functional (9) by parts:
T
T

t С( t )
T
t
e
d
t

e
ln
C
(
T
)

ln
C
(
0
)


 С( t )
 e ln C( t )dt .
0
0

(29)

We introduce the function g (t ) :

g( t )  e t lnС( t ).
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Then values of the function at the initial and final moment of time are g (0)  ln С (0) and

g (T )  e T ln С (T ). Expression (29) takes the form:
T
T

t С( t )
 e С( t )dt  g( T )  g( 0 )    g( t )dt .
0
0

(30)

Case A. Increasing function g( t ) .
T

The geometric interpretation of the integral S g   g (t )dt is the area of the curvilinear trapezium,
0

bounded above by the positive function g (t ) , below by the axis of abscissas and by the straight lines
t=0 and t=T. The rectangle area bounded above by the straight line g (t )  g (T ) , below by the axis of
abscissas and by the straight lines t  0 and t  T can be defined on the one hand through the integral
and on the other hand as the multiplication of length by height:
T

ST   g( T )dt  Tg ( T ).

(31)
Similarly, the rectangle area bounded above by the line g (t )  g (0) , below by the axis of abscissas
and by the straight lines t  0 and t  T can be found:
0

T

S 0   g( 0 )dt  Tg ( 0 ).
0

(32)

From the formulas (31) and (32) follows that:
g( T ) 
g( 0 ) 

1T
 g( T )dt .
T 0

(33)

T

1
 g( 0 )dt .
T 0

Then the functional (30), taking into account formulas (33) and (34), can be written:
T
T
T

1T
t С( t )
 e С( t )dt  g( T )  g( 0 )    g( t )dt  T  [ g( T ) - g( 0 )]dt    g( t )dt .
0
0
0
0

(34)

(35)

T

The integral  [ g (T ) - g (0)]dt  ST 0 defines the rectangle area, bounded above by a straight line
0

g (t )  g (T ) , below by a straight line g (t )  g (0) and by straight lines t  0 and t  T .
T

The formula   g (t )dt geometrically can be interpreted as the area of a squeezed curvilinear
0

trapezium S g , since   1 . In the case of an increasing function, the condition is satisfied g (T )  g (0) .
The expression

1T
1
 [ g (T ) - g (0)]dt  T ST 0 is a positive value and calculates the area of the squared
T0

rectangle ST 0 .
1
ST 0 can be
T
defined as the area of the curvilinear trapezium, bounded above by the positive function 1 g (t ) ( 1 is
the constant factor), below the axis of abscissas and the straight lines t  0 and t  T :
T
T
T

1T
t С( t )
e
d
t

[
g
(
T
)
g
(
0
)]
d
t


g
(
t
)
d
t

 С( t ) T 

 1g( t )dt .
0
0
0
0

The sum of the areas of the transformed curvilinear trapezium S g and the rectangle
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Since 1 is a constant factor, the maximization of the functional

T

 1 g (t )dt

will be equivalent to

0
T

T

0

0

maximizing of the functional  g (t )dt   e t ln С (t )dt . Thus, the statement is proved.
Case B. Decreasing function g( t ) .
In the case of a decreasing function, the condition is satisfied g( T )  g( 0 ) . The formula (35) will
have the form:
T
T

1T
t С( t )
e
d
t


[
g
(
0
)
g
(
T
)]
d
t


 С( t )

 g( t )dt .
T0
0
0
T

The integral  [ g (0) - g (T )]dt  S 0T defines the rectangle area, bounded above by a straight line
0

g (t )  g (0) , below by a straight line g (t )  g (T ) and by straight lines t  0 and t  T .

The expression

1T
1
[ g (0) - g (T )]dt  S 0T is a positive value and calculates the area of the squared

T0
T

rectangle S 0T .
1
1
, g (T )  g (0) .
T
T
In this case, the difference of the areas of the transformed curvilinear trapezium S g and the

Option 1: the conditions are met  

1
ST 0 can be defined as the area of the curvilinear trapezium, bounded above by the positive
T
function 2 g (t ) ( 2 is the constant factor), below by the axis of abscissas and the straight lines t  0
and t  T :
T
T
T

1T
t С( t )
e
d
t


[
g
(
0
)
g
(
T
)]
d
t


g
(
t
)
d
t

 С( t )


 2 g( t )dt .
T0
0
0
0

rectangle

Minimization of the functional

T

 2 g (t )dt

will be equivalent to minimizing of the functional

0
T

T

0

0

 g (t )dt   e

t

ln С (t )dt . The statement is proved.

1
1
, g (T )  g (0) .
T
T
In this case, the difference of the areas of the transformed curvilinear trapezium S g and the

Option 2: the conditions are met  

1
S 0T can be defined as the area of the inverted curvilinear trapezium, bounded above by the
T
1
straight line g (t )  g (0) , below by the function g (t ) and the straight lines t  0 and t  T . The
T
T
T
1
negative difference of areas can be calculated   [ g( 0 ) - g( t )]dt   g( t )dt - g( 0 ) .
0 T
0
Since g( 0 )  const , the minimization of this expression will be equivalent to the minimization of the

rectangle

functional

T

T

0

0

 g (t )dt   e

t

ln С (t )dt . The statement is proved.

Option 3: the conditions are met  

1
1
, g (T )  g (0) .
T
T
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In this case, the difference of the areas of the transformed curvilinear trapezium S g and the
1
S 0T can be defined as the difference of the areas of two curvilinear triangles.
T
The area of the first curvilinear triangle is bounded above by the function g (t ) , below by the
1
straight line g( t )  g( 0 ) and by the straight lines t  0 and t   (abscissa of the intersection point
T
1
of the function g (t ) and the straight line g (t )  g (0) ). The area of the second curvilinear triangle
T
1
is bounded above by a straight line g (t )  g (0) , below by the function g (t ) and by straight lines
T
t   and t  T .

T
T
1
1
The areas difference can be calculated:  [g (t ) - g (0)]dt   [ g (0) - g (t )]dt   g (t )dt - g (0) .
T
0
 T
0
Since g( 0 )  const , the minimization of this expression will be equivalent to the minimization of the

rectangle

T

T

0

0

functional  g (t )dt   e t ln С (t )dt . The statement is proved.
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Abstract. In this article, the method of text classification using a convolutional neural network
is presented. The problem of text classification is formulated, the architecture and the
parameters of a convolutional neural network for solving the problem are described, the steps
of the solution and the results of classification are given. The convolutional network which was
used was trained to classify the texts of the news messages of Internet information portals. The
semantic preprocessing of the text and the translation of words into attribute vectors are
generated using the open word2vec model. The analysis of the dependence of the classification
quality on the parameters of the neural network is presented. The using of the network allowed
obtaining a classification accuracy of about 84%. In the estimation of the accuracy of the
classification, the texts were checked to belong to the group of semantically similar classes.
This approach allowed analyzing news messages in cases where the text themes and the
number of classification classes in the training and control samples do not equal.

1. Introduction
Today, volume of stored and used information continuously increases, and one of automatic text
processing tasks is the problem of classifying text data, which allows separating texts into various
thematic catalogs (categories, classes). Sites, documents, letters, appeals, news are classified for
optimal storage and usage.
Text classifiers are used to recognize the emotional coloring of the text during reviews and
comments processing. Text classification is used in antispam systems and contextual advertising via
the analysis of user activity in the network and the classification of sites, which the user viewed.
Various methods and technologies can be used to classify textual information. Classification of
textual information can be based on the assessment of the meaning of the text [1], on frequency
analysis [2]. BigData technology is often used for solving of classification problem for text and media
[3]. This article discusses the method based on the convolutional neural network. Some aspects and
features of its application to solve the problem of text classification, as well as the results of applying
this classification method are presented.
2. The formulation of the text classification problem
In general, the text classification problem is formulated as follows:
There is a set of objects (texts) and a beforehand defined set of classes with which objects can be
compared. For some of the objects it is known which class they belong to. This subset is a training
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sample. For the rest of the objects the classes are not defined. It is necessary to determine which class
each object (text) from a set of objects belongs to.
The problem of text classification can be formalized as follows [4]:
There is a set of texts D = {d1 ,...d n } . Each text di ∈ D is a sequence of words Wd = {w1 ,...,...} . A
finite set of classes C = {c1 ,..., cm } are given. Ideal classifier which translates an object d to its class
 ( d ) which able to classify an
c j can be termed as Φ ( d ) . The task is to build another classifier Φ

arbitrary object d and is closest to the ideal classifier Φ ( d ) .
The solving process includes the following main steps:
• Pre-processing of text including tokenization and vector representation of words.
• Building a classifier.
• Estimation of misclassification probability.
Text classification methods [5]:
• probabilistic (naive Bayes classifier);
• metric (k-nearest neighbours method);
• logical (decision tree classifier);
• linear (logical regression);
• methods based on neural networks
3. Text classification using convolutional neural network
3.1. General architecture of a convolutional neural network
Convolutional neural networks are very effectively used to solve the problem of text classification [6].
The result of the classification is the distribution of the probabilities that the text belongs to
beforehand defined classes.
The basic architecture of the convolutional neural network consists of the following layers [7].
1. A convolutional layer, which is a set of attribute maps (matrices), each map has a convolution
kernel, which is a filter (or window) that slides over the entire area of the attribute map. The set of
filters determines the dimension of the new matrix. The error backpropagation algorithm for
convolutional networks is also a convolution, but with spatially inverted filters.
2. Sub-sampling layer, which reduces the size of the matrix. On this layer the most frequently used
method is the maximum element method (max-pooling).
3. A fully connected layer in which each neuron is connected to all neurons at the previous layer,
and each connection has its own weight.
4. The output layer, which is connected with all neurons of the previous layer. The number of
neurons corresponds to the number of classification classes.
3.2. The architecture of the used convolutional neural network
In this research, the specific model of the convolutional neural network was determined. The input
data is words that are represented by vectors of semantic attributes. In the representation the words
close in meaning are located at close distance in the vector space.
The vector xi ∈ R k is k-dimensional vector corresponding to the i-word in the sentence. Then the
sentence with length = n can be defined as [6]:
(1)
x1..n = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ ... ⊕ xn ,
where ⊕ is concatenation operation.
The term xi..i + j means the concatenation of words xi , xi +1 ,..., xi + j . Convolution uses the filter
w ∈ R hk which is applied to the window containing h words to create a new attribute. For example,
the attribute ci will be generated from the window of words xi..i + h −1 as
=
ci

f ( w * xi..i + h −1 + b ) ,

(2)

where b ∈ R is the offset step, f is nonlinear activation function.
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This filter applies to every possible window of words in a sentence { x1..h , x2..h +1 ,..., xn − h +1..n } to
produce a new map of attributes
c = {c1 , c 2 ,...c n − h +1 } ,
(3)
where c ∈ R n − h +1 .
Then the operation of combining the set of values is applied, the maximum value of сˆ = max {c}
(the most important attribute for each convolution) is selected.
In the process, the network uses several filters with different window sizes to obtain a set of
attributes. These attributes from the penultimate layer are transferred to the last layer, and the output
data is the probability of the distribution of attributes into classes.
As an activation function Leaky ReLU function is used [7]. The formula is:
(4)
f (x ) = 1(x < 0 ) * (αx ) + 1(x ≥ 0 )(x ) ,
where α is a constant with a small-scale value.
This function has a higher convergence rate compared to other activation functions and is also quite
simple to calculate.
To regularize the neural network (to prevent overfitting), L2 regularization [7] is used in
combination with the dropout [8].
L2-regularization is implemented by the penalization of the neural network by increasing the loss
function. For each weight w the loss function λ w2 is added, where λ is the strength of regularization.
L2-regularization prevents a strong increase in weights of neurons and leads to a redistribution of
weight values. This causes the neural network to use all neurons at least to a small extent.
Dropout is the random disconnection of neurons. At each level of training, some neurons are
excluded from the network. It helps to avoid the dependence between neutrons during training.
The combination of L2-regularization and dropout allows avoiding a situation where the network
shows excellent results on a training sample but is ineffective when tested on a control sample.
The architecture of the network which was used is shown in figure 1. The first layer solves the
problem of the vector representation of words. Next, three convolutional layers are created (conv2d_1,
conv2d_2, conv2d_3). The figure also shows the Leaky ReLU activation function for each layer, the
dropout and the sub-sampling layer (max-pooling). Then the layers merge, and at the end, a fully
connected layer is obtained (dense_1). The architecture is designed using the TensorBoard
visualization system [9].
3.3. The input data formatting
The testing of the described classification method was carried out on the materials of the RIA Novosti
news portal on the Internet. This portal contains a huge number of publications with well-defined
themes. It allows to define categories (classes) for classification, as well as to generate a sufficient
number of text fragments for neural network training.
Eight classes were determined - culture, events, religion, society, economy, politics, science, world.
It was received 8,000 articles from the materials of the portal for each class. In total, 64,000 news
articles related to one of the 8 classes were received. For data acquisition the software was developed
with Node.js platform. These data were preliminarly processed before starting the training of the
neural network.
3.4. Text preprocessing
The neural network input data formatting was performed in Python 3.6 using Keras and Jupyter
Notebook libraries.
The maximum text size was limited to 1000 characters. The texts of a greater number of characters
were divided into parts and assigned to the same class. For the training of a neural network, it is
important to have the same number of examples of each class, otherwise, the neural network will
ignore the semantic meaning of the text and will take into account the a priori probability of the
appearance of each class articles.
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Figure 1. The architecture of the convolutional neural network.
To avoid this situation, the volumes (number of texts) of the classes were equalized with the class
of the smallest volume - 11,733 texts. A total of 93,864 texts were obtained for 8 classes.
Then all texts were divided into three samples - training (60% of texts), validation (20% of texts)
and control (20% of texts).
After that, the tokenization of texts in order to find unique words was carried out. As a result,
282,972 unique tokens (words) were found. The input data was formatted for the neural network with
Python 3.6 programming language using the Keras and Jupyter Notebook libraries. The tokens have to
be translated into vector representations of attributes for network training.
3.5. Vectors of attributes formation
Vector representation describes the dependencies between words. In vector space, similar words will
have similar vectors. Research in this field was carried by Thomas Mikolov [10]. For vector
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representations, he obtained important results in syntactic and semantic meaning. As a result of his
research, it was determined that the resulting vector representations of words have significant syntactic
and semantic patterns that are implemented in existing models and network libraries. In particular,
there is a constant vector displacement between pairs of words indicating a specific relationship.
Moreover, even more complex relationships were discovered. For example, you can define the
relationship between words as the difference of their vectors. Also, the feminine and masculine words
will have a constant vector difference.
The most popular practical way to obtain a vector of attributes is to use word2vec language models
created using neural networks. These models are trained in very large volumes of natural language
words in various grammatical forms, including words in different kinds, cases, inclinations, and so on.
In addition, they also include stop-words. Therefore, such models do not require specific preliminary
actions as removing stop-words, stemming or lemmatization, which are necessary for classification by
other methods. Keeping different word forms may even increase the accuracy of the classification. As
a result, semantically similar words and synonyms will have similar vectors of semantic attribute
values.
In this research, the open model word2vec [11] is used. This model represents a word as a vector of
500 values of attributes. The model is pre-trained and it was designed for the Russian language. To
begin with, a series of experiments of vector construction was conducted for similar words. It
confirmed the ability to use the model. As a result, it was found that this vectorization model
constructs similar attribute vectors for words that are close in meaning. Consequently, this trained
model was found to be suitable to translate the words of the experimental sample into the vector of
attributes without applying stemming or lemmatization and without removing the stop-words.
3.6. Training and use of the network
The convolutional neural network which was shown in figure 1 and described in paragraph 3.2 was
trained with parameters presented in table 1. These parameters were selected based on the results of a
series of experiments to investigate the dependence of classification accuracy on the parameters of the
neural network.
Table 1. Neural network parameter values.
Parameter
Value
Number of learning epochs
5
Activation function
Leaky ReLU with α=0,1
Convolutional layers
3 layers with filter size = 2, 4 and 5
The number of filters
100
Regularization L2
0,1
Dropout for convolutional layers
0,5
Dropout for the fully connected layer
0,6
The speed of learning
0,001
It should be noted that with each epoch the accuracy of the classification of the training sample
increases and the accuracy of the classification of the validation sample ceases to increase after the 5th
epoch. It indicates that the network is overfitted. Thus, after the 5th epoch, the accuracy of the
classification of the validation sample is 84%. All neuron weights were saved for further use in text
classification tasks. The classification accuracy for the control sample, which was separated from the
total set of texts at the step of text preprocessing, shows that the trained model of the neural network
with the parameters specified in table 1 solves the problem of text classification with an accuracy of
84%.
One of the difficulties in text classification is that it is not always possible to determine the
probability that a text belongs to a particular class if the classes are semantically related. For example,
the text of the news “In country X, the president issued a decree on raising taxes” has elements of
politics, economics, and, possibly, international news when it comes to a foreign country. Therefore,
there is a certain subjective character of classification by both a human and automated systems of
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different Internet-portals, which have different algorithms for deciding whether a text belongs to a
particular class.
For the more detailed research of the classification accuracy, three control samples were compiled
from various news sites to test the neural network processing on other control samples. Texts of news
from portal RIA Novosti (18773 texts), Mail.ru news portal (7740 texts) and TASS news agency
(16835 texts) were acquired. While the texts of the control sample from the RIA Novosti website were
not used in network training.
It should be noted that the network was trained for 8 thematic classes used by RIA-Novosti:
culture, events, religion, society, economics, politics, science, and the world. However, for Mail.ru
news, the following classes are used: events, society, economy, politics (4 classes), and for TASS culture, events, society, economy, politics, science, the world (7 classes).
The number of classes does not match, so for the sample from Mail.ru the estimated classification
accuracy is slightly more than 40%, for TASS news texts the classification accuracy was 67%. As
mentioned earlier, the classification accuracy for RIA Novosti data was 84% - the greatest accuracy,
since the classes of the training and control samples are the same.
Next experiment the same classes in the training and classification for all three data sets was used.
Four classes were chosen - accidents, society, economics, and politics. The neural network was
retrained. The results of the experiments are presented in table 2.
Table2. Accuracy of control sample classification.
Sample source
RIA Novosti
Mail.ru
TASS
Training sample – 8 classes
Number of classes for the
8
4
7
control sample
Classification accuracy
84 %
46 %
65,5 %
Training sample – 4 classes
Number of classes for the
4
4
4
control sample
Classification accuracy
84 %
66 %
73 %
As can be seen from table 2, for the texts of RIA Novosti, the classification accuracy remained
unchanged (84%), for Mail.ru and TASS news it increased significantly and amounted to 68% and
75%, respectively. However, these values are still lower than for the texts of RIA Novosti.
Such low values of classification accuracy are related to the fact that some of the texts of other
sources can be initially attributed to semantically similar classes, and, although the classification
accuracy is low, it does not indicate the poor quality of the neural network processing.
The results of the experiment show that in the presence of semantically similar classes and the
classification of data from sources other than the sources of the training sample, the accuracy of the
classification may be incorrectly underestimated.
To eliminate this effect, groups of semantically similar classes were identified, and the calculation
of the classification accuracy was adjusted so that the classified text was checked for belonging to a
group of semantically similar classes, not to a particular class.
Groups of semantically similar classes are presented in table 3.
Table 3. Groups of semantically similar classes.
Group
Classes in the group
1
the world
politics
2
society
events
3
culture
religion
4
economy
5
science
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The results of the estimation of the classification accuracy by belonging to a group of semantically
similar classes are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Comparison of the accuracy of the control sample classification without using
and using groups of semantically similar classes.
Sample source
Mail.ru
TASS
Training sample – 8 classes
Number of classes for the control sample
4
7
Classification accuracy without groups of semantically
46 %
65,5 %
similar classes
Classification accuracy with groups of semantically
57,5 %
73,5 %
similar classes
Training sample – 4 classes
Number of classes for the control sample
4
4
Classification accuracy without groups of semantically
66 %
73 %
similar classes
Classification accuracy with groups of semantically
73,5 %
78,5 %
similar classes
As can be seen from table 4, the classification accuracy has increased significantly in all cases, both
when teaching in eight classes, and when teaching in four classes (up to 12%). As a general result, an
increase in the classification accuracy for control samples from other sources averaged 8–10%.
Thus, the most objective value of classification accuracy is obtained for the classification of a
control sample from a source that is also a source of a training sample. However, when estimating the
accuracy of the classification for control samples from other sources, the most optimal results are
achievable with an equal number of classes for training and control samples and when checking to
belong the control sample texts to a group of semantically similar classes.
4. Conclusion
The problem of classification is the current direction in the processing of text data. Text classification
processes are implemented in various areas: classifiers for various characteristics (themes, style, the
emotional coloring of the text), spam filtering, contextual advertising, and so on.
In this paper, the applicability of a convolutional neural network for solving the problem of text
classification was researched. The convolutional neural network was trained using the already trained
neural network for translation of words in vectors of selected attributes which represent universal
semantic meanings that can be used to classify the texts of the natural Russian language.
The constructed neural network is able to classify news and other texts by themes and to provide a
distribution of the probability of belonging of the text to 8 predetermined classes. The accuracy of the
classification is estimated by the control sample and is 84%. For the selected number of classes, this
classification result indicates the effectiveness of using a convolutional neural network for text
classification.
Processing of the constructed and trained neural network is researched by control samples from
various sources - RIA Novosti, TASS, Mail.ru. The highest classification accuracy was obtained on a
control sample of RIA Novosti articles and amounted to 84%. To classify the data of the two other
samples, using an equal number of classes of training and control samples, as well as using groups of
semantically similar classes for estimation of classification accuracy, allowed to obtain a more
objective and higher result. The neural network has shown its effectiveness in solving the problem of
text classification. The downside of its use is the need for large amounts of data for training and
validation.
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Abstract. In this paper, we research and compare different implementations of cyclic reduction
and sweep algorithms on a graphics processing unit (GPU) using different types of device
memory. As a result of the work, it was found that the algorithm of the run should be used to
solve the set of the tridiagonal linear system. However, the best results are shown by a parallel
version of the cyclic reduction algorithm with partial use of shared memory, when solving a
single linear system on the GPU.

1. Introduction
The applicability of systems of linear equations of tridiagonal form is very extensive[1]. Tridiagonal
matrices have an extremely important role in difference methods of solving problems of mathematical
physics [2]. In addition, many linear algebra problems, such as solving equations and finding
eigenvalues, are solved through transformations of matrices of general form to tridiagonal ones [3].
These matrices also play an important role in the theory of orthogonal polynomials [4].
There are many algorithms and their parallel versions for solving tridiagonal systems of linear
equations. The need for parallelization naturally occurs when the size or number of systems to be
solved is very large. Most methods are based on simple arithmetic operations performed many times.
Therefore, the implementation of parallel versions of algorithms on the GPU is a reasonable solution
[5].
GPU-clusters consume less power than the CPU [6]. In addition, the development of graphics cards
allows for complex calculations on personal computers. Therefore, the ability to parallelize algorithms
on the GPU is interesting for researchers.
Operations in memory take a significant time of calculations on the GPU [7]. Therefore, the
optimal organization of work with memory allows to achieve a significant increase in acceleration.
Global, shared, and constant GPU memory are commonly used for calculations [8]. Constant
memory is small, immutable, so not suitable for large systems [9]. Therefore, in this paper we study
the global and shared memory of the GPU device.
Shared memory is much faster than global memory, but its size is very limited. These features of
the types of memory must be taken into account when implementing algorithms on the GPU.
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2. Problem Statement and Methodology
This article investigates parallel algorithms for solving systems of linear equations of tridiagonal form.
The traditional matrix algorithm and the cyclic reduction method are usually used to solve systems
of linear algebraic equations of tridiagonal form [10].
The advantage of the cyclic reduction method is a high degree of parallelism [10]. However, it also
requires a large amount of computation. When implemented on a central processing unit using MPI
technology, the method requires a lot of forwarding. This significantly slows down the program [11].
However, in CUDA technology shipments are not required. Therefore, the method attracts the
attention of researchers to implement on the graphics card. In addition, it allows parallelization for a
single system [12].
The traditional matrix algorithm Parallels for one system worse than the parallel cyclic reduction
algorithm. However, there are a large number of tasks that require the solution of a set of systems. The
traditional matrix algorithm is suitable for such problems. It gives a gain in acceleration due to low
computational complexity.
In this paper, we investigate which algorithm for solving tridiagonal-type systems spends less time
on computation. To solve this problem, we compare the he implementation of the traditional matrix
algorithm, and the serial and parallel versions of the cyclic reduction algorithm using different
combinations of global and shared GPU memory. Parallelization of methods is carried out using the
CUDA model. Experimental research is conducted on the supercomputer "Sergey Korolev".
3. Experimental research
This work began with the implementation and research of the traditional matrix algorithm. This
method is one of the most famous and popular for solving tridiagonal systems of linear arithmetic
equations.
The first version of the algorithm was implemented on the CPU for further comparison in
acceleration. Then an implementation of a parallel traditional matrix algorithm on the GPU using only
global memory was created. The next task was to implement this method using shared memory. Since
the memory size is small, the necessary factors were loaded in portions into the shared memory
immediately before use. Then, after all the necessary operations, the coefficients were replaced by the
next portion. To store data in shared memory, arrays of auxiliary coefficients 𝛼 and 𝛽 and the sought
vector 𝑥 of size 2 ∙ 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 and arrays of initial coefficients 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 and 𝑘 of size 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒. All
calculations were performed in shared memory.
The experiments were carried out for a set of systems with matrices of size 𝑁 = 4095. This size
was chosen to compare the results with the experimental versions of the cyclic reduction algorithm
implemented for the size of matrices 𝑁 = 2𝑞 − 1, where 𝑞 ∈ ℕ.
The number of equation systems varied from 5000 to 20000. If the number of systems is less than
5000, working with memory on the GPU takes much longer than the calculations themselves.
The obtained accelerations of parallel versions of algorithms relative to the serial version on the
CPU are given in table 1.
Table 1. The dependence of the acceleration of parallel versions on the serial version of the traditional
matrix algorithm in solving a set of systems of linear algebraic equations, depending on the number of
systems with matrices of size 𝑁 = 4095.
GPU with
GPU
Number of systems
shared memory
5000
1.680011
2.19032
10000
1.164633
1.705628
15000
1.274506
1.903806
20000
1.027733
1.885846
Average acceleration version on the GPU using only global memory is equal to 1.26. The average
acceleration using shared memory is 1.86. Thus, the use of shared memory gives an increase in
acceleration by 47%.
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This result shows that the time it takes to copy data from global memory to shared memory and
vice versa is justified by the high speed of calculations performed in shared memory.
The next step is the implementation of the sequential cyclic reduction algorithm (SERICR). This
algorithm makes it impossible to carry out parallel calculations for one system, but is parallelized for a
set of systems.
R. Hockney [13] considered in detail the cyclic reduction. It notes that this algorithm is suitable for
any number of equations. However, for simplicity, the author gives the number of equations 𝑁 = 2𝑞 −
1, где 𝑞 – where q is an integer. For convenience, he introduced the designation 𝑁 ′ = 2𝑞 = 𝑁 + 1.
We present a routing diagram of this algorithm for 𝑁 ′ = 8 in figure 1 (a). Cells that contain
significant information are gray.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 1. Algorithm routing schemes for 𝑁 ′ =8: sequential cyclic reduction SERICR (a), sequential
cyclic reduction SERICR with modified indexation (b), parallel cyclic reduction PARACR (c).
In this algorithm, the coefficients of all levels of reduction are stored in memory. This requires a lot
of memory. In addition, many cells do not store useful information. Therefore, the indexation of the
algorithm was changed to minimize memory usage. The resulting routing scheme is shown in
figure (b).
We present an algorithm with modified indexing. At the first stage new coefficients for left and
right parts for reduction levels 𝑙 = 1, 𝑞 − 1 with step ℎ = 1 from 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑖 = 𝑁 (𝑙) are considered.
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
Reduction coefficients of level 𝑙 = 0 are assumed to be 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖 и 𝑘𝑖 =
𝑘𝑖 . First, we find the auxiliary coefficients:
(𝑙−1)
𝑎
𝛼𝑖 = − 2𝑖+1
;
(𝑙−1)
𝑏2𝑖
𝛾𝑖 = −

(𝑙−1)

𝑐2𝑖+1

;
(𝑙−1)
𝑏2𝑖+2
Then, based on the obtained 𝛼𝑖 and 𝛾𝑖 and the values of the coefficients of the left and right parts of
the previous reduction level, we obtain:
(𝑙−1)
(𝑙)
𝑎𝑖 = 𝛼𝑖 𝑎𝑖−2𝑙−1 ;
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(𝑙)

𝑏𝑖

(𝑙)

(𝑙)

𝑐𝑖

(𝑙−1)

= 𝑏𝑖

(𝑙−1)

(𝑙−1)

= 𝛾𝑖 𝑐𝑖+2𝑙−1 ;
(𝑙−1)

(𝑙−1)

+ 𝛼𝑖 𝑐𝑖−2𝑙−1 + 𝛾𝑖 𝑎𝑖+2𝑙−1 ;
(𝑙−1)

(𝑙−1)

𝑘𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖
+ 𝛼𝑖 𝑘𝑖−2𝑙−1 + 𝛾𝑖 𝑘𝑖+2𝑙−1 .
At the second stage, based on the coefficients of the left and right parts for the reduction levels
𝑙 = 0, 𝑞 − 1 we find the vector of solutions 𝑥. It is assumed that 𝑥0 = 𝑥𝑁′ = 0. For 𝑙 = 𝑞, 1, for 𝑖,
varying in increments ℎ2 = 2(𝑙−1) from 𝑖 = 2(𝑙−1) to 𝑖 = 𝑁 ′ − 2(𝑙−1) , we consider:
(𝑙−1)
(𝑙−1)
(𝑙−1)
− 𝑎𝑖
𝑥𝑖−2(𝑙−1) − 𝑐𝑖
𝑥𝑖+2(𝑙−1)
𝑘𝑖
𝑥𝑖 =
.
(𝑙−1)
𝑏𝑖
However, the resulting memory savings are not sufficient to use this algorithm on big data. The
solution in this situation is to store only two levels of reduction and recalculate the coefficients when
they are needed.
The algorithm was implemented on the central and graphics processor devices. When
implementing the algorithm on the CPU, the coefficients were not recalculated, since the CPU has
enough memory to store the coefficients of all levels of reduction. When implemented on the GPU
recalculation was necessary. On the graphics card, the algorithm was implemented using only global
memory and shared memory.
The experiments were carried out for a set of systems with matrices of size 𝑁 = 4095. The number
of systems varied from 5000 to 25000. The obtained accelerations are shown in table 2.
Table 2. The dependence of the acceleration of the sequential cyclic reduction algorithm on the GPU
relative to the implementation on the CPU.
SERICR on a shared
SERICR on the
Number of systems
memory GPU
GPU
5000
0.316570
0.193076
10000
0.259339
0.191475
15000
0.258175
0.186748
20000
0.264068
0.190208
25000
0.253464
0.185693
GPU implementations have shown a slowdown. This is due to the need to carry out multiple
recalculations of the coefficients.
The final stage of the work is the implementation of the parallel cyclic reduction algorithm. This
algorithm is proposed in the work of R. Hockney [13]. Its advantage is the possibility of parallelization
for one system of equations. In addition, the following reduction levels are replaced by the previous
ones. This gives a noticeable gain in memory. The routing scheme of the algorithm is shown in
figure 1 (с).
The algorithm was implemented on the GPU using only global memory and with full and partial
loading of data into shared memory.
The experiments were carried out for a system of equations with matrices of size 𝑁 = 4095. The
number of systems varied from 5000 to 25000. The obtained accelerations are presented in table 3.
The table shows that the implementation with partial loading into shared memory shows the best
results. It is 2% faster than a non-shared memory implementation and 41% faster than a fully loaded
shared memory implementation. The results can be explained. Some coefficients are used only once in
calculations. The time of their copying to shared memory is practically not compensated by the gain in
the time of calculations. Therefore, it makes sense to load only data that is used multiple times into
shared memory. In this case, the data loaded into shared memory is used twice, so the use of shared
memory does not give a significant benefit.
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Table 3. The dependence of the acceleration of parallel reduction algorithm implementations on the
GPU relative to the sequential cyclic reduction algorithm on the CPU.
PARACR on the GPU
PARACR on GPU
Number of systems
with partial use of
with shared memory
PARACR on the GPU
shared memory
5000
1.198271
1.970711
2.006864
10000
1.206249
1.972713
2.021180
15000
1.201463
1.973943
2.008165
20000
1.202857
1.962254
2.007109
25000
1.203156
1.987762
2.017338
The operating time of the traditional matrix algorithm and the cyclic reduction algorithm for
solving a set of systems with matrices of size N=4095 is presented in table 4.
Table 4. The running time of the implementation of the algorithm on a GPU with a full load in the
shared memory and the algorithm of parallel cyclic reduction on the GPU with a partial load in the
shared memory on a set of systems with size matrices 𝑁 = 4095.
Traditional matrix
PARACR, с
Number of systems
algorithm, с
5000
0.59
0.09
10000
1.19
0.19
15000
1.78
0.28
20000
2.38
0.38
25000
2.96
0.47
The timeline of the algorithms when solving one system of equations is presented in Figure 2.
60
40
20
0

Triangle matrix algorithm

PARACR

Figure 2. Schedule of implementations of traditional matrix algorithm on GPUs with full load into
shared memory and parallel cyclic reduction algorithm on partial load GPUs in shared memory when
solving one system (the vertical axis shows the time in seconds, the horizontal size shows
the matrix size).
Thus, when solving a set of systems of linear algebraic equations, the best result is shown by the
traditional matrix algorithm on a GPU with full load in the shared memory. Its running time is on
average 6 times shorter than the running time of the cyclic reduction algorithm. However, when
solving one system with a large matrix, it is more expedient to use a parallel cyclic reduction
algorithm with partial loading into shared memory. Its implementation requires 7 times less time for
calculations than the implementation of the traditional matrix algorithm.
4. Conclusion
As a result of this work, it was obtained that the use of shared memory for the traditional matrix
algorithm gives an increase in acceleration by 47%. This is because data loaded into shared memory is
reused.
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For the cyclic reduction algorithm, it is advisable to load into the shared memory only those
coefficients that are used twice in the calculations. At the same time, the acceleration is increased by
2%.
When solving a set of systems of linear algebraic equations, the best implementation of the
traditional matrix algorithm is 6 times faster than the best implementation of the cyclic reduction
algorithm. However, when solving a single system with a large matrix, the result is the opposite: the
cyclic reduction algorithm is 7 times faster.
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Abstract. Every year computer networks become more complex, which directly affects the
provision of a high level of information security. Different commercial services, critical
systems, and information resources prevailing in such networks are profitable targets for
terrorists, cyber-spies, and criminals. The consequences range from the theft of strategic,
highly valued intellectual property and direct financial losses to significant damages to a brand
and customer trust. Attackers have the advantage in complex computer networks – it is easier
to hide their tracks. The detection and identification of security incidents are the most
important and difficult tasks. It is required to detect security incidents as soon as possible, to
analyze and respond to them correctly, so as not to complicate the work of the enterprise
computer network. The difficulty is that different event sources offer different data formats or
can duplicate events. In addition, some events do not indicate any problems on their own, but
their sequence may indicate the presence of a security incident. All collection processes of
security events must be performed in real-time, which means streaming data processing.

1. Introduction
Recently, computer networks tend to develop rapidly. They become larger and more complex, but they
still remain profitable targets for various intruders – criminals, cyber-spies, and even terrorists.
Commercial services, critical systems, and information resources are at risk. The consequences can be
different, ranging from the theft of strategically important information, highly estimated intellectual
property, and direct financial losses to significant damages to a brand and customer trust.
The traditional approach to cybersecurity is based on the idea that it is necessary to create a special
trustful environment for networks and data, that is, to organize them in such a way as to reduce access
to them from the outside, but not to prevent them from performing their functions correctly. This will
help to discover and eliminate vulnerabilities before the intruder will find them. Such an approach is
no longer effective in modern computer networks with constantly changing threat scenarios. Attacks
can be organized anytime and anywhere, and due to the complexity of networks, it is easier for the
attackers to hide their tracks. In theory, the specialists should be ready for all possible variants of
attacks, but, in practice, it is impossible. Thus, to protect the systems, it is necessary to collect the data
from the entire network, understand how it works, detect and identify threats, and take appropriate
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actions as fast as possible. Certainly, there is a huge amount of solutions to perform these tasks, but
not all of them are free, able to interact with the most of available sources of security events and to
work in the highly distributed networks.
A Network-wide Cyber Situational Awareness (NwCSA) has been introduced in [1] to assist a
network security administrator with network security. The challenges include the overload of raw data,
low speed of reaction, and a lack of context and unified view on a network. The framework leverages
a distributed data stream processing system and methods for real-time big data processing. The paper
describes only the concept of such system.
A cyber threat platform for real-time detection and visualization of cyber threats OwlSight is
presented in [2]. The platform is composed by several building blocks and it is able to collect huge
amounts of data from multiple sources, prepare and analyze the data and present the findings through a
set of insightful dashboards. The platform use Cassandra for data storage and Spark for data
processing. Authors describe some real usage scenarios, but do not provide results of performance
testing of solutions.
In [3] authors introduce an architecture dedicated to security monitoring of network traffic in local
enterprise networks. The application domain of the system is network intrusion detection and
prevention. Other anomalies are not considered. This architecture integrates two systems, one
dedicated to scalable distributed data storage and management and the other dedicated to data
exploitation. Several well-known big data framework are compared for data processing. Spark and
Shark appear to be the best performers in all tests.
The paper [4] presents a prototype of Security Information and Event Management (SIEM). The
system uses a combination of three different approaches for security analysis: misuse detection, querybased analytics and anomaly detection. Authors propose to use anomaly detection in a combination
with signatures and queries, applied on the same data, rather than as a full replacement for misuse
detection. In this case, the majority of attacks will be captured with misuse detection, while anomaly
detection will highlight previously unknown behaviour or attacks. The main drawback of the system is
the use of expensive in-memory data storage (SAP HANA). Also anomaly detection methods are
tested on obsolete the KDD 1999 dataset.
In [5] authors compare several methods for detecting anomalies on UNSW-NB15 dataset. They test
correlation analysis, linear discriminant analysis and seven well known classification algorithms
within the bigdata tool Apache Spark. Data collection methods are not covered in the paper.
In this paper, we describe the concept of a system for collection and primary analysis of security
events and inсidents in large corporate networks.
2. Selection and review of software tools
The main requirements for software tools are the open source, the ability to function in the distributed
systems, and the support of streaming data processing. Since a large amount of heterogeneous data is
formed in real-time, which is required to be converted to a general form, processed and analyzed, it
should be considered that the selected tools must support the work with streaming data. Streaming data
mean the data that continuously provided by a variety of sources, from which small batches are
formed. The sources of such data are authentication systems, active network devices, IDS/IPS
(Intrusion Detection Systems/Intrusion Prevention Systems), event logs of servers, antiviruses,
vulnerability scanners, and other security and management systems.
Apache Spark [5] was selected as a framework for processing streaming data. It works much faster
than Hadoop, supports cluster mode, and it is compatible with other Apache products. It has wellstructured documentation, and it is quite popular among developers, which means there are a lot of
articles, tutorials, and manuals about it. Spark can work in a Hadoop environment managed by YARN.
Spark provides API for Scala, Java, Python, R languages and supports different distributed storage
systems – HDFS, Cassandra, OpenStack Swift, NoSQL-DBMS, Amazon S3, and others. In addition,
Spark includes the following components: Spark SQL for processing SQL queries, Spark Streaming
for streaming data processing, Spark MLib for machine learning, and Spark GraphX for working with
graphs.
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Apache Spark has an extension to its basic API – Spark Streaming. It does not process entire
streams, but divides them into small batches. It is called DStream (Discretized Stream), which is a
sequence of RDDs (Resilient Distributed Datasets). They can be processed in parallel, including
computations based on sliding windows. RDD supports two types of operations: transformations and
actions. The result of a transformation is a new RDD; the result of an action is a specific value.
Transformations are not executed immediately, that is, Spark remembers transformations over
particular data and executes them, only when an action is called (lazy execution). Such an approach
improves the efficiency of Spark. In addition to RDD, there is a DataSet in Spark. It differs by using
the optimizer that chooses the most efficient way of computing the result. The optimizer is mainly
used for SQL queries.
A Spark application represents a set of processes executed in a cluster and controlled by
SparkContext object, which called a driver, created in the main program [4]. In particular,
SparkContext can connect to cluster dispatchers of different types that distribute resources between
applications. After connection, Spark gets available executors on the cluster nodes and sends the code
to the executors, and, finally, SparkContext assigns tasks to the executors to perform them.
In addition, Spark has disadvantages. Firstly, it is the “inheritance” of batch processing – nonconstant network loads during data loading and processing. Therefore, it is necessary to set up
restrictions on the density of input stream, since Spark does not have an efficient tool for tracking it.
Secondly, it cannot recover clusters after failures.
Additionally, the Apache Kafka framework can be used to solve these problems. It is able to create
real-time data pipelines and streaming applications [6]. Kafka provides the designing of a distributed
server for message queues. Thus, a data stream is distributed over several servers in a cluster providing
high scalability. The risk of data loss is reduced due to such replicated and persistent storage.
The main abstraction of Kafka is a topic that is a category or feed name used to publish records to
it. Topics usually have several subscribers that are consumers, which subscribe to the data written to
the topics. Kafka provides a partitioned log for each topic. Each partition represents an ordered,
immutable sequence of records, which are constantly added to a commit log. Each record in the
partition has a unique sequential number that is called offset. It identifies each record in the partition.
The servers of Kafka clusters store the distributed commit logs of the partitions. Each server
processes requests for shared access to partitions. In order to provide fault-tolerance, partitions are
replicated to a configurable number of servers. A partition has a single server that is called leader and
zero or more servers which function as followers. Leader processes all requests for reading and writing
partitions, and followers passively replicate the leader. One of the followers will be elected as a new
leader if the current leader fails. Each Kafka server functions as a leader for some of its own partitions,
and as a follower for others, therefore, the load in the cluster is well balanced.
Kafka Streams is a client library for parallel processing and analyzing the input and output data
stored in Kafka. It can be used for computations described as a processing topology.
3. Organization of data transfer and storage
After performing different operations, it is necessary to store the obtained results. Apache Cassandra
[7] was selected for that as a NoSQL database management system. Cassandra has high scalability
and throughput for reading and writing operations, and it supports replications. It does not work with
SQL, but it has a similar language called CQL (Cassandra Query Language). A big advantage of
Cassandra is the ability to create reliable and fault-tolerant clusters. In addition, joining new
Cassandra instances to the cluster is very simple. Clients can access any cluster node for reading and
writing because all of them are equal, and data are consistent.
Raw data enter the system from different sources like network devices, antivirus programs,
firewalls, IDS/IPS. For receiving data from such sources, there is Kafka Connect [8], which is a tool
for scalable data transfer between Apache Kafka and other systems. It can be used to transfer large
volumes of data to or from Kafka. Kafka Connect can get the entire databases or collect data from
different application servers and put them into Kafka partitions. In addition, the export jobs can
transfer data from Kafka partitions to the external storages and query systems, or to the batch systems
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for offline analysis. Since the sources of data are different, for each of them, the separate Kafka
partition should be created.
Connector developed by DataMountaineer simplifies writing data to a Cassandra database [9]. It
converts values from Kafka Connect SinkRecords to JSON, and then asynchronously inserts records
into Cassandra tables. The connector can create secure connections over SSL. The selection of fields
and partition management are handled by KCQL (Kafka Connect Query Language).
The Spark Cassandra Connector library [10] was selected to implement a connection between
Spark and Cassandra. For data transferring, it is necessary to create StreamingContext and DStream
that will connect to nodes. The SparkConf object is used to configure StreamingContext. It is
necessary to set up the connection host, user name, and password for a Cassandra user. Any node of a
Cassandra cluster can be a connection host. The driver extracts cluster topology from the connection
host and can switch to the closest node in the same data center. Whenever any method is called that
requires access to Cassandra, the options from the SparkConf object are used to create a new
connection or to use an already opened one from the pool of connections. In addition, the Spark
Cassandra Connector can connect to several Cassandra clusters.
4. Correlation analysis
Events are consumed by application based on Spark Streaming. They have their own place in a
hierarchy, depending on the way of receiving events and their features (Figure 1). There are three large
classes of events: the events from SNMP, the events from Syslog, and others. Classes are divided into
subclasses, depending on the common features of events. Subclasses, in turn, can be divided again,
etc.
The Spark Streaming Application takes each received Kafka partition, performs filtering, converts
the data into classes of the hierarchy and saves them, after that a correlation analysis is performed.
At the next step, it is necessary to create rules for correlation analysis. There are many ways to
organize them. In our system, we use two of them – patterns and requests. A pattern is a set of rules
with some fields, which are filled in with the data from events. A request is similar to a pattern, but it
works with data streams. It can join, group by, filter, deduplicate, sort data, or pass events through
sliding windows. The window saves events to aggregate, join, and match them against particular
patterns or subqueries. It defines which subset of events should be saved. For example, the data
window saves the last N events, and the time window – the events during the last N seconds. In
addition, in a pattern or a request, the reaction can be defined, that is, the action which should be
performed when the data match the conditions. The simplest reaction is a notification of an
administrator about suspicious activity, for example, by an e-mail message. However, there are more
radical opportunities such as port closing, launching programs or running scripts (for example, to
shape the traffic during DDoS attacks).

Figure 1. The hierarchy of events.
The pattern fields can be different, for example, such as the event category, the IP address of its
source, the type of source device, the port number, the time thresholds, etc. The selection of the fields
required for the analysis is based on available data. For example, an SNMP protocol data unit includes
IP and UDP headers, protocol version, password, type of unit, request id, error status, error index, and
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variable bindings. A Syslog message consists of a header, structured-data, and a text. The header
contains information on facility, severity, protocol version of Syslog, timestamp, host name,
application name, system process id, and message type. Knowing how the messages of these protocols
are formed, it is possible to extract necessary fields using regular expressions. For each event type, a
special regular expression is used, which captures the necessary data from the raw message of the
event source. The following method creates a new event.
create event ExampleEvent: Event {
severity: " severitygroup",
datetime: " datetimegroup",
hostname: " hostnamegroup",
appname: " appnamegroup",
type: " typegroup",
message: " messagegroup",
}
Here double quotes indicate the names of groups from the regular expression.
In addition to the usual method of event creation, there are more intended to the events of certain
types. It is for the convenience of the users.
create event SNMPEvent: Event {
create event SyslogEvent: Event {
destination_address:"destination_addressgroup",
facility: " facilitygroup",
source_address: " source_addressgroup",
severity: " severitygroup",
type_of_service: " type_of_servicegroup",
datetime: " datetimegroup",
sourse_port: " sourse_portgroup",
hostname: " hostnamegroup",
destination_port: " destination_portgroup",
appname: " appnamegroup",
pdu-type: " pdu-typegroup",
type: " typegroup",
error-status: " error-statusgroup"
message: " messagegroup"
}
}
The rules look similar to SQL queries. Firstly, the keyword “select” is used in the begging of the
rule. Then the selection from the required group of events is specified after the keyword “from”.
According to SQL principles, “where” can be used to specify a condition. All logical operations
(“and”, “or”, “not”) should be supported. In addition, it is possible to specify the time duration within
the events should happen, or the time interval between them (“timer”). Then, it is possible to use
grouping (“groupby”) or sorting (“orderby”). After that, the reaction is specified (“then” with “msg” or
“block”).
The following example is the selection of the alert time, the host IP address, the severity and the
category of all incidents from the pattern, except for those which source IP address is “192.168.100”
or “192.168.1.101”, grouped by source IP address:
select alert_time, host_ip, severity, category from pattern
[pattern eventA=antivirus -> eventB=scanning_hosts (eventA.src_ip = eventB.host_ip)
where timer within 60]
where src_ip not “192.168.1.100” or not “192.168.1.101”
groupby src_ip.
The pattern is specified in square brackets. It starts with the keyword “pattern”, then two events
(“eventA” and “eventB”) are specified with their types after the equal sign “=”. The sign “->” indicates
that the events are sequential. Further, the fields of these events are specified in parentheses. In this
example, “src_ip” of “eventA” should be equal to “host_ip” of “eventB”. This condition should be
satisfied within 60 seconds, so the events will be identified as an incident. In addition, it is possible to
use a previously saved pattern by specifying its name in the square brackets. The Web interface of the
system should has the opportunities for editing and adding correlation rules.
5. Concept of a system for collection and primary analysis of security events and inсidents in
large corporate networks
Firstly, it is necessary to collect as much data as possible about the security events in computer
networks. As it was already mentioned above, data are collected using the Syslog and SNMP
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protocols. Information about other events that they do not cover can be collected using special tools,
for example, IDS Suricata. All data are converted into JSON format. Tools used for data transmission
support this format.
The SNMP agents collect information on devices and send it to the SNMP server (Figure 2). In
addition, there are two ways for transmission of the collected information: the request-response and
the trap. In the second case, the agent unilaterally sends messages to the server.

Figure 2. The interaction between the SNMP
server and the agents.

Figure 3. The Syslog data collection using
rsyslog servers.

The data obtained using the Syslog protocol are collected by rsyslog servers (Figure 3). HaProxy is
used for load balancing and availability. In order for the rsyslog server to transmit data to the Kafka
servers, it is necessary to install the special plugin omkafka and to change the configuration file
“rsyslog.conf” by adding the template for converting messages from Syslog to JSON format [11].
Information from the sources collected by Suricata is transmitted to the database using Kafka [12]
(Figure 4). For each type of event source, Kafka servers should have the separate partition, which
processes events of a particular source in parallel with other partitions (in this case, “sur-topic” for
Suricata, “rsl-topic” for Syslog, and “snmp-topic” for SNMP). All received raw events in JSON format
are stored in the database, from which they are extracted by the Spark application. It converts, filters,
and aggregates events, after that it performs the correlation analysis. The correlation rules are loaded
from separate storage. All the results are saved in a separate database. If incidents are detected, the
reaction module, according to the rules, alerts the administrator or blocks the malware activity on
network devices or hosts. The Web interface of the system should provide many opportunities for
users including authorization, generation and viewing of reports, editing and adding correlation rules.

Figure 4. The architecture of the system for the collection and primary analysis of security events and
incidents in the large corporate networks.
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6. Experiments
The test bed was assembled to check the efficiency of the proposed approach and measure its
performance parameters. Figure 5 shows the logical scheme of the test bed and reveals some details
about the physical part of the infrastructure and its parameters.
The data were generated by IDS Suricata installed on two servers, which were attacked by
malicious traffic from the system based on the Metasploit Framework. Thus, the accuracy of the IDS
responses and the performance of storing data in Cassandra were simultaneously checked. For stresstesting, the logging details were chosen as the most verbosity, and the events were described in JSON
format in the size of 20-22 Kb.
We used a private cloud based on OpenNebula 5.4.6 and 6x Intel Xeon X5670 48 Gb RAM servers
for the experiments. Virtual machines were created using KVM. Their virtual disks used the writeback policy of local caching. Physical disks inside the nodes were connected via iSCSI to the SAN
based on OpenMediaVault, where RAID-Z was configured on the ZFS system with the cache on
SSDs. SAN network was 2x10GbE per node (2 nodes), the MTU was set to 9000.
The volume of generated data is 81958 poorly structured events in a mixed text/JSON format
(Syslog) with the total size of 1703 Gb. The primary data were being saved in a single input table with
which Spark worked later to structure them. That data were being written back to Cassandra to
another keyspace. The structure of the data was generated in advance based on a preliminary analysis
of the raw data fields.
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Traffic copy via SPAN

Structured data
Security Operation Center –
OpenNebula based

Write back cache
Block iSCSI Semi-structured data

Semi-structured data

10GbE network
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Figure 5. The architecture of the test bed.
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Figure 6. The write throughput for experiments.
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Each experiment started with a clean system with removed data and cleared caches. We measured
the performance of write throughput of the system with different values of replication factor for
keyspace, partition batch size, and chunk size for Cassandra connector. Data were saved to volume
mounted as “/var/lib/cassandra”. It was used as a storage, but in some experiments, additionally, we
used the directly mounted NFS disks to test common cases. In order to compare the performance with
the traditional approach for data storage, the series of experiments were conducted on the same virtual
nodes but using PostgreSQL as a data storage. The first series of experiments (with Cassandra) used
the text format for all fields, the second one (with PostgreSQL) – JSONB for the data produced in this
format. In addition, both volume and NFS disks were used as storage. The results are shown in Table 1
and in Figure 6.
The left graph of Figure 6 shows the average throughput of successful writing requests of large
(>20Kb) rows for all experiments from Table 1. The right graph is the distribution histogram for 11
buckets of the write throughput aggregated over all experiments. Aggregated results are presented
separately for experiments with Cassandra and PostgreSQL. According to this graph, there is a
noticeable difference in distributions – PostgreSQL has a higher rate of requests with high throughput.
In Figure 6, we use big-event/s units to distinguish the idea of a classic event for security system
(several hundreds of bytes) from the full description of the security event, especially generated by
IDS.
Table 1. The results of experiments.
Experiment
title

Cassandra-1
Cassandra-2
Cassandra-3
Cassandra-4
Cassandra-5
Cassandra-6
Cassandra-7
Cassandra-8
Cassandra-9
Postgres-1
Postgres-2
Postgres-3

Postgres-4

Storage engine

Replication
factor

Batch
size

Chunk
size

Number of
parallel
processes
2

Average
write
throughput,
events/s
284

Average
write
throughput,
Mbit/s
50.7

Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over volume
Cassandra
over NFS
PostgreSQL
over volume
PostgreSQL
over NFS
PostgreSQL
over volume
and
JSONB
fields
PostgreSQL
over NFS and
JSONB fields

2

5

3

1

5

3

2

286.1

47.9

1

5

3

1

133.9

23.9

1

5

3

3

413.3

73.8

2

5

4

1

115.3

20.6

2

5

3

3

178.8

31.9

1

3

2

2

88.4

15.8

2

3

2

2

100.9

18

1

3

2

2

232

41.4

2

-

-

1

753.7

134.6

2

-

-

1

510.1

91.1

2

-

-

1

552.8

98.7

2

-

-

1

422.1

75.4

The experiments, which used a volume, showed greater performance due to more optimal caching
and file system operation than the experiments with data storage based on NFS on the same server.
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The number of replicas for Cassandra affects the write throughput less than the number of parallel
writing processes. The batch and chunk sizes affect more due to the shorter transactions of the
connector. At the same time, PostgreSQL showed significantly better performance, even when using
JSONB type to store the part of data fields. However, the data integrity and consistency are guaranteed
by the relational model of PostgreSQL, and replications are configured several times more flexible.
7. Conclusion
Thus, we proposed the concept of a distributed system for collection and primary analysis of security
events and incidents in the networks. It is able to extract events from different sources in the entire
network, process them, and output results in a convenient format. The system works with real-time
streaming data, which is surely its main advantage. Such a solution is suitable for large corporate
networks, and due to the high scalability of its components, it can work with big data.
In the future, the functions of the system can be extended by new types of analysis, optimization,
and by adding as many event sources as possible.
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Abstract. In this article, the idea of creating web-applications is considered by the example of
developing a multiuser web-interface for the automated search for roots of non-linear equations in
the Django package. The automated system is implemented in the Python programming language.
It is proposed to create a web application based on a client-server technology, where the client part
implements the user interface, forms queries to the server and processes the responses from it. The
server part receives the request from the client, performs necessary calculations, then forms a web
page and sends it to the client online. The developed application is designed for nonlinear
equations systems solution. The system has the ability to save solutions on the server and the PC,
and to visualize the step-by-step solution and plotting. The system efficiency was tested on real
data.

1. Introduction
There are many physical systems, which are nonlinear in nature. Sometimes it is possible to describe the
operation of a physical system by a linear model, but in analyzing the behavior of any physical system,
one often encounters situations where the linearized model is inadequate or inaccurate; that is the time
when the system of nonlinear system should be introduced and solved [1].
Indeed, systems of nonlinear equations arise in many domains of practical importance such as
engineering, mechanics, medicine, chemistry, and robotics [2]. Numerous examples from all branches of
the sciences are given in [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Thus, the nonlinearity in all shapes and forms is at
the heart of many of the 21st century challenges to science as we try to extend the scientific framework
beyond its dependency upon linear systems theory to find new ways to embrace the complex world we
live in on its own irregular and imperfect terms. Contrary to linear systems, in the nonlinear systems the
principle of superposition fails meaning that they are needed to be approached as a whole, since the output
of the system might be greater or less than sum of its part due to synergy or interference of relationships
between system elements. There are several methods to solve systems of nonlinear equations, which are
covered in [10], [11]. The overview of these methods is briefly given in the Section 2 of this article.
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Since the solution of nonlinear systems heavily relies on the numerical computing, the importance of
the appropriate software arise. In applied science and engineering, e.g. when engineers analyze and design
nonlinear dynamical systems in electrical circuits, mechanical systems, control systems, and other
disciplines, there is a need to use a wide range of nonlinear analysis tools. Despite the fact that these tools
have developed rapidly since the mid-1990s, the solution of nonlinear systems is still largely a tough
challenge [7]. For the large-scale problems having very high computational complexity the issue of the
computational power and large memory requirements arise for some numerical methods, e.g. Newton’s
method [2].
With the rapid development of internet and cloud services, there is a noticeable shift from desktop
applications towards web and mobile applications. The journey from legacy internal servers and software
to cloud-based compute, storage and memory will no happen overnight. Nor will it be without unique
challenges. But as more and more the community is realizing, that these new opportunities with cloud
services are just too good to ignore [12].
The big drawback of desktop native programs is their high cost and the need to be installed on each
computer, which is inconvenient, for example, in large companies involved in engineering calculations.
Another disadvantage is the use of outdated solution methods, which leads to a large time investment in
solving resource-intensive tasks [13], [14], [15]. Currently, there is a trend to move a large amount of
software into the form of web applications.
However, existing analogues have a large number of options for solving computational problems, but
they have several disadvantages. For example, in the WolframAlpha system, the user can only set a
limited number of non-linear equations and cannot control the minimum and maximum parameters. The
developed system is able to solve as many equations as possible, even if the system as a whole is
indefinite, that is, the number of equations in it is less than variables.
This paper is organized as follows in Sections 2 the current status of nonlinear methods and tools is
described, in Section 3 the comparison of native and web application is highlighted, in Sections 4,5 and 6
the concept, structure and impact of the developed web application is shown, in Section 7 the conclusion
is given.
2. Methods for solving of nonlinear systems
Most popular methods for solving nonlinear systems are local. A local method is an iterative scheme that
converges if the initial approximation is close enough to a particular solution. Frequently, we are also able
to prove rate of convergence results for the methods, which tell something about the asymptotic velocity
of convergence of the process. Fortunately, in many practical cases the domain of convergence of local
methods is large, so that these methods are useful. However, when the initial estimate of the solution is
very poor, local methods must be modified in order to improve their global convergence properties. In
general, global methods are modifications of local methods which would ensure the solution even with the
poor initial conditions [11].
The local methods are:
 Newton’s method [11]
 Quasi-Newton Methods [11], [16], [17], [18], [19]
 Inexact-Newton Methods [11]
 Decomposition method [11]
The main procedures currently used for globalization are:
 Optimization [11], [20], incl. multiobjective [2]
 Homotopies [11], [21]
There is no numerical method that can guarantee finding all the roots to a general system of equations
in finite time. Most numerical solution techniques are based on Newton's method [3], [11]. Each iteration
of Newton's method consists of computing the Jacobian matrix at a feasible point and solving a linear
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system which approximates the original system at that point. The solution to the linear system is used as
the starting point in the next iteration. Another class of numerical methods transforms the system into an
optimization problem. In a strategy based on trust regions [2], [11], at each iteration a convex quadratic
function is minimized to determine the next feasible point to step to. The convex quadratic function is the
squared norm of the original system plus a linear function multiplied by the Jacobian matrix. There is also
the approach of homotopy methods, sometimes referred to as continuation methods [11], [22]. This
approach begins with a `starting' system of equations (not the true system). whose solution is known. This
starting system is gradually transformed to the original system. At each stage, the current system is solved
to find a starting solution for the next stage system. The idea is that as the system changes, the solutions
trace out a path from a solution of the starting system to a solution of the original system. At each stage,
the current system is normally solved by a Newton-type method, again making use of the Jacobian.
Problems with this approach include not all paths converging to a finite solution. With all of the above
numerical methods for solving nonlinear systems of equations, derivative information is assumed to be
available.
Luckily, for the most problems where the number of equations is large, the Jacobian is structurally
sparse. This means that most entries of Jacobian are zero for all x in the domain of nonlinear system.
Sparsity is a particular case of the more general notion of structure. Jacobian matrices can be symmetric,
antisymmetric, positive definite, combination of other matrices with some particular structure, etc. Many
times we can take advantage of particular structures of Jacobian in order to obtain efficient algorithms for
solving the nonlinear system [11], [23], [24], [25], [26].
3. Native, web or hybrid app
The process of choosing a development approach for a scientific, financial or engineering application
(hereafter referred to as an “app”), namely native, web or hybrid, entails many parameters, such as budget,
project timeframe, target audience and app functionality to name a few. Each approach carries inherent
benefits and limitations, and finding the one that best addresses the organization’s needs could be a
challenging task [27].
Native apps have binary executable files that are downloaded directly to the device and stored locally.
The installation process can be initiated by the user or, in some cases, by the IT department of the
organization. The native app is free to access all of the APIs that are made available by the OS vendor
and, in many cases, has unique features and functions that are typical of that specific mobile OS. To create
a native app, developers must write the source code (in human-readable form) and create additional
resources, then the source code is compiled in order to create an executable in binary form that can be
packaged along with the rest of the resources and made ready for distribution. These differences across
platforms result in one of the most critical disadvantages of the native development approach—code
written for one platform cannot be used on another, making the development and maintenance of native
apps for multiple OSs a very long and expensive undertaking.
The web apps are created to be run in modern powerful browsers which support many new HTML5
capabilities, Cascading Style Sheets 3 (CSS3) and advanced JavaScript. With recent advancements on this
front, HTML5 signals the transition of this technology from a “page-definition language” into a powerful
development standard for rich, browser-based applications. A few examples of the potential of HTML5
include advanced UI components, access to rich media types, geolocation services and offline availability.
Using these features and many more that are under development, developers are able to create advanced
applications, using nothing but web technologies. One of the most prominent advantages of a web app is
its multiplatform support and low cost of development [27].
The hybrid approach combines native development with web technology. Using this approach,
developers write significant portions of their application in cross-platform web technologies, while
maintaining direct access to native APIs when required [27].
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Currently, there is a trend to move a large amount of software into the form of web and hybrid apps.
This trend is widespread thanks to the following benefits:
 all program logic of the application is located on the server, in contrast to ordinary software,
where the application logic is located on each user's computer. This allows to solve the problem of
copyright infringement and illegal copying, since the user in reality does not receive a copy of the
application, as before. All that the user receives is the program interface;
 to work with a large number of different applications, only a browser and Internet access are
required;
 there is no problem accessing the web application, since it can be obtained at anytime, anywhere;
 it is possible to work with applications not only from a computer, but also from a smartphone or
other gadgets with Internet access;
 when working with web applications, there is no need to download large installation files of
programs and store their data on your computer;
 program update at making any introductions occurs simultaneously for all users.
Also, based on recent events related to the WannaCry virus, it was proved that it is necessary to use
software that is as isolated as possible from the influence of third-party organizations and is fully
controlled by the software company that uses it.
One of the main advantages of web applications is that the application is completely independent of
which operating system is installed on the user's computer, that is, it can be considered cross-platform.
Also, a great advantage over local applications can be considered the lack of the need to install and
configure software – everything you need is already installed on the servers and configured by the
developers. Due to the fact that the only copy of the application is on the server, and only the developer
has access to it, there is no need to solve problems related to illegal copying of software. For developers, a
positive thing is that when updates are released, they are immediately available to all users and they do not
need to worry about compatibility.
The only visible disadvantage of web applications is that they cannot be used without Internet access.
4. Concept
The relevance of the paper lies in the fact that the developed web application will be used to solve
engineering tasks in a company. The system may also be relevant for students and teachers of technical
subjects, engineers working with large calculations.
In line with the above requirements, the web app is an online application. It has a graphical user
interface and no programming capacity is required for accessing solving the systems of nonlinear
equations, conducting data analysis, and building plots. The app has been optimized for low Internet
bandwidths and connectivity, with a light interface that is less than 1.5 MB and that is transferred to the
client when the application loads in a browser. The app has been developed following interoperability
standards. To achieve smooth and fast display of information, the app architecture is composed of a stack
of existing open source libraries and in-house developed functions.
In terms of user management system, the app features multiple and flexible user access levels to its
tools. Each user is assigned a role of “public”, or “admin”. A role defines the access to the application’s
different components.
The significance of the app is that it connects the contemporary methods of solving nonlinear equations
running in background with the modern scalable and cross-platform GUI with a high level of accessibility.
5. Methods and solutions
Web application consists of client and server parts, thereby implementing the client-server technology
[13]. The client part implements the user interface, forms requests to the server and processes responses
from it. The server part receives a request from the client, performs calculations, then generates a web
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page and sends it to the client over the network using the HTTP protocol. Figure 1 shows the architecture
of a web application using a database.

Figure 1. Architecture of a web application using a database.
The web application itself can act as a client of other services, e.g., a database or another web
application located on another server. Currently a new approach is gaining popularity which is developing
web applications called Ajax. While using Ajax pages, web applications do not reload entirely, but only
load the necessary data from the server, which makes them more interactive and productive [14], [28].
Also of great popularity is the WebSocket technology, which does not require constant requests from
the client to the server, but creates a bidirectional connection, in which the server can send data to the
client without a request from the latter. Thus, it is possible to dynamically manage content in real time.
To create web applications on the server side, a variety of technologies and any programming
languages that can output to a standard console are used [14], [15].
This article discusses the problems of creating a multi-user web-interface software for automated
search for the roots of nonlinear equations systems [29], [30], implemented in the Python programming
language.
The system for solving nonlinear equations implements a new algorithm based on matrices, which,
unlike standard solvers, allows us to analyze the system of equations and find a step-by-step solution to
the system. First, all the parameters that can be calculated directly are found, then subsystems are
determined and solved, then the algorithm is repeated recursively. This approach makes it possible to
reduce the calculation time of large systems and increase the stability of their solution, since instead of a
large number of parameters at each stage, only those that are necessary and amenable to calculation are
sought. The search algorithm is completed if all solutions are found or there is insufficient data to
calculate the remaining variables.
The purpose of this work was to develop a web application that produces a solution of nonlinear
equations systems on the server [31].
To achieve this purpose it is necessary to solve the following tasks:
1. Application integration on the server. The implemented algorithm for solving systems of
nonlinear equations and associated files must be fully stored on a remote server.
2. Creating a user interface. A web application should implement a universal algorithm for
solving nonlinear equation systems, have a friendly interface that allows the user to enter
equations manually, load equation systems from a computer and save the results.
3. Differentiation of access rights to the system. Access to work with the web application is
provided only to authorized users.
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4. Visualization of the solution of the system. For clarity, the application should display the
course of solving a system of nonlinear equations and build graphs.
5. Data storage and access. The system should allow saving user-defined equations in the
database and provide access to them when entering the account.
6. Loading and saving systems of nonlinear equations and their solutions. The system should be
able to load nonlinear equations systems from the user's computer in a text format and save the
report as a pdf document.
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the simulated system objects.
The subsystem for solving systems of nonlinear equations is implemented in the Python programming
language. Python is an optimal programming language for solving math problems that require large
calculations. The language supports the possibility of programming within the framework of the OOP
model, but does not oblige to do this if it is not necessary.
In addition to the many included in the standard set of libraries, the Python language has easy access to
third-party libraries, which is another important advantage of Python. In particular, such libraries as
pandas, sympy, numpy, etc. were used to solve the systems of nonlinear equations in this project.
To solve “garbage” removal problem, gc module and gc.collect () command were used, which allows
to release resources.

Figure 2. A diagram of the simulated system objects.
To describe the client part of the system, JavaScript was chosen, which is an object-oriented scripting
language and interacts through an interface called Document Object Model (DOM) with content that can
be executed on the server side (web servers) and on the client side in the web the user's browser when
browsing web pages. Many web sites use client-side JavaScript technology to create powerful dynamic
web.
JavaScript has several types of embedded objects, namely Object, Array, String, Number, Boolean,
Function, Date and Math. Other objects belong to DOM objects (windows, forms, links, etc.).
Figure 3 shows the flow diagram of the system being developed. By defining the functions of the
constructor, you can define objects. JavaScript is an object-oriented language based on prototypes. You
can add additional properties and methods to individual objects after they have been created. For this, for
all instances of a particular type of object, you can use a prototype – a statement.
Notepad ++ was chosen as the development environment. It is a free open source text editor for
Windows with syntax highlighting for a large number of programming languages and markup. Supports
opening more than 100 formats. Based on the Scintilla component, written in C ++ using STL, as well as
the Windows API and distributed under the GNU General Public License. The basic functionality of the
program can be extended both by plugins and third-party modules, such as compilers and preprocessors.
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The environment was chosen due to the fact that it is free software that completely provides the
necessary functionality to accomplish the task.
The application was developed using the Django framework, the programming language Python 3.0, in
the Notepad ++ environment.
Traefik is used to manage user load. This is a balance proxy and load balancer. It creates a copy of the
system calculation service, if the service load is more than the calculated one.
The application designed by the authors allows the user to:
 solve systems of nonlinear equations downloaded from the user's computer;
 solve systems of nonlinear equations manually entered into the system;
 save solutions to the server;
 download solutions in a pdf format;
 build graphs;
 describe own functions;
 show the progress of the decision

Figure 3. Flow diagram of the system being developed.
6. Results and application
A registered user has access to all functions of the system through the use of the relevant sections of the
solution page, which is divided into 3 main parts: the equation input area, the solution display area, the file
system operation area. The computational part of the program is based on the algorithm for solving
systems of nonlinear equations, developed by a postgraduate student at the University of Stuttgart, I.A.
Zhdanov. This algorithm uses the advantages of Jacobian sparsity and breaks down, if it is feasible, a
whole nonlinear system into the series of independent nonlinear subsystems and explicit nonlinear
equations. The system solutions are presented in a matrix form. Figure 4 shows a screen of the developed
web application.
The following is an example of the developed web application. Figure 5 shows an example of an input
file with a list of calculated parameters, as well as the type of system of nonlinear equations.
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Figure 4. Screen of the web application for solving a system of nonlinear equations.

Figure 5. An example of an input file with a list of calculated parameters and the type of the nonlinear
system.
Here is one of a simple example of solving a nonlinear system, where it is offered to solve the
following system of equations
𝑥2 + 𝑦2 = 1
�
(𝑥 − 2)2 + (𝑦 − 1)2 = 4
The solution of this system of nonlinear equation are 2 points of circles intersection and it is shown in
Figure 6.
There are some artificial problems which are widely used to test the solver of nonlinear equations [32].
Among them are:
 Powell’s badly scaled problem
 Powell’s singular function
 The ‘Box- problem’ etc.
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Figure 6. Example of solving a nonlinear system.
7. Conclusion
As a result, the paper shows the advantages of developing a multi-user web-interface of the system as a
tool for the effective use of mathematical packages for solving engineering problems.
It is proposed to create a web application based on a client-server technology, where the client side
implements the user interface, generates requests to the server and processes the responses from it, the
server part receives the request from the client, performs the necessary calculations, then generates a web
page and sends it to the client over the network.
The advantages of using this approach compared to common software are shown. The program logic of
the application is located on the server, which allows to solve the problem of copyright infringement and
illegal copying. In addition, updates to the program with the introduction of any innovations occur
simultaneously for all users.
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Abstract. The article provides a formal description of fuzzy ontologies and features of the
representation of elements of fuzzy axioms in FuzzyOWL notation. An ontological model for
assessing the state of helicopter units has been developed. According to the proposed approach,
the summarizing of the state of a complex technical system is carried out by means of an
inference based on a fuzzy ontology. As part of this work, experiments were conducted to
search for anomalous situations and search for possible faulty helicopter units using the
developed approach to the integration of fuzzy time series and fuzzy ontology. The proposed
approach of hybridization of fuzzy time series and fuzzy ontologies made it possible to reliably
recognize anomalous situations with a certain degree of truth, and to find possible faulty
aggregates corresponding to each anomalous situation.

1. Introduction
The uncertainty of data and information incompleteness is an inalienable part of any complex
technical system, in which the functioning quality of processes depends on a person. In the analysis,
modeling, and design of such systems, a large distribution was obtained by expert systems that use
experience and knowledge of the expert.
Expert assessments represent the qualitative aspect of the system element being evaluated and are
presented in linguistic form.
Currently, the inference methodology of expert assessments based on the subject ontologies that
play the role of a knowledge base in decision support systems (DSS) is used in various subject areas,
including in the field of situational control in the energy sector [1], designing complex diagnostic
systems [2], etc. Also, ontologies have been used as a knowledge base of intelligent risk prevention
systems in the context of heterogeneous information for the complex technical systems critical
infrastructure design phase [3].
Despite the application breadth, the classical languages of ontology and semantic networks, which
are usually used to summarize and characterize the features of a subject domain, cannot be used to
solve uncertainties and inaccuracies in the knowledge inherent in most real world applications in this
area.
Fuzzy set theory, as well as fuzzy logic, is formalism suitable for processing incomplete
knowledge, therefore ontologies based on such logic are adequate means of formalization.
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One of the most effective solutions for representing a knowledge base in the context of accounting
for fuzziness and uncertainty in human reasoning and evaluations in the DSS is a representation in the
form of fuzzy ontologies. For example, fuzzy ontologies are used in such systems as disease diagnosis
systems [4-6], fuzzy search engines [7, 8], knowledge systems based on group decision making about
the importance of data [9], etc. In most cases, such systems operate with facts objects or terms that are
described in natural language and contain the features of the considered domain [10, 11].
Fuzzy time series (FTS) is a way to obtain expert assessments that satisfy the conditions for
completeness, consistency, and adequacy [12].
One of the main areas of application for FTS is process diagnostics. Diagnosis is the process by
which a search for problems in the system occurs: defects, anomalies, faults, or lack thereof. When
solving problems of diagnostics of complex technical systems, the state of which is determined by the
data set in the form of FTS, it is advisable to apply methods for comparing the dynamics of processes
with the expected or required dynamics.
Therefore an urgent task requiring a systemic solution is the interpretation of the results of the
analysis in the form of expert assessments. To summarize the results obtained in the analysis of FTS, a
system of rules is usually applied, which are stored in the knowledge base of the expert system. The
knowledge base for solving this problem is ontologies and similar graph forms of knowledge
representation and storage, which allow to take into account the semantic features of the object of the
specified subject area, and not only their inference [13, 14].
Interpretation of the extracted comparisons in the form of expert assessments, the values of which
are presented in the form of semantic units that correspond to certain classes of fuzzy ontology, taking
into account the deviations between the current and the required FTS, can be obtained by solving the
problem of integrating FTS and fuzzy ontology. Thus, the purpose of this work is the development of
algorithms and models for the integration of fuzzy ontologies and FTS in the tasks of diagnosing
complex technical systems.
2. Fuzzy time series and fuzzy ontology model
The models and algorithms for analyzing and forecasting the FTS are described in detail in [15, 16].
At present, the basic notation of the fuzzy ontology representation is the FuzzyOWL standard [17-20].
Formally FuzzyOWL-ontology is:
I = (If , Cf , Pf , Af , Df , Qf , Lf , Modf ),
where If is an Individual that simply represents an individual of the vocabulary; Cf is a Concept that
represents a fuzzy concept of the vocabulary:
C f = {C fA , C Cf } ,
A
C
where C f are Abstract Concepts, C f - Concrete Concepts; Pf is Property that represents a fuzzy
role:
Pf = {PfA , PfC } ,
A

where Pf
axioms:

C
are Object Properties, Pf are Datatype Properties; Df is Axiom that represents the

D f = { A fABox , ATBox
, A RBox
},
f
f
ABox
is the Abox that contains role assertions between individuals and membership
where A f
TBox
A
f
is the Tbox that contains assertions about concepts such as subsumption and
assertions,
RBox
is the RBox that contains assertions about roles and role hierarchies. Some of the
equivalence, A f
axioms are subclasses of FuzzyAxiom, which indicates that the axiom is not either true or false, but
that it is true to some extent.
Of is Degree that represents a degree which can be added to an instance of FuzzyAxiom:
Of ={LDf , MDf, NDf , Varf },
where LDf are Linguistic Degrees, MDf are Modifier Degrees, NDf are Numeric Degrees, Varf are
Variables.
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Lf is Fuzzy Logic represents different families of fuzzy operators that can be used to give different
semantics to the logic.
L f = {LLuk
, LZad
, LGoed
, LPrf od } ,
f
f
f
Luk
Zad
where L f is the fuzzy operators logic of Lukasiewicz, L f is the fuzzy operators logic of Zadeh,
Pr od
LGoed
f
is the fuzzy operators logic of Goedel, L f
is the fuzzy operators of produc logic.
Modf is Fuzzy Modifier that represents a fuzzy modifier, which can be used to modify the
membership function of a fuzzy concept or a fuzzy role. Current subclasses are Linear Fuzzy Modifier
and Triangular Fuzzy Modifier.
Table 1 shows the elements of fuzzy axioms FuzzyOWL, as well as their possible representation.

№ Element

1

LDf – Linguistic
Degrees

4

MDf – Modifier
Degrees
NDf – Numeric
Degrees
Varf – Variables

5

Lf – Fuzzy Logic

6

Modf – Fuzzy
Modifier

2
3

Table 1. Elements of Fuzzy Axioms in FuzzyOWL.
Possible values
Representation in FuzzyOWL

«high», «above
average», «low»

<AnnotationAssertion>
<AnnotationProperty IRI="#fuzzyLabel"/>
<IRI>#HighLoad</IRI>
<Literal
datatypeIRI="&rdf;PlainLiteral">fuzzyOwl2
fuzzyType="datatype";
Datatype type="rightshoulder"; a="15.0";
b="30.0";/fuzzyOwl2</Literal>
</AnnotationAssertion>

«very», «not very»

type="modified" modifier="very"

0≤ND≤1

Degree Value=0,6

a, b,c, k1, k2
Zadeh, Lukasiewicz
Goedel and Product

b="30.0";

Linear, Triangular

<Datatype type="triangular" a="32.0"
b="41.0" c="50.0" />

hasSemantics="Zadeh"

3. Subject Area
Consider the use of the integration approach of FTS and fuzzy ontologies in solving the problem of
diagnosing the state of a helicopter. Diagnostics of a helicopter consists in checking its units in order
to establish their exploitation and the possibility of using the helicopter.
The result of the diagnosis will be assessment values of physical quantities key indicators. The
main goal is to assess the danger of values. To solve this problem, it is necessary to construct models
of the behavior of the selected nodes and make conclusions about the health of the nodes by using the
models. Models are built at expert base of assessment about the conduct of a particular component.
Table 2 show the parameters of the membership functions used for construct the FTS (Table 2).
Thus 5 fuzzy labels are defined for each physical quantity. The task of analyzing technical time
series is reduced to the task of searching for anomalous situations in TS of main gearbox and engine
propulsion system physical quantities indicators [21, 22]. The analysis is a sequence of the following
steps:
1. Formation of FTS on the basis of the received information on the values of key physical
quantities after the end of helicopter flight.
2. Search known abnormal situations in the resulting FTS.
3. Determination of the correct operation of the nodes. Work is incorrect if at least one abnormal
situation.
The fuzzy ontology was developed for experiments. The developed FuzzyOWL ontology has a
hierarchical structure and includes 55 classes, eight object properties, 40 data types.
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Table 2. Parameters of the membership function.
Range
Very little Little
Good
Big
Very big
boundaries
Exhaust gases
0-1000
a<100
a=100
a=350
a=600
a=720
temperature, °C
b=200
b=275
b=560
b=700
b=800
c=200.5
c=350.5 c=600.5 c=720.5
c>1000
Engine oil
0-150
a<0
a=10
a=20
a=80
a=120
temperature, °C
b=5
b=15
b=30
b=100
b=135
c=10.5
c=20.5
c=60.5
c=120.5
c>150
Engine oil pressure, 0-20
a<0
a=2.0
a=5.00
a=10
a=15.2
kgf/cm2
b=1
b=3.5
b=8
b=12
b=17.5
c=2.05
c=5.05
c=10.5
c=15.5
c>20
Main gearbox oil
0-100
a<0
a=10
a=20
a=50
a=80
temperature, °C
b=5
b=15
b=35
b=70
b=90
c=10.5
c=20.5
c=50.5
c=80.5
c>100
Main gearbox oil
0-8
a<0
a=2.0
a=3.45
a=4.50
a=7.5
pressure, kgf/cm2
b=1
b=2.5
b=4
b=5
b=7.8
c=2.05
c=3.5
c=4.55
c=7.55
c>8
Table 3 contains objects properties of the used in the work (OP - oil pressure, EGT - exhaust gas
temperature, OT - oil temperature, PP - power plant).
Physical parameter

Table 3. Property of objects.
Property
Domain
Range
has OP main gearbox
main gearbox
OP main gearbox
has OP left engine
PP gearbox
OP PP gearbox
has OP right engine
PP gearbox
OP PP gearbox
has EGT left engine x
PP gearbox
EGT PP gearbox
has EGT right engine
PP gearbox
EGT PP gearbox
has OT main gearbox
main gearbox
OT main gearbox
has OT left engine
PP gearbox
OT PP gearbox
has OT right engine
PP gearbox
OT PP gearbox
Property declaration example for «hasOPMainGearbox»
<SubObjectPropertyOf>
<ObjectProperty IRI="# hasOPMainGearbox"/>
<ObjectProperty IRI="owl:topObjectProperty"/>
</SubObjectPropertyOf>
<ObjectPropertyDomain>
<ObjectProperty IRI="# hasOPMainGearbox"/>
<Class IRI="#MainGearbox"/>
</ObjectPropertyDomain>
<ObjectPropertyRange>
<ObjectProperty IRI="# hasOPMainGearbox"/>
<Class IRI="#OTMainGearbox"/>
</ObjectPropertyRange>

In addition, 40 data types were allocated: 5 fuzzy labels for 8 variants of relationships. The data
type parameters correspond to the parameters of the membership function. The type of membership
function in all data types was chosen triangular. Example of declaring a data type in FuzzyOWL
notation:
<AnnotationAssertion>
<AnnotationProperty IRI="#fuzzyLabel"/>
<IRI>#BigOPMainGearbox </IRI>
<Literal datatypeIRI="&rdf;PlainLiteral">
<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="datatype">
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<Datatype type="triangular" a="4.50" b="5" c="7.5" />
</fuzzyOwl2>
</Literal>
</AnnotationAssertion>

As an object of experiments, time series for the diagnostics of helicopter units and the fuzzy
ontology of the helicopter units design were investigated. In the course of these experiments, the fuzzy
time series and fuzzy ontologies integration algorithms were used.
4. FTS and Fuzzy ontology integration system
A software system was developed to solve the problems of forming the inference of the
recommendation based on the integration of fuzzy time series and fuzzy ontologies. The software
system is written in C # on the .NET 4.5 platform. The system development was carried out in the
Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 environment. SQLite was used as the DBMS. The exchange protocol is
a function call to the SQLite library. This method simplifies the program and shortens the response
time. To store the database (definitions, tables, indexes, and the data itself), a single standard file is
used on the computer on which the program runs.
The expert develops a fuzzy ontology of the domain with the help of the ontology editor Protégé.
To check the adequacy and consistency of the ontology, the built-in Reasoner HermiT or FACT ++ is
used. The scheme of the used software package is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. FTS and Fuzzy-ontology integration system.
The user has the opportunity to conduct research using the developed integration system. A
prerequisite for obtaining an inference is to combine a time series with annotation properties. The
result of the study is the resulting list of abnormal situations and possible faulty helicopter units.
5. Experiments
Diagnostics of a helicopter consists in checking its units in order to establish their serviceability and
the possibility of operating the whole helicopter. The result of the diagnosis will be an assessment of
the values of key physical quantities. The main goal is to assess the danger of values. To check the
adequacy of the algorithm for integrating fuzzy time series and fuzzy ontology based on FuzzyOWL,
as well as the correctness of the software that implements this algorithm, a series of experiments were
conducted in which possible problem situations were performed. As part of the experiment, the
following actions were carried out:
1. The expert has developed a fuzzy ontology according to the FuzzyOWL standard. To build a
fuzzy ontology, the Protégé [23] editor with the connected FuzzyOWL Plugin [24] was used.
2. FuzzyOWL fuzzy ontology data types contain parameters of membership functions.
3. FuzzyOWL fuzzy ontology data types contain a binding to a specific class of ontology (Table 4).
The task of the experiments is to search for possible faulty helicopter units. The analysis represents
the sequence of the following steps:
1. the formation of TS on the basis of the obtained information on the values of key physical
quantities after running the machine;
2. search for defective helicopter units in the received TS;
3. determination of defective helicopter units.
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Datatype

VeryLittleEGTLeftEngine
Little EGTLeftEngine
GoodEGTLeftEngine
Big EGTLeftEngine
VeryBigEGTLeftEngine
VeryLittleOPMainGearbox
LittleOPMainGearbox
GoodOPMainGearbox
BigOPMainGearbox
VeryBigOPMainGearbox

Table 4. Data Type Descriptions.
Type of
Specific
a
membership
class
function
triangular
PP engine
100
triangular
PP engine
200
triangular
PP engine
350
triangular
PP engine
600
triangular
PP engine
720
triangular
main
0
gearbox
triangular
main
2.0
gearbox
triangular
main
3.45
gearbox
triangular
main
4.5
gearbox
triangular
main
7.5
gearbox

b

c

200
275
560
700
800
1

200.5
350.5
600.5
720.5
1000
2.05

2.5

3.5

4

4.55

5

7.55

7.8

8

A helicopter unit will be considered faulty if at least one abnormal situation is detected for a
physical quantity associated with a specific ontology class corresponding to the faulty unit.
The effectiveness of the diagnostic algorithm of technical systems can be evaluated when solving
the problem of modeling the behavior of helicopter units. The system should correctly identify
possible faulty helicopter units. To confirm the efficiency, it is necessary to analyze the data
characterizing the machines, both without defects and with possible defects, and then analyze the
information about the faulty units obtained by the system and received from an expert.
For the experiment, data were obtained on the run of the three machines, and data was generated
that simulates certain abnormal situations. Description of the time series is given in table 5.
Series Airplane
numbe number
1
210111
2
210111
3
210111
4
210111
5
240111
6
240111
7
240111
8
240111
9
250111
10
250111

Period

Table 5. Description of time series.
TVG1
TVG2 Pm1 Рm2 Pmp Tm1 Tm2 Tmp

15.09.205
16.09.205
30.09.205
12.04.205
11.09.205
12.09.205
13.11.204
11.08.204
22.01.204
23.01.204

739.59
757.29
503
536.85
176.43
176.57
483
479.13
189.72
193.3

258.85
256.93
227.78
520.93
178
178
448.85
0
206.22
209.22

2.3
2.4
7.4
7.6
0.8
0.8
6.4
6.4
0.8
0.8

0.8
0.8
0.8
6.6
0.8
0.8
5.6
5.4
1
1

0
0
1.8
4
0
0
3.4
3.3
1.6
1.6

58.1
57.1
47.5
53.9
42.5
42.5
49.5
51.6
52.5
52.5

59.2
59
51.3
56.5
46
46
51.9
55.1
55.5
55.5

29.3
29.3
29
35
31.3
31.3
23.5
29
24.5
24.5

The following designations are used: TVG1- left engine exhaust temperature, TVG2- right engine
exhaust temperature, Pm1 - left engine oil pressure, Pm2 - right engine oil pressure, Tm1 - left engine
oil temperature, Tm2 - right oil temperature engine, Pmp - oil pressure of the main gearbox, Tmp - oil
temperature of the main gearbox.
Experiments were conducted with ten-time series. The results of experiments are shown in Table 6.
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Period

TVG1 TVG2

Table 6. Experiment results.
Pm1 Рm2 Pmp Tm1 Tm2 Tmp Faulty part

15.09.2050 739.59 258.85

2.3

0.8

0

58.1 59.2 29.3

16.09.2050
30.09.2050
12.04.2052
11.09.2054
12.09.2054
13.11.2046
11.08.2047
22.01.2046
23.01.2046

2.4
7.4
7.6
0.8
0.8
6.4
6.4
0.8
0.8

0.8
0.8
6.6
0.8
0.8
5.6
5.4
1
1

0
1.8
4
0
0
3.4
3.3
1.6
1.6

57.1
47.5
53.9
42.5
42.5
49.5
51.6
52.5
52.5

757.29
503
536.85
176.43
176.57
483
479.13
189.72
193.3

256.93
227.78
520.93
178
178
448.85
0
206.22
209.22

59
51.3
56.5
46
46
51.9
55.1
55.5
55.5

29.3
29
35
31.3
31.3
23.5
29
24.5
24.5

#EnginePowerPlan
t
#EnginePowerPlan
#EnginePowerPlan
No broken parts
#MainGearbox
#MainGearbox
No broken parts
#MainGearbox
#EnginePowerPlan
#MainGearbox

The result of the experiment is the construction of a fuzzy time series fuzzy ontology allowed us to
conclude that the helicopter unit was malfunctioning when analyzing the precise values of the
aggregates.
6. Conclusion
In this paper a technique for constructing fuzzy ontologies was investigated and an ontological model
of the state of helicopter units was developed. In the process of integrating fuzzy time series and fuzzy
ontology, the method integrating TS and ontology was implemented, and a software product was
developed that ensures the implementation of this method.
Also, experiments were conducted to search for anomalous situations and search for possible faulty
units using the developed approach to the integration of fuzzy time series and fuzzy ontology.
Thus, the proposed approach of hybridization of FTS and fuzzy ontologies allows one to reliably
recognize anomalous situations with some degree of truth. The algorithm also finds possible faulty
units corresponding to each abnormal situation.
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Abstract. The article substantiates the relevance of optimization algorithms research for
solving various applied problems and for the science of artificial intelligence. The need to
solve problems of optimizing the thermal-hydraulic modes of buildings (as part of the
project "Smart City") is explained. The paper presents a mathematical formulation of the
problem of optimizing the temperature mode of rooms using adjustable devices. Existing
work provides two methods for solving the posed problem. They are the coordinates search
method and the genetic algorithm. The article contains the description of the above
mentioned algorithms (including the mathematical apparatus used). The results of the
computational experiment (for the considered optimization methods) are presented. These
experimental results show that the genetic algorithm provides better optimization results
than the coordinates search method, but it has a large computational cost. The hypothesis
was confirmed that in order to increase the efficiency of solving the considered class of
problems it is necessary to combine the genetic algorithm and the coordinates search
method.

1. Introduction
Currently, work in the field of development and implementation of energy efficient technologies is
very relevant. The main provisions defining the need for work to improve the energy efficiency of
the heating system of buildings are enshrined in Federal Law No 261-F3 “On Energy Saving ...”, as
well as by the decree of the Government of the Russian Federation of 13.11.09 Number 1234-p
"Energy Strategy of Russia for the period until 2020". In particular, the system solution for
optimization of central heating systems at different levels of the organization (district, city,
individual buildings) is considered in work[1], as well as the information system IASTS, designed
for automated calculation of heat networks and storing information about calculated network is
presented. Energy efficiency issues are raised in the program "Smart City" [2]. The study of the
joint operation of two sources of thermal energy to optimize the operation of the heating network is
considered in [3]. Mathematical model of the building thermal conditions (with consideration for
insolational heat input) is described in [4]. In work [5] the “Smart Home” technology is considered
as the energy-saving technology of the future. The authors come to the conclusion that, at present,
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the “Smart Home” technology is not widely spread in Russia, but is gradually gaining popularity.
The impact of energy-saving technologies on the economy and the future is discussed in [6, 7], new
advances in energy saving are discussed in [8]. The connection between energy-saving policy and
environment are considered in [9]. The article discusses creating energy system with activeadaptive network in Russia.
One of the methods of energy saving is the optimization of energy consumption including the
use of artificial intelligence technologies [10,11]. One of the important areas of research in the field
of energy saving is the optimization of the thermo-hydraulic modes of centralized heating systems
[1]. Issues of the study of problems and methods for optimizing thermal-hydraulic modes in multicircuit thermal networks and other problems of energy saving are considered in the works of many
Russian [1, 10–18] and foreign [19-22] authors.
In particular, in [10] a review of optimization problems of central heating networks is made and
the need to automate the solution of these problems is justified. It is proposed to use a genetic
algorithm to optimize the thermo-hydraulic modes of buildings in [11]. Multi-criteria optimization
problems are considered in [12]. As a rule these problems arise before the beginning of the heating
season. In [13] a mathematical model is presented for optimizing the thermal power of heat sources
operating in the centralized heat supply system. A new method for solving the problem is
considered, the results of test problems calculations are presented. A mathematical model for
optimizing heat flows between subscribers of the heating network in order to reduce the disbalance
of the heating system, including the methodology for solving such problems, is considered in [14].
There is a problem of operative regulation of heat supply depending on the outdoor temperature.
This problem is solved in [15] by applying simulation. A method for optimizing the temperature of
the coolant based on the use of penalty functions for indoor air temperature and the amount of heat
energy consumed is considered. In [16] an issue of optimal distribution of reactive power in power
supply systems and electrical networks is investigated. For these purposes, the authors proposed to
apply the algorithm of swarm intelligence. In [17] a method of thermal network equivalence allows
replacing a real network with a mathematical model is considered. The method is used to optimize
of heating system. The ideas and dependencies that served as the basis for the creation of this
model are given in the article. The adequacy of the equivalent model is substantiated. The
advantages of thermal network equivalence in terms of simplifying the calculation of various
modes are noted. Complex problem of schematic structural optimization of heat networks is
considered in [18]. For solving this problem authors used tree search algorithm and annealing
simulation method.
There are a lot of foreign papers about energy system optimization. The article [19] shows
Monte Carlo method application for energy system optimization, modelling of safety, energy
transfer failures at real time. The paper [20] shows optimization problems solving in electricenergy industry to decrease cost with consideration of safety. In work [21] a hierarchical
optimization model for a network of charging stations for electric vehicles is considered. The
authors proposed a three-layer optimization model, including optimization of gas station locations
(first layer), queuing model (second layer), and optimization of battery charging process (third
layer). A kriging model to reduce energy losses in distribution networks is proposed in [22]. The
authors presented an algorithm for the approximation of complex distribution networks to speed up
the process of finding a solution.
The development of new optimization algorithms and the study of already existing algorithms
are relevant [23-25]. For example, the decentralized training algorithm is described in [23]. It is
used in distributed big data application. The Constant Jacobian Gauss-Newton Optimization
Algorithm is presented in [24]. Work [25] describes optimal cost almost-sure reachability in
POMDPs.
Each of the optimization algorithms has certain disadvantages, for example, the lack of
guarantees for achieving the global extremum of the objective function, high computational cost,
etc. [26,27].
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Based on the foregoing, the purpose of this work is an experimental study and comparative
analysis of various approaches to optimizing the thermal-hydraulic modes of buildings. This work
is supported by grant 27.06.01/18BCB of Kalashnikov ISTU.
2. The problem of optimizing the temperature of the indoor areas
Practice shows that in order to make optimal management decisions it is necessary to solve the
problems of analyzing the thermo-hydraulic mode and characteristics optimization at different
levels of HSS in complex with using mathematical algorithms of decreasing heat supply system
disbalance, energy audit methods and computer methods of data processing for visualize and
analyze heat network any elements (table 1).
Table 1. Methods of increasing energy efficiency HSS.
Goal
Brief description (task
list)
Energy inspection of
Detecting occasions of ineffective
energy resources
Energy audit
using fuel and power resources,
production, transfer and
recommendation development
consumption
Hydraulic modes
Decreasing disbalance of first and
Operations management
optimization in heat
second level of HSS. Supporting
of heat network
networks
stabilization of work
hydraulic mode while
stress load reallocates
between consumers of
heat
Optimization of heat
Guarantee of required heat
Operational reallocation
production and
consumption mode with minimal cost
heat stresses between
realization
heat sources
Thermohydraulic
Decreasing disbalance, heat mode of
Resistance optimization
mode optimization of
HBS normalization
of hydraulic adjuster.
heating of buildings
Adduction heaters
(HBS)
power to required value
Thermohydraulic
Specified temperature of indoor areas
Equilibrium temperature
mode of HBS research guarantee
of indoor areas
computation. Optimal
design of HBS
Methods

Figure 1. System-based approach applied to decreasing disbalance of central HSS (solid – cold
source, dashed – hot source).
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Principal elements and strategy of system-oriented approach for increasing heat efficiency of
HSS through a disbalance reduction are showed at figure. 1.
Mathematical model construction methodology of decreasing disbalance of central HSS based
on applying characteristics optimization methods at different levels of HSS is presented at figure 2.
Methodology comprises methods: power optimization of heat sources (first level HSS), heat flows
optimization between heat network subscribers (second level), resistance optimization of heater
system hydraulic adjusters (third level).

Figure 2. Generalized chart of heat flows management in centralized HSS.
In this study the energy system is optimized at the third level (heat flows management between
indoor area).
Excessive energy consumption of a building heat supply system arises for the following
reasons:
- ineffective thermal protection of the indoor areas;
- non-optimal scheme of heat supply of the building;
- due to the temperature disbalance of the indoor areas of heated buildings (to raise the
temperature of the "cold" rooms up to the standard, it is necessary to increase the coolant
temperature, while in the rooms where the temperature is normal, it becomes too hot, and
consumers have to open the windows “heating the outdoor").
There are several ways to reduce the temperature disbalance of the indoor areas:
- by selection of the optimal power of the heating devices of the building indoor areas, ensuring
the standard temperature in each room, taking into account the actual state of the enclosing
structures (as a rule, this approach is carried out at the stage of building design or reconstruction of
buildings);
- by regulating the balancing valves of the risers, this issue is considered in [11] (it is applicable
to existing and projected buildings);
- by regulating the adjusting valves of the heaters (applicable to existing buildings), this issue is
addressed in this article.
It is worth noting that by adjusting the balancing valves of the risers it is impossible to eliminate
the disbalance of those rooms that are connected to the same riser. The working hypothesis of the
study carried out under this article is that regulating the valves of the heaters, as well as the joint
regulation of the valves of the heaters and the balancing valves of the risers should give the best
optimization results.
The objective function of the problem of optimizing the temperature disbalance is the minimum
of the standard deviation of the room temperature from the standard value:
1
Ф( S1 , S 2 ,..., S z ) = 
 N

N

∑( t
i =1

in ,i ( S1 , S 2 ,..., S z

) − t opt


) 


1/ 2

2

→ min ,

(1)

where z is the quantity of regulating valves of the heating devices and balancing valves of the
risers, i is the number of indoor area, N is the quantity of indoor areas, tin,i is the design room
temperature (the method of calculation it will be mentioned below), t opt is the indoor area
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temperature, which is planned to be reached (in the article, two optimization options are applied:
relative to the standard temperature and the average temperature of the rooms in the building, will
be considered below), Sj is the j-valve resistance.
Due to the fact that the control valves have their own range of resistance values, we introduce a
restriction:
,
S min
≤ S j ≤ S max
j
j
(2)
are minimum and maximum resistance respectively [11].
and S max
where S min
j
j
The air temperature inside the heated indoor areas (tin,i) is calculated from the heat balance
equation [1], which takes into account the heat influx from the coolant in heating devices and heat
losses through the enclosing structures (walls, windows, doors, floor, etc.):
H
I
I
(3)
QwlH + Q Hfl + QclH + QdrH + QdrI + Qwin
+ Qwin
+ Qair
= Qrd + Q p ,
H
where Qwl
is heat exchange with walls, Q Hfl is heat exchange with a floor, QclH is heat exchange

H
with a cell, QdrH is heat exchange with doors, QdrI is infiltration through doors, Qwin
is heat
I
I
exchange with windows, Qwin
is infiltration through windows, Qair
is infiltration of air, Qrd is heat

influx from radiators, Q p is heat influx from pipes.
The equation (3) is written and solved separately for each room from the N rooms of the
building. The equation is solved with iteration method at which the temperature is selected
corresponding to the temperature equilibrium.
Heat transfer through the walls (similarly floor, ceiling, window and balcony structures)
depends on the area of the walls, their material, thickness and temperature difference:
H
Qwl
=

Fwl
(t in − t out )nβ ,
Rwl

(4)

where Fwl is area of walls, Rwl is reformed wall heat transfer resistance; tin is indoor air temperature
(in formulae (3) it is tin,i); tout is outdoor temperature; n – tabular correction factor depending on the
type of fencing surface; β is correction factor taking into account the orientation of the wall
relative to the cardinal points.
Heat losses due to the heating of the outside air inflowed through the windows (similar to the
entrance doors) are calculated by the formula:
I
I
I
(5)
Qwin
= Awin
Gwin
Fwin c(t in − t out ) ,
I
is correction factor, taking into account the kind of window; Fwin is estimated window
where Awin
I
area; Gwin
is the volume of infiltrated air; c is the specific mass density of air.
Heat transfer is determined on the basis of its heat flow per unit area. Heat flow depends on
water flow:

 ∆ttp
q rd = q nom 
 70






n+1

p

 xrd 
 crd ,

 360 

(6)

where xrd is actual water consumption in the device, kg / h; n,p are empirical coefficients, crd is
coefficient taking into account the scheme of connection of the heating device; ∆t tp is temperature
pressure equal to the difference between the half sum of the input and output temperature and the
air temperature in the room, qnom is nominal heat flux density.
To determine coolant flow rates, the system of hydraulic equations is solved:
 Ax = qд ,

 By = 0 ,
 y + h = SXx ,
д


(7)

where A is the junction matrix of ramification and node, B is the contour matrix built on the
original graph, x and y are vectors of unknown variables, S is the hydraulic resistance matrix
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(include resistance heaters and pipes), X is the consumption matrix, h∂ is the hydraulic pressures
vector, q∂ is the vector of coolant consumption in nodes.
The heater having valve connected in parallel with the cross-connection, the hydraulic
resistance of such a system is expressed by the formula [1]:
S res =

(

1

 S
 rd

) +(
−1

S jm

)

−1 

2

.

(8)



where Srd is the hydraulic resistance of the heater, Sjm is the hydraulic resistance of the jumper. The
resistance of the heater is the sum of the resistance of the radiator and the adjusting valve:
(9)
S rd = S rad + S valv .
where Srad is it’s own resistance of the heater, Svalv is the resistance of the heater valve.
During the optimization it is necessary to obtain the temperature of the indoor area (tin,i ) as close
as possible to the desired (topt). There are two options to define the temperature:
- standard temperature, according to GOST 30494-2011 is equal to 20o[28];
- average temperature. It is calculated by formulae:
N

t opt =

∑t

in ,i

i

N

.

(10)

3. Description of the algorithms used
Indoor area temperature cannot be analytically expressed from functional (1), therefore, only some
iterative optimization methods can be used to find it. Since the functional is non-linear, we exclude
methods of linear programming, such as, for example, the simplex method, from the considered
methods. It is also impossible to analytically express tin from equation (3), formulas (4-6) and
system of equations (7), thus, it is also calculated by an iterative method. Therefore, it is also
impossible to find the derivative of the functional (1), which excludes the possibility of applying
gradient methods that require calculating the derivative, such as, for example, gradient descent
methods. Based on these limitations, for the purposes of the study, the method of coordinate search
and the genetic algorithm are chosen.
In general, the algorithm for optimizing the temperature disbalance of buildings works as
follows [11]:
1. The initial values of the resistance of the valves of the raisers and the heating devices are set.
Installation method is random value from the admissible range.
2. The structure of the heating network and characteristics of the indoor areas, including
enclosing structures is read from the database.
3. The thermo-hydraulic balance of the heating system is calculated.
4. The air temperature in the indoor areas by calculating the equilibrium temperature of the
building is calculated [1].
5. The objective function is calculated.
6. If the stop condition is reached (in this study it is the specified number of iterations), then
program exits the loop.
7. The values of the valves resistance of the risers and the heaters are selected. The selection
method depends on the optimization algorithm (more will be described below).
8. The program goes to step 2.
In computer science a genetic algorithm (GA) is a metaheuristic inspired by the process of
natural selection that belongs to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EA). This is a heuristic
search algorithm used to solve optimization and modeling problems by randomly selecting,
combining, and varying the desired parameters using mechanisms similar to natural selection in
nature. The problem is formalized in such a way that its solution can be encoded as a vector
(“genotype”) of genes, where each gene can be a bit, a number, or some other object. In some ways
(usually random) many genotypes of the initial population are created. They are evaluated using the
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objective function, as a result of which a certain value is associated with each genotype which
determines how well the phenotype described by it solves the set problem. From the resulting set of
solutions (“generations”), taking into account the value of objective function, solutions are selected
(usually the best species are more likely to be selected), to which “genetic operators” are applied
(in most crossover and mutation), resulting in new solutions. For them, the value of objective
function is also calculated, and then the selection of the best decisions in the next generation is
made. This set of actions is repeated iteratively, so the “evolutionary process” is modeled, which
lasts several life cycles (generations) until the criterion for stopping the algorithm is fulfilled.
When using the genetic algorithm, selection performs by random mutations (random changes
according to the formula) [29]:
∆S j = σ − 2 ln( x1 ) ⋅ cos( 2πx2 ),

(11)

where σ is the mutation step (selected empirically), x1 and x2 are random values in limits [0;1],
having a uniform distribution (such random number generators are embedded in many
programming languages). Due to formulae (11) we obtain Gaussian distribution from uniform
distribution.
Also sets of valve resistance values can be crossed (mixed randomly) [11]. The probability of
crossing is calculated by the formula:
pcross =

2n − k1 − k 2
,
2n − 1

(12)

where n is the quantity of sets in the sample («species» in the «population»), k1 and k2 are
respectively, the number of the first and the second set of a pair, which is checked for the
possibility of crossing. They take values from 0 to n-1. The removal of sets from the sample during
selection also occurs randomly; the probability of deletion is the greater, the worse the objective
function. This probability is expressed by the formula:
pdel =

m
,
n

(13)

where m is the number of the set to be deleted (starting from zero). For the set with the best
objective function this number is 0. It means that this species will never be deleted. The deletion
cycle can be repeated several times until the number of sets is less than the maximum allowable
number. If the number of the set becomes less than the minimum allowable amount then at this
iteration selection will not be made.
In the coordinates search method, the value of valve resistance at the next iteration is changed
by increment ∆S , calculated by the formula [1]:
∆S (j k ) =

( s (j k ) − s (j k −1 ) )( t opt , j − tin( k ) )
j

( tin( k ) − tin( k −1 ) )
j

,

(14)

j

where j=1,…,z is the valve number, k is the iteration number, topt,j is the required room temperature,
t in(k ) is the indoor area temperature according to j-valve (room where set radiator with the valve or
j

room according to ramification which adjusting by the riser valve) on the k-th iteration.
4. Experimental results
In this study, in order to compare the minima of achieving the objective function, the following
experiments were conducted:
- optimization of the hydraulic resistance of the valves of the heating devices;
- optimization of the hydraulic resistances of the balancing valves of the heating risers;
- joint optimization of the hydraulic resistance of the valves of the heating devices and the
balancing valves of risers.
For optimization the genetic algorithm and the coordinates search algorithm were used. In the
genetic algorithm the mutation step σ [11] was taken 5 and 20 in units of Pa/(Kg/h)2. A typical
building was calculated under the average designed conditions of Izhevsk for the actual condition
of enclosing structures and space heaters. Optimization was performed in two versions:
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- relative to the standard temperature, which was adopted by 20oС;
- relative to the average temperature in the rooms.
The initial approximation is a random value from the range of formula (2). Comparison of
results is given in tables 2-5.
Table 2. Comparison of optimization results (values of the objective function relative to the
standard temperature 20o).
Regulation of
Regulation of
Regulation
riser valves only
battery valves
battery valves and
only
riser valves
Coordinates search
3.46
3.25
2.74
method
Genetic algorithm with
3.08
3.68
3.51
step 5
Genetic algorithm with
2.85
3.68
3.40
step 20
No adjustment (all
5.14
5.14
5.14
valves open)
Table 3. Comparison of optimization results (values of the objective function relative to the
average temperature).
Regulation of
Regulation of
Regulation
riser valves only
battery valves
battery valves and
only
riser valves
Coordinates search
3.21
2.91
2.67
method
Genetic algorithm with
2.85
2.94
2.82
step 5
Genetic algorithm with
3.15
2.94
3.1
step 20
No adjustment (all
3.26
3.26
3.26
valves open)
Table 4. Optimization by a genetic algorithm after optimization by coordinates search (values of
the objective function relative to the standard temperature 20o)).
Regulation of
Regulation of
Regulation
riser valves only
battery valves
battery valves and
only
riser valves
Coordinates search
3.21
3.25
2.74
method
Genetic algorithm with
2.95
2.99
1.96
step 20
Table 5. Optimization by a genetic algorithm after optimization by coordinates search (values of
the objective function relative to the average temperature).
Regulation of
Regulation of
Regulation
riser valves only battery valves battery valves and
only
riser valves
coordinate search
3.21
2.91
2.67
method
Genetic algorithm
2.93
2.6
1.94
with step 20
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As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, optimization by regulating the valves of the heating
devices exceeded optimization by regulating the valves of the risers only in the case of using the
coordinates search. However, if after optimization by the coordinates search method, the valve
resistance is again optimized by the genetic algorithm (Tables 3 and 4), this gives additional
optimization. In this case joint optimization of both the balancer valves of the risers and the valves
of the heaters gives the best result. This effect confirms the theoretical proposition that coordinates
search method and gradient methods do not guarantee the achievement of global extremum
[11,26,27].
The various advantages and disadvantages of the genetic algorithm and the coordinates search
method are illustrated very well by Figure 3, which shows that coordinates search algorithm works
faster, but the genetic algorithm allows achieving greater depth of optimization due to the gradual
approximation, although it works slower.

Figure 3. Comparison of optimization history using the coordinates search method and the genetic
algorithm, as well as using the genetic algorithm as an additional optimization of coordinates
search.
5. Conclusion
As the experimental results show, the best result of optimizing the temperature disbalance can be
achieved by using joint adjusting of the risers balancing valves and heater valves, if you first apply
the optimization of the coordinates search methods and then further optimize it by the genetic
algorithm. This fact also confirms the hypothesis put forward in [11]: "Combining a genetic
algorithm and gradient methods will allow you to create a more efficient optimization algorithm
(than gradient methods) with an acceptable computation time."
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The paper deals with the issues of increasing signal/noise ratio in
Abstract.
telecommunication audio exchange systems. The study of characteristics of speech signals and
acoustic noises, such as mathematical expectation, dispersion, relative intensity of acoustic
speech signals and various types of acoustic noises and interference is carried out. It is shown
that in the design of telecommunications systems, in particular loudspeaker systems operating
under the influence of external acoustic noise of high intensity, it is necessary to solve the
problem of developing algorithms to effectively suppress the above mentioned interference to
ensure the necessary signal/noise ratio in communication systems. A mathematical model of
the autocorrelation function of the speech signal by using the Lagrange interpolation
polynomial of order 10, considered the creation of adaptive algorithms to suppress acoustic
noise by linear filtering methods. Thus suppression of acoustic noises and hindrances is
possible at the expense of operated change of area of a cutting in the interval from 0 Hz to 3001000 Hz, depending on a hindrance conditions.

1. Introduction
The issues of increasing signal/acoustic interference in telecommunications audio exchange are
relevant and widely covered in the domestic [1-4] and foreign literature [5-8]. As the main criteria for
the effectiveness of telecommunications systems, to ensure a reliable exchange of information
between the subscribers of the system, we can cite the signal/acoustic noise ratio and syllable
intelligibility [1].
Reliable exchange of audio information in communication and telecommunication systems is
possible with the provision of signal/external acoustic noise ratio in Ps Pn ≥ 20 dB, which,
accordingly, will provide the necessary syllabic intelligibility S ≥ 93% for the effective, complete
exchange of audio data and operational-command information in loudspeaker systems at
multifunctional facilities of various purposes. For this reason, it is important to continue research
aimed at developing new approaches and algorithms to increase signal-to-acoustic interference ratio
by methods of adaptive filtration with the use of controlled change of the resection area.
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2. Investigation of the characteristics of speech signals and acoustic noise
The known mathematical model of the function of probability density P(xi) of speech signals,
developed in [9], allows to receive values of mathematical expectation xi and dispersion σ 2 of
speech signals according to expressions
xi =

2 n −1

∑x

i

⋅ P( x i ) ,

σ =
2

i = −2 +1

2 n −1

∑ x P( x ) ,

2
i
i = − ( 2 −1)

(1)

i

n

n

where xi is the speech signal samples quantized at 2n intervals and normalized relative to the
maximum values in the form of ± x max = 1 V, then we obtain the values xi ≈ 0 and σ 2 = 0 ,126
W/Ohm.
Accordingly, the level of sound pressure intensity I relative to the zero level of intensity
I0=10-12 W/m2 is defined as
I
kσ 2
(2)
⋅ 1012 ,
( dB ) = 10 lg
I0

S

where k is the directivity coefficient of a loudspeaker device, in case of radiation in one direction is
accepted k = 2; S = 4πR 2 is a sphere area, R is a sphere radius in meters.
Then the relative intensity of the acoustic speech signal Iр calculated by means of expression (2)
has the following value
Ip
I0

( dB ) = 103dB ,

in the case of σ 2 = 0,126 W, k = 2, R=1 m.
The relative intensities for different acoustic noises and acoustic disturbances are also calculated
using the values of mathematical expectation and dispersions of different types of acoustic
disturbances determined by formulas (1), in which the mathematical model of the function of
probability density of acoustic disturbances is applied [10]. Values of relative intensities for different
acoustic signals are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Relative intensities for different acoustic signals.
I
Ps
(dB)
(dB)
Type of signal
P (W)
Pn
I0
Speech signal
Quantum noise
Acoustic disturbances
The noise of the sea
Wind noise
The noise in the engine room

0.126
0.5∙10-5
3.5∙10-4
0.0687
0.0953
0.111

103
59
85
90.4
91.8
92.5

–
44
18
12.6
11.2
10.5

Table 1 shows that in the presence of acoustic noise such as sea noise, wind noise, noise in the
engine room Ps Pn is in the range of 10,5÷18 dB. At such signal/interference relations, the syllable
intelligibility can be reduced to 65% for the case of Russian speech transmission. Reliable reception of
the transmitted speech information by the subscriber under such conditions is significantly
complicated.
According to the research in [10], for the correct reception of the transmitted voice message
through a noisy channel, it is necessary to provide a ratio Ps Pn of at least 20 dB. Therefore, in the
design of telecommunications systems, in particular, hands free systems operating under the influence
of external acoustic noise, the task is to create algorithms to effectively suppress the above mentioned
interference to ensure the necessary ratio of Ps Pn ≥ 20 dB.
Studies of the spectral functions of speech signals and external noise interference in [9] have shown
that the spectrum of the most common interference - external acoustic noise - is shifted relative to the
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spectrum of speech signals in the low-frequency region, which suggests that increasing the ratio Ps Pn
can be applied linear filtering methods. Another factor allowing to apply linear filtration to suppress
acoustic noise is the possibility of increasing the cutting area in the range from F=0 Hz to Fl=3001000 Hz, according to studies in [10]. From these studies it can be seen that with the increase of the
lower boundary of the reproduced frequencies up to F=1000 Hz the value of S practically does not
change, it takes the value not less than 94% which is acceptable.
Thus, the above factors allow to consider the possibility of designing adaptive algorithms of speech
signal processing and suppression of acoustic interference due to controlled change of the cutting area
in the range from 0 Hz to (300÷1000) Hz, depending on the interference situation.
3. Development of an adaptive filtering algorithm with control of the resection area
Consider as a model of adaptive filtering a bandpass filter of rectangular shape with a floating lowfrequency cut Fl in the AFC channel. Varying Fl within 0≤Fl≤Fh, where Fh is a fixed high-frequency
section of the AFC filter. The AFC of the bandpass filter K(f) is specified as
1, at Fl ≤ f ≤ Fh ,
K( f ) =
0 , at other values f ;
where 0≤Fl≤Fh, Fh=6000 Hz.
With the known spectral function of the speech signal G ( f ) , Ps at the bandpass filter output is
defined as
Fh

Fh

∫

∫

Ps = K ( f )G( f )df = G( f )df ,
2

Fl

Fl

where the second part of the Ps calculation expression is rewritten according to the K 2 ( f ) = 1
integration limits of Fl to Fh .
Correspondingly changing Fl within the range of 0≤ Fl ≤ Fh , we obtain the dependence of Ps on the
value of low-frequency Fl AFC of the channel. Write down the spectral function of the energy
spectrum of the speech signal in the form
G( ∆f ⋅ g ) =

N −1

k −1

g =0

k =0

∑ ∑ R( kT )e

− j 2π∆f ⋅ g ⋅kT

,

where ∆f = Fd is the sampling interval of the spectral function by frequency, N is number of speech
N

signal samples at the final interval, g is the number of the frequency discrete component of the spectral
function reference is within 0 ≤ g ≤ N-1, R(kT) is the voice signal ACF is represented as a grid
function in Table 2 for one of the voice signal implementations.
Table 2. Grid function of the voice signal ACF.
kh, kl
R(kh)
kh, kl
R(kh)

k0=0
R(k0)=0,126
k6=182
R(k6)=0,026

k1=7
R(k1) = 0,115
k7=182
R(k7)=0,008

k2=25
R(k2)=0,037
k8=228
R(k8) =-0,003

k3=54
R(k3) =-0,048
k9=245
R(k9) =-0,001

k4=93
R(k4) = -0,016
k10=253
R(k10)=0

k5=130
R(k5) = -0,025

Mathematical model of speech signal ACF is represented by approximation of interpolation
polynomial Lagrangian of the tenth order in the form of
R( k ) =

H =10

H =10

k − kr ,
q − kr

∑ R( k ) ∏ k
h

k =0

r =0
r ≠q

where k is the current delay multiple of the sampling period Т, kq is the delay in the node with the
number q, r is current delays of other nodes at r≠q.
Similarly, the power of acoustic noise Pn is calculated as
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Fh

∫

Pn = GП ( f )df .
Fl

The spectral function of acoustic noise GП ( ∆f ⋅ g ) looks like
GП ( ∆f ⋅ g ) =

N −1 K −1

∑∑ R
g =0 K =0

П ( kT

)l − j 2π∆f ⋅g⋅kT ,

where Rп(kТ) is ACF interference is also represented by its approximation by an interpolation
Lagrangian polynomial.
The process of filtration of the spectral functions of the speech signal G(f) and interference Gп(f)
and, accordingly, the change in the ratio Ps Pn depending on the change in Fl within
300 Hz ≤ Fl ≤ 1000 Hz is experimentally simulated and the results are illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1
clearly shows that the area of the integrative function of Gп(f) corresponding to the Pn decreases faster
with changes in Fl from 300 Hz to 1000 Hz than the area of the integrative function of G(f). Figure 1
also demonstrates that the basic energy of the spectral function G(f) remains in the range from 0 Hz to
Fl, outside the bandwidth of the rectangular filter.

Figure 1. Illustration of the model of filtration of the spectral functions of the speech signal G(f) and
the interference Gп(f) depending on the change in the value of Fl.
Thus, the ratio of the values of Ps and Pn at the output of the rectangular filter shows the
dependence of the degree of suppression of acoustic noise relative to the speech signals on the value of
the resection region from 0 Hz to Fl in the AFC. In the discrete case of representation of spectral
functions, we obtain the ratio Ps/Pn in the form of
gh

Ps
=
Pn

∑ G( g ⋅ ∆f

)

gl

,

gh

∑G

П(

g ⋅ ∆f )

gl

where at duration of the analysis interval τ segm , the number of samples in the analysis interval
N=

τ segm
Т

, ∆f = Fd of the spectral function sampling interval by frequency, g = Fl is the number of
l

N
∆f
frequency interval for low-frequency section of AFC Fl.
Thus, changing g l in the ratio expression Ps/Pn will get a function of changing this ratio at the
output of the rectangular filter depending on the width of the suppression area, which is in the range
from 0 to Fl =gl ∆f .
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The obtained results of studies of the effect of change in Fl on Ps Pn a fixed Fh=6000 Hz are shown
in Figure 2. In researches cases for three various realizations of speech signals concerning various
external noise hindrances are considered.

a) Wind noise

b) The noise in the engine room

c) The noise of the sea

Figure 2. Dependence of the ratio Ps P n at the output of a rectangular filter on the value of Fl, at a
fixed value of Fh=6000 Hz.
4. Conclusion
From the diagrams in Figure 2 it can be seen that external acoustic interference of the "wind noise"
type, if set to Fl=500 Hz, is suppressed by -(17÷23) dB. At the influence of acoustic noise of the type
"noise in the engine room" and at Fl =700÷1000 Hz, such acoustic noise is suppressed up to -12 dB.
At the influence of acoustic interference of "sea noise" type at Fl = 800÷1000 Hz, this interference is
suppressed by (11÷15) dB [10]. The obtained results of acoustic noise suppression studies show that
the linear filtration method can provide the necessary ratio of Ps Pn ≥20 dB and, accordingly, the
necessary syllabic legibility of S ≥ 93% in the telecommunications system of voice information
exchange.
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Abstract. The paper investigates the effect of the signal-to-noise ratio on syllable intelligibility
under the intense influence of external acoustic interference when exchanging voice messages
in telecommunication systems of public address systems. The article discusses the effect on the
syllable intelligibility of the signal / external acoustic noise ratio, examines the effect of the
integral articulation index, the dependence of the perception coefficient of formants on the
relative level of formant intensity, the dependence of the formant parameter on the geometric
mean frequency of the i-th spectrum of the speech signal. In accordance with the results of
studies of the integral articulation index depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, a function of
syllable intelligibility depending on the signal-to-noise ratio was obtained, using which it is
possible to determine the maximum value of the output signal-to-noise ratio in the audio
exchange telecommunications system to obtain a given syllable intelligibility. At the same
time, experimentally determined the value of the signal-to-noise ratio in the
telecommunications system of audio exchange to obtain a syllable intelligibility of at least 93%
for ensure full perception of the transmitted speech information.

1. Introduction
As it is known, the main criterion of efficiency of the system of telecommunication exchange of the
speech information is syllabic legibility S % or the size of an estimation of a speech signal on scale
MOS (Mean Opinion Score) [1].
Telecommunication systems of audio exchange, in particular loudspeaker systems, are considered
to be effective if the transmitted speech information is perceived by the object completely and without
difficulties, the syllable intelligibility in this case is not less than 93% [1,2,4] or the MOS score should
be not less than 3,9 points on a five-point scale [5, 6].
2. Formulation of the problem
Dependence of syllabic intelligibility in the system of telecommunication exchange of speech
information on the influence of various factors has been studied in a number of works [1,3]. However,
the information in the known sources [9, 10] about the influence of the signal-to-noise ratio on the
syllabic legibility on the side of receiving speech messages for the case of operational-command
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telecommunication systems is insufficient, so this article considers the problem of determining the
influence of the signal-to-noise ratio on the syllabic legibility in telecommunication audio exchange
systems.
The known results of the studies of the assessment of syllabic legibility by the instrumentalcalculation method are shown in Fig. 1 [1, 3].

Figure 1. Dependence of syllabic legibility S on the integral articulation index R.
Figure 1 shows that the syllabic legibility here is represented by the dependence only on the value
of the integral articulation index.
3. Instrumental-calculation method for estimating the integral articulation index and syllabic
legibility
The value of the integral articulation index R depending on the value of the spectral articulation index
Ri is determined by the expression
N

R=

∑R

i

.

(1)

i=1

The articulation spectral index is calculated by the expression
Ri = pi · ki ,
(2)
where pi is formant coefficient, ki is weighting coefficient of the presence of formant speech in the i-th
band.
The coefficient of perception of formant pi is calculated using the expression [3]

[

]

 0,78 + 5,46 ⋅ exp − 4,3 ⋅ 10 −3 ⋅ (27,3 − Qi )2
, if Qi ≤ 0;

0 ,1⋅ Q

1 + 10
pi = 
2
−3
 0,78 + 5,46 ⋅ exp − 4,3 ⋅ 10 ⋅ (27,3 − Qi )
, if Qi > 0,
1 −
0 ,1⋅ Q
1 + 10


[

]

(3)

where Qi = qi - ΔAi is the relative intensity level of the format.
Or the value of the perception coefficient pi format can be determined by the graph in Figure 2.
The format parameter ΔAi is determined by the graph in Figure 3 or by the expression
200 / f 0 ,43 − 0.37 , если f ≤ 1000 Гц,
(4)
∆A( f ) = 
0 ,69
, если f > 1000 Гц,
1,37 + 1000 / f
where f ср.i =

f в − f н is average geometric frequency, f н is lower frequency of the i-th bandwidth
i
i
i

of the speech spectrum, f в is upper frequency of the i-th bandwidth of the spectrum.
i
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Figure 2. Dependence of the perception coefficient format pi on the relative intensity level format Qi.

Figure 3. Dependence of the formal parameter ΔAi on the average geometric frequency of the i-th
bandwidth of the speech spectrum.
For each i-th (i=1, 2, ... N) frequency band at the average geometric frequency f ср.i =

fв − fн , a
i
i

formal parameter ΔAi is determined, characterizing the energy redundancy of discrete components of
the speech signal.
4. Results of experiments
Let's take the number of octave bands N=5. Values of the accepted limits by frequency of octave
bands, values of calculated fsr.i and values of formal parameters ΔAi are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Values of the accepted limits by frequency of octave bands, values of calculated fcp.i and
values of formal parameters ΔAi.
Boundary bandwidth
fcp.i, Hz
Bandwidth Δfi
ΔAi (fср.i)
i
frequency, Hz
1
180-355
250
175
18
2
355-710
500
355
13
3
710-1400
1000
690
9.5
4
1400-2800
2000
1400
7.5
5
2800-5600
4000
2800
5.5
With the help of expression Qi = qi - ΔAi , we determined the values of intensity levels of format Qi
depending on the signal to noise ratio qi. The calculated values of Qi are summarized in Table 2.
With the help of expression (3) or according to the diagram in Figure 2, the formatting factor pi is
determined depending on Qi for i-th bands, with different values of signal-to-noise ratio, dB. The
calculated pi values for different qi are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 2. Calculated values Qi.
Qi = qi - ΔAi
Q1 Q2 Q3
Q4
qi, дБ
qi = 0 дБ
-18 -13 -9.5
-7.5
qi = 3 дБ
-15 -10 -6.5
-4.5
qi = 6 дБ
-12 -7
-3.5
-1.5
qi = 10 дБ
-8
-3
+0.5
+2.5
qi = 20 дБ
+2
+7
+10.5 +12.5
qi = 30 дБ
+12 +17 +20.5 +22.5

qi, dB
qi = 0
qi = 3
qi = 6
qi = 10
qi = 20
qi = 30

Table 3. Calculated values pi.
p1
p2
p3
p4
0.07 0.18 2.2
0.29
0.11 0.21 0.31 0.38
0.2
0.3
0.40 0.48
0.24 0.41 0.51 0.53
0.47 0.6
0.79 0.81
0.81 0.9
0.94 0.96

Q5
-5.5
-2.5
+0.5
+4.5
+14.5
+24.5

p5
0.34
0.41
0.51
0.62
0.88
0.98

To determine the spectral articulation index Ri, the weighting coefficient of probability of presence
of the format of speech in the i-th band ki is determined by the formula
ki = k(fvi) - k(fni),
where k(fvi) and k(fni) is weights for the upper fvi and lower fni of the i-th bandwidth of the speech
spectrum. Values k(fvi) and k(fni) are determined by the formula as [3]:
−8
2 ,4

2 ,57 ⋅10 ⋅ f , если 100 < f ≤ 400 Гц;
k( f ) = 
(5)
−4
1,18

1
1
074
10
если
400
10000
Гц;
,
exp
f
,
f
−
⋅
−
⋅
<
≤

or according to the chart in Figure 4.

(

)

Figure 4. Weighting k(f) of the formal frequency distribution.
The results of calculations of the weighting coefficients of probability of formant speech in the i-th
band are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Results of calculations of the weighted probability coefficients of formal speech in the i-th
band.
ki
k(fв)-k(fн)
k(fв i)-k(fн i)
ki
k1
k(355)-k(180)
0.04-0.01
0.03
k2
k(710)-k(355)
0.18-0.04
0.14
k3
k(1400)-k(710)
0.36-0.18
0.18
k4
k(2800)-k(1400)
0.63-0.36
0.37
k5
k(5600)-k(2800)
0.92-0.63
0.29
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Calculation of the Ri articulation spectral index is performed by formula (2). Calculations of Ri, at
different values of signal-to-noise ratio are summarized in Table 5.
Ri = pi·ki
qi = 0 dB
qi = 3 dB
qi = 6 dB
qi = 10 dB
qi = 20 dB
qi = 30 dB

Table 5. Articulation spectral index Ri, at different signal-to-noise ratios.

R1 = p1·k1
0,07·0,03=0,0021
0,11·0,03=0,0033
0,2·0,03=0,006
0,24·0,03=0,0072
0,47·0,03=0,0141
0,81·0,03=0,0243

R2 = p2·k2
0,18·0,014=0,0252
0,021·0,14=0,0294
0,3·0,14=0,042
0,41·0,14=0,0574
0,6·0,14=0,084
0,9·0,14=0,126

R3 = p3·k3
0,22·0,18=0,0396
0,31·0,18=0,0558
0,4·0,18=0,072
0,51·0,18=0,0918
0,79·0,18=0,0918
0,94·0,18=0,1692

R4 = p4·k4
0,29·0,37=0,1073
0,38·0,37=0,1406
0,48·0,37=0,1776
0,53·0,37=0,1961
0,81·0,37=0,2997
0,96·0,37=0,3552

R5 = p5·k5
0,34·0,29=0,0986
0,41·0,29=0,1189
0,51·0,29=0,1479
0,62·0,29=0,1798
0,88·0,29=0,2552
0,98·0,29=0,2842

According to the results of calculations of the spectral articulation index Ri, summarized in Table 5,
it became possible to calculate the integral articulation index depending on the signal-to-noise ratio.
The results of the calculation of the integral articulation index made it possible to find the values of
syllabic legibility depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, which are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Syllable intelligibility values depending on signal-to-noise ratio.
qi signal/noise
0 dB
3 dB
6 dB
10 dB
20 dB
30 dB
R
0.273 0.348 0.4455 0.5323 0.7952 0.9589
Seng.
48 % 61 %
73 %
82%
96%
99%
Srus.
25% 35 %
53 %
65 %
93%
98.5%
The graph of the syllable intelligibility function S from the signal-to-noise ratio is shown in Figure
5.
S ,%
90

1
80

2
70

1 – english speech
2 – russian speech

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

3

6

10

20

30

q, dB

Figure 5. Graph of dependence of syllabic intelligibility on signal-to-noise ratio.
5. Conclusions
As can be seen from the graphs in Figure 5, the syllable intelligibility of the voice messaging
telecommunications system is ensured by S≥93% for signal/noise ratio q≥20 dB [7, 8]. Thus, the
dependence of syllabic intelligibility on signal-to-noise ratio, which is important for the practice of
telecommunication systems, is obtained. It shows that for effective transmission of speech information
by the command and control system of telecommunications, for obtaining, respectively, syllabic
intelligibility of S≥93%, in the system for transmission of speech messages, it is necessary to provide
signal-to-noise ratio q≥20 dB on the receiving side of messages.
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Abstract. The study is conducted to assess the compactness of descriptions of objects of
classes on the numerical axis and in the multidimensional attribute space. The computation of
compactness is possible only in the defined boundaries of areas of the attribute space. In the
one-dimensional case, the boundaries are calculated by the frequency of occurrence of the
values of features of objects of classes in the interval. In the multidimensional case, a subset of
the boundary objects of the classes is used for a given metric. A comparative analysis is given
of the values of the compactness measure by latent attributes on the numerical axis and by the
sets of initial features from which they are synthesized.

1. Introduction
In the pattern recognition theory objects are structured into classes based on the compactness
hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, “close” objects shall belong to the same class. It is necessary to
clarify (interpret) the terms “closeness” and “compactness” of objects.
No common determination of the “compactness” term has been adopted. [1] postulates a
compactness measure of disjoint groups, set of admissible values of which is determined in (0, 1] and
depends on structure of relations between objects. The following factors affecting values of
compactness are pointed out:
• the choice of the metric to compute distances between objects;
• the dimension of the attribute space;
• the choice of the way to scale and normalize data;
• the usage of methods to select informative collections of attributes;
• conditions to select and remove noise objects from the sample;
• the number of standard objects of the minimal coverage of the learning sample;
• linear and nonlinear transformations of the attribute space for the description of the objects.
The aim of the searching for extremal values of compactness measures on the variety of parameters
listed above is to improve generalizing ability of recognition algorithms. The method to obtain a
quantitative estimate for the pattern compactness, described in [2], is based on the usage of the
function of competitive similarity between objects (FRiS-functions). Using the FRiS-function, one can
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describe all distributions of classes by collections of standard objects. The collection of objects allows
one to find the compactness measure of the whole sample or each separate object of the class and to
clear the learning sample from objects adding negative contributions to the value compactness.
Implementation of machine learning algorithms becomes significantly more complicated when the
dimension of the data is large. A geometric interpretation of origin of the effect of curse of
dimensionality is given in [3]. The effect of curse of dimensionality arises from the fact that the
number of possible sets of attributes in the description of objects significantly exceeds the number of
training examples. Learning algorithm can only support correct generalization provided that the
number of examples from learning sample is enough.
Compactness implies the existence of a boundary between areas of attribute space with a
description of objects from different classes.
Numerical methods to obtain a quantitative estimate for compactness are differentiated as well. For
one-dimensional cases the interval methods are used while for multidimensional cases – computation
of measure of compactness of objects of classes and samples in a whole for a given metric. What both
one-dimensional and multidimensional cases have in common is the existence of areas of attribute
space on boundaries of which measure of compactness is computed.
For a one-dimensional case the objects can be compared on the numerical axis by values of its
initial and latent attributes using relations “greater than”, “less than” or “equal to”.
When the measure of compactness is computed for a multidimensional case in [1] the property of
connectedness of objects along the subset (spans) of boundary objects of disjoint groups is used. Based
on this property the objects are decomposed into disjoint groups. Connectedness of objects Si, Sj is
treated as property of logical regularities in form of hyperballs with these objects being its centre. Si
and Sj objects are considered bound if their intersection contains spans objects. Any pair of objects
(Si,Sj) of one group can always be linked by a chain of connected objects. Ideally, all class objects
shall represent one group of connected objects.
This paperwork reviews structure of relations between class objects on the numerical axis. It is
suggested to use measures of compactness, computed through decomposition of either attributes
values (initial and latent) or values of distance between the objects into intervals, as a research tool.
Values of measure of compactness are used to detect latent patterns in data. Such patterns can be
regarded as new knowledge obtained within the frames of information models of ill-structured subject
areas.
2. Criteria for decomposition of attributes into intervals
Let us consider two computing algorithms put forward in [4, 5] to optimize criteria for decomposition
of attributes values into intervals. For convenience let these criteria be referred to as CR1 and CR2.
When computing with respect to CR1 number of intervals on the ordered sequence of attribute
values equals to number of disjoint classes. Values of interval boundaries are determined via the
maximum of product of intraclass similarity and interclass difference. Ideally every interval shall be
represented by all attribute values of objects of one class.
For the CR2 criterion the number of classes is 2, the number of intervals is equal to or greater than
2. When computing boundaries of disjoint intervals, number of which is initially unknown, the
absolute difference in frequency of occurrence of attribute values (both initial and latent) in the
description of objects of two classes is used. The values of attributes on the numerical axis form a
sequence of clusters (intervals). There should not be two neighboring clusters in which representatives
of one class would dominate (in terms of frequency of occurrence). Those decompositions are
considered ideal in the sense of consistency, for which values of (not necessarily all) objects of only
one class are contained within the boundaries of each interval.
The set of admissible values by the CR1 criterion and the consistent decomposition of attributes
into intervals over CR2 are contained in the segment [0; 1] and are further considered as a measure of
their compactness. The value 1 corresponds to a perfect decomposition with respect to CR1 and CR2.
The degree of deviation from the ideal can be inferred by values less than 1.
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Combined use of CR1 and CR2 criteria is necessary to detect latent patterns in data. The search for
patterns is based on results of a computational experiment. To interpret the results of the experiment,
known forms of logical regularities are used (hyperball, half-plane, parallelepiped).
Let a set of objects E0={S1,…,Sm} be given, containing representatives d of disjoint classes K1,...,Kd.
The objects are described using a set of n different types of X (n) attributes, δ (δ <n) of which are
measured in nominal, n – δ in interval scales. Gaps and duplicate values in data are allowed.
Search for latent, that is, hidden attributes is of great interest as those can be very informative in the
classification being one of the objectives of the present study. It is believed that the CR1 and CR2
criteria are used to decompose values of a quantitative attribute (both initial and latent) into disjoint
intervals. Latent attributes can represent combinations of nominal and quantitative attributes [6, 7].
Required to determine:
• method to compute latent attributes;
• boundaries of intervals and CR1 criterion values on initial and latent attributes;
• number of intervals, values of their boundaries and consistency of decomposition of initial
attributes by the CR2 criterion.
A variety of methods to form latent attributes and criteria for decomposition of their values into
disjoint intervals is essential to detect hidden patterns in databases of subject areas. We will obtain
latent attributes from a set X (n) in form of combinations of xi*xj and xi/xj. If number of gradations of a
nominal attribute is equal to the number of disjoint classes of objects, then they can always be
associated with a set of integers a1,…,ad, where ai≠0, i=1,…,d and aj+1-aj=const, where j=1,…,d-1.
Each disjoint interval in respect with CR1 will be represented by one value. For example, if number of
gradations equals to 2, the choice of values from [-1, 1] would constitute a representation form
convenient for calculating.
3. Selection of information attribute sets by compactness of objects
Let the metric ρ(x, y) be defined on the set of attributes X(h)⊂X(n), 1≤h≤n. The object S∊E0∩Kp,
p=1,2 is considered as a centre of a hyperball from which, according to the ordered set of objects
{S,S1,…,Sm-1}=E0, a sequence of hyperballs nested in each other is formed having radii
ρ(S, S) ≤ρ(S, S1) ≤ ρ(S, S2) ≤ … ≤ ρ(S, Sm-1).
(1)
Values of boundaries of intervals of each object S∊E0∩Kp, p=1, 2 to E0, computed by the CR1
criterion at (1), are used as a means to select an informative set of diverse attributes from X (n). The
geometric interpretation of formation of the ordered set {S, S1,…, Sm-1} is shown at "Figure 1".

Figure 1. Sequence of nested hyperballs
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Let the boundaries of the intervals [c1,c2], (c2,c3], c1=ρ(S,S)=0 be defined at (1) in respect with CR1.
Estimate of compactness of the object S∊Kp by the set of attributes X(h)⊂X(n) is calculated as
φ(S,X(h))=θ1(1- θ2),
(2)
where

θ1 =

{S

i

(

)

}

∈ K p ρ S , S i ∈ [c1 , c 2 ]
Kp

,

θ2 =

{S

i

(

)

}

∈ K 3− p ρ S , S i ∈ [c1 , c 2 ]
K 3− p

.

As a means to reduce combinatorial complexity when searching for logical regularities in [8], it is
offered to use hierarchical grouping methods. It is noted how important a choice of the first step for
such search for patterns is.
How these hierarchical agglomerative grouping methods are implemented depends on the rules
used in them. Let φ(X(h),Si) be the compactness estimate (2) of the object Si ∊E0 на X(h). When
forming the set X(h+1) of X(h) it is necessary to calculate
1 m 1, ϕ ( X (h + 1), Si ) ≥ ϕ ( X (h ), Si ),
R( X (h + 1)) = ∑ 
m i =10, ϕ ( X (h + 1), Si ) < ϕ ( X (h ), Si ).
(3)
The condition (rule) for adding a attribute xj∊X(n)\X(h) in X(h+1) is:
1
R (X (h ) ∪ {x j }) >
и
R (X (h ) ∪ {x j }) = max R( X (h ) ∪ {xi })
x i ∈ X ( n )\ X ( h )
2
.
(4)
The group (set) X(h) is considered as formed if the attribute xj∊X(n)\X(h), for which (4) holds true,
does not exist.
One peculiarity of Bigdata methods is analysis of data samples in which the number of attributes is
greater than or equal to the number of objects. The number of groups into which the set of attributes X
(n) is decomposed by (4) is initially unknown. It has been experimentally proved in [9] that, when
majority rules in hierarchical agglomerative grouping are used, the informativeness of each subsequent
group of attributes is less than that of a preceding one. Group formation sequence is determined by the
principle of dynamic programming. For this reason, composition of attributes of the first group is
considered as an informative set.
As the first step in selecting an informative set of attributes, it is proposed to choose a subset
Y⊂X(n) consisting of one or two attributes. The subset Y shall satisfy the following requirement:
m 

B (Y ) = max ∑ S j ∈ K p ρ S j , S d < R,
R = min ρ (S c , S d )
S c ∈K 3− p
{i , j }∈ X ( n ) d =1
 .

(5)

(

)

4. Computation experiment
Let us review the results of decomposition of quantitative attributes into disjoint intervals with respect
of the CR1 and CR2 criteria on a data sample from [10].
The sample consists of two classes - K1 and K2 - and contains data on cardiovascular diseases. The
description of objects is given by the following set of attributes X(13)=(x1,…,x13). Number of objects
of class K1 is 150, ones of class K2is 120. x1, x4, x5, x8, x10, x11, x12 are quantitative attributes, while x2,
x3, x6, x7, x9, x13 are nominal. The nominal attributes x2, x6, x9 have two gradations (i.e., number of
gradations of a attribute is equal to number of classes).
The compactness of the quantitative attributes from X(13) and the limits of the CR1 intervals are
given in Table 1.
The product of intraclass similarity and interclass difference is used to compute nominal attribute
weights (as well as quantitative attributes compactness) by CR1. If the values of gradations in the
description of objects of each class do not intersect each other, then the weight of the nominal attribute
equals to 1. Table 2 shows the values of all six nominal attributes.
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Table 1. Interval boundaries and values of compactness by CR1.
Attribute
Attribute Information
Interval boundaries
Compactness
x1
Age
[29..54 ] (54..77]
0.2871
x4
Resting blood pressure
[94..135 ] (135..200] 0.2548
x5
Serum cholestoral in mg/dl
[126..252 ]
0.2684
(252..564]
x8
maximum heart rate achieved
[71..147 ]
0.3413
(147..202]
x10
Oldpeak = ST depression induced by
[0..1.6 ] (1.6..6.2]
0.3177
exercise relative to rest
x11
The slope of the peak exercise ST
(1..2 ] (2..3]
0.3246
segment
x12
Number of major vessels (0-3) colored by [0..1 ] (1..3]
0.3772
flourosopy
Attribute
x2
x3
x6
x7
x9
x13

Table 2. Nominal attribute weights.
Attribute Information
Sex
Chest pain type (4 values)
Fasting blood sugar > 120 mg/dl
Resting electrocardiographic results
Exercise induced angina
Thal: 3 = normal; 6 = fixed defect; 7 = reversable defect

Weight
0.2727
0.3203
0.1873
0.2762
0.3453
0.4193

As is seen from the Table 1 and Table 2, the compactness of quantitative (attributes) by CR1 and
the values of nominal attribute weights are very different from the ideal ones. The value of
quantitative attribute within the disjoint interval by CR1 can be considered as a gradation (interval
number) in the nominal measurement scale. In such a description of objects the attribute weight in
nominal scale will coincide with the value of compactness in respect with the CR1 criterion.
The number of disjoint intervals and the stability of the decomposition by the CR2 criterion are
given in the Table 3 below.
Table 3. Attribute stability and interval boundaries by CR2.
Attribute
Interval boundaries
Stability
x1
[29..54], [55..70], [71..76], [77..77]
0.6571
x4
[94..122], [123..200]
0.5585
x5
[126..160], [164..174], [175..245], [246..353], [354..394], [407..409], 0.6309
[417..564]
x8
[71..147], [148..194], [195..195], [202..202]
0.7030
x10
[0..0.8], [0.9..6.2]
0.6957
x12
[0.. 0], [1..3]
0.7316
As is seen from the Table 1 and Table 3, relatively high values of compactness are obtained for the
attribute x12.
Table 4 gives information about decomposition of latent attributes into two intervals obtained from
the operations of multiplication and division of values of initial attributes.
Analysis of the results from the Table 4 and Table 1 shows that it is in fact feasible to search
hidden patterns by latent attributes, the compactness of which is higher than each of the initial
attributes that make up their composition.
Let a set of indices of respective quantitative and nominal attributes in the set X(n) be designated
by I, J . In order to unify the measurement scales, we will display the values of quantitative attributes
by a linear fractional transformation in [0; 1]. The Zhuravlev metric will be used as a measure of the
distance between the objects Su, Sv∊E0 (Sc=(ac1,…,acn), c=1,…,m) for selection of informative
attributes
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1, a ≠ avi ,
ρ(Su , S v ) = ∑ aui - avi + ∑  ui
i∈ J 0, aui = avi .
i∈ I
Table 4. Interval boundaries for latent attributes and compactness values by CR1.
Latent attribute
Interval boundaries
Compactness
x4*x9
[-192..105 ] (105..200]
0.3552
x8*x9
[-202..-115 ] (-115..186]
0.3718
x10*x11
[1..3.3 ] (3.3..21.6]
0.3684
x2/x8
[-0.0104..0.0067] (0.0067..0.0140]
0.3597
x8/x10
[16.8182..66.6667 ] (66.6667..202]
0.3726
x8/x11
[32..75 ] (75..202]
0.3555
x9/x4
[-0.0106..-0.0062] (-0.0062..0.0106]
0.3504
x9/x8
[-0.0140..0.0061] (0.0061..0.0113]
0.3523
x10/x8
[0.0049..0.0149] (0.0149..0.0594]
0.3726
x11/x8
[0.0049..0.0132] (0.0132..0.0312]
0.3555
The first pair of attributes added to the informative set in (5) is (x8, x13). The process of stepwise
selection of attributes according to (4) is shown in the Table 5.
Table 5. Stepwise selection of informative attributes according to (4).
Number of attributes h in set Attribute added in X(h-1) Value R(h) acc. to (3)
3
x10
0.6926
4
x12
0.6815
5
x5
0.6852
6
x9
0.6185
7
x4
0.6222
8
x3
0.6111
As a result of stepwise selection (see the Table 5) the informative set of attributes
X(8)=(x3,x4,x5,x8,x9,x10,x12,x13) is obtained.
5. Conclusions
Two interval methods have been offered to analyze the structure of relations between objects of
disjoint classes by quantitative initial and latent attributes. Numerical estimates of the structure of
relations by these methods differ in that the number of disjoint intervals can be initially known or
determined by the algorithm. The rule of hierarchical agglomerative grouping for the formation of an
informative attribute set has been described.
The considered methods are recommended to be used to search for hidden patterns in data when
developing information models based on knowledge.
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Abstract. This paper considers models of highly efficient specialized processors used for
parallel data processing as part of solving the problem of extracting individual signals from an
additive mixture of several signals. The proposed models of recursive, nonrecursive, and
regularization-based parallel specialized processors provide versatility in solving the problem
of signal separation with various algorithms. An advantage of regularization-based processors
is that they make the solution stable under conditions where the parameters of objects
exhibit expected uncertainty when the inverse problem of signal separation is ill-posed.
This paper presents the results we obtained from an asymptotic analysis of the computational
complexity involved. The results identify the time it takes to solve problems by using
specialized processors. The paper also identifies the conditions for the efficient use of
specialized processors.

1. Introduction
The problem of signal separation consists in determining source signals unavailable for direct
measurements by using source signals measured in accessible points where the signals are an additive
mixture of source signals that are distorted when transmitted.
The computational complexity of algorithms involved in solving that problem is high and, for many
applications, is of O(N 3 ) order, where N is the number of signal sources [1]. This makes it difficult to
use these algorithms.
Computation parallelization is the conventional approach to reducing the time it takes to solve the problem of
signal separation [2,3]. Parallel algorithms for signal separation have been developed for multicore processors,
multiprocessor systems with shared and distributed memory, and multicomputer systems [4]. That solution is

needed in many practical fields such as monitoring and diagnosis of technical facilities [5],
communications, medical diagnosis, speech [6] and image [7] processing.
This is because in complicated facilities, measured signals present an additive mixture of signals
received from many components, and in most practical applications the extraction of parameters that
describe the state of specific components is impossible without signal separation.
The next significant performance improvement is possible through the use of specialized processors
whose architecture and computational processes correspond most to the structure of the algorithm for
the class of problems in question [1,8].
Signal separation methods can be classified into two groups—deterministic and statistical [1].
The deterministic group is based on principal information about signal transmission channels
(statistical, frequency, amplitude, and other channel characteristics); that is, transmission channels and
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signals are known.
The statistical group is based on principal information about signal sources such as lacking source
correlation and the knowledge of signal distribution laws. In this case, explicit information about
transmission channels is unavailable, and only observed signals are known. For that reason, the methods
within this group are often called “blind” [9].
Thus, the solution to the problem of separating of signal sources reduces to using a deterministic or
statistical method to calculate the separating matrix equal or close, in terms of specific criteria, to the
matrix inverse to mixing matrix.
The functionality of commercially available specialized digital signal processors and fieldprogrammable gate arrays is insufficient for solving the complex problem of signal separation.
Reference [10] only proposes basic signal-separation functions and objectives for specialized
processors used for signal separation and restoration; and for the processor models described in [11],
the analysis of the computational complexity involved in parallel processing is inadequate to identify
the conditions for the efficient use of the processors.
It is advisable that the structure of specialized processors should be regular and have a neural network
architecture [12]. Besides, those processors do not provide stable solutions under conditions where the
properties of objects exhibit expected uncertainty when the inverse problem of signal separation is illposed.
The purpose of this paper is to develop parallel specialized processors for signal separation under
conditions where the parameters of objects exhibit expected uncertainty and to analyze asymptotically
the computational complexity of parallel processing to identify the conditions for the efficient use of the
processors.
2. Research Area
Since there are many algorithms for solving the problem of signal separation [1,9-13], parallel
specialized processors should provide versatility in this class of problems. We will assume that the
processor model consists of two units: the generic unit, which carries out the algorithm’s procedure
steps; and the specialized unit, which provides structural simulation for the algorithm.
Let us assume that the model of signal formation is a linear multidimensional system with N inputs
and M outputs [1,14]. The model’s input signals are sn  k  , n  1,2,...,N ; its output signals, xm  k  ,
m  1,2,...,M . The input signals come from a variety of sources unavailable for direct measurement, and
the output signals come from various receivers such as detectors and antennas. We will assume that each
output M is linked with all the N inputs through linear signal-transmission channels.
The mathematical model of signal formation is described by discrete-convolution equations (1),
where the m th observable signal is the additive mixture of channel-distorted source signals and noise
[1,14] - that is,
N G 1

xm  k    hmn  g ,I  sn  k  g   ym  k  ,

(1)

n 1 g  0

where hmn  g ,I  is the element N  M of the mixing matrix h  g ,I  for the channels’ pulse responses;

y  k  is the noise vector; g  0,...,G - 1 and k  0,...,K - 1 are the samples of the pulse responses for
channels and signals, respectively.
Let us assume that the channels’ pulse responses hmn  g ,l  are finite and that they depend on a certain
parameter vector, l (time, locations of sources and receivers in relation to one another, etc.) [14].
Generally, the solution to the problem of separating source signals is (1), and it can be written as
M G 1

sn  k    wnm  g ,I  xm  k  g  ,

(2)

m 1 g  0

where wnm  g ,I  are the pulse responses of separating filters, and they form the separating matrix
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w  g ,I  , which is equal or close to a matrix inverse to the matrix h  g ,I  .
In separating signals by source, we will split the computation into two steps.
In step 1, the elements wnm  g ,I  of separating matrix w  g ,I  are determined from the measured
dynamical properties of channels or from signal parameters, and the signal-separation algorithm is
adjusted. The algorithm for computing wnm  g ,I  (the adjustment algorithm) takes into account the
nuances of the given signal-separation algorithm.
In step 2, the signals are separated with the digital separating filters adjusted in step 1. This
computational process is the same for different signal-separation algorithms.
With this in mind, we will look at two computational units in the model of a parallel specialized
processor: the adjusting processor (AP) (the versatile unit) and the functional processor (FP) (the
specialized unit).
The nonrecursive, recursive and regularization-based processor models treated below differ in the
methods used to solve (1) but feature the same basic elements that the models are based on.

3. Model for a Nonrecursive Parallel Specialized Processor
The model for the nonrecursive parallel specialized processor implements the method used to solve the
system of equations (1) by inversing the mixing matrix h  g ,I  .
The nonrecursive processor model [10,11] is best written in the form convenient for parallel stream
processing in the time domain:
M G 1

s1  k    w1m  g ,I xm  k  g 
m 1 g  0

...................................................

,

M G 1

sN  k    wNm  g ,I xm  k  g 
m 1 g  0

where s1  k  ,...,sN  k  are the calculated signals that are approximations (samples) of the true signals
s1  k  ,...,sN  k  in the points they are formed in; and wnm  g ,I  are the elements of separating matrix

w  g ,I  obtained from

 2 k g
K



.
k 0

The frequency transmission factor Wnm (  g ,I ) is an element located at the crossing of the nth row
wnm  g,I  

1
K

K 1

W  ,I   exp  i
nm



g







and the mth column of the spectral matrix W g ,I , which is inverse of the H g ,I matrix—that is,

W g ,I   H1 g ,I  at M=N (or of the pseudo-inverse matrix W g ,I   H g ,I  at M≠N).
The functional processor separates the source signals xm  k  according as they belong to the sources
sn  k  . This processor implements a model that is inverse of the signal-formation model, and the
processor has the regular homogeneous structure composed of N  M adjustable filters (AF) and N
adders (A).
The filters and the units compute linear convolutions simultaneously and independently of one
another. The computational complexity Lnonrec
 K  of the functional processor’s operation algorithm,
FP
which determines the processing time, is characterized by the height of its parallel structure, is of
Lnonrec
( K )  O(K) order, and does not depend on the number of signal sources.
FP

The adjustment processor calculates the coefficients wnm  g ,I  for the AFs from the measurements
of the channels’ transient responses (deterministic methods) or from the characteristics of signal sources
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(statistical separation methods) [9,13].
For deterministic methods, the algorithm used to compute the coefficients wnm  g ,I  consists of the
following steps: using a fast Fourier transform for the channels’ transient responses to obtain the mixing
spectral matrix H  ,I  ; inversing the spectral matrix H  ,I  to obtain the separating spectral matrix
W  ,I  ; and using an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) for the elements of separating matrix

W  ,I  to obtain weight coefficients for the AFs, specified by the matrix w  g ,I  .
The parallel form of the adjustment algorithm’s first and third steps has a width of N  M and is
implemented by the N  M units of the fast Fourier transform and the inverse fast Fourier transform.
The computational complexity Lnonrec
AP1,3  G  , which determines the time it takes to complete these steps

depending on the heights of their parallel structures, is of Lnonrec
AP1,3  G   O( G log 2 G ) order.
The parallel form of the algorithm used to compute the separating matrix has a width of G and is
implemented with G units for inversing N order matrices (assuming that N=M). Each of these units, in
turn, implements the parallel form of the algorithm used to compute the inverting matrix (e.g., [3]) with
a width of O(N 4 ) .
2
The height Lnonrec
AP 2 (N)  О(log 2 N) of the algorithm’s parallel form determines the time it takes to

invert the spectral matrix H  ,I  .

The computational complexity Lnonrec
AP1,2 ,3  G,N  of the adjustment processor’s operation algorithm is
significantly higher than the computational complexity Lnonrec
 O(K) of the functional processor’s
FP
operation algorithm—that is,
O( Glog2 G )  O(log 22 N )  O( Glog 2 G  log 22 N )  O(K) .
For instance, at K  G  N the relation

Lnonrec
AP1,2 ,3  G,N 
Lnonrec
(K)
FP

 log 2 G . Thus, separating signals with the

proposed nonrecursive processor is acceptable if within the signal interval determined by K  Glog2 G
the parameters of the mixing matrix are assumed invariable—that is, if the signal-formation model is
quasistationary.
Furthermore, given the polynomial relationship between the width O(N 4 ) of the parallel form of the
matrix-inverting algorithm and the number of signal sources, we can conclude that the model of the
nonrecursive processor we discussed can be used in practice to separate the signals sn  k  when the
number of signal sources is low.
4. Model for a Recursive Parallel Specialized Processor
Figure 1 shows a recursive parallel specialized processor model that implements the iteration method
for solving the system of equations (1).
The model’s functional processor (FP) has a regular homogeneous structure composed of M identical
processing units (PU) [10,11]. All PUs operate parallel in time, and each implements the recursive

algorithm for extracting one signal sn k  from an additive mixture of several signals.

The computational complexity Lrec
FP  K   of the FP operation algorithm, which determines its

operating time, is characterized by the height of its parallel form, is of Lrec
FP ( K  )  O(K  ) order (where
 is the number of iterations), and does not depend on the number of signal sources.
The adjusting processor (AP) consists of a clock unit (CU) and M groups of devices comprising an
adjusting unit (AU) and a memory unit (MU). The pulse responses of the filters FPmn , n  1,...,N , and
m  1,...,M (note the exclusion of m  n ) need not be calculated with the AP since the frequency
characteristics of AFmn filters are equal to the frequency characteristics of channels with related indexes
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in the mixing matrix H  ,I  of the signal-formation model. These characteristics should only be stored
in MUm, m  1,...,M .
The transient responses h11  g  , h22  g  ,...,hMN  g  , g  0,...,G  1 of the adjustable inverse filters
AIFmn (only if m  n ) are computed in AUm, m  1,...,M .

Figure 1. Model for a recursive parallel specialized processor (N=M).
The algorithm for computing hmn( m  n )  g,I  consists of the following steps: using a fast Fourier
transform for the transient responses of the channels hmn( mn )  g,I  to obtain the characteristics

H mn g ,I  ; computing H mn  g ,I  

1

H mn  g ,I 

; and using a fast Fourier transform for the

characteristics H mn g ,I  to obtain the weight coefficients hmn( m  n )  g,I  for AIFs.
The parallel form of the adjustment algorithm’s first and third steps has a width of N and is
implemented by N FFT and IFFT units.
The computational complexity Lrec
AP1,3  G  , which determines the time it takes to complete these steps
depending on the height of their parallel form, is of Lrec
AP1,3  G   O( G log 2 G ) order.

The parallel form of the algorithm used to compute the channels’ inverse characteristics H mn g ,I 

has a width of O( N  G ) and is implemented with N  G division units, while the height
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Lrec
CU (N)  О( 1 ) of the algorithm’s parallel form is a constant.
The CU synchronizes the transmission of parameters from AP to FP, sets the initial conditions, and
controls the output registers while completing processing iterations. This unit’s operation algorithm has
a constant complexity of Lrec
CU (N)  О( 1 ) .
The assessment of the computational complexity of the AP and FP algorithms (e.g., at K  G ),
Lrec
O( G log 2 G )  O( 1 )  O( 1 )
AP1,2 ,3  G 

 log 2 G ,
rec
LFP (K)
O( K  )
for the recursive processor presents the conclusion that signal separation with the proposed recursive
processor is acceptable for the quasistationary model of signal formation.
But the width of the AP algorithm’s parallel form for the recursive processor is significantly lower
than that of the nonrecursive one: O  N  G  O( N 4  G ) .
This advantage of the recursive processor makes it possible to apply the solution to the problem of
separating signals sn  k  for many more sources under conditions where computational resources are
limited.
For a recursive processor to separate signals steadily, the object must allow the receivers of signals
to be installed such that in the linear superposition of signals at the outputs of each of the receivers, the
signal from a specific source is predominant [1].

5. Model for a Regularization-Based Parallel Specialized Processor
If the parameters of the mixing matrix H  ,I  or of the source signals s(k ) make the problem of signal
separation ill-posed or if those parameters show expected uncertainty, then one should at once find a
regularized, stable solution to (1) or its equivalent in the frequency domain.
The proposed model for a regularization-based specialized processor is based on the Tikhonov
regularization [15].
Two conditions to the Tikhonov regularization are set in the processor model: the disparity
minimization Hs  x  min , as in the least-squares technique (LST); and the minimization of the
s

solution norm, s  min , as in the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix [16].
s

The solution s contained in the processor provides the absolute minimum of the smoothing
functional F  s  expressed as
F  s  Hs  x   s ,
2

where   0 is the regularization parameter;  s  is the stabilizing functional; and H and x are
approximate values of H and x for which
H  H   H and x  x   ,
where  and  H are the upper estimates of absolute measurement errors for the signals x and the
mixing-matrix elements H .

The proposed model uses  s   s as a stabilizing functional. For control purposes, it is more
natural and convenient to present signals in time form, so we will write the smoothing functional for M
= N and K = G as
2

F



M K 1

s    xm  k ,I   xm  k ,I 
m 1 k  0

2



N  M K 1

  s  k  .

2

n  m 1 k  0

n,

(3)

The signal xm  k ,I  in (3) derives from the separation results redistorted by the signal formation
model; that is,
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N

xm  k,I    sn,  k  * hmn (k ,l) ,
n 1

where sn ,  k , I  are the regularized results of signal separation for the object’s nth node.
Under the conditions described above, the smoothing functional can be written as
F



M K 1

 w     xm  k , I   xm  k , I 

2



m 1 k  0

N  M G 1

  w   g ,I  ,

n  m 1 g  0

2

nm ,

an expression that is more suitable for the regularized computation of the elements wnm ,  g ,I  for the
separating matrix w  g ,I  , which sets the weights of the functional processor’s AFs.

The elements wnm ,  g ,I  for the selected regularization parameter  are determined from the

minimum condition of the smoothing functional F   w  , keeping in mind that this functional’s
quadratic form is positively definite.
The elements wnm ,  g ,I  are calculable, for instance, by solving the system of M  N  G equations
F  ( w)
 0 relative to wnm ,  g ,I  , using the parallel algorithms for solving linear
wnm  g ,l 
algebraic equations [2,3].
For the known (specified) errors  H and  , we propose calculating the regularization parameter as
the root of the equation

written as

Hs  x    H s
2



2

/  r ,M ,N  ,

in which  is the parameter s , where   r ,M ,N   1 is a scalable multiplier determined by the
problem’s dimension ( M  N ) and by the measurement error of signal and channel parameters (the error
depends, in particular, on the resolution r of analog-to-digital conversion).
With the regularization parameter  so obtained, the smoothness and disparity of the solution for
s are acceptable for practical purposes.
Figure 2 shows the model of a regularization-based specialized processor.
The FP is a model that is inverse of the signal-formation model and that separates measured signals.
This processor has a homogeneous structure and consists of AFs and AUs.
The computation of regularization parameter  and the adjustment of AFs, whose number is equal
to M 2 , are run by the AP. The AP’s processing unit (PU) computes AF parameters with the least-squares
technique through minimizing the smoothing functional F   w  .
The elements of the mixing matrix h  g,I  , which set the samples for the pulse responses of the
signal-formation model’s channels, enter the inputs of the AP, and the AP generates a direct signalformation model.
Disparity evaluation units (DEUs) compute the disparity  m2 for each of the processor’s m channels.
The units receive signals delayed by delay units (DUs), which serve to delay signals from the processor
inputs and signals from the outputs of the direct signal-formation model.
It is advisable to use deterministic parallel optimization algorithms [17] designed for multicore
processors to minimize the smoothing functional F   w  .
All the AFs operate in parallel independently of one another. This makes the proposed processor fast
and reliable.
The processor model shown in figure 2 is generalized to obtain stable solutions for system (1). For
that reason, the model is highly complicated. For practical applications, it can be significantly simplified
by using prior information about the signal-formation model (such as the presence of reference inputs
[18]) or by using simpler and parallel regularization algorithms [19].
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Figure 2. Model for a regularization-based parallel specialized processor.
6. Modeling Results
Figure 3 shows the modeling results for test signals separated by the nonrecursive parallel specialized
processor with a multicore, GPU-based architecture.
The signal-formation model had three signal sources: the first two were triangular pulses with
different frequencies and shapes while the third was a speech signal. The signal receivers used 8-bit
ADCs with a sample rate of 12 kHz.
The figure 3 shows the initial signals (top), additive mixtures of signals in each of the receivers
(middle), and extraction results for each signal (bottom).
The error of signal separation does not exceed 10%, a value acceptable for many engineering
applications.
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Figure 3. Modeling results for test signals separated with a nonrecursive parallel
specialized processor.
The results of computational experiments shown in figure 4 for the example above show
notably shorter task times (the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [9] algorithm was used).
Time (ms)

a
a

b

Signal samples

Figure 4. Experimental time–sample relationships for the problem of signal separation with a
serial (a) and parallel nonrecursive specialized (b) processors.
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7. Basic Conclusions
This paper proposed using models of highly efficient nonrecursive, recursive and regularization-based
parallel specialized processors to solve the problem of signal separation.
Once adjusted, the processors can solve the problem within a period that does not depend on the
number of signal sources—that is, the processors have a task time of TFP ( N )  O( 1 ) order.
These models are applicable where the parameters of the model-formation model are variable
(quasistationary).
Regularization-based processors make the solution stable under conditions where the parameters of
objects exhibit expected uncertainty when the inverse problem of signal separation becomes ill-posed.
The regular homogeneous structure of the functional processor can be conveniently implemented as
an integrated circuit or a multicore-architecture computational system.
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Abstract. Orbital angular momentum (OAM) multiplexing is a promising method for
MIMO multiplexing strategy. OAM multiplexing has previously been demonstrated for
underwater acoustic communication, where data transmission was carried out within a
single acoustic beam. Inner-product method is most often used for OAM demultiplexing, but it
is sensitive to changes of signal parameters. For example, parameters changes can be
associated with wave propagation through heterogeneous medium. I propose and
demonstrate an approach using of machine learning methods to increase demultiplexing
accuracy to 96% for non-stationary signals. In article presents experimental and
numerical investigation results of proposed method.

1. Introduction
Allen [1] first showed that Laguerre-Gauss modes have an orbital angular momentum. Laser beams
with an OAM are also called optical vortices. Optical vortices are used in quantum communication
[2], particle manipulation [3], metrology [4], etc. A modern review of waves with OAM is given in
[5].
The factor exp(ilφ) is responsible for OAM, where φ is azimuth angle in a plane perpendicular to
the beam axis, l = 0, ±1, ±2,… is topological charge. Thus, the energy flux vector describes a
helicoidally surface in space, and beams with different l are characterized by a different distribution of
the phase wave front.
Information coding using waves with different OAM consists in multiplexing several orthogonal
modes in one beam [6]. This encoding method is widely used for free-space optics communication,
where a record data transfer density has already been demonstrated [7]. In [8, 9], it is proposed to use
waves with OAM for hydro-acoustic communication. For underwater applications increase data
transmission rate due by expansion of the spectrum is made difficult by the strong attenuation of sound
waves in water.
Decoding information from the spatial distribution of the wavefront is its division on orthogonal
modes [6]. Usually demultiplexing is carried out by correlation methods [6, 8]. Their accuracy can be
significantly reduced due to a change carrier frequency of the signal, for example, due to the Doppler
effect, in case the receiver or transmitter moves. The machine learning methods could be used for
synthesis of OAM demultiplexer when the carrier frequency is a priori unknown or varies. In addition,
the amplitude and phase of acoustic wave depends on the temperature of the transmitters. This leads to
additional phase front distortions.
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2. Method of OAM wave demultiplexing
Arrange R receivers evenly around circumference with center on the beam axis. Then discrete samples
of the signal from r-th receiver when registering a wave with l-th OAM can be represented as:

rl 

x rl [n ] = Al sin  2πf 0 n + ϕ l + 2π  .
R


(1)

Here I have introduced the following notation: n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N – 1, N is the number of samples in
sample frame, f0 is the dimensionless frequency normalized to sampling frequency fd, φl is the initial
phase of l-th mode. The amplitudes of the Al signals are normalized so that the signal with several
modes has same energy as the signal with a single mode.
Following [8], to encode an information symbol with a size of one byte, we will use the sum of
helicoidal waves with l from –4 to 4:

x r [n] =



4

∑ A sin 2πf
l

l = −4

0

n + 2πl

r

+ ϕ r  + η r [n] .
R


(2)

The amplitude Al is assumed to be zero if the corresponding bit is not set (see Figure 1). A wave with
zero orbital momentum encodes a zero byte value.

Figure 1. Multiplexing process of orthogonal modes for one byte.
A two-layer convolution network [10, 11] was used for OAM demultiplexing. A description of its
architecture is given in Table 1 and shown on Figure 2. The first layer contains M = 10 convolution
neurons that have R inputs:
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 R −1 K −1 (1)
ym(1) [n] = ReLU ∑ ∑ wmr
[k ]xr [k + n] + bm(1)  ,
 r =0 k = 0

(1)
Here wmr
, bm(1) are weights and biases of first convolution layer. Input layer has nonlinear ReLU
(rectified linear unit) activation function: ReLU(x) = max(0, x).

Table 1. Neural network architecture.
Input layer Output layer
Layer type

Conv1D

Dense

Neurons

10

8

Convolution kernel

10×1

–

Pooling

5×5 (Max)

–

Activation

ReLU

Sigmoid

Results thinning of input layer (pooling) is used to reduce the number of connections with output
layer and to increase learning speed. The sequence from outputs of neuron filters is divided into
disjoint intervals of 5 points, and the maximum value is selected at each interval.

Figure 2. Architecture of the neural network.

Further, these data proceed to the output fully connected layer consisting of 8 neurons (q = 0 – 7)
with a sigmoidal activation function:
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−1

N −1M −1



(2 ) (1)
pˆ q = 1 + exp − bq( 2) − ∑ ∑ wqnm
y m [n]  
n=0 m =0



Thus, the activation ( pˆ q > 0.5 ) of output neuron q indicates the presence of a mode with given

angular momentum. Note that several neurons can be activated.
The network weights are tuned in the learning process on a train set consisting of 2000 signals
corresponding to different values of information symbols. Every signal consist N = 20 samples with
additive normal noise with zero mean and dispersion σ2, randomly selected from range 1.0 – 2.0. The
initial phase and frequency of signals are uniformly distributed in range of 0 – 2π and 0.1 – 0.3,
respectively.
Training is carried out by back-propagation error method with Keras [12] deep learning library. In
the process of learning, consisting of 100 epochs, binary cross entropy was minimized with Adam [13]
method. Training time on a 12-core Intel i7-3930K 3.2 GHz processor is less than 30 s.
The study of network characteristics was carried out on a different set, containing also 2000
signals. With a relatively low noise level (σ2 = 0.1), ten receivers are enough to achieve 100%
accuracy of demultiplexing (see Figure 3a). A similar result is achieved using the correlation method.
Increasing noise variance by an order reduces accuracy, but it remains at level of 96%.
Accuracy of demultiplexing by the proposed method in a sufficiently wide frequency range (0.15 –
0.3) stay not lower than 91% (see Figure 3b). As opposed the correlation method loses significantly in
accuracy when the signal frequency changes by 10%.

a)

b)

Figure 3. a) Demultiplexing accuracy dependencies P by receivers count R for neural net (circle and
triangles) and for correlation method (line); b) demultiplexing accuracy dependencies P by carrier
frequency f0 of signal (σ2 = 1.0).

3. Experimental results
An experimental setup was created to transmit information using two identical transducers array. Each
array consisted of 7 piezoelectric transducers (type ZP-1) (see Figure 3). One array was connected to
output of the sound card (UMC1820), and the other to its input. Transducers are placed into boxes
from corrugated cardboard with a thickness of 4 mm. Noise insulation "Penolon" with a thickness of
10 mm is glued inside the boxes, and their internal volume is filled with cotton. The front panels are
made of MDF and also covered with sound insulation (Figure 4). Piezo-transducers are mounted on a
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round fiberglass board (1.6 mm thick and 164 mm in diameter), in which eight round holes of 36 mm
in diameter are milled. Central transducer was not used in experiments.

Figure 4. Transducers array front panels.
The Figure 5 shows the experimentally obtained pressure and phase distributions for waves with
different topological charges. Since the amplitude-frequency response characteristic of the transducers
differ, it is clear that the wave front is slightly different from the ideal helicoidal one. It is especially
noticeable for higher order topological charges (see Figure 6). This circumstance required slightly
different network architecture (Table 2) in order to achieve high accuracy.
Table 2. Modified neural network architecture for experiments.
Input layer

Output layer

Layer type

Conv1D

Dense

Neurons

50

6

Convolution kernel

200×1

–

Activation

Leaky ReLU

Sigmoid
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Figure 5. Experimental amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) of pressure distributions for waves with
a topological charge +1 (left) and –1 (right).

Figure 6. Experimental phase of pressure distributions for waves with a topological charge +2
(left) and –2 (right).
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Real signals obtained in the experiment used for training. Each signals consisted of 400 samples.
The training cycle consisted of two stages. At first, 20 signals with a random set of bits (training set)
were transmitted. Then 10 signals were transmitted, according to which the accuracy of information
transfer was assessed (test set).
The receiver and transmitter were located at a height of 0.5 m from the floor. Signal information (6
bits) transmits at a frequency of 2.3 kHz by topological charge coding with l = –3...3. The training
consists of 100 cycles. At a distance of 2λ, accuracy of demultiplexing (using the developed neural
network demultiplexer) was 100%, and at a distance of 17λ, it was 96%. Transmission accuracy is
reduced primarily due to the presence of significant reflections from the walls and floor.
4. Conclusion
The paper presents results of numerical and experimental studies of neural network demultiplexing
method for wave with orbital angular momentum. It is shown that proposed method gives a significant
advantage over the classical correlation method. Usually systems using neural networks are not high
performance. However, the small number of layers of the developed architecture makes it possible to
solve the problem of demultiplexing on a simple signal processor.
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss various options for implementing the
”Kuznyechik” block encryption algorithm using the NVIDIA CUDA technology. We
use lookup tables as a basis for the implementation. In experiments, we study the
influence of the size of the block of threads and the location of lookup tables on the
encryption speed. We show that the best results are obtained when the lookup tables
are stored in the global memory. The peak encryption speed reaches 30.83 Gbps on the
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 graphics processor .

1. Introduction
Cryptographic protection is an important part of a modern IT infrastructure. Nowadays, both
the volume of information and computing power are continually increasing. Accordingly, there
are growing demands on both the robustness and speed of cryptographic algorithms.
The idea of using graphics processors to speed up encryption algorithms appeared almost
simultaneously with the idea of using them for general-purpose computing[1]. As known, the
maximum profit from the use of graphics processors can be achieved only with massive parallel
tasks. It is not surprising that the most noticeable results in this field were obtained for block
encryption in the ECB (electronic code book) and CTR (gamming) modes, since the blocks of
plain text are processed independently in this case.
At present, there is a lot of papers, which focuses on using graphics processors for encryption.
Most of the papers are devoted to the AES encryption algorithm. In particular, in the paper [2],
authors study the dependence of the encryption speed on the location of round keys. Experiments
are carried out on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 and NVIDIA
GeForce Titan X graphics cards. In the paper [3], authors study popular block ciphers, namely,
AES-128, CAST-128, Camelia, SEED, IDEA, Blowfish, and Threefish, using NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 980. In both papers, the reported encryption speed exceeds 200 Gbit/s (25 GB/s).
The ”Kuznyechik” cipher is a new symmetric encryption standard, which was introduced
in Russia in 2015 [4]. By design, ”Kuznyechik” is an SP-network with ten rounds of
transformations, the size of a block equals to 128 bits, and the size of a key is 256 bits.
Because of a novelty and the limited use of chipher, fewer papers focus on the ’Kuznyechik”
algorithm, most of them focuses on cryptoanalysis [5,6,7] rather than effective
implementation of cipher. The paper [6] describes the optimization of the algorithm based on
lookup tables.
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The reported speed is 54 Mbps on a four-core CPU. The paper [7] is a direct continuation of the
paper [6], which is devoted to the cryptanalysis of the ”Magma” and ”Kuznyechik” algorithms using
CUDA to speed up a slide attack. The paper [8] describes the implementation of Kuznyechik cipher for
FPGA using OpenCL, the reported troughput reaches 41 Gbit/s. In this paper, we study several possible
implementations of the ”Kuznyechik” cipher using the NVIDIA CUDA technology. The paper has the
following structure. In Section 2, we givebrief theoretical foundations of the algorithm. In Section 3,
we briefly discuss some features of the NVIDIA CUDA technology, which are necessary to
understand this paper. Section 4 describes possible implementations of the cipher using the above
technology. In Section 4, we provide the results of experiments. The paper ends up with the
conclusion and reference list.
2. The description of the algorithm
As it was outlined earlier, the ”Kuznyechik” algorithm is a ten-round cipher based on an SP
network with the key length of 256 bits and the block length of 128 bits. An exhaustive
description of the algorithm can be found in [4].
2.1. Key expansion algorithm
Before the encryption, ten 128-bit round keys K1 , ..., K10 are generated based on the main
256-bit key K. The expansion procedure is a Feistel network. Its transformation function is
analogous to the round of the main cipher with a fixed key. The first two round keys K1 , K2
are obtained from the halves of the main one. The rest of the keys are obtained by encrypting
with the Feistel network. The keys (K2i , K2i−1 ) are given to each round of the network as an
input, and the output is (K2i+2 , K2i+1 ).
The expansion procedure is strictly sequential. Besides, it can be executed only once to
obtain the array of round keys. Thus, we do not consider this procedure in the paper.
2.2. Basic transformations
The cipher is based on two transformations:
(i) Nonlinear transformation π : GF (28 ) → GF (28 ) implemented through the lookup table.
(ii) Nonlinear transformation
`(a15 , ..., a0 ) = 148 · a15 + 32 · a14 + 133 · a13 + 16 · a12 + 194 · a11 + 192 · a10 + 1 · a9 +
+251 · a8 + 1 · a7 + 192 · a6 + 194 · a5 + 16 · a4 + 133 · a3 + 32 · a2 + 148 · a1 + 1 · a0 , (1)
where ai ∈ GF (28), and operations take place in the field GF (28). In particular, ”+” is equivalent
to the XOR operation).
The transformations that are used directly in the encryption are based on two previous
transformations:
S(a) = S(a15 ||...||a0 ) = π(a15 )||...||π(a0 ),
(2)
R(a) = R(a15||...||a0) = `(a15, ..., a0)||a15||...||a1,
(3)
16
L(a) = R (a),
(4)
X[k](a) = k ⊕ a,
(5)
where || is the concatenation,
ai ∈ GF (28 ),
k, a ∈ GF (2128 ),
R16 (a) means that the R function is applied for a for 16 times.
Using the above notations, the ”Kuznyechik” algorithm can be described as follows:
EK1 ,...,K10 (a) = X[K10 ]LSX[K9 ]...LSX[K2 ]LSX[K1 ](a),

(6)

where LSX[K](a) is equivalent to L(S(X[K](a))).
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2.3. Lookup tables
It is easy to see that
`(a15 , ..., a0 ) = `(a15 , 0, ..., 0) ⊕ `(0, a14 , 0, ..., 0) ⊕ ... ⊕ `(0, 0, 0, ..., a0 ),

(7)

`(a15 ⊕ b15 , ..., a0 ⊕ b0 ) = `(a15 , ..., a0 ) ⊕ `(b15 , ..., b0 ).

(8)

Based on this, the LS part of the round can be predicted in advance, with the result that
we get 16 lookup tables. Each of the lookup tables contains 256 entries of size 128 bit. When
using lookup tables, the entire encryption process comes down to 16 lookups across tables and
16 128-bit XOR operations (15 on the search results and 1 with a round key).
3. CUDA
CUDA is a proprietary API provided by NVIDIA that facilitates the use of video cards for
general purpose computing. This programming model is required since the graphics processor
can process hundreds of threads simultaneously according to the so-called SIMT model. A
detailed description of CUDA technology can be found in [9]. We provide only the necessary
information below.
The kernel is a function intended for the execution on the GPU. The unit of execution is a
thread. Threads are combined into blocks, and blocks are combined into a grid. The grid and
block configuration is specified when the kernel function is started. Resources for execution are
allocated per block, and not on every single thread.
From a hardware point of view, the graphics processor is divided into multiprocessors, and
multiprocessors are divided into warps. The warps, in turn, consist of 32 stream processors
(terminal computing units). All stream processors inside one warp are synchronized. They
either execute the same instruction or idle.
The memory organization on graphics processors has a number of features. A programmer
has access to a global, shared, constant, and texture memory. The global memory is equivalent
to RAM. The texture memory and constant memory are the areas of global memory with special
access features. The shared memory has low volume (64KB), but very high speed.
Physically, it is divided into several independent areas, called banks (banks). An attempt
to simultaneously access different memory cells within one bank will lead to the subsequent
execution of requests. This situation is called a bank conflict. A large number of access conflicts
reduce performance significantly.
4. The implementation of ”Kuznyechik” encryption algorithm using CUDA
We use lookup tables as a base for the implementation of the algorithm. At first, we execute
an initialization procedure, which copies the tables to the device. Before encryption, we
allocate buffers on the device. We use the allocated buffers to copy round keys and data to
be transformed. We copy data back and release the buffers after the encryption. Encryption
keys are best to store in the shared memory. The memory consumption is small, and the access
pattern allows to avoid access conflicts (all threads of a warp always read the same key).
The issue of locating the lookup tables does not have such a straightforward solution. The
size of the LS tables does not allow them to be entirely located in the shared memory since
for the Pascal generation it is allowed to allocate only 48 KB per thread block. In addition,
random access to the tables will result in numerous access conflicts, which significantly reduce
performance. From this it follows that there are only three options for storing the tables, namely,
the global, constant and texture memory. To provide an additional acceleration, we read the
global memory using the ldg() function.
In addition, we should also find out the optimal launch configuration of the kernel function.
It does not make sense to use more than one thread per block of text. Although one XOR
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operation for 128-bit values is translated into two 64-bit operations, the use of two threads to
process one block of text will lead to undesirable consequences. First, an increase in the number
of threads will lead to an overall decrease in simultaneously processed blocks of text, since the
number of stream processors is limited. Second, since each thread needs to store its copies of
local variables, the number of occupied registers will increase. This also becomes a limiting
factor and reduces the amount of simultaneously processed blocks of text. However, it makes
sense to study how the size of the block of threads affects the encryption speed.
In this paper, we consider the following sizes of a block: 32, 64, 128,192, 256, 384, 512,
768, and 1024 threads. There is no sense to consider less than 32 threads in a block since the
minimum unit of execution on a graphics processor is a warp consisting of 32 stream processors.
5. Experimental results
We used the following configuration in our experiments:
CPU: Intel Core i5-6400
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070
RAM: 8 Gb DDR3
In general speed tests, the number of threads in a block was 512. The volume of encrypted data
was equal to 256 MB in tests with changing block configuration. The CPU version of the
”Kuznyechik” algorithm executed in 4 threads using SSE instructions. We did not take into
account the time spent on copying data to the memory of the GPU and back.
The results of performance measurements are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1 and
2 shows the results of the experiments.
Table 1. The dependence of the encryption speed on the data volume.
Data
volume

Encryption speed (Gbps)
CPU Global
Constant Texture
memory memory
memory

1 KB
32 KB
128 KB
1 MB
16 MB
64 MB
128 MB
256 MB
512 MB

0.09
2.46
2.50
3.70
4.73
4.74
4.79
4.79
4.81

0.43
8.55
24.75
24.75
24.74
25.09
27.26
30.83
30.82

0.03
0.34
0.59
0.80
0.66
0.65
0.64
0.64
0.66

0.45
8.36
20.83
16.07
14.29
14.01
13.86
13.97
13.93

Let us consider the results in more detail.
The CUDA SDK includes a profiler, which allows getting information on the kernel execution
time, resources used by the kernel, multiprocessor loading, cache efficiency, and many other
parameters. The profiler data is used for a more detailed analysis of the results.
The fastest option is the global memory. The correct access pattern allows us to achieve more
than 90% hits fro L2 cache and about 20% hits for L1. However, even in this case, working with
memory is still an essential factor limiting performance.
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Table 2. The dependence of the encryption speed on the thread block size.
Threads
per block

Encryption speed (Gbps)
Global
Constant Texture
memory memory
memory

32
64
128
192
256
384
512
768

30.86
30.94
30.75
30.66
30.81
30.70
30.67
30.81

0.80
0.66
0.65
0.67
0.63
0.66
0.69
0.77

16.64
13.59
13.28
13.85
13.55
13.81
14.07
15.03

Figure 1. The dependence of the encryption speed on the data size.
The texture memory is slower due to the greater number of registers used and the greater
memory load. When reading a single value, its neighbors are also loaded into the cache, so the
memory subsystem has to serve the greater number of readings. So cost of each cache miss is
high. In addition, in the Maxwell and Pascal architectures, the texture cache shared the memory
with L1 cache and therefore does not give any gain compared to it.
For constant memory, the problem is a random access pattern, which causes frequent cache
misses. Another problem is the read data size - 16 bytes per request. As a result, the performance
degrades.
Let us turn to the size of the thread blocks.
No more than a certain number of threads, warps, and blocks can be executed on a
multiprocessor simultaneously. In addition, there are limiting factors, namely, the total number of
registers and shared memory. With small blocks, the overhead caused by the context switching is huge.
At the beginning of execution, time is spent for each block to copy round keys to the shared memory.
For large blocks, a multiprocessor simultaneously executes fewer blocks due to the presence of limiting
factors. Besides, the location of the block cannot be taken by another one until the block is completed.
In our case, the diﬀerence between thread block sizes for global memory is insigniﬁcant, since the main
limiting factor is the global memory latency. Constant memory case reaches maximum troughput with
32 threads per thread block, whereas texture memory case have its maximum at 32 threads per threads
block.
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Figure 2. The dependence of the encryption speed on the thread block size.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered various options for implementing the “Kuznyechik” encryption
algorithm using CUDA technology. We used lookup tables as a basis for the implementation.
We discussed the global, constant, and texture memory as an option for the location of the
lookup tables. Besides, we considered the following sizes of thread blocks: 32, 64, 128, 192, 256,
384, 512. According to the experiments, the best results were obtained when search tables are
stored in the global memory. The peak speed of the encryption was equal to 30.83 Gbps on the
equipment used.
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Abstract. The application of predictive analytics in the design, production and operation to
achieve the efficiency of the life cycle of complex technical systems is discussed. A predictive
model of information support for the life cycle of a microsatellite propulsion system based on a
neural network system is proposed. The predictive model can solve the problem of estimating
fuel consumption, diagnosing and detecting possible failures of a small propulsion system.

1. Introduction
The modern systems of information support of the life cycle of the large scale technical objects,
such as airplanes, gas turbine engines, are widely used. But for small dynamic objects, such as
drones or microsatellites, the use of life-cycle information support systems is not so obvious for
many reasons. One of the main reasons why researchers and manufacturers are not ready for applying
this technology is lack of the experience and rather expensive life cycle information support
systems equipment and software.
The microsatellite can be considered as a subclass of the cyberphysical system functioning
in autonomous mode during its mission for rather a long period of time. It is possible to control
its position and payload periodically remotely from ground flight center in telecommunication
sessions. An operator can send control commands through, for example, GlobalStar, and change the
operation mode for the microsatellite effective use with help of special software-hardware interface
[1-8].
The mission tasks of microsatellite in information sense is the data collecting, processing,
and transmitting to the ground flight center the compressed information about its environment and
flying conditions. Microsatellite, as a subset of a cyber physicalsystem, contains a lot of
mechatronics subsystems: micro electromechanical elements and mechanisms. So, it can be
considered as a complex technological product, which is designed within the enterprises cooperation
on the base of information flows interchanging [9, 10]. On the stage of designing of the life cycle
for autonomous technical objects, the designers have to keep in mind the possible uncertainty factors
which can influence on the object operation and can cause failures of onboard equipment,
energy overconsumption, noise influence and the other different factors. So, to provide the
efficiency of the microsatellite mission, the information support based on predictive analytics
technologies can be applied [11, 12].
2. The life cycle of the complex technical system
The small size mobile observing systems are very urgent nowadays in the most of scientific
and commercial applications. One of the ways to achieve the life cycle efficiency for such a
system is intelligent information support on the stages of design, production and exploitation.
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A low-weight mobile autonomous system exploited without any human service during long-term
periods is considered as a complex technical system. The human operator can control the complex
technical system remotely in short sessions. For this purpose, the operator sends commands and sets
temporal programs for complex technical system exploitation with aid of software-hardware interface.
The main aims of a complex technical system are collecting, processing and transmitting objective
information about its environment and also transportation, mechanical and other interactions with
environmental objects.
The complex technical system contains a number of technical subsystems, microelectromechanical
components and mechanisms, and software-hardware components. Therefore, a small size mobile
observing system is a high technological product created within wide international cooperation.
The efficient exploitation of the complex technical system during its short active lifetime has to be
assured. Increasing exploitation efficiency requires creating the integrated hardware-software system
for the information support of the complex technical system life cycle.
One of the problems hard to solve is uncertainty caused by failures of onboard software-hardware
subsystems, information distortion, external noise influence, energy losses, etc.
The complex technical system lifecycle includes six stages: system project, designing,
manufacturing, implementation, operation and utilization. But only the operation stage assures
profitable usage. For today, introductory stages duration (1-4) is approximately equal to the duration
of exploitation stage (5). The introductory stages still remain rather expensive from the investor point
of view. To advance overall efficiency, it is necessary to decrease duration of the stages 1-4 and
increase the useful effect on the stage 5. The main stages of the complex technical system life cycle
and benefits P(t) and total costs Z(t) functions are shown in the figure 1.
Z(t), P(t)
P(t)
Z(t)

τ

Project-designingmanufacturing

Exploitation

Utilization

T

t

Figure 1. Benefits and total costs Z(t) functions on the main stages of the complex technical system
life cycle.
Target efficiency of the complex technical system life cycle could be estimated as the integral
value on the base of “the through life cycle” mathematical models:
t

E (t ) =  ( P(t ) − Z (t )) dt.
0

When planning and correcting life cycle operations and making exploitation programs, it is either
required to estimate useful effects Eτ and make the forecast of probable negative or positive afterFC

effects ET − – for example, the complex technical system resource degradation. This allows choosing
the optimal option not for an operation at temporal time τ only, but for the entire further life cycle T:


T

0



ELC,i = E + ETFC− =  ( P(t ) − Z (t )) dt +  ( P(t ) − Z (t )) dt ;
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ELC = max {ELC, i }.
i

To obtain the optimal effect ELC, the following tasks of the information support of the complex
technical system life cycle should be solved:
• the intelligent support of complex technical system at the design stage;
• keeping the information on the complex technical system condition the actual, operational and
authentic;
• estimating and forecasting the complex technical system condition;
• the decision making support using “through the life cycle” intelligent models to estimate target
efficiency on the life cycle stages;
• simulation of “optimum” and “worst-case” situations while the life cycle participants interacting
on the base of decision trees;
• the diagnostic and decision-making on the base of mathematical and intelligent models of the
complex technical system onboard systems.
All these measures will promote total efficiency of the complex technical system life cycle due to
the effective interactions between participants, high awareness of the life cycle participants and
decrease wrong decision probability during the life cycle stages.
3. The life cycle of the complex technical object and predictive analytics
In sense of the life cycle paradigm of the microsatellite, the amount of data generated on
prototyping and testing stages are more times bigger then data had generated on the implementation
stage (figure 2).
So it is obvious, if we are trying to optimize total expenditures for the life cycle of
the microsatellite:
• It is necessary to decrease the durations of the stages from prototyping to implementation.
• It is needed to increase the usefulness of information that had been generated on before the
implementation stage.
Volume of generated and used information
120
100

Volume

80
Dg(t)

60

Du(t)

40
20
0
Stage 1 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 4 Stage 5
Life Cycle Stages

Figure 2. Volume of information generated on all stages of life cycle.
In general, the effectiveness of generated information DE on stages of the life cycle of complex
technical object can be presented as the solution of optimization task:
t

DE (t ) =  ( DG (t ) − DU (t )) dt → min,

(1)

0

where DG is generated information, and DU is used information.
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The following tasks of the predictive analytics application have to be solved in order to obtain the
positive effect in sense of (1):
• big data technologies can be applied on all stages of the life cycle. Supporting actual,
operational and authentic information about the state of the complex technical object operation with
help of estimating and forecasting the complex technical object state on the basis of predictive models;
• the decision making support using different predictive models to estimate the meaning of goal
function on the different stages;
• simulation of different “suboptimum” and “worse” cases on the base of multi-agent real time
simulation system;
• diagnostics on the base of on-line predictive models of complex technical object state with
application of onboard computers.
These tasks can increase the economic efficiency of the life cycle of complex technical system due
to the effective interactions of all information subsystems with application of predictive analytics on
all stages of the life cycle.
4. Intelligent technologies of the life cycle information support for the complex technical system
Due to the essential uncertainty on the design, manufacturing and exploitation stages of the complex
technical system life cycle, the intelligent technologies become rather actual for the life cycle
information support.
First of all, on the stage of system design, developers have to solve the problem of optimal
structure of the complex technical system. This problem is proposed to solve with genetic algorithms
for optimizing information model of complex technical system.
The second problem is that on the exploitation stage human controller has to diagnose technical
condition of the remote complex technical system, estimate internal complex technical system
resources and provide process monitoring on the base of telemetry data stream.
The third problem is when planning system operations, it is necessary to build a simulation model
to choose the optimal life cycle strategy and avoid worst-case situations. Last two problems are
proposed to solve with help of the through-life cycle neural network model.
L0: The complex technical system
L1: The system subsystems

L2: The system sub-subsystems

L3: Aggregates, components and items

… … … …… … … …
LN: Functions and Attributes
Functions,
Attributes, Documents, Data Containers
…

Figure 3. The information hierarchical model of the complex technical system as a genetic individual.
The information model of the complex technical system has hierarchy multilevel structure which is
represented as a tree graph, the root node of which is the complex technical system itself (figure 3). On
the models’ second level, the complex technical system subsystems are involved, on the next levels –
the complex technical system aggregates, components and items. The terminal nodes of the model are
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the characteristics, attributes of the complex technical system as well as complex information objects,
such as documents, data containers and others. The terminal nodes are painted hatched in figure 3.
One multilevel structure presented in figure 3 describes an individual of evolution procedures.
Middle nodes as subsystems and aggregates (for example, power supply, engine, cameras, etc.) are the
chromosomes of the individual, and the terminal nodes – characteristics and attributes – are the genes.
The populations, obtained by genetic algorithms within crossover and mutation, allow producing
amount of the different versions of the complex technical system. Then individuals are selected with
the aid of chosen criteria – fitness function.
The transitions between PDM database and the individual hierarchy could be realized via SGML
(XML) transformations.
5. The Microsatellite Engine Predictive Model
The research and practical implementation work that was carried out and the results of flight and
ground tests of ammonia propulsion engine with a thrust price of up to 4 W/mN for electrothermal
micro engine of up to 30 mN showed their high efficiency in the small satellites “Demonstrator”,
“Orbkomm” and “UgatuSat” [2].

Figure 4. Predictive estimation of remaining fuel on the base of telemetry data.
Let us consider the resource and state assessment subsystem on the example of a propulsion
system, which is designed to correct the orbital position of the micro satellite. The propulsion system
consists of a cylindrical fuel tank, a filter, an electropneumatic valve, an evaporator for converting
liquid ammonia into a gaseous state, a pressure regulator to maintain a predetermined pressure value,
as well as an electrothermal engine. The considered PS is developed in the PE "Polet" (Omsk) and is
used on Russian and foreign microsatellites.
The main non-renewable resource on board the microsatellite is the fuel supply. The task of
determining the amount of fuel on board the spacecraft is very relevant due to the lack of a fuel sensor,
extreme external conditions, the inability to refuel and other services. The factors of uncertainty
include the occurrence of failures of the components of the control, loss of fuel due to leaks, chemical
decomposition of fuel, etc.
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The principal pneumohydraulic scheme of propulsion system is presented in figure 5, which
includes an electrothermal engine, pressure sensor, pressure regulator (controller), evaporator,
electropneumatic valve, filter, ammonia tank (fuel tank).
The key feature of the considered propulsion system is the formation of small impulses of thrust
and operation in the “cold start” mode, as a result of which the thrust and fuel consumption are
functions of time.
The principle of operation of a micro jet engine with an ammonia electro thermal engine is based
on the dissociation of ammonia with its decomposition into hydrogen and nitrogen. Due to the
decomposition and, accordingly, a twofold decrease in the molecular weight of the outflowing gas
compared to ammonia gas, it is possible to significantly increase (up to 2600 N · s/kg) the specific
thrust impulse of the electro thermal engine [3].

Figure 5. Schematic view of propulsion system.
For the micro-propulsion systems under consideration, there are no analytical models that allow
determining the technical condition of the object, fuel consumption and its reserves with the necessary
accuracy. At the same time, in the process of designing and testing, a large amount of computational
and experimental information is accumulated, which can be used to create a predictive model of a
micro-propulsion system based on neural networks technologies.
In the process of control the fuel consumption data received telemetric information (table 1),
parameters of the control program, including the settings of the operating modes of the micropropulsion system, data on the previous turn on of the micro-propulsion system are used (figure 6,
table 2).
Table 1. Data set of the microsatellite telemetric information.
Time
13:03:04
13:02:04
13:01:04
13:00:04
12:59:04
12:58:04
12:57:04
12:56:04
12:55:04
12:54:04
12:53:04
12:52:04
12:51:04
12:50:04
12:49:04
12:48:04

Ibs, A
0.59
0.69
0.53
0.43
1.17
0.64
0.85
0.64
0.85
0.85
0.69
1.07
0.64
0.85
0.75
0.96

Iab1, A
1.33
1.17
1.38
1.22
-0.59
-0.32
-0.43
-0.32
-0.43
-0.43
-0.38
-0.54
-0.32
-0.43
-0.38
-0.48

TxVAP
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1
VAP1

ON12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Ubs, V
13.8
13.6
13.6
13.4
12.1
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.1
12.2
12.1
12.2
12.1

Uab1, V
13.9
13.8
13.7
13.4
12.2
12.4
12.3
12.4
12.3
12.3
12.4
12.2
12.4
12.3
12.4
12.3
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Figure 6. Data set of microsatellite parameters state.
All data that we have received on the different stages of the life cycle are stored in the information
life cycle support system. This system includes the high performance computers, data warehouse
subsystems, predictive analytics software and etc.
During operation, such a predictive model will allow solving the following tasks:
• evaluate the fuel reserves on board the microsatellite;
• diagnose the technical condition of the micro-propulsion system and detect its failures;
• determine the fuel consumption required to complete the orbital maneuver.
6. Predictive neural network of the fuel consumption model
In the process of modeling, telemetric information, parameters of the control program, including the
settings of the operating modes of the propulsion system, data on previous inclusions of the micro jet
propulsion are used. A fragment of the list of used parameters and their description are presented in
table 2.
Table 2. Description of the parameters.
Parameters
TEH
UEH
IEH
TEvH
UEvH
IEH
N
tN
p
TmaxEH
TmaxEvH
PmaxEH
PmaxEvH
tEP
t∑

Description
engine heater temperature
voltage on the engine heater
engine heater current
evaporator heater temperature
voltage on the evaporator heater
evaporator heater current
number of the received block with initial data (settings)
instrument time value
pressure in the engine chamber
maximum engine heater temperature
evaporator heater maximum temperature
maximum power of the electric current supplied to the engine heater
maximum power of the electric current supplied to the evaporator heater
engine preparation time
engine running time
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The second group is the output data group Y = {TEH , TEvH , p}, Y  R13 . The input data are fed to
the propulsion system to form a thrust impulse, while the output data allow the trust impulse to be
estimated.
All developed neural networks are multilayer perceptrons trained in the backpropagation method.
As a training sample, the calculated and experimental data obtained during the design and testing
stages of the propulsion system were used. The structure of neural networks is given in table 3.
Table 3. Neural Network Architecture.
NN
NN1
NN2
NN3

Neural Network Architecture
12-5-3-3
3-3-5-12
15-6-4-2

The predictive neural network of the fuel consumption of the electrothermal micro propulsion
engine includes three separate neural networks NN1-NN3, which are having multilayer perceptron
structure trained with back propagation learning algorithm. System of neural networks NN1-NN3 and
their architectures, logics block selecting simulation and monitoring modes are presented on figure 7.
The NN1 neural network is designed to determine the dependence of the output information Y on
the input X and is used in the simulation mode of the propulsion system. The NN2 neural network
solves the inverse problem and determines the dependence of the input information X on the output Y.
The results of the NN2 neural network are used in the monitoring mode to solve the problem of
diagnosing the technical condition of the engine. The NN3 neural network is used to determine the
fuel consumption Gτ and assess the technical state of Sτ. In the NN3, data streams X and Y are used as
input. Data on fuel consumption obtained in the process of testing the engine, can improve the
accuracy and reliability of the training set. The complex of neural networks based on NN1, NN2 and
NN3 is shown in figure 7.
In the simulation mode of the propulsion system, the logic unit provides interaction between the
NN1 and the NN3, and in the monitoring mode, the NN2 and the NN3, which improves the accuracy
of the fuel consumption estimate using additional information about the technical condition of the
engine.

Figure 7. Predictive estimation of remaining fuel for microsatellite.
Data sets from databases of simulations results, telemetry information and control data, settings and
additional information are applied for training processes for this system of neural networks.
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a

b
Figure 8. The predictive neural network model NN1 (a) and NN2 (b) learning results.

The telemetric information of a microsatellite with an electrothermal engine, which performs a
single-pulse maneuver for orbit correction, is used as a training sample. Data sets include telemetry
information on temperature of fuel thermal condition, fuel pressure, and control unit state. The
learning results of the NN1 neural network are presented in figure 8. As we can see, the quality of
training of the neural network is good. The architecture of NN1 neural network includes the input
layer, hidden layer and output layer and has the following structure 12-5-3-3 neurons. To assess the
reliability of the results of the neural network, a regression analysis was performed, obtained by
comparing the reference values with the results of processing a test sample. For this, the “postreg”
function is used in the MATLAB environment. The correlation coefficient between output prediction
and sample data is R≈0.995 (figure 8, a). The result of the regression analysis for the neural network
NN2 is presented in figure 8, b). The correlation coefficient is R ≈ 0.989. The architecture of NN2
neural network includes the input layer, hidden layer and output layer and has the following structure
3-3-5-12 neurons. The experiment on teaching the intellectual model and determining the fuel supply
showed that the accuracy of solving the problem under consideration increased by 10% compared with
the analytical method.
7. Conclusion
One of the modern ways to achieve efficiency of the life cycle of complex technical systems
is application of predictive analytics information support in design, production and exploitation stages
of the life cycle. As it known the life cycle of the complex technical objects usually contains
the following stages: prototyping, designing, manufacturing, implementation, operation, utilization.
The duration of stages from prototyping to implementation for microsatellite is more times
longer the duration of exploitation stage. One of the modern ways to achieve efficiency of the life
cycle of such systems is application of predictive analytics information support in design,
production and exploitation.
Predictive models and methods for the life cycle information support on the basis of the system of
neural networks are proposed. The system of neural networks that can be estimated on
onboard computer is presented. This predictive model can solve the task of estimation of fuel
consumption, diagnostics and possible failures detection.
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The initial data for training neural networks are formed on the basis of the results of simulation
modeling and telemetry data. The input values are normalized relative to the maximum values of these
quantities. The initial weights of neural networks are set randomly.
The research results are expected to be used in the development of predictive analytics systems for
small satellites in the future.
The proposed development technique can be used in building models for other types of engines of
this class. And in the event of a change in parameters, it is necessary to develop a modified
architecture of the neural network model.
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Abstract. The solution of the problem of resource management in distributed computing
systems of processing stream data in safety systems of distributed objects is considered. The
tasks of streaming data processing in a multi-level multi-agent evacuation system in an
infrastructure object are considered. The features of the mathematical model of a distributed
stream data processing system are discussed.

1. Introduction
An infrastructure of socio-technical systems includes various complexes of buildings that have a large
area and the possible presence of a large crowd of people. The goal of risk management with the
security system of an infrastructure is minimizing collective risk in the event of a critical situation in
the cyber-physical system or in the context of infrastructure degradation. For the analysis of the state
of these objects, various systems for collecting and processing information are used: sensors for the
state of physical parameters, video surveillance systems and telecommunication systems. It should be
noted that the part of the information is transmitted and processed as streaming data. In the event of a
critical situation information about the state of the information field can be lost due to factors affecting
the elements of the computer system. So we can lose the accuracy of measurements of the physical
parameters of the internal space of the infrastructure [1-9].
So, let the observable information field be the state of the internal physical and information space
of the considered infrastructure. In this case, the task of reallocating computing system resources in a
technical safety system, in which information about the state of an infrastructure object is collected
from various sensors in real time, becomes extremely important. This system should be considered in
the class of self-learning control systems for distributed objects that have a variable structure [10-15].
The state of the information field may change depending on internal and external factors affecting
the physical energy flow, which, in turn, affects the distribution of risk levels in the event that this
energy goes out of control. In this case, the solution to the problem of risk management can be based
on the application of self-learning elements of a multi-level management system at its planning and
coordination levels. The formation of scenarios for the development of a critical situation and possible
ways to minimize risks is possible with the use of a self-learning multi-agent data collection system.
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The considered multi-agent system can be implemented in various ways: we can use a multi-agent
software platform, such as JADE, or implement software agents based on different programming
languages: Python, Java, etc. [16-18].
Although the databases can be implemented on the basis of various modern approaches, it is
necessary to solve the tasks of reallocating computing power in real time in order to ensure the
efficiency of solving problems of collecting and processing, including streaming data, in the safety
systems of the distributed infrastructure facility [19-28].
As it is known, modern airports and other similar structures are complex socio-technical systems.
For example, the system for ensuring the process of evacuating passengers in critical situations
includes technical means of detecting and responding to the alarms, various sensors, computing,
telecommunications and human resources of engineering services and building security systems. In
addition, it is necessary to take into account the many uncertainties that affect the effectiveness of
decision-making procedures in the evacuation process. Currently, the solution to the problem of
reducing the risk of evacuation is still an important scientific and practical task.
Information support in critical situations based on a decision support system can serve as a risk
management tool. In this regard, it is advisable to develop an intelligent decision support system
(DSS) based on self-learning technologies and multi-agent modeling using streaming information
processing.
2. Architecture of intelligent decision support system
It is quite difficult to ensure effective decision making in critical situations for large socio-technical
systems under the conditions described above, using a centralized control scheme. One of the solutions
is the use of a three-level decision support system, which allows managing the complexity of the
decision-making problem and, as a result, reduce risk levels (figure 1). Upstream information from
sensors I1 from the control level of sensors and actuators is transmitted to the level of online solutions.
In the opposite direction, control actions are transferred to actuators and technical equipment that
support evacuation management processes I2.

Figure 1. The information structure of intelligent decision support system.
A database storing information transmitted from sensors and actuators receives a stream of data Q3
on the state of the information field and elements of the executive level. Information R3 is transmitted
in the opposite direction, which is necessary for the effective functioning of sensors and instruments.
Decision making at the level of online decisions in real time is based on a set of specified logical
rules R2 received in response to Q2 requests. At the same time, the database stores information about
the effectiveness of decisions made on the basis of Q2 rules. The flow of data on the state of the critical
situation I3 is transmitted to the multiagent modeling level, which, in turn, is looking for effective
solutions for transmitting information I4 to the operational management level.
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The data on the simulation results are transferred to the database of simulation results. If necessary,
they can serve as input for the next stage of the simulation.
The risk of inefficient evacuation was adopted as a criterion for the effectiveness of an intelligent
decision support system:
QE = 1 − PE ,
(1)
where PE is the probability of a successful evacuation, for example, in the event of a fire.
Probability of escape PE is defined in accordance with standard methods of fire risks evaluation in
accordance with the requirements of GOST 12.1.004-91 “Fire safety. General Requirements” as
follows:

PE =

0,8 ⋅ tbl − test
, test < 0,8 ⋅ tbl ,
0,8 ⋅ tbl

(2)

where tbl is the time of blocking the building exits, it depends on fire conditions, building
configuration, etc. Also, as it is given in GOST 12.1.004-91 “Fire safety. General Requirements”, tbl =
288 sec. in considered case; test is the estimated evacuation time determined for each of the best
evacuation route. Estimated evacuation time test depends on information flows presented on figure 1
and, therefore, on the adopted solutions in an emergency evacuation. It also can be obtained on fire
and evacuation integrated modeling results:
(3)
test = f ( I1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , R1 , R2 , R3 , Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ).
It should be noted that figure 1 shows only a generalized information structure of the hierarchical
decision support system. In real techno-social systems, every single information flow is more
powerful, all of them are transmitted in real time, and each of them by itself has a very complex
information structure. With this in mind, the practical implementation of intelligent DSS requires high
performance computing technologies and smart integration of hardware and software.
3. Multiagent system of infrastructure object safety
A set of agents of the coordination level use the information received by the system planner to solve
the task of minimizing risks through interaction mechanisms in multi-agent systems. At the level of
coordination, among other things, the problem of ensuring the integration of information on the state
of the control object using multi-agent sensor systems must be solved, which makes it possible to
minimize errors of the first kind and of the second kind due to the effect of self-organization of
different sensors. At this level, the problem of developing control actions on the ventilation system,
fire protection system, information support for evacuation must be also solved.
The architecture of multiagent system of cyber physical system safety is presented in figure 2. The
structure of this system is based on hierarchical architecture.
In the sense of Big Data concept here we have different flows of information and different formats
of data. We need to gather information from different types of sensors and store these data in
Databases: DB_Video – Data Base of Video Sensors Data, DB_Sensor1 – Data Base of Infrastructure
Sensors, DB_Sensor2 – Data Base of Dynamic Objects, DB_BD – Data Base of Mix Content, DB_M
– Data Base of Simulation Results Data.
Multigent system of safety of cyber-physical system includes: Agent_Image_An – agent of Video
Stream Flow Analyzer, Agent_Dy_Objects – agent of Dynamic Objects trajectory Identification,
Agent_Inf_An – agent of Infrastructure State Identification, Agent_Integ_Date – agent of Integration
of different flows from sensors, Agent_Mod – Agent of Simulation of the different Scenarios of
Critical Situations, Agent_Integ_Dm – Agent of Analysis the state of Cyber-Physical System,
Agent_R – agent of risk field identification, Agent_F – agent of integrated risk identification,
Agent_U – agent of control and management of minimizing risk, Agent_U_I – agent of control signal
generation for actuators, Agent_U_S – agent of management decisions realization, C&MC –
implementation of control and management system.
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Figure 2. Multiagent system of infrastracture object safety.
So, here we have the massive application of different streaming data flows and we need to solve the
resource allocation problem in case of degradation of the information system.
4. Formulation of the optimal resource allocation problem
The model of the processing and storing of streaming data (PSSD) based on the computer network
includes resource model of the computer network N, model of data processing system (DPS) and the
relation D describing system deployment in the network.
IS = N , DPS , D .
(4)
Here:
• N– the computational network,
• DPS – the PSSD model,
• D – the deployment relation that shows ∀p ∈ P on what node it physically deployed.

D = {( w, p ) : w executes p; w ∈ W , p ∈ P} .

(5)

+

Let B : W × R → R – function that shows ∀w ∈ W amount of the involved resource. Values of the
function can be calculated from resource capacities of data processing model and network model as
follows.

Bcpu ( w) =
B mem ( w) =

B ( w) =
in
net

V ( p)
.
∀p∈D ( w) T ( p )

∑

(6)

∑ M (a) .

(7)

∀a∈( DC )( w)

∑

∀p∈D ( w )

∑ M (a)

∀a∈I ( p ) ∩ A \ ( D  C )( w )

T ( p)

.

(8)

∑ M (a )

out
Bnet
( w)

=

∑

∀p∈D ( w)

∀a∈I ( p )∩( DC )( w)

T ( p)

.

(9)

The introduced notation makes it possible to formulate the problem of optimal allocation of
computational resources in PSSD as the problem of combinatorial optimization. It is necessary to find
such deployment relation D*, that gives the maximum to predefined efficiency function F.
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D* = arg max F (IS D ) .

(10)

D⊂W ×P

The following constraints apply

Br ( w) ≤ S r ( w) .

(11)

Let rem(w) – the unitless function, that shows average free resources for every node as
rem( w) =

S ( w) − Br ( w)
1
.
∑ r
S r ( w)
R ∀r∈R

(12)

and the average total of free resources as
rem

W

=

1
W

∑ rem( w) .

(13)

∀w∈W

The mathematical problem of HCNUL resource allocation can be formulated as follows. Subject to
constraints (14) the optimal deployment at every point of time is


D (t ) = arg min  max σ τ2 [rem( w,τ )]  .
(14)
D ⊂W ×P w∈δ ( D )

Here:
• σ τ2 [ξ (τ )] denotes the dispersion of the stochastic process on the interval τ ∈ (0, t ) ,
• δ (D) denotes the domain of relation D – the set of nodes where system is deployed.

(

)

5. Agent-based software architecture for PSSD systems
To create flexible, robust and scalable software that implements a multi-level security system, an
agent-based approach is proposed, which involves using a software agent as a basic software object.
This allows us to further talk about the software architecture based on agents and implies the presence
of some additional elements in the system, such as:
• agent platform is a set of software components that support the life cycle of target agents, the
interaction between them in a single namespace and the model of system events;
• agent container is a software environment that provides access to the resources of each compute
node and runs software agents.
In accordance with the proposed mathematical models, security system architecture has been
developed. It is assumed that the software consists of the following components of the structure:
• set of target agents, each of which is a software object that implements a procedure for
processing streaming data;
• set of processing attributes implemented as an in-memory database that provides distributed
storage of streaming data and access to them with low latency.
A unified storage space for streaming data is provided by a distributed cached in-memory storage
that provides fast and transparent access to attribute values regardless of their physical location. The
agent platform is a unified distributed execution space for data processing procedures.
The target agent is the basic software entity in the implementation of the data processing model
within the proposed architecture (figure 3). It includes the following components:
• data processing procedure;
• local cache of used attributes;
• local cache of calculated attributes;
• mechanism for the management messages receiving and executing;
• mechanism for the agent initialization and self-destruction;
• agent's state.
The activity diagram of the target agent shows the process of the agent's functioning after creation.
In the process of distributed data processing, the target agent can be in the following states:
• “Created” is the initial state in the agent's lifecycle.
• “Initialized” is the calculated attributes are set to the initial values.
• “Running” is the agent's operating state when the attributes are recalculating in cyclic mode.
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• “Holding” is the agent's operating state when recalculating of attributes is temporary suspended.
• “Completion” is the final state in the agent's lifecycle (preparation for self-destruction,
completion of all recording processes).

Figure 3. The part of activity diagram of the target agent.
A change of the target agent’s state occurs either according to the stage of the lifecycle, or under
the influence of management commands.
6. An example of implementation of the agent-based software architecture for PSSD systems
The system is implemented as a simulation model and has a graphical user environment and allows
you to use the Java language to develop models. Figure 4 shows the main interface of the program
with controls that provide access to each node of the required number of CPUs and Memory for the
system to work; flag "Enable/disable crashes"; a slider that sets a threshold at which tasks will be
redirected to a more free node; input window required resources to perform tasks; a slider designed to
select a node; a flag that allows you to switch between node selection modes; graphics processor and
memory usage at each node.
For the convenience of the user, the ability to create and assign tasks has been added. The user
must specify the required amount of resource that the task will request from the node on which the
tasks will be performed, then you must click the “create” button. The dependence of the expenditure of
CPU resource (%) on time for a computer system of two nodes (sec) is presented on figure 5.
The simulation was carried out on the capacity of the computer network, which consisted of ten
nodes. The number of tasks in the system is 25 (the number of required CPUs and Memory resources
is from 5-30% of the maximum). If on the node the amount of free resource is less than the threshold
value (in this case, less than 20%), then the random task will be reassigned to the node with the most
resources. Also, periodically, a random failure occurs, which leads to a decrease in free resources by
half. After a certain time (in this case, 20 minutes), on a random node (in this example, node number
4), the amount of free resource decreased by half. Task number 13 was reassigned from the first node
to the second.
7. Conclusion
The task of the risk management in cyber-physical systems on the basis of multilevel management
system is considered. The principals of designing and architecture of multilevel self-learning
multiagent system for risk management are discussed. Self-learning ability of the proposed multiagent
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system is based on application of Big Data algorithms an machine learning algorithms.
As a result of testing software errors were not detected. To assess the quality of the developed
software, failures of computing nodes were simulated. One of the handler nodes was forcibly reduced
the amount of computing resources by half. At the same time, the system retained its performance;
failure did not affect the functioning of other nodes.

Figure 4. The main program interface.

b)
a)
Figure 5. The dependence of the expenditure of CPU (a) and Memory (b) (%) on time for a computer
system of two nodes (sec).
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Abstract. One of the main directions of statistics in sensory evaluation is an
assessment of the dependence between experimental variables and measured
characteristics. Statistical criteria are used to assess a degree of interaction between
variables, a level of experimental effects, and allow accepting or rejecting hypothesis
proposed. In sensory evaluation, people act as measurement instruments, and a
variation associated with the human factor arises. This proves that the use of statistical
methods is necessary. This article represents a network computer system for collection
and evaluation of food sensory indicators based on the methods of rank correlation and
multifactorial analysis of variance in real time. The article describes information
technology of expert sensory evaluation of food quality by individual panelists and
sensory panels regarding the indicators that are not measured by technical means of
control, based on client-server network architecture. The software implementation of
system for collecting and statistical processing of sensory data based on the principles of
multifactorial analysis of variance in real-time mode makes it possible to evaluate the
influence of the human factor on objectiveness and reliability of sensory evaluation
results, as well as to visualize the data of expert scores by various expert panels.

1. Introduction
Sensory analysis and evaluation of food quality is the basis for commodity examination of
food products and prediction of consumer demand. The usage of modern methods of sensory
analysis requires from panelists not only specialized knowledge of methodology and application
of, procedures for generating lexical dictionaries or scaling, but also the provision of consolidated,
consistent scores that confirm the objectiveness of the results [1].
Regardless of the experience and degree of training of panelists, individual differences always
arise in their scores of food quality, associated with sensory sensitivity, knowledge, and the
subjectivity of the scales for sensory indicator measurement [2, 3]. Therefore, the adequate
interpretation and objectification of individual panelist scores requires the development of
IT technologies for factor analysis of food sensory evaluation results based on mathematical
statistics methods [4-6] and computer software for processing and visualizing data from sensory
evaluation of a product [7-8].
An objective assessment of food quality, taking into account a variety of parameters,
alternatives and criteria, may be implement by using intelligent computer technologies for
processing and formalizing knowledge with the adoption of optimal decisions based on statistical
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methods of multivariate data analysis with an objective assessment of adequacy and confirmation
of hypotheses.
The probabilistic spread of characteristics and properties of initial biological raw material,
as well as subjectivity of individual panelist opinions determine the complexity of this problem.
The samples for testing cannot be identical in nutritional and biological value (protein, fat,
connective tissue, etc.). If the expert does not have enough knowledge and competencies, then
even the most sophisticated software will not conduct a qualitative analysis of the data [9].
Therefore, the adequacy of the scores in each case essentially depends on the influence of
the human factor with the individual psycho-physiological capabilities of sensory perception
and needs correction and checking the objectivity of expert scores, considering the coherence of
certain panel opinions and experience [10-13].
Information technology in a client-server network architecture is proposed based on the
methods of ranking correlation and multivariate analysis of variance, for sensory evaluation of
food quality by individual panelists and sensory panels regarding the indicators that are not
measured by any instruments [14].
2. Rank correlation in sensory evaluation of food quality
Formal characterization of final product sensory evaluation obtained as a result of expert survey is
achieved by rank correlation [8,9,11,15,16], according to which a group of quantitatively nonmeasurable factors is ranked by each expert independently of each other in order of decreasing or
increasing their influence on the assessment of product quality. The ranking results are recorded in
a rank matrix xij , i = 1, m, j = 1, n, specifying the place of j-th parameter among n other
parameters by i-th expert.
Since opinions of panelists not always match each other, total ranks are determined to obtain
an objective assessment.
Rj =

m
X

xi,j ;

j = 1, n,

(1)

i=1

and the coefficient of concordance W is calculated, which characterizes the objective relationship
between the scores of m independent panelists using the equation:
W =
S(d2 ) =

12 · S(d2 )
,
m2 · (n3 − n)

" m
n
X
X
j=1

(2)
#2

xi,j

i=1

1
− m(n + 1) ,
2

(3)

ranging from 0 in the absence of relationship between rankings by experts, to 1 with their full
consent in ranking the impact on the product quality Q.
After assessing the significance showing that the indicator of consistency W of panelist
opinions is not accidental, weighting factor gj is assigned to each sensory indicator:
M
gj = Pm

i=1 xij

;

j = 1, n,

(4)

where M – scale factor.
Weighting factors gj reflect the practical experience of qualified experts and characterize
comparative impact of j-th factor on total quality assessment in regression:
Q = Q0 +

n
X

gj xj ,

(5)

j=1
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where Q0 – score of reference product, and allows to objectively identify the most significant
factors of deviations from the specified quality.
The vector of weight coefficients is presents as a bar chart in accordance with the index
number of the indicator or in descending order of the absolute values of the coefficients. If the
distribution of weights is uniform or close to it, then the level of a priori knowledge is low and
further accumulation and processing of statistical data is necessary. In turn, uneven distribution
with an exponential decrease in the weights corresponds to a high degree of a priori knowledge
about the product quality.
3. Multifactorial analysis of variance for sensory evaluation
The data with a multi-level structure is analyzed by multifactorial statistical procedures [17],
which allow determining differences between two or more data sets for all dependent variables
simultaneously. This helps to reduce the level of overall mistake of the first kind and to assess the
degree of relationship between dependent variables, and makes it possible to establish
combinations of sensory variables, which allow distinguishing samples in the case of nonmanifestation of differences in each variable separately[18-28].
The general algorithm for processing the results of sensory evaluation includes the
determination of the sample size from the general population and formulation of a null (H0) and
alternative (H1) hypotheses; choice of significance level (α = 0.01; or α = 0.05; or α = 0.1) and
conducting an assessment; data collection and calculation of total statistical criteria; acceptance
or rejection of the null (H0) hypothesis and result interpretation.
In the case of two-factor analysis of variance, pooling by two factors is used, and in addition to
the experimental error, the variance of scores due to individual differences between panelists in
the panel is taken into account [29]. In this case, the order of samples A, B and C should be
individual for each panelist, and their combinations ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, CBA are
distributed in equal proportions to ensure complete randomization. The total sample variance for
all experiments is equal to sum of the intergroup and intragroup variances. The value of Fisher
test is calculated not only as the ratio of the intergroup and intragroup variances of panelist
scores, but also as the ratio of the variance of scores between individual experts to the intragroup
variance.
Analysis of variance [17, 18] is the basis for software development with a client-server
architecture for collection and statistical processing of sensory data. Fisher’s exact test goes
through all possible options of contingency table with the same total frequencies in rows and
columns, i.e. carries out all kinds of construction of null-models, which built on the assumption of
no influence on the factor under study [30-32].
The general algorithm for processing the results of sensory evaluation (Figure 1) includes
determining the sample size from the general population and formulating null (H0 ) and
alternative (H1 ) hypotheses; selecting the level of significance (α = 0.01; or α = 0.05; or
α = 0.1) and conducting an assessment; data collection and calculation of total statistical
criteria; accepting or rejecting the null (H0 ) hypothesis and interpreting the results.
The influence of the factor is estimated by the Fisher-Snedecor test at the chosen level of
significance, not only as the ratio of the intergroup variance of scores from the relationship
M S2
of factors to the intragroup variance from the experimental error F = M Sx1x2
2 , but also as
a relationships F =
variance.

2
M Sx1
2
M SE

and F =

2
M Sx2
2
M SE

E

of factor variances of expert scores for intragroup
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Figure 1. The integrated block
diagram of two-factor analysis of
variance.
4. Software implementation of expert system for food sensory evaluation with a
client-server network architecture
The client-server expert software consists of two subsystems: the server software and the client
software (Figure 2). The client software is installed on the user’s computer and transmits
requests to the server subsystem to process data and requests from clients and to return them
back to user’s computer.
The functional structure of the system includes six modules that enter parameters and
evaluate product descriptors; creating a data set for analysis; sensory profile; comparison with
reference; help (for user and administrator).
The list of parameters (Figure 3) determined by the purpose of the sensory evaluation,
includes:
• the number of samples and evaluated descriptors;
• type of scale (structured or unstructured); structured five- and nine-point scales are used,
according to which each indicator has 5 or 9 degrees of quality, respectively. According to a fivepoint scale: 5 – excellent quality; 4 – good; 3 – satisfactory; 2 – unsatisfactory, but acceptable;
1 – unsatisfactory.
Nine-point scale recommended in the V.M. Gorbatov Federal Research Center for Food
Systems expands the range of sensory scores with the introduction of quantitative characteristics:
9 – optimum quality; 8 – very good; 7 – good; 6 – above average; 5 – medium; 4 or 3 – acceptable,
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Figure 2. General scheme of the
information system.

Figure 3. Start menu of the
computer system.

but undesirable; 2 or 1 – unacceptable.
• name of the evaluated descriptors;
• folder for saving files with sensory evaluation results (text format *.txt);
• instruction for the sensory panel.
After setting the evaluation parameters, the panelist connects to the server software and
enters his identification data (for example, full name) and further, using the intensity scale of the
descriptors in the product samples, individually evaluates the intensity of the product descriptors
recording the results from the beginning of the scale. After evaluating all the descriptors in the
first product, the panelist proceeds with the next product or finishes the sensory evaluation.
Figure 4 represents a table with results of two-factor analysis of variance by the descriptor
of “smoke odor”.
As a null hypothesis (H0 ), the system proposes: – tthe products do not affect the “smoke
odor” tdescriptor, and the alternative hypothesis (H1 ) – the products affect the “smoke odor”
descriptor. To verify them, Fisher’s exact test was used at a significance level of α = 0.05.
From the data in Figure 5, the calculated value of F-test for x1 factor (products) as F ≈ 19.85,
and the critical region is formed by the right-hand interval (4.46; +∞). Since F falls into the
critical region, the null hypothesis (H0 ) is rejected and the alternative (H1 ) hhypothesis is
accepted, i.e. x1 factor (products) affects the “smoke odor”.
Figure 4. Result of the panelist’s
consistency check by the “Smoking
odor”: SS – variance; df – degree
of freedom; MS – unbiased scores;
F – calculated Fisher test; P-value
– function of F distribution; F
critical value – table value of Fisher
test.
Similarly, assessment of the second factor takes place, i.e. “panelists”. With a null (H0 )
hypothesis, panelists do not affect the “smoke odor” descriptor and with alternative (H1 )
hypothesis, panelists affect the “smoke odor” descriptor.
The values in Figure 5 show, that calculated F -test for x2 factor (panelists) is F = 1, and
the critical region is formed by the right-hand interval (3.84; +∞). Since F does not fall in the
critical region, the null (H0 ) hypothesis is accepted, i.e. influence of x2 factor (panelists) on the
“smoke odor” was not confirmed.
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Figure 5. Sensory profile for three cooked
sausage samples.

Figure 6. Sensory profile for the reference
product and three cooked sausage samples.

Sample determination coefficient:
ρx 2 =
1

SSx1

SSx1
17.2
≈ 0.77,
=
17.2 + 17.3 + 3.47
+ SSx2 + SSx

(6)

shows that 77% of the total sample variation in the descriptor (smoke odor) is related to the
influence of the product type on it.
In the P-value column P-value is determined, which corresponds to the calculated value of
F-test.
In our example, P-value for x1 factor (products) depends on the values of F ; df and MS of
this factor in the first row of the table, and has a value of 0.00079.
P-value for the x2 factor (panelists) depends on the values of F ; df and MS of this factor in
the second row of the table, and is equal to 0.46.
According to the Fisher-Snedecor test, when P-value is less than 0.05 (P < 0.05), the data are
not consistent. Based on the calculation, analysis and comparison, the system makes conclusion
“Products differ in this descriptor; the scores of the panelists are consistent”.
In the case of a consistent and reliable evaluation, the software allows to build a sensory
profile (profilogram) of the product characteristic being evaluated (Figure 6) with a number of
intensity score axes equal to the number of specific descriptors.
Figure 5 shows an example of the sensory profile for three samples of cooked sausage in the
form of a polygon with vertices combining the obtained product characteristics.
Using similar procedures, the software allows to determine the position of a product among
competitors based on a comparison of its profile with competitors’ product profiles.
For comparison of the product profile with reference, reference product is preliminarily
produced, which is the basis for comparing all the products involved in the evaluation. The
characteristics of the reference sample determine the reference sensory profile, which is compared
with the profile of a similar sample from another batch (Figure 6).
The computer software also allows to identify changes in the sensory characteristics of the
product when replacing food ingredients, additives or spices in the formulation or using new
types of packaging, etc.
5. Experimental testing of the software
The given example of the network expert system and its dialog interface along with the individual
numerical scores and statistical evaluation by panelists provides the objectivized conclusion and
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recommendations concerning the product quality based on processing of the subjective data from
expert panels of up to 20 panelists by 15 descriptors and 6 product types with the construction
of profilograms with up to 15 descriptors and a possibility of data export to MS Excel. Thus,
the accuracy and reliability of the objectivized scores presented in Figure 4 is determined by the
criteria values for the specific case, as well as by the degree of agreement and competence of the
opinions from the qualified panelists evaluating technically uncontrollable sensory properties of
food products and their influence on evaluation.
6. Conclusion
Therefore, the computer software with the client-server architecture based on the multivariate
analysis of variance realizes the information technology for support of decision making in sensory
food evaluation contrary to the traditional expert systems and software packages. It performs
real-time collection, accumulation and statistical processing of sensory data from individual
panelists and geographically distributed panels and visual presentation of the objectified results in
different graphic forms.
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Abstract. Object of the research are modern structures and architectures of neural networks for
image processing. Goal of the work is improving the existing image processing algorithms
based on the extraction and compression of features using neural networks using the
colorization of black and white images as an example. The subject of the work is the
algorithms of neural network image processing using heterogeneous convolutional networks in
the colorization problem. The analysis of image processing algorithms with the help of neural
networks is carried out, the structure of the neural network processing system for image
colorization is developed, colorization algorithms are developed and implemented. To analyze
the proposed algorithms, a computational experiment was conducted and conclusions were
drawn about the advantages and disadvantages of each of the algorithms.
Keywords: colorization, convolutional neural networks, deep neural networks, image
processing, image compression, outlining of contours.

1. Introduction
Modern neural networks (NN) show good results in a wide range of image processing tasks (Figure 1),
which could not be achieved earlier by other methods. Thus, the neural network ResNet50 in the
classification problem on the Imagenet set showed an accuracy of 96.43%, while the average person
correctly recognizes only 94.9% of the images [1-5].
The urgency of the problem is explained by the need to reduce the computational complexity of
implementing neural networks for image processing.
Neural
networks

recognition

colorization

detection

demarcation

Figure 1. Tasks solved with the help of neural networks.
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Goal of the work is improving the existing image processing algorithms based on the extraction
and compression of features using neural networks using the colorization of black and white images as
an example.
To achieve this goal it is necessary to solve the following tasks:
1. Analysis of image processing algorithms based on neural networks;
2. Development of the structure of a neural network processing system for image colorization;
3. Development of a heterogeneous neural network architecture in the problem of colorization of
images;
4. Carrying out the experiment and analyzing the results.
2. Analysis of image processing algorithms based on neural networks
Image colorization is the process of adding color to a monochromatic (black and white) image or
video [6]. The color space is constructed in such a way that any color is represented by a point having
certain coordinates.
The problem of colorization does not have an unambiguous solution, since one gray scale
corresponds to several color space points at once. For this reason, for colorization, it is necessary to
use not only data about the color of the point, but also additional information. The source of such
information can serve as another image (reference image), or expert opinion, or, identified in the
image by a neural network an additional high-level features [7-10].
Today, colorization is in demand, for example, for color versions of black and white films. There
are many methods for solving the problem of colorizing images, each of which has its own advantages
and disadvantages – Table 1 [11].
Table 1. Methods of image colorization.
Method
Advantages
Disadvantages
Manual colorization Accuracy of the colorization
Manual division into multiple zones
with the color assignment;
Impossibility of automatically separating
the boundaries of significant areas in the
presence of fuzziness or with
considerable complexity
Neural network
High processing speed (5-7 s);
coloring based on
Quite high quality of colorization due to
reference points and the analysis of expert data
expert data

It is not always possible to determine the
colors of the desired image points;
Self-matching color for a point is a
difficult task;
If coloring a large number of similar
images, it is necessary to specify hints
points for each.

Neural network
The colorization of one image takes less
colorization based on than 2 minutes;
reference points
The process does not require human
intervention.

Low quality of colorization (photos do
not turn out to be full-color, most of the
pictures are painted in brown tones);
The image size is limited to 1 MB.

Neural network
colorization

Open source and a detailed description of Low quality of colorization of most
the principles of its operation;
images.
It does not require large processing
power and can be run in a Google
Colaboratory or FloydHub environment.

Therefore, the actuality lies in developing a neural network architecture for image colorization
based on existing solutions, characterized by the organization of the input space of high-dimensional
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features and the reduced number of layers and neurons in the hidden layers, which allows to increase
the speed of image processing and maintain the required quality of processing.
3. Development of the structure of a neural network processing system for image colorization
When carrying out a computational experiment with a neural network based on [12], it was found that
after the colorization some of the images lose their clarity. To improve the process of colorization, it is
necessary to apply the image with selected contours to the inputs of the neural network as a source of
additional information - meta-attributes, in addition to the image itself.
The solution proposed in this work is based on [12] and uses the allocation of image contours with
the help of the neural network InceptionV3 [13] to improve the colorization of images through the use
of meta-features.
In the proposed solution, a hint is a color image containing information that can help a neural
network when coloring (for example, a similar color photo or a photo of a person presented in the
main photo, painted by a expert).
If the neural network inputs is fed by the original image, its outlines, extracted features and the
uncompressed image-hint, the neural network will have too many adjustable coefficients, which will
lead to a significant increase in the requirements for computing resources for training and further work
of the NN in color mode. It is suggested to compress images (original monochrome and image-hints),
as well as submit selected outlines in a compressed form.
Thus, the original task is divided into the following subtasks:
1. Compress the original monochrome image;
2. Extract and compress the outlines from the original image;
3. Extract the signs from the image using one of the giant neural networks;
4. Compress the image-hint;
5. Train a neural network that takes inputs to the results of solving past subtasks and receives a
color image output.
Thus, a generalized structure of a heterogeneous convolutional neural network is proposed
(Figure 2).
An array of pixels
corresponding to the
original monochrome
image.

image compression

outlines extraction and
compression

feature extraction using
neural network for
classification
An array of pixels
corresponding to the
original hint image.

hint image compression

An array of pixels
corresponding to the
colored image.

compressed
black and white
image

compressed
representation of
outlines
representation of
features extracted by
neural network for
classification

compressed hint
image

colored image acquisition

Figure 2. Generalized structure of a neural network solution.
It is important to note that the solutions obtained in solving the first four subtasks can be used to
solve other problems.
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3.1. Algorithms of compressing the original image
The tasks of compressing the original black-and-white image and the color hinting image are related to
the tasks of information compression. It is possible to use methods that eliminate visual redundancy –
information that can be deleted without compromising human perception.
A general classification and comparative analysis of image compression methods suitable for
integration with subsequent neural network processing layers is shown in Figure 3 and Table 2.
Compression of information: classification of
approaches for image processing

The Haar
transformation

Transformation
Daubechies

Basic
methods of
image
compression

Neural
network
processing

Wavelet transform

Kohonen's NN

NN Hopfield

AutoCoder

Independent
component
analysis

Classic
autocoders

Noise
Reduction
Autocoders

Convolutional
Autocoders

Principal
component
analysis

Figure 3. Classification of approaches to image compression.
When learning neural network with auto-coding, the problem of choosing the error function and
optimizer arises. The most common error functions are MSE – mean squared error. Modern optimizers
allow to prevent errors from reaching the local minimum, help to more evenly update the network
weights and increase the speed of training. Some features can be extremely informative, but they are
rare to meet. For this reason, updating the network parameters, taking into account the extent to which
a typical feature represents this parameter, can make learning more effective. For this, in the
Adagrad [14] Optimizer the sum of the squares of updates for each parameter is stored. The choice of
the optimizer and the error function for the auto-encoder is extremely important, since this directly
affects the quality and speed of the network. The empirical selection of the optimizer and the error
function also seems extremely difficult, since it requires a large number of experiments that take a
large amount of time. The use of the MSE error function and the optimizer Adam proved themselves
in solving the colorization problem in the works of Amir Avni [9], Emil Wolner [9], Baldasar [15].
To compress the original black and white images, convolutional autocoders were used. The
autocoder for image compression accepts a black and white image represented as an array. The
dimensions of the original images are 512x512 pixels, so the array and the input layer of the neural
network have a dimension of 512x512x1. To solve the main problem, it is necessary to compress the
image up to the dimension of 128x128x1. Compression is performed using the encoder. To restore the
original images in order to verify the quality of the compression, as well as the training of the encoder,
it is also necessary to use a decoder.
3.2. Algorithms of selecting the image object outlines
The most popular algorithms for extracting contours are the methods of Roberts, Prewitt and Sobel,
based on the use of operators. However, the resulting contour images are quite large and contain a lot
of features. An autocoder could be applied to the image of contours, but data that is of value to a
neural network may be lost. Also, if the filters are applied, the solution will not be homogeneous. To
isolate contours and simultaneously compress them, it was decided to use an autocoder of the same
structure that was used to compress the image, however, during the training of this autocoder, the
outputs will be requested not for the original image but for its outlines. To extract the contours for the
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training sample, we use the Sobel operator, since the contours obtained by this method are the thinnest
and sharpest ones.
3.3. Neural network object recognition systems
At the moment there are many neural networks for the classification of images, but the largest of them
and showing consistently high results are InceptionV3, ResNet, NasNet and VGG19. The architectures
of these neural networks, as well as the weights for them after training on large image databases are
freely available for download. A comparative analysis of modern neural network architectures is
presented in Table 3.
Table 2. Image compression approaches.
Method

Advantages and Disadvantages

Possibility of application in the
colorization problem
Wavelet compression (Haar Areas with approximately equal brightness Transformations are based on the
wavelet)
make up a small part of the image, zeroing features of human perception of
Wavelet compression
of the constant part is performed
images;
(Daubechy wavelet)
When processing with the help of neural
Loss of features important for the
networks, the high-frequency coefficients neural network as the main core of
zeroed out at wavelet transform can carry a the colorization system is possible.
lot of information
Kohonen’s Neural networks If the number of network clusters is less
When compressing arbitrary images
than the number of different fragments of that were not contained in the
source images, then the recovery is not
training sample, an image
accurate.
consisting of fragments that were in
the training sample will be restored.
In the problem of image
colorization, the approach is not
applicable.
Hopfield's Neural Networks Application as an associative memory
In the event of an arbitrary image
allows the exact reconstruction of a
submission, the image from the
distorted image.
training sample closest to the image
being fed will be restored.
Neural network autocoders
A feature is the ability to recreate the output The most suitable are convolutional
of the same signal as the input (displays a autocoders using the dropout
larger space with complex connections in a algorithm of the convolution and
space of smaller dimensions);
sweep layers.
Ability to represent diverse and complex The greatest effect when
varieties.
compressing images of one type,
Noise-reduction neural
Restore the input x not by itself, but from such as handwritten figures, aircraft
network autocoders
its noisy representation x ̇.
or persons.
The artificial noisiness of the input data
(augmentation) forces the NN to construct
independent features
Sparse neural network
Introduces a measure of dissimilarity
autocoders
between the distribution of attributes of
input images and is added to the objective
function as a regularizer
Method
Advantages and Disadvantages
Possibility of application in the
colorization problem
Conversion neural network
Built using convolutional layers in the
autocoders
encoder and scan layers in the decoder.
Classical methods of
Linear attribute systems are distinguished. They are used when compressing
dimension reduction (principal
images of the same type with
components analysis,
similar characteristics.
independent components
analysis)
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Table 3. Features of neural networks in the task of image processing.
Neural network
Architecture
Features
VGG-19
Total number of coefficients is 144
Files describing the network
million.
structure and storing its weights
Convolution with the 5x5 core is replaced have a size of more than 600 MB
by two convolutions with a 3x3 core. The
saving of the number of coefficients is
22%.
In case of replacing one convolutional
layer 11x11 with three layers of 3x3, the
savings will be 70%.
InceptionV3
Inception family networks are built on
The network achieves an accuracy
Inception layers and consist of layers of of image recognition Imagenet
convolution, sweep, subsampling.
top5 95.8%.
Convolution layers with a 5x5 core are
This result is better than that
replaced by two 3x3 layers;
shown by the person: 94.9% [13]
The convolution layers of 3x3 are replaced
by two layers of 3x1 and 1x3;
The convolution architecture has been
modified to avoid a sharp decrease in the
dimension of the feature space.
ResNet
ResNet is based on several initial layers The network contains fewer
with VGG-19, followed by Deep Residual coefficients than the original
Learning.
VGG-19, but the ensemble of such
ResNet uses 152 layers to predict the
networks set a record, the error of
difference between the outputs of the last top5 when processing the Imagenet
layer VGG-19 taken and the desired result. database was 3.57% [16].
NasNet
This neural network is created within the NasNet showed results on the basis
framework of the AutoML project for the of ImageNet better than any other
automated creation of machine learning neural network created by man.
models.
The NasNet neural network shows
AutoML created several layers, the
classification results close to 75%
architecture of which has not been found accuracy, even with a small
before
number of parameters and addition
/ multiplication operations, which
will allow using it even in mobile
devices.
compression using a
convolutional auto-coder

original monochrome
image

outlines extraction using
neural network

feature extraction using
neural network for
recognition

colored hint image

Neural network for
colorization

colored
image

compression using a
convolutional auto-coder

Figure 4. Neural network architecture for colorization.
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To extract the features in the work, it is suggested to use the NasNet network, since it shows good
classification results even with a small number of layers, and, therefore, the signs extracted with it are
the most informative.
The final structure of a heterogeneous convolutional neural network for colorization is shown in
Figure 4.
4. Development of algorithms for image processing using neural networks
Formation of a data set for a neural network of the selected architecture is a non-trivial task. Images
from classic sets for learning neural networks, such as CIFAR-100 or STL, are too small. In Emile
Wolner's decision [13], the discolored images from the Unsplash service were used to teach the neural
network and its testing. These images cannot be used to learn this neural network, because the help
image cannot be found. Considered the possibility of taking frames from the colorized black and white
films. This idea was rejected because every film was painted by professionals in the style of the time
when the film was shot and the colorization can turn unnatural. Another reason for refusing this
method of obtaining data was the possible problems with copyrights. To obtain natural coloration, it
was decided to search for video with a natural color transfer, and then make black and white individual
frames, which will be fed as initial. As a hint, it was planned to feed frames went in the video in a few
seconds. At the same time, the problem of the clarity of the original frames arose. To solve this, videos
were taken that had at least 60 frames per second in the video stream. In this case, blurring when
divided into frames is not so noticeable.
The number of seconds of delay between the original frame was chosen randomly in the interval
from 1 to 5 to provide a different degree of similarity of frames. However, there was another problem:
when training on a video containing one continuous scene, it is difficult to provide a variety of
samples for training and testing. When using video collected from different scenes, there were also
problems: the original frame could belong to one scene, for example, an urban landscape, and a framehint – another, for example, a scene shot on the sea coast. In this case, the Euclidean distance was used
to select the pairs of images “original-hint” before decolorizing the original image. If it exceeded a
certain threshold value, a warning was output and the frames were checked for belonging to one scene
manually.
4.1. Neural network object recognition systems
Convolutional autocoders was used to compress the original black-and-white images – Table 4. The
structure of the encoder is described below.
Table 4. Structure of convolutional autocoder for image compression.
Parameter
Value
Type of layers used
Convolutional, subsampling layers, layers of
increasing dimension
The size of the convolution kernel
2x2
The size of the subsampling kernel
2x2
Dimension of the original image
512x512x1
Dimension of the compressed image
128x128x1
Number of learning epochs
8
Number of images in the training and validation samples 1500/500
The type of the error function (the nature of the change), RMS (reduction over all epochs),
Optimizer
Adam
Activation function
ReLU - for all layers except the last one
Sigmoidal - output layer
The number of weighting coefficients (total, in the
1060356/528129
autocoder)
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The first layer of the neural network is the input layer. The next layer is the convolution layer, this
layer has 256 filters, the convolution core is 2x2 in size. Then follows the first downsampling layer,
which serves to reduce the dimension. This layer has a core of dimension 2x2. At the output of this
layer there are 256 signs of dimension 256x256. The next layer performs the convolution; it has a 2x2
core, as well as 128 filters. To obtain a representation of the desired dimension, a sub-sampling layer
is added, having a core dimension of 2x2. The last layer of the encoder is a convolution layer with a
2x2 core, as well as a single filter. At the outputs of the last layer described, an encoded, compressed
representation of the original image is removed.
The structure of the decoder has the form resembling a mirror image of the encoder structure. First,
the encoded representation passes through a convolution layer, the core of which is 2x2 in size. This
layer has 128 filters. Then, to increase the dimension, a layer is inserted that performs the inverse
operation of the downsampling. The kernel size of this operator is 2x2. This is followed by a
convolution layer, the core of which has a size of 2x2, and the number of filters is 256. Then, to obtain
features of the original dimension, a dimension increase layer with a 2x2 core is used. Further, to
obtain the final representation, a convolution layer with a 2x2 kernel and the number of filters equal to
one is used.
Training is performed by combining the encoder and decoder into an auto-encoder. An array
corresponding to the original black and white image is fed to the inputs of the auto-encoder, and the
outputs require obtaining the same array. As an activation function for all layers except the last, the
“ReLU” function is used. For the last layer, the sigmoidal activation function is used. The training also
uses the “Adam” optimizer. The root mean square error is chosen as the error function.
The neural network was trained for eight epochs, the training sample contained 1500 images, the
sample for validation had a volume of 500 images. Throughout all epochs, except the last one, a steady
decrease in the error was observed, both for the training sample and during validation. The initial error
value in the first epoch of learning exceeded 0.09, while by the end of the eighth epoch it was less than
0.011. The total number of coefficients for the auto-encoder is 1060356, of which 528129 are the
encoder and the rest are the decoder.
The results of this neural network are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Original image.

Figure 6. Image after restoration Compressing
the black and white hint-image.

Convolutional autocoders was used to compress the initial color images-hints.
The results of this neural network are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
To compress the original color hint images convolutional autocoders were used. Autocoder for
image compression accepts a color image as an array (RGB color space is used). The dimensions of
the original images are 512x512 pixels, so the array and the input layer of the neural network have a
dimension of 512x512x3. To solve the main problem, it is necessary to compress the image up to the
dimension of 128x128x3. Compression is performed using the encoder. To restore the original images
in order to verify the quality of the compression, as well as the training of the encoder, it is also
necessary to write a decoder.
The structure of encoder is described below. The first layer of the neural network is the input layer.
The next layer is the convolution layer, this layer has 768 filters, the core of the convolution is 2x2 in
size. Then follows the first downsampling layer, which serves to reduce the dimension. This layer has
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a core of dimension 2x2. At the output of this layer there are 768 signs of dimension 256x256. The
next layer performs the convolution; it has a 2x2 core, as well as 384 filters. To obtain a representation
of the desired dimension, a sub-sampling layer is added, having a core dimension of 2x2. The last
layer of the encoder is a convolution layer with a 2x2 core, as well as three filters. At the outputs of
the last layer described, an encoded, compressed representation of the original image is removed.
Table 5. Structure of convolutional autocoder for hint image compression.
Parameter
Value
Type of layers used
Convolutional, subsampling layers, layers of
increasing dimension
The size of the convolution kernel
2x2
The size of the subsampling kernel
2x2
Dimension of the original image
512x512x1
Dimension of the compressed image
128x128x1
Number of learning epochs
8 (1500)
Error (nature of change)
RMS (reduction over all epochs)
The type of the error function (the nature of RMS (reduction over all epochs),
the change), Optimizer
Adam
Activation function
ReLU - for all layers except the last one
Sigmoidal - output layer
The number of weighting coefficients (total, 2389254/ 1194627
in the autocoder)

Figure 7. Original image.

Figure 8. Image after restoration.

The structure of the decoder has the form resembling a mirror image of the encoder structure. First,
the encoded representation passes through a convolution layer, the core of which is 2x2 in size. This
layer has 384 filters. Then, to increase the dimension, a layer is inserted that performs the inverse
operation of the downsampling. The kernel size of this operator is 2x2. Next comes the convolution
layer, the core of which has a size of 2x2, and the number of filters is 768. Then, to obtain features of
the original dimension, a layer of increasing dimension with a 2x2 core is used. Further, to obtain the
final representation, a convolution layer with a 2x2 core and a number of filters equal to three is used.
Training is performed by combining the encoder and decoder into an auto-encoder. An array
corresponding to the original color image is fed to the inputs of the auto-encoder, and the outputs
require obtaining the same array. As an activation function for all layers except the last, the “ReLU”
function is used. For the last layer, the sigmoidal activation function is used. The training also uses the
Adam optimizer. The root mean square error is chosen as the error function. These decisions were
made after studying neural networks created by Emil Wolner [15] and Baldasar, which showed good
results.
The neural network was trained for eight epochs, the training sample contained 1500 images, the
sample for validation had a volume of 500 images. Throughout all epochs, except the last one, a steady
decrease in the error was observed, both for the training sample and during validation. The initial error
value in the first epoch of learning exceeded 0.12, while by the end of the eighth epoch it was less than
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0.02. The total number of coefficients for the autocoder is 2389254, 1194627 of which are the
encoder, and the rest are the decoder.
4.2. Isolating and compressing the outlines of the original image
To isolate and compress the outlines of the original black-and-white images, convolutional autocoders
were used. An array corresponding to the original black-and-white image is fed at the inputs of the
autocoder, and at the outputs it is required to obtain an array corresponding to the contours of the
original image extracted with the help of the Sobel operator.
Table 6. Structure of convolutional autocoder for outlines compression.
Parameter
Value
Type of layers used
Convolutional, subsampling layers, layers of
increasing dimension
The size of the convolution kernel
2x2
The size of the subsampling kernel
2x2
Dimension of the original image
512x512x1
Dimension of the compressed image
128x128x1
Number of learning epochs
8
Number of images in the training and
1500/500
validation samples
The type of the error function (the nature of RMS (reduction over all epochs),
the change), Optimizer
Adam
Activation function
ReLU - for all layers except the last one
Sigmoidal - output layer
The number of weighting coefficients (total, 1060356 / 528129
in the autocoder)
The results of this neural network are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. The contours extracted by
means of the Sobel transformation.

Figure 10. The contours restored after
compression.

4.3. Features selection by the NasNet network
As a result of the analysis of the NASNet neural network architecture it was concluded that the
number of features needed to build a network for coloring can be extracted from the 257-th layer, if to
count from the last layer of the network. This layer has the form 32x32x16, which allows it to be
transformed into a layer of dimension 128x128x1, which will be convenient for forming the final input
figure for the neural network for colorization.
5. Experiments on image colorization
The implementation of all structures and architectures of neural networks described in the previous
chapter was performed in the Google Colaboratory environment using the Keras library. The
experiments are performed according to the Table 7:
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Table 7. Experiments on image colorization.
Experiment
Input data
Features
Experiment 1 Uncompressed image
A small number of images on which a color change occurred
even in the case of colorization of the image of a particular
class. Long learning and getting results
Experiment 2 Image compressed with Realistic colorization of a large number of images of the
the autocoder 16 times same class. Low definition of output images in some cases
Experiment 3 An image compressed Colorization is unrealistic, but reliably colored objects (sky,
with an autocoder, as
water) are observed. In general, the clarity of output images
well as a compressed
is higher than without using contours
representation of
contours
Experiment 4 The image compressed Most of the photos colored with low accuracy. Sharpness of
by the autocoder, as well images is broken, not always objects are discernible by a
as the compressed image person. In some cases, images are obtained, painted
hint
completely reliably (there are differences from the original)
Experiment 5 Original image, outlines, Colonization is absolutely unreliable. The network is
(6)
hint, (NASNet features) uneducable.
in compressed form
5.1. Colorization using a fully-connected neural network
As a result of the colorization with the help of a fully connected neural network, trained on the set of
“Fruits”, unrealistic images were obtained. Colorization is reduced to replacing monochrome black
and white images with monochrome brown images. However, when coloring the test sample, positive
results were also obtained. In particular, black-and-white photographs obtained natural dark blue
shades, as well as natural shades of green when staining stems. Training neural network took a long
time, this neural network of all implemented has the greatest number of coefficients, as well as
addition/ multiplication operations for obtaining results – Figure 11.

Figure 11. Image from training sample “Fruits” and two output images.
5.2. Colorization with the help of convolutional autocoder
This network structure was tested on the aircraft photos of the CIFAR set. The training of this neural
network was carried out in eight epochs. Training took less time than in the case of a fully connected
network. The results of coloration can be characterized as good. The shades of the sky are transmitted
quite accurately, realistically, the sky's coloring does not overlap planes. The color of the aircraft itself
is incomplete, but distortions are not perceived by a person without viewing the original images.
However, there is a part of the images, the output versions of which are very fuzzy, blurry, the
detailing is much lower than the original images.
Examples of coloration using a neural network of this structure are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Examples of coloration.
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5.3. Colorization using a compressed representation of images and a compressed representation of
contours
Colorization with the addition of a compressed representation of the contours to the original image led
to improved results. This type of colorization successfully showed itself in the photographs of aircraft,
as it led to an improvement in the quality of output images and was tested on a set of arbitrary images.
The resulting images have become clearer than using coloring without contours, as can be seen in
Figure 13, but the color component has become less significant.
Only some areas of the sky were correctly colored. Color quality is comparable to the first works
by Emil Wolner.

Figure 13. Colorization without using contours and with using contours.
5.4. Coloring an arbitrary image using a color image hint
When using a color image-hint, the color component of the output image has in many cases
significantly improved. Some arbitrary photographs are painted realistically and do not cause
problems in human perception. However, for photos for which the hint-image is too far away, the
coloration is unnatural. Objects are blurred, sometimes unrecognizable. Also typical is the situation
where a neural network “does not recognize” objects and covers the entire image in blue. Also
sometimes there is a situation when the network “learns” only part of the image, spends the coloration
of this part, and the rest of the image turns muddy, indistinct, and also remains black and white or
acquires an unnatural color. In general, this kind of colorization gives an ambiguous result. On the one
hand, this method produced the best, most natural images in some cases, but in others – the images at
all ceased to be recognizable, which was not observed in other types of colorization.
Examples of coloration using hinting images are presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14. A successful example of coloring using hints, an example of partially correct coloring,
an example of incorrect coloring.
5.5. Colorization with the help of a complete set of selected features
When using a compressed original image, a compressed representation of the contours, and a
compressed image of the hint, the learning network could not be obtained. As a result of using a neural
network after one learning epoch, it was discovered that the output image for any input looks like a
monotonically colored square. When analyzing activities at the outputs of a neural network, one can
see that there are differences in brightness, but they are insignificant and when they are rounded up to
integers they are the same.
Any noticeable changes, except for increasing the learning time and obtaining results were not
observed when adding to the set of input data features extracted with the NASNet network. The results
of colorization are also single-color images [16-18].
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6. Conclusions
The proposed algorithms for processing images based on the extraction and compression of features
using neural networks for colorization of black and white images are based on the use of deep
convolutional networks of a heterogeneous architecture with pre-trained modules for solving
individual subtasks.
The architecture of the neural network for image colorization is developed, based on existing
solutions, characterized by the organization of the input space of high dimensionality features and the
reduced number of layers and neurons in the hidden layers, which allows to increase the speed of
image processing and maintain the required quality of processing.
The proposed solution uses allocation of image contours with the help of the neural network
InceptionV3 to improve the colorization of images through the use of metfeatures. The hint is a color
image. If the original image is used in its entirety, its outlines, extracted features, and the
uncompressed image-hint, the neural network will have too many adjustable coefficients, which will
lead to a significant increase in the requirements for computing resources for learning and further
work of the NN in the colorization mode. It is proposed to compress images (original monochrome
and image-hints), as well as submit selected outlines in a compressed form, which allowed to
significantly reduce the number of customized NN coefficients and reduce the requirements for
computational resources.
In the future, it is possible to develop the architecture of the colorization system, which is possible
by a small increase in the depth of the network, as well as the number of filters on each layer. Perhaps,
other architectures should be tested, except for convolutional ones, for example, recurrent neural
networks.
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Abstract. Object classification with use of neural networks is extremely current today. YOLO is
one of the most often used frameworks for object classification. It produces high accuracy but the
processing speed is not high enough especially in conditions of limited performance of a computer.
This article researches use of a framework called NVIDIA TensorRT to optimize YOLO with the
aim of increasing the image processing speed. Saving efficiency and quality of the neural network
work TensorRT allows us to increase the processing speed using an optimization of the architecture
and an optimization of calculations on a GPU.

1. Introduction
Object detection is becoming more and more popular [1]. It has become possible with the development of
new powerful computational devices and the use of neural networks, which can find objects in an image
having high accuracy. A system that is based on an artificial neural network is not a big problem to be
created because there is a large number of different frameworks which simplify creating of a neural
network reducing the network development to functions call. The object detection problem requires high
computational power, and in real tasks, for example processing of a video stream, powerful equipment is
required [2]. For example, FPS of YOLO work on NVIDIA GTX Titan X is about 40 [3], FPS of SSD on
NVIDIA GTX Titan X is 19 [4], FPS of FasterR-CNN on Tesla k40 is 5 [5], FPS of Fast R-CNN is 0.5
[3]. All those algorithms except for YOLO have FPS less than a common camera frame rate.
Nowadays there are many solutions for object detection [6]. All of them use different algorithms to
detect, can detect with different accuracy and can have different speed of processing [7]. The most
existing solutions use CUDA [8] to process data in parallel. Via CUDA, we can increase the processing
speed but there are other ways to increase the processing speed as well. An optimization of the neural
network architecture can be used to make the processing faster and to remain the accuracy at the same
level. But it’s not always easy to make especially if the network has a very complex architecture. There is
a way to increase the neural network processing speed not spending much time to change the program.
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There is a platform which is able to increase the neural network processing speed using algorithms to
optimize an architecture and using abilities of NVIDIA GPUs to increase calculations as well. This
platform is called TensorRT [9]. TensorRT provides an API for creating of neural networks and allows us
to optimize models of many popular frameworks as well. It makes that convenient to use in many cases
because it’s possible to accelerate the program not spending many resources to change the code.
2. Convolutional neural networks inference technologies
The word inference means receiving the result of work of the neural network which was trained on some
data set. This article considers a use of the platform TensorRT to accelerate an algorithm for object
detection that is called YOLO [9].
2.1. YOLO
YOLO [10] – is an algorithm for object classification and detection using convolutional neural networks
to do that. Pros of convolutional neural networks for tasks of this type are that convolutional neural
networks can process images having more simple architecture than standard neural networks. There are
many implementations of YOLO based on different frameworks and written in different programming
languages. The standard implementation is based on the neural darknet which is written in the
programming language C. The work of YOLO starts from changing of the input image. It becomes
448x448x3, where 448x448 is the image size, 3 is color channels amount. At first the image is passed
through the modified net GoogleNet. It’s the 1st 20 layers of the network. The output of this part of the
network is 1024 feature maps with size of 14x14. Then the images are passed through a sequence of
convolutional layers and a sequence of pooling layers. At the moment of getting into a fully connected
layer there are 1024 feature maps with size of 7x7. After the images have been passed through 2 fully
connected layers the network provides prediction of some class belonging and provides the position of an
object in the image [11].
To define the object bounds in YOLO algorithm at first a grid with size of SxS is imposed. Then object
prediction is done for each cell. A vector with size of 5*B+C is created for each grid element, where B is
bound amount which are predicted by a grid element, C is class amount which the network can predict, 5
defines object amount which can be found. 1st 5*B values of the vector show coordinates of the center of
the bound inside the grid cell, height and width and probability that the bound has been defined correctly.
Other C values show probability that the object center is at the center of this cell. As a result, there are
S*S*B bounds of objects with class probabilities. Then the vector is sorted descending and the algorithm
Non maximal suppression is used. It repeats for every class. As a result, all bounds are viewed. The max
probability of classes is considered for every bound and if it is positive then the bound is put on the image
[3].
2.2. TensorRT
TensorRT is a platform of deep learning by NVIDIA [12]. Nowadays there are 5 versions of TensorRT.
Every new version is able to interact with greater number of layer types of a neural network and
mathematical operations. TensorRT enables to use implemented parsers for many popular frameworks. It
contains: Tensorflow, Caffe2, PyTorch, Mxnet, Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit, Chainer. Tensorflow has
built-in TensorRT 3.0 [9]. In case when the network is created on these frameworks it is very simple to
use TensorRT. It is enough to use aт implemented parser. The process of the network creating with use of
a TensorRT parser is shown in figure 1. If the network is not created on these frameworks, then it’s
possible to use the API of TensorRT to transfer the network model.
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Figure 1. A flow of the network creating with use of TensorFlow on TensorRT.
The advantage of TensorRT using is that this platform is able to accelerate a neural network using an
algorithm to simplify the network architecture not changing the network functionality and using abilities
of NVIDIA GPUs to accelerate calculations.
To simplify the network architecture TensorRT analyzes a graph that represent the network model. If
there are elements in the graph which are repeated, then TensorRT merges them. As a result the network
size becomes less.
Acceleration on a GPU is possible due to an ability to use “Tensor Cores”. These cores allow to use
half-precision data type float16 for calculations. It is not possible if CUDA is used. CUDA allows to use
data type float32. The processing speed increases due to much more fast transfer of data and more fast
calculations with this data type. This type of accelerating is possible only with use of a little amount of
GPUs which can provide this technology.
3. YOLO implementation
To compare the processing speed implementations of YOLO with use TensorRT platform and without
use, with use of one data set and same trained models, have been considered.
3.1. Implementation of YOLO without use of TensorRT
3.1.1. Darknet
To compare performance one of implementations of the YOLO algorithm that is based on the neural
network darknet has been considered. YOLO was run on a GPU. To do that CUDA 10.0 and OpenCV
were required. YOLOv2 model was used as the model. Before running it’s required to make the project. It
can be done via running the command make from the project folder. After installing There will be an
executable file which must be run. To type a command with required options is enough to run. The
command for running the program is the follow: ./darknet detect path_to_cfg_file path_to_weights_file.
Darknet allows to process a video from a file and from a webcam.
3.1.2. Darkflow
Another implementation of the YOLO algorithm in the language python that uses Tensorflow. It is
required to install CUDA 9.0, Tensorflow 1.0, Numpy, OpenCv 3.0 or above to run this program. It is
required to have CUDA 10.0 and CUDA 9.0 to run darkflow and other implementations in one PC. To
change the CUDA versions it is enough to update the environment variables. Darkflow has an ability to
process a video stream. Before running it is required to run an installation script. After installatiom the
program can be run via command: flow --model path_to_cfg_file --load path_to_weights_file --imgdir
path_to_folder_with_images –gpu percent, where percent – a digit from 0 to 1 that shows the percent
ofGPU usage. 0 – o% of usage. 1 – 100% of usage. The processing is on a CPU if –gpu has not been
specified. Probably in this case the processing speed is significantly less than in case of processing on a
GPU.
3.2. Implementation of YOLO with use of TensorRT
This article presents an implementation of YOLO with TensorRT 5.0 [13]. Before launching the program
it’s required to install all dependencies. To make the program runnable CUDA 10.0, TensorRT 5.0,
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OpenCV 3.4.0 are required. Files which contain trained model weights and the network configuration are
required to run the program. They can be found on the official web site of the YOLO developers. A
trained model YOLOv2 is used for research. This model is able to detect 80 classes of objects. At first it’s
required to install the project using make. Then it’s required to set up the project typing paths to all
dependencies and to weights and configuration files. Then the data type that will be used must be chosen.
It’s possible to choose Float32, Float16 and Int8. In case when the GPU doesn’t support tensor cores the
program can be run with use Float32 only. There is a possibility to process not only single images and
batches of images. Video processing is possible when Deepstream SDK is used in addition. Deepstream
SDK is developed by NVIDIA to process data in streams. It uses TensorRT, CUDA, Video Codec SDK.
Today the last version of Deepstream SDK is 3.0. It’s possible to process video without use of Deepstream
SDK when the source code is changed to make it possible to extract frames from video streams. Such
capability is provided by OpenCV. To run the program, it’s required to type the following command:
trt-yolo-app
The following options are available for this command:
• Batch_size – Images amount which are processed at the moment
• Decode – Input is either True or False. It is for decoding of images. True by default.
• Seed – A parameter for the random digit generator.
After the program work has been finished files which contain processed images are saved to a folder.
To process a video, it’s possible to use OpenCV which extracts frames from the video stream. There is
another way to process a video to use deepstream a library by NVIDIA to process streams. Deepstream
uses libraries for accelerating stream processing and uses TensorRT and CUDA as well.
Also Darkflow was modified in order to be run on TensorRT.
4. Experiment researches
2 implementations of the YOLO algorithm were used with use of the one trained model YOLOv2 for
experimental research. 2416 images were used as input. Output images which objects were found on were
saved to a folder. Processing time of every image were written to a file for the implementation without
TensorRT. Processing time of every image wasn’t calculated and the average time was calculated. All
experiments were done on a PC with characteristics which are presented in table 1.
Table 1. Main characteristics of the PC.
GPU
CPU
Memory
NVIDIA GeForce GT 710
AMD FX-4300
4 GB
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950
Intel Core i5-6500
8 GB
Average FPS of the image set processing by Darkflow implementation is presented in table 2.
Table 2. FPS of Darkflow work.
GPU
FPS
NVIDIA GeForce GT 710
1.31
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950
10.53
Tesla p100
120
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080 TI
170
Average FPS of the image set processing by Darknet is presented in table 3.
Table 3. FPS of Darknet work.
GPU
FPS
NVIDIA GeForce GT 710
1.2
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950
6.25
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Darknet processes the images slower than Darkflow. Average FPS of the image set processing by an
implementation of YOLO in TensorRT API is presented in table 4.
Table 4. FPS of an implementation of YOLO in TensorRT.
GPU
FPS
NVIDIA GeForce GT 710
5
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950
50
YOLO in TensorRT works faster than Darkflow and darknet. The implementation is written in C++
with use of API of TensorRT.
The time of work with different size of a batch was compared for the implementation with use of
TensorRT. Batch size was from 1 to 16. It was not possible to allocate the GPU memory if the batch size
was more than 16. Time of work with use of different batch size is presented in figures 2 and 3 for 2
different GPUs.

Figure 2. Time of the algorithm work with use of different batch size for NVIDIA GeForce GT 710.

Figure 3. Time of the algorithm work with use of different batch size for NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950.
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Difference between work time on 2 GPUs is not significant. The difference between the worst and the
best results was about 1.27 times. This could be related to different causes and it's difficult to define the
optimal size in advance. It should be done experimental.
Average FPS of Darkflow with TensorRT is presented in table 5.

TI

Table 5. FPS of Darkflow with TensorRT.
GPU
FPS
NVIDIA GeForce GT 710
1.78
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950
14.41
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080
200

Darkflow with TensorRT works faster than Darkflow about in 1.36 times on NVIDIA GeForce GT
710, 1.37 times on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950, 1.18 times on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080 TI. FPS of all
used implementation is presented in figure 4.
250
200
150
100
50
0
NVIDIA GT 710 NVIDIA GTX 950 NVIDIA GTX 2080
TI
Darknet

Darkflow

TensorRT c++

NVIDIA Tesla
p100

darkflow + TensorRT

Figure 4. FPS of all used implementations.

Figure 5. A processed frame.
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YOLO in TensorRT API has the best acceleration. The acceleration is about 10 times. Darkflow with
TensorRT has an acceleration but it is much more less.
After using of TensorRT accuracy of YOLO work has not been reduced. An example of an image that
is processed by YOLO is presented in figure 5.
5. Conclusion
The article considered 3 implementations of the YOLO algorithm to compare performance. One of these
implementations uses the TensorRT platform. Another implementation was modified in order to work
with TensorRT. The platform is able to accelerate the algorithm producing the same accuracy. This ability
can be used on practice in video stream processing where processing speed is an important value. Using
TensorRT the processing time reduced about by 4 times on NVIDIA GT 710 and about by 8 times on
NVIDIA GTX 950 in comparison with the standard implementation of the algorithm if an ability of GPUs
to do calculations with use of tensor cores was not used because the GPU could not do such calculations.
Darkflow that was modified worked faster in 1.36 times on NVIDIA GT 710, 1.37 times on NVIDIA
GeForce GT 950, 1.18 times on NVIDIA GTX 2080 TI.
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Abstract. The basic data in the problem of the prediction of technical object’s state of health
based on the known indicators of its operation are the known results of the object state
estimation by information about previous service. The problem may be solved using the
machine learning methods, it reduces to binary classification of states of the object. The
research was conducted in the Matlab environment, ten various basic methods of machine
learning were used: naive Bayes classifier, neural networks, bagging of decision trees and
others. In order to improve quality of healthy state identification, it has been suggested that
aggregated methods combining several basic classifiers should be used. This paper addresses
the issue of selection of the best aggregated classifier. The effectiveness of such approach has
been confirmed by numerous tests of real-world objects.

1. Introduction
It is possible to forecast the state of the technical object using various methods. The realistic
simulation using the time-series system is the most commonly used approach [1-4]. However, as often
as not forecasting comes to the object state division in the target horizon in operating ones, i.e. capable
of fulfilling intended functions, or faulty ones. Still and all, the diagnostics is carried out according to
the object operation and the measurement of indirect values of its functioning.
For example, the engine performance is diagnosed by reference to the fuel consumption rate, the
gas temperature, the noise and vibration level, the exhaust gas composition, the clearance between the
cylinder and the piston, the clearance between crankshaft necks and bearings and some other
indicators [5]. Therein, there is a false alarm risk (when the operating object will be considered as the
faulty one) or vice versa when the faulty object is considered as the operating one will be skipped.
Basic data are a priori information about the state of the object according to the results of the
previous exploitation: upon the given values of controlled indicators the technical system is operating
one or the faulty one. It is assumed that there is some unknown dependence between indicators of the
object functioning and its states. Based on basic data it is necessary to restore this dependence, i.e. to
plot an algorithm, capable of providing a fairly valid answer about the state of the object for the given
set of indicators of its functioning. It is a task for the computer-aided learning or the learning from
examples (with a tutor). Binary classification, i.e. the object state division in two categories [6-8], is a
special case of this task.
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To assess the quality of the plotted algorithm in the context of the opportunity to forecast, the
original sample is divided in two disjoint subsets. The first subset is the learning sample itself for
handling the task of learning (which, usually, comes to assessing parameters of the model of the
appropriate algorithm). The second subset is the control (or test) sample which is not used for learning.
This part of the sample is used estimate the forecast error which characterizes the quality of learning.
When using the cross-validation, the sample is divided in N parts (in practice, usually, N = 5 or N =
10). In this case, N – 1 parts are used for learning and the rest for control. All possible options are
sorted out successively.
Methods of the computer-aided learning are actively used in all kinds of activities. Many different
approaches to the classification are used. For example, classical statistical methods (Bayesian
classifiers, the discriminative analysis, the logistic regression), methods specially focused on the
computer-aided learning (the support vector machine, neural networks), compositional methods
(bagging, boosting) and etc. The question at issue that it is impossible to determine which method
from selected ones will provide the best solution of the task. That is why many different methods or
their combinations are usually used. Decision to apply is made based on findings of the research of the
quality functional for the control sample. In works [9-10], the aggregate approach, applying of the
combination of several classification methods, is suggested to improve the forecasting quality. These
results were certified by the experiment and for technical diagnostics tasks as well [11-13].
The purpose of this study is to plot selection algorithms of the best aggregated classifier.
2. Using of basic classifiers
The most widely known indicator that can be used for the quality assessment of the binary
classification is the proportion of correct answers in the control sample,
Accuracy =

Q
,
N

where Q is the number of correctly classified objects from the control sample and N is the overall
control sample size. The opposite characteristic which is the proportion (or the percentage) of errors in
the control sample is used more often.
Sometimes the error dispersion (the mean square deviations of the operating state true probability
in the r-test P (Yr ) from its forecasted value Pˆ ( X r ) ) is used to assess the quality of the classification:

1 l
( P (Yr ) − Pˆ ( X r )) 2 .
∑
N r =1
If classes are unbalanced (when there are much more operating states than faulty ones), the
proportion of errors cannot be used for the reliable quality assessment of the classification [15-16].
Accuracy and completeness are far more informative
tp
,
P=
tp + fp

σ2 =

R=

tp
,
tp + fn

where tp is the number of properly classified operating states, fp is the number of misclassified
operating states, fn is the number of misclassified faulty states. Based on these two indicators the
uniform criterion can be formed.
F=

2 PR
,
P+R

– it is called the harmonic average of the accuracy and the completeness (F-measure): the closer is the
value of F to one, the higher is the quality of the classification.
Area under the ROC-curve (receiver operating characteristics): AUC (area under the curve) can
also be selected as the quality functional [16-20]. ROC-curve will be formed, if values fp(c) are taken
at the x-axis and values of tp(c) are taken at the y-axis, where c is the threshold. Area under the ROCcurve gives an opportunity to assess the model in general without being related to the certain
threshold. Criterion AUC-ROC is resistant to the influence of unbalanced classes. It can be interpreted
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as the likelihood that the probability value of the randomly selected object from the class 1 will be
closer to 1 in comparison with the randomly selected object from the class 0. Such curves are shown in
Fig. 1. They are plotted in the Matlab system for the diagnostics example considered below. In this
case three methods of the binary classification: the logistic regression, the support vector machine and
the naïve Bayesian classifier) were used.

Figure 1. ROC- curves for three classification methods.
As an illustration of the numerical study we considered the water treatment system. We had the
results of 348 tests upon eight quality indicators of the drinking water treatment. The system was
faulty in 47 cases (when even one water quality indicator was beyond the limits). Whereas the division
of basic data in the learning sample and the control sample was carried out randomly, we repeated
tests 50 times.
We used the Matlab-package for tests. In Table 1 there are averaged values of the F-criterion and
the area under the ROC-curve AUC for those five methods of the computer-aided learning where these
values were maximum. Estimates suggest that the correlation between these two indicators was nonsignificant at the significance level 0.05. If the F-criterion is the same for selected classifiers, AUC
values can be used for selection of the best classification method.
It is apparent that the decision tree bagging showed the best results in the considered example. Fcriterion discrepancy between the best and the worst (0.801 for the RUSBoost method) results was
8.7%, AUC – 21.5%.
Table 1.Quality measures of various classification methods.
F-criterion AUC

Neural network
Decision tree bagging
Gradient boosting
AdaBoost
Logistic regression

0.836
0.871
0.860
0.852
0.844

0.822
0.893
0.862
0.854
0.870

3. Aggregated classifiers
The aggregated approach was suggested for handling tasks of the credit scoring [9-10]. Later it was
used for the technical diagnostics of the system state. One and the same classification method is used
for plotting of the assembly with compositional approaches (the bagging, the boosting). This method is
plotted either at various sample subsets or oriented towards the error compensation of the previous
iteration. Multiple use of various classification methods plotted with the learning sample is of interest.
In this case to achieve the best result it is necessary to resolve following issues: which learning
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methods shall be used? How these methods can be combined? How to make the consistent decision
about the operating state of the object based on solutions of certain methods?
We will use the exhaustive enumeration of sets from H base methods. Then, for example, if H = 2,
we will get three sets: two basic ones and one aggregated; if Н = 3, there will be 7 sets: three basic
ones, three aggregated ones, by two basic ones and one aggregated of all three basic methods. It is not
too difficult to see that in the general case the number of sets is equal to 2Н – 1. To make the consistent
decision about the operating state of the object based on solutions from certain classification methods,
we will consider the aggregation of results on the average value, on the median line and using the
voting procedure.
Suppose PˆK ( X r ) is the probability that r-object is the operating one determined with the aid of the
К-basic method, K = 1,..., H . In mean that when aggregating on the average value:
H

PˆАК ср ( X r ) =

∑ PˆК ( X r )

K =1

H

where PˆАК ср ( X r ) is the probability that r-object is the operating one.
When aggregating on the median line, firstly, it is necessary to range the line with the results of
basic methods in the set. If the number of basic methods is odd, the probability that r-object is the
operating one will be:
PˆАК мед ( X r ) = PˆH +1 ( X r ).
2

If the number of basic methods is even, the relevant probability will be calculated as the half-sum
of the median value results.
The result of the aggregated classification method on the voting procedure is the average value of
of basic methods results determining the operating state of the object with the probability, for
example, not lower than 0.1 ( PˆК ( Х r ) ≥ 0,1 ). Otherwise the probability that r-object is the operating
one is considered as zero. P̂К is the probability that r-object is the operating one at base values of the
object Xr functioning. As can be seen from the above, values of classification probabilities lower than
0.1 are treated as 0 and the rest are treated as 1. Aggregated classification models are plotted using
these very values.
In this case, as mentioned above, the division of basic data in the learning sample and the control
sample is carried out randomly. That’s why structures of aggregated classifiers turn out to be different.
The question that has to be answered is what structure to select for making the final decision about the
operating state of the object.
As before, we repeated tests 50 times. The sample volume was one and the same (25%) using all
eight functioning indicators. Corresponding results of the F-criterion for five options of every
aggregation type are shown in Table 2.
For example, the entry in the first line GrB+DTB+AB means that the aggregate of three basic
classifiers including the gradient boosting (GrB), the decision tree bagging (DTB) and the AdaBoost
boosting method was the best aggregation option on the average value when using the F-criterion in
this experiment. The number of classifiers included in the aggregate (Table 2) fluctuates from two to
six. In the general case it can include all basic classifiers.
Firstly, let us remark that any aggregated method on the F-criterion turned out to be better than any
basic one. Secondly, values of the F- criterion for aggregated methods are not widely diverging. And
finally, it is worth paying attention to the fact that the best of basic methods (the decision tree bagging)
is included into the structure of all aggregated classifiers.
It is of interest to study the distribution pattern of the F-criterion values. As far as the aggregation
using the voting procedure is concerned, we applied the following sequence of steps. We used the
Statistica system to plot the normal probability curve. Then we transferred this curve to the value
distribution histogram (Fig. 2) of this criterion. To check the normality, we used the Shapiro-Wilk
criterion recommended for small samples (up to 50 tests). It is apparent that the distribution can be
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considered as the normal one when the significance level is 0.05. Similar results were obtained for
other classifiers (both basic and aggregated) as well.
Table 2. F-criterion when aggregating.
Aggregate structure
F-criterion
Aggregation on the average value
GrB+DTB+AB
0.891
GrB+ DTB
0.889
DTB+AB
0.889
SVM+DTB+AB+LB
0,889
SVM+DTB
0.879
Aggregation on the median line
DA+SVM+GrB+DTB+AB+GB+RB
0.892
SVM+DTB
0.881
SVM+DTB+AB+RB
0.891
SVM+DTB+LB
0.888
GrB+DTB
0.887
Aggregation using the voting procedure
NN+SVM+DTB+AB+RB
0.887
GrB+DTB+AB
0.889
DTB+AB
0.889
GrB+DTB
0.885
SVM+GrB+DTB+LB+GB+RB
0.887
Designations:
GrB – the gradient boosting, DTB– the decision tree
bagging, AB – AdaBoost, SVM – the support vector
machine, LB – LogitBoost, DA – the discriminative
analysis, RB – RUSBoost, NN – the neural network, GB –
GentleBoost
Summary: Var1

Shapiro-Wilk W=,92952, p=,04769
Expected Normal
18
16

No. of obs.

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0,885

0,890

0,895

0,900

0,905

0,910

X <= Category Boundary

Figure 2. Distribution of F-criterion values.
The distribution normality gives an opportunity to use the standard approach for checking the
hypothesis that in the given example the aggregation does lead to the improvement of the diagnostics
quality.
We checked the null hypothesis for the equality of F-criterion average values when aggregating
and when using basic classification methods (in comparison with data from the decision tree bagging
being taken into consideration as the best basic method). As an alternative, we considered the
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hypothesis for excessing of the average value when aggregating. Firstly, we compared dispersions of
two samples upon the Fisher criterion (the difference turned out to be statistically non-significant).
Then we tried the Student criterion with similar dispersions. It was concluded that the null hypothesis
should be rejected: the average value of the F-criterion when aggregating is higher than when using
basic classifiers.
As has already been noted, values of the F-criterion in Table 2 do not much differ. We checked the
hypothesis that the increase in the number of basic classifiers (more than two) in the aggregate
structure will non-significantly influence the value of the F-criterion. We divided the whole sample in
two subsets. Data on aggregates consisting of only two components will be included in the first subset.
All rest values will be included in the second subset.
Checking of the hypothesis for the equality of average values in these subsets shows its validity:
the average value of the F-criterion does not change when expanding the number of basic classifiers in
the aggregate structure.
A consequence of the above result is the fact that it is possible to reduce dramatically the time
required for the calculation. Instead of enumerating all aggregation options when searching for the
maximum value of the F-criterion (three aggregation methods and 11 basic classification methods
used in the Matlab package, 3*(211 - 1) = 6141 options); it will be enough to enumerate only options
including two basic methods (3*11!/2!9! = 165).
It is necessary to take into consideration one more circumstance. During all tests the aggregate
included the best basic method (the decision tree bagging). Taking this fact into consideration gives an
opportunity to scale back the number of options being enumerated by 30.
However, it is necessary to bear in mind that the given results are obtained in tests of only one
technical object. Nevertheless, this experiment shows that the suggested approach shall be approbated
for the diagnostics of any other system being studied.
4. Conclusion
To assess the operating state of the object it is recommended to select the simplest aggregated
classifier with the sufficiently great value of the F-criterion. In the given example this classifier is the
aggregation on the average value for the decision tree bagging and AdaBoost, or the decision tree
bagging together with the gradient boosting (except for sufficiently great values of the F-criterion,
these combinations can be more often found in Table 2).
The considered approach was also used (except for the water treatment system) when assessing the
faulty state of the hydroelectric installation on the vibration level and the technological process of the
mechanical processing when it showed similar results.
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Abstract. The article implements the functions in Postgre SQL DBMS, finding the shortest
paths on graphs, using the wave algorithm method, the Dijkstra’s method and the Floyd
method. The authors determined models of dependencies of the running time of
implementations of the shortest-path search algorithms on graphs on the number of graph
vertices experimentally. A comparison of the data obtained as a result of the study was carried
out to find the best applications of implementations of the shortest path search algorithms in
the Postgre SQL DBMS.

1. Introduction
Modern organizational and economic systems are increasingly using technologies for collecting,
analyzing and processing data [1,2], such systems in industrial enterprises include PDM - class
systems. In these systems, data is arranged in undirected graphs with different weights. The main task
of making decisions in PDM systems is the search for the optimal variant using graph methods [3, 4],
this type of search is also actively used for analyzing social networks [5-8]. Currently, issues of the
effectiveness of open source software and licenses, which practically do not impose restrictions on its
use, are becoming increasingly topical. An example of such software is PostgreSQL DBMS, which by
its capabilities comes close to the most common commercial Oracle database. Therefore, the study and
analysis of the effectiveness of PostgreSQL DBMS is an important task [9].
In this paper, we study the theoretical foundations of constructing the shortest path search
algorithms and the capabilities of the PL / PGSQL programming language built into the PostgreSQL
DBMS. To implement the algorithms, databases and software have been developed for finding the
shortest paths. The temporal characteristics of the algorithms on the test graphs are investigated and
compared with each other.
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2. Methods for finding shortest paths on graphs and analyzing the effectiveness of their
implementation
Let’s consider the wave algorithm, Dijkstra’s algorithm, and Floyd’s algorithm for finding the shortest
paths on graphs. Wave algorithm (wave-tracing algorithm, Lee algorithm) is an algorithm for finding
the path, the algorithm for finding the shortest path on a planar graph. It belongs to algorithms based
on wide search methods. The wave algorithm in the context of finding a path through a maze was
proposed by E.F. Moore. Lee independently discovered the same algorithm when formalizing the
routing algorithms for printed circuit boards in 1961.
In step 1 of the algorithm, the function obtains the number of the initial vertex and calculates labels
for all vertices of the graph, the resulting values are written to the nodes table.
In step 2 of the algorithm, the function obtains the number of the final vertex and calculates the
shortest route to the initial vertex; the function outputs the result as an array with the vertex numbers.
To implement the search for the shortest path by the wave algorithm method on a given graph, the
data are presented in the form of a table that contains the following fields: vertex number of the graph,
list of adjacent vertices, path mark (No. of wave front of the wave algorithm), previous vertex number.
Here is a block diagram of the wave algorithm.

To analyze the operation time of the wave algorithm, calculations were performed on test graphs
generated by the PostgreSQL DBMS using the function written by the authors. Each graph is a twodimensional rectangular table of nodes with the size of N rows and M columns. Each node of the grid
(except for the nodes of the last column and the last row) is connected by an edge with three nodes
lying to the right, below and diagonally to the right-down from the current node. The lengths of all
edges are 1.
To clarify, we present the data in the form of a graph (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The dependence of the wave algorithm time on the number of vertices.
From the graph it is clear that the dependence is non-linear. We approximate, by a second-order
polynomial, the obtained data, to find the function of the dependence of the algorithm time on the
number of cells in the maze.
Here is the obtained function:
y = 0.47x2-0.19x+0.19.

The R-squared value (determination coefficient) of the current model is 0.9472, which corresponds to
a model of good quality. The next shortest path search algorithm is Dijkstra’s. This algorithm was
proposed by the Dutch scientist Dijkstra in 1959. The algorithm is described in many sources [9].
Dijkstra's algorithm is applicable to an oriented weighted graph with non-negative weights [10].
In step 1 of the algorithm, the initial node S is assigned the status of a permanent label with zero value
d (S). This vertex is called basic and denoted by V.
In step 2, the vertices directly reachable from the base vertex V are assigned temporary label values
equal to d (V) + w (V → U), where w (V → U) is the edge weight from the vertex V to the vertex U.
In step 3, among the vertices marked with temporal values, the vertex U is selected with the
minimum mark and assigned the status of a permanent mark. The value of the constant label will be
equal to the length of the shortest path from the initial vertex S to the vertex U.
In step 4, the vertex U is taken as the base vertex V and the transition to step 2 takes place.
The algorithm ends when all reachable vertices are marked with permanent labels.
To implement the algorithm in the PostgreSQL DBMS, it is necessary to create an Edge table in
which the number of the initial vertex for each edge is stored, as well as the number of the final vertex,
and the weight of the edge. To restore the path, add the Node table in which everything will be stored.
To implement the algorithm, we use the PL / pgSQL [10] programming language built into the
DBMS, in which besides executing SQL queries, we can use standard high-level control instructions
for languages.
To analyze the operation time of the Dijkstra algorithm, calculations were made on test graphs. The
lengths of all the edges were chosen randomly in the range from 1 to 1,000,000.
For clarity, we present the data in the form of a graph (Figure 2).
The graph shows clearly that the dependence is non-linear. We approximate, by a second-order
polynomial, obtained from the data, to find the function of the dependence of the running time of the
algorithm on the number of cells in the maze.
Here is the obtained function:
y = 1.64x2-0.06x+0.05.
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Figure 2. The dependence of the time of the Dijkstra’s algorithm on the number of vertices.

The R-squared value (determination coefficient) of the current model is 0.9141, which corresponds
to a model of good quality. The next algorithm for finding the shortest paths on graphs is
the Floyd’s algorithm. This algorithm is a dynamic algorithm for finding the shortest
distances between all vertices of a weighted oriented graph. It was developed in 1962 by
Robert Floyd and Stephen Worshall.
In step 1, the algorithm calculates and writes into the ADS table of the mD matrix which is
the shortest path length matrix; mS is the auxiliary matrix to restore the path.
In step 2, the algorithm will calculate the optimal route from the vertex u to the vertex v of
the graph.
To implement the algorithm in PostgreSQL DBMS, create an Edge table in which for each edge
we will store the record number, and in fact the task number; the number of vertices of the
graph; adjacency matrix; shortest path length matrix; auxiliary matrix to restore the path.
To implement the algorithm, we use the PL / pgSQL [10] programming language built into
the DBMS, in which besides executing SQL queries, we can use standard high-level control
instructions for languages.
To analyze the Floyd's algorithm time, calculations were made on test graphs. The lengths of all
the edges were chosen randomly in the range from 1 to 1,000,000.
To clarify, we present the data in the form of a graph (Figure 3).
From the graph it is clear that the dependence is non-linear. We approximate, by a second-order
polynomial, obtained from the data, to find the function of the dependence of the running time of the
algorithm on the number of cells in the maze.
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Figure 3. The dependence of the Floyd algorithm time on the number of vertices.
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Here is the obtained function:
y=5*10-7*x3+0.0003x2-0.0735x+2.8405.
The R-squared value (determination coefficient) of the current model is 0.9462, which corresponds to
a model of good quality. Let us analyze the time of the wave algorithm and the Dijkstra’s algorithm
on graphs with unit weights containing from one thousand to ten thousand vertices.

Figure 4. Comparison of the running time of the wave algorithm and the Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Let us write the equation of the dependence of the operating time of the proposed implementation
of the wave algorithm on the number of vertices in the graph:
y=0.47x2-0.19x+0.19.

The R-squared value (determination coefficient) of the current model is 0.8534, which corresponds
to a model of good quality. Let us write the equation of the dependence of the operating time of the
proposed implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm on the number of vertices in the graph:
y=1.64x2-0.06x+0.05.

The R-squared value (determination coefficient) of the current model is 0.9472, which corresponds
to a model of good quality. To calculate the time difference of the proposed implementations of these
algorithms, we compare the coefficients at the highest powers in the obtained equations:
a= 1.64/0.47=3.48
It turns out that the proposed implementation of the wave algorithm copes with the task by 3.5
times faster than the proposed implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm. From which it can be
concluded that in not oriented graphs with unit weights it is best of all to use the wave algorithm.
Let us consider a comparison of the running time of the of Floyd’s and Dijkstra’s algorithm on test
graphs.
Due to the fact that Floyd’s algorithm is based on finding the shortest distances between all the
graph vertices, and Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding the shortest distance from one of the graph vertices
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to all others, we will use the following method to compare their operation time. We will compare the
time of the Floyd's algorithm and the time of the Dijkstra's algorithm multiplied by n, where n is the
number of vertices of the graph.
Let us present data in the form of a Figure 5.

Figure 5. Comparison of the Floyd’s algorithm time and the Dijkstra’s algorithm time.
Let us write the equation of the dependence of time of the proposed implementation of the Floyd’s
algorithm on the number of vertices in the graph:
y=5*10-7x3+0.0002x2-0.0684x+0.5874.

The R-squared value (determination coefficient) of the current model is 0.9235, which corresponds
to a model of good quality. Let us write the equation of the dependence of time of the proposed
implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm on the number of vertices in the graph:
y=2*10-6x3-2*10-5x2-0.0247x+47.552.

The R-squared value (determination coefficient) of the current model is 0.9242, which corresponds
to a model of good quality. To calculate the difference in the operation time of the proposed
implementations of these algorithms, compare the coefficients at the highest powers in the obtained
equations:
a= 2*10-6/5*10-7=4
It turns out that the proposed implementation of the Floyd’s algorithm copes with the task of
finding the shortest path from all the vertices at 4 times faster than the proposed implementation of the
Dijkstra’s algorithm. From which we can conclude that in such problems it is better to use the Floyd’s
algorithm. Let us compare the runtime of the Dijkstra’s algorithm implementations on the example of
implementations in PostgreSQL and C ++.
The result of the analysis of the running time of the implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm in
PostgreSQL and C ++ is shown in table 1.
For clarity, the test results are illustrated in the Figure. 6.
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Table 1. The dependence of processing time on the number of vertices on the graph.
Processing time/sec.
PostgreSQL
0
0.3
0.6
1.1
1.8
5.7
42.1
163.5
180.23
197.78
235.49
320.65
368.15

Number of vertices/pcs.
0
100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10000
10500
11000
12000
14000
15000

C++
0
0
0
0
0.04
0.13
0.75
40
73
115.2
182.3
549.9
809
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Figure 6. Comparison of the operating time of the implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm in C
++ and PostgreSQL .
3. Analysis of obtained results
From the research results we can draw the following conclusions:
- the proposed implementation of the wave algorithm is best suited for solving the problems of
finding the shortest path in not oriented graphs with unit weights;
- the proposed implementation of the Dijkstra’s algorithm is best suited for solving problems of
finding the shortest path in not oriented graphs with different weights;
- the proposed implementation of the Floyd’s algorithm is best suited for solving problems of
finding the shortest path in not oriented graphs with any weights, where the graph remains
unchanged for a long time, for example, a graph of roads or a metro system.
Of the algorithmic advantages of solving the problem using the database tools, two points are most
significant: specification of the distances to unvisited adjacent vertices within a single UPDATE query
and accelerated search for vertices using the indexing tools built into the database engine.
The main disadvantage of this implementation is the relatively low execution speed of single
queries to the database, which is noticeable when solving organizational and economic problems of
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small and medium dimensions [11 - 14]. The application of data of graph search acceleration
algorithms is particularly important in life cycle management systems of industrial products, such as
PDM systems. In these systems, new modules have emerged related to the analysis of big data, as in
industrial enterprises there are opportunities to integrate design and technological data on all parts and
assembly elements of complex innovative products, such as aircraft products and products of the
rocket-space complex (about 10 million parts and assembly elements in one product). For complex
technological products, we create certifications for parts and working operations associated with
loading photographs and measurements into the databases for quality control and destruction during
the operation of these products. Such modules in PDM - systems include modules: Siemens
TeamCenter 4G Big DATA, Enovia SmarTeam 4G Big Data.
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Abstract. The developed methodology provides a solution to two essential tasks, thereby
revealing the gnoseological potential of Big Data technology: social forecasting in the three
most significant areas of the information society based on a model which identifies conditions
for social resonance; successful implementation of the social dampening procedure based on
the use of appropriate management options using multimodal clusterization of social networks
based on Big Data technology. The article suggests the tool that helps to increase work
efficiency in the sphere of social dampening in the region. The proposed method of regulation
may be efficient when it comes to the control of the regional social dampening processes which
have variety of forms and broad range of elements and factors, as well as growth dynamics and
active transformation of life activities. At the same time using modern products make it
possible to evaluate and show changes on a real-time basis which can be useful for local
government authorities.

1. Introduction
Let us consider the analysis of the gnoseological potential of Big Data from the standpoint of
synergetics, which focuses mainly on unbalanced, disordered systems, which are formed both in
natural and social environments, which acquire balance only at certain moments, often extremely
fleeting, but no less important and requiring comprehensive thinking.
Certainly, the destabilization of the system, and above all the social system, is extremely interesting
from the dialectical positions both as awareness of the reasons, and in terms of exploring the
possibility of providing the system with a steady state. However, the pragmatic reality convinces us
that numerous ordinary people who are the direct elements of various systems, as well as the political
elite, who seek to hold the position of a leading social force possessing certain levers of influence on
social dynamics, are still primarily interested in the stability of the system structures. Deviation from
the average values of social indicators is clearly perceived as deviance. Under these conditions, the
technical capabilities of Big Data allow us to consider them as a tool for indicating the level of
deviation of the most diverse social processes from the optimal model for a given society, contributing
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to the development of a mechanism for returning to the averaged, balanced form of both a single
process and their complex.
In our opinion, in order to conduct a scientific analysis of social processes, it is necessary to reveal
the essence of the many-sided deviations that arise in certain situations in society. The analysis carried
out in this direction shows the possibility of identifying two main types of changes in social processes.
The first type is characterized by a rather slow deviation of social processes from the norms and
principles established in society, described by an additive function. In this case, social smoothing,
response can be considered as a cognitive impact on each social subject in particular, regardless of its
nature: individual or collective. Here, the dominance of the elementary approach to the description of
reality manifests itself, in which the quality of a system is determined by the quality of its constituent
elements, which are quite accessible for comprehensive analysis using Big Data.
The essence of the second type of changes in social processes is determined by the explosive
changes inherent in it and, first of all, by social cataclysms that bring society out of balance. The
second type in its essence reveals deviations of the multiplicative type, which are intensified due to the
extremely low efficiency of the interaction processes of social subjects. Here, in contrast to the first
type, a social explosion occurs in a sharper form, much more concentrated in time and determined in
many respects by the disadvantages of intergroup interaction, similar to social resonance. This
situation is an example of the manifestation of a systematic approach to reality in social practice,
based on the principles of which the quality and, therefore, the sustainability of a social system
depends on the links of its constituent elements.
In order to analyze social processes classified in the above manner, ensure their management and
bring social deviations to an acceptable standard, the authors propose to introduce into the conceptual
apparatus the term “social dampening”, fundamentally new to social and humanitarian knowledge.
This concept is intended to denote the desire of society to average in terms of the manifestation of its
activity, therefore, in stability. It is expedient to characterize such stable existence of a society as a
social equilibrium, a special state of a social system that has developed due to historical continuity,
which manifests itself in a whole set of factors of economic, social, ethnic, etc. character.
Deviation from the criteria of social stability is the essence of social balance and leads to a “lifting”
of the social equilibrium curve, which necessitates social dampening as a significant manifestation of
management processes that can, among other things, solve the problem of cognitive control of
consciousness, differing in its mental manifestations.
“Leveling” of quantitative (digital) characteristics should be carried out in indicators acceptable
for a given society. Using Big Data as the most sensitive tool for measuring and detailing biogeosocial
processes allows for the necessary iterations that cannot be performed using conventional scientific
tools, identifying the “dominant that directs the vector of development of a specific phenomenon or
process” [1] and the trend of their changes.
The formulation of the problems presented by the authors of the study is also aimed at clarifying
the issue related to the need to determine the vector of the social management algorithm itself, namely:
if we set a completely obvious goal for us to ensure proper management of social systems, then the
following question arises: what (as a social goal) should we control in this way. The use of Big Data
technologies provides new opportunities for solving such problems. This, in turn, means the need to
determine the factors and criteria for the stable state of structures, and more precisely, the control
objects, in the system of social coordinates. The frequency of deviations from these indicators, as well
as the ability of their leveling, according to the authors, will be a fundamental point in understanding
the quality of social management, which actualizes the need to develop a methodology for assessing
the degree of deviation of social processes and the qualitative state of the systems involved in them
from their equilibrium states. This method should necessarily include the possibility of both direct and
indirect impact on social systems, which, in fact, additionally reveals the above concept of “social
dampening” as a fundamentally significant theoretical basis for the formation and subsequent
implementation of managerial influences on society, allowing for reduce, by using Big Data, the peak
values of social indicators that go beyond the social acceptability. If we ignore them it can not only
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partially unbalance the social system, but make it fully socially uncontrollable and prone to social
explosions.
At the same time, in addition to social processes leading to a deviation of the environment from the
social “normal”, which can be regulated by social dampening, it is necessary to consider in greater
detail identifying the essence of the process of social resonance. Social resonance is such a state of
interacting factors and criteria that characterize the social environment, which leads to an explosive
deviation from the “normal”. The “removal” of such social aggravations can be interpreted as a
process of returning from social resonance to the norm, which seems to the authors an extremely
important task of social management, the successful solution of which is determined by the need to
take into account the effect of passionate interaction, understood as a kind of “activity manifested in
the individual’s striving for the goal (often - illusory) and in the capacity for superstressing and
sacrifice in order to achieve this goal”, at the same time “sacrifice is understood ... as refusal to satisfy
immediate needs, sometimes essential to life, for the sake of the dominant social or ideal needs,
perceived as a goal “with a predominance of “development needs”[1].
Thus according to the authors, Big Data makes it possible to form a model of “removing” of social
deviations, including social resonance, arising from a combination of a wide range of factors, the
interaction of which is very difficult to analyze and often invisible to the researcher through the prism
of traditional cognitive tools. In its turn, the implementation in practice of this kind of social
dampening model let us create a comprehensive understanding of social processes as a neurobiological
manifestation of human activity and forms the necessary opportunities to overcome its negative
consequences.
Hiding the analysis of additive and multiplicative effects behind the facade of large-scale computer
calculations, Big Data makes it possible to ensure that objective decisions are made, especially
significant in the management of multifactorial social and natural systems [2,3], which, thanks to the
implementation of social dampening procedures, makes it possible to guarantee stability,
manageability and predictability of biogeosocial processes.
The carried out research clearly convince that the methodology of this kind must consist of two
semantic blocks: the methodological, structuring algorithm for the study of social systems and
processes with Big Data technology and management, which determines the possible methods of
management influence based on the carried out analysis.
The first methodological block supposes, first of all, isolation, accompanied by analysis and
evaluation, in the sphere of the information space of multimodal clusters, the most explosive in terms
of their potential to destabilize the social system, taking it out of relative equilibrium. Here, as global
clusters, attention is drawn to the three classical spheres of society: political, economic and social. The
undeniable scale of these spheres makes it possible to isolate subclusters in each of them with the
possibility of further detailing them into groups (including interests) and IP addresses.
This specification is quite possible to carry out on the basis of keywords that are set in accordance
with the research task and are used by the Big Data technology to isolate subclusters and elements of
their internal structure. Further, the practical implementation of this stage of the proposed
methodology will require the parallel development of the “system learning” algorithm, allowing the
program to isolate words, terms, concepts, etc. for the subsequent clustering and identification of
significant communications.
The next step of the first methodological block is the construction of an algebraic lattice of the
number of links of multimodal clustering, which represents a peculiar coordinate system of the
specific carried out analysis. It will allow modeling the system of links within the cluster. The increase
in the number of links within the cluster (or its subsystem) is the main indicator of the subsequent
system out of equilibrium - social resonance.
The greatest interest for the subsequent management impact should present connections that
demonstrate sustainable growth. When they are identified, you should:
- precise the topics that ensure the applicability of these links;
- carry out an analysis of the frequency dynamics;
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- identify danger zones for social resonance.
The completion of the first methodological block is the differentiation of the resonance rate. This
involves the identification of areas of social, informational interactions on which there has been a
steady growth; subsequent finding of stable relationships to identify the topic of interaction. At the
same time, a sharp increase in the number of links per unit of time by an order of magnitude should be
interpreted, within the framework of this methodology, as the main condition for the soonest
occurrence of social resonance.
The second methodological block identifies possible options for a practical transition from
gnoseological reasoning to direct management impact on the social situation. A management decision
point as a manifestation of social dampening can be represented on the graph at the point of transition
from a smoothly increasing curve, indicating an increase in the number of social connections (within
the identified cluster, subcluster, etc.) to a vertical straight line, representing the ordinal increase in
social connections.
In this case, the second methodological block admits the possibility of two management impacts:
- Management of the number of socially significant connections, which primarily involves
minimizing them in order to prevent or level social resonance;
- Management of the social environment dissipativity, which provides for an instrumental,
informational impact (including through informational attack or subject readdressing of links) on the
identified cluster, an impact that does not allow the formation of social relations that could in the long
run lead to social resonance.
Otherwise, the coincidence of the “resonance frequencies” in the process of intersubject interaction
can cause a global, uncontrolled social resonance.
2. Application of the formal concepts analysis method for social networks
The methodology of social dampening consists of the social resonance definition in social networks
groups and the search for control actions to reduce tensions. The methodology of social dampening is
based on multimodal clustering of social networks. Clustering is based on the formal concept analysis
method (Formal Concept Analysis, FCA) [4–9]. A large amount of structured and unstructured data
generates trivial data.
According to the method of formal concepts, we introduce the following definitions:
G is a set of objects, M is a set of attributes, relation I  G  M such that ( g ,m )  I if and only if,
the object g has attribute m. K : ( G , M , I ) is called a formal context.
Let us define Galois operators in the following manner for A  G, B  M :
def

def

A'  { m  M g / mg  A }, B'  { g  G g / mm  B } .

A formal concept is the pair ( A, B ) : A  G, B  M , A'  B and B'  A , where A is a formal extent, В
is a formal intent.
The concepts, ordered by the dependency ( A1 , B1 )  ( A2 , B2 )  A1  A2 ( B2  B1 ) , form a complete
lattice, which is called context lattice ( G , M , I ).
The example of social networks context and their context hashtags is shown in Figure 1.
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 1. Social networks with context hashtags: A) context hashtags for social networks; B) social
hashtags for social networks with implications; C) hashtags with reliability of associative links; D) the
example of hashtags with support of association rules.
Let us consider implications in the lattice and define the operation “implication” in the following
manner: implication A  B , where A, B  M exists if A'  B' , i.e. every object that has all attributes
from A set also has all attributes from B set. Implications correspond to Armstrong’s axioms:
( A  B / A  C  B ) ;augmentation ( A  B / A  C  B ) ;
reflexivity
pseudo-transitivity
( A  B, D  B  C / A  C ) .
Among implications there is the Duquenne-Guigues basis of implications i.e. a minimal number of
implications which can help to derive other implications using the Armstrong rules. The basis is
sought through methods of machine learning: “object-by-object” algorithm of implication basis
construction or through interactive learning procedure. As a result we have a hashtag with implications
(Figure 2б).
Implications: abc  d ,b  c,cd  b allow to redefine the nodes of hashtags.
Let us consider partial implications or association rules.
Definition 1. A m

B is partial implication (association rule) of context (G,M,I), if A, B  M ;
,n
has a support of sup p( A  B )  ( A  B )' / G has a confidence conf ( A  B )  ( A  B )' / A' .
Further we consider the algorithm identifying association rules:
1) to find all frequent sets of attributes (with support which is not below the assigned);
2) it is enough to find all the frequent closed sets of attributes of the context.
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The example of hashtags with reliability of associative links (Figure 1c).
The example of hashtags with support of association rules (Figure 1d).
Good rules with sup p  1/ 2 and min conf  3 / 4 are defined according to the following algorithm:
1. 0  c, sup p( 0  c )  conf ( 0  c )  3 / 4;
2. c  b, sup p( c  b )  1 / 2,conf ( c  b )  2 / 3.
The use of this clustering method will allow determining the interest groups, with an increase in
connections it will be necessary to make management decisions. In terms of information, it will be
necessary to combine messages from groups with an increased number of links with calm “stable”
groups in which the number of links does not undergo a drastic change.
3. Method of Using Data Mining in Social Dampening Methodology
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) allows to establish stable links and cluster data (create new
knowledge) using Armstrong rules in context lattices. To create a portrait and information model of
resonant groups, it is necessary to use BIG DATA technologies [10, 11, 12]. The method of using data
mining is as follows:
1. Forming a big data set in hadoop from twitter using the “Samara region” filter which reveals hit
counts;
2. Separation of the formed set by various filters associated with the basic factors of resonance
deviations;
3. Monitoring of streaming content analysis on filters;
4. Adoption of operational activities in cases of sustained “hits” in hit counts;
5. Development of a program in the Scala language for working with filtering in Big Data field;
6. Debugging and testing the program with a set of practical data;
7. Analysis of the calculation results.
The social network twitter is used to obtain data, since it is an “open” product, its use does not
require additional investments, and 50% of Internet users have profiles in this program. Twitter is the
second most popular network among users worldwide, second only to Facebook. However, unlike
Facebook, which does not provide open access to its data, Twitter provides such access, there are no
restrictions on access to server data sets. Users of this social network exchange mostly text
information, which is an undoubted advantage in processing. Twitter is not a subject network and most
widely reflects public opinion on many issues of interest, so for the formation of groups for analyzing
the social resonance in the region, the processing of data from this social network was optimal.
To work with BIG DATA in social networks, it is necessary to use methods of collecting,
processing and analyzing data. Data collection is carried out in real time, within a certain geolocation,
or within the entire network, using certain patterns. Information of interest for the analysis in this area
is: location, date and time, content, content “author” (user), communication between users. Data
collection in social networks can be performed using the following tools: Apache Hadoop, Biglnsights
(IBM), Cloudera, Hortonworks, Storm. Hortonworks was chosen to carry out research in the field of
social dampening. The Twitter Application (apps.twitter.com) was used for work, in which key
parameters were defined and refined: API key, API secret, Access token, Access token secret.
To collect data using the Hortonworks, Twitter App, the flume service configuration file was used
in the Hortonworks Sandbox virtual machine. After installing the Hortonworks_ Sandbox version 2.3
virtual machine and setting up the flume service, the system is ready to download data from twitter. To
view and download the downloaded files, go to the HDFS folder, where we process the data. View of
the HDFS file structure in the Hortonworks virtual machine when solving a problem in the sphere of
social dampening is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. HDFS visualization in Hortoworks when file download to solve social dampening.
The collected data must be structured (i.e., processed) in accordance with the MapReduce
paradigm. MapReduce is a framework for performing distributed tasks using a large number of
computers forming a cluster.
Using MapReduce allowed us to structure the flow of data from social networks by criteria: fonts,
text size, color, link to user profile, location, time, and so on.
To determine the portrait of the respondent, the following types of data are needed: location, text,
language, and time. In order to extract only this information, you can use the MapReduce technology
built into the Hortonworks Sandbox tool. For data processing, we use the Hive DBMS in the Hadoop
environment, which allows performing operations on data and their analysis using SQL-like queries.
To do this, create a file for processing and creating the necessary hivedll.sql tables.
Run this file using command: Hive_f hiveddl.sql. Structured data will be presented in the Table 1.
Table 1. Headings to analyze structured XML data in tasks for social dampening.
A
Data/Time

B
Time/Zona

C
language

D
Text

E
location

F
Sentiments

For data analysis the following variables are used. Total amount of twitts (Koli) for every location
(R) is defined by:
N

KolR   ki , ki  R,
i 1

where ki is every next twitt in the considered stream.
Frequency of unique word usage ch(m) is defined from the general variety of L text data:
N

ch(m)   mi , mi  L.
i 1

The attitude of every twitt otn (m,rez) may be defined from the thesaurus tez, where the attitude to
this word is written up:
0, m  negative _ meaning

otn( m , rez )  1, m  neural _ meaning .
2, m  positive _ meaning
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For further work, a dictionary was compiled, consisting of domain filters, to further determine the
number of tweets for placement ch (m) and the number of tweets for placement taking into account the
relation otn (m, rez). We define a thesaurus taking into account filters by basic factors: salary,
unemployment, political developments and housing and utility infrastructure. As a result, we obtain 4
basic factors of resonance deviations.
«Salary» factor P1 gives the number of twitts in general quantity of text data L:
N
KolotnP   S i ( S i  P1 ) / L  10% .
1 i 1

«Unemployment» factor P2 gives the number of twitts in general quantity of text data L:
N

KolotnP2   S i ( S i  P2 ) / L  9% .
i 1

«Political» factor P3 gives the number of twitts in general quantity of text data L:
N

KolotnP3   S i ( S i  P3 ) / L  7% .
i 1

«Infrastructure» factor P4 gives the number of twitts in general quantity of text data L:
N

KolotnP4   S i ( S i  P4 ) / L  13% .
i 1

4. Results and discussion
As a result, it can be concluded that what factors of deviations are associated with the Samara region.
According to Figure 3 it can be seen that the main factor of discontent is the housing sector.

Figure 3. Factors of social dampening in Samara Oblast.
Due to BIG DATA technology, it is possible to store and update data in the “hаdoop” file system
using the “Samara Oblast” filter (filter1 = {Samara Oblast}). Then, it is necessary to filter this area by
the basic factors of social dampening, by installing, for example, the following filters: Filter2 (salary)
= {money, ruble *, dollars *, currencies *, crypt *}; Filter3 (unemployment) = {job search, engineer *,
worker *, build *}; Filter4 (political developments) = {elections, deputy *, penny *, administrator *};
Filter5 (housing and utility infrastructure) = {garbage collection, pipes *, water *, gas *}.
The set of descriptors by which the Internet discourse will be filtered is determined by the lexical
representatives of the concept formed in the world picture by the average Russian-speaking consumer.
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To make decisions in the field of social resonance in the region, multimodal clustering of social
networks was carried out. A large number of structured and unstructured data of social sites in the
considered area can be represented as the next triple (user, group, interest) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Data for social resonance analysis from Twitter social network as a graph
Using the method of formal concepts, we form a complete lattice, called the context lattice
 (G, M , I ). An example of the context of social networks in the field of social dampening and their
context hashtags are shown in Table 2 and Figure 5.
Table 2. The example of Social network context and its context hashtags (a - attributes on
«salary» filter, b - attributes on «unemployment» filter, c - attributes on «political developments»
filter, d - attributes on «housing and utility infrastructure» filter).

1
2
3
4

G/M
pensioners
employees
workers
students

a
x
x

b

c

x
x

x
x
x
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Figure 5. Context hashtags for social network.
The use of this clustering method will give the opportunity to determine interest groups, with an
increase in links in which management decisions will be required. But this tool has limitations on use.
Users who work with the social network “Twitter” are in the “students” group and partly in the
“employees”, “workers” groups and only slightly affect the “retirees” group, so for complete
management decision making it is necessary to add new groups.
You can get graphs of the user hit counts by filters on data collection time (Figure 6). The data
collection time from the Internet is unlimited in BIG DATA technology.

Figure 6. Dependency graph of hit counts using filters from data collection time.
As a result, we obtain a dynamic change of information in real-time from the Internet, which allows
monitoring the streaming analysis of unstructured information (In-Memory Data Processing and
Stream technology) with minimal investment by filters. To implement this method, a program in the
Scala language was written.
After the work of the program, we obtain a dynamic change of parameters in the BIG DATA
environment, which allow us to determine social resonance zones in the region, taking into account
unstructured information. If steady “bursts” of data on hits counts are detected on charts in accordance
with the forms of resonance, management regulation for this type of activity in the region should be
implemented.
Thus, a tool has been proposed to increase the effectiveness of work in the field of social
dampening in the region. This is the most important task under modern economic conditions, the basis
of which is the possibility to make optimal management decisions. The proposed method of regulation
can be effective in managing the processes of social dampening of a region, which are characterized
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by a variety of forms and a wide range of components and factors, as well as an inherent dynamics of
development and active transformation of life activity.
At the same time, the use of modern software and hardware gives the opportunity to make the
assessment and visualization of changes in fact in real time, which can be useful for local authorities.
It is important to note that social dampening is not a strict limiter of social actions “in amplitude”. It
only softens social actions, allowing them to manifest themselves in other areas, it does not “break”
the social system, but allows it to transform, creating the visibility of smooth compliance with the
requirements of the social interaction subjects.
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Abstract. Accurate forecasting of the state of technical objects is necessary for effective
management. The technical condition of the object is characterized by a system of time series
of monitored indicators. The time series often have difficultly predictable irregular periodicity
(quasi-periodicity). In this paper, to improve the accuracy of such series forecasting, models of
quasi-periodic processes in the form of samples of a cylindrical image are used. The
application of these models is demonstrated by forecasting of a hydraulic unit vibrations. It is
shown that the use of these models provides a higher accuracy of prediction compared with the
classical approaches.

1. Introduction
In order to improve the management of а technical object an accurate forecast of its technical
condition is required, which is characterized by a variety of controlled indicators. These indicators are
recorded by sensors at certain time intervals in the form of signals with discrete time. These signals
can be used to predict state of an object in order to make effective management decisions.
The set of registered values of the object's indicators can be represented as a system of time series.
To represent the time series, a large number of models have been developed: autoregressive, spectral,
wave, wavelets, and so on, for example, [1–4]. A very important task is the prediction of time series,
which is associated with the management of objects. To solve this problem, the methods of
mathematical statistics, artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, machine learning and so on are used,
for example, in [5-14].
Often time series have irregular periodicity, that is, quasi-periodicity. Quasi-periodic behavior is a
repetition with a component of unpredictability. For example, the vibration of various engines,
turbines, units and so on.
Different models can be used to describe and predict such processes, for example, autoregressive
models with complex roots of the characteristic equation or harmonic models. However, these models
do not always allow to predict a quasi-periodic process with high accuracy. In this paper, to improve
the accuracy of predicting the state of technical objects, it is proposed to use models of quasi-periodic
processes based on cylindrical images [15-18].
2. Quasi-periodic process as a scan of an image
Double correlation is a characteristic property of a quasi-periodic process, that is, there is a
strong correlation both between adjacent values and between values separated by several periods.
There are a number of approaches to describe quasi-periodicity: the imposition of noise or
higher frequencies on the main harmonic, periodic nonstationarity (fluctuation of moments
and other characteristics), and so on. A common manifestation of such representations is the high
correlation of process values at distances that are multiples of a period. In this paper,this property is
V International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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taken as a basis, that is, as the main property of a quasiperiodic process.
As quasi-periods of the process, we could take the lines of a certain rectangular image: the required
correlation will be ensured by the vertical correlation of the image. Consider, for example, an
image on a rectangle, given by the Habibi model [19]:

x k , l  a x k , l 1  b x k 1, l  ab x k 1, l 1  β (1  a 2 ) (1  b 2 ) ξ k , l ,

(1)

where k is the line number, l is the column number, ξ k , l is a set of independent standard random
variables. The generated image has a covariance function (CF)
V (m, n)  M [ xk , l xk m, l n ]  β 2 a|m|b|n| .
Parameters a and b affect the vertical and horizontal image correlation, respectively; β affects the
variance of the image. Figure 1 shows an example of simulated image.

Figure 1. Image simulated by model (1): (a) full image, (b) the first and last five columns.
Image rows are highly correlated if b  1 . Therefore, by combining the rows into a sequence, we can
get a model of a quasi-periodic process. Figure 2 shows an example of such process. The boundaries
of the periods are indicated by vertical lines, where sharp jumps are noticeable. In fact, this figure
shows the brightness graphs of successive rows of the image.

Figure 2. Process simulated using model (1).
The CF of the process is shown in Figure 3. Correlations between elements of the image decrease
along the rows. Therefore, the CF of the process decreases along the period, but increases sharply at
the junction of the periods. This property of the CF just ensures the quasi-periodicity of the process.
However, the beginning and end of each row, being at a considerable distance, are practically
independent of each other, which is noticeable in Figure 1, b. Therefore, at the junctions of the quasiperiods of the process obtained by joining the rows, there will be a weak correlation of neighboring
values, leading to sharp jumps that are not typical of relatively continuous processes. Similar
discontinuity is obtained by combining rows from other rectangular images. Thus, rectangular images
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do not provide acceptable representations of quasi-periodic processes. In this paper, modeling
processes using images on a cylinder is considered.

Figure 3. The correlation function of the model (1).
Let’s consider a cylindrical image, which is scanned along a spiral on this cylinder (figure 4 (a)). In
[15], the following model was used to represent images on a cylindrical grid similar to Habibi
autoregression model (1):
(2)
xk , l  a xk , l 1  b xk 1, l  a b xk 1, l 1  c ξ k ,l
where k is a spiral turn number; l is a node number l  0, ..., T ; xk ,l  xk 1, l T when l  T ; T is the
period, i.e. the number of points in one turn; ξ k ,l are independent standard random variables.

Figure 4. Cylindrical image: (a) cylindrical spiral, (b) normalized correlation function.
An example of an image simulated using this model is shown in Figure 5 (a). Its first 5 columns are
shown in Figure 5 (b). It is noticeable that the first and last columns are strongly correlated.

Figure 5. Simulated cylindrical image (a) and its first columns (b).
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For convenience of analyzing this model, assume that the pixels are numbered and located on a
cylindrical spiral (figure 4 (a)). Then model (2) can be represented in an equivalent form as a model of
a random process, which is a scan of the image along the spiral:
(3)
xn  a xn1  b xnT  a b xnT 1  c ξ n ,
where n = kT + l. Applying the z-transform, we obtain the CF

1
V (n)  M [ x m xm n ]  c 2 
2
 (1  b )T

T 1

 (1  a z
k 0


zk
s
z kn 
ρ n  ,
2
(1  a )(1  bs)( s  b) 
k )( z k  a )

(4)

where zk  T b exp( i2πk / T ) and s  a T .
In particular, when n  mT we obtain
V (mT ) 



c2
(1  s 2 )b m1  (1  b 2 ) s m1
(1  a 2 )(1  b 2 )(1  sb)(b  s )



and the variance, when m=0:
σ2 

c 2 (1  bs)
.
(1  a 2 )(1  b 2 )(1  bs)

To reduce the calculations, it is possible to calculate only V(0), V(1),..., V(T) by formula (4), and
for the rest of values, use recurrent formula
V (n)  a V (n  1)  b V (n  T )  a b V (n  T  1) .
This CF (3) decreases with increasing distance n, but at distances divisible by period T, CF is high
(figure 4 (b)), which is typical for quasi-periodic processes.
The parameter a affects the correlation along the rows, that is, the smoothness of the process. The
parameter b affects the correlation of values over a period distance. For values of b close to 1, the
adjacent rows of the image (spiral turns) will be strongly correlated. In this case the process is closed
to periodic one (figure 6(a)). The periodicity property weakens as b decreases (figure 6(b)).

Figure 6. Simulated processes: (a) b=0.99; (b) b=0.9.
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We note in particular that these graphs of simulated processes are continuous, in contrast to
Figure 2. This is a consequence of the continuity of the CF (4), shown in Figure 4 (b). Thus, model (3)
is suitable for describing continuous quasi-periodic processes. By varying the parameters of this
model, it is possible to represent processes with a given correlation within quasi-periods and between
them.
3. Prediction of the state of a technical object
As an object of study, we consider data on a hydraulic unit (one of the turbines of the
Krasnaya Polyana Hydroelectric Power Plant, Russia). Figures 7-9 show vibration plots obtained
from three sensors located on different parts of the unit. The task was to predict the next process
value using its previous values. Visually, the presence of quasi-periodicity in these processes is
observed. This makes it possible to apply the model of quasiperiodic processes described above to
these data. The volume of each sample was 96 observations.

Figure 7. The first process of vibration of the hydraulic unit.

Figure 8. The second process of vibration of the hydraulic unit.

Figure 9. The third process of vibration of the hydraulic unit.
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To assess the quality of forecasting of these processes, the sampling of values is divided into two
parts: a training sample (90% of the volume of initial observations) and a control sample (10% of the
volume of initial observations). According to the training sample, we construct by the least squares
method three models of the studied processes: an autoregressive model of a cylindrical image (3), a
usual autoregressive model of the second order with complex roots of the characteristic equation and a
harmonic model. For the control sample, we estimate the prediction accuracy of the constructed
models as σ Δ 

1 k
 ( xn  xˆn ) 2 , where k is the volume of the control sample; xi are the values of the
k n1

observation; x̂i are the predicted value of the process according to the constructed model. In the case
of a cylindrical model, the equation
xˆ n  a xn1  b xnT  a b xnT 1
was used to predict the next process value from its previous values. The results of the comparison of
models for prediction accuracy are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Prediction errors with different models.
Process model
Autoregressive cylindrical image model (2)
Second order autoregressive model
Harmonic model

Process 1
0,6401
0,7950
0,9698

Prediction error (σΔ)
Process 2
Process 3
0,6561
0,7606
0,9316

0,6676
0,7756
0,9532

It follows from this table that the prediction error of the vibrations processes is decreased up to 1.5
times with the use of cylindrical models of images, as compared with the autoregressive and harmonic
models.
4. Conclusions
It is proposed to use models of quasi-periodic processes in the form of a spiral on a cylindrical
image to predict the state of technical objects. The results of numerical experiments show that the
use of these models provides a higher prediction accuracy in comparison with the classical
time series models.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the development of a method of similar code
sequences search in executable files, which is based on both syntax analysis of the code
and function’s control flow graphs analysis. The syntax analysis method used in this
paper is based on a comparison of the spatial distribution of processor instructions in
the function body. The analysis of function control flow graph is used a structural
description of fixed-order subgraphs of the function control flow graph. The results of
experimental studies, including the comparison of the proposed method and previously
known methods of searching for similar code sequences, are presented.

1. Introduction
The problem of finding similar code sequences in executable files is very relevant today.
According to the studies presented in [1, 2], developers often use previously created program code
during the process of the new software development. This approach to software development
is called code reuse. Despite the obvious advantages of this approach, it can also cause errors
and vulnerabilities in the software being developed. In addition, third-party code reuse may
be illegal. This approach is also used in the development of various malicious programs [3].
Thus, solving the problem of finding similar code sequences in executable files allows us to solve
several problems: finding known vulnerabilities, finding plagiarism in software, and searching
for malware.
Currently, there are a large number of methods of similar code sequences search in executable
files. All known algorithms and methods for solving the above problem are usually based either
on the syntactic analysis of the assembler program code or on the analysis of the structure of
control flow graphs of the executable file functions.
Let us consider the methods based on the syntax analysis of the code. In [4, 5], similar
methods of similar code sequences search was presented. These methods are based on comparing
sequences or permutations of processor instructions of a fixed length (k-grams or n-perms) in
functions. The IDA disassembler uses the IDA FLIRT algorithm [6] to identify library functions,
which is based on a comparison of function’s patterns. The author of [7] presented a method for
detecting malware, based on the analysis of the frequency of processor instructions occurrence
inside the examined file. Significant impact on the quality of the similar code sequences search
for this group of methods is made by syntactic code changes: replacing processor instructions
with equivalent ones, rearranging instructions, inserting new ones, and deleting old instructions.
The methods based on the analysis of the functions control flow graph allow to overcome this
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drawback. The authors of the method presented in [8] used the information of basic blocks (the
vertices of the control flow graph) to detect and classify malware. The authors of [9] used a
method based on determining the isomorphism of control flow graphs to identify malware. A
similar approach was described in [10], where the detection of malware was based on determining
the isomorphism of fixed length function’s subgraphs and comparing the signatures (fingerprints)
of their basic blocks. However, this group of methods also has several disadvantages: low search
accuracy for functions with a small number of basic blocks, high sensitivity to structural changes
in functions.
In this paper, a combined method for searching functions of an executable file, which are
similar to the known functions from some software ”archive” is proposed. The basis of the
proposed method is to use of both the syntactic analysis of the code and the analysis of functions
control flow graph. The description of the function in the presented method is formed by its
similarity with the functions of the basis library.
The paper is structured as follows. The first section presents the basic definitions and a
brief description of the proposed method. The second section discusses the process of getting
a syntactic description; the third one describes the process of getting the structural description
of functions. The fourth section is devoted to the description of the similar functions search
algorithm. The fifth section provides the effectiveness evaluation technique of the proposed
method and the results of the experiments. In the final part of the paper, the conclusions and
a list of references are presented.
2. Basic concepts and principle of operation
The following definitions are used in this paper:
• current library - the set of the investigated executable file functions;
• archival data - the set of the known functions;
• basis library - an auxiliary set of functions used to compare the functions of archived data
and the current library.
Taking into account the above definitions, the problem solved by the proposed method is
formulated as follows: for a given (or each) function of the current library, find the most similar
function from the archive data. In this paper, we use two definitions of the functions similarity
measure. The first one is based on the position of the functional groups of processor instructions
in the body of functions. The second one is based on the analysis of the structure of the functions
control flow graph. In the previously published works of the author [11, 12], two methods
of similar code sequences search were presented, each of which is based on one of the above
definitions of the function similarity measure, respectively. This paper presents a combined
method of similar code sequences search. In this method, the description of function is formed
through its similarity with the functions of the basis library, using two different definitions of
the functions similarity measure described in [11, 12].
The proposed method of similar code sequences search includes several stages. At the first
stage, the description of the archive data functions is formed through the library of basis
functions. In addition, for each function, two descriptions are obtained (syntactic and structural)
corresponding to different measures of functions similarity. At the second stage, the description
of the current library functions is formed similarly. At the final stage, the search for similar
functions is performed. The algorithm of search is described in detail in the fifth section.
3. The syntactic description of the function
Using the IDA [13] disassembler, we can obtain a partition of the assembler code of the analysed
executable file into functions. The assembler code consists of a sequence of processor instructions
and associated operands. All processor instructions can be divided into K functional groups
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according to the type of operations they perform. Examples of such groups are: a group of
arithmetic instructions, a group of logical instructions, a group of data transfer instructions.
For each of the K functional groups for a given function, we obtain a list of offsets relative to
the beginning of the function, on which the instructions of this group are located.
Let us determine the spatial distribution of the k instruction type as the absolute frequency
of the instructions of this type entering in a relative normalized i-th interval (I = 100):
f˜ik =

NX
k −1

nkj
· 100 ∈ (i − 1, i] ,
N
!

I

j=0

i = 1, I,

(1)

where nk0 , ..., nkNk −1 are absolute offsets relative to the beginning of the function of instructions
of group k, Nk is a total number of instructions of this group in this function, N is the length
of the function, I(.) is the event indicator, which takes the values ”0” or ”1” depending on the
truth of the corresponding argument.
To obtain the spatial distribution of instructions in the integral form, we use the following
formula:
i
P
f˜yk
y=0
fˆik = I
, i = 1, I.
(2)
P ˜k
f
j=0

j

Then, the spatial position of the k-th group of processor instructions in the body of the
function is described by the vector:


āk = fˆ1k , fˆ2k , . . . , fˆIk

T

, k = 0, K − 1.

(3)

As a result, the description of the considered function has the following form:
A = (ā0 , ā1 , . . . , āK−1 ) .

(4)

The matrix B, which represents the description of the basis library functions, is formed in a
similar way. The measure of functions similarity, which description is given by the matrices A
and B, has the following form:
µ (A, B) =

K−1
X

αk µcos (āk , b̄k ),

K−1
X

αk = 1,

(5)

k=0

k=0

where
µcos
is the cosine distance. If two functions are identical, the measure of similarity takes the value
”1”, otherwise ”0”.
Let a library of basis functions contains J functions, each of which has a description in the
form of a matrix Bj . Then the description of the considered function through the library of
basis functions will have the following form:
x̄A = (µ (A, 0 ) , µ (A, 1 ) , . . . , µ (A, J−1 ))T .

(6)

Further, using the obtained intermediate description of the function, its final description is
formed using the PCA (principal component analysis) method for reducing the dimensionality of
the data. The process of forming the final description is described in detail in [11]. The resulting
description of the function is stored in the corresponding database (archive or current).
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4. The structural description of the function
IDA disassembler allows to obtain a control flow graph of the analysed executable file functions.
The control flow graph of a function is a directed graph which vertices are the basic blocks of
function. The basic block of function is a sequence of processor instructions. The first instruction
of the basic block receives the control from some processor instruction, and the last one is an
instruction, which passes the control to another basic block. The edges of the control flow graph
determine the order of the basic blocks in the control flow of the function.
The control flow graph of the analysed function is divided into subgraphs of fixed order k
(k-subgraphs) as follows: each basic block is chosen as a starting node and all edges beginning
from that node are traversed until k nodes are encountered. In this paper, k = 3 is used.
The description of each of the k-subgraphs of the function consists of a pair of vectors: ā
and b̄. The ā vector is a binary vector obtained by combining the rows of the adjacency matrix
of a given k-subgraph. The b̄ vector characterizes the presence or absence of reading or writing
operations in operands of various types in this k-subgraph. A detailed description of the vector
b̄ is presented in [12]. Thus, the initial description of a function consists of a set of pairs of
vectors ā and b̄ describing each k-subgraph of the function.
The intermediate description of the function is formed on the basis of its similarity with the
functions of the basis library. As a measure of similarity, we use the generalized Jaccard index
[14]:
P
min(xi , yi )
i
,
(7)
J(x, y) = P
max(xi , yi )
i

where x is a set of vector pairs which described the first function, y is a set of vector pairs
which described the second function,xi is a number of pairs i in set x,yi is aSnumber of pairs i
in set y, i passed through all unique pairs of vectors in the combined set x y. In the case of
complete similarity between functions the value of similarity measure is ”1”, in case of complete
dissimilarity it is ”0”.
Let x be a set of vector pairs described the analysed function, yi is a set of vector pairs
described the i-th function of the basis library, I is a number of functions in the basis library,
then the intermediate description of the function under investigation has the following form:
z̄ = (J(x, y0 ), J(x, y1 ), ..., J(x, yI−1 ))T .

(8)

The final description of the function is obtained after applying the PCA dimension reduction
method and is stored in the appropriate database (archive or current).
5. Search for similar functions
The final stage of the proposed method is the search for similar functions based on the previously
obtained function description vectors.
In the previous works of the author, a search algorithm with the following assumption was
used: the size of the changed functions differs from the original by no more than 30% [11]. This
assumption was used to increase the quality of the search. Thus, at the first stage of the search,
the archive functions were filtered by their size, then the Euclidean distance to each function
was calculated from the filtered list of archive functions, and the result was sorted by increasing
the Euclidean distance.
This paper presents a combined method of similar functions search, which uses a syntactic
and structural description of functions. However, if the number of basic blocks of the function
being studied is small (bbmin ≤ 5), only the syntactic description of the function and the search
algorithm described above are used. This condition allows to increase the search accuracy since
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the structural description of small functions can be very similar to the structural description of
the similar size functions due to their small size.
The search method presented in this paper uses the following algorithm for similar functions
search (if bbmin > 5):
• At the first stage, preliminary filtering of archive functions is performed. For the function
under study and all the functions of the archival data, the Euclidean distance between the
vectors of the syntactic (or structural) description of the functions is calculated and sorted
by ascending distance. The first topth = 30 elements of the list of the most similar archive
functions are used in the second stage of the search.
• At the second stage of the search, the Euclidean distance from the function under
investigation to the list of functions obtained above is calculated. However, in this case, we
use another type of vectors as the description vectors. In other words, if at the first stage
the functions were compared by the vectors corresponding to their syntactic description,
then at the second stage functions will be compared by the vectors corresponding to their
structural description and vice versa. Then, the obtained result is sorted by increasing the
Euclidean distance.
As a result, for the analysed function, a list of archive data functions is obtained, sorted by
similarity in descending order.
6. Experiments
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method of similar code sequences search in executable
files, the functions of one dynamic library are used as archive data, and the functions of the
same library, but of a different version, are used as the current library. It was considered that
in the process of switching from one version of the dynamic library to another, the names of the
functions did not change and there are no functions with the same name among the functions
of the archive data.
Using the search algorithm described in the fifth section, for a given function of the current
library, we obtain an ordered list of archive data functions. Let us assign a binary sequence
β = (β1 , β2 , ..., βL ) to this list, the i-th element of which is equal to one, if the name of the
function at the i-th position of the list is identical to the name of the function being checked,
and the i-th element of which is equal to zero otherwise. The following criteria to evaluate the
quality of information retrieval [15, 16] are used:
k
P

• Precision for the k-th position of the list: Pk =
k
P

• Recall for the k-th position of the list: Rk =
• The average precision of the list: AveP =

βl

l=1

k
βl

l=1

L
P

K

Pk (Rk − Rk−1 ), R0 = 0

k=1

The average precision for all functions included in the current library is calculated by the
formula:
X
1 S−1
P =
AvePs ,
(9)
S s=0
where S is a number of functions in the current library.
Several versions of the libtiff library [17] were used for experiments. The functions of the
library libtiff 4.0.8 were used as functions of the archived data. These libraries were compiled
with the optimization flag /Od (optimization disabled).
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The results of comparing two methods of preliminary filtering of the archival data functions
are presented in table 1.
Table 1. Comparing preliminary filtering methods of the archival data functions.
Current library
libtiff
libtiff
libtiff
libtiff

3.9.2
3.9.7
4.0.3
4.0.5

Average precision of search P,
filtering by syntactic description
0.7424
0.7551
0.7835
0.7943

Average precision of search P,
filtering by structural description
0.7592
0.7707
0.8290
0.8432

The average precision of the search for the considered libraries is higher when preliminary
filtering of the archival data functions by structural description is used. Therefore, in further
experiments, this method of preliminary filtering of archive functions will be used.
In next experiment, the average precision of search of the proposed method was compared
with some previously known methods: a method based on the analysis of the spatial position of
processor functional groups [11] and a method based on k-gram comparison [4].As a comparison
object for the first method, the comparison object recommended by the authors was used (the
spatial distribution of instructions in the function body in integral form). For the second method,
the value of the parameter k = 5 was also chosen based on the recommendations of the authors.
The results are presented in table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of similar functions search methods.
Current library

libtiff
libtiff
libtiff
libtiff

3.9.2
3.9.7
4.0.3
4.0.5

Average precision
of search P,using
proposed method
0.7592
0.7707
0.8290
0.8432

Average precision
of search P,using
k-gramm based method
0.7528
0.7681
0.7970
0.8119

Average precision
of search P,using
method presented in [11]
0.7370
0.7524
0.8257
0.8427

The analysis of the obtained results shows that the method of similar code sequences search
presented in this paper is superior to the previously known methods in each of the used current
libraries. Moreover, the ”closer” the version of the current library to the version of the archive
data library, the less advantage the presented method has over the method [11]. This is explained
by the fact that for libraries used in experimental studies, some functions of older versions of
the current library have significant syntactic changes with respect to archive functions. And
preliminary filtering of archival data by structural description can significantly improve the
precision of the search.
7. Conclusion
The paper presents a combined method of similar code sequences search in executable files
using both syntactic and structural descriptions of functions. The results of experiments
demonstrating the superiority of the developed method over some previously known methods
have been presented. Further studies will be carried out in improving the accuracy of similar
functions search and studying the efficiency of the proposed method using executable files
compiled with different compilation settings.
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Abstract. This article describes the method of integrating information systems of
an aircraft factory with the production capacity planning system based on the
ontology merging. The ontological representation is formed for each relational
database (RDB) of integrated information systems. The ontological representation is
formed in the process of analyzing the structure of the relational database of the
information system (IS). Based on the ontological representations merging the
integrating data model is formed. The integrating data model is a mechanism for
semantic integration of data sources.

1. Introduction
As part of the work on automating the process of production capacity of the aircraft factory,
it is necessary to take into account the presence of heterogeneous information systems in the
aircraft factory that automates various business processes [1]. Data consistency can be realized
by integrating the production capacity planning system with existing information systems of the
aircraft factory. Data integration means the integration of data from different sources and the
providing of data to users in a unified way. The main difficulties of data integration are:
(i) Data models heterogeneity.
(ii) Independence of information systems of the aircraft factory from each other.
(iii) Data can be located in different segments of the local network of the aircraft factory and
(or) on the Internet.
(iv) Different data formats.
(v) Different value representations.
(vi) Loss of data relevance by one of the data sources.
Thus, the organization of the information interaction between the production capacity
planning system and the existing information systems of the aircraft factory raises the need
to solve the following methodological problems [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]:
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(i) Creating an integrating data model. Integrating data model is the basis of a single user
interface in the integration system.
(ii) Development of methods for building onological representations for specific models of
various data sources.
(iii) Development of methods for building integrating data model for specific models of various
data sources.
(iv) Solving the problem of data sources heterogeneity.
(v) Development of mechanisms for semantic integration of data sources.
2. Ontological representation of data source
The proposed information interaction algorithm consists of the following steps:
(i) Extracting metadata from the RDB schema for automatic generation of ontologies for the
source and target RBDs.
(ii) Ontology merging to configure correspondence between objects, attributes, and
relationships of integrated ISs. Creation of metaontology.
(iii) Using the metaontology to perform the interaction procedure on a schedule or event.
The metaontology is the settings contains correspondences between data models (tables and
columns) of integrated ISs.
Ontology is a model knowledge representation of a specific problem area [10]. An ontology
contains a set of classes, individuals, properties, and relations between them. An ontology
is based on the dictionary of terms which reflecting the concepts of a problem area. Also,
the dictionary contains a set of rules (axioms). Terms can be combined to construct a set of
statements about the state of the problem area based on a set of axioms.
At the moment, a lot of researchers use the ontological approach for extracting metadata
from the RDB schema:
(i) The Relational.OWL [11] currently supporting only MySQL and DB2 database management
systems (DBMS). The generated ontology contains classes: Database, Table, Column, and
PrimaryKey, and properties: has, hasTable, hasColumn, isIndentifiedBy, references, scale,
length. The main disadvantage of ontology generated by Relational.OWL is the presence of
limited coverage of the domain, not considering, for instance, data type, foreign keys, and
constraints.
(ii) The OWL-RDBO [12, 13] currently supporting only MySQL, PostegreSQL and DB2
DBMSs. The generated ontology contains classes: DatabaseName, RelationList, Relation,
AttributeList, Attribute, and properties: hasRelations, hasType, referenceAttribute,
referenceRelation. ,The main disadvantage of ontology generated by OWL-RDBO is the
presence of concepts external to the domain, such as RelationList to group a set of Relation,
and AttributeList to group a set of attributes.
(iii) Other approaches, such as [14, 15] extract the real world relations from the RDB structure,
and unable to reconstruct the original schema of the RDB.
The relational data model can be represented as the following expression:
RDM = hE, H, Ri,

(1)

where E = {E1 , E2 , . . . , Ep } is a set of RDB entities (tables);
Ei = (name, Row, Col) is the i-th RDB entity that contains the name, set of rows Row and
columns Col;
Colj = (name, type, constraints) is the j-th column of the i-th RDB entity that contains
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properties: the name, the type and set of constraints;
H = {H1 , H2 , . . . , Hq } is a hierarchy of RDB entities in the case of using the table inheritance
function:
Hj = Ei D (x) Ek ,
(2)
where Ei and Ek are RDB entities;
D (x) is a ’parent-child’ relation between Ei and Ek ;
R = {R1 , R2 , . . . , Rr } is a set of RDB relations:
Rl = Ei

F (x)
Ek ,
G (x)

(3)

where F (x) is an RDB relation between Ei and Ek ;
G (x) is an RDB relation between Ek and Ei .
Functions F (x) and G (x) can take values: U is a single relation and N is multiple relations.
The ontological representation of the RDB data model is:
O = hC, P, L, Ri,

(4)

where C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn } – is a set of data model ontology classes;
P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm } – is a set of properties of data model ontology classes;
L = {L1 , L2 , . . . , Lo } – is a set of data model ontology constraints;
R is a set of data model ontology relations:
R = {RC , RP , RL },

(5)

where RC is a set of relations defining the hierarchy of data model ontology classes;
RP is a set of relations defining the ’class-property’ data model ontology ties;
RL is a set of relations defining the ’property-constraint’ data model ontology ties.
The following function is used to map the RDB structure (ex. 1) to the ontological
representation (ex. 4):
F (RDM, O) : {E RDM , H RDM , RRDM } → → {C O , P O , LO , RO },

(6)

where {E RDM , H RDM , RRDM } is a set of RDB entities and relations between them (eq. 1);
{C O , P O , LO , RO } is a set of ontology entities (eq. 4).
The process of mapping the RDB structure into an ontological representation contains several
steps:
(i) Formation of ontological representation classes.
A set of ontological representation classes C is formed based on the set of RDB entities
C Ei → Ci . The number of classes of the ontological representation must be equal to the
number of RDB entities.
(ii) Formation of properties of ontological representation classes.
A set of properties P of the i-th ontological representation class Ci is formed based on the
set of columns Col of the i-th RDB entity Ei Colj → Pj . The number of properties of the
i-th ontological representation class Ci must be equal to the number of columns of the i-th
RDB entity Ei . The name of the j-th property Pj is the name of the j-th column Colj of
the RDB entity.
(iii) Formation of ontological representation constraints.
A set of constraints L of the properties of the i-th ontological representation class Ci is
formed based on the set of columns Col of the i-th RDB entity Ei Colk → L̂. The number
of constraints of the i-th ontological representation class Ci must be equal to the number of
constraints of the i-th RDB entity Ei . However, there are limitations to this approach due
to the difficulty of mapping constraints if their presents as triggers or stored procedures.
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(iv) Forming hierarchy of ontological representation classes.
It is necessary to form a set of ontology relationships RC between all the child and parent
classes corresponding to the hierarchy of RDB entities if table inheritance uses in RDB
H → RC . The domain of the j-th ontological representation relationship RCj is indicated
by the reference to the parent class Cparent . The range of the j-th ontological representation
relationship RCj is indicated by the reference to the child (or a set) class Cchild .
(v) Formation of relations between classes and properties of classes of ontological representation.
A set of ontological representation relationships RP is formed based on the set of columns
Col of the i-th RDB entity Ei and the set of RDB relations R. Two types of relationships
are formed for each j-th ontological representation property Pj :
(a) The relationship ’class-property’. The domain of the ontological representation
relationship is indicated by the reference to the i-th class Ci to which the j-th property
belongs, and the range to the j-th property reference Pj .
(b) The relationship ’property-data type class’. The domain of the k-th ontological
representation relationship is indicated by the reference to the j-th property Pj . The
range is indicated by the reference to the l-th class Cl corresponding to the l-th RBD
entity El , or the reference to the m-th ontology class Cm corresponding to the data
type of the j-th RBD column Colj .
(vi) Formation of relations between properties of classes and constraints of properties of classes
of ontological representation.
A set of relations RL of ontological representation is formed based on the set of columns
Col of the i-th RDB entity.The domain of the j-th ontological representation relationship
RLj is indicated by the reference to the k-th property Pk . The range of the j-th ontological
representation relationship RLJ id indicated by the reference to the k-th constraint Col →
RL .
3. Integrating data model
It is necessary to form an integrating data model based on the ontological representations that
obtained after mapping the RDB structure of each of the integrated information systems into
the ontological representation. The definition of an ontological system is used as a formal
representation of an integrating data model:
O
X

= hOM ET A , OIS , M i,

(7)

where OM ET A is the integrating data model ontology (metaontology);
OIS = {O1IS , O2IS , . . . , OgIS } is a set of ontological representations of information systems that
must be integrated;
M is a model of reasoner.
The following steps are necessary to form an integrating data model based on the set of
ontological representations of the information systems that must be integrated:
(i) Formation of the universal concept dictionary for the current domain.
The process of forming an integrating data model OM ET A is based on the presence of
common terminology. Ontological representations of all information systems that must be
integrated OIS should be built from a single concept dictionary. The concept dictionary is
formed by the expert based on the analysis of the obtained ontological representations.
(ii) Formation an integrating data model OM ET A .
At this step, the set of top-level classes C M ET A are added to the integrating data model
OM ET A . The set of top-level classes C M ET A describes systems that must be integrated and
is used as the basis for ontology merging.
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(iii) Formation of class hierarchy of integrating data model OM ET A .
At this step, the integrating data model establishes a correspondence between the class
IS
hierarchies C Oi of ontological representations OIS of information systems that must be
integrated.
(iv) Formation of class properties of the integrating data model OM ET A .
At this step, the integrating data model establishes a correspondence between the properties
IS
P Oi of ontological representations OIS of information systems that must be integrated.
The expert decides which class properties of ontological representations OIS should be
included in the integrating data model OM ET A .
(v) Formation of axioms of classes and properties, checking the integrating data model OM ET A
for consistency.
IS
IS
IS
At this step, constraints LO are applied to the properties P O and classes C O of
M
ET
A
the integrating data model O
based on the constraints presents in the ontological
IS
representations O . After that, the resulting integrating data model OM ET A should
be checked for internal consistency using the reasoner M . However, the development of
methods for checking the conditions of constraints is required, since the existing reasoners
do not support working with such objects.
The proposed method is allowed to configure the correspondence between tables and fields
of two RDBs. The main problem is the need for ontology merging. However, that problem can
be solved due to the use of specialized tools to automate the ontology merging process. Also,
specialized tools allow dividing the developer and domain expert roles. The main advantage of
the proposed method is the ability to dynamically generate the necessary SQL queries for select
and insert data from/to the RBD based on metaontology.
4. Example of creation the ontological representation of data source
Let see the following example of the ontological representation formation.
Table 1 shows the structure of the ”Equipment and Tools” table of the aircraft factory IS.
Thus, the ontological representation of the ”Equipment and Tools” entity (tab. 1) can be
represented as:
O=h
C = { Equipment and Tools (E&T), CHAR, NUMBER, BLOB, DATE },
P = { t2 ob, t2 ng , t2 nn, t2 r1, t2 r2, t2 r3, t2 p1, t2 z1, t2 p2, t2 z2,
t2 p3, t2 z3, t2 gm, t2 p3, t2 z3, t2 gm, up dt, up us, t2 dc, t2 vid, t2 doc,
t2 prim, t2 yyyy }
L = { nullable, h length, 2 i, h length, 4 i, h length, 8 i, h length, 32 i,
h length, 100 i, h length, 200 i, h length, 255 i, h precision, 5 i,
h precision, 6 i }
RP = { h E&T, t2 ob, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 ng, NUMBER i,
h E&T, t2 nn, NUMBER i, h E&T, t2 r1, CHAR i,
h E&T, t2 r2, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 r3, CHAR i,
h E&T, t2 p1, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 z1, CHAR i,
h E&T, t2 p2, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 z2, CHAR i,
h E&T, t2 p3, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 z3, CHAR i,
h E&T, t2 gm, CHAR i, h E&T, up dt, DATE i,
h E&T, up us, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 dc, BLOB i,
h E&T, t2 vid, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 doc, CHAR i,
h E&T, t2 prim, CHAR i, h E&T, t2 yyyy, CHAR i }
RL = { h E&T, t2 ob, h length, 200 i i, h E&T, t2 ng, h precision, 5 i i,
h E&T, t2 nn, h precision, 6 i i, h E&T, t2 p1, h length, 2 i i,
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h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

E&T,
E&T,
E&T,
E&T,
E&T,
E&T,
E&T,
E&T,
E&T,

t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
t2
t2

p1, nullable i, h E&T, t2 z1, h length, 8 i i,
z1, nullable i, h E&T, t2 p2, h length, 2 i i,
p2, nullable i, h E&T, t2 z2, h length, 8 i i,
z2, nullable i, h E&T, t2 p3, h length, 2 i i,
p3, nullable i, h E&T, t2 z3, h length, 8 i i,
z3, nullable i, h E&T, up us, h length, 32 i i,
vid, h length, 4 i i, h E&T, t2 doc, h length, 100 i i,
prim, h length, 100 i i, h E&T, t2 doc, nullable i,
yyyy, h length, 4 i i }

i.

Table 1. The ”Equipment and Tools” table of the aircraft factory IS.
Column
t2 ob
t2 ng
t2 nn
t2 r1

Data type
CHAR(200)
NUMBER(5)
NUMBER(6)
CHAR

t2 r2

CHAR

t2 r3

CHAR

t2 p1

CHAR(2)
nullable
CHAR(8)
nullable
CHAR(2)
nullable
CHAR(8)
nullable
CHAR(2)
nullable
CHAR(8)
nullable
BLOB
DATE
CHAR(32)
BLOB
CHAR(4)
CHAR(100)
CHAR(100)
nullable
CHAR(4)

t2 z1
t2 p2
t2 z2
t2 p3
t2 z3
t2 gm
up dt
up us
t2 dc
t2 vid
t2 doc
t2 prim
t2 yyyy

Description
Name
Group
Position
Type #1:
0 — equipment;
1 — tool;
2 — material;
6 — special tool.
Type #2:
0 — standard;
1 — special.
Type #3:
20 — no;
21 — design;
30 — model;
31 — design and
model.
Parameter #1
Parameter #1 value
Parameter #2
Parameter #2 value
Parameter #3
Parameter #3 value
Geometric model
Date of last update
User
Attachment
Tooling type
Document name
Notes
Production date

As you can see from this example, the resulting ontology representation O has some sets of
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objects:
(i) A set of classes C contains the ”Equipment and Tools” table and some data types: CHAR,
NUMBER, BLOB, DATE. The OWL representation of ontology O uses Class signature to
represent the table.
(ii) A set of properties P contains all columns of the ”Equipment and Tools” table. The
OWL representation of ontology O uses built-in data types to represent RDB data types
(xsd:string, xsd:double, xsd:dateTime, xsd:base64Binary), and Class signature to represent
RDB relationships.
(iii) A set of constraints L contains all variants of restrictions for columns of the ”Equipment
and Tools” table. This set is not translated to OWL representation directly.
(iv) A set of relations between classes and properties RP contains ties between table and columns
that belong to this table. The OWL representation of ontology O uses ObjectProperties and
DataProperties signatures to represent a set of relations RP . ObjectProperties signatures
are used to represent foreign keys. DataProperties signatures are used to represent columns
that contain a value.
(v) A set of relations between properties and constraints RL contains a tie between column and
constraints of this column. OWL datatype restrictions are used for constraints specification.
For example:
DatatypeRestriction(
xsd:integer xsd:minInclusive ”5”ˆˆxsd:integer xsd:maxExclusive ”10”ˆˆxsd:integer
).
Thus, the ontological approach is commonly used to solve the methodological problem of
building an integrating data model of information systems.
5. Conclusion
This article presents the implementation of the method of integrating the information systems
of the aircraft factory with the production capacity planning system. The principles of
ontological engineering allows mapping database structure of each information system that must
be integrated into ontological representation. From the proposed methodology, an integrated
data model is formed based on the obtained ontological representations for each information
systems that must be integrated.
The proposed method allows organizing information interaction without the participation of
developers in contrast to the traditional approach of consolidation, based on the method of direct
data exchange. The only requirement of the proposed method is the presence of metaontology.
The disadvantages of the proposed method implementation currently are:
(i) The need for implementation of the data type casting algorithms in case of their mismatch
for each DBMS.
(ii) The need for adapting the proposed method implementation to the SQL dialect of
DBMS involved in the exchange process. Random DBMS cannot be supported by this
implementation.
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Abstract. Nowadays, the world is moving to automation. Appropriate programs for the
implementation of industrial applications are developed by many companies. But is it so easy
to implement systems capable of processing large amounts of information in production?
Despite multiple positive results in research and development of Big Data technologies, their
practical implementation and use remain challenging. At the same time most prominent trends
of digital economy require Big Data analysis in various problem domains. We carried out the
analysis of existing data processing works. Based on generalization of theoretical research and
a number of real economy projects in this area there is proposed in this paper an architecture of
a software development kit that can be used as a solid platform to build industrial applications.
Was formed a basic algorithm for processing data from various sources (sensors, corporate
systems, etc.). Examples are given for automobile industry with a reference of Industry 4.0
paradigm implementation in practice. The given examples are illustrated by trends graphs and
by subject area ontology of the automotive industry.

1. Introduction
Big data processing remains one of the key technological directions of digitalization of the economy in
Russia. According to the National Program for the Development of the Digital Economy, one of the
most important areas of application of the information technology (IT) infrastructure is a smart
factory, implemented in accordance with the concept of Industry 4.0. This concept is based on the
development of cyber-physical systems capable of controlling industrial processes, providing
contextual and decentralized decision support. Solving these problems requires analyzing big data in
real time.
Therefore, modern industrial enterprises are considered as a source of big data that describe the
process of various information exchanges. Information obtained from various sources allows to draw
conclusions about the processes of production and manufacturing. The use of methods and software
solutions for working with big data in the course of solving this problem allows us to build efficient
production at all levels.
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Despite the positive results in research and development of big data technologies, their practical
application in industrial applications remains a challenge. The challenges are related to the
requirement to use unified and integrated software services based on a reliable platform, instead of
developing individual algorithms and software solutions. To cover this gap in this article, it is
proposed to summarize existing experience in this area [1, 2] and develop an architectural solution for
a software development kit that can be used as a reliable platform for building industrial applications.
2. Technology review
Big data technologies include a range of approaches, tools, and methods for processing structured and
unstructured data of vast amounts and considerable diversity. These technologies are used to obtain
the obtained results that are effective in the conditions of constant growth, spreading information over
numerous nodes of a computer network.
Big data processing services are usually implemented as part of research in developing research
institutes, but in modern conditions organizations create a large amount of unstructured data, such as
text documents, images, video tapes, computer codes, tables, etc. All this information is stored in
many repositories, sometimes even outside the organization. Companies may have access to a vast
array of their own data and may not have the necessary tools that could establish relationships between
these data and draw important conclusions based on them. Big data processing technologies can make
a big contribution to the industrial world.
The modern level of automation of modern industrial enterprises allows the introduction of
intelligent technologies for analyzing production and business processes, focusing on the concept of a
smart factory [3,4]. In accordance with this concept, human resources and robotic production
equipment are integrated into a single information space and form a virtual community of participants
with autonomous behavior and self-organization. The concept of Industry 4.0 is intensively and
massively investigated in [5, 6]. The concept of an integrated solution based on the introduction of
modern IT technologies for the development of cyber-physical systems for intelligent factories is
described.
The process of user interaction in a single information space in modern manufacturing enterprises
and in supply chains generates a sequence of events exchanging documents, messages and other
information objects. The number of events is large (large physical volume of data); they vary and
require high-speed processing. In this regard, the task of managing the collection and processing of
information data in a system for collecting and processing data with a multi-layered architecture can
be attributed to the problem of big data [7, 8].
One of the solutions may be close to a subject-oriented approach to business process management
(S-BPM), which presents the process as a joint work of several actors organized through structured
communication [9]. A model of interaction of subjects (subjects) in a single information space, which
can be implemented using multi-agent software, can be proposed. The ideas of indirect and conditional
project management, creating a soft influence on highly motivated autonomous actors, are successfully
implemented in online communities and social networks [10-14].
During the development, a significant increase in key performance indicators is expected,
according to the McKinsey Digital Economy Report [1]:
 Optimization of production and logistics operations
 Reduced equipment downtime and repair costs, due to increased equipment loading and
equipment performance
 Rapid prototyping and quality control, due to the analysis of large data arrays in the
development and improvement of products
 Decrease in an n expense of the electric power and fuel, due to reduction of production losses
of raw materials
All these characteristics, one way or another, are related to data and the use of Big Data
technologies in processing information about processes in production contributes to the efficiency of
operations.
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3. Big data industrial sources
Data sources for personnel monitoring and control can be very diverse and include: workflow, work
time tracking system, equipment sensors, personal computer (PC) monitoring programs, motion
detection sensors in video cameras, information about calls from an employee’s work phone, mailbox
activity analysis, etc.
When analyzing the workflow systems, conclusions can be drawn about the time spent working
with each of the documents and the effectiveness of the tasks in working with documents. Viewing
and analyzing the movement of documentation can help identify bottlenecks in working with each of
the documents, displaying up-to-date information about the employee, which slows down the chain of
work on the document.
The system of accounting of working time and time allows you to analyze the work of the
employee, as well as track the periods when the employee is absent from the office, at inappropriate
times.
Equipment sensors will evaluate the effectiveness of equipment use, with the ability to determine
periods of downtime. This information allows you to build recommendations for the maintenance of
equipment.
Analyzing information from a PC monitoring program and determining the working periods of a
user's activity on a specific computer will allow evaluating the effectiveness of using a PC and the
effectiveness of an employee’s work on a PC. PC data will help to analyze the statistics of the location
of an employee outside the workplace, when analyzing PC activity in combination with motion
detection sensors.
Motion detection sensors in video cameras will allow you to evaluate the performance of certain
algorithms by tracking the movement of a person in production and analyze employee location
statistics outside the workplace.
Information from all possible data sources forms a single information space. The common
information space contains information about events occurring at the enterprise, and some
characteristics of streaming.
Events that will be monitored in the system include the following events: the fact and time of staff
in the enterprise and at the workplace, the performance of official duties, the operation of equipment
and their changes. An event that we call a change in the state of production facilities or an employee
over time. Events are characterized by the objects to which they relate, the time when the event
occurred, the type of event and the type of data source. An event of the same type can relate to
different objects. Events are discrete values.
Flow characteristics are a continuous quantity that describes the trajectory of a person’s movement.
Critical changes in the trajectory, namely a sharp change in the trajectory, will be considered an event.
Events and characteristics form an array of source data. There are positive and negative behaviors
in this input array. Positive behavior is the user's behavior without visible deviations, his work
patterns, the algorithm works. Negative behavior will be considered as behavior that does not
correspond to the standard behavior of the user in a particular situation.
Analysis of data taken from various sources allows you to track the work of staff, track downtime,
identify the causes of reduced productivity and production efficiency, as well as personalize personal
development plans and recommendations for a specific employee.
4. Solution architecture
Let us consider what properties the universal information system for processing Big Data should have:
 Flexibility. A system that has been subjected to a specific regulatory or adaptive effect can
change its state and behaviour within the limits determined by the critical values of its
parameters.
 Scalability. The system should be expanded depending on the purpose of the customer.
 Configurability. The system should be able to customize the features of a particular enterprise
and the class of tasks to be solved.
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Interpretability of results. The system should be able to apply measurement results for various
purposes.
To respect all conditions, the system should provide the following basic levels of services (Figure
1).






System services are located on the lower level of the service distribution scheme and include::
Geo-platform for working with maps and location data;
Enterprise Service Bus for interfacing with external systems;
Data Lake, which is a data warehouse from various external data providers, on the basis of
which the necessary databases, knowledge bases and directories are formed.
Basic services are mandatory services and components that define the main functionality of the
system, including:
 Analytical tools for data processing;
 Business Process Support Tools;
 Data storage facilities;
 Platform management subsystem that provides logging of system processes.
 Specialized services for working with Big Data, including services such as:
 Apache Spark;
 Apache Hadoop;
 TensorFlow;
 Apache Kafka;
 MongoDB;
 Celery;
 Block of Big Data analysis methods (simulation modelling, machine learning, evolutionary
algorithms, neural networks, etc.).
Specialized domain services are narrowly focused tools aimed at solving specific problems. The
example shows the services of the system for analyzing user behavior in social networks:
 Tag knowledge base containing a list of tags that classify deviant users;
 Behaviour patterns knowledge base, which reflects scenarios of possible user behaviour, both
deviant and reference;
 Description of ontology for a specific subject area;
 Model of deviant behaviour, which is the construction of deviant behaviour.
User Interface is the top level of the service distribution system and contains the following
components:
 User interface designer with the ability to select the available functionality depending on the
goals of the system;
 Visualization tools for graphical presentation of information;
 Access rights separation subsystem.
Consider one of the data processing algorithms that allows you to analyze data obtained from various
production systems. In this scheme (Figure 2), information is presented in the form of events
characterizing a particular user action (sending a message, passing through sensors, entering
production, etc.). The data is sorted in accordance with the algorithm in relation to the user, after
which the resulting graphs are constructed allowing to draw conclusions about the patterns of user
behavior in production, which makes it possible to organize the workflow more efficiently. Not only
data inside the production process can be analyzed, but also external data sources, for example, news
sources, for analyzing the reputation on the market, the next paragraph considers the possibility of
analyzing information from open sources, largely built using the same algorithm
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Figure 1. The distribution scheme of services in the system for detecting deviant
behaviour.
5. Implementation and practical use
Let's see how information is analyzed for an open source enterprise. Consider an example of
improving the marketing effectiveness of a car company.
Take information from open sources and analyze the data on the mention of a specific part of the
production to determine the main trends and reviews about the production, to identify the weak
points of production or marketing.
Within this example, two groups of consumer interests were identified: “Construction” (which
includes tags related to the details of the car’s construction: doors, engines, etc.) and
“Production” (including tags related to corporate culture and Team Management) . Deviations
were found in both groups that corresponded to various aspects of the commodity market at a given
point in time.
The figure 3 describes the ontology of these groups, tags and limitations of each tag.
Below is an analysis of information about several production machines for the most popular tags
of a particular production.
As an example (Figure 4-6) illustrated strategic description of industrial companies for
the automotive industry. The main Wikipedia articles on popular car trademarks and their
changes have been analysed..
The dynamics of such updates turned out to be surprisingly high, despite the fact that these
articles contain high-level descriptions that also include historical aspects of this area, additional
information about trademarks that are updated, added and edited in real time by various types of
users.
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Figure 2. Analysis algorithm of production data.

Figure 3. Ontology of groups “Construction” and “Production”.
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In the framework of this example, the consumer group “Production” was identified (including tags
of corporate culture and team management).

Figure 4. Dynamics of content change for the Lada trademark on the topic “Production”.

Figure 5. Dynamics of content change for the Audi brand in the theme“Production”.

Figure 6. Dynamics of content change for the BMW brand under the theme “Production”.
So, Lada, a popular Russian car manufacturer, is not paying more attention to the production segment
due to the emergence of new trademarks. Other popular car manufacturers such as: Audi, BMW were
also considered. In the graphs above for other manufacturers, you can also see statistics based on a
study showing a surge in interest in a particular market segment.
Analysis of data from several open sources will allow to monitor the work of the marketing
department, the work of production, to monitor the trends of bursts of interest among potential
customers.
6. Conclusion
Based on the foregoing, it can be concluded that it is advisable to use systems based on Big Data
technology in production. The capabilities of these systems allow you to optimize production
processe.
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Abstract. The comparison of different convolutional neural networks which are the core of the
most actual solutions in the computer vision area is considers in hhe paper. The study includes
benchmarks of this state-of-the-art solutions by some criteria, such as mAP (mean average
precision), FPS (frames per seconds), for the possibility of real-time usability. It is concluded
on the best convolutional neural network model and deep learning methods that were used at
particular solution.

1. Introduction
At present, the field of computer vision is actively developing, especially at the time of emergence of
convolutional neural networks (CNN) [1, 2] and unmanned devices [3]. Another integral part of
computer vision field is the detection of objects and classifying based on special object features [4].
Object detection is successfully used in vehicle tracking, positioning, surveillance [5-7]. The
difference between the classification and detection algorithms is that the detection algorithms contain
the boundaries of the region of interest (object) and are defined in the image. It is also worth noting the
big difference between the concepts of classification and clustering - the main difference between
classification and clustering is that when solving the classification problem, groups of objects are
already known, while clusters are already determined at the moment of solving the clustering problem.
Obviously, for object detection tasks, you should not use a regular neural network with a fully
connected layer at the end. This is due to the fact that, as a rule, the length of the output layer is
dynamic, which is associated with a non-fixed number of appearing objects.
One approach to solve this problem is to obtain different areas from an image (Region of Interests)
and use convolutional neural networks to determine the presence of an object within this area. This
solution does not take into account the possibility of a different location of the object and different
proportions of the side. Consequently, it will be necessary to process a huge number of such areas,
which is so expensive in terms of computational power. Another solution is special algorithms that
were developed for the problem of detecting objects in real time. [8].
Solutions in the field of image recognition in real time are divided into two main families: Region
Proposes (the frame regions are alternately proposed and classified) and Single Shot (all objects are
immediately detected on the resulting image). The first family includes neural networks such as RV International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN [9-11]. The second family includes YOLO, SSD [5, 12]. Neural
networks that use recognition by region have a rather slow recognition time in the qualitative
determination of objects.
In this paper, we study the determination of the optimal solution for the problem of detecting
objects in real time based on testing solutions of R-CNN, R-FCN, SSD (VGG-16), YOLOv3
(Darknet-53), based on metrics such as mAP and FPS.
2. A convolutional neural network used to identify objects
The following parameters were used for the study: dataset - PASCAL VOC 2012 [8]. Faster R-CNN,
R-FCN, SSD (VGG-16), YOLOv3 (Darknet-53) solutions were tested. Faster R-CNN uses RPN
(Region Proposal Network) instead of the slow selective search algorithm. RPN is a complete
replacement for the selective algorithm, and works as follows: at the last level of the original CNN, a
3x3 sliding window bypasses the feature map and reduces its dimension and for each sliding window
position, RPN generates many possible areas based on the k boundaries of a possible object. R-FCN,
or Region-based Fully Convolutional Net is a fully connected network and raises one of the main
problems in the design of neural networks. On the one hand, when performing a classification of an
object, it is necessary to train the model on the property of the invariance of the object's location:
despite where the object appears in the image, the object must be uniquely determined. On the other
hand, it is necessary that the trained model selects the boundaries of the object in the place of the
image where it appears (local variation). The compromise between variance and location invariance is
to use positional scorecards. The input image is processed by CNN, adding a fully connected layer to
create a storage of position-sensitive rating maps that RoI generates. Next, for each region, the
assessment storage is checked for the fact whether this region is the corresponding position of some
object.
SSD, in contrast to Faster R-CNN, which uses algorithms for the regional classification and
generation of prediction domains, simultaneously determines the frame of the object, as well as its
class at the time of image processing. The SSD sends the image for processing through a series of
convolutional layers, receiving several sets of feature maps, for each position in each of these feature
maps, a 3x3 convolutional filter is used to obtain a set of reference coordinates of the image
boundaries, where for each set of coordinates, the offset and the probability of being within the
boundaries of these object coordinates.
YOLOv3, like SSD, belongs to the Single Shot family, and also uses softmax with independent
logistic classifiers to calculate the similarity of the input data with a particular class. Instead of using
MSE (mean squared error) to compute a classification error, YOLOv3 uses binary cross-entropy for
each class label. To determine the coordinates of the boundaries of the object, YOLOv3 uses the kmeans clustering algorithm.
3. An anthropometric model-based method for extracting facial specified features to improve
classification
Detection of objects in images and videos using neural networks, including the identification of [13]
real-time faces [14] is an important task today. In particular, V.S. Gorbatsevich and al. propose
original iterative proposal clustering (IPC) algorithm for aggregation of output face proposals formed
by CNN and the 2-level “weak pyramid” providing better detection quality on the testing sets
containing both small and huge images [15].
To extract important features from person`s face at the first stage, it is necessary to mark the key
points on the person’s face, which will determine the relative position of the main elements of the
person’s face and take the necessary measurements, which in the next stage are fed to the classifier.
figure 1 shows the 68 face landmarks on the left and the main anthropometric parameters on the right.
The key points of a person’s face are used to mark the image of protruding regions of a person’s face,
such as: eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, jaw line. At the moment, they are actively used in applications
for aligning faces in an image, presenting a model of a pose of a human head, detecting flicker, etc.
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The detection of such points is a subtask of determining the shape and shape of the input object.
Obtaining an image as an input, the predictor tries to localize the key points, taking into account the
shape and shape of the object [16].
At the stage when the necessary key points are known and their coordinates relative to the whole
image, the necessary proportions are calculated based on the anthropometric model [17]. Facial
measurements are presented at the figure 2.

Figure 1. The important facial measurements as a main feature for signs extraction.
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4. The method based on hybrid Hesse filter for extracting facial specified features to improve
classification
The Hesse filter is a tool for detecting wrinkles in the input image. After all, it is no secret that the
appearance of wrinkles on a person’s face is the most expected changes in a person’s face and skin as
his age increases.
The algorithm is based on the use of the Hesse matrix and directional gradient [17]. The Hessian
hybrid filter detects wrinkles by computing the Hessian matrix for each pixel of the input image. The
maximum eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix indicate that a particular pixel of the image belongs to the
outline of the wrinkle, regardless of its position. The eigenvalues in this context are independent
vector measurements for the components of the second derivatives at each point. A small value of the
eigenvalue indicates a weak rate of change of the surface of the face in the corresponding direction of
the vector of eigenvalues, and vice versa.
First of all, a two-dimensional image is converted into an image with only one shade. We denote
the image as I (x, y). The gradient (Gx, Gy) is calculated from the single-channel image as: ∆I (x, y) =
(∂I / ∂x, ∂I / ∂y), where ∂I / ∂x, ∂I / ∂y are directional gradients, that is, ∂I / ∂x = Gx, and ∂I / ∂y = Gy.
The directional gradient significantly smoothes the image, but retains the data that are of interest in the
original task. Gy is used as the input image for the Hessian hybrid filter, that is, as input to calculate
the Hessian matrix H, which is used to extract horizontal lines. To modify the algorithm for detecting
vertical wrinkles, Gx is used as input to the modified Hessian hybrid filter.
In this case, Hessian matrix determines as follows:
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 ∂ 2 I ( x, y ) ∂ 2 I ( x, y ) 
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=
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 ∂I ( x ) ∂I ( y ) ∂I ( x ) ∂I ( x ) 

(1)

Figure 3 shows the result of the work of the Hesse hybrid filter. This method is a reliable tool for
extracting age characteristics from the input image, but with all the reliability of this method, it should
be understood that wrinkles may appear at all at different times, depending on race, lifestyle and genes
[17].

Figure 3. Visualization of the Hesse hybrid filter (HHF) work.
At the stage when arrays of features are received, these age signs are fed to the input of the
classifier, for its subsequent training. In the framework of this work, classifiers were used based on the
random forest algorithm.
Random forest is an ensemble decision tree algorithm because the final prediction, in the case of a
regression problem, is an average of the predictions of each individual decision tree, in classification;
it's the average of the most frequent prediction [18]. So, the algorithm takes the average of many
decision trees to arrive at a final prediction, as shown on figure 4.
As part of this work, the following architectures of convolutional neural networks were used, which
were trained to solve the problem to the identification of objects: InceptionV3, ResNet50.
It is quite obvious that convolutional neural network models, their configuration and training is
very resource-intensive, even on modern computers. In view of this, many researchers have proposed
and developed modifications of convolutional neural networks (such as residual networks and
inception blocks), the task of which was to simplify the initial problem with resources [19].
Comparison of the results of age estimation task by the considered methods showed: accuracy of
RF + HHF method is 81.1%, accuracy of Inception v3 is 80.8%, and accuracy of ResNet50 is 85.7%.

Figure 4. Visualization of the Random forest (RF) method.
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The generalized result of the objects identification research is given in table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of the results of objects identification by the considered neural networks in p. 2.
Solution
Dataset
mAP, %
R-FCN

COCO + VOC 12

59.8

Faster R-CNN

COCO + VOC 12

60.15

SSD

PASCAL VOC 12

64.00

YOLOv3

COCO

63.35

Figure 5. The number of ground-truth labels per class.

Figure 6. The results of AP estimations for some class of objects.
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Figure 5 shows the number of labeled data by class, and figure 6 shows the results of the average
detection accuracy for some classes of objects when using the YOLOv3 solution.
5. Conclusion
We compared various convolutional neural networks in this paper. The study includes comparing data
on computer vision solutions for such criteria as mAP, FPS, i.e. the possibility of using them in real
time. Based on the study, it was shown that the most suitable solution for real-time object
identification task is YOLOv3. Despite not the highest mAP rating, YOLOv3 has a high processing
speed of the video stream. Therefore, YOLOv3 has great prospects as a tool for tracking and detecting
objects in a video stream.
As a result of the study, it is shown that convolutional neural networks successfully cope with the
task of automatically determining a person’s biological age on his face: : accuracy of RF + HHF
method is 81.1%, accuracy of Inception v3 is 80.8%, and accuracy of ResNet50 is 85.7%.
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Abstract. Modelling large-scale networks requires significant computational resources on a
computer that produces a simulation. Moreover, the complexity of the calculations increases
nonlinearly with increasing volume of the simulated network. On the other hand, cluster
computing has gained considerable popularity recently. The idea of using cluster computing
structures for modelling computer networks arises naturally. This paper describes the creation
of software which combines an interactive mode of operation, including a graphical user
interface for the OMNeT++ environment, with a batch mode of operation more natural to the
high-performance cluster, "Sergey Korolev". The architecture of such a solution is developed.
An example of using this approach is also given.

1. Introduction
Modeling large-scale networks requires significant computational resources on a computer that
produces a simulation. Many universities have at their disposal computational cluster architectures of
various sizes. The aim of this current work is to improve the quality of network simulation by using
cluster "Sergey Korolev" of Samara National Research University. OMNeT++ is used in this work to
model computer networks. OMNeT++ is a discrete event simulation environment [1]. The primary
application area of OMNeT++ is the simulation of communication networks. OMNeT++ has a number
of examples in its composition. This simplifies the process of deploying and verifying the system on a
cluster.
The use of the high performance cluster "Sergey Korolev" often dictates a batch (and not
interactive) mode of operation [2], without no graphical interface being available. And although there
are nevertheless some opportunities for interactive work using the cluster, and some graphical
output [2] can be made available in relation to this, these possibilities are severely limited.
For simulation of computer networks, it is more convenient to use an interactive mode of operation
alongside a graphical user interface. For these purposes, software should be created which is capable
of interacting with the user via graphical tools. In such a case, the OMNeT++ system [1] can serve as a
convenient shell. The user can use the OMNeT++ system models but make the necessary calculations
using the cluster in batch mode. Subsequently, the results of the calculations are transmitted to the
user's local computer.
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2. Related works
In [3], the authors analyzed a set of INET models [4], in terms of the ability of such model networks,
in OMNeT++, to run in parallel. The authors found several issues which prevented the parallel
execution of INET models. They analyzed these problems and developed solutions to them – to allow
parallel launching of INET models. A situational analysis (using the case-study method) showed the
feasibility of this approach. Although there are some elements of the model range that have not yet
been investigated, and the performance attained still leaves some room for improvement, the results
show an acceleration due to parallelization across most configurations.
A number of papers are devoted to the use of clusters in scientific applications.
In [5], the authors implemented a fast installation of a virtual cluster in heterogeneous
environments. To do this, they created a performance model that predicted the installation time of a
virtual cluster. They proposed a resource selection policy based on the model made as well. They
divided the entire installation of the virtual cluster into five logical steps and created a model for each
step. Each step is represented as a linear combination of software and hardware parameters, including
processor speed, disk I/O performance, and installation package size. An advanced virtual cluster
installer was also made. Experiments using the advanced installer have shown the effectiveness of the
selection policy based on the models created.
The work [6] is the result of efforts to support a data analysis cluster (DAC) with minimal effort
from the local system administrator. The authors tried to enable the scientist to focus on analyzing the
data and not on managing the cluster. They developed a tool that allows a scientist to deploy and
restore entire clusters with minimal effort. Puppet CMS was used to implement the deployment
algorithm. This allowed system administrators to spend less time deploying a cluster. The ATLAS
Tier 3 Cluster is given as an example. Reducing the time spent deploying and maintaining the cluster
will result in more scientific results being produced from the DACs.
There are works that offer novel algorithms for storing and processing data on clusters.
Article [7] contains an approach to distributed image storage. This is done to improve the
efficiency of parallel image processing algorithms. The distributed image was defined as a set of
overlapping fragments. This made it possible to avoid bottlenecks of parallel processing and
overlapping associated with reading/writing image data. Since the efficiency of a distributed system
for processing large-sized images is largely determined by data access methods in image processing
software and the convenience of visualizing processing results. The authors analyzed the advantages
and bottlenecks of popular parallel image processing systems. A novel approach to data organization
in distributed systems for image processing and storage is proposed. This approach is based on the
concept of a distributed image. The concept of the organization of distributed image data is proposed,
which solves most of the current problems. Achieved the required level of fault tolerance of the
distributed storage of image fragments.
A number of papers are devoted to the use of the OMNeT++ simulator on cluster architectures.
The article [8] describes the parallelization of OMNeT++ simulations with Xgrid. The necessary
changes in OMNeT++ for the automatic creation of job description files for Xgrid are developed. This
allows the user to easily set up a simulation for Xgrid. By processing the job specification file, the
Xgrid controller then distributes the individual simulation runs to all available parallel computing
machines. Smaller files, such as configuration files, may be included in the job description file. Large
files should be read or written to network shares for increased performance. The actions developed
accelerated simulation modeling, almost linear with respect to additional computing power, compared
to conventional single-process computing.
The article [9] presents a scheme for cluster modeling of distributed systems based on Ethernet
(RTEthernet) in real time. It relies on the OMNeT++ discrete event simulation environment associated
with the ARM-based coprocessor. The presented approach allows us to associate the real RTEthernet
subsystem with virtual components operating in discrete modeling that implement the required
behavior for the subsystem. The authors estimated the performance limits of this approach with
respect to latency and jitter when running a simulation on a Linux system with a real-time kernel fix.
The results showed that synchronization requirements for cluster modeling of small RTEthernet
networks can be achieved.
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This paper demonstrates the concept of cluster modeling of RTEthernet systems. The computing
platform is based on a standard PC with an RT-Linux kernel, on which RTEthernet models work in the
OMNeT++ simulation environment and the ARM9 microcontroller as a coprocessor.
The evaluation showed that the platform provides sufficient performance for the latency
requirements of distributed real-time systems in the 230µs range, which is limited and has a linear
dependence on frame size. The observed jitter is below 40µs.
The article [10] reports on the novel parallel and distributed modeling architecture for OMNeT++,
an open source discrete-event modeling environment. The main application area of OMNeT++ is
network communication modeling. Support for the conservative PDES protocol (zero message
algorithm) and relatively new simulation protocol has been implemented. The OMNeT++ PDES
implementation has a modular and extensible architecture that makes it easy to add new
synchronization protocols and new communication mechanisms, which also makes it an attractive
platform for PDES research. The advantage of the implementation is that it has the principle of
“separation of experiments from models” and, thus, allows simulation models to run in parallel
without any changes. It is based on a new placeholder approach for instantiating the model on
different logical processes (LPs).
So, to summarize, the above article describes an analysis of the parallelization problems inherent in
the INET set of OMNeT++ models and demonstrates the possibility of INET parallelization, using a
number of modifications to the models; this parallelization was primarily aimed at distributed
initialization of the INET models.
The concept of distributed multistage initialization allows for the creation of a simulation model
which supports distributed simulation execution. The tests showed that there is an acceleration of
execution, due to parallelization, for the given example in most configurations, although there is still
potential for further optimization. The implementation covers the most commonly used protocols, such
as Ethernet, IPv4, TCP, and UDP, as well as the related models such as ICMPv4 or the application of
UDP.
3. Deploy and run a project on a cluster
3.1 Deploying
According to the official documentation [2], the cluster is accessed via SSH-2, and SFTP is used to
transfer files. Programs are run as part of batch processing tasks.
To deploy a network simulator on a cluster, the steps presented in Table 1 are necessary.
Table 1. Steps for deploying a network.
Deploying steps








access the cluster;
upload the necessary files to the cluster;
create a task which build the OMNeT++ network simulator and wait for its completion
(there is a version of OMNeT++ without an IDE, this is what was used here);
create a task which build the INET Framework;
create a test simulation model;
create a task which runs the simulation and wait for its completion;
download the result of the work.

However, interactive task execution is possible on the cluster - given access to a free node in the
cluster. The simulation will be run as follows (in Figure 2).
It is worth noting that the main difficulties encountered when deploying a simulator on a cluster are
to do with recreating the necessary environment and also there are the problems relating to the limited
access available (all work is done in the console mode).
After initial testing, it was found that the INET Framework does not support parallel simulation
work. To solve this problem, the proposals in “Parallel INET for OMNeT++” [11] were used.
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However, this work has the disadvantage that it is based on the old versions of OMNeT++ and the
INET Framework (from 2014), and so dictates a slightly different structure for the modules (changes
in the algorithm are necessary).

Figure 1. Deploying diagram.

Figure 2. Running the simulation in interactive mode.
3.2 Run on cluster
To work with MPI, the Tictoc1 system was selected; this consists of two modules. These modules
should be assigned to different MPI nodes, as shown in Figure3.

Figure 3. Configuring an MPI project.
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Then the project in OMNeT++ is built on the local machine.

Figure 4. Building the project on a local machine.
To check the functionality from the project directory via mpirun, the following command is issued:
$ mpirun -np 2 ./tictoc -m -u Cmdenv -c Tictoc1 omnetpp.ini.
The result of such a command should look like this:

Figure 5. Test result.
In order to execute the simulation on the supercomputer, three files must be copied from the project
folder to the working folder (the latter on the supercomputer).
Table 2. Files of test model.
Testing model structure
 omnet.ini;
 tictoc;
 tictic1.ned.
Next, the folder containing the project itself and the folder containing the source files must be
copied over in order that the necessary libraries can be collected together into a working folder on the
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supercomputer, so that all can then be compiled (the libraries, and the project itself). The list of
required libraries can be viewed using ldd %executable_file_name%, usually the necessary
libraries will be only those that are in the OMNeT++ folder.

Figure 6. Required dependencies.
Next, it necessary to build the project on the cluster.

Figure 7. Building project on a cluster.
Then you need to create, in the working folder on the supercomputer, the task file *.pbs.
Sample file content is as follows:
#!/bin/bash
#PBS -N helloOMNeT
#PBS -A helloOMNeT
#PBS -l walltime=00:01:00

//name of task
//required time
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#PBS -l nodes=1:ppn=2
//number of nodes and processes
#PBS -j oe
//error stream to standard output
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
export PATH=$PBS_O_PATH
# Loading Intel MPI v4 environment
module load impi/4
export I_MPI_DEVICE=rdma
export I_MPI_DEBUG=0
export I_MPI_FALLBACK_DEVICE=disable
# command run task taking into account the features of the environment
mpirun -r ssh -machinefile $PBS_NODEFILE -np $PBS_NP ./tictoc -m
Cmdenv -c Tictoc1 omnetpp.ini.

-u

4. Future work
We plan to test the work of OMNeT++ on the cluster "Sergey Korolev" using the project INET
Framework. It is also planned to organize the possibility of full interactive work in the graphical
interface of the modeling environment. To illustrate the effectiveness of the method used, it is planned
to measure the performance of applications running on a cluster.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we showed the development of software which allows us to combine an interactive mode
of operation of the OMNeT++ modeling system and the batch mode of the cluster “Sergey Korolev”.
in Via initial testing, it was discovered that the way by which networks are created in the course of
simulation does not work in Parallel INET for OMNeT++. As a result, it was decided to create a
network for parallel simulation using a Python script, and for ordinary simulation using a module
created for OMNeT++. These results can be used to solve the other, related, problems [12].
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Abstract. The paper reviews the current situation of the Augmented Reality and Internet of
Things markets. The implementing possibilities of AR for Big Data visualization from IoT
devices are considered in this paper. The review and the analysis of methods, tools, products
and data system of the visualization are presented. The paper provides an overview of the
programs and devices of Augmented Reality, and an overview of development environments.
The paper presents the existing classifications of computerized data visualization tools and
proposes new classification, which takes into account interactive visualization, the purpose of
the tool, the type of software product, the availability of ready-made templates, and other
characteristics. The article proposes the architecture of the system for collecting data from
IoT endpoint devices based on the Heltec modules. Experiments based on the developed
experimental stand were carried out with Heltec devices of both versions to determine
the number of losses with increasing distance between the sending device and the
receiving device. The results of measuring the power consumption of these devices are
presented in two modes: in standby mode and when sending a message to the Heltec
endpoint device and in standby mode and when receiving a message for the base station.
These studies were conducted using various data transfer protocols (LoRa, Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth). The paper presents the result of the development of a digital twin of a university
building and the development of augmented reality software for receiving data from real-time
data collection devices.

1. Introduction
The introduction of new technologies is often focused on simplifying the routine actions of a person
in everyday life. An example is the introduction of the Internet of Things technology, which requires
an integrated approach to development that combines new technologies, skills and capabilities
supported by effective management and organization. Such technology requires the support of user
interaction and the digital ecosystem to enable the management of connected equipment. For this, it
is necessary that the program can analyze and visualize the data obtained from the sensors. The
relevance of this work lies in the fact that the two-dimensional visualization of data obtained from
the sensors of the Internet of things, is not enough.
In this regard, there is a big growth in services for analyzing and visualizing the data received from
the sensors. The novelty of the work lies in the fact that for the most part, such services represent
information in a two-dimensional form. The problem is that programs of this format cannot
ensure the full assimilation of information. With a large amount of data, the user may miss key points
and, for example, in production, do not notice breakages due to clutter of the interface.
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Fortunately, nowadays modern technologies allow solving this problem with the help of
augmented reality [1]. Consideration of the use of this technology in the field of IoT, it is possible to
present its use in enterprises for timely identification of problems, in the home for remote control
of equipment, in large production facilities for personnel training through the visualization of
processes and instructions. In this regard, the purpose of this work is to identify methods,
approaches and technologies for visualizing big data on the Internet of things using augmented
reality.
2. Big Data
Over the past two decades, technological advances have led to a huge increase in data volumes.
The term Big Data was coined for working with such data streams. This type of data is not only
characterized by a large volume, but also demonstrates other unique characteristics compared to
traditional data. For example, Big data is usually unstructured and may require real-time analysis.
That is why for working with big data many new systems were created for collecting, transmitting,
storing and processing large-scale data.
Due to the great popularity and diversity of Big Data technology, today there is no generally
accepted definition for this term. In essence, big data means not only a large amount of data, but other
functions that distinguish it from the concepts of “massive data” and “very large data”. In the
literature, you can find many definitions for Big data, consider three of them, which well explain the
essence of the term Big data.
One of the currently popular definitions appeared back in 2001, in the report of META Group
analyst (now Gartner) Dag Lani [2], who noted the equivalence of data management issues in three
aspects (3Vs):
 Volume. Big data is very large, often in petabytes or more. Examples include user data on
Facebook, the flow of people on the subway or transactions using credit cards;
 Velocity. Big data is often generated continuously, often even in real time. For example, Twitter
messages, cell phone locations, weather and air quality sensors;
 Variety. Big data can be of any type consisting of numbers, text, photos, video, audio and other
data. Therefore, Big Data analysis must be flexible enough to deal with any type of data and be
able to combine them.
Big data has three varieties: structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. Traditional data is
usually structured and therefore easy to use and can be easily stored. However, the vast majority of
today's data from sources such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other user-generated content is
unstructured. The high rate of receipt of large data means that data sets should be analyzed at a rate
corresponding to the speed of data production.
Today, Big data can be found in many areas [3, 4]. One of the most common ways to get big data
is to collect data from sensors and devices. The popular branch of the development of this technology
is the Internet of Things (IoT). It implies a global collection of all indicators from several
sensors simultaneously (often in real time), the compilation of these data and their analysis.
3. Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) provides a network for connecting people, things, programs and data
over the Internet to provide remote control and interactive implementation of services. Today, the
amount of mobile devices with Internet connection exceeds the number of people on Earth.
Moreover, in 2015, Gartner predicted [5] that by 2020 about 20.8 billion smart devices will be
connected to the IoT. In order to support the work of devices connected to the IoT, it is necessary to
have a special Internet of Things support service. Such IoT services need to collect, analyze and
process information about sensors, they must have an interface for the operational management of
information. The data collected from IoT devices can be impressive in size, since the number of
sensors on the Internet of Things is very large. Therefore, a platform that can collect and store a huge
amount of information from sensors is needed to
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control IoT. Such a platform should include IoT databases where cloud computing support is needed.
Moreover, IoT data analysis and Big Data support is required.
The economic effect can be seen where the connection between the machines (hereinafter - M2M) is
becoming increasingly important. However, person-to-person (hereinafter - P2P), person-to-machine
(hereinafter - P2M) and machine to person (hereinafter - M2P) connections still remain the majority of
the economic value of IoT. In the table below you can see the comparison of M2M with M2P or P2M,
as well as with P2P technology.
IoT is used in various fields, consider some of them:
 Security. In this area, IoT is used to monitor alarms, monitor and control surveillance systems
in real time and track people [6];
 Transport sphere. Intelligent applications for transportation systems are used for fleet
management, road safety, emissions control, toll payments, real-time traffic monitoring, etc;
 Health. In this area, IoT is used for e-health, which includes individual health systems based on
sensors for the human body;
 Utility management. The Internet of Things allows you to measure, prepare, and bill for gas,
water, electricity, and more;
 Production. Production control is carried out through the monitoring and automation of the
product chain;
 The scope of services. Control of supply and distribution, vending machines can also be
monitored, and support can be provided in managing and providing services;
 Management of funds. Campus, building and home automation can be reached using IoT
technology.
4. Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality (AR) is a technology that allows a user to real-time overlay virtual text or
computer-generated images onto objects in the real world. Recognition occurs, usually with the help
of a camera, and the output of augmented reality through the user's screen, telephone, monitor, helmet
or Augmented Reality glasses, window or windshield of the car. Virtual text or image can be
superimposed on the selected objects in the environment surrounding the user, to display additional
information about the selected object.
It is customary to use two basic definitions of augmented reality. In 1994, Paul Milgram described
the continuum “virtuality-reality” [7], i.e. the space between reality and virtuality, between which
are Augmented Reality and augmented virtuality (figure 1). The real environment and the
virtual environment unite in a mixed reality, where, in turn, augmented reality is based more on
reality, and augmented virtuality on virtuality. Thus, Augmented Reality is the result of adding virtual
objects to the number of objects perceived by man as elements of the real world.

Figure 1. Milgram definition.
Augmented reality is based on context-sensitive computations. Thanks to this technology for the user,
the real world and virtual objects coexist on the same view. For example, this technology can be applied
to museums. If you point the camera of a smartphone with a special application of augmented reality on
any exhibit, information about it will be displayed next to the exhibit. The user of augmented reality can
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receive useful information about a location or objects and can interact with virtual content in the real
world.
5. Data visuialization methods
5.1. Classification
There are many computer visualization tools that allow you to convert large amounts of abstract data
into formats that are effective for perception, cognition and communication. For example, in the
work [8] the following classification of computer visualization tools is given:
1) Tool functionality: user (professional or beginner), teamwork support (how many people can
simultaneously develop a model), extensibility (possibility of making changes), scalability.
2) Methods (characteristics of the methods used): number of methods, method type.
3) Task (characteristics of the problem to be solved): type of information (quantitative,
qualitative), subject area (science, business, education)
4) Manufacturer (characteristics of the product): manufacturing-firm: (domestic, foreign), type of
product (commercial, training and demonstration, conditionally free)
This classification considers the functionality of the tool from the point of view of user experience:
the level of user skills, support for teamwork, extensibility and scalability. The availability of readymade templates, interactive visualization and other important characteristics are not taken into account
in this work. The division of instrument manufacturers into domestic and foreign ones can be
replaced by the multi-lingual nature of the proposed interfaces.
Consider the following classification of visualization and data analysis tools [9], the
following classification of visualization and data analysis tools is proposed:
1) Category: analysis and charting, PC application, geographic information systems (GIS),
library, network analysis, statistical analysis, time data analysis, data retrieval, data cleansing,
data conversion, application/service for visualization and analysis, word clouds.
2) Multiple user support: true or false.
3) Data display on the map: true or false.
4) Platform.
5) User skill level: users who can work with spreadsheets, partially advanced users who are not
afraid to spend two hours learning a new application, advanced users, users with programming
experience or specialized knowledge in the field of GIS or network analysis.
6) Storage and processing location: user device, external server, public external server.
7) Posting results to the web: yes, with plugin, as a picture, no.
The considered classification summarizes such phenomena as a PC application, library,
network analysis, statistical analysis and a word cloud. However, a PC application and a library are
types of software, network analysis and statistical analysis are the purpose of the tool, and the word
cloud is a data visualization method.
We have developed a new improved classification of computer visualization tools that expands
and improves the previously proposed options:
1) Purpose: general purpose; specialized (GIS, business intelligence tools, network analysis);
auxiliary (designed to prepare data for visualization).
2) User skill level: beginer; intermediate; advanced; user with programming experience or special
knowledge.
3) Software: programming language (R, Python); library (D3, ChartJS, Highcharts JS, Raphaël и
др.); application/service.
4) Platform.
5) Distribution: commercial; conditionally free; free.
6) Multilingual interface: yes; no.
7) Need to register: yes; no.
8) Multiplayer mode: yes; no.
9) Types of visualized data: qualitative; qualitative and quantitative; quantitative.
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10) Supported Databases and file formats.
11) Availability of ready-made templates: yes; no.
12) Interactive visualization: yes; no.
13) Storage and processing location: user device; external server; public external server.
14) Formats of export results.
This classification takes into account interactive visualization, the purpose of the tool, the type
of software product, the availability of ready-made templates, and other characteristics.
4.2. Analysis of Big Data visualization methods
The aggregated data from all devices connected to the IoT network must be correctly reproduced for
the decision maker. For these purposes, visualization is a suitable tool. Data visualization represents
data in some systematic form, including attributes and variables for a unit of information.
Visualization approaches are used to create tables, charts, images, and other intuitive ways to display
data. Big data visualization is not as simple as traditional small data sets [10]. The expansion of
traditional approaches to visualization has already appeared, but far from enough. With large-scale
data visualization, many researchers use feature extraction and geometric modeling to significantly
reduce the size of the data before actually rendering the data. Choosing the right data representation
is also very important when visualizing big data [11].
Often, standard methods of data visualization are used, which include such methods as a
table, histogram, scatter plot, line diagram, pie chart, block diagram, bubble chart, combination of
charts, time line, entity relationship diagram, etc. In addition, the standard methods of data
visualization include additional methods: parallel coordinates, treemap, cone-shaped tree, semantic
network, etc [10]. Parallel coordinates (figure 2) are used to construct individual data elements in
many dimensions. This method of data visualization is very useful when displaying multidimensional
data [12].

Figure 2. Parallel coordinates.
Treemap (figure 3) - an effective method of visualizing the hierarchy, which is a map, divided
into sections. The smallest rectangles represent one measure, while color is often used to represent
another measure of data. Figure 3 shows an example of a treemap collection set for streaming music
and video tracks in a social networking community [13].
A cone-shaped tree is another method that displays hierarchical data, such as an organizational body
in three dimensions. Branches grow in the form of a cone. The semantic network is a
graphical representation of the logical connection between different concepts. It generates a
directed graph, a combination of nodes or vertices, edges or arcs, and an inscription above each edge
[10]. Visualization is not only static, but also interactive, thanks to such approaches as scaling
(zooming in and out); review and detail; pan; as well as focus and context or fisheye [10]. Below are
the steps for interactive visualization:
 Choice. This implies an interactive selection of data objects, a subset, parts of whole data, or
the entire data set in accordance with the interests of the user;
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Linking: useful for linking information between several types of graphs. An example is shown
in figure 4;
Filtering: helps users adjust the amount of information to display. It reduces the amount of data
and focuses on information of interest;
Regrouping or reuse: since spatial layout is the most important visual display, rebuilding the
spatial layout of information is very effective for creating different ideas;

Figure 3. Analysis of musical compositions using a treemap.

Figure 4. Interactive linking between histogram graphs and a geographic map.
The scalability and dynamics inherent in big data are the main problems in visual analytics. Big
data visualization with diversity and heterogeneity (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured) is
a big problem. As described above, speed (Velocity) is one of the important factors for analyzing Big
Data. Cloud computing and an advanced graphical user interface can be combined with big data to
better manage the scalability of big data [14].
Big data often has an unstructured data format, so due to bandwidth limitations and power
requirements, the visualization must fit the data in order to efficiently get up-to-date information.
Because of the large size of the data, there is a need for parallel computations, the task of which is to
distribute computations for independent tasks that can be performed simultaneously [15].
The following problems exist in Big Data visualization [16]:
 Visual noise. Most of the objects in the dataset are too relative to each other. Users cannot
separate them as separate objects on the screen;
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Loss of information. To simplify the calculations, it is often necessary to reduce the data sets,
which leads to loss of information;
 Complicated image perception. Data visualization methods are limited not only by the aspect
ratio and resolution of the device from which the visualization is viewed, but also by the physical
limitations of perception;
 High speed image change. Users observe the data and cannot respond to the amount of data
changes or their intensity on the display;
 High performance requirements.
Visualizing each data point can overwhelm the schedule and can suppress users' perceptions
and cognitive abilities, and reducing data by sampling or filtering can lead to a loss of interesting
emissions and deviations. Requesting large data warehouses can lead to high latency,
disrupting real-time interaction [17].
Ways of solving problems of Big Data visualization [18]:
1. Satisfying the need for speed. This implies improved hardware with increased memory and
powerful parallel processing,
2. Understanding the data. One solution is for people who receive data to have relevant
experience and knowledge for quick understanding,
3. Solving the problem of data quality. It is necessary to control that the data arriving at the
visualization were cleared from unnecessary information,
4. Synthesis of information. One way is to combine the data into a higher-level view, where
smaller groups of data are visible and the data can be effectively visualized,
5. Create exceptions for emissions. A possible solution is to remove outliers from the data or
create a separate chart for outliers.
Big data can be visualized using a number of approaches and methods that were analyzed and
classified (table 1) according to the following data criteria: large data support, support for different
types of data, and the capacity to dynamically display data changes [7].
 Treemap: based on the visualization of spatial images of hierarchical data;
 Circle Packing: A direct alternative to treemap. However, it uses circles as a primitive form,
which can also be included in circles from a higher level of hierarchy;
 Sunburst: uses a treemap visualization and converts it into a polar coordinate system. The main
difference is that the variable parameters are not the width and height, but the radius and length
of the arc;
 Parallel coordinates: extends visual analysis using a variety of data factors for different objects;
 Streamgraph: this is a type of graph of a stack region that is offset around a central axis, which
results in a smooth and organic form;
 Circular Network Diagram: The data object is placed around the circle and connected by curves
based on the level of their interconnections. Different line widths or color saturation are
commonly used to measure the coherence of an object.
Table 1. Analysis of big data visualization methods.
Large amount
Variety
Data
of data
of data
dynamics
Treemap
+
Circle Packing
+
Sunburst
+
+

Many data visualization tools work on the Hadoop platform. Such modules in Hadoop are: Hadoop
Common, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), Hadoop YARN, and Hadoop MapReduce. There
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are also separate softwares, but they all represent a two-dimensional visualization of data, which is a
difficulty for the user to understand the information. The solution to this problem is to use augmented
reality as a visualization tool, which will facilitate the work of the user and allow you to visualize the
data in a convenient form.
6. Big Data, IoT and AR: technology convergence in visualization issues
In 1979, a major accident at a nuclear power plant occurred in the United States, the cause of the
accident was erroneous actions by personnel who did not understand the incoming data and did not
identify the problem in time [12]. The introduction of Augmented Reality in the visualization of data
collected from IoT-sensors, will make work in many areas more secure and effective. The use of this
technology will allow real-time monitoring of the indicators of the sensors, output the data in a
visual form, it is also possible remote user interaction with the equipment. Thus, not only the
working personnel who are in close proximity to the equipment can make an inspection, but also the
manager will be able to more accurately control the production situation with the help of installed
smart sensors in all rooms. If something goes wrong, workers can instantly fix the problem, or
transmit the data to engineers outside the building.
Also, this technology can be used for training and staff training. Companies can develop
interactive manuals in augmented reality, filling them with interactive 3D equipment models and
visual step-by-step instructions. For example, global manufacturer Caterpillar Inc. makes good use
of AR to train its engineers and makes them more efficient. Engineers can use AR glasses or a
smartphone to get virtual, step-by-step live instructions on how to efficiently perform machine repairs
and other maintenance tasks. Many examples can also be seen in the areas of health, education,
aviation and space, travel, real estate and other sectors.
The interaction of AR and IoT requires a large number of calculations; in addition, the volume
of processing of augmented reality directly affects the power consumption of the device and its
lifespan. That is why to work with AR on smartphones an additional cloud database is needed to
reduce the load, save energy and overcome the limitations of the phone’s memory. It is worth noting
that the use of cloud technologies should be controlled by adaptive management, since the transfer
of all computational processes to the cloud platform can lead to large delays in the operation of the
program. To use cloud resources efficiently, you need to monitor the cloud server load and network
congestion status so that they are balanced. It is necessary to monitor the state of the network, the
status of the cloud server, the energy status of the device and the quality of perception (QoE, Quality
of Experiance).
Using an AR application on smartphones, tablets, or corporate AR headsets, workers can
monitor connected equipment to identify problems and perform maintenance. AR headsets, such as
Google Glass Enterprise and Microsoft HoloLens, can also be useful in enterprises, displaying stepby-step online training and tutorials for assembling and operating equipment that would otherwise
require reading thick technical manuals and instructions.
To create an Augmented Reality program with the ability to visualize data from the IoT sensors,
you can use the existing augmented reality SDKs: ARToolkit [19], EasyAR [20], OpenCV [21], Maxst
[22], Kudan [23], Catchoom On-Device Image Recognition SDK [24] and Vuforia SDK [25]. With
the help of such SDKs, only a part with augmented reality can be developed, but additional
programs
will
be
needed
to
connect
IoT
devices
and
collect
data.
For the productive implementation of programs, there are ready-made solutions that combine all
stages of program development, including connecting sensors and visualizing data. The main leaders
among the platforms for creating programs with AR for the Internet of Things are PTC,
Augmenta, Bosh, Reflect.
Currently, the main area of convergence of the listed technologies is the visualization of big data
coming from IoT-devices in real time on mobile devices with augmented reality function.
Conventionally, we can distinguish the following types of convergence:
1. Visualization of sensor data and object management.
2. Monitoring equipment performance and decision support systems. The information presented in
a visual form will allow timely troubleshooting equipment problems and improving the quality of
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manufactured products. Ideally, this technology should be implemented at every stage of
production.
3. People will be able to interact with electronics using 3D interfaces, which raises new questions
about the energy efficiency of mobile devices, which are displays for data visualization
(smartphones, tablets, smart watches or AR helmets).
The current trends in the field of the Internet of Things are the creation of new hardware platforms,
the development of specialized operating systems, the development and optimization of application
layer protocols, and the development of models and methods for data visualization aimed at
improving the energy efficiency of the Internet of Things, including mobile devices, to increase
battery life. The lack of mathematical models, methods and tools for organizing dynamic
reconfiguration of graphical interfaces of IoT devices (including using the AR) is a serious obstacle
for further research, as well as for increasing the time for effective functioning of mobile devices
and networks of software systems with limited resources. In this regard, the task of research and
development of an integrated model that makes it possible to assess the efficiency of energy
consumption and other limited resources of mobile devices, methods that make it possible to
optimize the consumption of resources of a mobile device according to the criterion of
maximizing residual energy taking into account the limitations and requirements of users for
final applications and graphic interfaces, and means of organizing reconfiguration of graphic
interfaces of devices.
7. Experimet and technology convergence example
To demonstrate the process of convergence of technologies we used software for iOS. This software
allows you to visualize data from sensors of various devices, combined in a data collection system, using
augmented reality. The experimental data acquisition system (figure 5) consists of endpoint devices that
can collect temperature, humidity, light, noise and the presence of movement data. Each end device
sends data using one of the LoRa, Wi-Fi or Bluetooth protocols to the base station, which generates data
messages and sends them to the ThingWorx cloud platform. Heltec LoRa 32 (V2) [26] microcontrollers
were used as the main components for receiving and transmitting data from various sensors. Most of
them served as endpoint devices that processed and prepared for sending messages containing indicators
from the sensors. While the other part was used as a basic device for receiving messages from all end
sensors. For the base station organization, the Raspberry PI 3 single board computer was used. This
computer is a ready-made solution for working with low-resource programs. The approach that was
chosen to work with this computer allows you to use it as a full-fledged server without using external
interfaces and communicating and sending commands to the Raspberry only over an SSL connection.
With the help of this computer, it became possible to store data coming from devices with sensors on
the Raspberry, thus turning it into a machine with the ability to send data for services,
including applications, using a special network broker.
Mosquitto is used as an MQTT broker. It allows you to send mqtt messages to both cloud platforms
and directly to applications. This is done because MQTT is an inter-computer connection (M2M)
protocol, in other words, for the Internet of things. It was designed as an extremely easy way to
publish publish (subscribe) and subscribe. This is useful for connections to remote locations where a
small amount of code and high bandwidth are required. For example, it is widely used in sensors that
communicate with a broker through satellite communications, through dial-up connections with health
care providers, and in a number of home automation scenarios. It is also ideal for mobile applications
because of its small size, low power consumption, minimized data packets and efficient distribution of
information to one or several recipients. MQTT broker is used as follows: we form a request in Unity
MQTT, which is needed in order to get data from the cloud platform. When the data on the platform
changes, the broker sends the data with changes. MQTT broker and Unity are connected in publishersubscriber mode. The software subscribes to receive data from the broker's MQTT and polls it with a
given frequency.
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Figure 5. Data acquisition system architecture.
The developed experimental stand allowed us to analyze both versions of Heltec devices for the
number of losses when the distance between the sender device and the receiver device was increased, to
measure the power consumption of these devices in two modes: during standby and while sending a
message for the final Heltec, but also during waiting time and while receiving a message for the base
station. These studies were conducted using LoRa, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, for each type of device, the
average operating time per battery charge will be calculated.
The first test involves the use of two devices, one receiver, it is in a stationary position, and
one transmitter, and it must be transferred, thereby increasing the distance between these devices. The
results of the experiment are presented in table 2. As can be seen from the information received,
regardless of the version and the Heltec clock frequency, up to 40 meters from each other, all devices
work with 100% packet delivery, which means that no packet was lost for the tested period. After
increasing the distance between devices by 10 meters more, the number of undelivered packages in all
cases began to grow, but the percentage of packets received is still very high, not a single value has
dropped below 95%. After the next 2 iterations of the increase in the distance between the Heltec
modules, the number of lost packets increases by about 3 and 4 times, respectively. At the same time, it
becomes obvious that devices of the second version have a preponderance of losses in the direction of
the lower frequency, 9 packets against 5 at 60 meters and 16 against 10 at 70 meters. With a slight
advance, the best packet delivery percentage is at Heltec LoRa v2, operating at a frequency of 868
MHz. Thus, it was revealed that, at long distances, priority is given to using the device second
versions with a clock frequency of 868 MHz.
In the second experiment, an analysis of the current consumption of the endpoint devices was
carried out using various data transfer protocols. This experiment allows you to check the actual
current consumption by the Heltec endpoint devices with the payload on the microcontroller in the
form of sending packets using various data transfer interfaces. There is no intentional distinction here
between the versions of the Heltec modules, since both versions consume almost the same amount of
current, so the separation of tests by versions has no scientific basis [27]. Table 3 presents data from
tests of current consumption by devices in two modes: waiting for polling and sending a packet. As
you can see from the data, as expected, the highest energy efficiency was achieved using the LoRa
interface. The second place in terms of efficiency of current consumption was taken by the
protocol for Bluetooth communication, while Wi-Fi was in last place in terms of current
consumption both in data transfer mode and in standby mode. In this case, the relationship between
the readings of the end device and the base station is traced, so the base station consumes on average
about 35% more current than the end device in standby mode (polling). In this case, the
difference between the energy indices for the transmission (reception) modes is about one tenth of
the consumption of the Heltec end device.
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Table 2. Dependence of the number of delivered Heltec packages on the distance.
Heltec LoRa v1
Heltec LoRa v2
Heltec LoRa v2
Distance / Frequency
MHz
MHz
MHz
>40 meters
100%
100%
100%
50 meters
96,6%
95%
96,6%
60 meters
90%
85%
91,6%
70 meters
81,6%
73,3%
83,3%
To demonstrate the convergence process of the technology IoT and AR was used Vuforia. The key
factor in choosing was the maximum distance to capture and hold the marker. The most important
thing is that Vuforia has integration with the Thingworx cloud platform, in which the data
collection system is connected. The software has two modes of operation: identification of endppont
devices and data output in augmented reality (figure 6) or the output of a virtual digital twin of the
building in which the data acquisition system is located (figure 7), and data output in different parts of
this digital twin. All data that comes from the endpoint devices in the form of text comes to the 3D
rendering unit along with 3D models, in which information about the properties of the models,
textures, materials and illumination is processed. In the first mode of operation, the camera compares
the received frames with the base of markers. As soon as the similarity is found, a request for a cloud
platform is formed, a response from the broker's MQTT comes and then digital content is output. In
the second case, using the camera, it is necessary to scan the surrounding space to create a mesh grid
to which the virtual digital twin of the building can be attached.
Table 3. Dependence of power consumption of the endpoint data collection device and the base
station on the operating mode used.
Endpoint data collection
Base station
device
Protocol / Operating
Standby
mode
LoRa
Wi-Fi
Bluetooth

80 mA
170 mA
130 mA

170 mA
300 mA
230 mA

130 mA
240 mA
200 mA

180 mA
330 mA
270 mA

Figure 6. Endpoint device and data vusualization using AR.
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Figure 7. Digital twin of the building in which the data acquisition system is located.
8. Conclusion
The connenction of AR with the IoT ecosystem presents tremendous opportunities for various
industries. Using this approach can make machines smarter by integrating sensors and intelligent
systems that can monitor and produce data to solve problems in a timely manner and prevent downtime
and breakdowns. IoT platforms provide a scalable, flexible, and secure way to cost-effectively
extend AR applications. The use of such programs will allow companies to remotely diagnose and
fix problems, preventing equipment and system system failures before they occur. This predictive
service not only eliminates system downtime, but also optimizes energy use, which saves
money. This paper proposes a classification of computer-based data visualization tools that can
be used in developing a decision support system in the data visualization field.
To demonstrate the potential convergence of technology, an experimental data collection system
stand was developed. The proposed data collection system allowed us to conduct experiments to
determine the dependence of the data transmission distance in the building of the university on the use
of specific models of Heltec modules of various versions and at different frequencies. Experiments
were carried out to measure the energy consumption of data collection endpoint devices based on
Heltec modules. To visualize data coming in real time from elements of the data collection system,
software was developed using the Vuforia library, which allows visualizing the digital twinof
the university building and all the information from the data collection system.
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Abstract. Traffic analysis systems are widely used in monitoring the network activity of users
or a specific user and restricting client access to certain types of services (VPN, HTTPS) which
makes content analysis impossible. Algorithms for classifying encrypted traffic and detecting
VPN traffic are proposed. Three algorithms for constructing classifiers are considered - MLP,
RFT and KNN. The proposed classifier demonstrates recognition accuracy on a test sample up
to 80%. The MLP, RFT and KNN algorithms had almost identical performance in all
experiments. It was also found that the proposed classifiers work better when the network
traffic flows are generated using short values of the time parameter (timeout). The novelty lies
in the development of network traffic analysis algorithms based on a neural network, differing
in the method of selection, generation and selection of features, which allows to classify the
existing traffic of protected connections of selected users according to a predetermined set of
categories.

1. Introduction
The term “deep package inspection” (DPI) [1] refers to the analysis of the network packet at the upper
levels (application and presentation level) of the open systems interaction model (OSI) [2].
In addition to analyzing network packets [3] using standard patterns by certain standard patterns
that can be used to unambiguously determine whether a package belongs to a specific application, for
example, by the format of headers, port numbers, etc., the DPI system performs behavioural analysis
of traffic. This allows to recognize applications that do not use known data headers and data structures
for data exchange.
For identification, an analysis of the sequence of packets with the same characteristics is carried
out. Analyzed characteristics are Source_IP: port - Destination_IP: port; packet size; frequency of
opening new sessions per unit of time, etc. The analysis based on behavioral (heuristic) models
corresponding to such applications.
The main component of the DPI solution [4] is the classification module. It is responsible for the
classification of network flows. The classification can be performed with different accuracy depending
on the purposes of the DPI application:
• the type of protocol or application (for example, Web, P2P, VoIP);
• a specific application-layer protocol (HTTP BitTorrent, SIP);
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• applications using the protocol (Google Chrome, uTorrent, Skype).
Traffic analysis using traditional tools becomes impossible without selecting a key for streaming
data with encryption (for example, TLS / SSL protocols). It takes a lot of resources to find the key.
The relevance of hacking remains only at the governmental or military level [5].
In the [6] the classification of network encrypted traffic from Skype, Tor, PuTTY (SSHv2),
CyberGhost (VPN) is discussed by application types for detecting security threats using such machine
learning methods as the Naive Bayes, C4.5, AdaBoost and Random Forest algorithms. For the
analysis, more than two million network packets from four applications that transmit encrypted traffic
were collected: Skype, Tor, PuTTY (SSHv2), CyberGhost (VPN). Two different classification
approaches were considered: the formation and analysis of flows for network packets whose IP
addresses of the sender / recipient and the network protocol are the same, as well as the interception
and analysis of each network packet [7]. When using each approach, the various attributes were
identified and with the use of which the classification was made. Obtained results can be used to build
traffic classifiers and intrusion detection systems, effectively processing the encrypted traffic used by
various network applications.
In [8] it is shown that comparison of various algorithms for classifying network traffic is
significantly difficult due to the lack of a generally accessible base of fully-fledged network routes on
which it would be possible to make comparisons. One of the most actively developing areas at the
moment is the use of various machine learning algorithms, graph and statistical analysis, because of
their applicability to encrypted traffic (as opposed to the DPI approaches), whose share is growing
rapidly. Another emerging focus is the development of combined approaches and classification
systems. One of the reasons for development is an attempt to overcome the shortcomings of individual
approaches (for example, low accuracy or processing speed) and use their advantages [9, 10].
Therefore, the development of algorithms that allow classifying the traffic of secure connections
with the required level of detail by protocol is relevant [11].
Objective: improving the algorithms for analyzing the network traffic of secure connections.
The main tasks of the study:
1. Analysis of algorithms for network traffic classification;
2. Development of the network traffic analysis system structure;
3. Development of the algorithm for analyzing the network traffic of secure connections on the
basis of algorithms of feature generation and selection for construction a neural network classifier;
4. Software implementation of algorithms for analyzing network traffic and evaluating the
effectiveness of the proposed solution on the basis of full-scale data.
2. Analysis of algorithms and systems of network traffic treatment
Traffic classification [12] allows to identify various applications and protocols transmitted over the
network. Also, the classification function is the management of this traffic, its optimization and
prioritization. All packets become marked by belonging to a specific protocol or application after
classification. This allows network devices to apply quality of service policies (QoS) based on these
labels and flags.
There are two main methods of traffic classification (Figure 1):
• Classification based on data blocks (Payload-Based Classification). It is based on the analysis
of data packet fields. This method is the most common but does not work with encrypted and
tunneled traffic.
• Classification based on statistical analysis (time between packets, session time, etc.).
A universal approach to traffic classification based on information in the header of the IP packet.
This is usually IP address (Layer 3), MAC address (Layer 2) and the protocol used. This approach has
its limitations [13].
Deep package inspection (DPI) allows to implement more advanced classification . The main
mechanism for identifying applications in DPI is signature analysis [14]. Each application has its own
unique characteristics, which are entered in the database of signatures. Comparing the sample from the
database with the analyzed traffic allows to determine the application or protocol. However, new
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applications periodically appear, the signature database also needs to be updated to ensure high
identification accuracy.

Figure 1. Methods for classifying network traffic.
There are several methods of signature analysis:
Pattern analysis
The applications contain certain sample sequences in the package data block. They can be used for
identification and classification. Not every package contains a sample application data, so the method
does not always work.
Numerical analysis
Numerical analysis uses the quantitative characteristics of the sequence of packets, such as: size of
the data block, response time, interval between packets. Simultaneous analysis of multiple packets is
time consuming, which reduces the effectiveness of this method.
Behavioral analysis, Heuristic analysis
Method is based on the analysis of traffic dynamics of the running application. While the
application is running, it creates traffic that can also be identified and labeled [15].
Protocol/state analysis
Protocols of some applications are a sequence of certain actions. Analysis of such sequences allows
to accurately identify the application. reduces the effectiveness of this method.
Behavioral and heuristic analysis are used when working with encrypted traffic. For more accurate
identification, cluster analysis is used, which combines the methods of heuristic and behavioral
analysis [16, 17].
3. Development of the network traffic system analysis based on machine-learning training
The development of analysis algorithm for classifying network traffic of secure connections of
dedicated users according to a pre-defined set of categories is actual [18-20].
Two scenarios of network traffic analysis are considered:
• analysis of encrypted traffic;
• analysis of encrypted traffic passing through a virtual private network (VPN).
The figure 2 shows the organization's LAN structure with an analysis module for network traffic of
encrypted connections.
Traffic arrives from the edge router. There is a seizure and preprocessing of traffic using the
libpcap library. The primary features of the data flow are extracted from the received pcap files.
Vector of primary features and sessions with a duration of 15, 30, 60 and 120 seconds is formed. The
generation and selection of features for the neural network classifier training is performed. The
prepared vector of features is fed to the neural network analysis module of user sessions. The settings
for training and work are set by the administrator.
This process is shown in the figure 3.
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Figure 2. The structure of the LAN with an expanded system for analyzing network traffic.

Figure 3. Structure of the network traffic analysis system.
Further, the following information comes to the decision block: the decision of the base block on
the type of traffic, the probability of the traffic belonging to one of the basic types and the types of
recognized traffic from the NA block analyzing user sessions. Administrator can perform the
adjustment of the current solution on the decision block on the type of traffic.
Then, the current traffic from the decision block and marked traffic from the basic traffic analysis
module (sender's IP, recipient's IP, port, sender, port of the recipient) are sent to the user sessions
store.
Further, data on recognized user sessions is sent to the traffic type analysis module and the user
type. An information security specialist receives information about the types of users and their rights.
The administrator interacts with the repository to view and replenish the database and sets the
parameters for capturing traffic.
Development of an algorithm for analyzing network traffic
At the first step, the fragment of the intercepted traffic is downloaded, then the classifier scenario is
selected. Based on the features indicated in the scenario, a training sample is formed to build the initial
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knowledge base. After analyzing the given features on the test sample, the accuracy of the classifier is
determined. If the accuracy satisfies the requirements, the current state is saved, otherwise the cycle
returns to the definition of the type of the script. The block diagram of the network traffic classifier is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the network traffic classifier.
4. Realization of network traffic analysis algorithms and experiment on natural data
Traffic classification is based on the analysis of the temporal characteristics of the intercepted network
packets stream for the formation of encrypted and VPN-traffic features (time-related features). The
temporal characteristics of the flow make it possible to reduce the computational cost of building a set
of features extracted from the encrypted network traffic by reducing the set of fixed parameters.
The experiment uses a dump of network traffic [21-29] with 14 different traffic type tags generated
by different applications (7 for conventional encrypted traffic and 7 for VPN traffic).
Table 1. Fixed time-dependent network traffic parameters.
Function
Description
duration
Flow duration
The interval between 2 packets sent from the network client
fiat
(average, min, Max).
The interval between the two packets sent to the network client
biat
(average, min, Max).
The interval between two packets sent in any direction (average,
flowiat
min, Max).
The interval during which the network exchange was active,
active
before switching to the standby mode (average, min, Max).
The interval during which the network exchange was in the
idle
standby mode (average, minimum, maximum).
fb psec
Intensity of the flow, bytes per second
fp psec
Intensity of flow, packets per second
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The quality criterion for traffic classification is the accuracy of classifying samples. Assessment of
the classification accuracy can be carried out by cross-validation [30]. The separation into the training
and test sets is performed by dividing the sample in a certain pro-portion – the training set is twothirds of the data and the test set is one-third of the data.
To solve the classification problem, the following algorithms are considered:
• Random Forest algorithm (RFT);
• K-Nearest Neighbor method (KNN);
• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [31].
As the source data, the real traffic generated by such applications and services as Skype, Facebook,
etc. is used. Table 1 provides a complete list of the different types of traffic and applications included
in the source dataset.
For each type of traffic (VoIP, P2P, etc.), open sessions and sessions are used in the created VPN
tunnel, therefore there are in total 14 categories of traffic: VoIP, VPN-VoIP, P2P, VPN-P2P, etc.

Traffic
Webbrowsing
Email

Chat

Streaming
video

File
Transfer

VoIP

P2P

Table 2. List of captured protocols and applications.
Content
Method of generation
Firefox,
HTTPS traffic generated by users while viewing or
Chrome
executing any task that involves using the browser.
SMPTS,
Samples of traffic generated by the Thunderbird client and
POP3S,
Gmal accounts. Clients are configured to deliver mail
IMAPS
through SMTP / S, receive and use it using POP3 / SSL in
one client and IMAP / SSL in another
ICQ, AIM,
The chat label defines applications for instant messaging
Skype, Face(Face-book and Hangouts via web browser, Skype, and
book,
IAM and ICQ).
Hangouts
Vimeo,
The streaming label defines multimedia applications that
YouTube
require a continuous and stable data flow. For example,
the services of YouTube (HTML5 and Flash version) and
Vimeo, using Chrome and Firefox.
Skype, FTPS
The label identifies the application traffic for sending or
and SFTP
receiving files and documents. The files were transferred
using FileZilla to Skype, FTP through SSH (SFTP) and FTP through SSL
and external
(FTPS).
service
Voice calls on
The IP Telephony Label groups all traffic generated in
Facebook,
voice ap-plications (Facebook, Hangouts and Skype)
Skype
uTorrent and
A label is used to identify file sharing protocols, such as
transfer
Bit-Torrent
(BitTorrent)

Traffic was captured using the Wireshark sniffer. For VPN-traffic, the external service of the VPN
provider was used, the connection was made using OpenVPN. To generate SFTP and FTPS traffic, use
an external service provider and FileZilla as the client.
Let's define two different scenarios A and B (Figure 5). Four different time duration values were
used to generate the data sets.
Scenario A: The purpose is to select the features of encrypted traffic with VPN identification, for
example, distinguishing between voice calls (VoIP) and voice calls passing through VPN (VPNVoIP). As a result, there are 14 different types of traffic: 7 regular types of encrypted traffic and 7
types of traffic passing through the VPN. The first classifier uses VPN and non-VPN traffic
separation, and then each traffic type classified separately (VPN and non-VPN).
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Scenario B: in this case we use a mixed data set. The classifier's input is regular encrypted traffic
and VPN traffic, and the output is allocated the same 14 different categories.

Figure 5. Scenarios for handling captured traffic.
Using general definition of traffic, it is determined by the sequence of packets with the same values
for: destination IP address, sender's IP address, sender's port, sender's port, and protocols (TCP or
UDP).
Streams are considered bidirectional. Together with the generation of traffic, the features associated
with each type of traffic are determined. TCP stream are usually terminated when the connection is
broken (by the FIN packet), and the UDP stream are terminated by a thread interruption. The value of
the thread interrupt can be assigned arbitrarily. In particular, we set the duration of the streams to 15,
30, 60 and 120 seconds [32-34].
Scenario A analysis
MLP is a neural network of direct propagation. It consists of two hidden layers. In the first hidden
layer there are 30 neurons, and in the second there are 15 neurons. Size of input vector of features is
23. The activation function of neurons is a hyperbolic tangent [35]. As a numerical metric, the rootmean-square error is used to estimate the network error. As a learning algorithm, the method of
conjugate gradients is used. The number of learning epochs is 5000.
When testing the KNN algorithm, the neighbor number parameter is 50.
When testing the random tree method, the classifier type “Bag” is used. The number of ensemble
training cycles is 150.
Table 3. Obtained data for scenario A1.
Session
Length
and Type
120sVPN
120sVPN
120sVPN
15s-VPN
15s-VPN
15s-VPN
30s-VPN
30s-VPN
30s-VPN
60s-VPN
60s-VPN
60s-VPN

Training sample

Test sample

Classif
ier

Sensitivity

MLP

0.799

0.851

0.826

0.748

0.822

0.787

KNN

0.786

0.715

0.749

0.763

0.712

0.736

RFT

0.957

0.998

0.978

0.805

0.848

0.828

MLP
KNN
RFT
MLP
KNN
RFT
MLP
KNN
RFT

0.820
0.798
0.975
0.826
0.753
0.969
0.831
0.826
0.964

0.831
0.776
0.999
0.847
0.773
0.998
0.791
0.687
0.996

0.826
0.786
0.988
0.837
0.764
0.984
0.813
0.764
0.978

0.796
0.784
0.848
0.774
0.764
0.831
0.787
0.826
0.838

0.783
0.764
0.866
0.819
0.774
0.880
0.729
0.659
0.808

0.789
0.773
0.857
0.798
0.770
0.857
0.761
0.750
0.824

Specificity Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
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The cross validation (Tables 4, 5) was performed in order to assess how classifiers are able to work
with real data, while producing a result whose accuracy is correlated to accuracy in the test sample
[36].
Table 4. Cross-validation results for scenario A1.
Session
Classifier
Average Deviation
Length
accuracy
and Type
120s-VPN KNN-crossval
0.730
0.015
120s-VPN RFT-crossval
0.826
0.007
15s-VPN KNN-crossval
0.770
0.010
15s-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.858
0.009
30s-VPN KNN-crossval
0.747
0.013
30s-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.840
0.008
60s-VPN KNN-crossval
0.751
0.013
60s-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.815
0.007

Figure 5. Classification results on the training sample for scenario A.
There is a direct relationship between the length of the captured session of the thread and the
performance of the classifiers. When using the RFT classifier, the accuracy on the test sample
decreases from 0.857 with a flow time of 15 seconds to 0.828 using a 120 second flow. Similar
behavior is observed for the KNN and MLP algorithms. The best results are achieved using the RFT
algorithm, with the time required to create the stream equal to 15. These results show that, using
shorter time-out values for the traffic classifier, you can in-crease the accuracy value.
The second part of scenario A focuses on the separation of VPN and non-VPN traffic. The input is
classified according to traffic categories. The results for shorter duration values are better than the
results for larger values, albeit with some exceptions. In the case of VPN classifier, as VPN-mail,
where the best result is obtained with the value of ftm equal to 30 seconds. In the case of a non-VPN
classifier, the same thing happens.
Analysis of scenario B
All encrypted streams and VPN traffic are mixed in one set of data. The goal is to classify traffic
without prior VPN separation from non-VPN traffic. There are 14 types of traffic: 7 encrypted and 7
VPN traffic types.
The short duration of the session of the captured stream does not provide the greatest accuracy. For
example, for the MLP algorithm, the test accuracy is 0.795 and 0.51 for 15 seconds, and for a session
time of 30 seconds, the accuracy on the test sample for the same algorithm is 0.798 and 0.637. The
highest accuracy on the test sample for different interrupt values is 0.847 (RFT algorithm with a flow
time of 120 seconds).
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Table 5. Cross-validation results for scenario A2.
Session Length
Average
Classifier
Deviation
and Type
accuracy
KNN-crossval
0.776
0.012
120s-NO-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.882
0.007
KNN-crossval
0.679
0.020
120s-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.838
0.009
KNN-crossval
0.807
0.012
15s-NO-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.889
0.006
KNN-crossval
0.721
0.019
15s-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.830
0.009
KNN-crossval
0.798
0.008
30s-NO-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.875
0.006
KNN-crossval
0.710
0.017
30s-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.846
0.008
KNN-crossval
0.744
0.013
60s-NO-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.854
0.006
KNN-crossval
0.670
0.016
60s-VPN
RFT-crossval
0.817
0.009
Table 6. Obtained data for scenario B.
Session
Length
and Type

120sAllinOne
120sAllinOne
120sAllinOne
120s
120s
120s
15sAllinOne
15sAllinOne
15sAllinOne
15s
15s
15s
30sAllinOne
30sAllinOne
30sAllinOne
30s
30s
30s
60sAllinOne

Training sample

Classifier

Test sample

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

MLP

0.922

0.872

0.802

0.909

0.859

0.787

KNN

0.911

0.772

0.739

0.915

0.762

0.735

RFT
MLP
KNN
RFT

0.913
0.853
0.816
0.972

0.999
0.895
0.832
1

0.965
0.629
0.604
0.964

0.507
0.829
0.818
0.457

0.984
0.886
0.835
0.993

0.847
0.607
0.618
0.767

MLP

0.896

0.945

0.834

0.860

0.929

0.795

KNN

0.8782

0.8802

0.769

0.878

0.873

0.752

RFT
MLP
KNN
RFT

0.979
0.870
0.656
0.996

0.999
0.839
0.904
1

0.984
0.521
0.662
0.982

0.622
0.879
0.615
0.565

0.968
0.841
0.905
0.984

0.846
0.510
0.653
0.776

MLP

0.915

0.941

0.830

0.882

0.930

0.798

KNN

0.892

0.858

0.744

0.889

0.844

0.737

RFT
MLP
KNN
RFT

0.967
0.811
0.727
0.986

0.999
0.922
0.892
1

0.979
0.661
0.634
0.980

0.605
0.780
0.722
0.537

0.970
0.916
0.892
0.983

0.844
0.637
0.629
0.767

MLP

0.911

0.930

0.795

0.889

0.913

0.754
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60sAllinOne
60sAllinOne
60s
60s
60s

KNN

0.902

0.842

0.734

0.882

0.840

0.717

RFT
MLP
KNN
RFT

0.952
0.799
0.757
0.973

0.999
0.922
0.891
0.999

0.973
0.622
0.615
0.971

0.576
0.750
0.763
0.544

0.970
0.911
0.883
0.985

0.810
0.602
0.606
0.737

The result of the classifier's work

Table 7. Inaccuracy matrix of all traffic with a flow duration of 60 seconds.
Actual data of the session
Inaccuracy
WebFile
Streaming
matrix
Chat
Email
P2P
browsing
Transfer
video
Web189
18
10
1
7
15
browsing

VoIP
53

Chat

19

373

27

7

13

21

24

File
Transfer

15

30

234

3

0

4

14

Email

0

3

6

74

1

3

1

P2P

7

9

1

3

803

41

9

Streaming
video

29

54

16

18

28

340

8

VoIP

69

66

19

16

19

28

1131

The cross-validation (Table 8) was performed to assess the effectiveness of the KNN method and
the RFT method.
Table 8. Cross-validation results for scenario B.
Session Length
Average
Classifier
Deviation
and Type
accuracy
KNN-crossval
0.722
0.014
120s-AllinOne
RFT-crossval
0.829
0.009
KNN-crossval
0.582
0.013
120s
RFT-crossval
0.733
0.011
KNN-crossval
0.757
0.008
15s-AllinOne
RFT-crossval
0.845
0.009
KNN-crossval
0.643
0.014
15s
RFT-crossval
0.768
0.012
KNN-crossval
0.733
0.018
30s-AllinOne
RFT-crossval
0.835
0.008
KNN-crossval
0.616
0.017
30s
RFT-crossval
0.757
0.013
KNN-crossval
0.721
0.011
60s-AllinOne
RFT-crossval
0.819
0.009
KNN-crossval
0.594
0.014
60s
RFT-crossval
0.724
0.011
5. Conclusion
Traffic analysis systems are widely used in monitoring the network activity of users or a specific user
and restrict the client's access to certain types of services (VPN, HTTPS). This makes analysis of
content impossible. Algorithms for classification of encrypted traffic and detection of VPN traffic are
proposed. Three algorithms for constructing classifiers: MLP, RFT and KNN, are considered.
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The effect of the session length of the captured data stream on the accuracy of the classification is
established. The developed classifier demonstrates the accuracy of recognition on the test sample to
80%. Algorithms MLP, RFT and KNN had almost identical indicators in all experiments.
It is also established that the proposed classifiers work better when network traffic flows are
generated using short time-out values.
The novelty lies in the development of algorithms for analyzing network traffic on the basis of a
neural network. This method differs in the way of features generation and selection, which allows
classifying the existing traffic of protected connections of selected users according to a predefined set
of categories.
The developed algorithms can improve the security of the data transmission network by improving
the algorithms for analyzing network traffic as part of a data leak prevention system.
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Abstract. Software-defined-radio (SDR) becomes an attractive technique for the development
of GNSS receivers due to universal hardware and high flexibility. However, the performance of
signal processing can be a challenging task. Real-time mode implementation requires fast
floating point calculations in several threads, not available for most part of embedded systems.
This paper describes the system-on-chip based device drastically increasing computational
performance. A summary of computational complexity of each stage of GNSS receiver is
provided and several particular solutions are proposed.

1. Introduction
Modern global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) such as GPS, GLONASS and Galileo allow users
to obtain positioning accuracy of about several meters using relatively simple receiver. However, there
are many areas, where either better accuracy or special measurements are required [1]. In addition,
GNSS signal structure is being modified permanently. A software defined radio (SDR) based receiver
may be a solution, providing flexibility and advantages of combined usage of several systems. SDR
usually has a universal RF-front-end capable of handling different types of signals in different bands,
however, this simplicity requires complex software signal processing. One of the problems is the
necessity to execute all the computations in real time mode.
In a typical SDR-based GNSS receiver signal acquisition and tracking are performed independently
for each available satellite and each processed signal type e.g. C/A code, L2C, L5 etc. It implies
significant computational burden, motivating engineers to seek efficient methods of hardware and/
or software implementations.
Maintaining real-time computations in software is a challenging task. Using generalpurpose microprocessor is a relatively expensive and power consuming solution. A less power
consuming option is using digital signal processor (DSP). However, both aforementioned solutions
are limited by the number of parallel threads. Field programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) allow
boosting computational performance and implementation of many parallel channels.
Thus, this paper presents an attempt of using system-on-chip (SoC) to build a GNSS receiver. It becomes
an attractive platform nowadays [2]. A typical SoC is a combination of FPGA and a hardware processor
system (HPS), allowing parallel acquisition and/or tracking and sequential computation of coordinates.
The analysis if recent publications [3-7] shows, that SoC is considered to be used for SDR-based GNSS
receivers, however most of the authors use FPGA parts of their SoCs to synthesize additional cores
rather than to design their own implementation of computational modules. Another problem is that
SoC’s FPGA part is not as large as of FPGA-only solutions. Therefore, most of the researches use highend devices such as Intel Arria-10 or implement just a fraction of the acquisition module.
Other authors consider only using FPGA [8-9]. It is our belief that only combining FPGA and HPS
opportunities an effective solution can be achieved.
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2. Algorithm overview
NSS signal acquisition usually involves search of a correlation peak in a 2D array, containing time
delay and Doppler frequency. The frequency dimension is usually about 40 cells for rough acquisition.
In every frequency cell it is necessary to perform several FFT and IFFT calculations of several thousand
points length. Is is a heavy computational load and we need a powerful floating point computational unit
to execute it in an appropriate time period [10-11].
Signal tracking algorithm includes scalar product calculation for more than 20 thousand
complex elements-long arrays. It can take over 80% of operational time and it is important to note that
we have to repeat it for every period of PRN sequence in order to maintain continuous tracking.
Position calculation usually uses least squares method to assess position vector. It also involves some
data corrections and auxiliary conversions.
3. Serial algorithm performance
Finding the best way to reduce computation time, is to optimize the part of the algorithm consuming the
most amount of processor time. For that purpose, a performance profiler tool of Visual Studio has been
used on C++ GNSS receiver implementation, designed in this study based on [12]. The acquisition stage
and the tracking stage have been assessed. Assuming the “worst case scenario” with minimum of
tracking of four satellites performed every 1ms and acquisition performed once per second on 32
channels, with position computed 10 times per second, tracking stage takes about 87% of processing
time. In other cases, it would take even more time. Thus, boosting and parallelizing tracking is the
primary task.
The tracking algorithm consists of preparation and the main loop. In the main loop there is
trigonometric function (SINCOS) computation, value scaling and correlation computation. Finally,
after the loop processing there is the frequency correction procedure based on the correlation
value. Performance profiling indicates that computations outside the loop take negligible CPU time.
The load distribution is shown in the diagram (figure 1). The correlation computation and the scaling
are relatively simple and takes that much processor time probably due to cache issues. Sine and cosine
computation on the other hand is a complex task and is discussed further in this paper.
Posotioning
3%

Acquisition
10%

Tracking
87%

Sincos
7%

Correlators
49%

Scale sincos
result
44%

a)
b)
Figure 1. Serial algorithm processing time distribution: a) the whole algorithm, b) tracking only.
4. Possible architectures and details of implementation
There are several possible architectures in this study. Using only FPGA or only HPS is not considered.
The simplest solution is creating custom FPGA-based operation modules to expand the main assembler
instruction set (figure 2a). For example, matrix operations can be implemented. As mentioned, position
calculation uses least squares method which involves linearized equation system solving. It’s described
by the formula:
(1)
AT Ax  AT b
This task requires LU, QR or similar algorithms requiring much CPU time. Executing such algorithm
using FPGA frees the HPS for performing other tasks.
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Figure 2. Possible SoC GNSS receiver architecture.
In the second architecture (figure 2b) the entire tracking stage is implemented in an FPGA. In this
case HPS executes signal acquisition and position computation. After the signal is acquired, its
parameters are transferred into a tracking module following signal changes as long as it is available. If
the signal is lost, the module sets a flag making the HPS to try reacquisition. As soon as enough
navigation data is available, the HPS starts position calculating. It may be assisted by FPGA-executed
instructions.
The third architecture (figure 2c) performs both acquisition and tracking in FPGA. The
acquisition module constantly tries to acquire all available signals, which are not found yet. Acquired
signals are automatically tracked by the tracking modules. These modules may use assistance of the HPS
to perform serial algorithms, though this may slow down the process. When there is enough data,
the position calculation algorithm is performed by the HPS. It can be assisted by FPGA-based
operations.
5. Possible tracking solutions
Since the tracking stage is the heaviest computational load, this paper proposes using the second
architecture (figure 2b). Tracking has the structure shown on schematic diagram (figure 3).

Figure 3. Tracking stage.

Figure 4. CORDIC rotators connected in series.

The most challenging task is the implementation of trigonometric functions computing in the
carrier generator. In this paper a modified CORDIC algorithm has been developed for that purpose. It
computes new values based on previous ones. Considering the arguments are supplied in arithmetic
progression, with the small difference between adjacent steps. Thus, there is no need to rotate vector
by big angles and number of iterations can be reduced. For example, for the difference of 1° number
of iterations can be reduced by 6. The computation module is built as a combination of rotator
modules as shown in figure 4. The rotator internal structure, generated by Quartus Prime RTL Viewer
tool from developed Verilog code is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5. CORDIC rotator internal structure.
6. Discussion
The first architecture is the simplest to implement by a software engineer. It can be as close as needed
to processor-only version and has the same logic. It does not require a very sophisticated SoC. The
performance gain of this architecture depends on FPGA-based operations set and their implementation.
For example, calculating the sum of more than 20 thousand complex numbers elements for each signal
in every 1ms period of the signal is a heavy computational load and takes about 80% of time. This task
could be executed in parallel by FPGA, drastically reducing operational time. The number of adders,
that can be synthesized is limited only by the quantity of available logic cells. However, the HPS is still
heavily loaded by signal gathering which have to be done with relatively low latency due to the limited
input data buffers’ capacity.
The second architecture allows much more freedom for HPS because tracking is executed
without involving processor core. It allows the HPS to perform other important tasks, not
necessarily navigational. The position calculation routine is typically called once per second.
Reacquisition and search of new signals are not frequent tasks either. Thus, this architecture allows
using HPS as a system CPU, not just for positioning.
The third architecture allows executing heavy computational loads other than navigation. Moreover,
the HPS can postpone its navigational tasks in favor of more urgent tasks without substantial
loss of performance. However, such architecture requires much more logic cells, which implies
using high-consuming FPGAs, which could be inacceptable sometimes.
In each architecture it should be taken into account, that FPGA is limited in using floating
point arithmetic. Some FPGA provide DSP latches, which contain hardware adders and multipliers.
However, the number of such latches is limited. In addition, operations like root, sine, cosine etc.
should be implemented in logic cell usage-efficient way. For example, CORDIC can be used.
Thus, the developer should choose the architecture based on the amount of available logic cells, channel
number and latency requirements.
Since the choice of the most appropriate architecture depends on the number of channels, complexity
of the signal processing algorithms and the power of used HPS and programmable logic, it looks
reasonable to compare software and hardware implementations of the critical computational blocks. The
most time-consuming part, which has to be executed cyclically to avoid data loss, is tracking. In fact,
the main task of tracking is to monitor Doppler frequency and code delay changes with subsequent
determination of bit boundaries. In most cases, position calculation is usually performed in the moments
when a new data word is received and decoded. The idea of the algorithm, used for GPS, is the
following:
1. Calculation of IP/QP, IL/QL, IE/QE for a chunk of data, equal at least to one signal period (1ms);
2. Correction of the phase and frequency of local code and carrier generators;
3. Determination of a phase change on the bit boundary (if any) on every 20th signal period;
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4. Collection of the received bits with grouping them into words with parity check;
5. Collection of the words in data blocks with subsequent data extraction;
6. Preparing data for a pseudorange calculation.
These steps are performed every signal period, however, steps 3-6 are performed relatively rare,
thus the main computational burden is confined in the steps 1 and 2. To demonstrate C++
implementation, used by the authors it is reasonable to look only at the most “heavy” loop, shown in
Fig. 7.
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < Size; i++)
{
Tm += Mult;
// Elementary phase
cosT = cos(Tm);
sinT = sin(Tm);
V = Datt[i].I;
// Data[] is an array of data samples
W = -Datt[i].Q;
// I and Q are real and imaginary parts
ICON = cosT*V - W*sinT;
QCON = sinT*V + W*cosT;
TauCode += CodeTau;
Tx = TauCode - Spacing;
// Data spacing for the code dicriminator
if (Tx < 0) Tx = 1023.0 + Tx;
if (C_A[(unsigned int)Tx] == 1){
IE += ICON;
QE += QCON;
}else{
IE -= ICON;
QE -= QCON;
}
… To save space here, similar operations with IP/QP and IL/QL are omitted
}

Figure 7. Code fragment of the main part of tracking implementation.

It could be seen that the main computational load here is concentrated in sine and cosine calculation.
It is worth to notice that we use floating-point variables of the double size. Intel did not modify
the implementation of sine and cosine computation for a long time and the only acceleration, which we
can achieve here, is a combined cosine/sine computation, using fsincos instruction [13]. This
instruction takes about 100-200 CPU cycles depending on an architecture and argument type.
Variable Size in the experiment varies in the range from 30000 to 50000 depending on sampling
frequency of RF Front-End. Intel CPU implementation of the code above could involve some lowlevel improvements of the code, for example, using SIMD extensions allows parallel execution of
arithmetic operations for IP/QP and other variables. We do not discuss here cash memory issues,
like false sharing and other similar ones. Using debugging tools, one can see that these sine/cosine
computations takes about 70-80% of the whole time, thus it is reasonable to select this operation and
accelerate it using hardware implementation. This paper considers using coordinate rotation digital
computer (CORDIC) algorithm [14]. It allows simultaneous sine and cosine computation without
explicit multiplication operations. Since the angle changing step remains constant during cycle
(figure 5), an optimized algorithm can be used: the microrotation directions can be calculated
once before executing main loop. Thus, proposed FPGA implementation scheme is shown in figure
3 and 4.
Each iteration increases the accuracy. The result is provided on the adder/subtractor output. The
number of iterations usually equals to the desired result size s. Therefore, serial computation
requires about s times Size cycles.
It has to be noted that FPGA allows pipeline implementation of this algorithm. The latency of
the CORDIC would be about s + 2 due to the necessity of scaling the output data. The overall cycle
iteration duration is estimated as 5 cycles in pipeline implementation. Serial computation uses about
20 macro operations or about 230 cycles. This makes the operational time of 50MHz FPGA execution
comparable to 2.3 GHz CPU serial execution in a single thread. A CPU implementation typically
uses sequential tracking channel-after-channel or using several processor cores in parallel. The
number of available cores is usually less than required number of tracking channels, that reduces
overall performance. FPGA, on the contrary, relatively easily provides any required number of
processing modules even for multisystem GNSS receivers. This boosts computation performance
drastically, allowing the HPS to perform other tasks.
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Thus, FPGA implementation and partial execution of certain GNSS receiver algorithms assists
HPS, allowing reducing computational load in comparison with a CPU-only solution. Multichannel
pipeline architecture allows fast execution of the heaviest parts of the algorithm.
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Abstract. The paper discusses the issue of creating an intelligent diagnostic system for welded
joints based on the radiographic method. This will speed up the process of decoding
radiographic images and reduce the number of errors associated with human factors, since at
this time most of the work on decoding images is done manually.
The goal of the work is to develop an intelligent system for finding defects in a welded joint in
a radiographic image using neural networks. The obtained results are the algorithm of
operation of the intelligent diagnostic system for welded joints based on the radiographic
method, a trained neural network for detecting defects of welded joints.

1. Introduction
When performing welding work, it is obligatory according to the current regulatory documents to
conduct radiographic inspection of welded joints. The most common type of radiographic inspection is
to obtain X-rays of the welds. The conclusion about the quality of the test compound is made by a flaw
detector technologist based on the results of X-ray image decoding. Most of the mistakes made during
such control are due to the fatigue of people employed in repeated visual checks.
The object of the study are welded joints made by melting the metals being welded. The subject of
research is the quality control of welded joints using an intelligent system.
The goal of the work is the development, research and implementation of digital image processing
algorithms in the system for diagnostics of welded joints based on the radiographic method.
To achieve the goal, the following tasks were set:
 Development of the structure of the defects recognition system in welded joints based on the
analysis of images of radiographic images of welded joints using a neural network;
 Development of an algorithmic and software implementation of the localization of defects in
welded joints using a neural network.
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2. Development of the structure of the system for detecting defects of welded joints based on
image analysis
Radiographic control (Radio-graphic method of NDT) is a method of radiation non-destructive testing
(NTD), based on the transformation of the image of the monitored object into a radiographic image or
recording of this image on a memory device and subsequent conversion to a light image [1, 18].
Radiographic control is carried out in order to identify surfacing and welded joints (seam and heataffected zone):
 cracks;
 lack of fusion;
 pores;
 metal and non-metallic inclusions, the density of which differs from the density of the welded
joint metal (tungsten, slag, oxide, etc.);
 inaccessible for external inspection of undercuts, burn-throughs, etc. [2].
The process of radiographic inspection of a welded joint is shown in Figure 1.
 analysis of signals characterized by a high degree of uncertainty, e.g., “non-stochastic” type,
which includes most biomedical signals, including EСS;
 increasing the level of intelligent assistance of medical specialists;
 revealing hidden regularities and extracting new knowledge from the accumulated data, which
will allow to build production systems of explaining the diagnostic solutions.
The process of radiographic inspection of a welded joint is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the process of radiographic control.
Interpretation of X-rays of welded joints is carried out in a visual way. This leads to the fact that
subjective factors affect the results of the monitoring and, as a result, the quality of the decoding of
images and the reliability of the results of the monitoring are significantly reduced. A large amount of
work performed by a person leads to the fact that the process of flaw detection takes a long time and
lags far behind the performance of the main process - welding of the product.
According to the standard “GOST 30242-97 Defects of compounds during fusion welding.
Classification, designations and definitions” [3] defects are classified into six groups. In this research,
such defects as “pores”, “inclusions” and “lack of fusion” are considered.
Interpretation a radiographic image can be extremely difficult if it is too light or dark. In such a
picture it is impossible to detect fine details, which may affect the detectability of the defect. To
increase the probability of detecting a defect in a welded joint, it is necessary that the dark and light
areas of the image of the welded joint do not exceed the working density range. According to the
standards “GOST 7512-82” [4] and the unified methodology for radiographic control “PNAE G-7017-89” optical density of the image should not be less than 1.5 B and not more than 3.5 B.
In case of deviation from specifications and regulatory documents, violations of the welding
process, as well as lack of qualifications of the welder, defects in welded joints occur.
According to the standard “GOST 30242-97 Defects of compounds during fusion welding.
Classification, designations and definitions” defects in welding metals by fusion are formed due to
violation of the requirements of regulatory documents for welding materials, preparation, assembly
and welding of the elements being joined, thermal and mechanical processing of welded joints and the
design as a whole [11].
In this standard, defects are classified into six groups, as shown in Figure 2.
Cracks are the most dangerous defects of a welded joint; their appearance is not permissible
(Figure 3). Cracks are divided into external and internal.
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Figure 2. Classification of defects in welded joints.
The formation of cracks occurs as a result of uneven heating, cooling and shrinkage in the metal
when welding a welded joint. Also in high carbon and alloy steels, cracks may form as a result of the
hardening of the metal after welding [8]. Cracks are divided by size into macro and microscopic ones,
and, depending on the origin, into cold and hot. By location: transverse and longitudinal.

Figure 3. Crack in welded joint.
The formation of internal and surface pores is associated with the ingress of gases, nitrogen,
hydrogen, carbon dioxide, etc.) into the weld metal during welding (Figure 4). Pores with nitrogen are
formed due to the ingress of atmospheric air into the weld metal with poor-quality protection.
Hydrogen is formed due to the ingress of moisture, oils and electrode coating components. Carbon
dioxide is formed in the process of welding a welded joint when carbon burns in the metal of the
product being welded. The main reason for the appearance of pores is the poor preparation of welded
edges, the presence of dirt, rust, moisture, oils, the use of raw electrodes [8].
Pores can be distributed in a welded joint as follows:
- uniformly over the entire length of the welded joint;
- congestion in a separate area;
- chained.

Figure 4. Gas pores accumulation.
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The formation of nonmetallic inclusions is characterized by the use of small welding currents, low
quality electrodes, welding wire, flux, as well as when the edges are contaminated and the slag is
poorly cleaned from welding during multi-layer welding (Figure 5) [5]. There are the following types
of inclusions:
- slag inclusions;
- flux inclusions;
- oxide inclusions;
- metal inclusions.
Negative factors of inclusions are the weakening of the cross section of the seam and the decrease
in strength and ductility of the welded joint.

Figure 5. Slag inclusions.
Leakage is a defect in the form of non-fusion in a welded joint (Figure 6) due to incomplete
melting of the edges of the base metal or surfaces of previously made weld beads [1].
The sagging is the result of the deposition of the deposited metal on the unheated surface of the
base metal or the roller previously made without fusing with it. Such defects can be with low
qualification of the welder, poor-quality electrodes and mismatch of the welding speed and welding
current to weld seam [8].

Figure 6. Inconfusion of welted joint.
Violation of the seam shape is expressed in the discrepancy between the height and width of the
seam and abrupt transition from the base metal to the weld metal (Figure 7). These defects are the
result of poor preparation of welded edges, poor build quality for welding.
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Figure 7. Shrinkage groove.
Violations of the seam shape include the following defects:
- undercuts;
- shrinkage grooves;
- Excess convexity butt and fillet welds;
- excess of the fusion;
- wrong seam profile
- linear and angular displacements of welded elements;
- leaking;
- burnout;
- not completely filled cutting edges;
- excessive asymmetry of the corner seam;
- uneven joint width;
- uneven surface;
- concavity of the root of the weld.
3. Radiographic image quality analysis
The quality of the radiographic image is determined by the following parameters:
- optical density of blackening;
- contrast;
- image sharpness.
Decoding a radiographic image can be extremely difficult if it is too light or dark. In such a picture
it is impossible to detect fine details, which may affect the detectability of the defect. To improve the
quality of detection of a defect in a welded joint, it is necessary that the dark and light areas of the
image of the welded joint should not exceed the working density range. According to the standards,
GOST 7512-82 and the unified methodology for radiographic monitoring of the PNAE G-7-017-89,
the optical density of the image should not be less than 1.5 B and not more than 3.5 B.
The actual sensitivity of the control depends on the degree of detection of small defects. The
defining parameters of the real sensitivity control are the contrast and sharpness of the image.
The contrast of the image in the picture is determined by the formula 1:
(1)
∆𝐷𝑜 = 𝐷𝑜2 − 𝐷𝑜1,
where 𝐷𝑜2 and 𝐷𝑜1 are the optical density of the image parts.
The visual assessment of the contrast of the image depends largely on the human factor, and
specifically on the physiological and psychological characteristics. The contrast of the image or the
minimum difference between the two areas in the image that the human eye is able to distinguish is
0.02 - 0.04.
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The sharpness of the image is determined by sharp transitions between the blackening density of
the image areas. The greatest sharpness is characterized by a narrow transition from light to dark areas
of the image, which gives a significant distinctiveness of the contours of the object. An image with
high sharpness has clear contours of the object of translucence and the desired defects of the welded
joint, which ensures their detectability.
With a wide transition between the areas, a blur of the contours of the object is formed, which
greatly affects the detectability.
For registration of closely spaced defects, the resolution of the radiographic film is not
unimportant. The fine-grained films have the highest resolution, their use ensures a good detectability
of defects.
The following factors influence the sensitivity of radiographic monitoring (Table 1):
- geometric conditions of scanning;
- the shape of the defect and its location relative to the direction of transmission;
- X-ray stiffness, thickness and density of the translucent material;
- characteristics of the film and the correctness of its photo processing after exposure;
- The use of reinforcing screens.
The amount of unsharpness is determined by:
- geometric blur;
- internal detector blurriness.
According to PNAE G-7-010-89, images allowed for decoding should meet the following
requirements:
- on the image of the seam and the controlled heat-affected zone there should be no spots,
stripes, dirt and damage to the emulsion layer;
- the pictures should be visible clear images of restrictive labels, marks and standards of
sensitivity (except for cases provided by this method, when the control is carried out
without the installation of restrictive marks or marks, or standards of sensitivity, or
both);
- the optical density of the images of the controlled areas of the weld and the heataffected zone, as well as the sensitivity standards, should not be less than 1.5 and more
than 3.5 (when monitoring welded joints with a variable cross-section, it is possible to
increase the optical density of images of the welded joint sections with a minimum
thickness of 4.0 );
- reduction of the optical density of the image of the seam and the controlled heataffected zone on any part of this image with respect to the optical density of the image
of the sensitivity standard (or the area on which the sensitivity standard is installed)
must not exceed 1.0;
- control sensitivity determined from the image of the sensitivity standard (minimum
depth of the groove of the groove pattern or minimum wire diameter of the wire
standard visible in the picture) must meet the requirements of ПНАЭ Г-7-010-89 [2].
Table 1. Factors affecting the quality of the radiographic image.
Radiographic contrast
Resolution
Contrast due to
Film contrast
Geometric blur
Film grain
transmission
Affect:
Affect:
Affect:
Affect:
- product parameters - type of film;
- the size of the focal - type of film;
(density,
chemical - technology of photo spot;
- type of screens;
composition,
processing;
- distance source - - radiation rigidity;
thickness);
- optical density, the film:
- photo processing
- radiation rigidity;
presence and type of - distance product - technology.
diffuse screens (fluorescent, film,
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radiation

lead);
- charging
cassette.

differential
circuit thickness
of
the
product;
- the quality of the
contact between the
screens and the film,
- clean screens;
object
displacement relative
to film

Weld seams, images that are not approved for decoding, must be re-examined.
4. Automation of the process of diagnosing the quality of a welded joint based on the
radiographic method
4.1. Description of the algorithm of the process of diagnosing the quality of a welded joint based on
radiographic monitoring
The block diagram of the system of diagnostics of welded joints is shown in Figure 3, the algorithm of
the system is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Block diagram of the system diagnostics of welded joints.
The image obtained during digitization must be transferred from color to halftone, noise must be
removed and the contrast of the image must be increased for further work.
Images entered into a computer are often low-contrast. Often, low contrast is caused by a large
range of reproducible brightness with non-linearity of the level transfer characteristic. The dependence
of the brightness of pixels on the minimum value to the maximum also affects the image quality. The
optimal is the linear form of the function of changing the intensity of the brightness of pixels. With a
convex characteristic, the image will be brighter, and with a more concave dark. In both cases, the
attributes of objects can be distorted and their recognition can be difficult. Correcting the brightness of
the image significantly improves its quality.
4.2. Algorithm of the process of determining the weld image quality
In radiographic control, one of the stages preceding the decoding of the image is the determination of
the quality of the image and its compliance with all the necessary requirements. One of the
requirements is the compliance of the optical density of the images of the controlled areas of the weld
and the heat-affected zone, as well as the standards of sensitivity (Figure 10).
The ratio of the amount of incoming light to the amount of light passing through a certain area is
called the optical density of the film and is determined by the formula (2):
𝐼0
𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
(2)
𝐼1
where D – optical density; 𝐼0 – intensity of light falling on the film; 𝐼1 – intensity of light emanating
from this part of the film.
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Figure 9. Graphic diagram of the algorithm for
diagnosing a welded joint based on the
radiographic method.

Figure 10. Algorithm for assessing the quality of
a radiographic image.
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The dependence of optical density and exposure is represented as a graphical characteristic. The
curve reflects the ratio of the logarithms of the relative exposures to the resulting optical densities of
the blackening of the film (Figure 11).

Figure 11. The characteristic curve of the x-ray film.
To automate the process of identifying compliance with the requirements of X-ray films,
digitization of the image is necessary. After digitization, it is necessary to convert color (RGB) images
to halftone. In a grayscale image, pixel brightness has a uniform scale from 0 to 255. Accordingly,
optical density can be represented in arbitrary brightness units, where the value 0 corresponds to the
darkest part of the image (black) and 255 the brightest part of the image (white).
According to “PNAE G-7-010-89” [5], the optical density of images of monitored sections of the
weld and heat affected zone, as well as sensitivity standards, should not be less than 1.5 and more than
3.5. Accordingly, it is possible to distinguish the working range of optical densities and the
corresponding pixel brightness in the zones of monitored areas (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Fuzzy definition of the quality of the weld image.
The graph shows that the useful density range is in the range from 2 to 3 Bell, which corresponds to
a pixel brightness of 40 units to 130. The working brightness range provides maximum visibility of
defects in welded joints, which significantly affects the control results. Images whose control areas are
beyond the allowable values according to “PNAE G-7-010-89” less than 1.5 and more than 3.5 Bell,
which is in the pixel brightness range above 155 units and below 20, are considered non-compliant.
Control areas of welds whose images did not pass quality control are subject to repeated radiographic
control.
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5. Experimental studies of the automated system for diagnosing the quality of welded joints
To test the developed recognition algorithms, a compiled database of images of radiographic images
of welded joints was used, containing images of defects, as well as corresponding tags. For the
training of classifiers 900 images were used, each image in the area of the defect is marked with labels
of the area of interest (ROI label).
Three types of markers of areas of interest (ROI) were created corresponding to defects on the
image array of welded joints:
 lack of fusion;
 pores;
 inclusions;
Marks of interest were placed on each image with the intended location of the corresponding defect
(Figure 13-15).
A defect in the form of a “pore” is characterized by a small area of darkening of a spherical shape
on the image of a welded joint, in most cases in this sample of images of welded joints, the pores are
in a group.

Figure 13. Selection of areas of interest in the form of defects
“Pore”.
A defect in the form of “Inclusion” is characterized by a darkening area of a fairly large, irregularly
shaped. An example of the selection of the area of interest with a defect in the form of inclusion
(Inclusion) is presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Selection of areas of interest in the form of defects “Inclusion”.

Figure 15. Selection of areas of interest in the form of defects “lack of fusion”.
The defect in the form of “lack of fusion” is characterized by a darkening area of sufficiently large
size and length, in some cases along the entire length of the weld. An example of the selection of the
region of interest with a defect in the form of “lack of fusion” is presented in Figure 15.
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After applying labels of areas of interest to the entire array of images, it is necessary to export the
label base using the ‘Export Labels’ function for further use in training the AlexNet neural network.
5.1. Pre-processing of images when learning neural network
Pre-processing includes the following:
 transferring the image to grayscale, smoothing the image using a median filter and noise
removing;
 improving image contrast: adaptive histogram equalization.
The obtained image is color for effective detection of defects in the welded joint is necessary to
convert the color image into a halftone.
A median filter was used to smooth the image. A 4x4 matrix is used as a filter mask. Pixels of the
original grayscale image corresponding to all elements of the filter mask form an ordered sequence A.
Pixel D (r, s), where r and c are the coordinates of the current position of the center element of the
mask, is assigned the value of the median of sequence A. The operation is applied non-recursively for
all mask positions [6, 7, 21].
To improve the image quality, an equalization of the image histogram was used (Figures 16-17).

a)
b)
Figure 16. Image of the radiographic image (a) Original; b) improved contrast with gamma
correction).

a)
b)
Figure 17. Histogram of the brightness of pixels of the image of the radiographic image (a) of the
original; b) improved).
Luminance values 0≤i≤255 are plotted on the abscissa axis, and 0≤f (x) ≤1 along the ordinate axis.
If the histogram uses a narrow range of brightness, the equalization method allows you to increase the
range of brightness of the image. After equalization of the image, its contrast will increase and the
image will contain a greater number of semitones.
5.2. Defect recognition results
In this work, the AlexNet convolutional neural network model was implemented and used with the
following architecture [7, 19, 20].
In the photographs (Figures 18-22) after the neural network processing, the recognition result is
visible, where the area with the recognized defect of the welded joint is highlighted, indicating the
degree of confidence in the pattern.
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To determine the accuracy of recognition, it is necessary to find out the number of correct
recognition of the neural network for each type of defect (Table 2).
For the convenience of calculating the share of correct recognition in the image, the labels of the
region of interest are highlighted (ROI Label). Let’s consider several examples of images from a test
sample with identified defects to determine the accuracy of the diagnostic system [8-14].

Figure 18. Image No. 1 of a radiographic image with recognized defects like “pore” and “lack of
fusion”.
For defects found, it is necessary to issue a report and recommendations for repairing the welded
joint. An important point is the indication of the possible causes of the defect to enhance the control of
the engineering and technical structure of the enterprise over compliance with the welding process and
compliance with all technological requirements, which will help avoid the occurrence of defects in
welds in the future [15-17].
Conclusion for this snapshot: according to the results, the welded joint is not suitable. It has a large
number of defects in the form of “pore” located close enough to each other, just as in the picture there
is a defect “lack of fusion”.
The cause of the defect in the form of “pore” is the poor quality preparation of the welded edges of
the product, the presence of dirt, oil and rust on the surface. Also a possible cause may be poor
preparation of the welding material.
The cause of the defect in the form of “lack of fusion” is the incomplete melting of the edges of the
base metal due to poor welding material, low quality of the welder, or mismatch of the welding speed
and welding current.

Figure 19. Image No. 2 of the radiographic image with the recognized defect “lack of fusion”.

Figure 20. Image No. 3 of a radiographic image with recognized defects of the type “pore”,
“inclusion” and “lack of fusion”.

Figure 21. Image No. 4 of a radiographic image with recognized defects of the type “pore”,
“inclusion” and “lack of fusion”.
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In this picture, in addition to defects “pore” and “lack of fusion”, there is a defect “inclusion”. A
possible cause of the occurrence of this defect is poor-quality welding materials, contamination of
edges, failure to comply with the welding mode.

Figure 22. Image No. 5 of a radiographic image with recognized defects of the “Pore” type.
Table 2. Determining the authenticity of recognition for the images.
Picture number
Defect name
Amount
Detected
Pore
39
32
1
Lack of fusion
1
1
2
Lack of fusion
1
1
Pore
2
2
3
Inclusion
2
2
Lack of fusion
1
1
Pore
1
1
4
Inclusion
1
1
Lack of fusion
1
1
5
Pore
23
22
Let’s calculate the total accuracy of the test sample of thirty images of defects in welded joints
(Table 3).
Table 3. Determination of the reliability of recognition of defects on the test sample of images [1117].
Defect name
Amount
Detected
Accuracy
Pore
162
143
0,8827
Inclusion
15
14
0,9333
Lack of fusion
22
21
0,9545
According to the data obtained (Table 3), it can be concluded that 88.27% of defects of the first
type of pore were correctly classified as pores, 93.33% of defects of the second type of inclusion
(Inclusion) were correctly classified as inclusions, 95.45% defects of the third type of incomplete
(Incomplete_penetration) were correctly classified as incomplete. Overall, 92.35% of the predictions
made by the neural network are correct and 7.65% are erroneous.
6. Conclusions
The paper presents an overview of modern methods of digital image processing and image recognition
methods, implemented algorithmic and software, presents the results of modeling a system for
detecting defects in welded joints using a neural network.
 The analysis of the methods of obtaining digital images of extended welded joints based on
the radiographic method was carried out;
 The typical structures of diagnostic systems and digital image processing algorithms were
investigated;
 The structure and principles of functioning of the system for detecting defects in welded joints
based on images of radiographic images of welded joints using a neural network have been
developed;
 Developed algorithmic and software implementation of the localization of defects in welded
joints using a neural network;
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 A simulation of the welded joint defect detection system using a neural network was made.
The proposed methods and software system allow you to automate the process of technical
diagnostics of welded joints according to the results of radiographic monitoring. The developed
algorithm using the neural network allows recognition of defects in welded joints.
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Abstract. The problem of ensuring the information security of an automated process control
system (APCS) is considered. An overview of the main regulatory documents on ensuring the
safety of automated process control systems is given. For the operative solution of the tasks of
ensuring information security of the automated control system of technological processes it is
proposed to use an intelligent decision support system (DSS). An example of the construction
and implementation of decision rules in the composition of the DSS based on the use of neurofuzzy models is considered.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the object of targeted attacks is increasingly becoming industrial enterprises and
automated process control systems (APCS). According to the report of Kaspersky Lab, in the first half
of 2018, the share of attacks on APCS in the world increased by 3.5% and amounted to 41.2%. For the
current year, this figure has increased by 4.6%. According to the research [1, 2], Russia ranks 19th in
the list of countries in terms of the percentage of attacks on computers for APCS. The increase in the
percentage of attacks on the APCS is mainly associated with a general increase in malicious activity,
while any incident of information security violations can lead to serious consequences. Until recently,
the main regulatory requirements in the field of safety of APCS in the Russian Federation were:
• requirements of the guidance documents of Russia Federal Service on Technical and Export
Control (FSTEC) on key systems of information infrastructure;
• Federal Law No. 256-FZ dated by 21.07.2011 “On safety of fuel and energy complex
facilities” [3];
• The Order of Russia FSTEC No. 31 dated by 14.03.2014 “On approving the Requirements to
protection in automated production and technological processes control systems at the
critically important objects, representing the enhanced danger for the people life and health
and for the environment” [4].
Since the beginning of 2018, the Federal Law “On the security of critical information infrastructure
of the Russian Federation” № 187-FZ dated by 26.07.2017 came into force [5]. The notion of critical
information infrastructure (CII) objects covers such groups of objects as information systems,
information-telecommunication networks, automated control and management systems of the Russian
Federation subjects, functioning of which is critically important for the state. In accordance with 187FZ, the information systems of organizations operating in the fields of health, science, transport,
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communications, energy, banking and other areas of the financial market, fuel and energy complex, in
the field of atomic energy, defense, rocket and space, mining, metallurgical and chemical industries, or
organizations that provide the interaction of these systems are subject to mandatory protection, in
order to ensure their sustainable functioning when conducting against their computer attacks.
According to the law should be a categorization of CII objects, compiled a national register of
significant CII objects, provides for the implementation of mandatory requirements to ensure the
safety of significant CII objects, controlled by the state.
In order to concretize the requirements provided by the Federal law 187-FZ, and the conditions for
their use, the FSTEC of Russia issued a sub-legal regulatory base:
• The Order of Russia FSTEC No. 235 dated by 21.12.2017 “On approval of requirements for
the creation of security systems for significant objects of the critical information infrastructure
of the Russian Federation and for ensuring their functioning” [6], containing requirements to
structure and functioning of security systems, and also organizational and administrative
documents on safety of significant CII objects;
• The Order of Russia FSTEC No. 239 dated by 25.12.2017 “On approval of requirements to
providing security of significant objects of the critical information infrastructure of the
Russian Federation” [7], which recommendations on safety of significant objects at various
stages of their life cycle, and also lists the composition of the basic set of safety measures for
significant objects of the CII of various categories of significance.
However, these changes in the legal base, currently there are no formal methods and techniques of
qualitative and quantitative assessment of the level of protection and choice of effective
countermeasures to ensure full compliance with regulatory requirements to ensure comprehensive
information security APCS. This doesn't allow one to fully counteract the influence of a wide range of
possible cyber threats on the information resources of organizations and enterprises.
Therefore, it is urgent to develop decision support algorithms, the use of which would improve the
efficiency of information security APCS of a particular enterprise.
The purpose of the study in this article is to develop the structure of the decision support system
(DSS), implementing the risk assessment of information security APCS.
To achieve this goal should be solved by the following tasks:
1. Development of the DSS structure applicable to the construction of a secure APCS;
2. Development of decision support algorithm in the task of assessing the requirements to ensure
the protection of information in the APCS based on artificial intelligence technologies;
3. Evaluation of the possibility of using DSS by an example illustrating the features of the
application of the proposed algorithm to the construction of the APCS.
2. Analysis of existing approaches to assessing the level of security of APCS
The solution of the tasks of ensuring information security of the APCS has its own characteristics.
This is primarily:
• high uncertainty of initial information and complexity of its receipt;
• the need to consider many of the requirements for information security when evaluating and
choosing the best options.
The article [8] deals with the implementation of the system of requirements for ensuring the
protection of information of the automated process control system, provided for by Order of Russia
FSTEC No. 31. The goal is to develop a formalized methodology for the integrated assessment of
compliance with the requirements for ensuring information security in an automated system using the
fuzzy inference method and expert assessments. A procedure is proposed for determining the level of
significance (criticality) of the information being processed based on a system of fuzzy rules
(products), considering the degree of possible damage from the violation of the integrity, availability
or confidentiality of information. The use of fuzzy models requires time-consuming configuration of
model parameters with the participation of subject matter experts and information security specialists.
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When forming the requirements for information security in the APCS by the Order of the Russia
FSTEC, it is implied that it is necessary to develop a model of information security threats. It should
contain a description of the APCS and current threats to information security.
As a result of analyzing the processes of ensuring information security of an APCS, the following
main tasks can be identified, solved with the help of DSS:
• accumulation and systematization of information on information security of APCS;
• assistance in developing recommendations for minimizing the possible information security
risks of APCS.
Under the risk refers to the expected potential damage from the impact of an actual threat through
vulnerability to a specific information (material) asset.
At the first stage of risk analysis, the level of security of the APCS [2, 7]. In the case of noncompliance with any requirements, for threats that are not subject to the necessary protection
measures, a risk assessment is made from the impact of these threats.
Fuzzy neural networks ANFIS are used for quantitative risk assessment.
The process of analyzing the security of automated systems is different in that when assessing
information risks, fuzzy values in the form of expert assessments are often used as input data. This
necessitates the use of fuzzy models, the main advantage of which is associated with the possibility of
using for their development much smaller amounts of information about the simulated system,
compared with traditional mathematical models. In this case, the information may be approximate,
fuzzy in nature.
To implement a comprehensive risk assessment, it is necessary to build a system of fuzzy
production rules. At the same time, the three-factor risk formula is used as a base: Risk (damage) =
Threat * Vulnerability * Information (material) resource, where Threat * Vulnerability = Degree of
realization of the threat (threat).
3. Development of the DSS structure for assessing the level of information security risk in APCS
The indicators used in the development of DSS for ensuring information security of the APCS can be
both quantitative and qualitative. Therefore, there is always uncertainty in making decisions on
assessing the risks of information security of the APCS. In this case, to determine the level of
information security risk of the APCS, it is proposed to use data mining technologies using a modular
(ensemble) neural network [9], which allows you to take into account accumulated experience in
assessing the level of protection of the APCS and adjust the parameters of a fuzzy system based on
specific expert assessments.
The general architecture of the DSS to ensure information security of the APCS is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. The general architecture of the DSS assessment of information security risk level of APCS.
The module of preliminary data processing on the APCS leads the input values of the modular
neural network to a single scale. The inputs of a fuzzy neural network are given indicators of identified
information security vulnerabilities of the APCS (T1 ÷ T4), indicators of the value of information
contained in the system (CI), as well as the degree of possible damage in case of breach of
confidentiality (C), integrity (I) or availability (A). The neural network determines the probability of
realization of the threat P, after which, based on a set of rules, it assesses the risk Y and determines the
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security class (K) of the APCS. The output data of the rule relevance assessment subsystem are 𝑅1∗ –
vector of assessments of the contribution of rules to the formation of an assessment of the probability
of threats, 𝑅2∗ – vector of assessments of the contribution of rules to the formation of an information
security risk assessment.
It is assumed that all rules work to some extent, i.e. have a different level of activity. However,
exceeding a certain threshold value indicates a significant contribution of certain rules to the result.
The selected rules can show which of the parcels are the most suitable and therefore lead to the result.
Based on the obtained security class and risk assessment Y, taking into account the contribution of
decision rules to the definition of this assessment, recommendations are made in determining the
composition of information protection measures.
The adoption of the correct and timely decision to ensure information security of APCS directly
depends on the completeness and correctness of the established rules base. It contains solutions to one
or another problem on information security of the APCS, based on the analysis of the subject area and
the knowledge of experts. Therefore, the creation of a rules base in the design of DSS is a primary
task.
Decision rules can be represented in a fuzzy rules base in the Mamdani fuzzy inference system and
have the following form:
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑅𝑗 : If 𝑋1 is 𝐴1 and 𝑋2 is 𝐴2 and … and 𝑋𝑛 is 𝐴𝑛 , then 𝑌𝑗 is 𝐵 𝑗 , where 𝑅𝑗 – j-th rule (j = 1,2,…,m);
𝑗

𝑋𝑖 – input variable, (i = 1,2,…,n); 𝑌𝑗 – the result of applying the j-th rule 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐵 𝑗 – terms (fuzzy
subsets).
An important task of the study is to map the set of decision-making tasks to ensure the information
security of an APCS on a set of decision-making rules.
The impact of vulnerability on the implementation of a specific threat is reflected in the rules that
have the following scheme:
IF Vulnerability – HIGH, THEN the probability of threats – HIGH, etc.
According to this principle, the number of rules of the module for assessing the probability of
threats implementation will depend on the number of vulnerabilities, differentiated according to the
degree of danger and determining the impact of this threat.
To determine the security class, three input indicators of confidentiality (C), integrity (I) and
availability (A) were introduced; at the output of the neural network, we obtain the security class of the
APCS.
Input indicators of confidentiality (C), integrity (I) and availability (A) are determined by three
linguistic terms, which are evaluated by an expert on a scale from 0 to 1:
L – (0; 0,3) – “Low damage”;
M – [0,3; 0,7] – “Middle damage”;
H – (0,7; 1] – “High damage”.
The security class of the APCS (К), which depends on confidentiality, integrity and availability
indicators, is also determined by three linguistic terms, the values of which are determined using a
neural network based on the rules established by an expert:
L – [0; 0,3] – “First security class”;
M – (0,3; 0,7) – “Second security class”;
H – [0,7; 1] – “Third security class”.
Rules that determine the security class of the APCS listed in Table 1. Since at the input we have
three variables I, A and C, defined by three linguistic terms L, M and H, the rule table contains 33 =27
rules.
Similar to the definition of the class of security APCS, Figures 2 and 3 show the membership
functions and rules that are used to determine the likelihood of realization of threats of information
security of APCS.
In the course of the work, the compiled system of rules was implemented in the FuzzyToboxbox
package of mathematical modeling in Matlab based on the ensemble of neuro-fuzzy networks ANFIS.
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Table 1. The system of rules for determining the security class.
No.
Security
Input indicators
class,
I
A
C
K
L
L
L
L
1.
L
L
M
M
2.
L
L
H
H
3.
L
M
L
M
4.
L
H
L
H
5.
…
…
…
…
…
H
H
H
H
27.

Figure 2. Membership functions in determining the likelihood of a threat.

Figure 3. The rules used to determine the likelihood of threats to the information security of APCS.
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Table 2. The system of rules for determining the likelihood of a threat.
No.
Input indicators
Probability of the
threat, P
T1
T2
T3
T4
L
L
L
L
L
1.
L
L
L
M
L
2.
L
L
M
L
L
3.
L
M
L
L
L
4.
L
L
M
M
M
5.
L
M
M
M
M
6.
…
…
…
…
… …
M
L
M
M
81. H
Table 3. The system of rules for assessing the threat of information security of APCS.
No.
Input indicators
Risk assessment,
Y
CI
P
L
L
L
1.
L
M
L
2.
…
…
…
…
H
H
H
16.
The structure of the ensemble of neuro-fuzzy networks, proposed for solving the problem of
information security risk assessment of APCS, is presented in Table 4 and Figure 4:
Table 4. Parameters of the ensemble of neuro-fuzzy networks in the DSS.
Parameter
NFN
NFN
NFN risk
assessment of assessment of assessment of
security class the probability information
of threats
security
Number of inputs (input 4
4
5
linguistic variables)
Number of terms of
1
3
2
each linguistic variable
Number of generated
27
81
16
rules
Fuzzy Inference
Sugeno
Sugeno
Sugeno
algorithm
Learning iterations
1000
1000
1000
Training sample size
75
75
75
Test sample size
25
25
25
Error on test sample
1е-3
1е-3
1е-3

Figure 4. The structure of the ensemble of neuro-fuzzy networks in the DSS.
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The training and test samples are based on the basis of expert assessments and contain options for
solving the set tasks based on the analysis of the subject area. For the construction of training, sets can
also be used data from systems included in the system of information security APCS.
The detailed structure of the network that determines the probability of threats is shown in
Figure 5.
The first layer is the terms of the input variables T1÷T4. Input data in this layer is converted to
fuzzy. At the output of the layer, we obtain the degree of belonging to the input variable value to a
certain term.
The second layer is the antecedents of fuzzy rules. Each node of this layer corresponds to one fuzzy
rule. In this case, to determine the probability of threats to be realized, the inference system has 81
rules. The output node of the layer is the degree of execution of the rule μi(T).
The third layer is the conclusion of the rules. The nodes calculate the contribution of the
corresponding rule to the network output.
The fourth layer is the combination of the result obtained according to different rules. The node of
this layer summarizes the contributions of all the rules.
One of the drawbacks of fuzzy models is the effect of "retraining". The model gives a minimal
error on the elements of the training set with a large error on the elements of the testing set. To
overcome this drawback, the initial sample is divided into two subsets: training and test.
Increasing the dimension of the input vector of linguistic variables exponentially increases the
number of elements of layer 2 of the ANFIS model, as well as the number of adjustable weight
coefficients. This makes it difficult to train the model and increases the requirements for the training
sample [10].

Figure 5. The structure of fuzzy neural network for threat probability assessment.
This paper uses the generation of a fuzzy model using fuzzy clustering (FCM) to reduce the
dimension of the second layer of the neuro-fuzzy model ANFIS. When using FCM clustering, it is
possible to control the sample size (the number of observations in the sample, the number of input
variables) used to build the model, and the type of model (Sugano / Mamdani) [10, 11, 12].
The implementation of the rule system in the Fuzzy Toolbox mathematical modeling package is
shown in Figure 6.
In order to formulate recommendations for reducing the level of information security risk in an
APCS, all the rules in this case work to varying degrees. But exceeding the threshold value allows you
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to select the rules with the most significant contribution to the result. An analysis of the parts of the
antecedents of the ranked list of rules makes it possible to identify linguistic variables and their
meanings that lead to the current result.

Figure 6. The rules for determining the risk assessment.
As a result of the research, a DSS was built, which allows to assess the level of information
security risk of the APCS and issue recommendations for its minimization.
4. Evaluation of the possibility of using DSS
The example of using the developed DSS is illustrated by the example of the APCS, the physical
architecture of which is shown in Figure 7. DSS helps to assess the practical implementation of the
requirements of information security standards and to ensure the necessary level of security for APCS.
The input data for the DSS are the results of the information security audit conducted at the
security facility, which includes security analysis to search for vulnerabilities, analysis of the
documentation, structure and configuration of the system. The initial data for the audit are including
the results of using network security scanners and the accumulated data of intrusion detection
systems [13].
Suppose that according to the results of the audit, the APCS has the following vulnerabilities:
T1 – Lack of identification and authentication of subjects and objects of access;
T2 – Incorrect Default Permissions;
T3 – No perimeter protection of APCS, connection with corporate networks and the Internet;
T4 – Lack of protection against denial of service attacks. The input parameters of the neural
network are defined as follows: T1 = 0.3 (M); T2 = 0.1 (L); T3 = 0.6 (M); T4 = 0.95 (H).
At the same time, the value of information processed and circulated in data transmission networks
of the APCS is defined as CI = 0.6.
At the output of the neural network, we obtain the values of the probability of the threat realization
(P), the information security risk assessment of the APCS (Y), and the vector of assessments of the
contribution of rules to the formation of the probability of the threat (𝑅1∗) and the risk estimate (𝑅2∗ ).
As the calculations showed, the probability value of the threat realization is 0.727. This suggests
that the probability of a threat acting through these vulnerabilities is above average. In turn, the inputs
of a fuzzy neural network to determine the level of information security risk of the APCS are given the
values P = 0.727 and CI = 0.6. With such input indicators at the output of the network, we obtain the
value of the risk level equal to 0.537, that is, the risk level is also above average.
Formation of recommendations for reducing the level of information security risk of the APCS is
as follows. All the rules in this case work in various degrees but exceeding the threshold value (in this
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case it is equal to 0.95) allows you to select the rules with the most significant contribution to the final
result. These selected rules allow us to show why such an assessment of probability and risk was
obtained, and to identify weak points. Based on knowledge of weak points, appropriate measures are
taken to protect information from the APCS.

Figure 7. Physical architecture of APCS.
The DSS ultimately issues an information security risk assessment for the APCS, and
recommendations for ensuring a given level of information security with instructions on what should
be paid priority attention.
5. Conclusion
The proposed structure of the DSS to ensure information security of automated process control
systems.
The algorithm for decision support based on data mining technology using a modular (ensemble)
neural network has been developed, which allows solving the problem of risk assessment and
compliance of requirements for ensuring information security of an APCS and identifying current
threats to a specific protection object.
Risk assessment of information security of APCS is necessary to develop recommendations for
reducing the risk level and choice of effective countermeasures that ensure full compliance with the
regulatory requirements for ensuring comprehensive information security of the APCS.
The use of the proposed fuzzy neural network in assessment information risks of the APCS makes
it possible to adequately use the qualitative and quantitative evaluations obtained from the experts as
input data and will also improve the level of enterprise security by maintaining the information
protection system of the APCS up to date.
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Abstract. The issues of improving the security of the modular system for collecting, storing
and processing telemetric information on the state of the onboard subsystems of the aircraft in
automatic mode are considered. It is based on an analysis of the use of modern technologies for
the protection and processing of telemetric information to ensure certain aspects of the
guaranteeability of the system as a whole.

1. Introduction
Emerging malfunctions and pre-failure states of the onboard equipment of the aircraft can be
diagnosed based on telemetric information (TMI). This allows the specialists of ground technical
services to plan repair and preventive measures based on an assessment of the current state of the
equipment. Accumulated and processed TMI will allow specialists of the manufacturer to provide
reasonable support to engineers of ground services in making decisions in case of technical failure of
the blocks and modules of the aircraft. TMI analysis will improve the operational efficiency of the
aircraft in case of any malfunctions and attacks by intruders.
The aim of the study is to increase the security of the system for collecting, storing and processing
TMI on the state of the onboard aircraft subsystems in automatic mode. It is based on an analysis of
the use of modern (including intellectual) technologies for the protection and processing of TMI.
To achieve this goal, a structural diagram of a protected system for collecting, storing and
processing telemetric information on the state of the aircraft subsystems on the basis of a modular
principle has been developed.
2. Analysis of the problem of secure collection, storage and processing of TMI in a
geographically distributed information system
The proposed automated information system (AIS) of ground maintenance services is a set of software
and hardware. They are necessary for the reception, storage and processing of information about the
parameters of the state of complex technical products (CTP) on the aircraft. AIS is a geographically
distributed system that combines the infrastructure of the information systems of ground-based
maintenance stations and the information system of the manufacturer through secure communication
channels. Preparation TMI realized by reading a status log for CTP aircraft during inspection and
maintenance at ground stations via wireless and / or wired sensor networks.
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The dependability of the TMI transmission systems with an aircraft allows for a comprehensive
solution of the tasks of ensuring reliability, fault tolerance, availability, security, maintainability, and
observability. An urgent task is to build a hierarchy of models that allow a comprehensive assessment
of various aspects of the TMI transmission system and the development of a methodology for
assessing the integral indicator of the system’s guaranteed performance.
Ensuring the availability of TMI transmission systems is the primary task of ensuring the effective
functioning of the aircraft (A/C). The volume of TMI collected is significant. It is an incentive for the
development of the concept of the industrial Internet of things (IIoT). It is a promising platform for use
in solving such problems [1]. For example, a jet airliner demonstrated at the Bombardier Paris Air
Show, whose engine is equipped with more than 5,000 sensors that generate up to 10 GB of data per
second. One twin-engine aircraft can generate up to 844 TB of data average in 12-hour flight [2].
The ability to transfer TMI about the actual state of individual modules during operation and the
entire A/C equipment complex in real time to the manufacturer of aeronautical engineering
components will improve the operational efficiency of the aircraft in its normal state and in the event
of malfunctions and attacks by intruders when investigating incidents. Thus, a study of ground-to-air
communication systems showed that ACARS, despite its versatility and widespread use, is vulnerable,
and if hacked in conjunction with ADS-B, an attacker can gain access to the flight control system,
download flight plans and detailed commands [3].
Ensuring the availability of telemetry information on the state of the aircraft
An automated information system (AIS) of ground maintenance services is a set of software and
hardware. They are necessary for receiving, storing and processing information on the technological
parameters of complex technical products (CTP) on board the aircraft.
A review of the main approaches to the relevance of the problem of ensuring the reliability of such
systems is considered in the works of the authors [4, 5, 6]. AIS solves the main problems associated
with the reception of TMI on the state of the onboard aircraft systems. The main methods of obtaining
data are presented in the figure (Figure 1):
1. Directly from the CTP
2. By means of reading devices of the event log from the sensors of modules CTP. When carrying
out technical inspection and maintenance, devices of this type read and store data on the state of the
modules throughout the entire previous period of operation [5].
3. Entering events into the database manually. The operator processes the information and enters
the information through the WEB application [4].

Figure 1. Methods for obtaining TMI.
In the first case, telemetry information is transmitted from the aircraft through a radio channel. To
create a transmission channel, the following approaches can be used:
• Communication satellites (IRIDIUM, SATCOM).
Existing telemetry data transmission technologies use satellite communications. For example, the
GE Aviation concern, producing aircraft engines, transmits telemetry from the aircraft in this way.
The obvious disadvantage of such way of transfer is its high cost. Streaming telemetry information
involves the transfer of significant amounts (gigabytes) of data sent. The second disadvantage is the
low noise immunity of the satellite communication channel. Incorrectly transmitted data can serve as a
signal for a false alarm, or there is a chance to miss a system failure.
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• Channel of wireless high-speed data transmission LTE and LTE-a
Air to ground (A2G) LTE is capable of providing data rates of up to 75 Mbps for ground-to-air
communications and up to 25 Mbps for air-to-ground communications at distances of 100 kilometers
and speeds of 1,200 kilometers per hour using licenses. FDD 2x15 MHz. The standard 4G LTE can be
used for continental flights, developed by Nokia.
Despite the currently available satellite and hybrid A2G systems, there is still no low-cost, highthroughput solution for broadband in-flight.
Thus, none of these technologies has no set of properties that allow for continuous broadcast
telemetry data. ACARS does not allow to transfer a large amount of accumulated data, satellite
communication is too expensive, and LTE-A is still at the development and implementation stage, and
in the future it will cover only the continental part of flights.
Moreover, the current TMI transmission and processing systems demonstrate vulnerabilities that
allow an attacker to gain access not only to passenger and airline data, but also to significantly affect
flight parameters.
In the second and third cases, the information enters the database through a WEB application,
which is an insulating layer between external networks and the internal structure of the AIS, since
access from the external network is one of the most vulnerable points of the system. Improving the
security of access to the database (DB) containing critical information about the product in use is
based on the development of the architecture of a secure WEB application that acts as an insulating
layer for external AIS clients, which allows for the possibility of transferring and analyzing groundbased service points from the aircraft and provide the ability to remotely access the necessary data.
The architecture of this solution is presented in [5].
Preventing the appearance of vulnerabilities in the WEB application was carried out by
implementing measures to develop secure software established by GOST R ISO / IEC 12207.
Modeling security threats and identified vectors of possible attacks, as well as analyzing them, made it
possible to formulate countermeasures for each of the vectors at different architectural levels WEBapplications. However, the analysis of the security of the entire TMI transmission system requires
advanced modeling and the construction of a detailed model of interaction between the onboard
information system of the aircraft and the ground-based AIS.
The growth of telemetry information forces the aviation industry to consider new approaches to the
collection and analysis of a large amount of data on the state of individual components and elements
of the aircraft. The concept of the industrial Internet of Things is being actively developed - an
expanded network consisting of a large number of devices equipped with a set of sensors that
communicate with each other through low-power and short-term wireless connections. The first step is
to collect data from the sensors. One of the most promising solutions is a protocol with low power
consumption and small radius of IEEE 802.15.4 IEEE 802.15.4e transmission. Short range is sufficient
for data transmission within the ground service station. The IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.4e
protocols and their architecture layers comply with IETF standards.
The question of analyzing the security of the system for collecting, transmitting and receiving
telemetry information about the state of individual elements of the onboard aircraft systems during
data transmission over the first two channels remains open.
The decomposition of the TMI transfer in the form of a hierarchical model of interacting levels of
collecting, transmitting and analyzing information with the corresponding protocol stack is the basis
for analyzing and building a system for analyzing the transmission system security (Figure 2).
In recent years, satellite communication systems in accordance with the Regulations of the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) are switching to a higher-frequency Ka-band (15.4026.50 and 27.00-30.20 GHz).
The grouping of satellites in geostationary orbit and ground control centers make it possible to
form a network infrastructure with high reliability indicators and the possibility of building distributed
state networks. Channels of transmission of such networks provide a fairly high level of encryption
and data protection.
Transmission of information in such networks is characterized by a low level of errors - no more
than one per 10 million transmitted information bits and reliable operation - up to 100 thousand hours.
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The speed of work on the satellite channel is from 16 Kbps to 10 Mbps and more, which is comparable
with the data transfer rate in the terrestrial channel.
The main methods for ensuring the security of telemetry information transmission in a wireless
satellite channel is the use of software and hardware means of information protection. Widely used
standards for secure protocols IPsec.
IPsec protocol (set of protocols) provides:
• integrity of the virtual connection, authentication of the source of information using the AH
protocol (Authentication Header);
• encryption of information transmitted via the ESP (Encapsulating Security Payload) protocol;
• initial connection setup, mutual authentication and confidential key exchange.

Figure 2. Extended scheme of data transmission from the aircraft.
At present, modern bilateral satellite communication networks use coding systems at the software
and hardware level, which makes the interception and decoding of information over the radio channel
almost impossible.
All data transmitted via satellite channel pass through a multi-stage system of transformation and
encryption. The result of this:
• application of proprietary data encryption algorithms;
• terminal authentication when it is registered on the operator’s network (hardware key);
• encryption of both the entire session (software key) and each session separately (session keys);
• application of proprietary algorithms for converting source data into internal data formats
(structures), which are then transmitted via satellite channel; thus, the tasks of additional
protection of information, delivery of service information and error correction are solved;
• in the created virtual channels, source data in TCP sessions are grouped, compressed, and
prioritized.
Satellite channels in the direction from A/C to TMI processing centers are reverse satellite
channels. Currently, the most common ways of functioning of transmitters in such channels are the
principles of access with time-frequency division of TDMA / FDMA channels. Each reverse channel
is located in a certain frequency range or has a carrier with frequency modulation and with a given
coding algorithm for detecting and correcting errors of transmitted data - Turbo Coding.
To transmit TMI from the aircraft, it is necessary to provide a mechanism for changing the
frequencies of the carrier reverse channels, which makes it much more difficult to intercept the
transmitted data.
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Data encryption in the satellite channel is carried out with the participation of both satellite
terminals on board the aircraft and specialized high-performance servers at the TMI ground collection
station. The server of the ground station for collection and processing of TMI hosts a secure database
of encryption keys and session keys of all satellite terminals. In order for the aircraft board to operate
in the transmission network, the information in the key database must match the hardware onboard
key.
Telecommunications systems using the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System)
standards are third-generation mobile communication systems - 3G. For mobile communication of the
third generation, the decimeter frequency band is used (about 2 GHz), and data transmission is
provided at a speed of 2 Mbit / s.
All information security threats in the UMTS network can be distributed depending on the location
of the impact of their respective attacks:
• on the radio access area (radio interface);
• on other parts of the network.
The radio section between the aircraft and the service network is one of the most vulnerable points
of attack in UMTS. The threats related to this site and described below are divided into the following
categories:
• unauthorized access to data;
• threats to data integrity;
• “denial of service”;
• unauthorized access to services.
Table1. Describes some of the threats to unauthorized access to data on the radio site.
Threat
Threat name
Threat description
designation
Т1а
Interception of user traffic
Violators can intercept user traffic
Т1b
Interception of alarm and Violators can intercept alarm data and control data
control data
Т1с
Masking as a participant
Violators can be disguised as a network element
Т1d
Passive traffic analysis
Violators can monitor the characteristics of messages
Т1е
Active traffic analysis
Violators can actively initiate a connection and then
access information
Table 2. Threats to the integrity of information.
Threat
Threat name
Threat description
designation
Т2а
User traffic manipulation
Violators can modify, insert, repeat or destroy user
traffic. This manipulation may be accidental or
intentional.
Т2b
Alarm data manipulation
The intruder can modify, insert, repeat, or destroy
alarm or control data.
Table 3. Denial of service threats.
Threat
Threat name
Threat description
designation
Т3а
Physical intervention
Violators can physically interfere with the
transmission of user traffic, signaling data and control
data.
Т3b
Protocol Intervention
Violators may introduce special protocol failures.
Т3с
Denial of service due to Violators may refuse to serve a legitimate user.
masking as a participant in
communication
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Below are tables with descriptions of information security threats. The accepted designations of the
threat TAn correspond to: T - the first letter of the English word "threat" (threat): A - the number
corresponds to the number of the threat group (table number); n - the letter corresponds to the ordinal
number of the threat in the threat group (in accordance with the list of threats in the ETSI document.
Table 4. Threat of unauthorized access to services.
Threat
Threat name
Threat description
designation
Т4а
Masking as another user
The intruder is disguised as another network user.
First, the intruder is disguised as a base station with
respect to the user.
3. Threats related to attacks on other parts of the system
Although attacks on a radio channel represent the most serious threats, attacks on other parts of the
system also require analysis from the point of view of information security.
Table 5. Threats to unauthorized access to data.
Threat
Threat name
Threat description
designation
T5e
Unauthorized access to data Violators (by physical influence or logical control)
on the system object
can gain access to local or remote data.
T5f
Compromising
information A legitimate user of a UMTS service may obtain
about the location
information about the location of other users of the
system
T6с
Manipulation of masking as a Violators can be disguised as a network element in
communication partner
order to modify, insert, repeat or destroy traffic
T6f
Manipulation of data on the Violators can modify, insert, destroy data that is
objects of the system
contained in the objects of the system.
T7а
Physical intervention
Violators may interfere with transmission on any
system interface (wired or wireless). For example, the
physical method of an obstacle on a wired interface
could be a broken wire.
T7b
Protocol intervention
Violators can interfere with the transmission of user
traffic or signaling data on any interface of the system
(wired or wireless) or by signaling the protocol to fail.
T7с
Denial of service by masking Violators can deny service to users by impeding the
communication partners
transmission of user traffic and signaling data,
controlling them by blocking as a result of masking as
a network element.
T7d
Incorrect use of emergency Violators can interfere with access to the services of
services
other users and at the same time cause disruption of
the equipment to perform functions in emergency
situations.
T8а
Disagreement
with
the Disagreement with the submitted invoice. This may be
submitted invoice
expressed in the refusal of the service or in the refusal
that the service was actually provided.
T8b
Failure of user traffic source The user can refuse to send traffic.
T9а
Custom masking
Violators can introduce themselves as a user in order
to use the authorized services of this user. The
intruder was able to get this opportunity from other
objects such as the serving network, home
environment and even the user himself.
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T9b
T9с
T9d
T9е

Masking under the serving Violators can introduce themselves as a service
network
network or part of a service network infrastructure.
Home environment masking Violators can introduce themselves as a home
environment in order to obtain information that
enables them to disguise themselves as users.
Misuse of user priorities
Users may misuse their assigned priorities in order to
gain unauthorized access to services or simply use
their subscription intensively for free.
Incorrect use of serving Service networks may misuse their priorities to gain
network priorities
unauthorized access to services.

Table 6. Threats related to attacks on the terminal and UICC / USIM.
Threat
Threat name
Threat description
designation
T10h
Masking to receive data on Violators can be disguised as USIM or a terminal in
the UICC interface - terminal. order to intercept data on the interface of a UICC
terminal.
T10j
Confidentiality of certain user Violators may wish to gain access to personal user
data in the terminal and UICC data stored in the terminal or UICC, for example, the
/ USIM
telephone book of interacting subscribers.
T4а,
It must be possible to prevent Requirements for security access to service.
Т9а,
unauthorized access to 3G
Т9с
services
by
disguising
themselves as legitimate
users.
T4а,
An alarm should be provided Security Requirements
Т8а,
to the provider informing him
Т9d,
of the security event. Provide
T9e
service providers with the
ability to authenticate users
upon request and during the
provision of the service.
T7b,
Protection
against System integrity requirements
Т7с
unauthorized modification of
user traffic
should be
provided.
T7а,
Protection
against System integrity requirements
Т7b,
unauthorized modification of
Т7с
certain signaling and control
data must be provided.
T1a,
The user should be provided Personal data protection requirement
Т1b
with the ability to verify that
his traffic and information
about
his
calls
are
confidential.
T10h,
It should not be possible to USIM security requirement
T10k
access USIM data that is
intended for use only within
USIM, such as authentication
keys and algorithms
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4. Development of a block diagram of a secure system for collecting, storing and processing
telemetric information on the state of the aircraft subsystem
The generalized structure of a geographically distributed hierarchical system for the collection, storage
and processing of TMIs arriving from airplanes based on ground maintenance stations is presented in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Generalized structural diagram of a protected system for collecting, storing and processing
TMI (1 – level of TMI collection from wired and wireless sensors of ground-based aircraft servicing
systems; 2 – level of primary surveillance and preparation of TMI for transmission to the AIS of the
manufacturer’s enterprise (AIS EM); 3 – level of data transmission over secure channels through
global data networks in the AISEM; 4 – level of organization of reception and distribution of TMI on
EM; 5 – level of storage and processing of TMI in the CIS).
The creation of a secure channel through global communication networks and the transfer of TMI
to a part of the AIS EM is realized at the transmission level of accumulated data. Organization levels
of reception and distribution of information at the enterprise are realized according to the three-layer
CISCO model. There is a level in the corporate information network of EM. It includes subsystems for
storage and processing of TMI. Also, there is a segment designed to support and implement the
business processes of the enterprise.
5. Development of the structure of the collection and storage subsystem TMI at the ground
stations of aircraft maintenance
The vast majority of Industrial Ethernet protocols do not have built-in security mechanisms.
Consequently, the actual problem is the security of industrial networks.
To ensure the security of subsystems that implement the first two levels of the proposed structure,
it is necessary to be guided by the normative documents of the international and federal standards.
When designing the wireless sensor network collection subsystem of the TMI, take into account the
requirements of GOST R ISO / IEC 27033-1-2011 and GOST R ISO / IEC 27033-3-2014.
The physical architecture of the TMI collection and storage subsystem at the ground is presented in
Figure 5.
Mechanisms for collecting and storing a large amount of TMI on the state of individual
components and elements of aircraft should take into account the actively developing concepts of the
industrial Internet of things (IIoT). It is proposed to use heterogeneous wired (physical RS-485
interface) and wireless sensor networks (IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.15.4e) to collect protocol-based
TMI using embedded Modbus over TCP mechanisms to ensure the protection of transmitted data
(streaming encryption). The IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.4e protocols and their architecture levels
follow the IETF standards.
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Figure 5. The subsystem of data collection and storage at aircraft service stations.
6. Development of the structure of the subsystem for receiving, storing and processing TMI in
AIS
The organizations for receiving and distributing TMIs on PIs are implemented according to the threetier CISCO model and Security Architecture for Enterprise (SAFE) design methodology, which allows
to take into account modern experience in deploying secure networks based on the deep-echelon
defense against external and internal attacks.
The main element of the TMI distributed processing system is the distributed file system HDFS.
Additional measures to ensure the confidentiality of stored data is encryption at the level of individual
database columns. To audit access to big data, you need to apply Database Activity Monitoring class
solutions.
7. The concept of data integrity and verification of data sources
The actual problem is the security of industrial networks, which is not solved by existing approaches,
since the attacker's intervention is possible not only at the network level from outside or inside, but
also at the level of the data sources themselves. The main hardware and software part of the CTP is
free from possible "bookmarks", which is guaranteed by the manufacturer, but it is necessary to
comprehensively analyze the progress of the object, identifying abnormal situations not related to
equipment breakdowns or failure of individual components and assemblies, but potentially caused by
the intervention of an attacker. It is necessary to improve the monitoring system of CTP as an element
of the intrusion detection system, considering the complexity of the control object, the nonlinearity of
the processes and the possible conditions of the equipment that lead to emergency or catastrophic
situations. The system of monitoring the condition of CTP, implemented as a component of the
intrusion detection system, involves continuous monitoring of the parameters of CTP to identify
significant deviations from the" normal behavior", which in turn will indicate possible malicious
intentions. This approach is a development of the concept of Data Centric Security [7], which implies
the security of the data itself. To determine deviations from the" normal behavior " it is proposed to
use the system model of the object – the CTP, which is the development of the concept of Fault
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Detection and Identification [8]. The process of monitoring the state of the CTP is a sequential
operation of collection, processing and analysis of technological information, the main of which is to
detect the impact of an attacker on the course of the CTP and the components of the information
system by comparing the mathematical model of the CTP and the current performance of the real
object will improve the security of the object. Using the proposed concept of monitoring the CTP
comparing the fixed state of the object with the real model is a tool that allows you to control the
presence of hardware and software interventions in the infrastructure of the information system.
The algorithm is based on a comparison of the characteristics of time series arriving from the
aircraft, and time series generated by the gas turbine engine (GTE) model which is simulating the
same mode and the same flight conditions in which the GTE operates in real time. Information
receiving from A/C is the result of GTE and its ACS operation.

Figure 6. Method of analyzing the consistency parameter of model and field data.
Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the monitoring system of GTE A/C TMI parameters. The AIS
of the manufacturer receives the vector of specified values of the controlled coordinates of the object
Y0, the vector of perturbing factors F and the vector of measured perturbing factors F’. The control
object receives the vector of control actions U generated by the control system. Data from the
monitoring system via a communication channel is sent to the manufacturer. The communication
channel can be exposed both to an attacker (the Z vector) and to the external environment that
generates noise (the N vector). Similar control signals are received in a model that simulates signals
from A/C sensors.
A set of GTE parameters was selected to analyze the data discrepancies obtained from the model
and data obtained from the aircraft. The k-means clustering method was performed on the training
sample, during which nine types of GTE behavior dynamics were identified.
For carrying out preliminary experiments and learning the decision block for each type of
dynamics, its own neural network NARX model was built.
For real-time integrity monitoring, a multidimensional time series (TS) of the mismatch parameters
of model data and TMI indicators for a sliding window is constructed [9].
To make a final decision on the state of the data transmission system from the aircraft and the
presence or absence of intruder interventions into the data channel, a decision block was built that
takes into account not only the type of data mismatch from the aircraft and the data generated by the
model, but also the signal control systems about the state of the GTE, obtained from the aircraft in real
time, as well as the type of dynamics of the GTE at a given time. All these three parameters are taken
into account for the block to make a decision on the state of the data transmission channel ("break",
"normal operation", "integrity violation", etc.). The second output signal of the decision block is an
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estimation of the degree of confidence about the decision made, namely the estimate of the probability
of such a state, calculated from the three input parameters [10].

Figure 7. Block diagram of the integrity monitoring system of GTE A/C TMI parameters.

Figure 8. Simulation experiment №1 of hardware failure.
8. Simulation of possible situations arising during the A/C operation
Experiment 1.
In this example, a hardware failure or interruption in signal transmission occurs. From the figure it is
clear that, starting with iteration 85, the values of the data received from the object have changed
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dramatically and the value of their average value has decreased relative to the average value of the
previous values obtained from the sensor of the technological process. The changes in the values are
shown in Fig. 8. The fall of the amplitude of the received signal occurred almost at the last iterations
in the current time window.
When calculating the correlation and determination coefficients, the following results were
obtained:
rxy = 0.56
𝑅 = 0.34
The average value of the coefficients indicates possible problems with the data obtained from the
process.
For an additional test of this data, the MAP coefficient was calculated:
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 11,88%
Check the value of the MAPE coefficient before the jump:
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 4.6%
As can be seen, the MAPE coefficient has changed, but not critically. Such a small change in the
level of MAPE error and the average value of the correlation and determination coefficients is due to
the late signal jump in the time window.
Experiment 2.
In this example, the signal transmission is also interrupted. At about 77 iterations, the average value of
the transmitted signal has changed dramatically in comparison with previous data. As in the previous
example, in the current time series, signal distortion occurs at late iterations, which will reduce the
sensitivity of the coefficients of determination and correlation.

Figure 9. Simulation experiment №2 of hardware failure.
When calculating the correlation and determination coefficients, the following results were
obtained:
𝑟𝑥𝑦 = 0.19
𝑅 = 0.08
The values of both coefficients are too low, which indicates a serious problem with the received
data. Calculate the coefficient MAPE:
MAPE=16,31%
The MAPE error rate is high, which confirms the hypothesis that there are problems in the data
transmission channel.
Calculate the MAPE coefficient before the start of problems with the signal:
MAPE = 4.11%
In this example, the signal drop occurred earlier than in the previous one. This explains the lower
values of the correlation coefficients and determination, and the percentage of errors, on the contrary,
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is higher. It is also worth noting that the percentage of errors before the start of the signal jumps is
approximately the same in both examples.
Experiment 3.
This experiment also illustrates problems with signal transmission or equipment failure. The fall in the
average value occurs in the time window fairly early, at about 37 iterations.
When calculating the correlation and determination coefficients, the following results were
obtained:
𝑟𝑥𝑦 = 0,36
𝑅 = 0.11
The values of both coefficients are too low, which indicates a serious problem with the received
data. Calculate the coefficient MAPE:
MAPE=41.81%
The MAPE error rate is high, which confirms the hypothesis that there are problems in the data
transmission channel.
Calculate the MAPE coefficient before the start of problems with the signal:
MAPE = 4.61%

Figure 10. Simulation experiment №3 of hardware failure.

Figure 11. Simulation experiment №4 of hardware failure.
The correlation coefficient is not too different from the previous example, but the MAPE error rate
is very high. Such a large value is due to the early appearance of signal distortion in the time window.
Experiment 4.
This experiment is different from previous ones. Here, starting from the 69th iteration, there is a
smooth growth of data values obtained from the technological process in parallel with the growth of
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model values; however, the average value of the received signal is significantly higher than the
reference data. Such data behavior may have a weak effect on the values of the correlation coefficient
and determination.
When calculating the correlation and determination coefficients, the following results were
obtained:
𝑟𝑥𝑦 = 0.98
𝑅 = 0.97
The values of both coefficients are too low, which indicates a serious problem with the received
data. Calculate the coefficient MAPE:
MAPE=23.11%
The MAPE error rate is high, which confirms the hypothesis that there are problems in the data
transmission channel.
Calculate the MAPE coefficient before the start of problems with the signal:
MAPE = 5.01%
As shown by calculations, the coefficients of determination and correlation take a very high value.
However, when paired with a high MAPE, the values obtained should raise suspicions. There may be
problems with the equipment, as well as falsification of the transmitted data.
Experiment 5.
This experiment is a case where nothing happened to the data and it is transmitted normally.

Figure 12. Simulation experiment №5 of hardware failure.
When calculating the correlation and determination coefficients, the following results were
obtained:
𝑟𝑥𝑦 = 0.94
𝑅 = 0.90
Calculate the coefficient MAPE:
MAPE=4.72%
The combination of these three factors indicates that there are no problems with the signal. The
resulting data can be trusted.
Experiment 6.
This example is similar to the previous one. Here the data obtained from the aircraft is just noisy
and not distorted in any way.
When calculating the correlation and determination coefficients, the following results were
obtained:
𝑟𝑥𝑦 = 0.76
𝑅 = 0.58
Calculate the coefficient MAPE:
MAPE=2.38%
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Figure 13. Simulation experiment №6 of hardware failure.
The correlation and determination coefficients show the average value of the relationship between
the data obtained from the model and the data obtained from the object of the technological process.
However, the MAPE value is low. This combination of the three coefficients allows us to say that
everything is in order with the obtained data and that they can be trusted.
Experiment 7.
This experiment explains the low correlation coefficient from example two. Here, as well as in the two
previous experiments, data is presented that has not been changed by the attacker.

Figure 13. Simulation experiment №6 of hardware failure.
When calculating the correlation and determination coefficients, the following results were
obtained:
𝑟𝑥𝑦 = 0.21
𝑅 = 0.04
Calculate the coefficient MAPE:
MAPE=4.25%
Such a low correlation coefficient and determination may appear not only in case of equipment
failure or fake messages. In the case when the model readings are close to a constant, and the data
from the technological object undergo analog-digital transformations and undergo slight distortions
during transmission, the correlation coefficient takes very low values. However, the MAPE coefficient
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shows a small percentage of errors, which means that the deviations of the model and TP object values
are insignificant. Data can be trusted.
9. The rule base for decision making
For the decision block, the following set of rules was developed, on the basis of which the decision on
the integrity of the transmitted TMI was made.
CMS is the channel monitoring system. In case if CMS = 1, everything is normal with the channel,
otherwise - CMS = 0;
Rule 1. �𝑟𝑥𝑦 =′ middle′ �𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑅 =′ middle′ )𝐴𝑁𝐷 (𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =′ middle′ ) AND(CMS=0) THEN
signal breakage occurred;
Rule 2. �𝑟𝑥𝑦 =′ low ′ �𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑅 =′ low′)𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =′ high′)AND (CMS=0) THEN signal
breakage occurred;
Rule 3. �𝑟𝑥𝑦 =′ low ′ �𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑅 =′ low′)𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =′ high′)AND (CMS=0) THEN signal
breakage occurred;
Rule 4. (𝑟𝑥𝑦 =′ high′)𝐴𝑁𝐷 (𝑅 =′ high′ )𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = ′high′) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 (CMS=1) THEN data fraud
is possible;
Rule 5. (𝑟𝑥𝑦 =′ high′)𝐴𝑁𝐷( 𝑅 =′ high′)𝐴𝑁𝐷 (𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = ′high′) AND (CMS=1) THEN normal
operation;
Rule 6. (𝑟𝑥𝑦 =′ средний′)И(𝑅 =′ средний′)И(𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = ′низкий′) И (CMS=1) THEN normal
operation;
Rule 7. (𝑟𝑥𝑦 =′ low′) 𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑅 =′ low′)𝐴𝑁𝐷 (𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = ′low′) AND (CMS=1) THEN normal
operation.
10. Conclusion
A block diagram of a protected system for collecting, storing and processing telemetric information on
the state of aircraft subsystems based on the modular principle is proposed. The difference of the
proposed solution is that it contains rather large subsystems with a high degree of connectivity of the
components inside and a sufficient degree of autonomy at the level of interaction of the subsystems
themselves. Each subsystem is built on the basis of organizational principles specific to the specifics
of the problem being solved, and is governed by existing regulatory documents to ensure specific
aspects of the system's reliability.
An algorithm for monitoring the integrity of the TMI on the state of the GTE in service has been
developed, which determines the type of TS dynamics coming not only from the aircraft, but also the
type of the TS model and GTE mismatch dynamics, which allows evaluating the actual state of the
GTE ACS and detecting intrusion interference.
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Abstract. In this paper is dedicated to the World Cup held in the city of Samara from June 15
to July 15, 2018. As part of the work, a multithreaded collection in real time was organized,
filtering and processing messages from users of the social network Twitter within the host city
and its surroundings from May 15 to August 15, 2018. Then, a study was conducted of the
texts of user messages on the subject of the popularity of topics and the construction of a “word
cloud”. The second study was the construction of a diagram of the dynamics of the number of
messages in different languages. As part of the work, modules for collecting, filtering and
processing data using BigData technology were implemented.

1. Introduction
Currently, social networks are booming: every day their users generate hundreds of terabytes of media
content: images and video. The analysis of such content is of great importance for many areas of
business. For example, it is impossible to overestimate the impact of Internet marketing on the
promotion of goods and services. However, clear understanding of user requests is essential to use
these mechanisms effectively. The source of such information can be the materials published by users
of social networks, as well as the shares and reposts by users and the entire communities. But in the
period of any major events the population of online communities can vary greatly. In this paper, a
comparison is made between the flow of messages before the World Cup, during and after it.
The task considered in the framework of this work is undoubtedly an urgent task, the solution of
which is also of great scientific importance in the field of data analysis. In the article [1], a large
dataset of geotagged tweets containing certain keywords relating to climate change is analyzed using
volume analysis and text mining techniques such as topic modeling and sentiment analysis. In the
article [2], the local and global term frequencies are computed through a bag-of-words (BOW) model.
To remove the negative impact of high dimensionality on the global term weighting, the principal
component analysis is adopted; thereafter the fuzzy c-means algorithm is employed to retrieve the
semantically relevant topics from the documents. In the article [3], examine the long-term relationship
between signals derived from nine years of unstructured social media microblog text data and financial
market developments in five major economic regions. Employing statistical language modeling
techniques we construct directional sentiment metrics. In the article [4], the authors propose a
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background clustering technology for discussion. Compared with the traditional methods, background
future clustering keeps the constrains caused by data sparseness and spatio-temporal dependence off,
and can be used for unpredictable activities discovery.In the article [5], the method of applying crossreferences was considered to improve the accuracy of providing dictionaries in the task of calculating
distributions between social communities based on text messages. In the article [6], the technology of
processing large-scale text data on data collected from a social network was tested. The article [7]
proposed a mathematical model for calculating the activity of users of social networks. Article [8]
proposed a technology for normalizing text data. To capture the contextual meaning of tokens, authors
create a neural word embeddings using word2vec trained on over a million social media messages
representing a mix of domains and degrees of linguistic deviations.
2. Social network data collection
The Twitter social network was selected as a data source for this study. The reasons for this choice are
as follows:
• the network provides open access to its data (no restrictions on accessing the server data);
• Twitter is the second most popular social network (after Facebook, which does not provide open
access to its data) among users all over the world;
• Twitter is not a specialized network, which means it reflects the public opinion of a wider range
of users [9].
The data collection from the Twitter social network can be carried out using the software products
Apache Ambari and Flume, this method is described in more detail in [10]. However, it is often more
convenient to develop a dedicated software product using standard libraries (twitter4j, tweepy, etc.) to
collect the data using a number of filters [11, 12].
As part of this study, a Python software package was developed, containing an authorization
module, a data collection module, and a filtration module. This software package allows to collect data
by geolocation, by keywords, by user. The Twitter social network has a restriction in the form of a
message limit that a client can receive during real-time monitoring. According to the documentation,
this limit is 60 messages per second (this is about 1% of the average rate of tweets). A network of
computers located in different cities was set up and cloud services were involved in order to avoid
interruptions in the operation of the software complex, and to minimize message loss. Multiple unique
authorization keys have been implemented in each copy. The designed software complex operates in
real-time monitoring mode, and can make requests to receive information located on servers.
The geolocation filtering parameters were the coordinates of the city of Samara (the host city of the
World Cup) in the form of an extended geobox (48.9700523344,52.7652295668,
50.7251182524,53.6648329274), which includes not only the city of Samara, but also the city of
Togliatti (the training base of football players and the city where the tourists lived), airport Kurumoch
and the settlements nearby the city of Samara.
More than 1,200,000 user messages were collected during the operation of the distributed network
of the software complex nodes.
3. Analysis of the collected data using the BigData technology
The merging of the collected data, data processing and analysis using traditional approaches requires
huge computational resources and takes a long time. For this reason, it was decided to use the BigData
technology and the computing cluster for processing extra-large data available at the Samara
University.
First of all, the data collected had to be merged. For this purpose, a data merging module was
implemented using MapReduce technology. As a result of the module operation, we received more
than 170,000 unique user messages.
The second task was the primary data processing. Streaming data obtained from social networks
contains a lot of service information. Only the relevant data is important for further analysis; therefore,
it is necessary to separate the service information from the relevant data. For this purpose, a jsonresponse processing module has been implemented. This module uses the MapReduce technology for
data structuring by way of arranging the data and excluding non-relevant and service data.
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The third task was to analyze the data collected. The first study was the construction of a “tag
cloud” for each of the three months separately. The results of the study are provided in Fig. 1, 2 and 3
respectively.

Figure 1. “Tag Cloud” for the period 15.05-14.06, 2018.

Figure 2. “Tag Cloud” for the period 15.06-14.07, 2018

Figure 3. “Tag Cloud” for the period 15.07-14.08, 2018.
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Figure 4. Distribution of messages by language for the period 11.06-22.07.2018.
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Figure 5. The distribution of the count of messages by day for the period 11.06-24.07 2018.

Figure 6. World Cup World Cup schedule 2018.
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It can be seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3, that the filling of the “clouds” changed dramatically with the
beginning of the World Cup in the Samara Region. Taking into account the results of the previous
study, the decision was taken to look at the dynamics of changes in the number of messages in
different languages in the next study. The analysis of the language of writing a message was carried
out on the basis of data provided by the Twitter social network in json-response. A 7-day period was
selected as an analysis period. The results are provided in Fig. 4.
As it can be seen from Fig. 4, the number of messages in the languages other than Russian varied in
accordance with the football games held in the city of Samara. It started to increase a week before the
beginning of the tournament, then the number of messages remained at the same level throughout the
tournament and then dropped to the values close to zero due to the departure of delegations.
Additionally, we construct a graph of user activity by day (Figure 5) and relate it to the schedule of
games (Figure 6).
As can be seen on the graph, the peak of user activity fell on the days of the games at the Samara
Arena stadium. On the days of the games at other stadiums, user activity was lower than on the days of
matches in Samara. On the other days, the activity did not exceed 0.01 percent (the exception was the
match days for the third place and the final). The peak of activity came on 07.07.18 when the matches
at the Samara Arena and Russia - Croatia took place. After the end of the World Cup, user activity has
declined sharply.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, a study was conducted of the activity of the users of the social network Twitter of the
Samara region, as well as the activity of the guests of the 2018 World Cup who came to support the
national teams in the city of Samara. The study showed that a major event can drastically change the
main subjects of messages and dictionaries of frequently used words in social networks. From this it
follows that when analyzing social network data in the period of any major events, it is necessary to
apply methods of reactive data analysis, as well as take into account user profile information for
correct data processing (collect separate statistics, since it will be completely different from statistical
data which was collected before the event).
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Abstract. A large amount of data is generated during the operation of oil fields. Such data can
be both data already interpreted by a specialist, or "raw” data obtained directly from the
devices, both structured and not structured, or locally structured (that is, allowing for local
analysis, but in such form not allowing analyzing in conjunction with other types of data). To
obtain from such a set of more informative data that will allow making decisions in the course
of field operation, it is necessary to involve specialists from different areas of the oil industry.
Therefore, it is possible and necessary to use non-deterministic methods for analyzing the data
obtained. The article discusses the use of machine learning methods in the task of determining
the initial water-cut based on well logging data.

1. Introduction
Initial water content (or water cut) of the well is the relative water content in the produced liquid,
expressed as a percentage, at the beginning of the well operation. It allows assessing the feasibility of
commissioning an oil well. One of the necessary tasks is the forecast of water cut in new wells and the
allocation of the share of unproductive production/injection during the operation of wells that open
water-saturated horizon in addition to the target horizon. Dynamics of water-flooding of oil wells is
determined by the nature of oil reservoirs water-cut. The nature of the reservoir water-cut can
significantly differ and depends on the properties of the productive layers, the initial conditions of oil
occurrence in the reservoir. In addition, the nature of water-flooding and the water-flooding dynamics
is influenced by layered and zonal heterogeneity. The intensity of watering depends on the
permeability of the layer. The uneven watering of the layers by their thickness and strike increases
with a high ratio of oil and water viscosity. Many of these factors are embedded in the methods of well
logging.
Well logging is a set of exploration geophysics methods used to study the properties of rocks in the
near-well and inter-well spaces and to control the technical condition of wells. Well logging is
composed of two groups of methods — geophysical logging and geological logging.
Normally, well logging data represent strongly and randomly fluctuating functions (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Example of logging data: the y-axis is usually the depth, the x-axis is the logging value.
In work [1] considers the possibility of applying analog-statistical methods in the forecast of the
water-cut of production wells with the consideration of the influence of geological and technological
indicators. One of the key elements of the methodology is building the modified dependences of wells
water content on the degree of production of recoverable oil reserves for analog models. The
conclusion about the adequacy of the forecast to the real geological object can be made by comparing
the actual and forecast productivity. The use of such techniques can significantly reduce errors in the
forecast of flow rates and water cut of new wells and increase the reliability of the operational
production forecast. Deshenenkov [2] proposed a method for predicting the productivity and initial
water content of oil deposits using: relative permeability to oil and water, field geophysical data and
effective porosity. To predict water cut based on well logging data, the paper [3] uses the formulas of
the Corey model, which determine the permeability for oil and water. Then, in the perforated intervals,
accumulated permeabilities for water and oil are calculated. After that, taking into account the
viscosities of both phases, the water-cut ratio is estimated. In these works, pre-defined model formulas
are used to compare the values of water cut and logging data, but no in-depth analysis of the impact of
different types of logging on the values of water cut has been made.
2. Problem statement
As mentioned earlier, well logging data are the main source of information about the reservoir at the
stage of building of the geological model and the creation of the concept for oil field development.
The aim of this work is to develop a method for forecasting water cut on new wells based on logging
data.
Modern development of machine learning methods can effectively solve a wide range of problems
in various fields. For example, when predicting the occurrence of a stroke [4], predicting the state of
electromechanical systems of rolling production [5], predicting red shifts of galaxies [6], as well as in
the oil industry, for example, to interpret seismic data [7] and to predict the development of corrosion
of pipe steel [8]. The oil industry is a source of large amounts of structured and unstructured data. A
large number of engineering (analytical / empirical) methods for studying the subject area have been
developed. Machine learning methods well complement the existing set of tools for working with
studied and developed oil fields.
In terms of machine learning, the problem of water cut prediction refers to the classification
problem — it is necessary to divide the set of objects X (the set of logging data from the field) into M
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disjoint classes Y (different water cut values). Thus, the concepts of object space and class space are
defined. As it is known, there are two stages in machine learning tasks –– the learning stage and the
application stage. In this case, the training sample is a set of logging curves interpreted by the
geophysicist, where for each element it is known what value of water cut it belongs to. An integral
preparatory stage for the classification algorithm is also the selection of objects features, which will be
discussed later.
3. Implementation of the approach
The problem is reduced to the feature classification problem. First, the data were pre-processed:
filtering by values was carried out (‘nan’ values were removed from the data, obviously incorrect
values were also removed (for example, values > 1 for ‘aps’, values < 0 for ‘kint’, and so on)). Then,
for each parameter, its feature description was built. Features were generated based on different
approaches:
• Data approximation
• Statistics
• Fourier analysis (not included in the final solution)
Further, in the report each approach is described in detail and justified. The classification was
performed with regression algorithms that estimated the water-cut value from the logging data.
The capabilities of the following algorithms were studied in detail:
• Random forest
• Gradient boosting
• Neural networks
Technically, the problem was solved as follows. Using the lasio library and a python script, the
data was unloaded from the LAS format into CSV (with depth parameter values). Then these data
were loaded in another script, the data were filtered, the roof and floor values were determined, and
the features for the training task were generated. The set of LAS features was matched with the water
cut values (Matlab was used to generate features by Fourier method). The data were separated for
training and control, in ratio of 70/30. These features were used to configure regressors from the skitlearn library and on tensorflow and keras neural networks.
3.1. Data loading and analysis
For the initial data analysis, it was decided to check whether there is an explicit dependence of the
water cut (wc) value on the logging data. During the data analysis, it was observed that it is better to
analyze the area lying between the roof and the floor. For the evaluation, it was decided to compare
scaled data with the averaging values in this area for each parameter, to establish a relationship
between them (Figure 2). From Figure 2 it can be concluded that the allocation of meaningful
information is not possible. Dependency analysis on a logarithmic scale also gave no results.
Therefore, it was decided to check how effective the various feature generation algorithms are.
3.2. Feature generation
The problem of feature classification was reduced to the classical feature classification, when each
object (in this case, a curve or a set of curves) was described by a fixed set of real features. The
simplest example of a feature is the average value on the curve. However, the features should be
selected to describe the signal as accurately as possible, and to take into account the physics of the
described processes. In addition, various heuristics can be used to generate the features.
Several approaches were used to generate features. All of them are described below. The result of
such generation is a set of features, from tens to hundreds of values, depending on the method.
In order to determine more effective methods of feature generation, experiments were conducted
with the setting up classifiers on different feature spaces and evaluating the classification quality on
the control sample (30% of the total).
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Figure 2. Correlation between various well parameters for which water cut values averaged over
depth.
3.2.1. Feature evaluation
MAE (Mean absolute error) method was used to assess feature quality:
∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 |𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 |
MAE =
𝑁
where wccor – expected water cut value, wcpredict – water cut value predicted by the classifier, N –
number of wells in the control sample.
3.2.2. Features based on piecewise linear interpolation
The method based on piecewise linear interpolation was tested first. The data on the selected
parameter (curve), after removing the incorrect values, were considered in the interval between the
roof and the floor (this operation will be further denoted as preprocessing), after which the value was
generated at k points, with the same depth step. Next, the values at these k points are submitted to the
classifier.
3.2.3. Statistical features
First, each curve was preprocessed, then the statistical features for both the signal and its derivatives
were calculated. The generation at this stage is carried out in the following order:
• Preprocessing
• For the signal (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ), derivative (𝑥2 − 𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛−1 ) and modulus of the derivative
(|𝑥2 − 𝑥1 |, |𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛−1 |) the following feature values are calculated: mean value, standard
deviation, proportion of intersections with level a (a = 0, a = mean, a = mean + std)
An variant was also considered using features of percentile values (p10, p50, p90, etc.), mean value
and deviation.
3.2.4. Features based on Fourier decomposition (transform)
When analyzing signals, one of the most successful methods is the use of the Fourier transform (in our
case, the one-dimensional discrete Fourier transform (DFT)).
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Using the DFT coefficients, it was not possible to achieve good results in the classification, so it
was decided to lay out not the entire curve, but its sections. Then, these decompositions should be
averaged (with logic to obtain stable features). For this, matlab was used, that has a spectrogram
function, for dividing the signal into segments and calculating the DFT at each of them. Unfortunately,
this method proved to be worse than the first two.
3.2.5. Selection of the optimal features and the parameter by which to conduct training
To select the optimal method of feature generation, it was decided to classify the ensemble of trees,
with the search for the optimal settings for the method (changing the maximum depth of a tree, the
number of trees in the ensemble of solutions, the number of selected features).
For a complete analysis of the optimal well logging curve for classification, the following curves
were analyzed: 'kint', 'r05', 'r20', 'r14', 'r10', 'f07', 'f10', 'f14', 'r07', 'f20', 'f05', 'phit', 'mres', 'sg', 'kgl',
'sxwb', 'gz3', 'nphi', 'gz2', 'gz4', 'gz1', 'cild', 'prox', 'lld', 'gz7', 'aps', 'kps', 'gz5', since these curves are
most densely filled with data.
The results of the comparison of the feature generation algorithms for most curves are shown in
Figure 3. As a result of this test, it was decided to use an algorithm based on statistical features.

Statistical features

Statistical features - percentile

Piecewise linear interpolation

Figure 3. Comparison of feature generation methods for training.
The average MAE values for different methods are [0.127, 0.128, 0.130], and as we can see, the
result is almost independent of the method of generating parameters and on the choice of the curve
from the logging data.
The result on the control sample (30% of the test) on the gz5 curve is shown in Figure 4. Features
were calculated by a statistical method. The real water cut values are shown in red, the predicted
values are in blue.

Figure 4. The result of the classifier by gz5 (red – real water cut values, blue - predicted values).
A similar pattern is observed for other logging curves. Tests were conducted on the combination of
some logging curves in the generation of training parameters. There was no significant change in the
prediction results.
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It can be assumed that the result is a consequence of the uneven distribution of water cut values in
the training sample and the classifier seeks to predict the average water cut value in the input data
(Figure 5).

a)
b)
Figure 5. Histograms of water-cut values: for the training sample a) and for the control sample b).
It was decided to check how the classifier would behave on a more extensive training sample.
4. Modeling/simulation of the logging data by the spectral method
One of the main requirements for the application of machine methods task is a large set of training
samples. Possible solutions to the problem of expanding the training sample:
• Modeling of logging data by spectral method and interpolation (approximation) of the water
cut map. Articles [9 – 11] describe the approach used to generate logging data of a field.
• Use of logging data and water cut for several "similar" fields (for example, all fields of
Western Siberia).
In this paper, the first solution was used.
To generate target water cut values, a water cut map is required. It was obtained by logarithmic
approximation of the initial water cut data provided.
The described scheme for obtaining logging curves data and the water-cut map is shown in Figure
6.
Spectral
modeling
Initial las files

Initial watercut values

Approximation

Modeled las files

Initial watercut map

Training data

Figure 6. The generation of the extended training sample.
The results of the logging data obtained by spectral modeling are shown in Figure 7 (the original
logging is shown in blue, modeled logging is shown in red) the well 105 did not participate in the
modeling, and as a result was correctly predicted.
As a result of the simulation, the training sample was expanded to 5349 wells. That is, extended
data were obtained for training the classifier.
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Figure 7. Results of spectral modeling on the aps curve.
4.1.1. Training on an extended training sample
In this sample, piecewise linear interpolation was used to generate features. The aps and kgl curves
from well log interpretation data were considered as initial data, since it was not possible to analyze
and expand the sample from well logging data within the framework of the task.
The ensemble of trees with search of optimal settings for the method and multilayer neural network
were considered as a classification tool.
The structure of the considered multilayer neural network is as follows

The trained model was tested on three types of data: control sample (selected from the extended
training set), wc values on the approximated map (for initial wells) and real wc values (for initial
wells).
Below are the results of the analysis of the classifiers. Red colour indicates expected values, blue
colour indicates predicted values. To clarify the result, the following values are additionally attached
to each chart: ‘MSE’, ‘MAE’, ‘R2 score’, ‘Explained variance score’:
• MSE – mean square error.
2
𝑁−1
∑𝑖=0
�𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 �
MSE =
𝑁
• MAE - mean absolute error, described in 3.2.1.
• R2 score – coefficient of determination, is an indicator of the quality of the regression model.
A value of 1 represents the ideal predictive ability, and a value of 0 represents the constant of
the model that predicts the average of the responses.
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2

∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 �𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 �
R = 1 − 𝑁−1
∑𝑖=0 (𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑤𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 )2
• Explained variance score – explained variation.
𝑉𝑎𝑟{𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 }
explainedvariance = 1 −
𝑉𝑎𝑟{𝑤𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟 }
In the above formulas: where wccor – expected water cut value, wcpredict – water cut value predicted
by the classifier, N – number of wells in the control sample, Var{} – dispersion.
The results of classification on the aps data (ensemble of trees) are shown in Figure 8.
2

Analysis of the real aps with real wc values

Figure 8. Results of the classification by the ensemble of trees with feature generation by
piecewise interpolation method based on aps data.
The results of classification on the aps data using a neural network are shown in Figure 9.
Analysis of the test sample on the generated aps data

Analysis of the real aps with real wc values

Figure 9. Results of the classification by neural network with feature generation by
piecewise linear interpolation method based on aps data.
Since the results of the classifiers' work by the ensemble of trees and by neural networks differ
slightly, on the example of aps, it was decided to carry out further checks by any of the classifiers. The
results of classification on kgl data using a neural network are shown in Figure 10.
Analysis of the real kgl with real wc values

Figure 10. Results of the classification by neural network with the feature generation by
piecewise linear interpolation method based on kgl data.
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The results of classification on a combination of aps and kgl data were analyzed (Figure 11):
Analysis of the test sample on the generated aps+kgl data

Analysis of the real aps+kgl with real wc values

Figure 11. Results of the classification by neural network with the feature generation by piecewise
linear interpolation method on combined kgl and aps data.
As we can see, on the real data, all models showed the result of the same order (on the extended
data, the combination of kgl and aps showed the best prediction, r2_score = 0.92 on the control
sample). High accuracy on the control sample, and much worse prediction on real wells. For example,
r2_score = 0.92 and r2_score = -0.07, respectively. Therefore, it was decided to check how the
classifier trained on extended data works for the data obtained from a different spectral experiment,
but with the same initial data (Figure 12). From Figure 12 and Figures 7 – 8, it follows that on the data
of the same type (modeled by the spectral method), the classifier shows similar results.
For the neural network r2_score = 0.89 and r2_score = 0.75, on the first and second spectral
experiments, respectively.
Analysis of the real aps with approximated wc values on aps2 data

Analysis of the real aps with approximated wc values on aps2 data

a)
b)
Figure 12. Results of classification (a) by an ensemble of trees, (b) by a neural network
with feature generation by piecewise linear interpolation method from aps data on part of
the data of the second set of spectral modeling.
Analysis of the real aps with approximated wc values on aps2 data (152 wells)

Analysis of the real aps with approximated wc values on aps2 data (152 wells)

a)
b)
Figure 13. Results of classification (a) by an ensemble of trees, (b) by a neural network with
feature generation by piecewise linear interpolation method from aps data on part of the data of
the second set of spectral modeling (152 wells).
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The accuracy of the r2_score prediction is determined by the amount or quality of the data, so it
was decided to test the classifiers on a small amount of test data generated for the aps2 experiment.
Random 152 wells were selected. As follows from Figure 13 and Figure 12, the amount of data does
not affect the estimate of the forecast accuracy (the values of the accuracy metrics coincide). It is
possible that the outliers lie in a small vicinity of real wells, and if they are not submitted to the
classifier, the accuracy of the prediction on the extended data will be higher.
The reasons that the classifier shows high accuracy on extended data and low accuracy on real data
may be:
• Incorrect or incomplete selection of curves for features generation.
• Data pre-processing practically did not take into account the physical patterns of well log
interpretation data.
• Method of features generation. Perhaps, the chosen method is sensitive to the shape of the
curve, and therefore it reveals patterns of data generation by the spectral modeling method.
5. Conclusions
The paper deals with the main aspects of image processing and analysis in the study of the mechanism
of corrosion damage:
• The analysis and pre-processing of well logging data. Rapid analysis of the correlation
between the well log interpretation data and water cut did not reveal any visible patterns. The
amount of data and the distribution of water cut values (see Fig. 4) is insufficient to configure
the regression and multi-class classifier.
• Four methods of features generation were studied. piecewise linear interpolation, 2 methods of
generating statistical features and DFT analysis. DFT analysis turned out to be poorly
applicable (perhaps, the authors could not find the optimal coefficients that should be used for
training). The method based on piecewise linear interpolation and methods based on statistical
features showed almost identical results.
• Four methods of classification were considered: trees, random forest, gradient boosting and
multi-layer neural networks. On the generated features all methods showed close results
(except for a single tree), the ensemble of trees and neural networks had a slight advantage in
training time.
• The classifiers are set up on the well log interpretation data and well logging data and it is
concluded that they tend to predict the average water-cut value. Therefore, in order to increase
the variety of data for training, the training sample was extended to well log interpretation
data, using spectral modeling for logging data and water cut approximation.
• Classifiers were trained on the well log interpretation data extended sample, which showed
high prediction accuracy on the control extended sample (one set for training and one set for
establishing accuracy, about 5000 in each set, and training was done on 3500). However, the
accuracy of these classifiers on the source data was low.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the definition of such groups in social networks. The
object of the study was selected data social network Vk. Text data was collected, processed
and analyzed. To solve the problem of obtaining the necessary information, research was
conducted in the field of optimization of data collection of the social network Vk. A software
tool that provides the collection and subsequent processing of the necessary data from the
specified resources has been developed. The existing algorithms of text analysis, mainly of
large volume, were investigated and applied.

1. Introduction
Currently, social networks are booming: every day their users send billions of messages and leave
millions of comments under the relevant posts. The analysis of such content is of great importance
for many areas of business. For example, it is impossible to overestimate the impact of Internet
marketing on the promotion of goods and services. However, clear understanding of user requests is
essential to use these mechanisms effectively. The source of such information can be the materials
published by users of social networks, as well as the shares and reposts by users and the entire
communities. Thus, the issue of determining the proximity of groups in the social network
Vkontakte using the BigData technology, considered in this paper, is certainly a relevant objective
and a task of great scientific importance in the field of data analysis.
Data processing from social networks is very popular now. For example, in the article [1]
proposes a text normalization with deep convolutional character level embedding (Conv-char-Emb)
neural network model for SA of unstructured data. This model can tackle the problems: (1)
processing the noisy sentence for sentiment detection (2) handling small memory space in word level
embedded learning (3) accurate sentiment analysis of the unstructured data. In the article [2], authors
introduce SS3, a novel supervised learning model for text classification that naturally supports these
aspects. SS3 was designed to be used as a general framework to deal with ERD problems. In the
article [3], authors propose a nonparametric model (NPMM) which exploits auxiliary word
embeddings to infer the topic number and employs a “spike and slab” function to alleviate the
sparsity problem of topic-word distributions in online short text analyses. NPMM can automatically
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decide whether a given document belongs to existing topics, measured by the squared Mahalanobis
distance. In the article [4], examine the long-term relationship between signals derived from nine
years of unstructured social media microblog text data and financial market developments in five
major economic regions. Employing statistical language modeling techniques we construct
directional sentiment metrics. In the article [5], the authors propose a background clustering
technology for discussion. Compared with the traditional methods, background future clustering
keeps the constrains caused by data sparseness and spatio-temporal dependence off, and can be used
for unpredictable activities discovery
2. Social network data collection
The social network Vkontakte was selected as a data source for this study [6]. The reasons for this
choice are as follows:
• the network provides open access to its data (no restrictions on accessing the server data);
• Vkontakte is the most popular social network in Russia and the fifth most popular social
network in the world;
• Vkontakte is a full-fledged social network (unlike Twitter and Instagram, which are
microblogs) allowing to create thematic communities, which are particularly interesting for
this study.
As part of this study, a Python software package was developed, containing an authorization
module, a data collection module, and a filtration module. This software package allows to collect
data and filter them to take the relevant information only.
Within this study, the developed software package was used to collect more than 8,000 posts and
over 280,000 comments on them from the two most popular communities of the city of Samara
(“Podslushano Samara” and “Uslyshano Samara”) and from the community of the Samara
University students (“Podslushano Samarsky Universitet”).
Streaming data obtained from social networks contains a lot of service information. Only the
relevant data is important for further analysis; therefore, it is necessary to separate the service
information from the relevant data. The software package pre-processing module structures the
collected data and filters the relevant and the service fields.
3. Determination of the proximity of groups using BigData technology
To determine the proximity of groups, several metrics for the comparison of word indexes were
considered: Euclidean distance, city-block distance and Mahalanobis distance [7, 8]. The Euclidean
distance was chosen, since it is most suitable for this experiment according to the following criteria:
1) It is the most widely used and universal metric;
2) The Euclidean distance is calculated based on the original, not the standardized data.
To calculate this metric, attribute vectors were formed between the groups by combining two
word indexes or more into a common one [9]. Weight was assigned to each word in the word index,
thus each group took the form of a vector of attributes (words) with own weights. In this paper, it
was decided to use the word frequency count as the weight [10, 11].
Such an approach for calculating the weights of words in word indexes using traditional methods and
technologies requires huge computational resources and takes a long time when the volume and the
number of analyzed word indexes increases, so it was decided to use BigData technology and
computational clusters for this purpose [12]. At this stage, an algorithm involving MapReduce
technology was developed, that rejected non-informative parts of the word index (words consisting
of less than three or more than fifteen characters) and also counted the frequency of words in the
text. As a result, three word indexes were developed, the elements of which had their own weights,
one of them is presented in Fig. 1.
At the next step, it was decided to use two word indexes (of the groups “Podslushano Samara”
and “Uslyshano Samara”) to get a common word index, and to use the other word index (of the
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group “Podslushano Samarsky Universitet”) for test counting. The common word index consisted of
overlapping words with the weights recalculated according to formula 2.

Figure 1. Part of the word index developed for the group “Podslushano Samara”.
𝑔1 + 𝑔2
𝑔(𝑔1 , 𝑔2 ) = �
�
(1)
𝑛
where: 𝑔(𝑔1 , 𝑔2 ) is the weight of the word in the common word index; 𝑔1 is the weight of the word
in the first word index; 𝑔2 is the weight of the word in the second word index.
The last step was to calculate first the distances between the resulting word index and the groups
it was based on, and then the distance between the resulting word index and the test group. The
Euclidean formula of distance between the two groups was used to measure this value.
𝑛

The results are provided in the Table 1.

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = ��(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )2
𝑖=1

(2)

Table 1. The results of calculating the distances between the groups.
Title
“Podslushano Samara”
“Uslyshano Samara”
“Podslushano Samarsky Universitet”

Euclidean distance
188.32
173.11
165.98

Based on the results, we can conclude that the distances between the first two groups are very
close. This implies that the common word index is compiled quite accurately and reflects the context
of the messages in the said groups well. After analyzing the distance to the test group, one can notice
the proximity of all three values, but it is also clear that this distance has doubled as compared to the
other two. It can be assumed that this group is slightly different from the other two.
4. Conduct research for five groups
In the next step, it was decided to add two more communities to the already analyzed groups and
conduct additional research. The distribution of groups with their number, the number of subscribers,
the number of posts and the number of comments below them is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Analyzed communities and their quantitative indicators.
Group number
№1
№2
№3
Count of subscribers
at the time of 217 679
92 024
150 587
receiving data
Count of posts
32 485
10 957
20 783
Count of comments
3 898 212 1 949 106
133 188
Count of words
40 167 816 17 541 954 14 650 780

№4

№5

60 225

10 465

8 572
171 444
1 371 552

1 034
22 748
107 650

In order to show the applicability of the proposed method for calculating distances between
groups using a common dictionary, we calculated the distances between groups without using a
common dictionary and with its use. Table 3 presents the results of calculations without a common
dictionary. Table 4 presents the results of calculating the Euclidean distances between all pairs of
groups and the templates of common dictionaries built on their basis.
Table 3. Euclidean distance calculation results for all five groups without using a common
dictionary.
№1
№2
№3
№4
№5

№1
513.363
571.324
644.413
701.423

№2
603.66
863.041
727.723

№3
867.504
689.51

№4
974.583

№5
-

Table 4. The results of the calculation of the Euclidean distances between groups and their common
vocabulary.
№1

№1
-

№2
-

№3
-

№4
-

№5
-

№2

188.32
173.11

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

№3

195.55
365.98

219.66
386.85
-

-

№4

296.01
542.91

288.95
589.46

272.03
541.34

№5

193.5
390.71

201.74
402.43

225.43
453.11

167.21
467.21

Comparing the obtained results, we can notice that the distances for calculations using a common
dictionary are less than calculations without it. From this we can assume that the use of the method
of finding a common dictionary for calculating Euclidean distances is justified and applicable for
solving the problem posed.
5. The study of the dependence of the volume of the general dictionary used to calculate the
Euclidean distance between groups
We investigate at what volume of a general dictionary the results of determining the degree of
similarity of groups among themselves give the most informative readings. To do this, we carry out
an experimental calculation of the Euclidean distances for groups numbered 1 and 2 between them
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and their common vocabulary by changing the dimensions of the common vocabulary. For the study,
we will choose the size of the dictionary equal to the greatest number of unique words for the second
group (18.948 words), the small size of the general dictionary (300 words) and several intermediate
values. Table 5 shows the results of calculations of this experiment.
After analyzing the results obtained, it can be noted that for the anomalously large and, on the
contrary, anomalously small size of the general dictionary, the results turned out to be as noninformative as possible. Most likely this is explained by the fact that with a small dictionary, for the
most part, only the most common words that do not carry more information and are approximately
equally found in the texts of both groups, for the maximum size of a common dictionary, the
situation is fundamentally opposite, tk. Many rare words come into account that are found only in
one of the groups, and therefore the results show such an abnormally large scatter. When analyzing
the results produced for the intermediate sizes of the general dictionary, it is seen that the values of
the distances cease to have strong leaps relative to each other when using a common dictionary of
about 3/5 of the amount of unique words for the group with the highest number. Such a result is due
to the fact that with such a volume the most non-informative words and words are cut off.
Table 5. The results of the calculation of the Euclidean distances between groups and their common
vocabulary.
Dictionary size
18948
14000
11000
9000
2000
300

Distance to group
number 1
349.92
278.21
188.32
195.44
161.32
60.66

Distance to group
number 2
306.92
249.96
173.11
181.06
155.78
61.05

6. Conclusion
Within the framework of this study, a set of software modules was developed allowing to determine
the distance between the communities of the social network Vkontakte. As a result of the work, a
common word index was compiled, on the basis of which the degrees of proximity between 3
communities were determined. In the future, the results of the work can be used to develop
algorithms for determining the proximity of larger groups and communities using the BigData
technology.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to solving the problem of document versions comparison in
electronic document management systems. Systems-analogues were considered, the process of
comparing text documents was studied. In order to recognize the text on the scanned image, the
technology of optical character recognition and its implementation — Tesseract library were
chosen. The Myers algorithm is applied to compare received texts. The software
implementation of the text document comparison module was implemented using the solutions
described above.

1. Introduction
Document management is an important part of any business today. Negotiations, contracts, protocols,
agreements must be documented. Documents go through several stages of preparation in most cases,
and there is a possibility of replacing or correcting of files by one member without notifying other
members. EDMSs with built-in checking mechanisms guarantees the identity of two documents
versions in this case.
А variety of data formats as well as a low degree of automation or its complete absence
significantly complicates the process of finding differences between documents. As a result, some
companies ignore such important process without considering how risky this approach to organization
of workflow in a company can be [1].
All the above suggests that the topic chosen by the authors is relevant. Automation of documents
and, in particular, the process of comparing versions of documents requires attention and detailed
study.
There are a lot of web services and software products for document comparison now. The most
common are ABBYY Comparator and Compare Suite. They provide a lot of features for customers.
Also, there are software products embedded in enterprise applications and extending its functionality,
such as ABBYY ScanDifFinder SDK. But the main drawback all these products is the high coast (up
to 40% of the license value).
This paper considers a product that can be used as a component in main application, based on open
source libraries and process documents without sending them to the third party.
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2. Studying of documents comparison process
The task of text documents comparison is quite extensive. The case of PDF documents comparison is
considered in this work. A simplified diagram of this process is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Document comparison process.
The comparison task is complicated by the fact that the PDF files involved in the process can
contain both plain text and scanned copies of documents. Thus, first of all, the text in the image should
be detected and recognized, and then the comparison algorithms should be applied.
2.1. Text recognition
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a mechanism that converts printed text or handwriting images
into digital form for the purpose of further editing, searching, analysis.
OCR has a number of significant problems, including a variety of languages and fonts, distortion of
images of characters, size and scale variations of characters. Methods from various computer science
disciplines (image processing, pattern classification, natural language processing) are used to solve
these problems [2].
The OCR process is a complex activity consisting of several phases performed sequentially.
Image retrieval is the initial stage of OCR, which involves extracting a digital image and
transforming it into a suitable form that can be easily processed by a computer. This can involve
quantization as well as compression of image [3, 4].
Various preprocessing methods are used to improve the image quality after its receiving: noise
removal, thresholding, min and max filters.
At the segmentation stage, the characters in the image are separated for further transmission to the
classification. The simplest methods are analysis of related components and projection profiles.
However, in situations where characters are overlapped or broken, advanced character segmentation
methods are used.
In the next step, the segmented characters are processed for extracting various features that
uniquely identify these characters. Then characters are recognized on basis this features. The extracted
features should be efficiently computed, minimize intraclass variations and maximize interclass
variations.
At the classification stage features of a segmented image are associated with various categories or
classes. Some of the approaches of statistical classification are the Bayes classifier, the classifier of the
decision tree, the neural network classifier [5], the classifiers of the nearest neighborhoods, etc. [6].
After a character has been classified, various approaches can be used to improve the accuracy of
recognition results. One approach is to use several classifiers, the results of which can then be
combined. To improve recognition results, you can also perform context analysis [6].
The most popular OCR implementation is the Tesseract engine. Tesseract is an open source library
currently maintained by Google. The principle of its work is described in article [7].
Document processing goes according to the traditional step-by-step scheme. At the first, page
layouts are defined. After that, text strings are grouped into Blob objects. Strings are selected in the
resulting objects, and then they are broken into words by analyzing the length of the spaces between
the characters.
The recognition process is carried out in two stages. At the first, the algorithm tries to recognize
each word in turn, and passes each successful attempt to the classifier as a training set. The classifier
further uses this data when moving through the page at the second stage of recognition, when the
algorithm re-works with those words that could not be recognized for the first time.
A distinctive feature of the latest versions of Tesseract is using LSTM (long short-term memory)
networks to define page layouts, select lines and individual words. Long short-term memory networks
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are a type of recurrent network (RNN). However, unlike conventional RNN that contain one layer
with the tanh activation function, the LSTM contains 4 layers that interact in a certain way (Figure 2).

Figure 2. LSTM model.
So, LSTM solves the problem of long-term dependence (loss of ability to bind information due to
the large distance between the actual information and the point of its application).
The introduction of LSTM networks in Tesseract has led to a significant improvement in
recognition results. The number of errors decreased on 15% [8].
There are other open source software products designed for text recognition. The best results show
Tesseract, CuneiForm and OCRopus (table 1). However, with the release of Tesseract 4, which
supports LSTM, this library gets preference.
Table 1. The average percent recognition errors.
Library
Errors, %
Tesseract
14,04
Ocropus
31,42
CuneiForm
37,68
Ocrad
50,25
GOCR
64,46
2.2. Simple texts comparison
Detecting differences between words is a fundamental part of text comparison. Formally, the task of
determining the differences between two sequences of characters is to find the longest common
subsequence or, equivalently, find the minimum script for deleting and inserting characters that
transform one sequence into another.
The most popular algorithms for finding the largest common sub-sequence are the Wagner-Fischer
algorithm, the Hirschberg’s algorithm, and the Hunt-Szymanski algorithm.
The idea of Wagner and Fischer is to consistently estimate the distance between all the longer line
prefixes — until the final result is obtained. Intermediate results are calculated iteratively and stored in
an array of length (m + 1) × (n + 1). Thus, the calculation required O(m × n) time using memory of the
same order.
The Hirschberg’s algorithm computes LCS in O(n1 × n2) time, but uses memory of O(n), where n =
min {n1, n2}. Saving memory is due to the fact that at any given point in time, only two rows of the
array required by dynamic programming are stored in memory. However, this leads to a more
sophisticated method of allocating two lines of LCS.
The Hunt-Szymanski algorithm computes LCS in a O(n × log (n)) time, using memory of O(n),
where n = max {n1, n2}. The time complexity of this algorithm exceeds O(n × log (n)) only when the
rows x1 and x2 have the number of matching letters greater than a value of the order of O(n) (for
example, when the size of the alphabet is small relative to the length of the rows).
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In practice, the calculation of the distance between the lines is of interest only when this distance d
is relatively small compared to the length of the lines. In this case the Ukkonen-Myers algorithm,
considered in article [9], is preferable. The complexity of the Myers algorithm is approximately
proportional to the sum of the lengths of the sequences, and not to the product, as in the WagnerFischer algorithm. The same can be said about the memory used by the algorithm O(n1 × n2), where n
= min {n1, n2}. Thus, this is the best-known algorithm for solving our problem [10, 11, 12].
3. Development of the document versions comparison module
The development of any system begins with the design stage. Design includes the development of a
system model at the logical and physical levels, as well as the choice of software.
3.1. Choice and justification of the software
CUBA Studio 2018.3, developed on the basis of IntelliJ IDEA was chosen as the development
environment and Java was chosen as a programming language. There are a lot of open source projects,
libraries, frameworks written in Java, which in terms of the task will greatly simplify the work. Java is
the foundation for all types of network applications and the universal standard for developing
enterprise software.
3.2. Choice of frameworks
The application is based on the CUBA platform. This platform is a high-level Java framework for
quickly building enterprise applications with a full-fledged web interface. It abstracts the developer
from heterogeneous technologies, allowing him to focus on solving business problems.
The text document processing module is based on the Apache PDFBox library, an open source tool
that supports the development of Java applications that create, convert and process PDF documents
[13].
For pixel-by-pixel document comparison, the PdfCompare library, built on the basis of Apache
PDFBox, is used. It provides the ability to graphically highlight different areas of documents. Apache
PDFBox contains many methods designed to manage certain aspects of the system, in particular,
memory consumption [14].
Text comparison uses the high-performance Google Diff Match Patch library, which implements
the Myers algorithm, which is generally considered the best general-purpose difference algorithm.
some optimizations should be made to improve the runtime before such computationally expensive
process as a comparison. After that, the remaining text is compared by a difference algorithm, the
result is processed, taking into account the semantic features of the text [15].
3.3. Logical database model
It is necessary to develop an application that briefly reflects the subject area we need to demonstrate
the work of the document comparison module. In our case, it is a document management flow.
Figure 3 shows the logical model of the database system. The main entities of the system are:
“Document type”, “Attachment”, “Document category”. "Document". Entities are connected to each
other by one-to-one and many-to-one relationships and are reflected in the object model of the system.

Figure 3. Logical database model.
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3.4. Class diagram
The class diagram serves to represent the static structure of the system model in the terminology of the
classes of object-oriented programming [16]. Figure 4 shows the class diagram of the system.
DocumentCategory, DocumentKind, DocumentAttachment and Document are entities stored in the
database. Work with them is performed using a universal user interface and already implemented
operations of creation, deletion and modification.
Special attention should be given to the DocumentEdit document editing screen controller. Its main
compareFiles method is called by clicking on the “Compare” button and starts the document
comparison mechanism by calling the compareFilesPixelToPixel and CompareFilesText methods of
the DocComparisonService service. Services form a component layer that defines a variety of
Middleware operations available to the client level of the application. The service interface is located
in the global module and is available at the client level and at the Middleware.

Figure 4. Class diagram of the system.
4. The results of experimental studies of the module
In order to demonstrate the work of the module, an information system that partially implements the
functions of electronic document management was developed.
After launching of application and entering personal data, the main system form with the items
“Documents”, “Reference books”, “Administration” and “Help” is shown.

Figure 5. Documents editing form.
The document editing form is a set of tabs “Details”, “Attachments”, “Office”, etc.
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The Attachments tab (Figure 5) presents a form containing a table of document versions, the main
attributes of which are “Name”, “Description” and “File” — a PDF document attached in the
attachment editing screen. A form of a preview document is shown on the right side of the screen.
Pressing the button "Compare" causes the main logic — the comparison of documents. Upon
completion of the comparison, the form opens, with the results of pixel-by-pixel and textual
comparison (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Visual comparison result form.
Differing pixels are marked in red and green. Ignored areas are marked with a yellow background.
Deleted pages are highlighted with a red frame and added pages highlighted with a green frame
(Figure 7).

Figure 7. Textual comparison result form.
Added characters are highlighted in green and underlined, deleted characters are highlighted in red
and strikethrough.
Several experiments were conducted in order to explore recognition accuracy. 3 pdf-files
containing scanned copies of text documents participated in the test. Recognition results are presented
in table 2.
Table 2. The result of recognitions.
Experiment’s number
Number of recognized
characters / Total number
Experiment 1
1127 / 1148
Experiment 2
1502 / 1531
Experiment 3
964 / 1021
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The percentage of correctly recognized characters is more than 98%, which confirms the data
declared by the Tesseract’s developer. Most of the mistakes are in recognizing punctuation marks and
some pairs of similar characters.
The main drawback detected during the experiments process is the incorrect recognition of multicolumn text, as well as recognition errors in the presence of pictures and in areas with stamps and
signatures. These features should be fixed on the pre-processing stage.
5. Conclusion
As a result of the work done, the task of text documents comparison in the electronic document
management system was solved.
The mechanism of optical character recognition on the image for obtaining texts from the scanned
image was studied. The most popular libraries that implement OCR were considered, a comparative
analysis of the effectiveness of character recognition was conducted. The main approaches to the
comparison of texts are investigated, in particular, the Myers algorithm, which is the most suitable in
our case, is considered.
The result of the work is the results of researches that substantiate the choice of technologies used,
as well as a software product available for use by third-party developers. Currently, the developed
module allows to compare text documents in PDF format and returns the result in a form that is easy
to read.
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Abstract. The paper presents methods for optimizing the process of visualization of the urban
environment model based on the characteristics of its presentation. Various approaches are
described which provide a reduction in computational complexity in visualizing threedimensional models that can optimize the display of their geometry and the amount of video
memory used. Methods are considered that allow optimizing both the scene as a whole and its
individual components.

1. Introduction
The visualization of the urban environment model is widely used to solve various problems in such
areas as construction, urban management, education, culture, etc. [1-3]. Three-dimensional
visualization allows users to perceive information in a spatial form that is familiar to them. Its analysis
does not require any special technical knowledge, so decision-making on the basis of the information
thus provided is much faster and easier. The most complete information about the object, which allows
the immersion into the model space, is provided by real-time visualization that imposes significant
time constraints on the process of scene rendering.
2. Problem statement
The process of urban environment model visualization is a computationally complex task. In [4], a
method for automatic generation of three-dimensional models of objects in the urban environment
using attributive information from a digital map is described. To render the surface of extended areas
of terrain with highly detailed objects, an enormous number of polygons is required. Therefore, the
need arises to use special algorithms that optimize the 3D representation of the urban environment
model.
The aim of this paper is to analyze the existing methods for optimizing the process of 3D
visualization, to choose some more efficient approaches and to adapt them to the specifics of the
rendering of a three-dimensional urban environment model.
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3. Methods for optimizing the process of 3D visualization of the urban environment model
The urban environment model (Figure 1) includes a digital terrain model and models of urban
environment objects.

Figure 1. 3D visualization of the urban environment model.
3.1 Visualization of the digital terrain model
3.1.1 Geometry optimization
The process of displaying a terrain model, which is a highly detailed description of an extended terrain
surface, is a computationally complex element in visualizing an urban environment model. Displaying
on the screen the entire terrain model at once will result in a noticeable loss of performance. At the
same time, when forming a frame, most of the model will be out of sight. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop algorithms that will cut off the data that in any case will not be displayed on the screen,
thereby optimizing the visualization process. The surface in the background, due to its remoteness,
does not require high detail. Therefore, the visualization algorithm should dynamically change the
level of the model detail, depending on the distance from the observer.
The digital model of the urban environment is built on the basis of the elevation information
(horizontals, elevation marks, etc.) contained in the digital map. Since the elevation information is an
irregular point cloud, the surface is approximated by means of irregular triangulation (TIN).
The process of visualization of an irregular network of triangles is difficult to optimize, because,
unlike in the case of the regular representation, it is difficult to parallelize this process on
multiprocessor architectures. Therefore, conversion from an irregular to a regular structure is
envisaged.
Optimizing the process of a terrain model visualization often consists in producing a tree structure
from surface areas that have varying degrees of detail. Each link in the tree approximates a certain part
of the surface. The descendants of this link break the area into parts and approximate them with
greater accuracy. The process continues up to a given limit of approximation accuracy. All
hierarchical algorithms are similar in terms of their principle of operation and differ mainly by the
types of entities chosen as links. In particular, the ROAM algorithm [5] implies a binary tree of
triangles, the QuadTree [6], a quad-tree of squares, the Chunked LOD [7], a quad-tree of rectangular
patches, which are separate triangular grids, etc. [5]. When visualizing, such structures can be used to
quite effectively cut off the areas invisible to the observer and to remove unnecessary details in the
distant parts of the terrain model. The main disadvantage of such hierarchies is the presence of
recursiveness and complexity of their transfer to the GPU. Besides, considerable time is required to
form the structure of the hierarchical algorithms.
The Displacement Mapping technique [8] allows transferring the model optimization problem to a
graphics processor. Unlike hierarchical methods, Displacement Mapping, when using hardware
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tessellation, performs all calculations on the GPU, with a minimal load on the central processor. The
time required to prepare data is also significantly reduced. Therefore, the process of visualization of
extended urban terrain models was optimized using Displacement Mapping methods with hardware
tessellation (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Visualization of a digital terrain model using Displacement Mapping methods.
3.1.2 Material optimization
The underlying surface characterizes the features of the upper part of the earth crust. In the urban
environment, objects that denote paved areas, green areas, squares, courtyards, etc., can act as the
underlying surface. These objects completely repeat the geometric features of the terrain, so it is
reasonable to represent them as part of the digital terrain model rather than as a separate object and to
designate them using an appropriate texture.

a)

b)
Figure 3. A fragment of a digital map (a) and a mask (b) compiled from its data.

To render highly detailed information about the underlying surface of an extended terrain, a superlarge texture are required. The information about the elements of the underlying surface is stored in
the digital map as a set of characteristics describing these elements. All elements of the underlying
surface are categorized into types and their color at each point of the surface can be formed at the
moment of visualization. For this purpose, an algorithm was developed that forms a mask in advance,
based on the information of the digital map. The mask is in the form of a graphic file with dimensions
multiple to the size of the digital map (Figure 3).
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Figure 4. A 3D scene of the urban environment with the underlying surface formed using the mask
from Figure 3.
Each pixel of the mask covers a specific area of the terrain and contains information about the type
of coating of the underlying surface in the corresponding area. The information about the texture of a
certain type of the underlying surface is stored in the texture atlas as a set of tiles. Thus, the color at
each point of the underlying surface can be calculated at the stage of visualization in the fragment
shader based on the information of the mask map and texture atlas (Figure 4). Based on this principle,
an algorithm was developed for texturing the underlying surface, which makes it possible to avoid
producing the texture of the entire underlying surface in advance and to achieve significant memory
saving.
3.2 Visualization of urban environment objects
3.2.1 Geometry optimization
When rendering a model of the urban environment, the visualization of buildings, vegetation, small
architectural forms, etc., accounts for the greatest computational load. Optimizing the process of
visualization of such objects consists in cutting off the data that are outside the field of vision (Figure
5). By means of tree-like segmentation of the scene, it is possible to cut off such data more efficiently.
As part of our research, segmentation algorithms based on octrees, R-trees and Priority R-tree (a
hybrid between a k-dimensional tree and an R-tree) have been implemented [9]. It was established
experimentally that segmentation of a scene based on an Priority R-tree is most suitable for urban
objects. Based on the nature of the location of objects in the urban environment, optimal segmentation
parameters were selected.

Figure 5. Cutting off 3D scene objects out of the field of vision by using scene segmentation based on
an R-tree.
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When rendering the urban environment, a significant part of the objects will fall within the field
of the camera vision (viewing frustum), but will not be seen during visualization, since it will be
completely obscured by other objects. The technology based on coherent hierarchical culling [10], by
analyzing the previous frame, efficiently cuts off the "obscured" objects that will not be processed in
the course of visualization. In combination with scene trees, this provides a very effective way of
clipping - the scene is traversed hierarchically. Internal nodes contain objects and other nodes, which
makes it possible to check for visibility and cut off a large number of objects at once.

Figure 6. The process of grouping objects using the same material.
Objects in the background, due to their remoteness, do not require high detail [11]. The possibility
of associating various levels of model detail with one object was implemented. Thus, if there are
several models of one object with different degrees of detail, the level of detail of the group of objects
being visualized in the scene node will depend on the distance between the observer and this node.
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The generated model of the urban environment is characterized by a large number of identical
objects. Such objects may include vegetation (trees, bushes) and objects of small architectural forms
(kiosks, stalls, benches, street lights, etc.). To visualize a large number of such repeating objects in leaf
nodes, the Geometry Instancing [10] technology was used, which allowed visualizing multiple copies
of the object in one drawing cycle. This approach reduces the exchange of information between the
CPU and the GPU, thereby significantly increasing the speed of visualization of a large number of
identical objects without loss of quality.
3.2.2 Materials optimization
The principle of generating a model of the urban environment based on the attributive information
from a digital map implies the creation of objects of the same type that have different geometric
representations, but are characterized by the same type of surface material. An example of such
objects are buildings and structures. In order to reduce the number of accesses to the graphics
processor, an algorithm is implemented that grouping objects using the same material. The process is
divided into three stages. First, at the data preparation stage, it is monitored to ensure that materials
and textures are not duplicated in memory. Then a scene tree is formed. At the end of this process, the
leaf nodes of the tree will contain scene objects. After the formation of a scene tree, in each of its leaf,
objects with the same material are merged. Thus, in each leaf of a tree, one material corresponds to a
maximum of one object. Next, the objects contained in the leaf are sorted by materials, so that the i
object of the leaf corresponds to the i material. Before the formation of each frame in the process of
visualization, a walk through the scene tree is performed. During this process, a list of leaf nodes that
fall into scope is formed. Thus, using established correspondences, for each material, a set of objects
ready for drawing in the current frame is established. The resulting structure allows direct access to
objects using the current material. The general scheme of grouping by materials is presented in the
figure 6.
The process of combining involves the objects that have common material. Models of urban
environment objects often have a common type of surface material. The only difference is the color
map (for example, the texture of the building facades). Therefore, the textures of objects with the same
type of material are combined into one texture atlas [12]. Thus, when visualizing an urban
environment model containing tens of thousands of buildings, the use of the proposed three-stage
material optimization algorithm reduces the number of unique materials to just several dozen.
4. Low-level optimization
At the moment, GPU has overtaken CPU in terms of performance, and the performance growth rate
continues to increase. Therefore, it is reasonable to move the computational load of the visualization
process to the GPU and to minimize the amount of data transferred between the CPU and the GPU,
since this data transfer is a real bottleneck in the system performance. In the framework of the
OpenGL (DirectX) specification, manufacturers of video adapters provide ample opportunities for the
effective use of the equipment’s potential for 3D visualization.
In particular, in the process of visualization of the urban environment model, VertexBufferObjects
(VBO), IndexBufferObject (IBO), VertexArrayObject (VAO) technologies were used to upload the
geometry of the urban environment model to the video device; hardware texture compression was used
to speed up the loading of textures to video memory; triple buffering, for avoiding excessive
synchronization of the CPU and GPU; MultiDrawIndirect, for reducing the number of accesses from
CPU to GPU; programmable pipeline, Uniform Buffer (UBO), Shader Storage Buffer (SSBO) were
used to generate the underlying surface, etc. [13]. The use of low-level optimization in the proposed
optimization algorithms is presented in the figure 7.
5. Conclusions
The paper presents some methods and algorithms for optimizing the process of visualization that have
been modified, taking into account the specific features of the urban environment model. These
methods and algorithms have been implemented in software. This approach has significantly
optimized the process of visualization of the urban environment model. Experimental studies have
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shown that the use of the proposed optimization algorithms provides on the average a tenfold increase
in the performance of the visualization model of urban environment objects. The tests were conducted
on a scene containing 10000 objects with a total of 7000000 triangles.. The performance was 4-6
frames per second (fps) before applying all optimizations, 56-64 fps - after. Technical characteristics
of the test bench: AMD fx-6300 processor 3.5GHz, Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 Ti video card 4 GB,
12 Gb DDR3 RAM.

Figure 7. Methods for optimizing the process of 3D visualization of the urban environment model.
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Abstract. Recognition on images not only of shapes, but also of metadata is becoming
increasingly popular among researchers in the field of convolutional neural networks and deep
learning. This article provides an analytical overview of modern software solutions that
recognize the images of emotions, mood, gender and age of a person. Enthusiasts invent all
new and new architectures of convolutional neural networks, allowing to solve the tasks with
considerable recognition accuracy.

1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a rapid development of parallel data processing technologies, in
particular due to the development of graphics processors, which are no longer intended only for
computer graphics. This made it possible to train even the most complex neural networks in their
architectures and opened up a whole horizon of unsolvable tasks [1], [2], [3]. Modern intellectual
systems focus not only on pattern recognition from the input image, but also learn to isolate metadata
from recognized objects, such as emotions, mood, gender, or a person’s age.
Many researchers and enthusiasts in the field of machine learning and convolutional neural
networks develop and offer their own, unique solutions that are different both ideologically and
technically.
This article offers an analytical review of the following software solutions in the field of
recognition of emotions, mood, sex and age of a person:
• Emotion recognition using Deep Convolutional Neural Network [4].
• A Compact Soft Stagewise Regression Network [5].
• Real-time Convolutional Neural Networks for Emotion and Gender Classification [6].
• Age Recognition using CNNs [7].
2. Review of existing solutions
2.1. Emotion recognition using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
A solution that is a trained neural network that recognizes real-time emotions on a human face
recognized from the input video stream.
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It was built using the TFLearn programming library for the python programming language, based
on the well-known TensorFlow machine learning framework developed by Google in 2015 [8]. This
framework simplifies the development of the network, as it requires describing only the layers
themselves instead of describing each neuron separately, and also simplifies network training by
providing real-time process feedback and learning accuracy. Moreover, the library allows you to save
the result of a trained model to use it later.
The resulting neural network model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Neural network model.
In each frame of the video stream, an attempt is made to recognize a human face (s). This is
achieved using the OpenCV open library recognition method [9]. Then, if a face was recognized in the
image, that face is cut out and scaled to a size of 48x48 pixels. Only after that it is fed to the input of
the neural network. Thus, we get optimized software that affects neural network resources only if there
is at least one human face in the frame.
The model was trained with the help of dataset FERC-2013, which has about 20,000 images
containing examples of the following emotions: anger, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, indifference
and disgust. The density of the distribution of emotions in this data is reflected in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Density of distribution of emotions in dataset FERC-2013.
According to the results of training, the accuracy of recognition of emotions was achieved in 67%.
2.2. SSR-Net
This solution is an original neural network with soft stepwise regression (soft stagewise regression
network) for recognizing age and sex. The network recognizes age and gender according to the
following principle: images of 64x64 pixels are fed to the input of the network, a multi-level
classification is made from several classes, where each level serves to refine the previous result, and
then the result of the classification is processed using a regression.
The model itself is very compact and takes only 0.32 MB. But in spite of its compact dimensions,
the performance of SSR-Net is close to the characteristics of the most modern methods, the sizes of
models of which are 1500 times larger.
A model of this neural network with three levels and a pool size of 2 is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Neural network model SSR-Net.
For training this model, such datasets as IMDB, WIKI and Morph2 [11] were used. About 80% of
randomly selected images from datasets were used to train the network, and the remaining 20% were
used for testing.
An example of dependence of the number of SSR-Net, MobileNet and DenseNet network
recognition errors trained in Morph2 data on the number of epochs is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Graph of recognition errors versus the number of epochs.
2.3. Face classification and detection from the B-IT-BOTS robotics team
It is a real-time classifier of emotions and gender of a person, based on the convolutional neural
network and the open image processing library openCV [9]. The model of this neural network is
shown in Figure 5 and contains 600,000 parameters.
This model was trained in IMDB dataset, which has about 460,723 RGB images, each of which
belongs to one of the classes: male or female [10]. At this dataset, recognition accuracy of 96% was
achieved. Also, this model was validated on dataset FER-2013, which includes 35,887 images in gray
tones, each of which belongs to one of the classes of emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness,
surprise and indifference. At this dataset, 66% accuracy was achieved.
2.4. Age and gender estimation
This solution is the implementation of a convolutional neural network for recognizing the sex and age
of a person from the input image. The basis for the VGG-16 network architecture was taken due to its
depth and controllability. This network accepts 256x256 pixel images as input.
The training was carried out on IMDB-WIKI datasets, and recognition accuracy of 64% was
achieved [10].
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Figure 5. Neural network model.
2.5. General comparison of implementations
As a result of the analytical review, the decisions contained in the publications [6, 7] were selected:
1. A solution that recognizes a person's age, trained in dataset IMDB-WIKI with a recognition
accuracy of 64%.
2. A solution that recognizes the sex of a person, trained in dataset IMDB with a recognition
accuracy of 96%.
3. A solution that recognizes a person's emotions, trained in dataset FER-2013 with a recognition
accuracy of 66%.
The source code of each solution was carefully analyzed and revised so that the digital image was
provided as input to the software, and the result of the prediction of a convolutional neural network
was obtained.
3. Conducting experimental studies
At the end of the previous section, software solutions were obtained, the main task of which is to
recognize the age, gender and emotions of a person from a digital face image.
These solutions were chosen as objects for conducting an experimental study of their performance
on 10 random images of the faces of people from the IMDB-WIKI dataset.
The following equipment and software were used during the pilot study:
1. Processor: intel Core i5-4570 3.2 GHz.
2. RAM: 8 Gb.
3. Operation system: Manjaro 18.0.4 «Illyria».
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4. Programming language: Python 3.6.5.
Below (Figures 6–15)are the images used in the pilot study:

Figure 6. Image number 1.

Figure 7. Image number 2.

Figure 8. Image number 3.

Figure 9. Image number 4.

Figure 10. Image number 5.

Figure 11. Image number 6.

Figure 12. Image number 7.

Figure 13. Image number 8.

Figure 14. Image number 9.

Figure 15. Image number 10.
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Since the neural network with the same input data always produces the same result, performing
multiple independent attempts at recognition in a row does not have much value, however, to measure
a more accurate execution time of a convolutional neural network in a single digital image.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 present the results of recognizing age, gender and emotions, respectively, as well
as the average execution time for 5 runs of a convolutional neural network in the next digital image.
Image, №
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 1. Final Age Recognition.
Age
64
31
39
34
47
17
56
25
34
25

Average time, ms
523
642
627
510
481
524
537
450
583
592

Image, №
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2. Final Gender Recognition.
Gender
Man
Woman
Man
Man
Man
Woman
Man
Man
Man
Woman

Average time, ms
324
451
430
318
293
305
421
326
432
476

Table 3. Final Emotion Recognition.
Image, №
Emotion
Average time, ms
1
Happiness
389
2
Happiness
513
3
Surprise
527
4
Happiness
408
5
Fear
362
6
Happiness
385
7
Happiness
503
8
Happiness
476
9
Sadness
513
10
Neutral
563
As we can see from tables 1, 2 and 3, although the accuracy of recognition stated by the authors
still requires some refinements (for example, a neural network that recognizes the sex of a person is
clearly mistaken in image No. 8), these pre-trained convolutional neural networks are capable of
producing meaningful results, reflecting reality.
4. Conclusion
As a result, we can conclude that such tasks as the recognition of emotions, mood, gender and age are
very popular among researchers all over the world. Enthusiasts use different approaches to the
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implementation of intelligent systems that can solve such problems and achieve good results in
accuracy of recognition, even with limited resources. The main means of the implementation of the
tasks are convolutional neural networks of various architectures, trained in well-known in the network
dataset images.
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Abstract. In the work there is a modernization of the parallel algorithm for the radar images
formation of 3D models with the synthesis of the antenna aperture. In the formation of the
scene description, the various structures are used in which it is possible to use more efficient
and derived calculations. In addition, it is the topical task to recognize objects on radar images.
Thus, on the basis of the implemented parallel program for modelling, the high performance
required for simulating multiple radar images can be achieved.

1. Introduction
This research is a continuation of ideas and methods used in [1], where high-performance radar images
modeling approach was considered. The goal of this work is to obtain a greater acceleration of the
parallel program for synthetic aperture radar modeling by building a kd tree describing a threedimensional scene [2-4]. We used CUDA to perform a high-performance computing on a graphic card
and achieve this goal. It is the main difficulty to form a trajectory signal along with the radar travel
and then compute a radar image. In this study, an algorithm for obtaining radar characteristics was
implemented with the construction of the kd tree structure, that allow to describe any threedimensional scene.
2. Modelling and recognition
The main computationally expensive part of the radar images modelling algorithm is in the processing
of radiated and reflected radar signals. In this work, a modification of the CUDA algorithm was
implemented, which difference at the stage of the trajectory signal constructing is in a previously
calculated kd-tree for any three-dimensional scene. The subsequent execution of the synthesis of the
radar aperture was performed the same way as discussed in [1]. This approach of computable
operations reducing allowed us to achieve a three-fold acceleration compared with the previous
algorithm implementation.
In addition, during the research, we carried out the experiments of object recognition in radar
images. There are many methods and approaches of object recognition, among which the popular
methods are convolutional neural networks [5], support vectors, nearest neighbours, etc. [6]. In this
work, the object recognition was performed using the method of support subspaces [7]. We used threeV International Conference on "Information Technology and Nanotechnology" (ITNT-2019)
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dimensional models of the tank, BMP, BTR to construct the radar images. All sizes of the models
were matched to the corresponding sizes of their real prototypes at the three-dimensional coordinate
system. We used the modelling parameters presented in Table 1 when generated the training set. The
bearing angle was 17°, which corresponds to the conditions of the real obtained SAR images training
dataset. We modelled 100 images for each object. The step of rotation was equal the 3.6° in the
observation plane. Figure 3 shows the real and modeled SAR images of BTR.
There are the results of research shown below which related to the construction of a training model
sample and the subsequent recognition of real images using model images at the training stage. Figure
1, a), b) shows the real radar images of a tank from the widely known MSTAR database, and figure 2,
a), b) shows radar images obtained by modelling using the synthetic aperture radar method, with
angles the bearing angle of 17° and 15° and the aspect angles are 17 ° and 100 °, respectively.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Parameter
Radar start point (x,y,z), m
Radar observation mode
Synthesis lenght, m
Wave length (chirp), m
Azimuth resolution, m
Range resolution, m
Impulse duration, mcs
Min range, m
Max range, m
Azimuth step, m
Range step, ns

Table 1. Modelling parameters.
Value
(-4335.5,1325.5,-50)
spotlight
100
0.029 – 0.033
0.3
0.3
0.5
4510
4630
0.25
0.5

a)
b)
Figure 1. MSTAR dataset SAR images: a) bearing angle 17°, elevation angle 15°; b) bearing
angle 17°, elevation angle 100°.

a)
b)
Figure 2. Modelled SAR images: a) bearing angle 17°, elevation angle 15°; b) bearing angle 17°,
elevation angle 100°.
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The recognition results for three classes obtained using the recognition contingency index based
algorithm [7] (without subclassing) are listed in Table 2. Note that the result of 62.78% correct
recognition of the three classes was obtained on a relatively small training set (300 images). The
MSTAR training sample contains 587 of image samples.

a)
b)
Figure 3. SAR images: a) model and b) real BTR target.
Table 2. Recognition results with modelled dataset training.
Evaluated class
BMP2
402
134
119

BMP2
BTR70
T72

BTR70
124
43
51

T72
61
19
412

68.48%
21.93%
70.79%

At the binary classification: the BMP and tank using the same algorithm, the result of 80.24% was
achieved. The recognition results of the two classes without division into subclasses are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. Results of two objects recognition.

BMP2
T72

Evaluated class
BMP2
T72
496
91
140
442

84.50%
75.94%

In addition, we carried out the experiment of the real images recognition by training on model
images, which obtained using the ray tracing approach [8]. Table 4 shows the recognition results. The
total percentage of correct recognition was 27.6%. These results show that images modelled via
raytracing is not quite suitable for recognition real images. Perhaps they can be used to create a
simplified model of a three-dimensional scene.
Table 3. Results of objects recognition (dataset modelled via raytracing).

BMP2
BTR70
T72

Evaluated class
BMP2
207
78
331

BTR70
270
67
146

T72
221
51
105

29.66%
34.18%
18.04%

It should be noted that in the MSTAR database, the training sample has 587 images. In contrast to
presented model images dataset, the rotation of an object in the MSTAR images was performed with
an irregular step and with rather large positioning errors.
3. Conclusion
The paper shows that the results of objects recognition using real images has the ability of the
effective usage at the developed software. The images were obtained by modeling can form the
training dataset at the proposed algorithm. In addition, the parallel algorithm acceleration is obtained
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by kd-tree construction let us help to perform high-computing and effective scattering calculation on
the various object surfaces.
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Abstract. The purpose of the work is to increase the security of the industrial network of an
automated process control system based on intelligent network traffic analysis algorithms. The
analysis of the problem of detecting and recording actions of violators on the implementation
of a network attack on an automated process control system in the industrial network of an
enterprise has been performed. A structural and functional model of the monitoring system of
the industrial network of industrial control systems is proposed. An algorithm is developed for
the intellectual analysis of network traffic of industrial protocols and a software package that
implements the proposed algorithms as part of a monitoring system to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed solution on field data.

1. Introduction
Security of the critical infrastructure of automated process control system (APCS) [1] under the
conditions of the automation level of modern production in the Russian Federation and around the
world is becoming an increasingly priority task. The imperfection of the protection and vulnerability
of modern SCADA-systems (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems) is due to a number of
features of the organization of such systems [2]. Special viruses and target attacks, sponsored by
terrorist groups or governments of competing countries, increasingly began to target at the industrial
production facilities [3, 4, 5]. The Internet of things gradually comes to the enterprises networks,
expanding the already extensive list of industrial protocols and forming the concept of an industrial
Internet of things (IIoT) [4, 5]. The means to ensure the information security of process control
systems at this stage of their development are not able to withstand such threats [6, 7].
Today, there is a transition to automated digital production, controlled by intelligent systems in real
time, in constant interaction with the external environment, going beyond the boundaries of one
enterprise, with the prospect of combining into a global industrial network of things and services. This
approach is developed in the concept of “Industry 4.0” and describes the current trend in the
development of automation and data exchange, which includes cyber-physical systems, the Internet of
things and cloud computing [8, 9, 10]. There are many advantages of using wireless sensor networks
(WSN, Wireless sensor network) as an environment for wireless interaction of digital objects within
the industrial Internet of things network in various automated systems [11].
Network security is becoming one of the main directions in the development of information
security through the use of a set of technical means [3]. Since any computer process control system
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can be attacked, which usually results in serious technical, reputation and economic losses, it is
necessary to timely detect both known and previously unknown attacks in industrial networks. Attacks
of malicious persons are constantly improving, becoming combined and spread almost instantly.
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) implement monitoring functions and detect attacks that have
bypassed the firewall. IDS informs the administrator, who, in turn, takes a further decision on the
response to the attack [12].
Thus, it can be concluded that the network attacks detection systems based on the use of artificial
intelligence methods as a key element of ensuring cybersecurity of the critical infrastructure [13, 14,
15] of the APCS in the concept of the development of the digital economy are of relevance and need
to be improved.
The research goal is to increase the effectiveness of network attack detection system by using a
neural network analysis module as part of the IDS. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to solve the
following tasks:
• Analysis of the problem of detecting network attacks in industrial networks APCS.
• Development of the structure of the system for monitoring the industrial network of APCS;
• Development of algorithms for intellectual analysis of network traffic of industrial networks;
Development of a software package that implements the proposed algorithms as part of a monitoring
system, and an assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed solution on full-scale data.
2. Analysis of the problem of detecting network attacks in industrial networks
The process of automation of industrial production continues to evolve: the number of “intelligent”
terminal devices is increasing, the number of microcontroller-based computing systems involved in
the process control and process control is growing. Under these conditions, the role of data collected at
all levels of the process control system significantly increases. Requirements imposed by consumers of
this information are increasingly being tightened in terms of the volume, speed and reliability of data
acquisition, as well as information security of the entire system [5]. In turn, increasing degree of
automation of the enterprise functioning promoted the mutual integration of information (IT) and socalled operational (OT) technologies [7].
An industrial network is a data transmission environment that must meet a variety of diverse, often
contradictory requirements; a set of standard data exchange protocols that allow to link equipment
together (often from different manufacturers), and also to ensure interaction between the lower and
upper levels of the enterprise management system.
In IIoT, the main types of “things” that need to be connected to the network are various types of
sensors and actuators. These devices, on the one hand, have an interface with a communication
network, and on the other hand, an interface that provides physical interaction with the process to be
monitored (Ethernet, Wi-Fi, cellular networks, Sigfox, LoRa, ZigBee, etc.).
Not so long ago, the hierarchy of the APCS had a clear boundary between the levels. The trends of
recent years have made this structure much more complex and diffuse. The automated process control
system is more and more integrated with the automated control system, and through it inevitably
enters the sphere of Internet technologies. Unification of the corporate and industrial network of an
enterprise inevitably poses a serious problem of information security of the industrial network of
industrial control systems.
The traditional process control system is a real-time system. To ensure error-free process control,
continuous process operation monitoring is necessary [16]. If IT security methods are applied in the
process control system, in the event of possible data comprometation, the security system may limit
access to this data. This, in turn, can lead to loss of control over the TP and man-made or
environmental catastrophe (in critical infrastructure, petrochemical industry and other industries).
Therefore, in relation to industrial control systems, the inverse distribution of the significance of safety
aspects is widely used [16, 17]:
• availability;
• integrity;
• confidentiality.
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The following main threats to the security of an industrial network can be identified [16, 17]:
• Traditional virus software (malware);
• Targeted attacks;
• Unintentional staff errors;
• Suppliers of equipment and software, partners, contractors;
• extortion programs;
• Internal and external sabotage;
• Errors of specialized industrial control systems;
• Failure of hardware.
Summary information of the information security systems of automated process control systems
shown in Table 1.

Product name

Meeting the
requirements of
regulators
(FSTEC №31)
Security audit
Creating rules for
the operation of
technological
processes
Intgration with
Human-Machine
Interface (HMI)

System distribution

Recommendations
for elimination

Table 1. Information security support systems in APCS.
Positive
Security
Kaspersky
Technologies
Matters
Industrial
Industrial
CyberSecurity SilentDefense Security Incident
[20,21]
[17,18]
Manager (PT
ISIM) [19]

Honeywell Risk
Manager

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

-

KICS
for Sensors
Nodes, KICS Command
for Networks, Center
Security
Center
-

+ Full distribution

-

+

A single control
center that collects
information
from
external monitoring
and security systems
+

Uses a copy of Uses copy of Uses
copy
of Data
collection
network traffic network
network
traffic without intervention,
Intervention in
(SPAN / TAP), traffic
(unidirectional
integration
with
technological
but contains an (SPAN-ports) gateway)
intrusion prevention
process
intrusion
system is possible
prevention
system
Siemens
Honeywell Experion
Software developer
(WinCC,
certification for
WinCC OA),
APCS
Emerson
An example of the use of wireless sensor networks is the use of wireless sensor networks in
electrical substations [22]. The compactness and autonomy of the sensor nodes make it possible to
install them in hard-to-reach places without solving the tasks of organizing wired communication
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channels for transmitting telemetric information such as: power flows in the power system, control of
active and reactive power, frequency and voltage in certain areas to the control room. Due to the
transition from wired to wireless network technologies to collect telemetry data, network security is
determined not only by hardware and software solutions for industrial controllers and sensor nodes,
but also by the chosen principles of their information interaction during the synthesis of network
topology, determination of routing parameters and data transmission.
A wireless sensor network [11] consists of many autonomous sensor nodes distributed in areas of
the industrial system that are of interest for the collection of operational data and the joint transmission
of collected data over wireless channels to a central node that is a node or base station (BS).
Most information security threats in wireless networks are similar to threats and attacks on wired
networks, except that wireless networks are harder to protect due to the use of an open medium as a
data transmission channel and the broadcast nature of wireless connections. Network protection is
complicated due to limited resources: the energy of an autonomous power source and computing
resources. Such limiting characteristics make traditional security measures, for example, the use of
complex encryption algorithms, multifactor authentication, firewalls, etc. [23] – not always sufficient.
A significant factor is the time delay requirements for data transmission in the transport environment
and closed protocols for the operation of the software and hardware of the APCS, which do not always
allow the implementation of protection technologies using IPSec, SSL, VPN.
The current trend in the development of the transport environment of industrial networks is the use
of self-organizing wireless networks with equal rights of nodes, a dynamically changing topology, the
possibility of reconfiguration, self-healing, dynamic routing, etc.
The classification of attacks on wireless sensor networks in the direction of impact is given in [24,
25, 26].
Active attacks are various modifications of data during communication by unauthorized persons.
Of most interest are routing attacks implemented at the network level. The most common attacks are
presented in [11].
Wireless Intrusion Detection System – WIDS [27, 28, 29] is a software and hardware solution that
includes software agents that perform the function of collecting, processing and analyzing network
traffic packets. Agents interact with the server, transmit intercepted packets to it. The server processes
the received data to detect attack signatures and detect abnormal behavior of network nodes, and also
responds to events.
3. Network attack detection methods
There are two groups of methods: learning with a teacher (supervised) showed in Table 2, and
uncontrolled learning (without a teacher) showed in Table 3 [30, 35, 36]. The essential difference
between them is the fact that learning with a teacher uses a fixed sequence of assessment parameters
and some data on the meaning of assessment parameters. In learning without a teacher, the set of
assessment parameters changes and the process of further training is continuous. Table 4 describes
supervised learning methods for intrusion detections.

Method
Rule modeling

Descriptive
statistics
Neural networks

Table 2. Network attack detection: supervised learning [30].
Description
Intrusion detection system during training determines a set of rules for normal
network behavior. During the operation process, an IDS applies this set of rules
and, if it does not match, generates an intrusion detection signal.
The system determines the “distance” between the actual vectors of indicators and
vectors collected during the training stage. If the distance between the vectors
exceeds a certain threshold, the behavior is considered abnormal.
The neural network is trained on data describing the normal functioning of the
system.
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Method
Simulation of
multiple states
Descriptive
statistics

Table 3. Network attack detection: learning without a teacher [30].
Description
Network behavior is described by a set of states and transitions between them.
States are described by feature vectors.
The system determines the “distance” between the actual vectors of indicators and
vectors collected during the training stage. If the distance between the vectors
exceeds a certain threshold, the behavior is considered abnormal.

Method
States modelling

Expert systems
Rules modelling
Parsing

Table 4. Abuse detection: supervised learning [30].
Description
An intrusion is represented as a set of states and transitions between them. States
are described by feature vectors. Such systems use Petri nets tools or ordinary
chains of events.
Intrusions are represented as a set of rules.
Simplified expert systems.
The intrusion detection system performs parsing to detect a specific combination
of characters.

4. Development of the structure of the system for monitoring the industrial network of APCS
Figure 1 shows network structure of an enterprise with tools for collecting and analyzing network
traffic of a network intrusion detection system (IDS).
The structure of the network attack detection system based on data mining is shown in the Figure 2.
At the first stage, network traffic is captured. In Figure 1, the numbers indicate the following
components: 1 is a router as a means of collecting incoming / outgoing network traffic, 2 is a router as
a means of collecting traffic within the enterprise network. The collection of necessary data is
performed using the package sniffer.
Internet

DB
1

DMZ
WEB
services

ERP/MES
level

Department
network

Application
server

2

IPS/IDS

DMZ
DB and data
collection

Department
network

AD
File
Server

LAN of control level

HMI

Control level

SCADA/
DCS

HMI

OPC-client

SCADA/
DCS

HMI

SCADA/
DCS

OPC-client

OPC-client
Industrial network

Field level

PLC

PLC

PLC

PLC

Sensors and actuators

Figure 1. The structure of the enterprise network in which information is collected.
The second stage identifies the most significant parameters that characterize network activity.
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At the third stage, detection and classification of attacks is carried out. The results of this
recognition are transmitted to related systems for reporting and visualization, depending on the
capabilities and specifics of adjacent systems. In addition, information about the attack on the APCS is
added to a special archive designed to investigate cybersecurity incidents by authorized specialists and
managers.
5. Development of algorithms for intellectual analysis of network traffic of industrial networks
An effective network attack detection system based on artificial intelligence methods can be built only
with a high-quality dataset of training and test samples that simulates various intrusions.
KDDCUP99 – intrusion detection dataset based on the data set DARPA 98, is one of the only
publicly available labeled data set [31]. Dataset NSL-KDD proposed to improve KDD dataset. This
dataset has the following advantages over the KDD dataset:
• it does not include redundant entries in the training set, therefore classifiers will not be retrained
due to the frequency of such entries;
• there are no duplicate entries in the proposed test suites;
• number of records in the training and test sets is optimal, which makes it possible to conduct
experiments on the full set.
Each entry has 41 attributes describing the various functions of the connection, and the label
assigned to each of them: attack or normal connection.
Dataset UNSW-NB15 [32] contains data of normal traffic in modern networks and network traffic
of synthesized networks.
Internet

Local computing
network
network traffic capture
node
Module for collecting
and primary filtering of
network traffic (forming
a dump of a captured
set of Ethernet frames)

Dump of
analyzed
traffic

Module for
extracting
signatures by the
protocols of OSI
model levels

Signature analysis
system
extracted
signatures

Signature
analysis module

Aatack
signatures
TCP/IP stack packets
marked with attack type

decrypted TCP/IP stack
hierarchy protocol packets

network traffic
parser according
to the protocols of
OSI model levels
(extraction and
decoding packets
of higher levels
protocols)
decrypted TCP/IP
stack hierarchy
protocol packets for
correlation with the
dump of accumulated
Ethernet traffic

data for
additional
Module for identifying
training
of the NN module
primary

characteristics of
typical traffic patterns

primary signs of marked traffic

database of
network attacks
signs

Module for identifying
significant features
using PCA
Primary component vector

Neural network module

Gateway for capturing
incoming network traffic

Neural network
clasifier
Decision about the
presence and type of
attack

Conditional
probability
of n-class attack

Output NN vector

Class
of attack

Figure 2. Structural scheme of the network attack detection system.
Each entry in this set contains attributes that describe the various functions of the connection, and
the label assigned to each of them: attack or normal connection [32].
The comparative table (Table 5) of the NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 methods is shown below:
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Table 5. Comparative table of the NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 methods.

№
1
2
3
4

Parameters
Number of networks
Number of different IP addresses
Traffic simulation
Duration of data collection

5

Format of data collected

6

Attack classes

7

Feature Extraction Tools

8

Number of attributes in the record

NSL-KDD
2
11
Yes
5 weeks
3 types (tcpdump,
BSM and dump-files)
4

UNSW-NB15
33
45
Yes
16 days 15 hours
PCAP-files
9
Argus,
Bro-IDS and etc.
49

Bro-IDS
42

Table 6. Network attack methods comparison.
Attack
Type
Buffer
overflows

Description

Implementation Features

Method of combating

Search for vulnerabilities
that can violate the memory
boundaries, execute an
arbitrary binary code on
behalf of an authorized user

1. Preparation of code to be
executed in the context of a
privileged program.
2. Changing the sequence of
program
execution
with
transfer of control to the
prepared code.
The hidden nature of the
functioning in the system,
data collection, avalanche
dissemination

• Adjustment of the source
code of the program.
• The use of non-executable
buffers.
• The use of checks overstep
the border.
• Conduct integrity checks.
• Anti-virus tools and regular
updating of their signatures;
• Encryption;
• Antisniffera;
• Firewalls;
• Anti-rootkits [4].
• Disable ICMP echo and
echo reply on peripheral
routers.
• The use of intrusion
detection systems (IDS).
• Access control
• The use of cryptographic
authentication.
• Rules for building SQL
queries;
• Encoding data and control
characters;
• Regular update.
• Anti-spoofing functions.
• Anti-DoS features.
• The use of network attack
detection systems.

Specialized
programs

Viruses,
Trojan
sniffer, rootkit

Network
intelligence

Collect network information
using publicly available
data and attack planning
applications.

Network
intelligence
is
conducted in the form of DNS
queries, ping sweep, and port
scanning

IP- spoofing

The attacker impersonating
an authorized user of the
system
SQL injection, crossite
scripting (XSS attack),
XPath injection.

Insert false information or
malicious commands into the
normal data stream
Changing
the
query
parameters to the database,
embedding arbitrary code in
the web page.

Creating conditions under
which legitimate users
cannot access the system.

Keeping all connections in
busy state. During DoS
attacks,
normal
Internet
protocols (TCP and ICMP)
can be used.
Using spam-mailing via email or instant messengers,
the use of computer-bots,
methods
of
social
engineering.

Injections

Denial
Service
(DoS)

Phishingattacks

of

horse,

Cheating
or
social
development of enterprise
employees to steal their
identity and transfer them
for criminal use.

• The use of proven
resources;
•
Antivirus
tools
and
signature database updates;
• Education and training of
staff.

Dataset UNSW-NB15 is selected for use in the system:
• number of classes of attacks is more than 2 times;
• test stand contained 33 subnets (NSL-KDD – 2 subnets);
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• when collecting traffic on the network, 45 IP addresses participated in the exchange of
information against 11 in NSL-KDD;
• traffic was collected by several means (in NSL-KDD - Bro-IDS);
• UNSW-NB15 set contains more attributes for the record (49 vs. 42 in NSL-KDD).
At the moment, in relation to industrial networks the following types of network attacks can be
distinguished (Table 6).
Of all types of attacks implemented in the industrial network, network attack detection systems are
able to most effectively cope with network intelligence, DoS attacks, as well as various types of
injections and buffer overflow attacks. IDS is a practically universal tool capable of detecting most
types of attacks implemented on an industrial network.
Main steps of the network traffic analysis algorithm in the industrial network are presented in the
Table 7.
Table 7. Characteristics and tools for analysis.
Analysis stage
Extract traffic
Feature selection

Classification

Characteristics and tools used
To solve the problem of capturing traffic, it is proposed to use switches with port
mirroring and connecting devices with the sniffer and packet analyzer installed.
When analyzing the main parameters of network traffic, one has to deal with an
interconnected system of input parameters (factors). Not all of the factors studied are
essentially interconnected, but separate groups of input parameters. A transition is
needed to a set of independent parameters containing the necessary information about
the variation or dispersion of the initial set of factors of the process under study [15].
It is proposed to use:
• Principal Component Analysis, PCA;
• Neural network autoencoder;
• Neural network autoencoder on the basis of convolutional neural network.
In relation to the problem of classification of network traffic and network discovery it
is proposed to use:
• Artificial neural networks (multilayer perceptrons);
• Decision Tree Ensemble;
• Classifier k nearest neighbors (KNN).

6. Development of a software package that implements the proposed algorithms as part of a
monitoring system
Table 8 presents the parameters of two common data sets used to build and test network attack
detection systems. The choice is made in favor of the UNSW-NB15 data set.
Table 8. Dataset statistics.
Analysis stage
Duration of data collection
Amount of threads
Number of bytes of packet sender
Number of bytes of packet recipient
Number of sender packets
Number of recipient packets
TCP
UDP
Protocol
ICMP
Other
Normal
Label
Attack
Unique
Sender
adresses
Recipient

NSL-KDD
16 hours
987,627
4,860,168,866
44,743,560,943
41,168,425
53,402,915
720,665
301,528
150
150
1,064,987
22,215
40
44
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UNSW-NB15
15 hours
976,882
5,940,523,728
44,303,195,509
41,129,810
52,585,462
720,665
688,616
374
374
1,153,774
299,068
41
45
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Figure 3. The structure of the experimental stand.

Figure 4. Flow chart of network traffic analysis.
When pre-processing the parameters of the selected data set UNSW-NB15, the attack classes
containing less than 5000 examples are excluded from the training set (Table 9).
Table 9. The attack classes.
id
1
2
3
4
5
6

Class name
DoS
Exploits
Fuzzers
Generic
Normal
Reconnaissance

Number of records
16353
44525
24246
58871
93000
13987
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Categorical variables are coded into numeric ones. The entire data set is divided into a training and
test sample in the ratio of 75% to 25%.
In order to compare the effectiveness of the use the classifier for a specific task, it is necessary to
compare the learning results of these classifiers on real data sets. To quantify the classifiers, the
following coefficients are applied [34]:
1) False Positive Rate – FPR;
2) True Positive Rate – TPR;
3) Sensitivity;
4) Specificity;
5) Proportion of correctly recognized examples – Correct Rate.
The sensitivity of the algorithm is equal to the proportion of false positive classifications
FPR (a, X).
Sen = FPR (a, X)
A sensitive diagnostic test is called overdiagnosis – the maximum prevention of missing malicious
code.
Table 10. Classifier Parameters.
Classifier
Decision
Trees
Committee (RFT)
Multilayer
perceptron (MLP)

Decision
Trees
Committee (RFT) +
main
component
method for feature
selection

Classifier based on
k-nearest neighbors
Multilayer
perceptron
+
Autoencoder

Basic Parameters
The maximum number of nodes in the decision tree is assumed to be 250.
The number of neurons in the hidden layer was selected during training to
achieve the minimum error on the test sample, the activation function of the
hidden layer neurons is the hyperbolic tangent;
The number of 5000 epochs of learning, the learning algorithm is conjugate
gradients.
Before the classification, features are selected by the method of principal
components. The maximum number of nodes of the decision tree is assumed to
be 100. The results of the work of the “decision trees” method using feature
selection by the principal component method on the test sample are presented in
Table 12.
The maximum number of nodes in the decision tree is assumed to be 250. The
results of the “decision trees” method are presented in table 11.
Parameter k was hit to achieve optimal error on the test sample.
𝑘 ∈ [5; 100]
Before making a classification, features are selected using a two-layer neural
network autoencoder

Table 11. Inaccuracy matrix for decision trees.
С1

С2
С3
С4
С5
С6

Total

С1
23317
100%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
23317
100%

С2
0
0%
2677
76.55%
711
20.33%
15
0.43%
94
2.69%
0
0%
3497
100%

С3
0
0%
172
1.52%
10156
90.31%
252
2.24%
649
5.77%
17
0.15%
11246
100%

С4
0
0%
5
0.08%
689
11.43%
5256
87.21%
73
1.21%
4
0.07%
6027
100%

С5
0
0%
28
0.68%
3410
82.25%
68
1.64%
632
15.24%
8
0.19%
4146
100%

С6
0
0%
1
0.01%
239
1.65%
23
0.16%
24
0.17%
14226
98.02%
14513
100%

The specificity of the algorithm is calculated as follows:
Spe = 1 – TPR (a, X)
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A specific diagnostic test only diagnoses for certain traffic related to network attacks.
In the course of the research, a series of experiments were carried out, the essence of which
consists in determining the presence of an attack and attributing it to a specific class (Table 10).
Table 12. Indicators of detection efficiency of the “decision trees” method depending on the number
of components on the test sample.
Number of
components
Average
proportion of
correctly
recognized
examples (correct
rate)
Scatter

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

0.695

0.725

0.755

0.764

0.771

0.776

0.805

0.811

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.002

0

0.001

0

Dependence of the Correct Rate indicator on the number of main components is presented in
Figure 5.
A comparison of all methods is presented in table 13. The results given in the table are indicated
with an accuracy of 0.01%.
As can be seen from the summary table, in the course of the experiments, the best indicators of
correctly recognized images were shown by the algorithms “decision trees” (89.67%) and the
multilayer perceptron (89.06%). Sensitivity indicators for FitKNN, MLP and autocoder methods do
not exceed 20%.

Figure 5. Dependence of the Correct Rate indicator on the number of main components.
Table 13. Comparative experimental results.
Name of the indicator
Sensitivity
Specificity
Correct rate,%

FitKNN
0.1746
0.9776
86.24%

RFT
0.9877
0.9897
89.67%

MLP
0.1356
0.9888
89.06%

Autocoder
0.0842
0.9917
88.58%

RFT+PCA
0.9168
0.9335
81.10%

When using the “decision trees” method together with the principal component method for
decreasing the dimension, the indicators decrease (sensitivity - by 8%, specificity - by 6.6%, the
proportion of correctly recognized examples - by 8.5%), and require more time and computational
resources.
7. Conclusion
During the research the following tasks were solved:
1) The main security threats and the types of intruders in the industrial network of the enterprise
are considered. A comparative analysis of software systems to ensure the safety of automated
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process control systems was conducted: Kaspersky Industrial CyberSecurity, Silent Defense,
PT Industrial Security Incidents Manager, Honeywell Risk Manager.
2) A structural scheme of a network attack detection system based on data mining techniques has
been developed.
3) Analyzed the data sets of network traffic, suitable for modeling the traffic of the industrial
network of enterprises: KDD99 CUP, NSL-KDD, UNSW-NB15 for the task of detecting
network attacks. The UNSW-NB15 set is selected for use in the system, since the number of
attack classes is twice as large; test stand contained 33 subnets (NSL-KDD – 2 subnets); in
collecting traffic on the network, 45 IP addresses participated in the exchange of information
against 11 in NSL-KDD; traffic collection was carried out by several means (in NSL-KDD –
Bro-IDS); the UNSW-NB15 set contains more attributes in the record (49 vs. 42 in NSLKDD).
4) A software package has been developed that implements a comparative analysis of network
attack detection algorithms. The most effective is the “decision trees” method with sensitivity
indicators Sen = 1, specificity Spe = 0.9877, and the mean correct rate MCR = 89.67%.
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Abstract. This paper is devoted to finding the source images for the processed images of social
networks. Existing methods and approaches that take place in the performance of this task are
considered. The algorithms of image recovery is investigated and planned for finalization.

1. Introduction
In the modern world it is continuously generated a huge amount of data, whether the data received
from the satellite, or sensors in the aircraft, bank transactions, patient diagnostic data, etc. A special
place is occupied by social networks. The significance of social networks is due to the fact that, on the
one hand they are the subject of socialization of people, and on the other - the most powerful and
affordable political, ideological and economic instrument. A number of papers are dedicated to
researches of social networks as systems, which contain large volumes of dat.
Images have always occupied an important place in the life of people: whether it be cave paintings
in primitive society, paintings by great artists, and especially photographs. With the advent of social
networks, photos began to move from the category of personal to the category of public domain and
became not only a new way of self-presentation, but also gave rise to other ways of thinking and
vision [1]. People literally convey their individuality through photos: express their opinions, upload
so-called “selfies”, arrange discussions, share impressions and emotions in comments to photos or by
color processing photos using various editors or filters.Social network “Instagram” began to play a
huge role in the life of modern society. Data and images from it helps in various areas of life, for
example, the police can solve crimes through photo data, psychologists can study various trends in the
lives of modern people.
The color characteristic is one of the most significant characteristics describing the image. With it,
you can extract various data that can be useful in many areas of human activity, such as psychology
and sociology. In 2015, the Laboratory for the Study of Big Data, under the leadership of Lev
Manovich, collected and analyzed 2.3 million photographs from the Instagram social network of large
cities such as New York, Tokyo, Bangkok, San Francisco and eleven other global cities. With the help
of the analysis conducted by the laboratory, it was possible to see the “biological rhythms” for which
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the metropolis lives, as well as the life of a resident of one city differs from that of another, as the time
frame and much more differ [2].
Also, the extracted data can be useful for example in medicine, in object selection and recognition
of objects and in many other areas.
Image restoration is one of the most important tasks of computer vision and image processing. It
finds its solution, for example, when detecting various kinds of tumors in medicine, when tracking
objects in security systems, when restoring images, and in many others. For image restoration, various
methods are used, both classical and modern, using work with neural networks and big data processing
tools, or BigData.
In the future it is planned to transfer the implementation to such services as Apache Flume for data
collection and Apache Spark for data processing as well as use Apache Cassandra for data storage.
This paper describes a method for finding the original image by determining the filter characteristic
with which it was processed.
2. Getting the source data for image recovery
During the work, it was decided to use the social network Instagram, for analysis. Users of this social
network often post photos and images that have been previously processed by various filters.
To obtain the original data, as a first step it was decided to write software that allows access to the
social network through special API and obtain the necessary data from it, namely the image itself and
additional service information containing the description and so-called tags indicating the filters used.
To gain access to the images, it is necessary to authenticate, which requires special access keys.
Authentication occurs through OAuth protocol version 2.0. This protocol is an open authorization
protocol that allows limited access to protected resources to a third party (our software system),
without the need to transfer a username and password to a third party (complex). After passing
authorization and authentication, it becomes possible to access images and their descriptions and
service information, and to download it to the computer as files.
3. Restoration of original images
Each image is a set of pixels characterized by its color brightness values and the whole image can be
viewed as a three-layer table, each layer of which is a table consisting of pixels with specific
brightness values of red, green, and blue. Images processed using special filters have a colorbrightness distribution different from the original image.
In the course of the work, an educational sample of images was prepared, containing 100 pairs of
images - the original and processed by a certain type of filter, as well as its name. An example of
image data is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Used images sample.
Next, using the written analysis software, color analysis of the images was carried out: the
distribution of colors by brightness was calculated and histograms were constructed for each of the
used filters. An example of the initial histogram of color distribution by layers of a single image is
presented in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Example of color distribution of one image (a) - red, b) - green, c) - blue).
The distribution for the whole class of images processed by a certain filter is similarly constructed.
Further, since the filter uses the same brightness transformations, then by subtracting the image
processed by the filter from the matrix of the original image from the matrix, the filter matrix can be
obtained. By adding all the results of calculating the matrices of filters for pairs of images processed
by the same filters, and also by normalizing, we obtain a common matrix for a filter of a certain type.
Hence, since the service information obtained from the social network in the previous step contains
data on the applied filter, it is not difficult to restore the original image using the filter matrix.
To test this hypothesis, a test sample was organized, containing about 1000 images received from
the Instagram network, and analysis and restoration of the original images was carried out. An
example of the result of the work can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3. Example of processed and original reconstructed image (a) - processed, b) - original
reconstructed).
4. Conclusion
Definition of source images is one of the most significant tasks of computer vision and image
processing. It finds its solution in various fields of human activity. Often, existing image processing
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methods work fine with relatively small amounts of raw data. Processing of large arrays of source
images takes considerable time, which is absolutely unacceptable in a number of tasks.
Currently, work is underway to adapt the above methods to work with large volumes of data or
BigData, and software is being developed that allows for the proper processing of image arrays and
the recognition of objects on them.
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